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Tremendous forces are unleashed by mother na.ture during 
occurrences of natural hazards such as hurricanes, floods, 
earthquakes, ground failures, volcanic eruptions and storm 
surges. These events have wreaked dramatic destruction on man
made structures arid have caused loss of lives, property crops and 
livestock The need to mitigate damage from natural hazards is of 
major concern to engineers, planners, architects and the 
construction industry. 

The objectives of the US-Asia Conference on Engineering for 
Mitigating Natural Hazards Damage, Bangkok, 14-18 December 1987, 
are to bring together practitioners and researchers from the USA 
and Asia to exchange information and to delineate possibI joint 
projects for mitigating damage caused by natural ha -,,.rd, . 
Although there are many types of natural hazards, only extreme 
winds, floods, earthquakes, arid ground failures were selected for 
discussion at this Conference. The technical program included a 
keynote speech, eight theme papers (lealing with the four topics, 
various papers high Ii g . i n g regional or local problems and 
solutions, a field trip, and group discussions for delineating 
problems and formulatinF possible cooperative research projects. 

The Conference was jointly sponsored by the National Science 
Foundation, the IS AID/Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance, the 
University of Htawaii at. Manoa, and the Asi an Institute of 
Technology. Their interest in and enthusiastic support of this 
Con ference are gratefully acknowledged. 

This volume contains those papers which were received in 
time for publication prior to the Conference. The efforts of the 
many authors in meeting deadlines and their participation in the 
Conference are sincerely appreciated. Thanks are also extended to 
Ms. Kwanjai Sodsee and the other staff at the Asian Institute of 
Technology for their valuable assistance in the preparation of 
this publication. A final report to be issued subsequent to the 
Conference will obtain the recommendations from the reports of 
the four workshop discussion groups. 

We hope that this volume of papers will be useful to the 
desigr professionals, as well as to those researchers in this 
field of activity, who are constantly seeking ways and means to 
mitigate natural hazards damage. 

Arthur N.L. Chlu Prlnya Nutalaya 
University of Hawaii at Manoa Pisidhi Karasudhi 

Asian Institute of Technology 

December 1987 
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Bangkok, Thailand
 

14-18 December 1987
 

EXTREME WIND HAZARDS IN ASIA
 

B. Venkotesworlu
 

Stiictural Enqineerinq Research Centre
 
Madras, India
 

ABSTRACT Severe cyclones, also called typhoons in the Pacific, and
 

hurricanes in the Atlantic regions, originate between 5and 30°latitudes on
 

either side of the equator. In addition to these cyclones, tornadoes
 

associated with thunderstorms also occur in these regions. Every year the
 

typhoons across the Asia Pacific coast and the cyclonic storms across the
 

Indian Ocean coasts, particularly in tile Coromandel coast across the Bay of
 

Bengal, cause havoc destroying millions of houses and other structures,
 

damaging crops, and the most important of all, killing people and
 

livestock. The characteristics of the abnormal winds of these cyclones are
 

different from those of the normal winds of well-behaved wind climate.
 

At present, the effects of these abnormal winds are not considered in
 

the design of structures. Hence many of the structures built in the
 

cyclone-prone areas fail due to buffeting, aerodynamic instability,
 

excessive deformations, high differential pressures, and fatigue caused by
 

the cyclonic winds. With a view to emphasizing the need for research on
 

cyclone-resistant structures, typical illustrations of the failures of
 

roofing sheets, wall cladding, and foundations of residential and
 

industrial buildings in India, Bangladesh, Philippines, Vietnam and other
 

Asian countries, are presented in this paper. Failure of tall chimneys,
 

towers, bridges, and other structures in the cyclone-prone regions are also
 

highlighted. 
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INTRODUCTION
 

Most of the 
current codes of practice on wind loads on structures deal
 
with wind speeds of well behaved wind climate. 
 These forces are generally
 
derived 
 from the statistical analysis of the data of the annual peak 
wind
 
speeds 
 obtained from the anemometer records. Besides these winds of 
 well
 
behaved climate, extreme winds due to 
 cyclonic storms, tornadoes and
 
thunderstorms also affect the structures. Among these abnormal disturbances
 
of atmosphere, the cyclonic storms, 
 also called typhoons in the Pacific,
 
and hurricanes in the Atlantic regions, 
 were reported to have caused heavy
 
damage to a 
large number of structures in the coastal 
 regions of many
 
countries in Asia. 
 In addition to 
the cyclonic storms, tornadoes which are
 
less 
 frequent than the cyclones, but moving with destructive wind speeds,
 
also occur in 
India and other countries in Asia. Thunderstorms which are
 
less severe 
than cyclones, have also inflicted damage to many structures in
 

recent years.
 

Engineers 
 have long before recognised that it would not 
be economical
 
to consider these abnormal wind forces in the design of 
 structures, and 
therefore, tile codes of practice for wind loading did not include them 
adequately in tile recommendations for wind loading. Nevertheless their 
effect 
cannot be completely disregarded. Particularly, the high density of
 
population 
 and the increasing number of 
 constructions 
 in the coastal
 
regions in Asia 
raises the risk of loss of life and damage to structures by

these extreme winds. The structures should, therefore, be designed, such 
that they are not damaged to an irreparable extent due to cyclonic winds. 
Their design should be such that they can be repaired and renovated with 
minimum expendiLure in Le sirtest; possible time during the post-disaster 
period. It is, therefore, 
 necessary to understand the type and extent of
 
structural failure caused by the extreme winds. The characteristics of 
cyclonic winds and the damage caused by tile cyclones to structures built in 
different countries in Asia are highlilItied in this paper. 

/ 
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CYCLONIC WINDS
 

Cyclones are formed due to atmospheric disturbances between 50and 300
 

latitudes on either side of the equator. During tile occurrence of these
 

disturbances wind circulates around an area of low atmospheric pressure,
 

the circulation being anti-clockwise in the northern hemi-sphere. The
 

surface pressure is very low at the storm centre which is known as the eye 

of the cyclone, but rises rapidly towards tile periphery. Because of this 

large pressure gradient, the tangential speed of wind increases inwards 

reaching maximum at a radial distance of about 80 km from the centre and 

from there the wind speed falls nearly to zero at the eye. 

Depending on the rotating wind speed, these disturbances are classified 

as i) tropical storms and (ii) severe cyclones. The frequency of their 

occurrence in th,. As;iin rcitoii ;lre shown in :i . I (Gray, 1 7). They form 

Ov,'r .arm tlipi ,J: WI LV 1t. ;111( l it ;ost ol the time there itself'. They lie 

oi water 1t11re rLlacti,;, cilt. le wind speeds of the tropical storms 

vary between 00lt kinph :iid 120 koph . .evQre cyclones are tLie storms of 

tropicil ,,r;,ii. .,'ii hey are fully developcd, they intensify with very 

hi,.,,h
rotating speeds. The Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the 

United Nations cliissified them into five grades depending upon their gust 

speed of 2-3 seconds duration at 9.2 m elevation and tile extent of damage 

caused by them (UN,1975). 

40 - - " ' -

30" - - . -/.- - - I I -

0 " 4 >; 11 014 18 10 I I2? , . 42 25 1224, 2112142 2-1 1 3 4 
131 I 1 1 2 O332 .10 20*32326,4 

ZM131 6 03 3 a~ t2I 4 341~223 91,;, ' 3~ 14 3003227 2426 0 '214 

E q ---- ------ -,.-o - 1 8. ...... 

2 1 1 0 Z rz. 23 5h--:, 2 0 ? 5 4 1 1 

1 0 f 13 1? 14 ? 4 3 2 2 1 1 3 2 it 2 - 3 9 I 6 6 9 

)O - + -"
 
2- 6 7 543 110 1 I6 -. \5 4 0 21 

30* 

40' -
 I I l I I 

60" 90" 120" 150, 180. 

Fig. I Frequency of tropical storms per 50 lat.-long. area per 25 years
 

The flow of these winds is very complex. When it is Intercepted by
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structures, it becomes more complicated. The flow pattern of wind across a
 

structure 
 primarily depends upon the magnitude of its velocity, and the
 

size and shape of the structure immersed in the flow. 
The wind velocity at
 

any height 
 depends upon the turbulent eddies generated in the wind flow.
 

The turbulent eddies in tropical cyclones are 
of unique shape and duration.
 

They are associated with minimum variaion in direction. They are,
 

therefore, capable of contributing significantly to the amplitude of
 

oscillation in structures having natural 
periods that are harmonics of
 

cyclone eddy periods. Therefore, the effect of cyclonic winds 
on structures 

is most ly of dynamic nature and so they cause ext ensive damage to 

structures. Another important characteristic of cyclone Is that the damage 

to structures near the central region is increased by the almost 
 total 

reversal ot direction of strong gusts with tile movement of storm centre. 

The turbu lent eddie-" of the oncoming wind and the wave cause dynamic forces 

responsible for tihe vibrations of the hody. This is known as buffeting. The 
net max imluiifm pressure on the Hluff structure due to dynamic action is 

obtained by super inposi ng the fluctuating pressures over the mean 

component as follows (Lawson,1980): 

Pm,)+ + i(l Gpm} 3....()Pmax : Pm 

where P rand I'M are the maximum and the mean pressures, respectively, 6" 
is the root mean square value of the fluctuating pressure, K and KR areB R 
the peak factors correspoding to the broad band and 
narrow band responses,
 

respectively. Ti last term in the parenthesis can be neglected if the 

natural frequency of the structure is not within the range of wind 

exci tat ion. 

The structure may also fail under excessive deformations caused by the 

extreme winds. Under tire dynamic action of wind, if the structure is 

flexible, it deflects and the Initial deflection givbs rise to succeeding 

dl '1ctionis of osci IIatory character. These motions represent changes at 

i, ,1 instant in the boundary conditions of flow. Associated with these 

changes , are flow assymmetries and magnification of Iefornat ions. The 

maxi mum displacement is obtained by superimposing displacements over the 
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mean component as given below:
 

Ymox : Ym 1+ B "11 +ti: RI Y(2 

where Ym and Ymax are the mean and the maximum displacements, respectively, 

G is the r.m.s. value of fluctuating deflections KB and KR are the peak 

factors.
 

CYCLONES IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES IN ASIA
 

India
 

As seen in Fig. I the highest frequency of cyclones over 5°squares per
 

25 years anywhere in the world occurs in the Bay of Bengal. These cyclones
 

hit the east coast destroying millions of houses, damaging crops, and the
 

worst of all, killing people. Statistical analysis of the wind speeds of
 

the cyclones which crossed the east coast of south India during the period
 

1891 to 1985 has given the following design wind speed (Venkateswarlu and
 

others, 1984):
 

X 14.28-31 Ln{-n( $) } ]. ... . (.3) 

X 143.28 -31 in - in PN X>x)]. (4).....(4) 

where X and x are the wind speed of cyclone and the design wind speed, in 

kin, respectively, T(x) is the mean return period of x in years, N is the 

service life of the structure in years and P (X > x)is the risk or 

exceedance level i.e., the probability that the given wind speed, x, is 

exceeded at least once in N successive years. This analysis gave a 50 year 

return period cyclonic wind speed of 261 kmph for design of normal 

structures of 50 year service life at 63% risk level. 

In the recent past , the east coast of India was battered by severe 

cyclones, two in 1977, and one each in 1979, 1980, 1981, 1983 and 1984. Of 

these, the 1977 cyclone which hit the Divi taluk in Andhra Pradesh, was the 
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worst in living memory. 
Wind speeds of 260 kmph were estimated during this
 
cyclone. In addition to the spiralling winds, 
 a tidal wave of about 5 m
 
height engulfed a large number of villages over an area of about 300 sq.km.
 
The residents of these villageL had 
to fight with the ferocious tidal wave
 
and protect themselves from the fury of the sudden storm sweeping across a
 
vast area. Thousands of families were 
rendered homeless and suffered untold
 
mysery. Nearly 40,000 people 
 were reported to have lost their 
 lives.
 
Myriads of birds, cattle and other livestock were lost in the tidal 
wacers.
 
(Venkateswarlu and Muralidharan, 1978).
 

Banglade h
 

The coastal belt of Bangladesh is frequently hit by severe cyclones. In
 
tile last 20 years, tese cyclones not only took a toll of thousands of
 
huma- lives, but also caused enormous loss of property 
and livestock. Among
 
these cyclones, the 1970 cyclone was 
the worst of its kind in the 
 human
 
Iiistory. Nearly hallf a miltion lives were lost 
(ioring this cyclone. Another 

ma jor Cyc lone st ruck the coastal districts of this country in 1985 
catusing ia v ' dainage to property and crops worth millions of dollars
 

(Sira] Uddin, 1985).
 

Philippines
 

Philippines is the worst affected country in 
the Pacific region of 
Asia. Fo- the 53 million people who inhabit the 7,100 islands of the 
Repub ic of Philippines, extreme wind hazards due to cyclones accompanied
 

by tidaf waves ,re very common. Thi!; c,)iotry straddles a nor:orious path of 
tropical storms iand typhoons which sweep across the Pacilic and the China 

Sea every year. A iarge number of single storeyed residential buildings in 
the norther. Iiz sustiaiind severe damage and some of them even collapsed 

as a resuit of the 1974 typhoon. Similarly, the typhoon Ike "Nitang" in 
1984 ravaged the Philippines very badly (UNDRO, 1984). 

/,
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Yietnam
 

This is another country in Asia which is very frequently threatened by
 

typhoons. The Clara typhoon in 1964, the 1972 typhoon, the Nancy typhoon in
 

1982, the whirl winds of 1984,and the Cecil typhoon in 1985 caused heavy
 

structural damage to several residential and school buildings, warehouses
 

and other structures. The latest typhoon Wayne which formed in the South
 

China Sea in 1986 damaged more than half a million houses, and destroyed
 

120,000 class rooms, and 1,1)0 hospitals and health centres (Thuoc, 1986). 

China 

The typhoons originating in the west Pacific area strike the coastal 

regions ol China and inflict heavy damage to many structures. Successively 

for the last three years, heavy damage was c;iiised by the typhoons in China. 

Near I y 12,()(O) hectares ot SLnogarcane crop was ripped down in th.! southern 

coast of China by the t yphooii Ike in 1984 (UNDRO, 1984). Again in 1985 

another cyc IoneL wreaked havIac (estroyi ng 150, 000 hotuses, and 50,000 

electeric polts in Sando;,, ;nidlIi afon', Penineu las. East China was severely 

hattered by tlie 1986 cyc I(lii' And over 7,501. houses and 125,000 hectares of 

crop were reported to hav be,-en destroyed (UNDRO, 1986). Similarly Taiwan 

is frequentliy affected by the cyclones in the Pacific. 

Korea
 

A total of 255 typhoons were reported to have crossed Korea during the 

last 82 years causing loss of life and property worth more than four 

hi 1 do11Ila rs . The latest typhoon Thelma ravaged the southern part of 

South Korea in .July 1987. More than 80 million dollars worth property was 

reported to hlve hell d,' ;,u'(1 1% thi, ',. . lhi! typhoon is the worst 

since typhoon Sarah in 1959 (The Hindu, 1987). 
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Sri Lanka
 

Since the beginning of this century Sri Lanka was also affected by 
 the
 
cyclones in the Indian Ocean. Wind speeds of 
200 kmph were estimated during
 

the 1978 cyclone which caused 
severe damage to more than 100,000 houses.
 
Since then codal 
 regulations have been established in this country to
 
design the structures for high winds (Naganathar, 1986).
 

Other Countries
 

Similarly Hong Kong and Japan were reported to have been affected by
 

the typhoons. Pioneering research on the analysis of typhoon wind 
speeds
 
and on 
 formulation of guidelines for typhoon resistant constructions has
 

been take up in these countries.
 

STRUCTURAL DAMAGE DUE TO CYCLONES
 

Structures with low slenderness ratio, 
 and the joints and connections
 

are highly wind sensitive and so they are susceptible to failure by static 

and dynamic action of cyclonic winds. Besides these structures, many low
rise residential and industrial buildings with light roof and wall cladding 
suffered heavy damage due to the fury of the cyclonic winds. Most of these 
low-rise buildings with sloped roofs and light cladding failed mainly due 

to hi gli differential pressure between th'l interior and exterior of the 

buildings and also due to high suction in the leeward side. In tile tropical 
countries, the local preference is to provide more window and door openings
 

which increase the permeability of the bui Idin,,. This will restlIt ill 
de yelo.i t o I li;,,h i ittr' al1 prunPres:sur S i ' 1rtI .r, ;I r, ' 1111 aher of 

g;i b Io' ! " ()I o e ; ;I, ", t i . (!; ol ind i:;t ri ;i l r '-; i , ti ii I h I ;Inve 

I)''l razed to the !'IOW1I ( 1 i ,. 2). 

When the sleets were strong, failure occurred due to yielding oI J
ho It;. When the J-bo I:; wert, replacI by :;tr,,,1, U-c: i1ps at closer 

[n terv I S,, the roofi rig was peeled off and the roo i ng sheets were found on 
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the ground with the purlins and their attachments still in place (Fig. 3).
 

When these purlin connections were made stronger collapse of the entire
 

roof structure occurred dJue to lack of lateral bracing between the trusses.
 

Even tile concrete and brick masonry walls were damaged due to tie absence
 

ot peripheral support at the top of the walls (Fig. 4). These beams which
 

act as diaphragms are often omitted in tihe tropical constructions because of 

a local preference for large openings at these locations. When the roof and 

top support ing structure was made strong fai Iure had taken place in the 

columns and foundations. Thus the fai lure occurred at the weakest part of 

the structure. 

Tfearing, of1rolling shutters, flange and web plates of stec staunchions 

and girders, )ond i ing and twistinri, of heav columns support i n, the roof 

structure, buckling of base plates, and yielding of" foundation ainchor bolts 

have been observedI as tie common fai lures of structLures in the cyclone 

prone regions (Figs. 5 to 9). 

Most of tile transmission line poles along the railway tracks and the 

highways in tile cyclonIe affected area were damaged to an irreparable extent 

(Fig. 10). Typical fa ilu res of transmission line towers, reinforced 

concrete chimneys, elevated water tanks, radio and meteorology towers in 

the cyclone-prone areas in Asia are shown in Figs. 11 to 14. 

CONCLUSIONS
 

A large number of cyclonic storms crosses the coastal belts of many 

countries in Asia causing loss of life and property and damaging several 

structures. It may not be possible to completely control tile fury of these 

abnormal winds of cyclones. But eltorts should be made to prevent complete 

col lapse of buildings and loss of life. linecyclone damage should not he 

attributed to "act of God'. At I resent these extreme winds of cyclones have 

not been rat i oi I I y consi (ered inn ti des i gn of st ructLures partly because 

of insuff icient dat a of these w i nd speeds arnd part Iy dle to economic 

considerations in desi gn. It is, therefore, necessary to measure tlre speed 

and direction of these high winds with sitable instruments. 

r 
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Fig. 2 Failure of A.C. sheet roof-ing I,-.J 3 	 The roof in, wIS peel e off x' tith 
the purl ins (l 7"i cVCehe in(1977 cyclone in India) 
Phi 1ippi ne.;, F1tt l, 1q77) 

Of I 'I ,. Dama5,e to sheets 

school liii lIic', W]li) -'lone rollins, shultters (1977 c-clone 

i i ';l ,in'i 'in and in Tndia) 

-4 FH I ll-,'t ',.:,]of Fi 5 w -oorin hIne 

Vall I I m ), I T'1/ 

hef ore Fig. 6 Failure of .truelurn af I (r 

a th enna 1 pok" r ( a;It I mli 

(1077 cv 1moe in Indila) 

1. 
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Fig. 7 Failure of a joint between Fig. 8 Failure of foundation anchor 
columni and foundation (1985 bolts (1977 cyclone in India) 
cyclone in Vietnam) 

F . 9 Failure of a base plate Fig. 10 Pai lure of a prestressed 
(1977 cycl one iln India) concrete pole (1077 cyclone 

in Ind a) 
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Fig. 11 Failure of a water 
tank (1984 cyclone in India)
 

12 (Cull,p; -. nfnrc'j Pu 13 Faire of a meteorological
concirte c'i!:mev (11)77 tower (1984 cyclone in India)
 
c cloneh 1Ill i:' 

Cu! Iapso of a giv{' tower 
'at a ratdio broadcasttfnp,

• , 
 ! tation W1077 cvclone in 
India) 
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The cyclonic wind forces are mainly of dynamic naturc. Therefore, more 

data of these wind speeds shuu Id be col lecLed alld their spectral 

characteristics should be studied in detail.I Economi cal designs Iof cyclone

resistant structures s hou Id he deve loped consider ing t he concepts uf 

conditional Ii [l t states . Const ructionool siruceis i n cyc lone-prone 

areas should be improved by providing inte, ral connecti us rom the roof to 

the foundation. 
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ABSTRACT Wind storms, cyclones and tornadoes are estimated to cause average 

total annual building losses in the United States exceeding earthquakes, 

expansive soils, landslides, or floods. Since 72% of wind losses result from 

severe damage or collapse situations, whereas, on the average, tsuami, 

earthquake and storm surge cause only 6% of the losses in the severe or 

collapse category, the severity of losses fror, wind is greater than the 

severity of losses from all other ratura] disaster situations combined. 

Nonetheless, by effective use of land zoning, planning procedures, building to 

codes, and incorporation of modern design information into new structures scAM 

estimates suggest projected damages could be reduced by 35%. 

INTRODUCTION 

The ancients had a great deal of respect for the wind. It moved their 

ships and wrecked them. It pumped rater, ground corn, but scmetimes destroyed 

their crops and homes. Ehecatohatiuh, ancient god of the wind for the Aztecs 

of Mexico, was believed to have created nn in the form of apes in order that 

they might cling to the earth better and not be carried away by the 

hurricanes; thus originating the similarity between the human race and 

monkeys. The word hurricane comes from the Caribbean Indian word 'huracan' 

for 'big wind'. Similarly the Japanese immortalized the god of the wind 

'Fujin' in the mountain of wind - 'Fujiyama'. In modern times man retains his 

respect for the impact of extreme winds. The Bangaladesh cyclone of 1970 is 

./ 
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estimated to have caused a death toll between 300,000 to 500,000, and Wiggins, 

1987, estimates that a $40 billion dollar annual loss in the United States due 

to hurricanes is as likely as a similar loss due to the maximum severity 

earthquake. 

This paper reviews the costs and type of damage associdted with wind 
storms, examines the value of computational and physical models in estimating 

and alleviating potential losses, and discusses various mitigation schemes and 

design techniques to mitigate damage due to wind. 

TYPES OF WIND STORMS 

Wind storms can be classified into four categories based on severity and 
physical origins. The types include tornadoes, hurricanes (cyclones or 

typhoons), and severe winds (thunderstorms, downbursts, and downslope winds). 
Table 1 summarizes Cat a concerning the average characteristics of such storms, 

their impact and the potential for mitigation (Gray, 1986; Walker, 1985b; 

Charjery et al., 1984; Batts et al., 1980; Hart, 1976). 

Torn;-doxs are one of niture's most violent and frightening natural 

hazards. 'They appear suddenly, often with little warning and contain the nst 

powerful of all winds. 'They form during synoptic situations involving 
thunderstorm squall lines along a cold front, when cool dry air overruns warm 
moist air, and aloft when cold noist air masses exist from the surface to 

great altitudes. Fully developed tornadoes can have a variety of shapes 

varying from an ordinary funnel, wide at the top and narrow at the bottom, to 

cyl inders whose diameter is constant between the cloud base and the ground. 

'The tornTido funine] oin so-s is a cloud of water droplets mixed with dust and 
other debris. 'he funnel translates along the ground with an average speed of 

45 mph (5 to 65 nmph), produces a maximum pressure drop of about 2 1/2 in. of 

fig (1.2 psi.), contaiLs a maximum wind speed somewhat below 300 mph, and cuts 

a swath a iew mters to kilometers width over a path length from a fraction of 

a kilon.ter to hundreds of kilometers long. 'The maximum mean annual observed 

number of torTdoes pear year in the United States per 10,000 sq miles is 10.4. 

About 10% o these will have wind speeds exceeding 158 mph, and only 2.3%will 

excced 207 nmph. Although tornadoes can occur alnost anywhere in the world, 



------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE 1: CHJ.RACZE?:ST:CS 
CF SI.EFE WIND STCPYS AND W 'RPICAES
 
Fxtra,:te= Iror Hart, 1;7 , Petak and Hart, 1980,
 
and ce:;r.z cC 3:, 1923)
 

STOkM TYPE CLASS REX If.M MAXI 
 MEAN PERCENT STRIKE'* WEALTH-AT-RISK PEOPLE-AT-RISK TOTAL LOSSES 
* WIN:- SFEEZ AVG SPEED AREA OBSERVED PROBABILITY (S 1970) (1970) ($ 1970)

(oph)
r. (sq miles) (x 105) (billions) (I Total) (millions) (% Total) (millions) (% Total)
 

TCRNADO FC 4-C 
 5C 0.02 lq.9% 0.5 $1,798 89.1% 181 89.1% $880 56.0%
 
F! 73-MS 93 0.27 44.C% C.4

F2 23-l57 135 1.12 26.6% 13.0
 
F3 1 -2C'6 182 8.00 7.2% 
 10.8
 
P, 2G7-2bC 234 28.36 2.11 11.9
 
F5 26:-318 290 83.90 
 0.2% 0.9
 

HUPRICANE 
 NWS1 73-95 84 125000 38.0% 
 $682 30.9% 63 30.9% 
 $680 43.3%
 
S -2 96-110 103 38.0%
 

WS 3 111-130 121 
 12.0%
 
S4 131-155 143 10.0%
 

!;55 >155 200 2.0%
 

SE'ERZ WINDS - 50-200 .. .....-	 $2,065 100.0% 
 203 100.0% $11 0.7% 

* 	 F - Fuj:ta Tornado Classification 
NKWS - U.S. National Weater Ser.-ice Hurricane Classification 

' 	 Strike likelihood in a 3997 sqiare mile area when
 
the nean nurber of tornadoes in area is 5
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over 90% of observed tornadoes occur on the North American continent. 

Hurricanes are typically longer lasting (average of nine days), less 
intense (maximum wind speeds of 200 mph), and impact a larger surface area 
than tornadoes. A tropical cyclone is considered a hurricane if maximum wind 
speeds exceed 73 mph. Although tornadoes may occur almost anywhere, 
hurricanes originate between the 5 and 20 degree latitudes and impact islands 
and coastal regions. Cyclones are characterized by three main features: a) 
strong winds circulating around a calm eye in an anticlockwise manner in the 
Northern hemisphere (vice versa in Southern hemisphere), b) high tides caused 
by the storm surge, and c) heavy rains. Typical cyclones have a diemeter of 
400 miles, a depth of' 9 to 12 miles, and move along the storm track at 5 to 
32 noh. Winds spiral into the center at sea level and spiral out at upper
 
levels. A cyclone has an eye diameter from 5 to 25 miles, hurricane force 
winds out to a diameter of 100 miles, and gales over a 400 mile diameter. 
Hurric-ne-sawned tornadoes are much nore common than was once thought. 
Recent studeL s indicate that virtually all storms of hurricane intensity along 
the coast of the U.S., and half the storms of tropical storm intensity, 
spawned toridoes (Gray, 1986). Latent heat released by condensation of 
water vapor i rom the wann oc;ean provides the energy source which intensifies 
ard rmaintains the cyclone. 'Ihe intensity of a cyclone is measured in terms of 
central pressure at the core, i.e.. less than 29.0 in. of Hg (982 millibars) 
when winds exceed 73 mph. Cyclones occur along the coasts of Australia and 
all the continents except South America. 

Severe Wirxs can ocur in all locations. Data associated with high 
variability storus such as hurricanes and tornadoes must be removed trin an 
extreme wirn tine series to evaluate severe wind effects. They usuallyare 
associatW with storm fronts, winter gales, or downslope winds. Severe wind 
statistics are generally well IxTaved, have re sonably low annual variability 
and are well predicted by FisJer Iye I or Weibell probability distributions. 
Often called '"stratight I ine" winds, they are expected tonot swirl like 
tornadoes or cyclones, and nuy show a strong directional dependence. These 
are the wirh; typically considered in building codes (UBC, SBC, ANSI in United 

States). 

¢/
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D AGE TYPES AND COSTS 

Insurance companies evaluate the relative cost to a ccmmiunity of the
 

various types of storms in terms of the mean annual losses, the variability of
 

annual losses and the maximum possible loss (Walker, 1985a; Friedman, 1980,
 

1983). Insurance works best when the annual variability of incidents is 

small. 'This enables insurance ccipanies to determine premiums with
 

confidence. Informiation about the maximum possible loss is used to estimate
 

necessary reinsurance. 

Mean Annual Losses
 

In the United States (U.S.) wind related natural hazards caused about 400
 

deaths/yuer or 35% of all natural disaster related deaths (or about 1/250 the
 

death rate of mni-made accidents), and annual wind related dollar losses ($5 

billion) equal building4 losses due to fire or more thar one-half of the annual 

dollar losses from autonxbile accideits. 'ilhe&: annualized wind losses are 

distributed betwcen hul'rricanes, tornadoes. arnd severe wirds as 55, 40, and 5 

percent, res-ctiveiy. Storm surges account for aboit 40% of total hurricane 

daimige. 

Wiggins (1978) predicted tkat by the year 2000 annual average U.S. 

hurricine andi tornado relatd losses would be $11 billion in 1987 dollars. 

Sucl increases are due to increase in population, concentration of people and 

property in cities, settluient in exposed coastal areas, higher construction 

and repair ccts, arLi more hazardous teclinolojies. Ilndeed the usefulness of 
pa-ist loss experience data decays rapidly with time bccause of cianges in the 

number, geoqrap1hical distribution and density of the elemants-at-risk in 

hazard p--ne areas. Vulnerability to damage also cdimges with time due to 

inflationary trexs. 

Annual Variability 

Annual fire los.ses have a coefficient of variation (c.o.v.) of about 10%, 

whereas hurricane wind losses have a c.o.v. of nearly 200%, and non-hurricane 
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wind losses (tornadoes, thunderstorms and winter gales) have a c.o.v of 70%. 
Thus randomness and spread of risk are not characteristics of wind losses 
(Friedman, 1983; Walker, 1985a). Since in the past wind losses have been only 
a fraction of fire losses, most insurance companies offer wind damage coverage 
as an extension of fire policies even in hurricane prone areas. More recent 
statistics suggest wind losses ncK: equLl fire losses in the U.S.. When risk 
and variability become large, insurance companies are reluctant to insure a 
peril at all! (In the U.S. tixiay flood losses are not ir.:lluded in most 

policies.) 

Maximum Possible Loss 

Munchener Ruck (1982) has noted that the causes of some 400 great natural 
disasters which have already occurred in this century are grouped by 52% 
inundation, 17% earthquake, 15% wind storm, 7% drought, 3% volcanic, and 6% 
other. At the beginning of the century there were about three disasters per 
year based on the existence of an extreme impact on the econcmies concerned 
due to the extent of bodily injury or property damage; whereas, currently 
there are about 15 per year. Between 1960 and 1980, Berz and Smolka (1987) 

found that 49 of the 89 major natural disasters were attributable t. 
windstorms. In terms of property damage the worst natural disaster during 
this period was Hurricane Agnes which caused a $3.1 billion loss in the U.S.. 

Today Wiggins (1987) estimates that a single probable earthquake in the 
U.S. could cause $63 billion in damage; one hurricrane, $10.5 billion; one 
tornado, $4.8 billion; one storm surge, $2.4 billion; one riverine flood, $3 
billion; and one tsunami, $1 billion. Since it is much more likely that 
multiple hurr.icanes hit a populated coastline than multiple maximum critical 
earthquakes occur in one year, he calculated that it is not unlikely that 
hurricanes cause losses within a one year time of $40 billion due to wind 
only. Indad, Gray (1986, 1987), notes that the past ten years have been an 
unusually quiet time for hurricanes along the U.S. coastline; a large portion 
of the U.S. coastline population has entered the region since the last major 
storms hit; hezx:e, the next major storm might easily cause damage exceeding $5 

billion. 

A considerable difference exists between the damage, type, and magnitude 

____ Cf 
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caused by different natural hazards. An earthquake is expected to cause 
structural collapse or severe damage to less than 0.5% of the buildings 
exposed, but structural collapse or severe damage is experienced by 93% of the 
exposed buildings damaged by tornadoes and by 51% of those damaged by 
hurricanes (Petak and Hart, 1980). loss of life is generally expected to 
correlate directly with such extreme damage. 

NUMERICAL AND HIYSICAL MODELING OF EXTREME WINDS AND WIND LOADS 

There are three critical questions which arise when one considers the 
developments and trends in designing for extreme winds: a) Just how much 
better are we doing now than say 100 years ago? b) Does a consensus exist 
about the validity of the methodologies? and c) Is the information available 
useful to the design engineer or planner? 

State of Computational Modeling 

Computer models may be used storms,to forcast generate probable wind 
fields of extreme winds, evaluate property and lives at risk in a wind storm, 
and predict loads and motions of specific structural configurations. These 
models are genemilly heavily dependent on the reliability of local 
climatological information, population a-d property inventories, and empirical 
accommodation factors. Indeed, Kareem (1987) siggests ranges of confidence 
and reliability should be incorporated into any decision matrix for design 
decisions in extreme wind situations.
 

Forecasting of lows, fronts, 
 squall lines, and thunderstons is a normal 
patt of what we consider the meteorologists responsibility. Hence, an 
extensive computational effort has been made to predict the incidence, 
strength aind track of tornadoes, hurricanes and severe winds (Kitade, 1986; 
Southern, 1986). Present day cyclone models are able to simulate a) tropical 
cyclogenesis from synoptic scale waves; b) organization of cloud elements into 
vortex shaped convective system; c) regional topographic effects; and d) the 
evolution of some real tropical cyclones. In most case.3 spatialthe 
resolution has not been sufficient for all scales of motion. Operational 
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models are predicting tropical cyclone tracks, but most do not simulate the 
tropical cyclone with much realism. 

The predictability of atmspheric motions are expected to be no greater 
than the L', -. arqin lifetime of the pattern, T, ie. 'you can't predict 
samething longer than it lasts'. Thus the useful duration of a perfect-model 
forecast is about 2.5T. Stull (1985) conjectures that predictability curves 
normalized by their lifetime are independent of their spatial scales; thus, 
small mesoscale pheonomena, such as detailed tornadoes, hailstorms and wind 
damage forecasts,-are anticipated to have usefully accurate model-produced 
predictabilities of less than one hour. Larger mesoscale activity such as 
fronts and huricanes may be predictable fro~n one to seven days in advance. 
Alternatively, "nowcasting" can be performed once phenomena such as
 
thunderstorms or hurricanes are discovered by radar or satellite. Since these 
models constantly update boundary and dynamic conditions nowcasting may be 
reliable for longer tines. 

Hart (1976) combined programs for storm riiysics, occurrence, exposure 
and vulnerability, and damage matrices into a risk model to predict the 
economic impact of tornadoes, hurricanes, and severe winds in the U.S.. 
AdjustinLs were made for the growth of property aid population and the effect 
of various mitigation alternatives, and calculations predicted storm losses 
frm 1970 to the year 2000. Because of limited data concerning the range of 
possible danmage fur different wind speeds, his model is highly dependent on 
the informed judgment of an expert wind effects panel. Different authors' 
estimates of the overall wind impact on buildings using a common base extend 
from about $900 million to $3.6 billion under 1980 conditions (Friedman, 
1980). Leicester et al (1.980) used a Monte Carlo version of this approach to 
assess potential cyclone cL-ge along the coasts of Australia. These 
calculations provide valuable information for insurance, engineering and 
planning decisions. 

Statistical techniques to predict extreme wind speeds associatedand 
loads n eds at least 10 years of continuous daily surface and upper-air 
observations and to years of annualup 50 monthly and extreme wind 
observations. Rai-ely do such data exist. An alternative approach is to use a 
"Monte Calo" apprOach to computer simulate a large number of time histories 
of tropical cyclone passages Iist a given locality (aLtts et al, 1980). 
Characteristics of the individual computer hurricane use probability 
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distribution functions and inter-dependent relationships to predict wind
 

speeds based on limited historical data statistics.
 

Batts et al used a log-normal distribution to describe hurricane pressure 

differences, a landfall retardation factor based on surface roughness, and a 

storm pressure decay adjusted for time after landfall. Later, Georgiou et al 

(1983) used a Weibell distribution to describe pressure difference and an
 

improved filling parameter which adjusted the hurricane speeds and pressures
 

for distance traveled inland. The authors claim their algorithms produce more
 

reasonable loiyg-term records and reproduce data along the 3000 mile coast 

between Texas and Maine. Recently, Delaunay (1987) used a similar technique
 

to predict extreme winds in Guadeloupe, Martinique (Lesser Antilles), Reunion
 

(Indian Ocean), New Caledonia and Tahiti (South Pacific Ocean). No adjustment
 

is made in any of these computations for local terrain variation or the
 

effects of vegetation or iructural sheltering.
 

In most countries estimates of extreme winds have been incorporated into
 

national codes which are used to design "engineered' structures. In most
 

cases such engineered structures are limited to tall buildings, bridges, or
 

towers which represent a significant financial investment. Recently, however, 

a simplified code approach has been advanced in Australia to include small 

blildings in cyclone prone areas (Walker, 1985b, 1987). 

State o' Physical Modeling 

Although the science of theoretical fluid and solid mechanics is well 

developed and computational modeling is experiencing rapid growth, it remains
 

necessary to perform physical experiments to gain needed insights into many
 

complex effects associated with extreme wind and structure interaction. 

Indeed most procedures and algorithm to calculate wind loads found in codes
 

today are dependent upon wind-tunnel data (ANSI 58.1-1982, Uniform Building 

Code, etc.). Even factors proposed to adjust wind speed estimates for changes
 

in surface roughness and terrain are the result of physical model measurements 

(Cook, 1985). 

There is not always uniform agreement in the wind-engineering ccmmmity 

about simulation and wind-tunnel test procedures. As noted by Robertson
 

(1985), often apparently identical investigations on the same building by
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different laboratories give different results. 
 It is surprising how few 
full-scale tests have proxbiced results in a form that can be used for the
 
validation of wind-tunnel tests. 
In 1982 six papers in a conference on Wind 
Tunnel Modeling for Civil Engineering Applications (Sparks, 1982) examined 
full scale/wind tunnel model comparisons of data for wind forces and movements
 
of buildings, towers, bridges and chimneys. Duplication of realistic mean 
pressures and forces is often possible, but accurate replication of pressure 
fluctuations seem to depend upon the appropriate selection of reference static 
pressure during the full scale measurements and adequate approach wind 
information in the field. Sparks cynically observes tlat the "highest 
correlation .i-kely is andone is tc encomter that between storm conditions 

malfunction of measuring or recording equilxnt.,,
 

Elaorate aeroelastic modJels cire probably of limited use for initial 
wind-turel studies becaLLe of the inherent ditficulties in the stipulation of 
the dynamic characteristics of the building before 
 it is built. Currently
 
rigid moxlels are widely used to produce base-ncxint, crag and lift information
 
which can be appl ied easily to a wide range of 
structu-al characteristics
 
which the desigrer i iy consider likely to exist in his building. Halvorson
 
and Isyluov (1986) concluded, based on a comparison of the measured full-scale
 
response ol 
the Allied Bink Plaza buildirg in Houston during Hurricane Alicia, 
that wind-tunnel procedures for predicting aceleration response are "well 
developed ad accurate". They found that wind tunnel predictions of
 
structural loads bascd on astimates of a tower's dynamics 
propertie~s can be 
"extremely accurate". In the case. of chinueys and towers of circular 
cross-ection, Melbourn-e (1982) observes that Reynolds number effects are very 
large, and very little faith 
 an be placed on wind-tunnel results.
 

Were a wird-tunnel study a cost-free e deavor, then Dobryn et 
al (1982)
 
suggests that all structure should be tested. Logically, however, one must
 
balance design assurarce against test costs. 
 For a large 40 story building
 
one can expect an aeroelastic study to cost 0.25% of the cost of the structure
 
and 0.06% of the cost of the building. 
A cladding pressure test typically
 
costs 1.0% of the clack'l.di 
 Cost and 0.08% of the cost of the building. Often
 
aeroelastic an cladding tests predict lower loads than those of 
current
 
codes. 
 Lower laids have very appealing economic implications, where-as higher
 
ones can be accepted in the context of protection against risk. Wind tunnel
 
expecinments provide a) better estimates of approach winds, b) direct
 

http:clack'l.di
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evaluation of extreme pressures, and c) selection of improved building 

orrientations or architectural shape (eg. Hart and Ellingwood, 1982; Melbourne 

and Cheung, 1987). Confidence in the wird-tunnel predictions are of course 

necessary for economic justification, but wind-tunnel results should not be 

expected to be any less accurate than other design variables. 

MIGATION ME7ODLOGIES 

There is increased desirability of mitigation as opposed to relief and 

reconstrucition. In general, mitigations which result in reduced losses in 

human lives and property may be applied to all three driving factors: hazard, 

exposure and vulnerability. Use of mitigation devices could be coupled to an 

insura-ce programme as incentives to reduce premium rate increase. 

Consequential losses can also be mitigated by fast post event response, which 

can reduce "second" loss levels substantially. 

Mitigation of the Hazard 

Preventing, reducing, or halting an extreme wind exent is normally 

presumed to be beyond the control of mankind. The very scale and intensity of 

a hurricane or tornado tend to make any conceivable response of man 

irrelevant. Surface level kinetic energy production magnitudes associated with 

a mature hurricane or a tornado are estimated to be 200,000,000 and 

100,000,000 Megawatts, respectively. This ccmpares to 200,000 Megawatts for a 

volcano or 500,000 Megawatts for the typical thunderstorm (Koenig and 

Bhumralkar, 1974). 

Nonetheless, cloud seeding experiments on thunderstorms in Florida 

suggest that cloud development can be modified or enhanced by selective 

seeding with aeroxsols (Sinpson and Wocxley, 1971). Furthermore, hurricane 

damage in the U.S. has been f ou to correlate with the maximum sustained 

surface wind sxxi raised to a power of 4.3. If this is an accurate 

representation, then a 20% to 25% reduction in nvmiximum surface winds on the 

right side of the storm might reduce storm danage by as much as 50% 

Seedinq the inner eye-wall of hurricanes with silver iodide was proposed by 
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R.H. Simpson in 1961, and Gentry (1970) described silver iodide treatment of 
the inner eye-wall of hurricane Debbie (1969) which was associated with a
 
reported reduction of the peak wind of 31 and 15 percent. 
 Gray et al (1976) 
have proposod weather modification by carbon dust seeding in hurricanes. 
Ccuputer models suggested a wind speed reduction of 30 mph could occur, and a
 

20% reduction in wind speed would have a ratio of yearly average 
of damage
 

reduction to modification cost of 33 to 1, even if only one-fourth of 
the 

stons with speeds greater than 90 mph along the U.S. are included. On a 
global basis the ratio is closer to 57 to 1. Unfortunately, even though 
envirovental impact of such carbon dust seeding appears negligible, the idea 
does not appear socially or politically timely. Perhaps the idea will be
 

given further consideration in the future. 

Mitigation of Exriosure 

S i ce tornadoes and severe winds are possible over the entire continental 

U.S. the etire pcxlation andJ its property are at risk ($4000 billion ard 250 
mill ion urricane daimagedaople). is limited to coastal states; hence, wealth 
at risk i- ailxxt 1/i that of tornadoes and severe storms, and people at risk 
is about 1/3 also. Exposure can be reduced by limiting population growth in 

large citie.s_ an] cc.istil regions, warning and evacuation, land-use planning 

through mictozorvition, and better public informtion. 

Iiimiriition ol al Ipopulation growth in a hurricane-prone states and high 
tori-ido risk cuAnties 1980 reduce average annual lossesoifter would property 

by aixxut 8), or $.o0 mill ion in 198/ dollars durirr the year 2000 (See Table 
2). Scietlil an piolitical factors suggest that no-growth concepts will be 

difficult to inqlennt. 

Advarxx--c storm warnirng to permit boarding of all windows would save 0.5% 

of al wi rtLdded lCsss or $0 million in 1987 dollars during the year 2000 

(See labl( :) Ma jor evocuat ion is presumfcd by many people to be difficult to 

M is inexaict Indeed, 

estimite,; that (V.vIn ( iven i potenti 1lo0'-, acurata correct 

justily ;incA stial trck i eg ain science. Southerr. (1986) 

lly cyclone 

predict ion tlr, v,a Iuo (A tie pre--diction i s de raded tco I '1( by various 
deficiencies in ski or useIulness of warnirnjs, public authority 

dissemintion and caiumnity utilization of the tine provided. 
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Miticration of Vulnerability 

Mitigation of the effects of severe winds can be accomplished, at least 

in theory, by improving building codes and their enforcement, modifying 

methods of construction, using different building materials, protective 

devices, and residential shelters. Absolutely storm-proof construction 

methods cannot be attained at econi-nically justifiable costs; nonetheless, 

stricter or more precise design procedures terd to be popular with engineers, 

who are oriented toward the construction of specir ic structures and buildings. 

Insurance a4xinies, on the other h~uid, are nre interested in the cost of an 

entire overall loss includirng contents. 

he analysis by Hart (1976) suggests that simply strengthening existing 

building codes by a factor of 3 or 1. 5 would result in the reduction of wind 

losses by 220 and 13%. or $2.5 and $1.4 billion 1987 dollars by the year 2000, 

respectively (See Table 2). But building ole tend to be a combination of 

enginoering data, intorTve opinion, and economic compromise. For example, 

current U.S. (xxles disregard tornado level winds as producing impractically 

expensive corstructi on. 

More oLservative design procedures are often used for community 

sensitive structures, g. nuclear power stations, schools, hospitals, and 

warehouses for the storage of critical materials. Designing for a tornado is 

similar to designing for the effect of a blast wave; hence, information frm 

nuclear e.plosions are often used to specify wind loads (McDonald et al, 

1973).
 

Walker (1983, 1984, 1987) has examined the chiaracteristics of wind 

loadin on residential hoxsirnq. lie has recently proxsed an international 

simplified aode with wintd loads expressd directly in terms of pressure 

enabling nuch wider aipl ication of wind enxjinoerin j to small buildings. Small 

buildings are those not over 15 m tall and not over 1000 square meters in 

area. Eaton (1980, 1985) describes research on low-cost housing for areas in 

the Caribein ard Souti Pacif i.c. lie observes that supposedly low cost 

construction, say $12/.q ft, is not cheap in underdeveloped cAntries; yet it 

is the loss of such structures which dmirates irdividual loss and suffering. 



AtE2:N ATES %D LOSSES AND MITIGATION EFFECTS 
,mev~se fron Hart. 1976) 

EXPEC-ED LrSSES 05 S " LICN (196-) 

*::;--
1980 

TORNADOES 
1990 2000 

i 
1 19so 

U.RPICANES 
i990 2000 

ISEVERE 
11980 1990 

WINDS 
2000 11980 

TOTAL LOSSES 
1990 20 

iBase>:-e: Nc =:tIa5to-n actlv:ties $3,401 $4,632 $6,039 $2,7SE $3,811 $4,984 $44 $59 $73 $6,200 $8,501 $11,096 
(I -Al' .e. struztures 

after !342 rust be 
.4t 'Unilocr B i'd:n, 

e~wy built 
built to coply 

Code times 3.0 

53,401 
0% 

S4.§45 
-13% 

4.78 
-1% 

S2.75 
0% 

$3,225 
-15% 

3,811 
-24% 

S44 
0% 

$50 
-15% 

$56 
-24% 

$6,200 
0% 

$7,320 
-14% 

$8,645 
-22% 

-
() All new structures newly built 

after 1980 ust be built to co=ply 
with tnifcr Buld:ng Code times 1.5 

$3,401 
0% 

$4,280 
-8% 

$5,541 
-8% 

$2.7S, 
0% 

$3,518 
-8% 

$4,104 
-18% 

$44 
0% 

$53 
-10% 

$62 
-6% 

$6,200 
0% 

$7,851 
-8% 

$9,706 
-1% 

13) After 1982 all structures are $3,401 $4,632 $6,039 $2,756 3,697 $4,834 $44 $53 $67 $6,200 $8,81 $10,940 

strengthened so that light damagelosses are zero 0% 0% 0% 0% -3% -3% 0% -10% -8% 0%0 -J1 1 

(4) After 193C, g!azing reqireoentsand arnings result in no window $3,4010% $4,573-1% $6,0390% $2,7560% $3,773
-1% $4,934

-1% 
$44

0% 
$59 

0% 
$73 

0% 
$6,200

0% 
$8,405

-1% 
$11,046

0% 
J__ 

da:n3oe 

(5) Pc plat:cn growth is stcpped 4n all 
ccunties where tornado strike 
prctatility is greater than 10-4 

$3,401 
0% 

$4,251 
-8% 

$5,541 
-8% 

per year per square mile 

(6) Population growth in hurricane-
prone states ceases after 1980 

$2,756 
0% 

$3,659 
-4% 

$4,585 
-8% 

--------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- ------------------------ -------------------------
HUL'RICA3ES: Losses due to winds > 73 mph 

Does not include storm surge losses 

SEVERE WINDS: Structurally related losses only 
Does not include roofing shingles or contents 
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cicuisiONS 

Mitigation of the effects of severe winds on lives and property loss is in 

its infancy. The very magnitude of the losses involved makes significant 

imrovemnts difficult. Mitigation of the severe winds directly appears 

hopeless to most observers; although, som storm seeding concepts should be 

examined further. Mitigation of the exposure of property and populace 

requires massive dislocation of people and a change in the trend for 

population growth along the world's coastlines. Mitigation of the 

vulnerability of the property and people exposed can conceivably reduce losses 

by 25%. Improved forecasting techniques will undoubtedly reduce lives lost, 

but warning an evacuation is not likely to make much of an impact on property 

losses.
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ABSTRACT Tihe Northern Chinai usua] lly refers to the Yellow liver Valley and 
other regions further to the north. The strong wind ifn Northern China may be 

classified as follows: Cold wave strong wind, typhoon, strong wind due to 
terrain effect and tornado, squall etc. Strong wind causes severe hazards 
which include danages to buildings arid structures, to trees and agri cul ture 

products, overturn of ships and off shore structures, overturn of railway 

trains in "tfundred-Li Wind Hegi on" and the desertification of cultivated lands 

and pastures. Improvements of weather forcast ing and bevtter cooperat ion 
between meteorological stations and relevent organizations have miLigated the 
wind hazard losses. In particular,the construction of "Three- North" Protection 

Forest System since 1978 has made great progress in protecting the land from 
desertification, in increasing grain yield and in weakening the sand storm. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Northern China (for short the North) usually refers to the Yellow 
River Valley and other regions further to the north. The North is subdivided 

into three parts: North-Hast, North--China and North-West (Fig.l). From the 
overall view-point of the whole country, strong winds occur more frequently in 

the North and cause more severe hazard than in other parts of China. 
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cold Wave Strong Wind, April 25-30, 1983
- -- Typhloon, .June-July, 1985 

The earliest. wreitr of nging discovered in China is "ia-gu-wen". It was 
a kind of characters inscribed on tortoise shells or animal bones with knives 
or other- tools. It- were unearthed around the old capital (called Anyang, Hlenan 
Province t~oday) of' Shang D~ynasty which existed about 16th to Ilth century B.C. 
arid ar'e helieved to be the writing used tit. that time. In "j]a-flu-wen", there 
is the earliest record of' wind in China, int-Juding wind direction, magnitude 

and hazard. For extaple, wi,ld around the capital came mostly from north, which 
was consist.ant with the observation today. Wind magnitude was classified into
 
four grades as breeze, gale, storm and violent storm although no detailed 
description of classification wits given. We also find in "jia-gu-wen" the 
records of divinasion if'there was wind hazard aid the prayer to beg the
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divine god to stop the strong wind.
 

China is an agricultural country of long history. Successive governlents 

valued highly the importance of astronomy , calendar and meteorology as they 

were strongly related to agriculture. A special office was sel up to observe, 

measure and record those events. In Shang Dynasty, such an official was named 

"tai-shi-ling" (court historian). Weather records in "jia-gu-wen" were believed 

to be their records. In han Dynasty (25-220 A.D.), a subordinate in that 

office was responsible for measuring the wind and was called "hou-feng" 

(waiting the wind). 

Records of weather were abundant in histoi y books. For example, in book 

"Lun--Heng" (about 1st century), Wang Chong wrote about tornadoes. in officia] 

history of Yuan Dynasty, it was recorded that an usually strong wind lasted 4 

days in Beijing area from 23th April to 5th June of 1367. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF STRONG WIND IN NORTHEUN CHINA 

Most of the strong winds in the North can be classified into four 

cataloges as the following: ( 1 ) cold-wave strong wind, (2) typhoon, ( 3 )
 

strong wind due to terrian effect (such as mountain pass) and ( 4 ) tornAdo,
 

squall, etc.
 

Cold Wave Strong Wind
 

The cold air from the Arctic region accumulates, strengthens in central
 

Siberia and then invades China as cold wave. During winter-half of the year, 

most of the strong winds in the North are connected with this kind of activity 

of cold air. Sme of them, when the air temperature drops 10C or more during 

24 hours and is below than 50 C, are recognized as " Cold Waves " by Weather 

Bureau. The 10-min mean wind speed of cold wave is more than 17 m/s. Strong 

wind, large temperature drop and heavy snow (or rain) are the main character

istics of cold wave in the North. Fig.l shows the paths of the cold wave 

strong wind on 28th to 30th of April 1983. At that time, the maximum 10-min 
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mean wind speed reached more than 30 m/s in Qingtongxia ( Ningxia Province ), 
Wulate-qianqi (Inner Mongolia ) and on the Bohai sea and Yellow sea. With much 

sand and dust, the strong wind came from eastern part of Xinjiang ( dated 26 

April ) reached North-China ( dated 28 April ) and then drifted over the
 

Yellow sea.
 

Four or five cold waves occur annually in average in the North. Moreover,
 

there are some other activities of cold air, whose temperature drops are less
 

than that. of cold wave but result in strong winds.
 

Typhoon
 

Typhoons formed in the tropic area of West Pacific Ocean severely affect
 

the south-east coast provinces of China. Only a small part of typhoons may
 

land on the coast region of North-China and North-East. For example, there
 

were typhoon landings in the North in 1984 and 1985 but none in 1982 and 1983.
 

Fig. 1 shows the paths of typhoons No.8506 and No.8509 which invaded the North 

in July and August of 1585. Most of the typhoon--landings in the North occur in 

July and August. those typhoons move north -- west from the sea east of 

Philippines, land on the coast of J iangsu and/or Zhejiang provinces, then turn 

north, being weakened and dissipated gradually. Typhoons cause strong wind 

and heavy rain in the plain of North-China. The stronger ones of those 

landing typhoons may turn north-east. some where on its path after landing, 

move across Shandong Peninsula and Bohai Sea and land again on Liaodong 

I'uninsela and/,o Korean Peninsula. Such typhoon will cause severe wir.d hazard 

in North China and North East., especially in Shandong Peninsula and Liaodong 

PVen i nsu Ia. 

Strong Wind Due to Terrain Effect 

If val ley is long and narrow and wind blows along it, the wind speed 

often at tain a ver-y high value. This kind of strong wind can often be seen in 

North-West. The most famumms exampl Ie is A la Moutintain Pass, which is in Xin 

jiang, near the border of USSI? ( Fig. 1 ). It is a valley of 100 kilometers 

long and 30 hiloinetres wide, with hills on both sides about 2000 3000 meters 
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high. The valley runs from north-west ( at higher elevation ) to south-east
 

( at lower elevation ) and is one of the main passes of cold air invading in
 

winter and spring. In this region, the 10-min mean wind speed excee(', 17.2 m/s
 

for 166 days of a year.
 

Another example is the so-called "Hundred-Li Wind Region" ( 1 Li = 500
 

meters ) which is a long and narrow mountain valley in eastern part of the
 

Tulufan Basin ( Fig.1 ). The lO--min mean wind speed exceeds 10 m/s for 
seven
 

or eight monthes of a year. In this region, strong winds carrying sand and
 

stone turned railway--trains over severed times.
 

Tornado and Squall Line Strong Wind
 

Tornado and squall lie i sir ing wind are all formed of strong and vertical 

convection of the atmosphere. Though areas affected by them are small and their 

lives arc shuior, Lhe i r spee(ds arlr higlher than that of strong typhoons. so every

thing lies in rllius, after a tornado or a squall passes. 

According to incomplete statistics, 63 tornadoes occured all over China 

in 1985, 16 of them in the North. For example, on the evening of April 25, 

1983, tornadoes occured in many places along a line from Shimen ( Hunan 

Province ), Xanning ( Hubei Province ), Pu,'an ( Henrn.iProvince ) to _aiwu and 

Zibo ( Shandong l'rovioce ), at about the same time. ( Fig. 1 ) The damage was 

tremendous. At that t ime (:old dry air" from Arctic Ocean and warm moisty air 

from West P'tacific Oue.in and Indian QOcean met over that region, and made up the 

instability of the atmosphere.' The release of the instable energy formed those 

strong Iorlndoe~s at naet i me. 

The squa II line strong wind lasts longer than tornado does and the 

affected area is: larger. For example, on June 16, 1971, squall line started 

from Yixian passed across, Zhuoxian, Yui ian, Zunhua, reached Qianxi ( all in 

lebei Province ) and then disappeared in the mountain area. It lasted about. 

four and ha lf hours and the, area af''ec ted was albout 250 kilometers Iong and 

15-20 kilomet.ers wide. While blowing through Zunhua county, its wind speed was 

more than 40 m/F;, At the airport the oil barrels was raised into air and many 



airplanes on the ground were damaged.
 

WIND-HAZARD IN THE NORTH IN RECENT YEARS
 

Damages to Buildings and Structures
 

On 18 August 1985, typhoon No.8509 landed on Qidong county ( Jiangsu
 

Province ) with central wind speed more than 30 m/s. It then turned toward
 

north along the coast line, passed across Shandong Peninsula and Bohai Sea,
 

then invaded Dalian City and Liaodong Peninsula with central wind speed still 

more than 30 m/s. During this attack, more than 15000 houses were destroyed, 

48000 electric' masts fell down and 49 transmission lines were cut off. 

Tornado of April 25, 1983 mentioned above, ruined all of the buildings 

and houses of Panxi coalmine ( I.aiwa city, Shandong Province ). The chimney 

made of concrete was cut down at two meters high from ground. The cement roof 

of a building, weighing 15 tons, was blowed up into air and landed 60 meters 

away. 21 persons were killed and 160 persons injured. 

In Kelamayi oil field, Xinjiang, the oil-drilling derricks were destroyed 

several times during strong winds. The 36 meters high standard tower in 

Qintongxiao City ( Ningxia Province ), designed according to the historical 

maximnumi wind speed, was ruined during cold wave strong wind on April 27, 1983. 

Transmission towers were destroyed in strong winds nearly every year. 

For instance, on June 1',, 1980, 84 towers and 28 kilometers of the Douhe

Jixian-Tongxian 220 KV Transmission Line of Beijing-Tianjin--Tangshan Network 

were destroyed (hiring strong wind.
 

Another example is concerned with the cold wave strong wind of April 25, 

1983. It destroyed transmission towers and the :320 KV transmission line from 

Wulateqianqi to Baotou (both in Inner Mongolia ). At the same time in the 

border region of Inner Mongolia, .Iiln and Hleilong,jinng Provinces near Qiqi

hear City, with wind blowing and heavy snow fall ing, transmission cables were 

covered with ice--coating 50 mm thick. According to uncomplete statis-tics, 
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three 220 KV lines, seven 110 K'V linen and sixty-five 35 KV lines were all
 

destroyed. The loss was estimated more than five million yuans (IRMB).
 

Damage to Ships and Offshore Structures
 

According to weather statistics, the wind speed over Bohai Sea and Yellow
 

Sea is generally 3-6 m/s higher than that over the land. For typhoon, the wind
 

speed over seas is much more stronger. The violent winds and huge waves may
 

overturn ships and drilling vessels. Drilling vessel "llohei No.2" sunk down
 

during st.orm on November 25, 1.979 with 72 persons killed and losses estimated
 

37 mi I Iii on yuans (limit). 

Anot hut example is the strong cold wave by the end of April, 1983. The 

wind speed over Bohai Sea and Yellow Sea ranged between 25 to 37 m/s. The 

strong wind ias tied 5 days. There were violent wind, huge waves, heavy rain 
and dense fog over the sea surface. According to incoinplee statistics of 

Shandong IProvinlid, G;79 s.hi ps sunk down, among them 289 ships sunk down at 

Yantai I'or-t and 16 persons were killed. One more example, during typhoon 

No. 850)9, 720 ship- sunk down in port s of I)alian, Oiingdao and Yantai ( all 

around Bohai Sea ) in two days only. All port operations were stopped. 

Damage to Railway and lighway 

Generally speaking , the hazard of wind to railway and highway in North-

China and Nor'tb Eai t are inainly as follows: a). breaking of cormnun ication 

lines; b). inhibit ion of traffic by fallen trees; c). destruction of bridges 

and roadbeds by flc ,', a resu lt of heavy rain ind snow due to strong winds. 

For vx amtple, on Augus t 18 and II1, I !Jl5, heavy rain accompanying typhoon No. 

8509 ruined 25 brtdge. and IM turinel1s, broke 15 main highways and stopped 

ra i Iway trnffi c e-t ,'ely ifr Shandong 'rovince. On Angus t 20, the typhoon 

turned over 0 30". of' the tres in urbati area of Dalian CiLy ( Liao-I0G -ars ard 

ning Plovirice ). 'l,'typhuoon also result ed in heavy flood in North East :rea. 

The dtirec t ecoromic damage to railway arid hi Iiway was ,stimated more than 240 

million yu niris (lmIt). 
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In North-West region, 
 there are deserts and arid lands. 
 Strong winds in
 
that area usually carry with much sand and stone. For example, in the end of 
April, 1983, cold wave strong wind inducing sand storm and drift of sand in 
east Xinjiang region and moved eastward. Collision of two [rains occured in 
inner Mongolia. A couple of days later , Ilailway tiureoe of Ningxia Ptrovince 
spent more than 50000 yuans to clear the sand from iailroad oid. 

In X jiang, turning over of railway Itrains b~y strong winds hiappecind more 
than 10 times within last two decades. Most of t hes, accidents occo red during 
cold wave invasions in s'i ring in "thiicdid Li Wind Re gion" mi.nt ioned above. For 
example, on Apri, 10, 1979, tho wind Slw.d ( diiiring ,cold wa%,. ) was more than 
33 m/s in that region. Nine rai lIoad c81 were t iiird -,v(Ii ther',. The painted 
surfaces of passenge.r trains wt't, polished by the sand and slie in wind and 
windows were broken. 'l'h rn i lway t i ffti, st ,eq,,d fo 3: u v . 

Another example happened on May I8 !0, ]9G1 . Most of Xinjiang was invaded 
by storm of speed mor'e tban 25 m/s arid in "Ithrdied Li Wind Region" reached 
more than 33 ms with much sand in it . The st on'm damage d many stat i on 
builclings, railway equipments, trees and elect-icrmasts. Fi Ft eri railway 
stations, plateforms, and railroads between tlin wer'e covel'ed witl sand up to 
1.5 meters deep. The ea iway tiaffic was ,l erruit ed foe 32 hours. 

Damage to Agriculture and 'roblern of )esert i fi mt icon. 

Strong winds iIIrsiullt sev,ere diamage to agricultore in the North. ieavy 
rain, hi i I and heavy snow accompanying storim also seriously damage crops, 
cattles and sheep. For example, t ypoori No. 8501 in 1985 des I oyed f i fteen 
mill ion t rees in Shangdong and Liaoning I'rovinces , a certain part of them 
being fruit tirues. The pr oit iin of appl' ard par has not been Completely 

restored yet . 

Witer peecipi tal ion is usual I y ratier low init ie, N,,rt i. Over cult ivt ion,
 
overgrazing and cut t i rl 
 of worods without plaring make tthe t.hi ings worse. 
Serious soil eros i on anu dese,rt i f i cat i or) res ott s. Nwnadmys, alpart from 5, 8000 
square kiloimeters of Gob i, theree arte 739, 000 sqiiare , Li I c)e1rt v1-s of other 
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deserts and desertified land (all these amounting to 13.8% of total area of
 

China), of which about 50000 square kilometres was formed in last century.
 

Strong north wind makest the desert extending southward. In northern Xin

ji ang, many of tht sand dullnes moves ahead more than 10 metres each year. In 

Fuyu County (Ganso Province), there is a sand dune 150 kilometres long and 3 

kilometres wide(. It moved 7- 10 metres ahead each year and destroyed more than 

100 hc Lift'; 0' o 1iV11i 11u:i I k . 

In springs, S.tolrg wind takes off the top soil of the farmland and 

destroys the wheat seeding. For example, in Zhelimumeng, Inner Mongolia, one 

third of* the 800,000 ht-ci-es of' farmland needs sowing seeds two or three 

times ever y year. In sandstor-ii area, aftcr 2 3 years of planting, the farm has 

to be dese!rted due to loss of soil. People then have to cut down trees and 

cult ivate the grassland in order to have new planting field. This vicious 

cycle sp((d up the dese't i fi cat i(n. 

MITIGAT[ON AND PROTECTION FROM WIND HAZARD
 

Improvement of Wentlher Forecast i rig 

Went her fore-cast ing plays an important role in mitigation of protection 

from wind hazards. 

Ii for-ecast ing tlit pathl of typhoon, methods of probabilistic statistics 

aid numerical iinalysis based on dynamic models are developed and used along 

with the classical weal her- chart method. With the additional monitor of 

the ornlogical ciatellites, time, planr' and magnitude of a typhoon landing may 

he pridic -,.,I fairly ac-curt. I'lit' reseac -hof mechanism of' typhoon has also had 

a great progi, '; , wli t-l has a great sense in mit igating the damage of 

typhoon. Cbi ,,,. 1111if-l i! ; h ve their c:ontribut ion in both respects. 

Many organizations have good cooper'ation with the local weather stations 

t.o ha.ve the latest weather reports of' bad weathers. For example, in may 1986, 

./
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in response to the information of invasion of cold wave from weather station,
 

the Railway Bureau of Xinjiang stopped the railway traffic and put the trains
 

inside the stations. None of the trains was overturned and the economical loss
 

was 
only 1.6 million yuans (RMI), in contrast to the loss of 70 million yuans 

(RNIB) ( for nearly similar weather, conditions ) in April 1979 mentioned above. 

Meteorologists suggested that the major f.ctories in strong-wind areas 

should use unlldrground triransmissimi cables. They give a formula to assess the 

e(onoir IIf 'f'",t: (7 ( X, )XiZ/i"Y Y2 Y3 ) , where X, and X..zare the costs of 

setup anl rtoi :e unter-ground t ransmiss ion cables respect ively andntn i)ft he 

Y_2 ,()!;t 

Y3: th, 1();-; d1e to Power break; number oif times of rebuilding the overhead 

Y I Yind, t h f'set tup arid ioIIIt errari(e of' overheald t ransmission cables; 

translI s-;;(IIIn t, .; in ){ y.yeis. If (-:!-, then underground transmission cables 

shoul((I hI 'er-cilrr tlenerrle( 

l)evw-lopsment ot' Win gira er'i rg Iesenrrr~h 

In r-ecent y.ar;- 'ngri',ers and srientists in China spent more effort in 

wind engi r,,.ri Iin-sei in order to know more about the characteristics of 

strong wind in ir f'a,-,Iayer inear ground and to fini means to rrritigate the 

wind hazard. 'They tinilt Slwriti l to lis ,i .' ri; 1nirdzI-ed rrreters high or used 

te~l ,roll or" trar1illlir;i-; i or O) M I';toIIr a Wi rid They builtw aS( re rhararter-ist irs. 

liig(. llllwp;ilih-, ic bl tar y lyier- Wilrid t urinw Is. They dint full seale 

rnIaSrrrem *ilt wIrl(h t 1u1rief I res' r-c h ;ai(] t t oret icat aria lys is on wi nd pressures 

ani i-ist, r s,.:ft e.11rt lit*; i. ; Ii a!; i Jihl i!;(. Hii I di ca I f. st iye(t br i dges, 
Iarge. 51) li ng t oW1, 1r',. lih'y !;Ih i ( cI I I1 ll rrdyr, Ii r propert Iies of ra i Iway

ear-I1; Mrid it!; I. I I ' ( ' i I I,)rt)( 'nt. ari I vs.I h l Itt() t I]i() srI )hf tI'ese n |few (eXiiip 

Consttr t ioun (I' 'Tir'r Nort lrotert )()u o" r'st System" 

lit or(eiq t (cir -Ik t t i ,!;,.rt iti cat iton rfF farml1 and ann iiiit i gate t he wind 

hazart and t o imr(ii wi th. errv rIrI-rierit of'I 1t. r.egior, tlie, huge p)roject of 

.y t;lni, t " tre' N rtth" ['r,),(t i nirci r ,.e;t fis pi 'ort,-e(r;;inrrr 197H (Vigi. 2). [Tie 

proje t rover, :,,170,000 s-quare i , rii t inre than 7000i t) ,rieof a ,,xte(ird 

kiI1iwqriit ; thrui ast 1 west anrd '1100 1700 iltonwret r-,;rit wirtli I'i(iinor h I( 
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Fig.2 Schematic Diagram of the "Three-North" Protection Forests System
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south. On the basis of well protection of existing forest and grassland 
vegetation, shelter belts, net works and woodlands are built for different 
functions and purposes according to different terrain and exposure
 
characteristics. 
 There are shelter belts for windbreak and sand fixation, for
 
soil and water source conservation, 
 for farmland and pastures, for firewood,
 
timber and other uses, etc. 
 The first phase of the project lasted from 1978
1986 and remarkable progress for afforestation has beer, made. The forest
cover-rate in region increasedthe has from 3.8% to 5.9% and 8,000,000 
hectares of andfarmland 1,170,000 hect ares of pastureland have been 
protected. In third of theone the area ecological environment has turned to 
good cycle. The hazards of sandstorm were reduced. For example, Yulin City of 
Shanxi Provinice had been moved three times in history because of the extension 
of desert. Now, during the period from 1978 to 1985, 667,000 hectares of 
windbreak and i:-:ation rbu I is.ani S1WIcl hlavc been established, 61% of sand 
drifting area fixed, 183,000 hectares of farmland protected, 35,000 hectares 
of fariland newly cull ivatted and 7,000 hectares of pastureland restored. 

The seConrid phae of' the constrr:,.t ion of' forest system has proceeded since 
198(6 and wi I I be complet od at the end of this cent ury. According to the plan, 
6,367,000 hect ares of forests will be planted, 171,000 hectares be air" seeded 
and 1,545,000 hec s andar of hi llside dese-tts be closed for forests and 
grass, etc. It is ,expf,(cted that the Forest - cov(,r rate of region will raise 
from t i, prsernt 5.9% to 7.7%. To chch tie desert ification completely and to 
creat bet t r ero]ogi ' , e/t i roriorrnt i's t ruly a great. and arduous task that 
requ i res un remitting and in domi it ab I ( effort s of several general. ions to 

accomp i sh. 

SU?4 1AIY 

1) The strong wind in Norther-n China are classifi ed as cold wave strong wind, 
typhoon, strong wind due to terrain e ffe ct. and torna(Io, squall, etc. 
2) Serious wind hazard results in various aspects. 
3) E ffect s to improve weather folrcast il , research ill wilrid enginei-ring and, 
il particular, the "Three -North Protect ion Forest System" has mitigated the 
hazard given I Nort berrnand has fruit f n sn ts in China. 
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ABSTRACT 
 China is located on the northwest of the Pacific Ocean, and suffers
 
from more typhoons than any other countries in the world. 
 China has experi
enced many successes and also sonic 
failures on the protection of wind hazards
 
since the network organization of wind and flood hazard prevention covering the 
whole count ry was set no1 in 1950's. '[his paper describes an outline of studv on 
wind liazard prevnLion of structures in China. Lmphasis is placed on the state
of-the-art concern ing with the wind loading provisions in China Code of Bridge
 
)esign and the wind-resistant design of cable-staved bridges in China.
 

INTRODUCT ION 

The wind hazard records in China can be traced back to the ancient time.
 
The past wind hazards including 
 the losses of lives, houses and other properties 
of many counties were recorded in detail (-haauhai Vlood Prevention Oeadquarters, 
198/4). 

After the founding of PR Chini the central government set up a network or,i
n iz-t filon of "f ood" prevent ion Lo unify the leadership in all natural hazard 
preventi ois and nil tijatIjon e:cept Lte earthquake hazards. It is obvious that the 
word "flood" hore i; , illa.1 "0rId ,eIISe a1d ill(llldeS riV('rI-W flood, waterloo,
ging, typhoon, tornado, !;tonin strge aid drouiht hazards, i.e. all the water 

and I r rela ted hazards.
 

The fundamiental policy for preventing wind and flood hazards in China is 
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"strengthening the precautions, mitigating the losses and protecting prople's
 

safety in life and property". In order to minimize the losses, the main
 

protective measures against wind and flood hazards in China are: 

I)Forecasting in time the information of typhoon, flood and tiderise; 

2)Strengthening river dykes and tidal barrages every year; 

3)Reinforcing tlhe vulnerable buildings and structures before a typhoon attacks; 
4) Inspecting and i:i,'intainj ng tlhe structures for lifeline facilities, such as 

water stiplv, d rainane, ,,s, electricitv and commnlinicat: on svstems;
 

5)Organi: in, the relief to tle disaster areas.
 

From the viewpoint of St rucLIti ral enlginecering and wind engineering the 

basic means for iitigat ii, the wind iazard of structures should be to estab-

Iish correctly and to improve and snppllent continuously the design criteria 

against wind in theieguJilatory code, which depends on tlhu developments in the 

fol owin reas: '-:*treme wind climatology; ilt.ff-body aerodynamics; structural 

dynamlics al a urocjasticity; fil] scale iieasurenlent and wind tunnel testing 
Lechino.10j,,y. 

WIND CL IMATE ENVIRONMENT AND RECENT WIND HLZARDS IN CHINA 

China faces the Pac iCfir Ocean on the cast and links the Soviet Union on
 

the north, ill sulnlnlilSeaSOI Liit 
 soutiieas tern coast of China is frequently hit
 

by typhoon s geiierated il Lithe Pacific Ocean, and the Siberian .old current as
 

inland Willdstorlll :;Wee)S the V of iortli (',iina inwide area willte7. 

According to the stati;tical data from 1949-1979), there were 7.4 typhoons 

on yearly ((i3ae all I tie west Pacific typhoolls) landing in China, in 

which 4.3 landing, typhioons (58 of th1w annual total) were in tue coastal areas 

of SoULii Cihila Sea; ilt coastal areas of Last China Sea iad 2.8 landing 

typhoonS pel" yC;lr, Oi 381 of tlie nnuil totaJ. It lieans that China is a 

Country, whiCl suffel'ss 1"l1 'lre t viihie :; ! ;iii ;aiiv otlie. .re:is i l tile world. 

Typhoons aiing ill Chilla mllay occur blttweell May and December, but the 
majority of landing typhoons (771) are, during July to Septeniber , in which Sep

tember is tlie peak freque,ncy month of typhoon. Iliaddition, Shanghai and 
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Guangzhou and their nearby areas are also the two tornado-prone areas in China. 

Local tornados occur constantly in those areas, espucially in the peak year of 

El-Nina phenomenon which appears periodically every 2-7 years lasting from 

several months to one and a half year, and always causes severe hazards. 

Further more, typhoon winds often bring storm surge, and are accompanied 

constantly ly severe rainfalls.. It is particularly a dangerous situation when 

typhoon meets the peak ot flood anud tidurisLe at the anie ti me. I a Iways 

causes tIe ctLstr OphL1 .1 osSS 1i0 - I I 'S '1 0II t le Suchas b (ll 1li! t(IFirCal -t'COrdS. Is 

climatic environmlimellt .1ads t) tlt, high frequency of wind hazard or.:-:rronces 

in China, caused by tie combi it ion )f typhoon wind and I orlil Strg'L'. 

Several 2:a nl] lrin l8?-1 )' i we-re listed b% Sh (1 85) to explain the 

economical and sosia.l heitefit i-niil 15i, -rd)m Ihirt -()tiect in ,',linSt tvphoons 

by means of aoretaccurate and ti1mly nl preveutive measillUres. As a 

saddened eXpt ricoILe , t-i.Cat astLroplIpiC Wihd lazard in GUallgdlIong Province caused 

by No. 7 typhoon in July 1986 was ;iouforge ttable lsson due Lo ti careless

ness of prevcntioll. 

Typhoon No. 7 in 1986 rame to te1tuo aria;! of ,tli1lsdolng0 l'rovince, 

with a m11ax Imomll vin d SIl-e of 55 m/'3; d di ily rainfall of more t haun 300 11m, 

lasting, 30 hour. and was iiiiforttin ately i met with tiderise and the peak of 

riverine flood. The maxirmum storm surg rL'.shed 6 li, and the flood induced 

mud-rock flow, wiichi burst Lii e ri.yer dykes and the seawal1s at more thIlan hundred 

)laces . 1During tL,is typhoon at taCk 125 ,00() houses collapsed , 420,000 houses 

were damaged, 340(0 kiii ot lii ghiway and 410)~ killo t raiinsiissitll i nIe Were damaged, 

2200 bridtge; ol (illiia)ed, lion i-,1 tilecol lapscd were., ,. uiill people suffered 

disaster., ( which there were 261 de.ath anid 7155 Nutiries. iie total losses 

reacled 2.2 bi ilio1 YIun. I t wa ; tll beav'le t winid ha zard in Guangdong 

Province in (he past 30 yea rs . Tie ctntrai government and the provincial 

government. gave a special al locat-on of ;' ce than 100 mil lion Yuan for the 

relief fund, and an ut ilternat ional support for hazard relief was also 

rece ived. 

Tue main lessons we learn in tiis wind hazard are follow.,;: 

1)Excessive deforestration, which leads to soil erosion and rivers silt up, 
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induced mud-rock flow, and made flood hazard more seriously (Fig. 1).
 
2)Carelessness of repairing the white-ant-damaged dykes and seawalls;
 

3)The extremely low wind-resistant capability of houses, becau:e almost none
 
of the houses in the countryside was designed according to the wind 

loading provisions of the Buildin, Code. 

According to the statistical data of Shanghai Meteorological Bureau since 
1884, 183 typhoons ( > 7 grade on Beaufort scale) influenced Shanghai area with 
an average number of about twice i year, 11 of which were the destructive 
typhoons (> 12 grade). Sixteen heavier typhoon hazards during 1949-1986 

have been reported (Sqh~iiila i Flood Prevention Headquarters, 1987). 

The Shanghai Municipality pays persistently much attention to the wind 
hazard prevention. In order to minimize the losses, the forecast and protec

tive measures before a typhoon attacks and the relief of disaster are always 
we.ll organized. However, iL iS unavoidable that during a typhoon or tornado 
strike , tLhe col apsU of hou.es with poor wind-resistance in the suburb of 

Shanghai (Fig. 2) often caused i njuries and deaths. In Table I the recent 

wind hazards in Shangha.i area are listed. 

Table 1 Recent wind hazards in Shanghai area
 

Date Main Losses 

Year Month Day DcaLh Injury Collapse of houses 

1985 7 30 3 6 780 
Typhoon 1986 8 27 8 68 816 

1987 7 28 / 15 33 

1986 7 11 24 554 -4800 

Tornado 1987 3 6 3 60 406 
1987 7 28 1 32 707 
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Fig. 1 Typhoon-related flood hazard Fig. 2 Collapse of houses with poor 
in ei County of luangdong win-resistance in the suburb 
Province during tie 198t, o Shanghai. 

io. 7 typhoon attack. 

WIND LOADING OF STRUCTURES IN CHINA 

In the past !4) years the research on wind hazard prevention of structures 

in China were mainly oriented t ward ti,, d('traiTn;t i'm (0 ,'iild 1();11 en Ia ldings 

and structr'er, which has been reflected in the "ording- code. '!Iie loading 

code for different kinl: of structulres, such as huildinco, chimneys, various 

towers ;and ri des were eslalishcd separately iccordin,, t t'he administrative 

system in r, i na. Tn order to consider the tradi :il usage , the various 

codes for differer t. ntruct.ure,a in hirj Prescr ii the wind loadinv, although 

inr a sj.,,jtar nanner with similar parameters, hut dliff'rent, in the dffinjtion 

of the pz"r:.etern. 

.'or exrmp lf, ini tihe current (Ii irese tii-hwa y Prid e Code the fundamental. 

formula for dtir nrat ion of wind load is direCLly written in the fnrin Of wind 

prera-nu re ri the r thain wind sp2ed, and is expressed as: ('oi atlrv f (ommimirattions, 

w - K *P2 i*3 r wo (1) 

wie re wo -- Nbr i c ( r' fe r,!n co w in d pre ssure (P) 

F I - fatctcr f'or proP,;, ii it;,, of Occurrence; 

".2 - ,ahape irector; 

Kr - factor for height effect; 

l: - factor for terrain effect. 
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The basic wind pressure wo is defined as the mean wind pressure in open 

terrain at 20m (instead of 1Om) above ground level, averaged over a period of 

10 min., and with a return period of 100 years. The wind loading provisions 

prescribe that, if the reliable wind speed record at site is available, the 

basic wind pressure can be converted by: 

7 71(:'wo v
= i 2 

where v -- corresponding basic wind speed if no wind speed record is available, 

the basic wind pressure distribution map of China (Fig. 3) can bu used after 

verification by investigation at site. 
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This inap Was compiled L Lhe StaLL' ti11orological Bureau of China on the 

basis of long-erm wind speed records from seven hundreds meteorological 

stat ions a II over ti c in tii ry . It canI be schl in the map that the Isobaric 
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lines of value higher than 1000 Pa, which corresponds to the wind speed 

of 4Om/s, are mainly located at the southeastern coastal area from Guanr2dong 

Province to Shanghai Municipality and Taiwan, in addition to a local 

area at the border with Mongolia, which is just on an invasive path of Siberian 

cold current.
 

The significant differences in the wind load 'pecificatiuns of China Bridge 

Design Code compared with the codes of other countries are mainly on the 

reference wind speed, i.e. the definition of the averaging time for the mean 

wind speed and the standard height above ground. In China 11ridge Design Code 

the 10 min. average is used instead of hourly average as in the British Standard 

BS 5400. It is widely appliud as a reference code in China, so that the gust 

related facto,. is no longer considered accordingly. 

It should be noted that the provisions of wind loads on structures in
 

various codes of China are now still in a primary and unsatisfactory state in
 

the following senses:
 

1)The unification of wind load provisions in all codes of China should be
 

made to adapt -v.ntually towards the unification of standards in the
 

world;
 

2)More ditailed procedures suCh as indiCatiOnl from wind tunnel testing and the 

Cons id'rat i on of special items inc'ludil;l, aeroel astic p henomena should be given 

to ra ise thit I ofv,, approaches; 

3)The examination of consistency between the current code and the data avai

lable from the meteorolofrical staLions should be done to make the modifica

tion of the map for the basic wind pressure used in the code by introducing 

the more reasonnble proiib ii] !;t ic ,iodel. 

The tornado-resistant design requirements are generally not reflected in 

current. codes becaiuse of itt; lower probability of occurrence and higher cost 

of resistance,. It it; difficult to forecast and to protect a tornado strike, 

so that the tornado hazards nre often more severe. "or some particularly im

portant structures and f'acilities in the tornado-prone a rcai, tseemsr reason

able to ensure an ndequate resistance of such ctructures to tornado effects. 
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WIND-RESISTANT DESIGN OF CABLE-STAYED BRIDGES IN CHINA 

In recent decades more attention has been paid to the study on wind
induced vibration problems in China due to the large-scale construction of
 
high-rise buildings and long-span cable-stayed bridges. Table 2 shows a list of 
cable-stayed bridges in China, in which 16 bridges have been built, 6 bridges
 
are under construction, and some 
bridges are under planning. Eight sectional
 

model wind tunnel tests and the corresponding flutter analysis as well as 2 
full-model tests have been carried out recently in order to investigate the 
aerodynamic behaviour and the wind-resistant capability of these bridges dur
ing their erection and completion. 
For long-span suspended bridges the flutter, 
or aerodynamic instability problems, such as the collapse of Tacoma Narrow
 

Bridge in 1940, is the only catastrophic phenomenon we have known in practice,
 
which must be avoided in desig.ning this kind of bridge.
 

A new approach, the state-space method for 3-D flutter analysis of bridge
 
structures, was developed (Xie & Xian,, 
 1985) on the basis of establishing an 
aer(1v'naljic ,IModel of the cro.s Setion of the deck bvbrid,the sectional model 

will t111.1 t st. , n the i-!) fluttir ;ma,.si.s of eahi e-st;yed brid ges,it is found 

that thtre ;t: a-':I mi1 ti-iode c lplIed flutter (MN"IC]V) DlIWenOl on in addition to
 

the traditional classical 2-mode coupled flutter 
and pure torsional flutter.
 

Furtimr resea!rC 
 onl the above I illuil,; results in the following conclu

sions: 

l)'!'he flutter pattern of the structure not only depends on the aerodynamic 

contour of the deck, but also concerns with the system type; 

2)The possible pattern of the coupled flutter refers to the graphical similar

ity I-etween the vertical and torsional mode shapes. 

The mode similar factor (N, F) can he defined as: 

T
(jj= i )(3)JVT( )v(vI0T jo 

where lvi --the vertical mode shape;
 

f 6 -- the torsional mode shape. 
It is obvious that MSF. varies between I for wholly similar modes and 0 for 
wholly different ones. Table 3 presents some mode similar factors of differ

ent bridge types.
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Table 2. List of cable-stayed bridges in China 

place year of main width height note 
No. name of bridge Prov. or comple- span of
 

Muni. tion 	 derok 

I Xinwu bridge Shanghai 1974 54 6.6. 0.95 

2 Yunyang bridge Sichuan 1975 75.8 3.75 1.0 

3 Daguhe bridge Shandong 1977 104 10.0 1.2 

4 Guangfu bridge (Taiwan) 1977 134 20.4 1.6 

5 Ankang bridge Shanshi 1979 120 12.0 1.6 

6 Sandai bridge Sichuan 1980 128 10.5 2.0 

7 Hongschuihe bridge Guangxi 1981 96 5.6 3.2 railway bridge 

8 Jinchuan bridg4e gichuan 1981 71 5.5 1.1. 

9 Changxindao bridge Iiaoning 1981 176 8.4 1.75 
10 Maogang bridge Thanghai 1982 200 12.Q 2.2- SF 

11 	 Jinan Huan'he )ri. ,handong 1982 220 19.5 2.75 

12 ZJangzhen hrid;!e Zhejianr 1984 72 10. 2.1 

13 Donrying 'nridge Shandong 1987 288 19.5 2.4 SF 

14 Yonghe bridge 'T1ianjin 1987 2W60 14.5 2.0 SF 

15 Xiqiaoshan bridge Ouangdong 1987 124 16.0 2.2 

16 Eenfeng 7Aridge 1987 24.1>d Shanghai 	 75 1.5 

17 Sihimen bridge Chonrqing 230 25.5 4.0 SF 

18 4th Pearl
bridge 

river 
;uangzhou 

0
-H 175 35.0 3.0 SF, FM 

19 Jiujiang bridge ;uanrdonF 1W 18.9 2.5 SF 

20 Dongfeng- bridge Yunnan WU) 100 8.0 1.6 

21 Beni<bu brid!e Anhui 
i~0 

a 224 23.0 2.5 

22 Fengtai hridre Anhui 224 23.0 2.5 

23 	 Dayanihe hr idge Liaoning 330 1.5.4 2.25 SF 

24 Iluanopu river Shanghai 400 32.0 2.25 SF, FM 
bridge 

25 Hlumen bridge t c 5uando0g32.5 F5X) 2.20 

26 	 Sanxin (3 gorfges) 1ube 46 17.0 2.5 
bridge 

Abbreviation S': Sectional model test and flutter analysis; 
F: Flutter analysis; 

Fl: Full-model wind tunnel test. 
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It can be seen in the Table 3 that:
 

l)For a simply supported bridge the MSF of its 1st vertical mode and Ist
 

torsional mode is very close to unity, so the real pattern of flutter will
 

be the 1st vertical and lst torsional coupled;
 

2) For a cantilever bridre the MSF of its 1st vertical mode and 1st tor

sional node in qilitt., hi,h, so the flutter pattern is 0lmost the couple of 

3)For a osusnsior Irid"e the %. of two 2nd antisymmetrical modes is much
 

hiiigher than thLa t 0f wo Ist sivmet.rical. modes, therefore the flutt.er pat

tern should ihe the two :'.d -,rtisymmetrical vertical and torsional modes
 

coupled instead of the st s1. :me;t'ica I modes; 

4 	 For a cq 1,-,sta I ri d)e the torsio,;a 1 and the lateral sway components 

are stroni v coupledi, so thert, exist such two kinds of mode: one 4 mainly 

composed of torsioii-,] conponent with certain ],iteral component; and another 

is mainly compost;d of ;, erl component with certa in torsional component. 

In this crast " One vertical mode will ne posihile to 1e sim ilr to two tor

sional. :;odes, whici ](-Ids to the rmultim ode coupled flit ter pattern. 

It is nirLiiJdil tiat i I a ipi of vclt icai and torsional mode is 

wholly similar, tht. illiplit, l, ratio and phase anc ie of tihsu two modes will be 

the s1me ZII( theaIIn'i s Io1)'. Js only theseL two nodes are coupled. Thus, tLhe 

Table 3. Mode siihlr factors of different. hridie types 

Ir idwe type Ver t i c;i I I'ons i 0151 MSF 
r "tode mode 

number number 

Simply supported bridre 	 1 1 0.9998 

Cantilever bridge 	 1 1 0.9195 

Suspension [ 1 1 0.6789 
bridge 2 2 0.90,04 

1 1 O. 94r 
1 2 0.9719Cable-stayede r .b 7" . i d g .. 1 2 0 . 97 1 9 

bridge 	 2 3 0.9147 

2 4 0.9509 

http:flutt.er
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fulfillment of the flutter condition to the whole structure is equivalent to 

a strip of the structure and the coupling of these two modes will become a 

real flutter pattern. However, if all the MSF'S are nt high enough, the flut

ter condition may not be fulfilled in each strip, i.e. some strips of the 

structure absorb energy from the air and some other strips disa;ip'- te energy. 

In this case the multi-node coupiin,1 may occur as i flutter pattern, and the 

real critical wind speed to multi-mode -oup! ed f ut. er is 11ways hiigher than 

the calculated value by thu c Iassic 2 -,0(xc coupLedI l uLtr Lhuory 

The above finding on Lhe fluitt' r patterll is -sJ iuiFleantjV Iv]luable in wind

resistant design of longh-span bridpges, and some provious Cpies t ions inl bridge 

aerodynamics can also be explaived, such ais whY Ihe sectionil model test of 

cable-stayed bridge may leal to the possimii;t ic results ,t,,d why the flutter 

pattern of suspension briciue is alway; 'ic. I* O'tnis. I.sis ofn the, 

above concepts suitable measures of wind resist.ance c..anle chosen for 

different situations: 

1) 1or a bridge with bluff deck, increasing its torsional frequency is the 

most effective way to improve the wind-resistant calyifility of bridge, 

because in such case the coup] inir amon natural "od.es has slight effects 

on the critical wind speed; 
2 ) Vor a bridge with streamlined deck, if we need to increase further its 

critical wind speed, the most effective way is to make certain improvement 

on the structure system, with which the flutter pattern becomes multi-mode 

coupled; 

'3)Raising a frequency ratio between vertical and torsional mode is also 

a recommended way for the bridge with ;Ltruamlined duck. 

CONCLUDIr., REM APER?; 

Most of the death!; :rndinjurie's front wind hazards were caused mainly by 

tihe collapse of holses, 1Vpt'iain the wir were de-Iv 'utlntri'v:;ide, h nt 

signed for wind resistance. 8o that the examination of the wind-resistant 

capability of typical houses in tLhe countr';side o tlh' typhooln and tornado

prone coastal area should be considered. 
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It is urgently necessary to improve the wind loading provisions in various
 

China Code for different structures, and to supplement more detail indications
 

including aeroelastic phenomena.
 

The new concept on multi-mode coupled flutter presented here can be appli

cable to the wind-resistant design of long-span bridges.
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ABOTRACT Cyclonic Storm which is associated with strong 

devastating wind and high storm surge is one serious natural 

hazard for Indian Sub-continent and littoral states of 

Bangladesh, Burma and occasionally Ceylon that take heavy toll 

of lives and property. Even with the present technological 

advancement we cannot prevent or dissipate the furiness of these 

cyclones, but with careful landuse planning, taking recourse to 

modern technique of monitoring cyclones and issuing advanced 

warning to coastal population, designing cf wind resistant 

houses, industrial complexes particularly the high rise 

buildings, chimnies, communication towers etc. we can minimise 

the loss to lives and property substantially. The various 

aspects of community preparedness against cyclone, such as the 

work -f risk rmicro-zonation of wind and thus delineation of 

cyclone prone areas, flood risk zoning, proper designing of
 

cyclone shelters and raising of shelter belt, devising and
 

enforcemcnt of proper building codc etc. have been discussed in
 

the paper.
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IITRODUCTION
 

Tropical cyclone have always been a rajor concern to the
 

Coastal Governments and the people residing along the coastal
 

Lelt. In the Indian sub-continent these storms generate mostly 

in the Bay of Bengal and move generally in westerly to north

westerly direction hitting the eastern coast of India. Sometimes
 

these storms move also in a northerly and occasionally in a 

north-easterly direction hitting the coast of 'lest- Bengcal,
 

Bangladesh and Burma. Its devastating effect can be guessed from 

the colossal loss during the recent: cyclone that hit Bangladesh 

in 1985 which killed at least 40,000 people and rendered homeless
 

several lakhs of people, besides widespread dcstruction to prop

erty. During the last 100 years or so, of which records are 

available, some of the most dcestru.ctivo cyclones which affected 

Indian sub-continent are indicated below showing thereby the 

number of people alone died associated with each cyclone : 

Place of landfall Year No of people died 

Contai (Orissa) 1864 100,000
 

Hlasulipatnam (Andhra Pradesh) 1864 40,000
 

Bakhergunge (Ba.ngladesh) 1876 200,000 

ilidnapur (West Bengal) 1942 75,000 

Raicshwaram (Tami] iladu) 1964 500 

Bhola (Bangladesh) 1970 200,000
 

Chirala (Andhra Pradcish) 1977 10,000 

(Bangladesh) 1985 40,000
 

Besides the above loss of human lives, a huge property 

loss is associated with a cyclone catastrophe. It must be 

understood that all tropical cyclonic storm; are gclnerally 

associated with storm surge and tidal waves of heights in the 

range of 5-6 metres, thereby inunda ting 1argjo coastol areas 

washing away lakhs of cattle folk and other lives toc%. The 

associated high wind speed whi. ch at Li r e,::cends 200 km.p.h. 

causes widespread damage to al. physical i n-;'Ia] Iat iols in the 

coastal belt, like residenti al houses, inndst lrI 1 ccco-ple::e,-;, 

electrical installations, transrission towers, high-rising, 
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chimnies etc. A rough estimate indicates that besides loss of 

life, a moderate cyclone causes damage of prop-erty to the tune of 

fts. 10 crores while loss associated with severe cyclones may be of 

the order of RPs. 200 crores or even i.or,. 'rhioughl withb tLI pre,.sont 

state of scientific know ledge and to chinoleqic al d ev,_,1 opeont, the 

occurrence of cycloni c s tor s cannot. be ) rv,ll ('d, a <I ' (d a 

can be done to reduce the ]o:,ss by (a ) i. :rprovi i, tb pro :-nnt 

accuracy of cyclone warni ii(J and tire I and flII ,;lffi 'ilnut ly in 

advance (b) irproving/au tilrg aI iln :!i t i%?. I,m ' .,-y tov- r 1 tbhe t r 

meet the disastrous events 'c) proper p1lanninil of la)i(hlduis tlr)trgh 

intensive ri sk and vn. nerabiI i tV aria I y:; i:: for Io(a t:i ng 

developmental activities and ( d ) i ntrOduc inq Opt i murilil i i.loest 

efficient design parameters for all types of const-r ticti on .ora. 

STATUS OF CYCLONES IN INDIA 

Analysis of Indian Cyclones 

With a v.iew to rieot the Cevastation caused by a cyc]Olle 

it is essential for each country affect rd by eyc1ones to prepare 

a well thought out plan to cover all related a() ct, of r-yclonos. 

As the degree and nature -)f devast ati on are doep(-rden ) on the 

location of particular area or reg i on %,i s-a -vis tIre cyclone 

movement it is all. the ruore essent i ali to pr(,pare (lnpaiat })Ins 

for each country. 

In India, cyclones occur tu!sually betwee n April and I lay 

(called pro-monsoon cycl oni c s tor is ) and etwen11 October and 

December (called 1)0st.-t-Ion0 l01 cye( Ion ic 'ste s). They als.11 occur 

in the month of Argu:;t-<;eptoirbor (h1i.lg iwu)r:ooii period, btut their 

frequency i.s low. Fi.q . .] (a-c) .hows th( lwr ra I ronthly tracks of 

cyclones .il di.fferenlt: :;ors;rr ili ttr, lirdiain :-.h-cortinent. Fro

these f i(i .le;it m-ly be een that the Cyc I o,; in the Bay of 

Belga .] dirr ll(j ptr'_- 1)rir;on) al(i ost -r noon1 lOrilh7 ly(p f; S e .1Ori 1 

or i inato n ear Aid( oird1 r, i n t inra a roveI ) C I'I 1 a1rl towards 

tihe (s,:o,,rr coast f 'iil i arid sc.-.tIiidiuliiwoil IJ Bengal. 

Somet:r,.r; thse ey< ,ori-. wb il.I nov iIg I or,a - ; rd i,,I Coa;t change 

tire i i ectiorn t(w,rdf north to,) ior ,,.st . 'lii' yceoie. in the 

u!;ua1ly ira: a anka andAr abhian S;i Ijshrad.eep i m i I arid 

-(
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-move north to Northeast hitting xerala or Saurashtra Coast. 

During monsoon season they usually originate near north Bay of 

Bengal or travel from east across Burma. The frcquency of 

cyclones landfalling at various coastal districts of India during 

the period 1891-1970 (CRC report 1984) is given at Fig. 2. The 

seasonal frequency/distribution of total number of cyclones and 

severe cyclones for the same period is shcwn at 

Fig. 3(a) & 3(b). 

From the above it may be noticed that cyclones in the 

Indian sub-continent have some preferred areas for the formation 

and their tracks vary with months and season. It is also evident 

from the diagram that the whole of east coast of India may be 
classified as cyclone prone with some dcgree of spatial 

variation and severity of proneness. 

_yclone 	 Prone Areas - Problems therein
 
The foremost need for dfinino and 
 declaring an area as 

cyclonc prone is the availahility of historical records of all 

information of a-ast cyclones e.g. freqCuency of lc ndf0ll of 

cyclones in the region, their strength and duration and the 
associated degrees of devastation. The naximunr d'i:oe caused 

by cvcions are caused 1--y floods and high wind. The proh 1ems 

associatcd with floods ard wind are el.aborated belw : 

It is to he real sed the t cyclones after the landfall 
dissipat, their en,,rg y rapidly and therefore their clovestating 

potential due to ,uss;ociated 3term sur, sustains hardly' upto a 

di;tance of 20 khs . in-liind. loi:eve'r, tKl: w:il d daJ.'age mry c::Land 

upto (ver f rohl .L -rny cr100 h-.ii the coa:;t, ,nca_, of river imoutlh 

hydrodea..m mi.,nr the coast adds to the disos tar ;:cause tlh tidal 

bore can travel further il]and alomig the river ovr-iil oX. its 

banks. Due to sudde,,n accuII nt Lion of %at :r froi heavy 

precii Lit.i on ass;oc iu- d .,iLh c IycI would mince t.i mel]y Iease 
of w/atar to avoidl any of ffI a lU!ood (hme tlL d(tl fai] ure. 

As far a r; L1mt0 ma a :; rrir' w ,s;oc i, tedcan al'' I hy Xgi nd 

w-ith cyclom. it li.ly :) jr on d i io( .3 citgori r, of inTl Iu nrice on 

con siruction viz. ful ly i in< cer-e , ira] 1y erIg(.IirIlme : l0ard 
non-eng i ieered. 'ime I,1cj i.ri ''ra, o In. are ] ike t i steelo1.o al1 
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towers, industrial buildings, chinnies, bridges etc. The 

marginally engineered are those like schools, small hospital 

buildings, saall industrial buildings and non-engineered ones are 

those like comnon-nen's one or two storey residential housing 

built without the guidance of any qualified engineer. It is 

therefore necessary that to make any long-terra plan of disaster 

mitigation the essential pre-requisites would !e to make a proper 

land-use planning based on a detailed vulnerobility analysis of 

the likely affected areas. 

CYCLONE DISTRESS iIITIGATIOiI 

In order to nitigate the distress caused by P cyclone 

every country which are affected by this calamity should have a 

cyclone plan (CPL), Cyclone Emargcncy Action Plan (CEAP) and a 

Community Praparedness Plan against Cyclona (CIPC). The various 

aspects associated with the ahove activitioe ars pre notd ')olo\ 

suiting th:ir respective needs. 

Cyclone 	 Plan 

Cyclone Plan of a country should essentially consists of 

(a) a foolproof arrangement of cyclone nonitorin-r and issuinj and 

disseninatincj Cyclone ilarnin.rs to the lik:ely aff-cted coa;tel 
1
popl a tion (b) a short and loncj-cerii ieaus-, to propare the 

conmunity to flight aEainst cyclone hazard end (c) a-tproer 

cyclone code Cettailinj the responsibilities of the tevarnnent and 

administration oachin-ries. 
lonitorinzLgcf c].ones and issu___. \iarnincs 

With the advent of Weather Satellites, particularly the 

Geostationary Satellite, the initial fornation of cyclone at any 

part of the ocean can now be detected and its further developnent 

and rovement watched. 1a.;ed on the satel Iite observation of 

clouds associated with Hlurrica'nor; in Pacif ic Ocean in conjuncture 

with aircraft ob,;n rvation; loralk (1975) c I ;si f ied the cloud 

systea and the associa ted wind in the field of Hlurricancs. 

Though the above classification may not be r(I)resoent-ative for all 

geographical areas, the method suggested by Do rah is being
 

http:ilarnin.rs
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.extensively used in other parts of the world. As the cyclones
 

approach the coast and are within ti.e range of cyclone detecting
 

radars located along the cc.st- their structure are watched more
 

closely. In addition, tht coastal network of surfacu 
meteorological observations and ship ohservations from the seas, 
the central pressure of the cyclones are deduced which is one 
principal indicator for estimating the intensity of the cyclone. 
Taking all the above information into account the surface macimum 
wind is predicted. Misra et el (1976) after analysing larger
 

number of cases established the following empirical relationship
 

between Central pressure of a cyclone and the associated ma:imum
 

wind :
 

Vm (m/sec) = 7(100-Po) 

where Vm 1 1 a;:. Su;efface wind 
Po = Central pressure in mb 

Aircraft is the only reliable means: to probe the cyclones 
and take 3-dimensional actual field measurement required for 

issuing more reliable forecast of wind which is again used for 

predicting associated storm surge. The other limitation of 
cyclone warning is about the precise location of landfall which 
at times vary significantly as it has been observed that the 
cyclone during its journey often changes its direction, the 

mechanism of which is not yet understood well.
 

Even by monitoring the eye of a cyclone by satellite and 
radar the error in estimating the landfall with 48 hours forecast
 

has been reported as high as 250 miles. The error increases to 
4.00 miles with 72 hours advance prediction. It was realised that 
observations of wind from the cyclone field is most important to 

predict the heights of the associated storm surge which may be in 

error by 5 to 10 feet with corresponding error of 15 knots in 

wind estimation in the cyclone field. The cyclone monitoring 

radar network along the 'coast of India is shown at Fig. 4. Each 
coastal Radar station is linked with a Cyclone Warning Centre 

where all informations of surface, ship, upper-air satellite and 

radar are poured. Warnings are issued from these centres 

indicating likely places of landfall, the associated ma;zimum 

wind, rainfall and the storm surge. As all these information arc

.1 
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essential for making any preparation to save life and property 

there is absolute necessity of maintaining an efficient 

telecomnunication system immune to cyclones. As all landbased 

telecommunications are normally disrupted during cyclon es, 
wireless telegraphy, radio telephony, radio-teletypc, 

VHR/VHF/ilicrowave communication systems should be increasingly 

used. 

Cyclone Emetgency Action Plan (CEAP)
 

Cyclone prone areas located along the coast in each 
country lie in different geographical and topog raph cal 

environment and associated probleirs vary depending upto tile 
people residing therein, their profession and living styie and 
the corresponding ethos and practices of Inc,? ::dmini,!Stration. 

Thus there cannot be any common Cyclone Emergency act ion Plan 
applicable Lo all cyclone prone are,!-. It i:; therefore nece!;sary 
that each coastal state devises its oe:n p1 an and piromul.gates 

orders/instructions, rules and procedures regarding ad v.iori(s, 

precoutionaries and guide-rules for evacuation, rescue, relief 

and rehabilitation. The above guide]il.n'; need hle prepa red in tlc 

form of a code to be used by all concerned -enple respon'ible for 
execution of tashs whenever any inci,]it 'iu thii the particular 

state is threatened by impending cyclone. 

It may be mentioned that there is practically no placc on 

the earth devoid of any natural hazard and therfore depending ol 
the proneness of a state by one or more natural hazards like 

cyclone, flood, drought, ea rthuake , landslide they prepare a 
General Disaster Plan. As the methods and procedure to be 
adopted for mitigating the distress due to each of the hazards is 
different it is necessary that Emergency Action P'an for each of 

the frequently occurring hazard should be incorporated in their 

respective General. Disaster Plan. 

The essential cmponent of CILAP is the es tablishient of a 
Cyclone Distress Niltigation Organisation l. thin the concerned 

State Government to implement the CFAI at the maxi mum level of 
efficiency. As the first victie of cyclone is the disruption of 

all sorts of communication between the effected place and the 
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-district and state headquarters, it is necessary to frame thb 

CEAP in such a way that no one in the Distress Mlitigation 

Organisation is handicapped because of lack of instruction from 

his superior bodies. 

The distress mitigation work may be supervised by a state 

cyclone committee to be headed by the Chief Secretary uith other 

Secretaries of concerned departments at the State and Central 

level. A few voluntary Relief Organisations also should be 

members of the State Committee. The main task of this committee 

should be to (a) establish and maintain snap proof 

telecommunication channel, declare areas of coastal region as 

areas of great danger on the basis of information received from 

Meteorological Department, define and allot specific task, to 

various departments, mobilise 

equipment, advise about evacua

cyclone emergency Action Plan. 

resources of men, 

tion and review pe

materials 

riodically 

and 

the 

The Community Preparedness Plan Against Cyclones 

The Cyclone Code and Cyclone Emergency Action Plan 

described above are not enough to mitigate the distress and save 

life and property. There is a strong need to prepare the coastai 

communities to face cyclone and its hazards. Countries like USA, 

Japan, Australia have highly developed system for disaster 

prevention and preparedness against cvc] ones. Longterm measures 

like flood control, landuse planning, wind zoning and reliable 

building codes have been developed. ESCAP, WHO, League of Red 

Cross Society also prepared guidelines for disaster prevention 

and preparedness against cyclones. The main features of these 

guidelines are discussedbelow :
 

Risk Evaluation The cyclone hazard due to high wind and
 

associated storm surge and flood to the coastal areas can be
 

estimated from the historical data of cyclones and the consequent 

damage to life and property. Based on this damage estimate, 

vulnerability of different parts of tihe cyclone prone coastal 

areas can be assessed and risk micro-zoning maps prepared which 

could be the basis for planning and e:-ecution of various measures 

Tor distress mitigation. 
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Landuce Planning / Zoning Laws : Based on the risk mapping and 

risk micro-zoning of the cyclone prone areas landusc 

legislation/regulatory measures may be introduced to 

restrict/prevent industrial and residential development in high 

risk potential areas e.g. flood plains, low lying coastal areas 

vulnerable to storm surge. In cases where development projects 

cannot be avoided due to strategic- and socio-economic reasons 

adequate precautionary measures are required to be adopted. 

Building Code for Cyclone Proof Buildings / Houses For a 

suitable cyclone code for buildings 4 i the cyclone prone areas 

one is to know first the wind distribu'.ion ovcr the region over 

long periods of time and the response of structures of various 

types of design/construction to winds of such magnitude. This 

response varies on the duration and other characteristics of the 

wind. To understand the effect of short bursts of wuindls on struc

ture we need to understand also the response to the wrious 

intensities of different frequency components of the wind bursts. 

Indian Standard Code of Practices originally published in 

1957 and revised in 1964 (Again under revision) made provision 

regarding basic wind pressure and its effects on buildings, new 

clause for butterfly type structure, modified wind pressure 

coefficients for sheeted roofs (curved/sloping). As the cyclones 

arc associated with storm surge, inundatinri the coastal areas, 

necessary allowances are to be made for the accompanying storm 

surges which may come upto levels more than 5 metres. 

The most essential requirement of a realistic building 

code is the availability of long serics wind data from the 

cyclone prone areas. P.esently the wind instruments that are in 

use along the eastern coust of India 'are cup anemometer type 

designed to measure wind upto 120 hm/hr or so. In India these 

wind instruments are maintained manually by the National 

fleteorological Service. As wind speed durincg cyclone does 

frequently exceeds even 200 km/hr the wind information available 

from fleteorological Department does not ideally meet the 

requirements of building code.
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The other important needs are the information of gusts and peal-,
 
of wind which can only be determined by fast response wind sensor
 

with continuous recording devices.
 

Again for making the building code more realistic a 
detailed analysis is to be done of all past cyclone damage to 
various installations particularly high rise buildings towards 
chimnies etc. due to high wind which are at times very gusty 
associated with cyclones and sevcre storms. It must be realised 
that a very high steady wind may not be that damaging as a 
comparatively lower wind along with strong gusts and peaks of 
small duration. A wind tunnel study of the response of various 
structures to representative wind associated with cyclones and 
severe storms over specific aroa needs be conducted to find out 
the coefficicn' for incorporating in the building code. 

Cyclone Review Cornmittee (1983) studied various aspects 
of preparing the community again:t cyclones and gave series of 
recommendations. Some of the relevant recommendations are 

discussed in the fo]lowing pa ragraph',; : 

Construction of Cyclone Shelter in Cyclone 
prone areas : 

During a cyclone the first casualty are the coastal 
population whose primary professions are agriculture or fishery. 
Their residential. houses are primarily non-engineered single 
storied and these are normally collapsed by the wind and washed 
away with the storm surge. Therefore, there is strong need to 
construct cyclone shelters for the people tn move quickly to 
these places whenever a cyclone warning is received. The size 
and height of these shelters would depend on the density of 
population and the normal flood level. The other casualty are 
the cattlefolk and other livestock, an indispensable property of 

coastal population.
 

Various cyclone shel.ters have been des.-igned to withstand 
upto a wind speed of 250 kml/hr and gust wind of 270 km/hr. Of 
these, the circular or octagonal design were found bet: Ler. The 
basic design is a two-s toried RC bu i. lding fromed structure 
capable of taking 500 - 1000 refugeer;. Adjace nt to the cyclone 

-1' 
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shelter, space for cattle, agricultural products, hay etc. need
 

be provided. Adequate space round the cyclone shelter need be 

kept for the movement of men and materials during cyclone 

emergencies. The shelter is to be planned in such a way that 

during non-cyclone period it can be utilised for various 

development activities such as village community centre, school, 

adult education, training camps etc. In India along the coastal 

line of the state of Tamil Hadu and Andhra Pradesh there are at 

least 82 and 450 cyclone shelters till the year 1982. Similar 

shelters, of course, of lesser number also e,ist along the coast 

of Orissa and West Bengal. Along with the construction of 

cyclone shelter their routine maintenance and optimum utilisation 

during non-cyclone period need to be ensured before hand. The 

effectiveness of their design based on existing wind code can be
 

evaluated after their survival during fut-,re cyclone.
 

Flood-risk zoning 

Storm surge and tidal vaves ,,long with heavy rainfall 

associated with cyclone lead t) severe flood (sometime flash 

flood) which is most serious hazard to human lives and livestock 

as well as the agriculture in the coastal region. The most 

comUmonly used methodF, of mitigating the distress are (i) the 

construction of dykes and sea w;alls along the coast ( ii) the 

plantation of shelter belt and (iii) landuse planning with proper
 

flood-risk zoning. Salient aspects of these methods, their 

feasibility under Indi'n Conditions are discussed below : 

As reqarc dykes and seawalls, these have been tried successfully 

in Netherland. It is felt that a similar method if employed at 

least on selected sites along the coast will not only sve the 

coastal population from the onslaught of storm surge but also 

save the agriculturail land from the incursion of salinity from 

sea water. however, tie cost effectiveness of the scheme has to 

be examined under varying socio-.econoiic situation in different 

countries before it is launched. 

As regirds plantation of shelter belt, it has been observed thut 

under the influence of cyclones and storm surge large scale 
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coastal erosion takes place. In addition, though the strength of
 

the cyclone starts diminishing after the landfall its extension
 

inland depends on the topographical and terrain characteristic.
 

It has been experimented elsewhere that with the proper
 

afforestation along the seacoast in the form of shelter belt by
 

planning tall trees in rows the 
fury of cyclone can be reduced.
 

A model design shelter belt has been suggested for constructing
 

3 rows of trees of high growth varie'-y - the front row acting as 
cyclone breaker and the behind rows acting both as cyclone 

breaker and source of 'bioenergy. The problem of making the 
privately owned land available for raising the shclter belt needs
 

to be solved.
 

As regards landuse planning with proper flood-risk zoning, it may 
be realised that the extent of flcod damage depends theon 
topography, heights above sea level, and po.sitior, of river mouths 

with reference to storm surge. It is felt that there is a 

strong necessity of preparing a large scale topographical map of 

scale 1:25,000 of all cyclone prone areas with contour lines at 

least 1 metre interval on the basis of which a rough estiriate can 

be made about the spatial extent and depth of inundations due to 

a storm surge of particular heights. While preparing such a map 

the possible direction of entry of a storm surge, intensity of 

rainfall, extent of standing water, condition of flooding of 

nearby rivers and level of water in the hydrodam in the vicinity 

and other relevant parameters need be token into account. 

Landuse mappinq - Having identified the cyclone prone areas, 
prepared thc wind and flood risk zoning maps a proper landuse 

plan may be worked out for locating all development projects 
warranting human concentrati on. For doing the work more 

6ffectively onother detailed map showing thereon the various 
facilities/public utilities and ins tallations shonuld be prepared 

as guide lines . Some of the information to be .show;n on the map 

are : (i) Locat ion of cy conI o fflI od r-nin( c e n treu:nId -n 

(ii) Village/towns (iii) Beach(,!; (iv) Forest L)el t (v) W1terway 

network (vi) Areas prone to inundation (vii) Cyclone shelters 

.')* 



(viii) Drainage system (ix) Irrigation heads / hydrodams / lakes/ 

water rc(ervoirs and bunds/embankments/dykes, etc.
 

Cu'U!'h1! S ION 

Accurate and timely issue of cyclone warning and its
 

dissemination to likely effected coastal population will no doubt 

save lives if they are evacuated to a safer place. But due to 

often vagaries in cyclone behaviour particularly the landfall 

and the strength, which at times cannot b6 predicted with 

precision the coastal population are caught unaware thus 

incurring heavy loss of lives and property. With the precise 

delineation of cyclone prone areas, undertaking risk analysis due 

to wind and flood, proper landuse planning, introducing 

appropriate building code and preparing the community to face 

cyclone it will be possible to minimisc the loss due to 

cyclones. It will be necessary for all cyclone prone countries 

to arrange cyclone monitoring with the help of radar and 

satellite, prepare Cyclone Emergency Action Plan, a Cyclone Code 

and a Community Preparedness Plan against Cyclone. 
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ABSTRACT The meteorological disasters resulting mainly from typhoons,
 
excessive rainfalls, droughts and cold-air outbreaks in Taiwan area dur-ing
 
the last 25 years (1961-1985) were studied. 
 The investigated objects in this
 
study include the life losses and the property damages in agriculture, fishery,
 
transportation, water conservancy, electric power, telecommunication facility,
 
and building. Among the above-mentioned disasters, the most serious one was
 
typhoon and followed by the excessive rainfall. 
As far as the damaged object
 
is concerned, the water conservancy facility destruction is the most serious
 
one, which included 360 km of levees and revetments, 1,430 spur-dikes and
 
diversion dams, and about a loss of US$107 million damage per year. 
The agri
cultural damage came to 
the next and was estimated about US$70 million annually
 
It was 
also found that the damage caused by the meteorological disasters during
 
the recent 5 years (1981-1985) was estimated about US$1.2 billion, which
 
approximately corresponded to 0.48% G.N.P. per year.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Violent weather phenomenon, such as 
typhoons in summer and fall, excessive
 
rainfall associated with Mei-Yu frontal systems in late spring and early summer,
 
frequently result in catastrophic losses of property as 
well as lives in Taiwan.
 
For instance, typhoon Wayne in August of 1986 made a landfall on 
the western
 
coast of Taiwan causing a record-setting loss which was estimated more than
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US$300 million. Less violent, nevertheless equally hazardous, the atmospheric
 

extremes including significant droughts and cold-air outbreaks also have a
 

great impact on our nation's economy ana agriculture. For example, there was
 

an aquaculture loss of US$9 million during an event of severe cold-air out

break in March of 1986. Although various kinds of surveys concerning the 

meteorological disasters have been used in the nature hazards analyses, most 

of these were (e.g. ,uo and Young, 1960; Wu and others, 1983, 1984) focused 

on the agricultural aspect alone. Slhieh (1982), Sirieh and Chen (1985, 1986), 

on tile other hand, attempted to investigate the typhoon damages on the 

different objects other than tile agriculLure. The purpose of this paper is 

to present some results of the updated survey on tile natural disasters caused 

by the severe weather phenomenon in Taiwan area during the period of 1961-1985. 

DATA AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

In this study, all kinds of available data concerning the meteorological 

disasters during tie period of 1961-1985 were collected. The major investi

gated objects in this paper i ncluded the property damages in agriculture, 

fishery, transportatiou, water conser-va ncy, electric power, telecommunication 

facility, imIding, an fatal ity. For tle convenience of comparison, costs of 

damages have been unifled. fie cost of damages estimated for each individual 

year has been converted to tire unit of currency based on the price index of 

1984 in Taiwan. 

In this statistical analysis, ecdh of tie damaged objects related to the 

various rieteorological disasters was examined first. Then, tite agricultu ral 

damage was discussed in detail based on the different meteorological hazards. 

ANALYS I S OF IIAZARIS 

Based on tile Damaged Object 

The following rest, Lts are, based on tie damaged object. Tim order of 

discussion is based or tie 'rank of averaging aniual damage over tile analyzed 

Ct,
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period (Table 1).
 

Water Conservancy
 

Comparing all the objects in Table 1, it was 
found that the most serious
 

losses were the water conservancy facilities including 7.76 million meters of
 

devastated leeves and revetments, more than 30,000 sets of destroyed spur
dikes, cliverson dams and ocher struc-ures (Table 2). A total loss of US$2.2 

billion (about US$107 million per year) was estimated. Notice that about 48.6% 

of damage is associated with flood control facility. It was also clear that
 

the losses of water conservancy facilities were mainly from typhoon and 

excessive rainfall.
 

Agriculture
 

It was shown in Table I that the total loss of agriculture amounted to 

US$1.75 billion (about US$70 million per year) the period fromin 1961 to 1985. 
The greatest agricultural damage occurred in 1969. Over US$0.25 billion 

damage was mainly caused by two devastating typhoons, hlsie and Flossie, both 
of them struck Taiwan within two consecutive weeks. 

It was also found that the central and southern Taiwan areas were the 
vulnerable districts suffering from four major meteorological hazards, namely, 
typhoons, excessive rains, cold-air outbreaks, and droughts, which will be
 

discussed in the later sections. 

Building
 

Floods caused by typhoon and excessive rainfall were responsible for the 

major house damages in Taiwan area. A total of 225,564 houses was recorded 
either completely or partly destroyed in the period of 1961-1985. Thus caused 

a loss of US$0.58 billion (about US$23 million per year) (Table 1). The 

greatest damage occurring in September of 1969 was due to typhoon Elsie which 
made a landfall on the southeast coast of Taiwan. It is noteworthy that the 
trend of house losses due to the typhoon and excessive rainfall in Taiwan has 
a steady decline by five-year period from 1961 to 1905 (Fig. 1). These are 
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presumably attributed to the rigorous standards of construction and the
 

improved typhoon warning systems.
 

Fishery
 

As shown in Table 1 that the average loss in the fishery was about US$0.15
 

billion (US$14 million per year) in the period of 1975-1985. The causes of
 
fishery damage includes typhoon, excessive rainfall, flooding sea water asso

ciated with tile storm surge, cold-air outbrea:X. The typhoon attendant severe
 

weather causes t:>e greatest damage. It was revealed that the aquaculture loss
 
was as high as 
88% among the total of ;ishery damage, and the aquaculture
 

product atriined 38% of the entire fishery income. 

Mis cellaneous 

The transportation herein refers 
to any of the related facilities includ

ing highway, harbour, railway, as shown in Table 1. The total loss of entire 

transportation items exceeded that of the fishery. 
 However, the damage attri

buted to each of the individual items is still less than the fishery aspect. 
The typhoon and excessive rainfall sLill play tile most crucial role in causing 
the destruction. The property damage associated with electric power and
 

telecommunication f'.cilities are the lesser ones (Table 1).
 

Besides 'he aforementioned items, the annual average rates of injuries 
and deaths were 282 anu 92 people, respectively. Most of the fatalities were 
due to typhoons. AftC certain manipulations, it was discovered that the loss 

caused by all the metiorological disasters during the recent 5 years, 1981
1985, was about US$1.2 billion, which approximately corresponded to a total of 

0.48% G.N.P. per yer (Fig. 2). 

Based on the Cause of llazai'd 

In this section, we concentra-e on the analysis of agricultural damage 

based on the cause of hazard. The order of discussed item is according to 

the severity of damage. 
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Fig.1 	Trends of house damage due to meteorological
 
hazards by 5-year periodfrom 1961 to 1985.
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Typhoons
 

The massive cyclonic storms of tropical origin termed "typhoons" threat
ening the western North Pacific region frequently occurred in summer. In
 
Taiwan area, typhoons attendant destruction is mainly caused by torrential
 
rains, high velocity gusty winds, and flooding sea water associated with storm
 
surge. There were 88 typhoons affected Taiwan from 1961 
to 1985 (3.5 cases
 
per year). About 76% 
of these typhoons occurred in July through September.
 
It is noteworthy that the monthly agricultural losses from typhoons, as 
shown
 
in Table 3, reached 
a ma:imum value of US$475 million in September instead
 
of August which had the highest frequency of typhoons. The total amount of 
agricultural losses exceeded US$1.1 billion in 25 years, and about a loss of
 
US$45 million in the annual average. 

Excessive Rainfalls
 

Excessive rainfall due 
to severe meso-scale convective activities embedded
 
in the Mei-Yu frontal systems in late spring and early summer often caused 
flash flood which resulted in severe damage to 
the agricultural productivities.
 
Fig. 3 shows the monthly distribution of agricultural losses due to excessive
 
rainfall, excluding torrential rains from typhoons. The total amount of
 
agricultural loss from flooding due to the excessive rainfall was estimated 
about US$275 million in th, period of 1961-1985. Notice that 46% of the agri
cultural loss concentratt,s in June (Fig. 3), 
 which correnonds to the most common 
occurrence of flood-p-- ,-cing rainfall shown in the same month. In annual 
average, 3 cases of agricultural hazards due to excessive rainfall were recorded 
about U1S$12.5 million losses. 

Droughts 

The Impact of drought on the agricultural productivity and water supply 
has crucially influenced 'laiwan area iii the past 25 years, although drought 
was less violent than that of typhoon and excessive rainfall. In this study, 
it was found that nearly US$0.12 billion of agricultural losses due to 
different extent of droughts occurring in the period of 1961-1985 (Table 4). 
The most obvious drought resulted in US$36.6 million of agricultural damages 
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Fig. 3 	The monthly distribution of agricultural damage due 
to excessive rainfall during the period from 1961 to 
1981 . ( In unit of per 0.1 billion N.T.$, 1 U.S.$ 
40 H.T.$ ) 

was recorded in 1963. It is also noteworthy that nearly 85% of agricultural
 

losses from droughts occurred in the month from March through June.
 

Cold-air 	Outbreaks
 

The effect of cold-.air outbreaks of polar origin occasionally results in
 

an unexpected damage to the crops in late autumn and winter over Taiwan area.
 

It was found that the hazardous cold-air outbreaks caused about US$90.7 million
 

of agricultural damages during 1961-1985, namely an annual average of US$7.5
 

million 	(Table 5). 

CONCLUSIONS
 

Typhoon, excessive rainfall associated with Mei-Yu frontal sys-'m, drought,
 

and cold-air outbreak are the primary meteorological hazards in Taiwan. The
 

former two events are the most destructive ones, both of the natural hazards
 

caused agricultural losses, in annual average, about US$45 and 17 million,
 

respectively (Table 6). 
 As far as the damaged objects were concerned, the
 

greatest property damage was the water conservancy fac:ities. They were
 

/ 
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Table 6. The annual losses of agricultural damage due to
 
typhoon, excessive rainfall, drought, and cold 
air outbreak, from 1961 to 1985. ( Unit in per 
1,000 N.T.$, 1 U.S.$ =6 40 N.T.$ 

Categsries I Excessive Cold Air 

Y I Rainfall Drought Total 

1931 1,588,544 458 21,593 - 1,610,95 

1962 890,615 434,238 162,06 1,485,919 

133 1,2 15,3T8 - 1,463,483 2,098,179 4,777,930 

194A 3,689 180,403 414,223 - 598,318 

1965 .69,883 58,576 n3,05 - 1,226,527 

166 I,3, 287 911,4GI - 2, 277, 691 

197 2, 03, 531 169, 599 19, 7 2,795,202 

1938 933,262 1,229,167 111,11 276,846 2,515,316 

1W39 9,92, 9 393,428 66,CVA 10,383,480 

1970 1,C-3,115 126, 272. 395,892 978, 8 2,593,317 

1971 3,3;2,2M 114,828 1,161,3 3 60,505 5,138,869 

1972 614,46 1,989,473 476 45,33 2,649,715 

1973 1,431I,3 42,35 - 1,473,716 

1974 12,52r 1,.171,862 155 6,633 2,121,171 

19h 6,C61 ?51 1 75, 291 7,&2,745 

1976 440, n,/ l,51f,89 59,3 1,515,39 

19-1f 2,'0, 4C3 716, 97 155,93 3,576, 32 

1978 216,,31 48, 418 -. 2M1,719 

1979 198,332 69,821 &3,57Y, 2919, 13 

1970 &3,TW.5 13, 181,71 .... 1,139,&32 

1931 2,,,.1, ,, 269, 214 ............. 2,614,M 9 

1,2,2, 6V.3 4,),11 ...... 3,605,779 

1 4.1-5 -- 1,1s, K2 
1%:: I , '""r, ] 827,"82 --........ 1',"955i 

t I ,1,G1.... ,s , 3,.621, 557 69,5;5,71416,5 4 

CA1 '
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estimated about US$107 million losses in annual average during the period of
 
1965-1985. It was also found that the meteorological disasters during the
 

recent five years (1981-1985) cost the damage of about US$1.2 billion property
 

losses which approximately corresponded to 0.48% G.N.P. per year.
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ABSTRACT The paper presents recent activities in Japan concerning about
 

design and coding considerations for wind effects on long-span bridges. Il

lustrations are given of practical situations and considerations in the treat
:ment of a variety of uncertainties in the determination of reference wind
 

speeds to be covered nationwidely, the understanding of limit states subjected
 

to 	strong winds and the. influence of simplifications introduced into the
 

design procedure and codes.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

In 	Japan, which locates in severe typhoon area, wind effects on struc

tures as well as seismic effects are treated as most important natural loads
 
in designs of structures. There are still many new problems, for examples lo

cal wind problems and so on, which are brought to us by very large scale
 

projects of long span bridges, high voltage power lines and high rise struc
tures. 
 In addition, because of very quick changing of wind environments of
 

highly developed lands and urban area sometimes we have to consider a same
 

problem from different viewpoints.
 

The paper describes a couple of recent activities of design and coding
 
considerations and procedures for wind effects on 
 long span bridges. Some
 

Japanese associations are currently working on revision of their wind resis-'
 
~ tance design standards. In the process of these work, various complicated
 
"~problems 
 are confronted with, which are primarily caused by unreliability of
 

4 
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relatedvariables., -The-reason_of.this unreliability is uncertainty-of -many-

factors such as (1) the random character of the wind climate and the tur
bulence, (2) the difficulties in optimizing wind loadings and understanding
 
mechanism of unstable aerodynamic vibrations and (3) the simplifications which
 

*are introduced into the design procedure and standards themselves.
 

REVISION WORKS ON CODING OF DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
 

The wind resistance designs of high way bridges are currently carried out
 
according to two separate design codes in Japan. 
One of them is applied to
 

short and medium bridges of a span less than 200m and the other to long span
 

bridges of greater length.
 

The former, "Specifications For Highway Bridges"( Japan Road Association,
 
1972), prescribes the wind loads for some 
specific members and cross sections
 
of bridge decks. However, as far as the wind-induced vibrations are con

cerned, necessity of considerations on these vibrations of bridge decks is
 
only pointed out under one nation wide design wind speed, while provisions for
 
a single pipe member are specified relevant to its slenderness ratio. On the
 
other hand, in the latter, originated from "Wind Resistance Design Standards
 

for Honshu-Shikoku Bridges"( Honshu-Shikoku Bridge Authority, 1976), 
wind
 
loads are determined by products of a reference wind speed and various fac
tors. The reference wind speed is defined by extreme wind speed analysis
 

taking account of effects of the return expectation at specified construction
 

sites. Those factors represent contribution of gust response, which is
 
described by fluctuation of gusty wind speed, dimensions of bridge structures
 

and their dynamic characteristics. Besides safety of bridge decks against
 

wind Induced vibrations is to be investigated through wind tunnel experiments
 
under "Wind Tunnel Test Guide for Honshu-Shikoku Bridges"( Honshu-Shikoku
 

Bridge Authority, 1980).
 

When bridges are designed under these two different ways of wind resis
tancedesign codes, inconvenience and inconsistency are experienced in their
 

practical applications. In addition several problems have been recently
 
pointed out. One of them is a problem concerning with treatments for some of 
wind Induced vibrations, such as vortex-induced oscillation and combination of 
galloping and buffeting. The other one is better representation of reference
 

'
 • ; aJ , , i " ,. : "
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wind-speeds-to-be--determined-nation-widely,-for-example by appropriate---
topographical factors at eachconstruction site. The current code lacks
 

proper procedures for those vibrations, which tend to occur in flexible box
 
deck bridges used frequently in a lot of recent bridge projects.
 

In these circumstances the investigations for those problems are 
con
ducted intensively from not only academic but also practical viewpoints for
 

revision of current resistance design codes.
 

The first attention in coding is paid to easier understanding of require

ments of wind tunnel tests for examination of wind-induced vibrations, because
 
it is hard for bridge engineers to understand self-excited responses of wind-
 A 

induced vibration compared with responses of structures under the seismic
 

loading. For this purpose a preliminary frame of wind resistance design was
 
proposed. In this proposal all of bridges are classified to three categories
 

appropriately and systematized respectively as 
follows;
 

(A) to consider only static wind load effects,
 

(B) to examine dynamic effects simply by a manual or a easy calculation,
 

and (C) to impose wind tunnel tests on dynamic effects.
 

It is very important that clear provisions should be investigated for the
 
easy judgment of the correct ranking applied to each bridge under sufficient A
 
understandings of its behaviours against wind action and safety requirements
 

of structures. In order to carry out this judgment, rough various data are
 

required, such as wind circumstances at the site of bridge structures and
 
their structural characteristics, such as their location, dimension( for ex
ample span length and number of lanes), structural type of bridges. To real

ize this classification and to improve wind resistance design procedure it

self, necessary works are as follows;
 
(1) collection of structural data on existing bridges.
 

(2) collection of aerodynamic data on bridge decks, aerodynamic stabilities of
 
which have been investigated.
 

(3) establishment of diagnosis flow of not only wind induced vibrations but 
also natural vibration properties. It is very useful in assessment to
 

investigate how consistent actual behaviours of bridges and their wind
 

tunnel results are, analyzing actual onsets of wind-induced vibrations of
 
a couple of existing bridges. During calibration of this diagnosis flow
 

among many bridges, it may be possible to examine their onset mechanism
 

and reasons of exciting or damping. 

V 
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(4)-.assessment--of--extreme-wind--speed and~gusty-wind~f-luctuation--at-'construc--:
tion sites, and reliability of safety in designing for wind effects.
 

:(5) reconsideration of wind tunnel test methods on bridge aerodynamics to fit~ 
. above purposes. 

(6) proper understanding of effects on wind induced vibrations by natural wind
 

turbulence'and estimation of these vibrations from a viewpoint of struc

tural failure.
 

(7) consideration of wind effects on structures during their erection stages
 

of typical construction methods.
 

In the coding of design considerations for wind effects on long span bridges,
 

most important items to be examined are summarized as follows;
 

1) understanding of limit state behaviours under wind action in designing,
 

2) coding procedures of various unstable aerodynamic vibrations, particularly
 

. assessing governing parameters and effects of turbulence,
 

3) wind tunnel modelling from viewpoints of structural characteristics as
 

well as flow regime simulation,
 

4) considerations on safety level in relevance to the determination of
 

reference wind speed, and consistency with designing for the other load

* 	ings, for instance sc>~lmic loads, in their risk analysis,
 
5) 	 collection of data and their analysis, such as structural data( damping, 

natural frequency and mass of existing bridges) and aerodynamic data( on

set speed and amplitude associated with mass and damping and aerodynamic
 

coefficients of three components).
 
These factors are all related to required and realized reliability level
 

of their determination, estimation or prediction. The unreliability of such
 
factors arises from uncertainties of three kinds( A.G. Davenport, 1983).
 

First, there are uncertainties associated with the random character, sich as
 

-the wind climate and the gusty turbulent wind. Second, there are uncer

tainties in understanding of how precisely wind loadings are modeled and how
 

accurately occurrence mechanism of unstable aerodynamic vibrations are under
 

stood. Third, there are uncertainties caused by simplifications, introduced
 

into the design procedure and standards, for a variety of scattered data of
 

related variables. En the following sections, some examples of a couple of
 

uncertainty and one of its solutions in the treatment of codifications. 
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DETERMINATION OF MAP OF EXTREME WIND SPEEDS IN JAANESE ARCHIPELAGO
 

It is most. important to specify reference deb16.1 wind speed for wind
 

resistance deoign of bridges nationwidely, although it is not an easy problem
 

especially in estimation of the wind speed fluctuation because of different
 

surface roughness of various terrains. Mapping works of' extreme wind speeds 

in Japan have ben cartled out by associations of power lines and of building 

structures. 
 liowveV-e .r wind sosi st,, riCe design f'uiff(erent struct ures are 

dealt wiiii, it, WOuA..nLu t] thi:t1 coditied r'esults in the wind speed do not 
nee sarJt y corn l, Wit: IdeIt, ip.I(11 

Ir order to of':uicorcint,uXI;[steni sn the determination of a 

1'e'fereeCe wind spoo!, etreme wi no speed aniialys I was clrtied out on observed 

wind -pit rcscoru( a nu] rimaxima) of 165 Japanese ratlion-wide weather sta

ion:" fior 3, .yen ' ( trm i9i 1 t, 1985) aftu several sLatistical homogeniza-

Pta11: ti Caltomo;,cniza,Lion of Wind Speed Data 

I u . ,:,Orccess wind speed data sttistically, these date should be 

u hif'ofl1 in tilfj 1ua i t'y ind it is necessary to exclude various factors of 

he'.oj'o:noi ties , such as C Lterinnat ion Ofi a nemometers themso! ,es and their 

iet pih t,a rtd change of envronim,i, around wea ther station,. 

Ai ternn ion ov anemometers; Anemomit.ers, which have1 been used at Japanese 

we;tthf :1:1tions , are a -cup "rljtorn er( ti-l 1960), a 3--cup aneinome ter( till 

197,. and , wirdmill a lnome .ft,,I( 19,75). It is known that thesetrm 

.lilmtei' ;show I tl't'o(rernt cutput :;LIldlo' it ;w ; wind ipowd du(e to fluctuan the 

Pfthe winAi. wereci,e Wiid speed woceid:coverted 1.it(o same outputs as a 

wi.ndri I 1I .. oW 'trit;-om: Iei1 

.Phiu] ,1,i' ,phld "nttnvimc,. ,,1'rimomo; to:os When one height from ground 

:; 0 ,, :I:; r:;ilri ti ti,,,i.wd ww ridn speed: :iave to be corrected 

t. I p 'i , it.:; V 11d'a .;p, ,d h ,;'tbti oir O it: to be mo'l. .rlmportant, 

,,in, .1i ' ,,r,, id':J i, dir ()'I' lhfIfpht, timoiiitor's l tci|lii lo.flllesci of'ec ' 


,V iir,,I t, ,oiphii:wfh thf, vrticaiL
i, ' s -i w;v i''; wind speed prof'i e itself'. 
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Strictly speaking it is required that secular change has to be surveyed and
 
that correction at a certain time should be modified by real-time roughness of
 
its environment. However after some estimations at a couple of sites it is
 
resulted Lhat this effects were 2 m/s at most for 
an appropriate return
 
period. By this 
reason effect of change of environmental characteristics was
 
ignored in this 
study, while only change of the height of the anemometer was
 

took account of.
 

Statistical Analysis
 

Wind speed data, which were homogenized in their statistical quality as
 
mentioned above, were plotted according to methods of' empirical 
 probability
 
density f'unction, such as tlazen plot or Gumbel 
 plot. Extreme value distribu
tion functions w.re f'itted by the least s are method, and estimated return
 
wind speeds of a cer'tain return period( for example, /475 years 
 return period,
 
assumingr 50 year life timue. and 10/ 
 of' probability of' excess) were es imated
 
from the m;oot suitable extreme val ue distribution 
 function in their variance. 

Separated analysis of' itronf' wind Strong winds have respective origins in the 
mixed climwate area, and it is quite natural that there is a difference in the
 
res;ult a aria ysi bt,wee.n 
 the r i.xted arialysis ilr their origins and the
 
separate anI y ., whihcIi 
 deia]L; wi,1 w i id d! t,oseparately d ue to their 
or:ig~iris( I.. SGm'' n13.J. 1977, d Vicker/, and T. Miyata and Y. Yoshizu, 1980).
 
In .. ofut'hw.:ternof ,aari,, Archi pe logo, ref'erence 
 design wind speeds of 
whi c ur, cr'rr h ith, tb ,r it of' most. () annual y maximum winds is 
t,yphori( ). Ihirefor, " r,;uita -i;.1 the mxed analysis results almost
 

!denticl oxWtme ind 
.;ted to the, output fCrom tht separated arialysis. On 
the. other liitid ill mo,;L areas of ' apor,:s, is]arid'; the mixed anl]ysis were 
uJsually iflss (fofXr ,i:t,r,; I H evdi: fri butltjo,. furioti on arid it results 
in 1ow':Y.r' ttr, willti I;iwf d 'e;,iso,tior th-n the ;eparate.d aria];ysis of' strong 
wind, by typhoonr( Ii ,.0). Altthiourh tii tweatneit by the mixed analysis is 
very ea.s,.y, thr at. not, a f'aw : in which thi: diTf'( renice be;tween the
 

nixed aril :I sy i:; l tflhe, t rialys i i!e:r;reimarkable. 

Altitudes of Japanese weather stat,.- - Altitudes of most of Japanese weather
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stations are less than 200m above from the 
sea level. Therefore when extreme
 
wind speeds are mapped in mountainous areas and complicated terrains, 
some
 
considerations should be required on difference of altitude between mapping
 

points and the referred weather stations.
 

Mapping of extreme wind speeds Extreme wind speeds of a certain return
 

period( for example 4/5 years) come to be able 
to be mapped on Japanese is
lands only after those corrections. Extreme value distribution functions of 
type I were best fitted to wind speed record-, it, /,% of' weather stations, type 
II at /5% and type III at 6%. Lookinr at the fituess of the distribution
 
functions, the t"ype I[1 distribution l'iio t,ion is apt to result, higher 
extreme 
wind speed than type I distriut i on fo'rtnI' o as far as; our w~no speed data and 
the target return period were concerned ( and There can be some4igs.I '). 
times found funny results in comparison be tween e s t inated extreme wind speeds 
of two close statioris only because of different, it, ted distribution functions. 
Amount of variance was used as our criteria of fi tness of dis tribution func
tions in these analyses. This criteria fives us an uncertainty again. Look
ing at annual maxima in Osaku( Flti.2) and Mai zur ( Fig..,), a few windsevere 
speed data by very rare and huge typhoon were included. If' these very strong 
wind data could be exc]uded as very rare caces, the fi tness of distribution
 
functions would be e;xcellent, but otherwise the variance increases. 
 There
fore, use of the variance as the criteria of selection of fitted distribution 
function might not be ideal id would cause a large error of th(L ,stimation, 
although it is almost only on( method of our slatistical estimation.
 

One practical solution for these 
 uncer tainties may be described in the 
form that the ref'erence, wind speeds of vari.ous icites5 are mapped as a function 
of their altitude and distance from the nearest. sea'Lhore referring the dis
tribution of extreme wind speeds by the extreme value analysis, contribution 
of difference hetween the mixed wind speed analysis .nd the separated 

analysis, effects of geographical. f;at ure,;, reference wind speed already 

specified in various past and current long span bridge projects and distribu
tion of altitudes of weather stations referred. Besides, when this map is 
practically applied to a bridge design, it, is neces-sary to correct vertical 
wind speed profile according to surface roughness of' the cilto again, which is 
to be ranked as calm sea surface, open terrain, suburb and so on. 

.
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UNDERSTANDING OF LIMIT STATES IN WIND EFFECTS ON LONG-SPAN BRIDGES
 

In order to estimate the safety of bridge structures exposed to strong
 
winds, it is necessary to evaluate various effects and motions under the wind
 
action and to assess their contribution from a viewpoint of the structural
 
failure. In another words there should be enough understandings of the limit
 
states of a bricqe structuri qaiiist- loads and failure.
 

According to v rious 
exp(rliences and bygonel investigations, which include 
wind tunnel testintgs of many bridges, limit states under the wind action in
 
the design of brjdgt. trucoo so are as follows;
 

(1) effects0 of' averaged and i'lucLuating wind loadings( and pressures). 
(2) occurrence ofI' ;rodynaaIc vibrations, sach as vortex-induced vibration, 

torsional f'lutter or cuplefd tilutter, galloping and buffeting.
 
In the ca:e of' pdsLiian brid(ges as well as 
 long or medium span bridges,
 
their 
limit,sta e can bt both the Virst state and the second state. Patterns 
of the bridge col lapse ar not only usual once-excess collapse due to the
 
static load but alo fatigue collapse by a cyclic load and collapse due to
 
sudden occurrence of 
 an unstable vibration.
 

In the codificartion work important points 
 to estimate limit states are
 
collect ion of paramue toss of' aerodynamic phenomena, such as magnitude of occur
rence and orset velocity. And establishment of a simple method of estimation
 
of the occur .'oic, which can be generally applied, is of first importance, al
though somef,.i[ w:1 depend peculiarthose on details of bridge structures. This 
kind of use t'ul workks of coliection of aerodynamic data and analysis have been 
done at cca sioens. the results asvirioun 'ome of are follows.
 

In Fig.5 plot: uf' drag coefficiert,: CD vs. aspect ratio of 
width B and 
depth I) of thie t ' tofpe I dg, deck: are shown. The ratio B/D may not be an 
only pai'r,,taL, (dA' C ) and p1ci ts iii the graph are fairly scattered. In Fig. 6 the 
'eain Lono i;) b tweenm inn xi mumnagni ude( (A/D)MAX.) of' response of vortex in

duced viba tiont; aid g rutn nutnbor Sc( =2x[mass ratio] x[ logarithmic decrement 
of' a hriige stiuct, ]) 1i; plot ted. Although it was expected that these peak 
rnagni tudea r' bas:ic Ily propor'tiona to inverse of' Scruton number, these 
plots show that fhis is not always applicable. When effects of turbulence of 
wind on aerodynamic vibrations are looked at, the stories are more compli
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cated. In Fig.7 the 
wind tunnel test result of Lion's Gate Bridge is shown(
 
H.P.A.H. Irwin and G.D. Schuyier, 1977). Due to turbulence of wind the
 
response of the torsional flutter is shifted. However, this result is an ex
ample which is easily understood. Fig.8 is a comparison of responses of two 
fiat box-girder deck. under a Lurbulcnt, f'tow( T. Miyata, M.Miyazaki and H. 
Yamada, 1983). While bothli vorte(x-induced osciilatior, and galloping were ob
served in a smooth flow, v(:rt,:x- i ndneed oso1i i on was suppressed and onset 
velocity of galloping was dr%'stically in(sea(.sed in a turbulent fClow. In the 
other case, -rr oner din'fo'litr response from flowtlhe ohserVation in smooth 

was occurred in 
 rl!oaiv l ,lw.pe .,ed r,,njai, turbule, i f'ow( Fig.9, N.
 
Narita, K. Yokyarns± aid i. Seto, 1I9t). it, seems thai, these 
 effects of a tur
bulent flow o. "ivrimrrl(.- phe:nomenarc depend on a sha).es of' cro;s sections of 
bridge decks1 n/ 

The var i a 1 1 , l limit, states of' bridge strutare under a strong wind 
include ralhe.r ir V i -riceand there exi st. comp)]icrt,(td m(chalnisms of
 
aerodynamic, ph nomire 
, whi ch i ake it-, unders La ad i n difficult. Therefore the 
codificti , 1 iInsure,4 tl, l;a lil roquire. enough recogn ition ol exis tence of 
these unc,:rTaint, os. It ,,ill ) rposed fihlit one prractic] approach to this
 
probl.em i; t,h o s ifi a,l )n < 
 thI bridge design into rank (A), (B) and (C), 
which is mentiotd il t, i-iri scction. When the c:;i gn of the category 
(B) and us, of sa tred a tai as Fig.5 ar, 'upposed here, for instance, it may 
be a practical wty tIl t, ar :i(ait.,Iwe1y la,rge drag coofci en t may be used at the 
first stage and, if ssary, the design proposa l can be optnini ,d under more 
reliable wind tunnel et.-rsalts arid detailed inves, iga tions. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS
 

A couple of problems and solutions in codification of the wind resistance
 
design were discussed. In the ( codification Ltihre is a very simele barter and 
exchange relation. That, is., des< irabl, ; siapmi,ificati on of' thle code results in
crease of undes i cle'], uicert r1it1i, a thh over i dtaled codes inc ludes 
fairly large Arcrlainti. itiin:iur, if,,t,y lvili of Ill of bridges 
is identical, inrportarre. ('f' wf lid re<Iit o ds)in lsn the 
structure and othor variolsf 

( .,o l scale of 

t, r,;. The ri'ore, tieidah s .tig, balancet of' 
among these is o1(.i of lmrpocrttan t. point..; in the codification. 

http:probl.em
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ABSTRACT Hong Kong is periodically subject to typhoons which may occur 
during the period May to September each year. These events can result in 
high windspeeds and thus allowance for wind effects is an important 
feature of a number of engineering design problems. 

This paper ccmmences with a brief review of typhoon data and 
indicates the important features of the structure of typhoons, giving 
information on extreme speeds for design purposes. The major provisions 
of the wind loading Code of Practice for Hong Kong are described. The 
need for additional design guidance for wind sensitive buildings is 
indicated, particularly with regard to ofthe dynamic response estimates 

tall buildings with 
 low values of structural damping and stiffness. The 
problems of cladding design for glass curtain wall buildings are also
 
discussed. Finally, mention is made of a further range of wind sensitive 
engineering design problems including anchorage points for shipping and 
wind generated wave action. 

INTRODUCTION 

Designing for the occurrence of extreme wind events in Hong Kong 
presents the engineer with many challenges. The random occurrence of 
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typhoons coupled with the mesoscale effects of the regions topography and 

microscale effects due to the proximity of tall buildings in a dense urban 
area ocxmbine to make the problem of defining a reference wind speed for a 
specific site a complex task. Additionally, the intricacies of building 
geometry coupled with the increasing use of tall, lightweight structures 
has led to an increasing need to provide an adequate definitions of 

dynamic response. 

THE WIND CLIMATE 

Monsoon And Typhoon Wind Storms 

The wind climate of Hong Kong is characterized by both monsoon and 
typhoon types of winds. The weather systems associated with monsoons are 
large and the winds may last several days with the weather systems 
themselves occurring on a seasonal basis. The north-easterly monsoon wind 
prevails frequently in the months from November to April, and there is a 

lower probability of south or westerly monsoon winds. 

Full scale typhoons develop initially from cyclone eddies which form 

close to the eqiuator between lattitudes 50 and 200. The subsequent 

development of these eddies into typhoons is complex, though it depends 

primarily on a sea surface temperature above 260C and low-level 

converging and high-level diverging flows. Within a mature typhoon the 

large quantities of water vapour drawn up from flow over the ocean surface 

condense a high altitudes, thus providing an energy supply to the system 

in the form of latent heat. As a typhoon crosses the coast this energy 

supply iz- cut off, thus diminishing the typhoons intensity. The typhoon 

system as a whole moves slo4y with a speed of the order of 5 m/s with 

typhoon tracks in the Western Pacific tending to originate in the east and 

move westward across the Philippines. Som curve upward towards Japan 

whilst others nmy take various courses towards the South China coast 

between Tiwan and Vietnam. Hong Kong is tius located within the belt of 

typhoon tracks and may frcqc~ntly be influenced by typhoon wind storms in 

the periol riy to ;eptuixer each year. 

N. 
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In the practical application under many uncertainties it may be desirable
 
that-...... ninary design-can bercarried- out by a very -simple- ode--'as 'd very 
,roughapplication, while many empirical examples, some of equationE for 
es
timation of aerodynamic properties and manuals for the further application are
 
supplemented. After this procedure the wind tunnel testings may be used as 
a 
detailed method for the final judgement about the insured safety. 

In Japan, the substructures of a very long span suspension bridge "Akashi 
Kaikyo Bridge"(960m + 1,990m + 960m) and two long span cable stayed bridges 
"Tsurumi Kohro Bridge"(255m + 510m + 255m), "Ikuchi Bridge"(150m + 490m + 
150m) are currently under construction. Some of results of investigatiuns in
 
these codification works may be applied to these bridges as well.
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Wind measuring stations in Hong Kong In general the area of Hong Kong is 
fairly rugged with mountain peaks ranging fran 500 m to 1000 m in height. 

On the north side, the area is linked up to the mainland of China. 
Towards the east, south and west the area is open to the South China Sea. 
The city centre and most of the building developments are on the two sides 
of the Victoria Harbour which is sheltered on the south by the Victoria 
Peak and o., the north by mountains in the New Territories. 

There are more than 10 anemmeter stations in Hong Kong, located on 
Hong Kong Island in urban Kowloon as well as in the more remote parts of 
the New Territories. Of these fourteen stations, the more iLnportant two 
are the Royal Observatory (RO) and Waglan Island (WI). At the Royal 
Observatory anemotmeter records of mean hourly and maximum gust wind speeds 

for all tropical cyclones causing persistent gales have been collected 
since 1884 (with the exception of the war years 1942-1945). In the course 
of this record both the type of anemometer and its location on the site 
have been changed. However, the most significant change affecting the 
Royal Observatory record has been the changes to its surrounding terrain 
with the encroachnent of mid-rise building developments. For thlis reason, 
recent data from Waglan Island are to be preferred as a more reliable dati 

source. 

The Waglan Island anemcmeter site lies on top of a small rock outcrop 
off the south-east coast of Hong Kong Island. Itmay be considered to 
have an uninterrupted sea-surface fetch in the path of most typhoon wind 
storms. Though there have been four anemometer positions on the island 
since 1952 it is considered to be the most reliable data source for Hong 

Kong.
 

Reference wind speeds The data survey presented by Choi (1) gives a 
useful summry of some different analyses of -long Kong's wind speed
 

'-cords carried out by Irun (2) and Chen (3). A broad analysis of the data 
-.se since 1884 indicates clearly that typhoon-type winds represent the 

principle concern for wind loading purposes. Maximum wind speeds are as 

follows. 
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Monsoon Winds 
Maximum Mean Hourly Speed 
 22.7 m/s (1891)
 
Maximum Gust Speed 29.9 m/s (1934) 

Typhoon 	Winds
 

Maximum Mean Hourly Speed 
 39.1 m/s (1896)
 
Maximum Gust Speed 
 72.1 m/s (1962) 

Reference wind speeds were derived by both Lun (2) and Chen (3) for 
the Royal Observatory site wellas as for the Waglan Island site, using
 
statistical techniques. 
 Their data are as follows. 

(a) Royal Observatory Site (50 m/57 m above MSL) 

50 	 year return period
 
Maximum Mean Hourly Speed 
 41.0 m/s (Lun) 

38.0 m/s (Chen)
 
Maximum Gust Speed 72.0 m/s (Lun) 

73.0 m/s (Chen)
 
Data base
 

Lun 1884-1969, Chen 1947-1974
 

(b) Waglan Island Site (75 m above MSL) 

50 	year return period
 
Maximum Mean Hourly Speed 
 51.5 m/s (Lun) 

44.3 m/s (Chen)
 
Maximum Gust Speed 
 77.2 m/s (Lun)
 

70.5 m/s (Chen)
 
Data base
 

Lun 1953-1969 raw data
 
Chen 1953-1974 data corrected for positional changes
 

A recent analysis of wind speed data 
 for Hong Kong has been
 
undertaken by Melbourne (4). 
 Here the maximum mean hourly and 3 second
 
mean maximum gust wind speerds 
 fram 123 tropical cyclones causing
 
persistent gales in Hong 
Kong between 1884 and 1980 have been corrected
 
for anemometer 
position errors and referenced to a height of 50 m above
 
the mean sea surface. An extreme value analysis of this data has provided
 

',., 
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the following design wind speed estimntes.
 

(c) Melbourne's Analysis (50 m above MSL)
 

50 year return period 

Maximum Hourly Mean Speed 37.0 m/s 
Maximum 3 second Mean Gust Speed 63.5 m/s 

Finally, a more refined analysis of Hong Kong's wind climate has been
 
carried out by Davenport et.al. (5) In which the data collected during a 
number of typhoons has been used to calibrate a Simulation Wind Field 
Model developed using a Monte-,arlo simulation procedure. An extrene 
value analysis of the simulation model is shown in Figure 1, for wind 
speeds at gradient height and surface height (10 m), from whic, the 
following data may be obtained. 

(d) Davenport Simlvation Wind Field Model (10 m above MSL) 

50 year return period 

Maximum Hourly Mean Speed 39.0 m/s 

(0.011 MAXIMUM 
-

MAN L,URLI 

40.0 -

LI Lo.oI 

20.0 

20.0i - T T o( .i LD 
C A1 I T H [ TOI-t GP ADI[ N T m[ IGl J 

- GRADI N I 1,.T 
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IPL TUTIN PFA I D (Y1 4H 

Figure 1 

Frequency of typhoon storms In his summary 
C 
of wind data for Hong Kong 

Choi (1) gives the following g(iv(ral guidance on typhoon frequency. 
Conditions likely to cause Typhc-n Signal 8 to be hoisted i.e. sustained 
wind speeds of 17.5-24.2 m/s, are to be expected approximately once a year 
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and those likely to cause Typhoon Signal 10 to be hoisted, i.e. sustained 
wind speeds of 32.9 m/s and upwards, may be expected approximately once 
every 10 years. Melbourne's (4)analysis shows that in the period 1884 to
 
1959 (excluding the four war years 1942-45) there were 83 tropical
 

cyclones in 72 years defined as causing persistent gales in Hong Kong.
 

This gives an average frequency of 1.15 storms per year. Similarly, fron
 

1960 to 1980 there were 34 storms in 21 years, giving an average frequency
 

of 1.6 storms per year, though it is suspected that the basis for the
 

catergorization of persistent storms may have changed a little in recent 
years. The analysis by Davenport (5) has looked at the frecuency of 

typhoon storms entering a 1000 km diameter circle centred on Hong Kong.
 
The average number of tropical cyclones per year for this size circle,
 

derived fron the RO 1884-1980 data base, was 5.84.
 

Upstream terrain conditions The variation of wind speed with height is
a 

critical factor in assessing wind loads on tall buildings. Such vertical 
velocity profiles may be obtained with the aid of tall instrumented masts 
or in Hong Kong's case, with radar observations of balloon trajectories 

released from King's Park in Kowloon. Whilst such methods yield an 
adequate definition for flat, homogenous terrain even with upstream
 
roughness changes, they may not be able to define the vertical velocity 
profile adequately for all wind directions for sites with significant 

localized topographic effects, and different surface terrain in different 
upstream directions. An example of such a site is Queen's Road Central, 
the location of the new Hongkong and Shanghai Bank develoment. Tests 
carried out at the University of Western Ontario on a 1:2500 scale model 

of Hong Kong Island and the Kowloon peninsula for winds approaching the 
Bank site from all directions have shown that as many as five different 
incident velocity profiles are necessary to define the wind structure. 

These different velocity profiles representing a range of surface
 
roughnesses ranging fran sea-surface to urban city centre terrain together 
with the sheltering effect of Victoria Peak on Hong Kong Island, are
 

illustrated in Figure 2, Croft (7). 

Topographic effects Thie preceding section on wind profi les fram different 
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directions illustrates an important topographic effect i.e. sheltering in 
the lee of a mountain. Equally important in Hong Kong is the effect of 
speed acceleration over the crest of a slope in producing an increased 

wind load. Whilst the current Code of Practice for Wind loads makes a 

general allowance for this effect by increasing the apparent height of the 

building above ground level, the only accurate assessment of such flow 

acceleration problems must came from a wind tunnel model study coupled
 

with some on site measurements. This is the method used by Melbourne in 

his assessment of the wind speed data base from Waglan Island, (4). 

DESIGNING BUILDINGS FOR THE EFFECT OF WIND IN HONG KONG 

The Hong Kong Code Of Practice 

The current Code of Practice on Wind Effects, Hong Kong was published 

in 1983 (8), acoompanied by the ccannentary notes of Choi (1). An 

important change in the current code is the adoption of a gust velocity as 

the basis for design, implying the use of a sustained gust assumption for 

the derivation of equivalent static loads. The code itself does not refer 

to any specific reference wind speed but instead tabulates the variation 

of Design Wind Pressure with height for general terrain and for built up 

terrain, where built-up terrain is defined as city centre terrain where
 

30% of the area is built upon and 50% or more of the building, exceed 25 m 

in height, and general terrain is an open-sea surface type intended for 

use with buildings situated close to the coast time. 

The reference velocity on which the design wind pressures are based 

is taken from the data for Waglan Island referred to in Section 2. Using 

the following data for the vertical velocity profile of typhoon winds 

enables the design wind pressures to be calculated. 

(i) Open Terrain 

Gradient Height - 200 m 

Power law exponent Mean Wind - X= 0.19 

Reference Turbulence Intensity - I = 0.10 
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(ii) Built-Up Terrain 

Gradient Height - 300 m 

Power Law exponent Mean Wind - a = 0.33 

Zero Plane Displacement - d = 25 m 

Reference Turbulence Intensity - I = 0.45 

For the open terrain case an extra margin of safety has been 
introduced for heights above 200 m, where the mean wind speed is assumed 
to increase with an exponent of half its original value to a height of 300 
M. Forces on comrplete buildings and on building elements are then 
obtained by multiplying the design pressure at the appropriate height by 
the effective area and by a force coefficient. The tables of force 

coefficients are given for buildings of simple shapes and for open 
frameworks, modified by a height factor and a gust size reduction factor. 

Allowance for dynamic wind load effects is limited to advice which 
may enable the designers of tall circular cylindrical structures to 
determine a maximum wind speed below which vortex shedding resonance is 
unlikely to occur. In practice such advice may be of little use, since 
the critical wind speed for the most camon type of structure in this 
class, medium sized industrial steel chimneys, is usually well below the 

design wind speed for a narticular site. 

The role of wind tunnels in support of wind loading codes Whilst offering 
no other advice on the wind induced dynamic response of buildings, it is 
significant that the Hong Kong Code makes the following statements, 

(a) "Buildings, whose lightweight, low frequency and low damping
 

properties make them susceptible to wind induced oscillations or
 

excitations shall be investigated to ascertain the significance of wind 

effects". 

(b) "The Code does not apply to buildings of unusual shape or 
buildings situated at locations where the local topography significantly 

affects the wind conditions. Experimental wind tunnel data with reference 
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to local conditions, where available, may be used in place of the 
coefficients given in this Code". 

Indeed, the addition of statements of this type directing the 
designer to seek the aid of wind tunnel tests for dynamically wind 
sensitive buildings, non-normal shaped buildings, or buildings situated in 
non-normal terrain or topographic surrounding has begun to feature in a 
number of national codes and is a trend likely to continue. The advice 
given by the American National Standards Institution code on minimum 
design loads for buildings and other structures (9) is quite specific and 

is quoted below. 

"6. Wind Loads 	 6.1. General. Provisions for the determination of wind 

loads on buildings and other structures are described in 

the following subsections ........ Specific guidelines 
are given for using wind tunnel investigations to 
determine wind loading and structural response for 
buildings or structures having irregular geometric 
shapes, response characteristics, or site locations with 

shielding or channeling effects that warrant special 

consideration, or for cases in which more accurate wind 

loading is desired.
 

6.2.3. Wind Tunnel Procedure. Properly conducted wind
 

tunnel tests may be used for the determination of design
 
wind loads. 	 'rests for the determination of mean and 
fluctuating forces and pressures shall be considered to 

be properly conducted only if: 

(1) the natural wind has been modelled to account for 

the variation of wind speed with height; 

(2) the natural wind has been modelled to account for 
the intensity of the longitudinal component of 
turbulence; 
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(3) the geometric scale of the structural model is not 
more than three tines the geametric scale of the 

longitudinal component of turbulence; 

(4) response characteristics of the wind tunnel
 

instrumentation are consistent with the measurements to
 

be made; and 

(5) due regard is given to the dependence of forces and 

pressures on the Reynolds numiber, 

Tests for the purpose of determining the dynamic response
 

of a structure shall be considered properly conducted
 

only if requirements (1)through (5)above are satisfied
 

and, in addition, the structural model is scaled with due
 
regard to length, mass distribution, stiffness and
 

damping."
 

The five 
conditions listed above are the result of research in wind
 
engineering which has taken 
place over the past two decades. Whilst the
 
wind engnieering research ccmalunity are in broad agreement with four of
 
the conditions 
1, 2, 4 and 5, there remain sae reservations about
 
condition 3. These reservations concern (a)the introduction of a single
 
agreed method for the scale the
defining gecmetric of longitudinal
 
component of turbulence, and (b)doubts about whether or not this is the
 
correct linear scaling paramter to use, bearing in mind recent evidence
 
on the 
possible role of high frequency, small scale turbulence in
 
controlling the flow separation process on which, in turn, the wind fcrces
 
depend. 
 Further research is in hand at a number of laboratories into the
 
flow mechanisms involved, with the aim of providing a more complete
 

understanding of flow modelling criteria.
 

The recommendations for acceptable wind tunnel practice contained in
 
the five conditions of sections 6.2.3. of the ANSI code are supported by a
 
comprehensive 
manual of practice for wind tunnel testing of buildings and
 
structures prepared by 
 the American Society of Civil Engineers
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Aerodynamics Cammittee (10). This ASCE document is intended to be the 
principal source of guidance for structural engineers in specifying a wind 
tunnel test for use in accordance with the ANSI guidelines. Similar 
advice on the role of wind tunnel testing in support of wind loading codes 
is given in a recent Building Research Establishment publication by Cook 
(11) and a definitive guide to wind tunnel nethods for civil engineering 
applications may be found the Proceedings of a US National Bureau of 
Standards Workshop edited by Reinhold (12). 

The role of wind tunnel testing for the design of Hong Kong buildings The 
general guidance offered by the codes referred to in the previous section 
has tended to follow specific instances in which wind tunnels have been 
used to provide otherwise unattainable information. With its widespread 
modern building development program)e, much of unique architectural form, 
coupled with the wind climate, topography and building proximity problems 
already mentioned, Hong Kong has pioneered many advances in this area of 
wind tunnel modelling. The following list provides some instances in 
which wind tunnels have been used to generate design data for Hong Kong 
buJildings.
 

Ping Shek Estate. Thbis was are theof first specific wind tunnel 
experiments carried out for Hong Kong, and was concerned particularly with 
the interaction effects of groups of 
 high rise buidings in close
 
proximity. The tests were carried out at the National Physical Laboratory 
in U.K. in 1967 under tie direction of Whitbread and Wootton and are 
reported in Ref. (13).
 

Tai Koo Shing City Plaza. Building proximity study. Colorado State
 
University, FISA. 1982. Peterka and Cermak. Ref. (14).
 

Luk Yuen Sun Chuen Residential 
 Towers, Tsuen Wan MTR Crplex. 
Building Proximity Study surfaceof pressures and mean wind forces on
 
grouped high rise buildings. Bristol University, U.K. 1979. Lawson. Ref.
 

(15).
 

Admiralty Lot 2 Developient. Building proximity study. Bristol 
University, U.K. lawson. Ref. (16).
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Harbour Centre, Wanchai. Wind loads study of proximity and
 
architectual design problems. Monash University, Australia. 1981 W.
 

Melbourne. Ref. (17).
 

Exchange Square. Structural and glazing wind loads study.
 
University of Western Ontario, Canada. 1982. Davenport. Ref. (18).
 

Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank. Structural and glazing wind loads study
 
incorporating the effect of neighbourhood buildings, both current and
 

planned, and the effect of winds on pedestrians entering the building at
 

its base. These tests incorporated the first ccmmercial use of a base
 
balance for the direct measurement dynamic loads. University of Western
 

Ontario, Canada. 1981/83. Davenport. Refs (19), (20), (21).
 

The Bank of China, Garden Road, Hong Kong. Structural. and glazing
 

loads study carried out for Robertson, Fowler and Associates. University
 

of Western Ctario, Canada. 1983/84. Davenport. Test results not yet
 

reported.
 

Lantau - Tsing Ma Bridge, Hong Kong. Major suspension bridge study
 
considered in conjunction with the siting of Hong Kong's second airport on
 

Lantau Island. National Physical Laboratory, U.K. 1982. Walshe Ref.
 

(22).
 

Glass curtain walled buildings Glass curtain walled buildings have a
 

significant sensitivity to wind action at the time of extreme
 
meterological events. A good but by no means isolated example of this is
 

given by the reports of Benson, Myres and James (23) and Kareem (24) of 
the wind damage caused to curtain wall glazing in the Houston area of 

Texas during the passage of Hurricane Alicia in 1983. Kareem (24) reports 

an overview of the damage based on his own observations and discusses some 
possible mechanisms of cladding damage. He writes, 

"These mechanisms include wind pressure exceeding the design value,
 

missile impact from windborne debris, and performance of glass under
 

dynamic wind loading. Analysis of these mechanisms suggests that impact
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fram windborne debris, e.g., loose sheet metal, roof gravel, broken glass, 
and parts of the appurtenances fron roofs, was the main source of glass
 
damage. In some cases faulty installation practices, e.g., missing jamb
 
blocks, 
insufficient glass bite, and improper installation, contributed to 
glass damage. M4zsL of the cladding damage fran Alicia in the 
Houston-Galveston area was caused by lack of hurricane-resistant
 
construction, rather 
than by the severity of the storm. The provision of
 
adequate fastenings 
and anchorage, and control of the availability of
 
windborne debris, would have substantially reduced the damage caused by
 

Alicia."
 

Kareems crment 
that the major source of damage to glazing was fram
 
the impact of windborne debris bodes ill for Hong Kong. Hong Kong has
 
recently seen the introduction of 
 curtain wall glazing on a widespread
 
scale in new building construction throughout the territory. Whilst this
 
recent phase of building construction has been taking place Hong Kong has
 
not had a major 
wind storm, since within this period most typhoons have
 
veered off to one side of the territory, with the exception of one event 
in 1983 whicl did not: produce significantly high wind speeds. Thus Hong 
Kong's numerous glass clad buildings have not yet had to withstand a major
 
wind storm in wl, cn the principal damage mechanism reported by Kareen (24) 
may most certainly re-occur here with disastrous consequences. Itmust be
 
expected that in windstorms of sufficient strength there will be a 
plentiful supply of windborne 
debris to initiate glazing failure. Such
 
debris will likely ccme fram bamboo scaffolding, building materials
most 

from construction sites, broken advertisnmnt signs, ornamental objects and 
plants frc hl ]conies and the living space on rooftops, etc. 

hilst postulating thiat a major damage event may occur in the near 
future for reasons given above, it is somewhat more problematic to suggest 
a simple iencrcy. Clearly the use of typhoon shutters for large windows
 
cannot be extended to the entire facades of glass curtain wall buildings, 
neithler would it. be feasible to insist on a glazing material capable of 
withstandng the high velocity impact of metal objects.and wooden The 
most feasible solution may be to take greater precautions to prevent 
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potential windborne debris from arising in the first place, through public 

education programmes and, if necessary, legislative measures. 

ENGINEERING DESIGN FOR OTHER WIND RELATED PROBLR4,D 

Wind related problems other than loads on buildings and structures 

may include anchorages for shipping and wave generation. 

Anchorages for shipping In major typhoons, e 7-. Wanda 1962, Shirley 1968 

and Rose 1971, instances of ships dragging their anchorages in Hong Kong 

harbour and eventually grounding on lee-shores have been reported. Thus 

the anchorages for shipping need to be designed to withstand the sum of 

the wind load on the upper exposed part of the ship, the wave load on the 

surface interface and the water current load on the sulmerged part of the 

hull. Changes in all aspects of ships design which influence these loads 

should be reflected in changes to the anchorage strength. 

Wave generation The generation of surface waves by wind action has two 

separate effects for Hong Kong. The first of these concerns waves 

generated on major water storage reservoirs, where waves generated by the 

wind may result in water overtopping the reservoir boundaries. In the 

case of a boundary formed by an earth-filled dam as at Plover Covc and 

High Island Reservoirs such overtopping may result in erosion to the dam 

with consequent loss of stability. The other effects of wave action 

concerns the airport runw-y which in Hong Kong is bounded by the harbour 

on both sides. hIere, waves breaking over the runway boundary are likely 

to cause a haizard to aircraft movements and could result in the airport 

being closed dockn. In both these cases the height of the ground surface 

above that of the water surface, and the probable height of wind generated 

waves are crucial factors in the engineering design of the facilities. 

Tkanks to good engineerinq design, problems of the type postulated here 

are not known to be significant at the installations referred to. 
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OONUSION
 

This paper has attempted to set out an overview of the ways in which
 
wind 
effects influence engineering design for the construction industry in 
Hong i ong. The following conclusions may be drawn. 

1. 
Currently available descriptions of the wind climate of Hong Kong
 
are satisfactory for engineering design purposes.
 

2. The Hong Kong code of practice for wind effects, in common with
 
many other 
national codes, is suitable only for simplistic building types
 
and is not able to deal adequately with many buildings of modern 
architectural desiqn particularly if their dynamic response 
characteristics are requtred. 

3. Recrmnendations 
for wind tunnel testing are likely to be an
 
increasingly 
common aspect of design for -wind loads. 
Such recommndations
 
must accanT)ny ndnimun criteria for the conduct of wind tunnel tests and 
such 
criteria must be validated in turn by the results of widely accepted
 
research findings. 

4. The potential for problems of damage 
to glass curtain-wall
 
buildings by wind-borne debris is recognized. Solutions by removal of
 
debris are considered to be the only method feasible.
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ABSTRACT This study investigates models and methods of probabilistic de

-,cription ind ot at i.;t ical analysis of typhoon wind speed at a site, and pro

opratiorti0 .1th,ud 

t I 'o il )kIah I1y lnoieI? I or fxt:emo typhoon winds are eval uated to fit these 

di!;t.rii)ut lr-; itho to t114, ireht :atl.ticol data or indirect simulation 

ditl. Fi 'i',[,] at tht, diroct statistical method for the extreme 

o,, i of typhoon risk assessments in Korea. Two alterna

tot, <olriIit. 

wi llAIl101<i i i t iqo\it ! for t hor s;ites whore the his;;orical typhoon wind 

dta ire ovo],,. Ni:t, api i:ii1. of two alternative indirect simulation 

and fittinq me adllot.; i!, diicu:;sd , ir d i :; further cop.,pared for those sites 

whore t),, t orica] ;jpu i ditci a ,(,a not mvaiIohio A :ommtoily used ind i.h' windn 

roct, nit 1! to la-;d oil .. el 1 procdure, which generates about 1000 simu

lot iol dI,l fO- t','piioo winds. foweaveIr, .n ailthernativ/ procedure proposed in 

this pap.r o imu ate:; oxtreme typhoon wind doira of about 150-200 years directly 

to f it thae WIul] dis tribution to the goneratod data. 

As an examplc- of the application, this paper briefly describes the 

typhoon-resist ant dea ign for P.C. structures and steel transmission towers at 

nuclear powe r plants in Korea. Final1y, design wind speeds and load factors 

for typhoon-reistant design ire [riopased for t ih;se u;t.rctulro.; 
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INTRODUCTION
 

Each year, Korea is affected by typhoons of various scales, at 
least one
 
devastating typhoon usually during the 
summer months as seen in Fig.l. Major
 
heavy industrial complexes including nuclear power plants are all 
located in
 
typhoon-prone regions in Korea. Due to the uncertain nature of 
typhoon, prob
abilistic descriptions based 
on the available statistics will provide a logi
cal frame-work for an optimum typhoon-resistant design, the application of
 
which can mitigate severe 
typhoon hazards. Assuming that long-term climatic
 
conditions remain statistically stationary over 
the years, probabilistic de
scriptions are 
possible of typhoon occurrence and storm characteristics, and
 
thus long-term prediction of typhoon risks can 
be described in terms of N-year
 
wind speed on the basis of The exceedance probability of extreme typhoons. To 
estimate 
the extreme typhoon wind speed distribution, the direct statistical
 
method and the 
indirect analytical method are generally used, which are 
two
 
distinctive approaches for the statistical 
assessment of typhoon winds.
 

The main objective of this study is 
to investigate both direct and indi
rect methods, and thus 
to propose an operational method of typhoon risk 
is
sessments in Korea. To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed method,
 
this paper briefly describes the typhoon-resistant design for the structures
 

of a nuclear power plant in Korea.
 

TYPHOON RISK ASSESSMENT
 

Typhoon Occurrence Model
 

The stochastic model 
for typhoon or hurricane occurrences in the vicinity
 
of a given site is usually described by Marcov 
or Poisson process (Cheng and
 
Chiu, 1984, Russell, 1971). A simple constant-rate Poisson is 
more widely used
 
than any other stochastic processes. Thus, the probability of the 
occurrence
 

of n typhoons in t year may be expressed as
 

P( ,t) = exp(-vt) (ut) n/n! (1) 
where v is the rate of occurrence.
 

Extreme Wind Speed Model
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If a typhoon occurs in a certain region, the 10-minute wind speed, 10 m
 

above ground or ocean 
surface, is assumed to follow a certain cumulative
 

distributic , FVM . Here, FV(v) is the probability that the wind speed in any
 

one typhoon 	is less than v. Then, the probability that the extreme typhoon
 

wind speed V in n storms is less than v can be shown as
 n
 

P(V<vln) = [Fv(V)n (2)
 
Let the probability that the extreme typhoon wind speed V in n storms in a
 

year is less than v be denoted by P (V<v,l). Then,
 

P (V<v,]) = 	Z -P(V<vn)p(n,l) (3) 
n=O 

By substituting Eqs.(i) and 
(2) into Eq.(3) with some manipulations, Eq.(3)
 

becomes
 

Pr(V<v,) = exp{-v[l-F Cv)]) (4)
 

The typhoon risk in 
a year may be described in terms of the exceedance prob

ability p=I-P (V<vl) and N-year wind speed, V. Here, if 
the base-line
 

distribution, Fv (v) is Lognormal,
 

exp{I 0dV
N 

= i 	 P1.4-l1n1l--) 1) (5)
BN
 

If Weibull,
 

VN = a{in[-Iln(l-L)] /I 	 (6)
NV N 

where, X, are parameters for 
lognormal, a, T are parameters for two-parameter
 

Weibull and N is mean recurrence interval (=I/p).
 

Direct Fitting Distribution
 

When a long list. of historical or simulation data is available for a 

given site. one of the extreme value distributions may be used to fit directly 

to the annual largest typhoon wind speed data. It has been found that the fits 

of Tpe I or Type 11 distributions are generally very poor. However, it is 

commonly understood that the extreme typhoon wind speeds are best described by 

a Weihull distribution. The three-parameter Weibull distribution is normally 

used for the fitting as follows: 

v- w
 
P (V<v,]) = 	 l-exp[-(- ) (7)r 	 w 

Then, the N-year wind speed is 

VN = Mw+ a (lnN)I/ (8) 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
 

Direct Statistical Method
 

In this paper, it is assumed that a direct method is applicable when
 

recorded data of many years, say, at 
least more than 80 years, are available
 

at a station (CWBK, 1984) . The approach is to estimate the typhoon occurrence 

rate v of Poisson distribution and the base-line distribution, F (v), inV 
Eq.(5). Lognormal or Weibul may be assumed for the prohabi lity distribution 

of Fv (v) (Mau, 1980). Alternatively, when the hi torlcai data for annual larg

est typhoon wind of some 150 years are available, at si te, the direct fitting 

of Weibull distribuLion to the dat,a can be made. 

Indirect Simulation Method 

Conceptual basis For a site in which station records are riot available or
 
lacking of data, the indirect analyt.ical method is commonly used to estimate
 

its extreme typhoon effects. Detailed descriptiors of this procedure are well 

illustrated in the reterettes (atts, 1982, Russel l, 1971, Simiu and Scanlan
 

1985). This approach 
 i .;based on the assumpt ion; that the statistical descrip

tions of typhoon 'storm characteristics are possible if the hi;torical clima
tological typhoon data are available in the site concerned, and an idealized 
wind field model for typhoon is applicable to simulate the typhoon wind speed. 

Probability distributions for climatological attributes are combined through 
descriptive wind field models to yield the distributions of the typhoon wind 

speed.
 

Simulation and fitting procedure( on the basis of the inalytical models as 

described above, the typhoon wind speed data are generated by performing 

Monte-Carlo simulation, and then t-he simulation results are used for the fit 
of Weibull di triutiori. Two alternative methods of simulation and fitting 

procedure are (de;cribed in thi s paiper. A commonly used procedure for Monte-

Carlo si muliation is ased o Rissel l's procedure in which about 1000 simula

tion do-ito) () typhooln winld !peed.; ore genera ted in order to estimate the base
line dist-ilhutio v(V) il Eq. (5). v (vi) for a given wind speed v is calcu

lated by using the ordered form of the data as
 

Fv (v) = i/(m+l) (9) 
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And then, using Eq. (4), Eq. (9) is fitted to the Weibull distribution. The
 

alternative procedure proposed in this paper is to simulate-stochastic typhoon
 

data of about 150-200 years for the direct fitting of the Weibull distribu

tion to the generated data of the annual extreme typhoon wind speeds.
 

TYPHOON-RESISTANT DESIGN
 

In typhoon-resistant design of structures, one of the most important
 

factors is the selection of design wind speed and design load factors against
 

a prescribed risk level. Here, to demonstrate the applicability of the pro

posed method, the typhoon-resistant design of R.C. structures and steel trans

mission towers at a nuclear power plant site is discussed. In the application 

of the proposed method, pairticular attention is made to describe probabilistic 

design wind speeds, to check the reliability levels of the current design 

criteria and to propose load factors for typhoon wind. Reliabilities and load 

factors are evaluated hy using a practical AFOSM reliability method incorpo

rating the probability distributions of random variables (Ang and Tang, 1984, 

Cho, 1986, NBS, 1980). 

APPLICATION
 

Comparison of Methods of Typhoon Risk Assessment
 

Mokpo station, locatod] in typhoon-prone region on the south-western coast 

near Youngkwang nuclear power plant, is chosen to demonstrate the applicabili

ty of hoth direct and indirect methods of typhoon risk assessment proposed in 

this paper. 

Typhoon occurrernce model Fig.2 shows the historical occurrence data of class 

B or ahove (VR 30 m/s) typhoons in the vicinity of the site concerned as shown 

in thr .i t- mai , ) of Fig.3 iin the la;t 82 year.n (CWBK, 1)R6) . !or the extreme 

typhoon w i nd 1od, I , Eq2. (4) , tl, oAt occurience v of thlf unif orm Poissoll 

model, Eq. (1) , i; e,;t ima ted hy the mthod of momeni (v- 1 .14) . The restulting 

Poi;orr Ii ! r i hut i on i ; p Iot ted In lig.4 t og( the r with the ctual hi stogram. A 

chi-qiquare t t shows that the uni form Poi .siin di strilt ion is acceptable. 

! 

\. 
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Direct methods At Mokpo station, histo-Ical typhoon wind speed data of more 

than 80 years are available (CWBK, 1984, 1986). First, to estimate extreme 

typhoon wind speeds using the stochast ic typhoon wind model , Eq. (4) , either 

Lognormal or 	 Woibul] is assumed to be the base-lino distribution, F (v) , andv 
fitting of thbo Two-) di tri ut ion,.: fir- mde for the, stitiorn data. The results 

of paramet(' -- ',t imot 0) ,ini t s; ire t eiti; art-. jivon it, 'laTble 2. The result

inu lit of l'lF of iuh dii;tr lut 1(n i slown li F q.5. .iij tv t St Weibul 

seems to It itt r tiiiit Lsjturlr, Ii In F"i. 5, ,lld the el('i l-sq ua " t.st 

r, ; : ] T'llT h . 2 '11!;o ! ', t it i,,Ve 'il!.lt 1lut lolln' ireibte, it e t hult 

'pp..i-n3 1 -I n I it lteIiItm,t , tIit ndWeIbil I a tu: i t tIa t l ' rtni I l w-iar s~peed 
(f Ii ITl It' 1t, 1 D ,jtf t t,t ,1 '.' t ti.e W td s.eeds in. tI tit n m I , ltit t(.to 


lo t>IJ IIIt :I ' 1i ..' !!, 11,~11 1 -. (-l, t f Itt t , il I I
 l : 1 it I al ! , h a t 	 l H t() We t 

dii!;t 11 )I, t l ll 	 I th ' ,'l 1 .:| 1l I I 3 :i t typihoorl Wilid (('c(i-i lfiri'.i flac l'aI t1 


: (ilIt, i t (,d tla . ilow ,i.,r,
nt_. t mt 	 o) t h I it !I 1, [() s;:-], d i riy be argued 

t tint I; j na Iit(o Yi btttltil Fv (v) cantht t b( (1 mthod tIi 1 :'t ldt Of b Is di;t 

it. s stti 1tccV' ppi lid t the sit t ,vet ii the hist-oric,i! stat ion data are 

limit d to .;oout H-(i-1() ' rs. 

Irldir,ct mi itho~i:; 'i11 o1ft.reitt typhoon wind in Mokpo is also estimated on the 

ba si. of indiroet ;irmuilatton tttethods in order to demonstra to the app icabiliy 

of thte proposed simtlt lorl met hod. Comparisons ar: made of the fits cf various 

direct and i nd i rect approarhes. 

Tht-, di!;tI[hilt lolIs oili tht a snociated paramters est imated for typhoon 

descript ion mod(hI, at ;trtmiirl e.d 1inTable I . These dist-ribul ions are obtained 

from the, ; l yib()etl nt-d'-.] ' Cli; ti to 1it of 3. washl nt 'Itl Ii tl the! 11,1) FiJ. It. 

found h,it ti' lta, oi i ' 'typhlorui at tr ittltetd to fall approximatly on a 

!;trlight I It ' ( )I tl-O;l', .,i(l ;l iktt r withlI ); to ,i it e, i i l loltl. Ill ,i ditll 

thl(' !;A o.'ttII t] ;' l oll iln ' {; ()1 T'' ,ji l- I indt ifh . w intl( i4-let mod)t, I o f C~iq .7, 

'- 11r ' t t)', v,q) f f#.-t w ,i,':,- i},Iim lM () fl[ (',tI ht) ',l TIII ,il . , t Ir ' i l dli rit ' '. l t i o n 

' 
u s 1 /tq PiII!;';" I I p r; ~''.(fill t - y -1 l'IJ~ if: "t )) t I ([)W , ; ' a)rl '.'WI Ild t ,11, 1 t() Ito

est i mat I (o , , 11it t II I li I nd1 I" ) t t( I t it i'tl q itN iI i l it Tho 

, net -h a ot I, ll].t I 

the '11 nlfu l ' ltll / typl~lim ni 'oWlfld ,d ll'l )i 'll'ou/t ] }i ? )! ' ,[ , l n t l' l 

ftl Ill(; (tl W(-11 111 I , i ; l itq loll. 1I11., t u eo f ~ -% h l t f '!,A !; aln ] ]-vn 1u(

lneasu~r(,! of) fiti n clll os( Tl,.%I; F.'ujilflO tild other!;, l()Fi(-)) ofi Ihte Wolbull fit-

W i uIIs 11) 1 	t1 ri %,set Il ,I i e rs It I h teb III tI -)Il 
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tings to 1000 typhoon data and extreme typhoon data of 100, 
150, 200 years,
 
respectively, are summarized in 
Table 3. The chi-square tests and E-value
 

measures indicate that 
the fitting of 100-year data is rejected, but all three 
other fittings ri The resultiins Weibull plots for differentt I ircepted. simula
tions ,re coml)lrIt ivol',,'. own in Fl g.8, arid observe that the fittring of 100

''eatr sIm ll'itioi llon, i' guificantlyqs differest from those of 
other simula

t ior;. Al!so, ht- ;r(rdlt ion oif typlhoos risks in terms of N-year wind speeds 

for dii -r-itI-i tIt)rcbioh aiI- rica r Fl,. "it, "f -t, .._4 , tile
 
predi ct ion uf N-y(ear wind or, the basis of 100-year simulat ion data deviates
 

from th(:;o, a tu., ro.;t 
 i,; data. [This
t h e l ul,It ion moa -; that l(()-yoai- data 

are riot ,sosUgh tar ti ' diroct f itt. slq. Oil thr othfer hand, oh (:'rvf,that Fig. 9
 

showr thit! the' pr'duet losl:-; os 
 t liela u oi th( lie di rtot tmtliod art, very close 

1ri theh r, Its to t ho! asd n tlis di root mthod . TiiI; I Iot theIM[)ni that 


propose'd idi rot metlid 
 irvcdr.s a ri id, , t itimitr ot the extreme typhoon 

winds at a s ite coscer-id . 'Ilio e 1u t.etio - I ,,(1 speed b(twen direct 

and indiroct methods is less than 1. 

Typhoon sl!;k the:at 5it( lor Y ngkwang Nuclear Power Plant 

As an .x,ampl10 of t he appliction oiaat he: poposed indirect simulation
 

method tor the as;',s;sment of typhoon i i ;k, rerant I y 
 coist ructed Yungkwang
 

nuclear power plnt (srlits 7 id 8) s to
i. 'ho!;e s nyc ut igate the current
 
design criteria for 
 , litriclear power pilstia typhoori; in Korea. Yungkwang 

is located on the sos th-western coa;t, Y, kim from Mokpo. 

Based on the, rer;ults o 2 00-y(.,r :;t ulia.t 10 ;imslat ion, parameters of the 
We ibull distribution are , cndtted i-ti I he ,alot of Wobul fitting is shown 

in Fig.I0. The resulting Weibusl di.triihut io if; 

(v1-~)(__ +1. 4.5 (0
w 3-.4 I (10) 

Thus, the N-year wind speed is 

V -1. 3+36.4,-(lnN) 1/4.5( )
N 

For comparison, the predi't ion,; of N-yeor witid ;jeoed on the basis of the 

pro)c);r(d 2(1)-year s imukit ion arid kusse I l'. 100-dht ai Sill hation are plotted inIO 


Fiq. 11. 
 Note thait two cure; in il.c.11 arfe veriy 0 lose(,to (-e.icother, and the 

,aveira e diftferefire in N-yoar win(d ;peed is;less t hart 3.0 . 
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Wind field formula:
 

*V(z=1O,r);velocity at a distance
 

r along the base line
 

fv(V) 
LOGNORMAL2 *V(zlO,r,H);V(z=l0r)- (l-cosG)0.06-


*V (z=10,1?) -0.865V x+O.5S
 

*V :K JP -- .K=6.95m/mm f: 

0.04- gx max 2 4 0
 
.8 "()-*40 at 35 0 atitude
 

WE IBULL 
V(z=lO1 , ) /, I'.(, l, ) 

0.02

~ ~ ~ I ~ ~_L ( J1 ®R0.00 1 20.00 ~ 1 ~ IIII ~ 1I1l v Z=I, vs
V R0 10 20 30 40 50 I 


V(M/SEC)
 

of f (v) III I 
Fig.5 Modelling 

V
 

LATERAL DI ICE FROM STORM TRACK 
*O IRADIUS OF MAXIMUM WIND R 

WEIB L4 /ig. 7 Wind t ield model 

100YEAR 
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.995 --00
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20 

20 --
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Fig.6 Compari'son of N-yi-ar wind Fig . 8 Comparison of Weibull fitting
 

speed predict ens for Mokpo based on the results of
 

(Weibull vs.lognorma] diftorent s;imelations
 

direct. method)
 

<2
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Table I Typhoon Description Models
 

Distribution Parameters Bound 

Real coast crossing Uniform F(xjH)=0.0021x+0.223 -100-x<350Km 

North-west pseudo crossing Uni form F(x{H)=0.003x-0.05 50<_x<350Km 

South-east Pseudo crossing Uni form F(x1H)=0.004x-0.03 255x<250Km 

Real coost heading --9(x) Normal , =]6 -3 2S--v-(x) 

(v(x) :m ,A) /(x)=57.7420.0535x/Km <350 

North-w(,si; nt,,iding 4 F ()Ix,I)=(J.0]8(+0.]4 -14<500l Uni form 
°
 

Sout -,aI;t led rilq i4 Norma] P =44, '120 < 82 

Pr ; r i.l!: r,.c:JP Arma]=55.517=23 JP< 135.5 mb= 
___ ______________ max 

Padlk ,I5V : Loju orma I X =3.4, 0.637 8<Kl100 Km 

Storm 'Tran;1,It Ion: S Norma I u =24,a=10.5 NS<65 Km/Hr 

Table 
2 Parameter and ) Test Results of Lognormal and Weibull Distribution 

We i bu Il Lognorma 1 

Paramoter X2.I6,T-2.75=2.9,(=0.38 

D 5.36.2Test 

X Signif i(,In.rwe. (-v, Il; S ,d.o.f =4, C 9.49 
'0.95,4 

Table 3 Monte-Carlo1 imial,tt (I, toj Mokpo 

Total 'Typhoons Annual Extreme Typhoons 

1 d(i(l ] )r-yi data 150-year M 200-year,,dat a ar 

- 14. -7.441 -17.854 -21.31 

.1
4. C 44.664 47.385 
Pa ra mo r 

-3._4 5.56 
 6.15
 

' .71 . 4.7 4.2
 

1:Va I u, 
MII14H2 ). (171 0.0474 0.0438 

: gi Ianc,r level I'0 d 0. I=4,C .95 , 4 =9.49 

Criteria of E;0.05 

http:2.9,(=0.38
http:X2.I6,T-2.75
http:F(x1H)=0.004x-0.03
http:F(x{H)=0.003x-0.05
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Typhoon-Resistant Design
 

Design wind speed While the typhoon design wind speed for nuclear power
 

plants in Korea is specified as V=44.57 m/sec, the probabilistic typhoon wind
 

speed for lO0-year recurrence interval on the basis of 
Eq. (1l) yields 39.9 

m/sec. The current V=44.57 m/sec, corresponds to about 950-year return period, 

which should he consi.dered too conservative. On the other hand, the conven

tional design wi if,;sid for transmission towers it the site is specified as 

V=34.0 in/soc, when a-; th, probabili stic wind spp,,d for 50-year recurrence 

interval rt.;ult.s In V< M.07 rm/s,;ec. 'Thelurrent V-34. m/Sec corresponds to
 

aboiut 18-- 1 'er uln W(h, .di
rt prlo wh i hol d rostrlid a.s t.()o low a value. 

These obser..vit il!; toitdilt e that t-he current des ign wind .;peeds; are not de

rived on t he- hai; !f rt ion,, I 
 st-at st Ical method;, and thus unreasonabl e. 

Reliabiliti ien of curron t desicgn criteria Fig.12 i;hown; the reliability levels 

of the curron dosi gn criteria for P.C. structures of nuclear power plants and 

for steel tr,:mi iontowers, for whi CI the load combination (D + ,n +W ) isn fl n 
for R.C. 1; ru t 'it(.:; 'Ind () 1W ) in; for trinnnmieon towers in accordance with 

the. curr(en' t i;l(31: sit speed;. .'the 5 t;t i d stat i ;t ica] uncirtailnti1 s for 

th wi d I 0 il:;iIng IEq. 10) ar, li;hew in Title 4, hut other titcertaiities of 

tosqtanlce, of (heid ind ti'v: loads ar, tir kO f rem the references (Cho, 1986, 

PBS{:{, I , Pa'inor.(I 11!1i l ';, 1) tAIat1thi -. lt 1orve. reliabilities of R.C. 

stl,cttre are airoml 3.15 adii riot .;eiiiti,70 to the variation of Wn/D in the 
n r 

mo rt l ei,dpOf1 tlg(, o 1,d rat 10 (W /D = 1 .0-1 .5, 1 /D =0.5), whereas reli

abi lit ls I rat tli 551' t(wort; ire about 1.0-2.7 and 'sensitive to the varia-Ira n 

tion of W 
I; 

/I 
ii 

in tlh liie;;t pro)hItPif; ringe, (W /D (1.75-1.0). It can be seenII i 

that rf(.1 t,1 1 lit if.; of ('irroit do-o:;iqn crit(_eri,i lour t ransmission towers are 

lower than tth, u'ea l targoit r(iI hility index (I (,= 3.0). 

Prop :;d loodt f,-tor;; for wind load Base d on the results of calibration 

I';i; q 11- 1 . n, 1I.-'.2, t hi pl t)o;tt load factors for typhoon wind load is 

ttaris;om tto 

plo d filtel!; 1,- (.5, 1 l, for 

;hewtn if) 'Ill , I ll l ,,htt1 current factors. Note that the pro

1.2 R.C , 3 for 

tr ;. tow(el!;) I I, rrm of I iti t ;t it, d!ign are significantly different 

f rort t h( cII i'oe t cotiVetit ional des iqJn load factors. 

/.
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Table 4 Statistical Uncertainties of Wind Load
 

Recurrence Mean-Norminal Ratio Coefficient
 

Interval 7/V W/W of Variation
n n 


(Year) Cur. Pro. Cur. Pro. -Q, ", Ow
 

R.C. Structure 100 0.478 0.334 0.228 0.285 0.185 0.407 0.836
 

Steel Trans. 50 0.616 0.560 0.379 0.313 0.18510.407 0.836
 

Table 5 Comparison of Design Criteria for typhoon
 

R.C. St r'sI ,ure Trans. Tower 

Design Wind Load Design Load 

Speed Combination Wind Speed Combination 

Current Critera 44.6 U=D +1,+W 34.6 U=l.5(D +W ):n'-1.5n n n n n 
Propos ed U=:.2D +0.51, 38.1 U1. 2D +1.3Wn ni n n 

(riteria +I .2W n'=l .4 

CONCLUSION
 

The following conclusions can be drawn on the basis of this study.
 

1) Direct statistical method using the estimate of the base-line distri

bution for typhoon risk assessment: can he successtully applied when historical 

typhoon wind speed data of more than 80 years are available at a site con

cerned. 

2) Instead of Russe ll's iiimulat ion and fitting procedure, the indirect 

method using the :iimulat ion of annual extreme typhoon winds (about 200-year 

data) ind the diroct fitt ing of Weiiill distribution to the data can be used 

reliably for th(,li ite wher(, hi;torical typhoon wind data are not available or 

not erough. 

3) Direct fitting of Weibull di!;triibut: ion for the extreme typhoon wind 

di;tribution may be applied when and only when ;tatistical or simulation data 

of at least about 150 years are available at a site concerned. 
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4) The conventional design criteria with respect to design wind speed and
 
load factors for the typhoon-resistant design of R.C. 
structures and steel
 
tt.ansmission towers of nuclear power plants are unreasonable, and thus the
 
proposed probabi l t.y-hauod dusign wind 
speed arid load combination factors for 
typhoon should be given a due credit. to replace the current criteria. 

5) The proposed indirect simulation method may well be used for the 
better development of typhoon wind map making in Korea.
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ABSTRACT In order to utilize limited historical wind records for esti

mating extreme wind speeds in a tropical cyclone-prone region for natural
 

hazards damage mitigation, a stochastic simulation model for generating
 

long-term annual extreme winds, on the basis of short-term records, is inves

tigated. Basically, this simulation model consists of three components. The
 

first component is the wind simulator which is capable of generating
 

non-storm wind data. The second component is the storm simulator which is
 

for simulating tropical cyclone or other extratropical witds. The last
 

component is a cyclone occurrence simulation program called storm occurrence
 

simulator. An application of this proposed model is demonstrated.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Recent efforts have been made to improve the methods of utilizing short

term wind records. Some of these research efforts are: an approach of
 

predicting extren wind speeds from a parent distribution (Comes and Vickery, 

1977; Davenport, 1978); an empirical method for estimating 50-year design 

wind speeds based on the analysis of largest mnonthly wimd speeds of at Pcast 

three years' data (Simiu, and others, 1982); a method of developing an 
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estimator for design wind speeds by assuming that 
the historical hourly wind
 

speeds are statistically independent (Gr'igoriu, 1982); and, a stochastic
 

simulation model which generates hourly wind data, in a well-behaved climate,
 

on the basis of short-term continuous hourly wind records 
(Cheng and Chiu,
 

1985). At present, a Markov mixture model 
for simulating long-term extreme
 

winds in a typhonn-prone region is being undertaken at the University of
 

Hawaii at Manoa.
 

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate 
that limited wind records in
 
a tropical cyclone-prone region may be extended by means of a stochastic
 

simulation procedure so that long-term annual extreme wind speeds may be
 

derived from the synthesized time series.
 

THE MODEL
 

The simulation model consists of three components. The first component
 

is the wind simulator (WSR) which is capable of generating non-storm wind
 

data. The second component is the storm simulator (SSR) which is for simu

lating tropical cyclones or other extratropical winds. The last component is
 

a cyclone occurrence simulation program called storm occurrence simulator
 

(SOR).
 

The basic strategy underlying this proposed simulation model is 
to
 
generate the time series of hourly wind speeds in parts: 
 for those winds
 

associated with well-behaved climates in which extraordinary strong winds are
 

not expected to occur; 
and, for those extreme winds belonging to tiopical
 

cyclones or other extratropical winds. 
 In other words, consider these to be
 

generated time series of hourly wind speeds as a time-dependent system, and 

this system is decomposed into a set of components for which operating rules
 

of these components miw,be designed. 
Under this corrept, a master computer
 

program is developed to generate hourly wind data on 
a daily cycle basis.
 

For a non-storm day, a Markov-process based WSR is used to generate hourly
 

wind data. However, SSR will assume 
the task of generating wind data when

ever a storm is created by SOR. Rules for operating the three simulators
 

have to be clearly defined so that a smooth and synchronized simulation
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procedure may be achieved. 
Basic elements in simulators WSR, SSR and SOR, as
 
well as their interaction during the simulating operation are briefly
 

described in the ensuing sections.
 

Wind Simulator (WSR)
 

The three essential elements in WSR are: 
 state of wind speeds, wind
 
speed Aistribution functions, and transition probability matrices.
 

State of wind speeds In the simulation process for a given wind site, the
 
first step is to divide the entire range of observed wind speeds into a
 
finite number of states. 
 This is performed with reference to the probability
 
histogram derived from the observed wind data for that site. 
 A computer pro
gram called WSTATE is developed for performing this task.
 

Distribution functions 
 The scond basic element in WSR involves the wind
 
speed distribution functions, viz., the probability density functions (PDF)
 
and the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of wind speeds in various
 
states. In this paper, three types of PDF are 
utilized to fit a wind speed
 
histogram, viz., uniform, linear and exponential functions. The exponential
 
PDF is exclusively reserved for the last state 
in which extreme winds are
 

involved.
 

Transition probability matricegs In transition probabJlity, p. is defined as
4 


the probability of a wind speed in state j which will occur in the next hour,
 
given that a wind speed in state i has occurred in this hour.
 

lor a wind field of m finite states, pij is actually a conditional
 
transition probability of wind speed V 
going from one state i at hour r to 

wind speed VT+ 1 of state j at hour +Ilor 

pij = P(VI- j I V =- i) (1) 
With m states determined, an m x m transition probability matrix PM can be
 

determined as
 

PM - [p. . for i,j .... , m (2) 
in which, pij have the following properties: 
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m 

j P) j - l, for i - l,2,,...m (3) 

i-i 
and
 

pj > 0, for all i and j 
 (4)
 

In this paper, a day is divided into several periods. Similarly, the
 
variation of mean monthly wind speeds is accounted for by grouping consec
utive months with similar wind speed trends into a number of seasons for a
 
year. 
If the number of periods in a day and the number of seasons in a year
 
are R and S, respectively, then there will be R x S transition probability
 

matrices in the simulation process.
 

A typical transitio.n probability matrix for a given period r and season
 

s can be expressed as
 

PM(sr) - s,r (5)
[Pij . 
where s 
- 1,2,.. . S, and r = 1,2,....R.
 

A computer program called WTPM is developed for calculating the PM(s,r).
 

Storm Simulator (SSR)
 

In SSR, the PDF of storms, collected from historical data at a given 
site, is the essential element. Calculations of the storm histogram and the 
PDFs are performed through a computer subroutine called SSTATE. With this
 

information, a Monte Carlo method based computer program may be developed for 

storm simulation. 

Storm Occurr-ence Simulator (SOR) 

In a recent study, the interarrival time between occurrences of storms 
in a typhoon season has been modeled by a time dependent shifted exponential 
function (Cheng; and Chin, 1987). However, this method requires a substantial 
amount of storm data at- the project site. For locations of infrequent storm 
occurrences, this approach seems inapplicable. A Poisson process based storm 
occurrence model. (Cheng and Chin, 1981) will be used instead in this paper. 

The Poisson process has been successfully employed to describe the occur

rences of severe :tiorms (Borgmnan, 1963; Russell and Schueller, 1974). The 
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probability distribution of observing n events occurring in time t for a
 

Poisson distribution is given by:
 

P(nIAt) - (At)n e-At/n! (6)
 
where A - average rate of occurrence of the observed event.
 

The 	parameter A may be estimated from the historical data as:
 

A -	number of observations/length of observation.
 

Before using Eq. (6), the test of goodness of fit of the Poisson distri

bution must be applied to the observed data. This was done by using the 

chi-square test to examine the likelihood of the observed data being repre
2 

sented by the proposed distribution. The chi-square, X , may be expressed 

as: 

2 c [ni-NP(ni.A t)]

X 	 A/ 

i'=l NP(ni IA t) 

A A n. 

where P(nijAt - (At) " e-t) . 

c = number of classes of the observed events, 

n i - number of occurrences of the observed event in class i.,and 

c 

N - n i = period of observations.
 

i-i 

Simulation Procedures 

Some sequential steps of generating hourly wind data points at givena 

wind site are briefly described as follows: 

1. 	 Divide the iistorical wind data into two subsets, so that programs 

WSTATE and SSLAT IE mav he execited(. 

2. 	 DItine R, number o peri (J(t. in a day, and S, number of seasons in a 

year, so th.at program WTHM is act(tivatd((. 

3. 	Calculate ,'UFs and CIFs of the historical data for both WSR and SSR. 

4. 	 Execute SOR to letermiie whetlher there will be any storm in a year. 

If storms will occ ,r ill that Vealr, SOR will provide estinates of the 

number of t or1; ;1!; we l I as t ie appro. iate ( (lat.es of occurrences of 

these storits wit1 in t hat year. 
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5. 
Execute WSR for hourly wind data generation in a nor-storm day. 
WSR
 

will be turned off whenever a storm appears.
 
6. Execute SSR during the appearance of a storm.
 

Repeat steps 4, 5, and 6 until a desired period of simulation may be
 

attained.
 

MARKOV PROPERTY AND STATIONARY TESTS
 

In order to substantiate the major assumptions made earlier, 
a test must
 
be performed of the Markov property, i.e., 
the existence of dependency
 
between two adjacent hourly wind speeds. This simulation technnique is only 
applicable to stationary time series; the intended simulation model is a
 
stationa ry 
 First order Markov chain. Consequent ly, a test of stationarity of 
the historical wind speed times series if; necessary prior to the acceptance
 
of the simulated resui lts. 
 Anderson and Goodman's method (Anderson and
 
Goodman, 1957) 
 was used in performing these tests in nextthe section. 

APPLI CATION
 

The simulation model., based on 
the procedure described above, is applied 
to wind data collected at the Taichung station in Taiwan which is situated in 
a typhoon- prone region. For illustration, the pri-e(m liiity histogram of his
torical tropical cyclout, wind s:peeds 
 used in SSR is plott-e in Fig. 1. This
 
figure 
 is del visvi froml 8 ilrdi'.'idii ; storins it trop;cal storm or typhoon 
stlreigth ocu rill , ;it 'L',ii htig ;sitt ion dl rig I961 to 198:. A saimple trop
i cal cyclo i,e, I ; ;ho(Wl ill .ij,. . rici wi rd
i Ii,;t data at tie it'liuchtirr sta
tion inidicatid thait Itlere tha l()o(f ill( airllital (extretole wind slpeeds were 
att ri hut all , to tv' i ((:i t ".l a d (Iltil,, 98 1). Thei re I f- , ill o tl " prelim
iniary ifinlel, tlil !;t(oli (cCuIrellt , ';iilll o,itol"SHE is; .' l(eiloc for tropical 
cyclone )Cerlel('li fr't 01o! 1. Ill ,l ai; r tfop ical c ,i loeis are clI;ass.' ified as 
tropical fst olll tof ,iq tor) ; wllh)oa. a fll fiillti Sui tltred ell-Ililute lleall surface 
wirids alie -' i!,; ,i i/ arid29 r l preat , rveb;lpct iveiv. Ill this illustra
t ion, four (ii (ohil; i at day (1 a.m. - 8 a.m., 9 a.m. - noun, I p-.11. - 5 p.m., 
and 6 p.m. - midnight) ard three seasons in a year (.lai.-M,irch, Apr.-Sept., 
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and Oct.-Dec.) were considered. The periods of a day were decided from the
 

averaged diurnal wind speeds, and the selection of seasons was based on the
 

seasonal variation of wind speeds at the site. Therefore, by using Eq. (5), 

12 transitiol pr"babiiitv natirices we-e calculated in WSR. 

B on;,,doi the 22-year (,Jan. 1961 to Dec. 1982) hourly wind records avail

l)1 e at 'Ialitchln s t. at ion, e i lIt colllptite r s i i1 I at i on runs made . Each runwere 

generated 1l0-t-ll-ar hirl willd data. l)at i bases for the eight runs are: the 
fPir' t )-year (,ain. 11(1 tiec. I the ;econd - yar (1 an. 1 66-Dec. 1970);
 

the lii rdl -',ear , .1an. IlQ/- Dc 1' l 
 it tut l6t vyea (.1 an. -19/6-Dec.
 

11),0); i,. i-s> l -,.',ar (.aii. ] fH--lDec. 019); till, a;,colid 1)-vear (Jan.
 

19t/1-l)D . I99 iii, f iir;t 1')-,year (.Iian. PIfl-Dec. 
 19/)) m;irl the full 2?-year 

(.1 an . 10;>!- In-c, I IiS?) . ~Test; of tle( Ma -rkovproper t. aid !;t.I tiolatity of 

lis;toricl re.-cords; for eich of the ru s' were alk;o peforilid and passed
 

(Tabl)- " .
 

iht, allll et:.trlles of the ; imnul ated and 87-vear (1,98-1984) historical 

dit a poillt.s; at 'l'iicllnig .tatioll are fittevd by ''y'pe I di. ;t-ibut i ons (see 

Fig,. I!). (toic" pi,.', otis, exlu -ini'. ; itidicat(ed that t lie 'p-P 1 I disPii buti i is
 

suit;ill . for di.; riiil . ,. t i-nllt- Will .k; ill'laiiWatl
' (C llllland ( ill, 1981). 

Using tilie0 i1Il,-1 li ei. f ii';t l ,oi d;i as; 

, 


thIt- re f' reltle', tie perfol-laince of 

the sililliat I ll0(1 j 0de l i i ;.if il TldIt- . li tilt; t;ilIt , tie deviat:ions<; 

:il at Idof ill-, < :" 'i-ii , )I) vX i r fl- 9 -vir wilid s;peids; f roin tltl' reference 
',lililbe11 ile w(l , I1e,i;lI,.d Iv o ur,-P ao °,; t iiiiI-d (d(,viat i(li of the 

1ulieor-l- t ',.' o , r - ill lli<;toricil r .-cld1 ; (P(su8t- ] t1J : aiid Silliiu 

aild Sc; lli l, I Ats. iliolt lc.tt.d ill T i ' 2, tow difi lilit' , ; ottwii'll the 

.eiiill fit i,t 0 1t ill the ltI xliclill- ,ild 5hi.. 11(i;I '',-! ,iiilld tr lolltie' refer

(C1,ei, tlili I inik (It hi '; t0 i I t ti "i-1,'li l a('C t I' ,i I , Io I e-,act IltiI-

i liia'ld i I 5 l l t t l l;i. It tlt (.ll(' ii ' i l ille il Vt(,lr 

P'(Wiill''l t i, I I".,i ;i ii .1- itI, cI- I leI c il Ilw I ,' i(!,bI m a ' o fll" ;t(Iyii ,li 't I 1 

(eC t li' , ig d : I il " t ll t l i x;l- I it iii i!;tor 1 ; fi i iic it illit I I I i it l i ll I ' 
ic a I d ;il. I,ti ; I ,li1( d Il th e, w,,'it c 1t 0-t I T']'i ( 111n1 , !<;t;it ;oIl 'lW !; imill!<;It io il
 

is;o~d i''
tl lin qrlll(.''l wv i I !,iti( ,l-(tIf, , 1. ilit . I], t'iiIIl Ie I .( o,tf 10 -Y e a ril 

hol t i-' IldI a lw I'.II- t ;no,, I ll ., t ;i- 'e Itr t iI, T ied roi
 

t I t : l, I ii~ldi (" I t d t 11;1it t iT(. (I i I f I-t, i-,.r , hI o w e ,li t lit- i, 111111 ;1,t e d ;Iin iu,'iI 

et rlliir w iTiff .;pe't-dh ,liid Iil,)!;(. Ti d 1 l'1nl1t I iee, . tltl e ]ilit, fol't,,I i cll (h1lliiI, I o 

]lstolir I(L~Ita re , o clt I vi d W(.-i Io heac i¢ ept ah[ . 
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Table I 	Results of Markov property and stationarity tests
 
in chi-square values (,"
2) for Taichung station
 

Data Period 
d.f. a 

ark(. P'roperty Test 
-

Stat lonarity Test 

Table Values Period Season 1 Sea..on 2 Season 3 Sea!.n i Season 2 Season 3 
(1)(2) (3 4 () () () () (9) 

1/1961 12/1965 1 2100 20',4 222? 368 515 292 
2 943 1214 128' 30? 513 316 

3 1215 1601 119 7 321 /42 306 
4 1)')9 2872 2488 351 534, 248 

d. f. 2 5 .5 .20 8/0 420 
X.Table 38 38 3H 146 940 469 

1/1966 12/1970 1 2238 230? '1 33 
2 8.. 141 9) 1.2 31 44 2 8 

3 1249 1H) 151. !96 68,1 317 
4 20 ' ' 6 

d. f. 25 23 F..40 .2) 
k2-Table 38 38 38 4,W ' 44, 

1/1971 - 12/1975 1 222 199; 2522 38H 51/ 326 

2 859 1)33 1245 35 / 521 3(.2 
3 1025 16 9 14 31 307 757 33, 
4 1960 F,82 0 , 6()8 295 

d.f. 25 870 '.2' 
X 

2 
-Table ,8 38 3 , 940 4, 4,9 

1/1976 12/1980 1 2303 2, ? 228 304 4219 268 
2 952 1111 i 112, 2 45' ?' 

3 114/ 143/ 1110 3 ;i 58, 264, 
4 2074 2,45 249 .35 63 

2
d . 

f 25 25 420 810 420 
--Table 38 38 38 94,0 1.69 

1/1961 12/1970 	 1 4329 4453 498 812 1218 658 
2 1758 2642 2569 60 102/ 630 
3 2443 21.8 7,59 1497 6603 988 
4 4065 5 5 .1.946 723 1 144 557 

d. f 25 )5 25 8,0 11/0 870 
X2-Table 38 38 38 940 1869 940 

1/1971 - 12/1980 	 1 4533 4120 4808 718 1093 624 
2 1843 221.4 2356 /01 1045 587 
3 2346 4 2601 715 1494 (.35 
4 4093 1 4'R'.765 609 1140 605 

d. 25 25 8/10 1//0 870 
YI-Table 38 38 38 91.0 1869 940 

1/1961 - 12/1975 	 1 6537 6'.38 /5( 1228 1718 1011 

2 2615 3661 3803 1161 1584 956 
3 3497 5111 4.01 1110 2307 1033 
4 6040 790 72'53 10)0 1823 891 

2 
d. f. 2 25 2', 1320 267 1320 

X -Ta)I e 38 38 38 1?,)),, 2 /'*1 1406 

1/1961 - 12/,982 	 1 9663 14,,8 10;l)60 11'l) 2 55 1437 
2 3938 55.'.' 'z.) 11,1!, I'5 13 9 
3 5254 ;8o, 0 19. 1(,(,8 31,'.5 14', 
4 892 3 11 1()/(), I'. !? 2)2 13 2 

2"I ''''11d. f. 25 I'l 	 3*( 19'.0 
2

X -Table 38 9 38 4, )71 )'. 

ad.f. - degrees of freedom
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Table 2 Estimated annual extreme wind speeds from historical records
 
and from simulation method at Taichung, in meters per second
 

Recurrence V -VData Period I[tIerval VSv Vs a saii y ar s ) aS v 

1/1898 - 12/1984 25 20.7 1.18
 
50 23.0 1.41
 

100 25.3 1.64
 

1/1961 - 12/1.965 25 22.4 -1.44 
50 24.2 -0.85 

100 25.9 -0.37 

1/1966 - 12/1970 25 20.9 -0.17 
50 22.4 0.43 
100 23.9 0.85 

1/1971 - 12/1975 25 20.4 0.25 
50 22.1 0.64 

100 23.8 0.91 

1/1976 12/1980 25 19.7 0.85
 
50 21.7 0.92
 

100 23.7 0.98
 

1/1961 - 12/1970 25 21.5 -0.68 

50 23.1 -0.07
 
100 24.6 0.43
 

1/1971 - 12/1980 25 20.2 0.42 
50 21.9 0.78
 

100 23.7 0.98
 

1/1961 - 12/1975 25 20.3 0.34
 
50 21.9 0.78
 

100 23.8 0.91
 

1/1961 12/1982 25 20.6 0.08
 
50 22.3 0.50
 

100 24.1 0.73
 

Va = extreine winl s;peed f ciom historical annual ;cries 
V ; 1rti( e !;peed.iI;iIlated (e:.:t win(d 
Sv = Cr-amel-Rao' !;t;mdald deviation of' inherent samnpling oferror 

h .tolica 1 1- u Id,; 
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CONCLUSION
 

A procedure for predicting extreme wind speeds in a typhoon-prone region
 

is demonstrated. The results obtained from the application of this prelim

inary model are very encouraging. Although 22 years of data were available
 

for the particular station in the example, computer simulation runs were made
 

for 22-year, 15-year, 10-year and 5-year periods. It has been 'Iown that It
 

is not necessary to have 22 years of continuous data, and that even a 5-year 

record is adequate for showing good comparison between the simulated results 

and historical data. Further research effort is being undertaken at the 

University of Hawaii at Manoa to study the applicability of this method to 

other stations in Taiwan as well as for shorter periods of actual data.
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ABSTRACT It is necessary that the computed extreme Wind Speeds are corrected 

for sampling errors by assigning suitable confidence intervals. This aspect 

is particularly relevant to the coastal areas of India which are prone to 

frequent wind hazards. The extreme peak Wind Speeds are computed from the
 

meteorological records of yearly extremes by Type I (Gumbel's) distribution.
 

In the present investigation three widely used methods for estimating
 

the confidence intervals are examined and critically compared. The basic 

design Wind Speeds arrived at are compared with those specified by the I.S. 

Code (Revised Draft) and reconmendations are given for future use. Ten typi

cal meteorological stations of India have been chosen for the present study.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Extreme wind speeds are calculated by making use of the available rteteoro

logical data of consecutive yearly extremes by using a suitable probability
 

distribution. The computed extreme peak winds (short duration gusts) corrected
 

for station height, sampling errors and risk are the required data for
 

computing basic design wind speeds. These can be used for the static design
 

of rigid structures, low rise structures and stiff point like structures for
 

directly arriving at the wind pressures. The extreme mean hourly winds which
 

are computed similarly are useful for assessing serviceability and in conjunc

tion with gust spectra for dynamic response of structures against wind.
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In what follows, the scope is limited to the computation of extreme peak 
wind speeds that are corrected for sampling errors by assigning suitable 
confidence intervals. usedThree widely methods for estimating the confidence 
intervals have been examined critically coimpared. thisand basedon the basic 
design Wind Speeds are specified for the typical stations of India and these 
are com)ared with those of the I.S. Code (Revised draft). The details are 
discussed herein. 

MOIILIIN(, OF EXTREM PEAK W[NI)S 

General 

l'xtreme peak winds in well benaved wind climates are generally iodelled 
by Type I extreme Value l)istribution. Several authors preferred Type I distri
bution (1veiuI. t 1981 , 1982 and Simiu, 1 )76) for expressing extreme Winds
 
in welibehaved climates. In India, sevcral authors (Ayyar 
 and ;oel, 1972,
 

.C. 'harmni,1085) I distribution gLusts short duration.
used Type for of Swami 
and others, 19'25 used Type I distribution for the computation of extreme peak 
winds for various stations of India. ihe details of Type I distribution are
 
briefl' discussed in the following.
 

Return Period and Wind Speeds 

In Type I distribution, the extreme value probability function for the 
Wind Speed Variable '(V)' is given by, 

[(V) = EXP, - [ \, ( - C,(v - U)] (1) 

Where ci and 'U' are the Scale and location parameters respectively. The 
above equation is linearised and expressed in the form of a reduced variate 
given by: 

y = - lIn [-Iln 1(V)] = c(v - U) (2) 

Graphically, by fitting a straight line between the reduced Variate 'y' 
and the Wind Speed Variable 'v', knowing the slope and intercept, the Type I 
parameters, ',- and ar calculated. a number ' '11' Whfen of data points are 
available, the best fit for the straight line is obtained by the Method of 
Least Squares. 

From the distribution parameters, the extreme Wind Speeds for different 
return periods are calculated by 
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7R= _ "() + U 

Where 'R' is the return period in years selected appropriately depending upon

the nature of the structure (desired 
life and risk). The computed extreme
 
wind speeds for chosen return periods for the typical stations of India are
 
given in Table 1. 

ESTIMT1ON OF CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 

The quality of Sal)ling is to be reflected in the prediction of extreme 
wind speeds. 
 1Ie chances of errors are due to poor quality of datainadequate
 
choice of the model theand sampling errors. A measure of magnitude of the
 
sampling errors )e obtainedcan by calculating the confidence intervals for 
the extreme wind speed being estimated. Confidence intervals give the range
within which truethe unknown value of the quantity is included for a speci
fied confidence level. 
 If 'o' is the standard deviation of the parent point
 
function which is the wind speed 'v' for a chosen probability F(V) at the
 
annual series of extreme winds, then the 68. and
95V' 99% confidence levels
 
can be obtained corresponding to .2
r, a and 3 o respectively. 

Simiu and other, 1978 discussed the various nkethods for estimating the
 
confidence intervals. 
 In the past W.M.O. (1974) method was used (Sharma, 
1985) for arriving at confidence intervals for extreme Wind Speeds of Delhi.
 
Seetharamulu and others, 1985 examined the confidence intervals for arriving
 
at the design Wind foi
Speeds India. 

lhe widely used methods are discussed herein and the confidence intervals
 
are compuled for certain typical stations of India. After a critical 
comparison of these methods, a method for arriving at the design wind speeds is 
recoenended. lhe details are as follows: 

'TheMethod of Moments
 

In the method of moments the standard deviation of the extreme Wind Speed
 
is expressed as
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S.D(VR) = ( + 1.1396 (Yt - 0.5772) + 

1.1 	(Yt - 0.5772)] /6 
 (4) 

Where
 
VR Predicted Wind -peed over a return period 'R'I
 
n Sample size,
 

(= Sample Standard deviation and
 

Yt - Ln [ Ln (1 - ' )] 	 (5) 

Alternatively jx can be evaluated for the assumed Gumbel distribution by
 
using the following equation
 

OX 	 (6) 

The 	method of moments makes use of Gumbel's analytical expressions for 
the calculation of tihc c,:trciy value distribution parameters. The values o7 
the Confidence intervals are 68%,95% and 99%. Confidence levels for the 
chosen retuni periods fo- the ten typical meteorolciical stations of TndiaI 
are shown in Table 2. 

Cramer - Row Lower Bound Method 

The width of the confidence interval in this method is expressed as, 

S.D. .R (v,) = [( .G0793y t + 0.51404yt + 1.10866] . 1v (7) 

The values calculated hy this method are shown in Table 3. 

W.M.O. 	 (074) Method 

As per W..9. (1974), the standard deviation of the predicted extreme 
wind 	 speed is given by 

S.l).(VIR) = [I + 1.14K + 1.1010]z 1 (8)
a/n 
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Yt-v
 
K = 

Where 


Ty
 

in which 7 anday are the mean and standard deviation of the variate 'y' and 
these are computed from the sample data, Table 4 gives the values of the
 

Confidence intervals obtained by this method.
 

Comparison of Various Methods 

Out of the values given by the above three methods, the Cramer - Row 

being the lower bound gives the least. Though this is quite useful in fixing 

a lower limit for the confidence interval, the values of this method as such 

are not adequate for practical purposes. Though the Method of Moments is 

giving adequate values for structural design purpose, it cannot be recommended
 

as the best method because in this method the extreme value distribution 

parameters are evaluated analytically instead of basing it on sample data. 

The IsIMD method gives the highest values out of the three methods. This method 

is similar to the method of Moments except that more exact values of extreme 

value distribution are used in this. Jbis method is more representative of 

the sample data. Though the values given by this method are the highest out 

of the three, they may be recommended for a safe structural design. 

BASIC DESIGN WIND SPEEDS
 

Basic Design Wind Speeds are arrived at after correcting for sampling
 

errors. The basic design speeds so arrived are to be further corrected for
 

terrain, topography, risk involved associated with the type of structure. Thel,
 

corrected design speeds are finally converted into pressures by using an
 

appropriate multiplying factor for arriving at the design loads on structures.
 

Computed Basic Design Wind Speeds 

From the values of the extreme peak winds (Table 1) Basic Design Wind 

Speeds are arrived at by appropriately including the confidence interval say 

95 percent. The values of recommended basic design Wind Speeds for a 50 year 

return period for typical stations (10 m height) are shown in Table 5. The 

speeds have to be further corrected for terrain, topography, risk, etc. before 
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they are used to arrive at the design wind pressures for any particular
 

structure.
 

Basic Design Wind Speeds as per I.S. Code (Revised Draft) 

The basis of the design wind speeds specified in the revised draft of the 
1.S. Code, 1985 have been discussed (Sharma, 1985 and Venkateswarlu, 1986). 
The extreme peak l,'ind .. )eeds were col)puted : 'I'.×xi T distribution For different 
stations. 

lie basic desi4n wind speed as ,iven (Shamia, 1985) has been adopted in
 
the revised l'age !45, Jig. !rm "(
draft, I. '' i ¢nr,, -r, ctimtrv For Wind
 
Speeds has Ikeen shoii. 
 he speeds are available for 50 ",,<it roti-:Driod
 
arid 10 im standard hei.ht. ]he basic design 
wind speeds for typical stations
 
of India as 
 per the revised draft are shown in Table 5 for comparison. 

Comparison with Coda] Provisions 

Ilhouh the values of the hasic design Wind Speeds for various stations
 
(Table 5) fairly 
a, rce with each other, it should be noted that the computed
 
design Wind:peds of the present investigation inclde corrections
the for
 
sanhlling errors. It is not clear whether the codal speeds include these
 
corrections. It is necessary to express the Wind Speeds with a specified 
confidence particularly for coastal areas of the country where extreme wind
 
speeds are 
,mainly produced during cyclonic storms. 

'Ihe speeds (bLeth computed and codal) are based on Type 1 distribution, 
adequate for the statistical analysis behaved Butof wel.l winds. in India the 
coastal areas are sutlijected to r, tinar.' '...'in!:; 1ik(, c-.c1on(:s, hurricanes, 
etc. Certain interior parts of the country are also subjected to extratropical 
cyclones. In such cases Iype I distrilhution may not yield accurate estimates 
of extreme speeds.wind A separate mathematical model has to be appropriately 
used to deal with such extraordiinry winds. 

Certain North li astern parts of the country are shown to be having basic 
wind speeds the order 200 km/hr.of of or ,more in the zonal map of the country 
as per the revised draft of the I.S. Code. It is stated (Shamna, 1985) that the 
results for thof;s, places are not reliable as the record length used for the 
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analysis (5 to 10 years) is too short. 
 In such cases more accurate estimates
 
of the extreme wind speeds could have been arrived at Ly using short term
 
records and a proper correlation.
 

CONCLUS IONS
 

I. 
The predicted extreme wind speeds should be corrected for sampling errors
 
by assigning suitable confidence intervals.
 

I. Out of the three methods examined, the W.M.O. (1974) method is more re
presentative of the sj-rn-,le data. 
 Therefore, the method onbased W.M.O. 
(1974) is recarfnended for arriving at the basic Design Wind Speeds for a safer
 
structural design.
 

III. In the present investigation, the extreme peak wind speeds have been 
calculated by usin4 Type I distribution on the basis of the available meteoro
logical records (14 to 15 years). The computed basic design wind speeds are in 
alir ,(,e,,nt with those of the I .S. Code (Revised Draft). But the codal 

speeds do not include the confidence intervals. It is recotinended that 
appropriate confideicc intervals also should be incorporated in the basic 
design Wind Speeds of the 1.S. Code. 

IV. For arriving at the extreme wind speeds for places where the available 
record length is short, it is recc jumended that extreme Wind Speed predictions 
may be made by using the techiliues of short term analysis and correlation. 
This would yield more accurate estimates of extreme wind speeds than the 
values recoiiiended in the (ode. 
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TABLE 1. EXTREDE PEAK WIND SPEEDS COMPUTED BY TYPE I DISTRIBUTION 

Station No. of Years Extreme wind speed in KMPH for 

of record various Return periods
 

30 yr. 50 yr. 100 yr.
 

Allahabad 
 14 130 138 150
 

Bombay 15 ill 117 129
 

Calcutta 15 94 
 99 108
 

Delhi 15 120 127 138
 

Jaipur 12 124 
 134 149
 

Jamshedpur 14 120 128 141
 

Kodaikanal 15 
 100 107 119
 

Madras 15 
 129 137 152
 

Nagpur 13 112 117 126
 

Poona 14 84 89 97
 

TABLE 2. CONI"IDENCE IN'TERVALS BY ItE ME7I0D OF MOMENTS 

Return Periods 30 50 100 

in years 
Confidence 
levels 

68 
68K 

95 
95 

99 
99%o 68% 95% 99% 68% 95Q, 99% 

Station: 

Allahabad 15.1.2 30.24 45.36 17.22 34.44 51.66 19.67 39.34 59.01 

Bombay 8.47 16.94 25.41 9.64 19.28 28.92 11.01 22.02 33.03 
Calcutta 11.1.8 22.36 33.54 12.66 25.32 37.98 14.47 28.94 43.41 

Delhi 12.46 24.92 37.38 14.19 28.38 42.57 16.20 32.40 48.60 

Jaipur 10.77 21.54 32.31 12.26 24.52 36.78 14.14 28.28 42.42 

Jamshed[ur 18.13 36.26 54.39 20.61 41.22 61.83 23.54 47.08 70.62 

Kodaikanal 7.77 15.54 23.31 8.85 17.70 25.55 10.11 20.22 30.33 

Madras 11.66 23.32 34.98 13.28 26.56 39.84 15.17 30.34 45.51 

Nagpur 21.07 42.14 63.21 23.94 47.88 71.82 27.35 54.70 "2.05 

Poona 12.36 24.72 37.08 14.07 28.14 42.21 16.08 32.16 48.24 
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TABLE 3. CONFIDENCE INTERVALS BY CRAMER-ROW LOWER BOUND 

Return Periods 30 50 100 
in yearsConfidence 
Levels 68% 95% 99% 68% 95% 99% 68% 95% 99% 
Station+ 

Allahabad 12.50 25.00 37.50 19.00 28.00 4z.00 16.10 32.20 48.30 
Bombay 7.02 14.04 21.06 7.83 15.66 23.48 9.00 18.00 27.00 
Calcutta 9.24 10.48 27.72 10.37 20.74 31.11 11.90 23.80 35.70 
Delhi 10.31 20.62 30.93 11.50 23.00 34.51 12.33 26.45 40.00 
Jaipur 8.91 17.81 26.72 10.0C 20.00 30.00 11.44 22.88 34.32 
Jamshedpur 11.80 23.50 35.24 13.20 26.30 39.44 15.10 30.20 45.30 
Kodaikanal 5.00 10.00 15.00 5.61 11.22 16.83 6.45 12.90 13.36 
Madras 9.73 19.45 29.20 10.83 21.67 32.50 12.50 25.00 27.50 
Nagpur 13.60 27.20 40.80 15.27 30.55 45.82 17.51 35.02 52.53 
Poona 11.59 23.17 34.76 13.00 26.00 39.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 

TABLE 4. CONFIDENCE IN 'RVA!S BY TIE MItIOD BASED ON (Wm 1974) 

Return PeriodsinXas30in years 50 100 

Confidence 68% 95% 99% 68% 95% 99% 68% 95% 99% 
Levels 

Station 

Allahabad 21.36 42.72 64.08 25.43 50.86 76.29 29.70 59.40 89.10 
Bombay 10.50 21.00 31.50 12.02 24.04 30.06 14.05 28.10 42.15 
Calcutta 13.98 27.96 41.94 16.00 32.00 48.00 18.71 37.42 56.13 
Delhi 15.46 30.92 46.38 17.69 35.38 53.07 20.68 41.36 62.04 

Jaipur 13.61 27.22 40.83 15.58 31.16 46.74 21.77 43.51 65.31 
Jamshedpur 20.14 40.28 60.42 23.57 47.74 71.61 27.94 55.94 83.91 
Kodaikanal 7.52 15.04 22.56 8.61 17.22 25.83 10.06 20.12 30.18 
Madras 14.47 28.94 43.41 16.56 33.12 49.68 19.36 38.72 58.08 
Nagpur 20.21 40.42 60.63 23.13 46.20 69.30 25.76 52.52 77.28 
Poona 17.46 34.92 52.38 20.71 41.42 62.1.3 24.26 48.52 77.78 
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TABLE 5. 	 BASIC DESIGN WIND SPEEDS FOR 50 Yr. RETURN PERIOD
 
AND 10 m HEIGHT
 

Station 	 Computed Design Speed Design Speed (km/Hr.)
 
in kIn/Hr. (95 percent as per I.S. Code
 
confidence level) (Revised Draft)
 

Allahabad 	 189 
 170
 

Bombay 141 160
 

Calcutta 131 170
 

Delhi 172 170
 

Jaipur 165 170
 

Jamshedpur 176 170
 

Kodaikanal 125 140
 

Madras 170 180
 

Nagpur 163 160
 

Poona 120 140
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ABSTRACT On the basis ol an edrlier observation that an FTI plot (Fischer-
Tippett Type I) of observed peil, gust (1%) at ii any stations in India showed a 
distinct convex curvature, the question a, tO whether the Mealn l-tourlv Winds (MHV) 
at about the corresponding tines also show a curvature has been exanined on 
a monthly basis to settle 
their ratios lot use in existing probabilistic wind loading 
theories. It i.,found that 1he \iH\\ , delined by India lMeteorological Departinent 
as the average of the \Wi'nds during the last 10 1,nILi tes Of the hour, do follow 

FTI. The different behaviours ol PG and \l-1\\ seerti to suggest that different 
mechanisms c-ause thedi. It is suggested that PG be obtained by considering only 
the points near the top end of the sample in an FT I plot and a pseuCLdo-MVHW of 
one full hour average be obtained by using the recommended ratios for pressure 

systems till wind loading iodels appropriate to the winds causing peak loads such 
as those due to cyclones have matured for practical use. This proceedure, as 
an interim measure, is necessary to prevent gross under-estiriation of wind loads 
that will occur if the actual MNI-IW is used, in cyclonic regions. 

INTRODIUCTION 

The Indian Standards Institution, now called the Bureau of Indian Standards, 
decided to revise in 1982, the wind loading standards for structures, which had 
been issued as IS-875 in 1964. In the standards of 1964, two wind pressure maps 
had been given, one of which was stated to include the eflle(t of short duration 
squalls etc., and the other, excluding short duration squalls. No guidelines were 
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given as to which map is applicable for a given situation, which led to considerable 

confusion and the designers tended to use the higher pressure of the two. The 

proposal to revise the entire standards stimnidated several studies on extreme peak 

gust (PG) and extrermie n eal hourly wind (Rao, 19S5). These analyses for several 

stations showed the FT I plot to have a signficait lonvex cur\ature (Fig. l), 
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Fig.l. F]T I plot of Peak Gust at three stations and Mean Hourly Wind at Madras. 

which seeris to be rot all unl)omiiion phenorernon (Rijkoort and Weiringa, 1983). 

On the ba)'sis of the extrermne w I (stitiiate obtar ned by a linear regression, and 

knowledge ol local experienes, a sinigle revsid Peal.. Gist \Vind zone map has 
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been incorporated in the draft, which is likely to be finalised and issued soon. 

It was recognised by many workc[5 (swamy and others, 1985 a/b) that the 
peak value oi Mean Hourly Wind (MHW) may also have to be rationalised and this 
led to the observation that not only ratio ofthe PG/MH W higher inlndia than in 
the models assumed in niany countries, but the ratio of PG/Average yearly wind 
is also higher (Narasinitua and Shrinivasa, 1984). Although the definition 'Meanof, 
Hourly Wind' used by the India Meteorological Department as the average wind 
of the last ten rrinotes of the hour is not the saine as the full hour average iniplied 
in probabilistic wind loading analyses (\Vcker, and lBasu, 19,3), it is clear that 
,vhen the average of the full hour wind is tons dered, the ratio will be even higher 
than the value for the pressure systeni. The iniiplication of this observation is 
that, if the a tridl value, ol %II-tis us(d in the existing probabilistic inodels, the 
wind load mrill he gross,,l, unlier-cStittiated. Since extrenie winds in practically all 

parts (iA India are (I to t uIor es and ,munderstorrrs, it is therelore clear that 
the existing probbilitl ii(odels are inadequate for regicos influenced by cyclones 
and thundertorius. ' ttiiJeS are uiderway in several laboratories to dcvelop a loading 
niodel appropriatu, to the (yclonic ionditions (Georgrou and others, 1983) but till 
these h,% lllt Iitd Ior pran t ,itualapplination in todes, the revised 15-875 suggests 
dier iving the \1li- Iroti IC; by the ratios obtadined for 'Well-behaved Winds' and 
use of existing probabilistic loading theories. This is also the approach one finds 
in thr' latest draft ol the Australian Wind code. 

It is believed that a kno\vledge of the actual ratios as well as the actual distri
butions of P, and \i-\\ are required to assess as to how far the use of 'Well-behaved 
Wind' ratios (ai be expe( led to yield realistic loadings. Since cyclones and thunders 
torirs are seasonal. a riiorl il\ analrses ol the ratio and ol MI \V Ihas been iade. 
Such stb-di\iding ol the data on physical rritiiples is not unl<nown (Rijkoort and 
\"eiririga, 19S ). \ddltionall. oie cotld hope to iinodily the existing irodel if it 
iS lotitid. or tholh P aidexalt, It'h \li\\ lollowed T I but their ratios were 
dillererit lot (Ii Iere t types of ids. Thre aialses preseited below shows that 
tie1'Sissu i, rot tlat simple ind i (inttirely dillerent approach see, be net-e ssaryto 

to evala le tie l)robl)listlit( wir(d 
 loiad. No doubt the need for a separate cyclonic 
wind ar{is,Is ircognised In 'iiamy parrs of the world biii the present sttdy is 
believed to shrow conclusivel y tile Irrele varncy of Xl t' cosiderations in stich cases. 
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RELAVENCE OF MEAN HOURLY WIND AND ITS RELATION TO PEAK GUST 

FT I plot of MHW for seven well dispersed stations across India were 

* New Delhi V Bombay (Colaba 
o Vishakpatnam x Nagpur 
o Jemshedpur m Bombay (Airport) 

4.0- A Jodhpur * Madras (Airport)
 
(only few points shown for clarity)
 

3.0

y 2.0O 

xV/ 
1.0-

* 0 A 

0 

OA XA0-1.0 

-2-0 1-1 I I I I i 
2.5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15.0 175 

wind speed, m/sec. 

Fig.2. FT I plot of mean hourly wind for several stations. 

examined (Fig.2) and they seem to show a linear variation of reduced variate with 
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wind speed. This implies that whatever be the mechanism that causes wind at 
the stations considered, the peak MFI\W follows the same statistical variations as 

in pressure systems. 

However, when a comparison was made with the PG (Table 1), it was observed 

TABLE 1. 	 Maximun ratio of measured Peak Gust to peak mean hourly wind both 
during the same year. 

Station \lonth of 
Icalk ratio 

Month of 
Peak Gust 

\lax PG/ 
Ratio ) \HW 

Month of 
Peak MH\V 

Bombay (Colaba) October July 2.51 July 
Bombay (Airport) October July 3.44 July 
Nagpur March March 6.25 June 
New Delhi March March 5.82 June 

Vishakapatnan October June 4.48 May 
Jarnshedpur June .June 7.25 May 
Jodhpur June June 5.17 June 

Madras July July 3.95 June 

that, generally, the peak MHW did not occur during the same month as PG. In 
fact, the two occurred at different seasons in the case of Bombay, Nagpur, New 

Delhi and Visakhapatnam, while, one may say that both occurred during the same 
cyclonic season at Jamshedpur, Jodhpur and Madras. The immediate observation 
from this phenomenon seems to be that the two events need not be caused by the 
same driving mechanism. From this, one may expect that even the turbulence 
structure associated with PG can be different from that associated with MHW, 
if the mechanisms are structurally very different like a tropical cyclone and monsoon. 

The maximum ratio of PG/MHW during the period under consideration (7 to 
16 years) during a rnonth is also given in Table I. Exept for the Colaba station, 
which is surrounded by a number of tall buildings practically on all sides, the ratio 
is observed to be significantly larger than, for the pressure system. This is true 
even of the Bombay Airport. Significantly, the highest value is found to be at 
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Jamshedpur, which experiences very intense local thunderstorms of very short 
duration during the summer months, practically every year. A slightly different 
presentation is given in Table 2 

Table 2. Monthly average ratio of peak
MHW for eight years. 

gust to peak 

Month 
PG 

Max 
Av. MH W 

Jan 2.36 2.86 

Feb 2.39 2.98 

Mar 2.53 3.98 

Apr 2.65 4.45 

May 2.65 2.92 
June 2.14 3.00 

July 2.78 3.55 

Aug 2.31 3.17 

Sept 2.95 3.64 

Oct 3.27 3.87 

Nov 2.47 3.43 
Dec 2.37 2.95 

where the second columnn gives the ratio of peak gust during the month under 
consideration over the sample period of 12 years divided by the average MHW 
for that month averaged over the 12 years for Madras Airport. While the disper
sion in the values Irom njonth to month is not high, one again observes that the 
values are significantly higher than the value of about 1.9 for this terrain in a 

pressure systermt. 

These observations clearly demronstrate that any further analyses with the 
existing data on I1W (whether a 10 minute average or full-hour average) is not 
helpful in countries like India for obtaining wind loads. Tie search must concentrate 
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on estimating the peak gust, and evolve methods for using it to estimate the design 

wind loads. 

DATA BASE FOR ESTIMATING PEAK GUSTS 

In view of the obviously generally mixed population that causes extreme winds 
in India, it is necessary to separate the available data (Gomes and Vickery, 1979; 
Rijkoort and Weiringa 19S3). This seems to be best done by seasons. If extreme 
winds occur during two seasons ol a year with approximately equal in:ensity as 
at Madras, it rma\ then be possible to combine them into a single parent distribution, 

seems to theaut it preferable deternine separately parent distribution of either 
the extreme wind or the occurrence of a cyclone or thunderstorm at a particular 
distance 	 fromi the station, for each high wind season and estimate the peak loading. 

The results of considering separately the sunminer and winter extreme winds at 
Madras is given in Table 3 

Table 3. 	Predicted peak gust for summer and winter 
seasons at Madras (Kmph) 

Summer 150 Kmuph (April to July) 

Winter 130 Kmnph (September to November) 

Mixed 140 Kmuph (Estimated) 

Draft IS-875 I0 Knph 

together with value adopted the draft IS-875. The result showsthe in that seasonal 
considerations in a mixed population does yield more realistic winds. 

CONCLUSIONS
 

The analyses presented above lead to the following conclusions. 
I. Peak gusts and peak m ean hourly winds in countries such as India with peak 
winds caused by several rmechanisms, need not occur during the same period or 

season or due to operation of the same mechanism. 

2. The measured mean hourly winds for structural analyses should not be used 

/.7 
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and any further effort to study its statistics for this purpose do not seem to be 
helpful. 
3. Peak loadings are best obtained by considering seasonal data of occurrence 

of peak wind. 
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ABSTRACT A probabilistic procedure based on statistical properties of ty

phoons is applied to tile evaluation of extreme value distributions of annual
 

maximum wind speed in a typhoon-prone region. The estimated distributions are
 

compared with observed data at five weather stations in and near the Ryukyu
 

Islands of Japan. In general, the calculated distributions correspond well to 

the observed ones. It is observed that the former distributions are more 

stable than the later since the statistical data of typhoons are stable. Sev

eral parameters are then investigated for their influences on tile calculrted 

distributions.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Typhoons frequently threaten the neighbor countries around the Western 

Pacific Ocean with their hazardous powers. There are on average about 30 

typhoons per year. However intense typhoons are rare events for a specific 

site because of the low probability and the wide area of activity. 

Observed annual maximum wind speed distributions in typhoon-prone regions 

are not as stab]e as expected and consequently estimates of extreme tropical 

storm winds at a site should be made by indirect miethod:;. Some researchers 

have used Monte Carlo s imu l.a t ion teclniques (RUsS, I I , 1971, Tryggvason and 

others,1976, Batts and others,1980, Georgion and others,1983, Fujii and 

Mitsuta,1986), while others have used closed-form expressions (Sklarin,1977, 

/%
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Makino and Watakabe,1984). 
 The first method may be transformed to the second
 
with probability calculations. A procedure based on 
the second method is il

lustrated in this paper.
 

The typhoons in this report include tropical storms possessing winds in
 
excess of 34 knots according to 
the definition of JMA, the Japan Meteorologi

cal Agency.
 

PROBABILISTIC MODEL
 

Tile following probabilistic models were used:
 
1. The typhoon occurrence is described by a constant rate Poisson process. 
2. The arrival of the typhoon is asSumed to be uniform for a limited area such 
as a two degree square in latitide anod longitude. 

3. The cumulative number, N , of typhoons in the limited area expressed as a
 
function of the pressure diffe rential, ',p 
, may be approximated as, 

N = exl)( x - ( ip ) (1)
 

where a and l are 
constants and Ap is the difference between the pressure at 
the center and at the periphery of the storms. 

Then, the probali iity distribution of the pressure differential, Ap , is 

given by, 

IA,(Cp ) = 'Prob[ A' p I 

- (p 
 -APo)(2) 

0)1 


in which ,p and ',I irittht, maximu:t and the minimum differentials respective

ly. ApO is set 't1 1i I I ib,ir: corresponding to the weakest typhoons of 

Interest inl ih ii , 

4. The prostl i I itv 4i ut i-r on of lorwzmrd ;pe.d, v , is 1norm II
 
5. AI I (tlr Ioiiltl; ,,l cia cN tLe'r i:t i(c s are assumed to he S'tat1st icalily 

indepemtC iCmt ,111d l u(st;ant 
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PHYSICAL MODEL
 

The following physical models were assumed:
 

1. The typhoon has a concentric circular isobar pattern, from which the gradi

ent wind speed can be obtained as,
 

=/rp .+(fr)2fr (3)

gr pVr 2 2
 

where r = radial distance from the center,
 

p = air density,
 

= }rpressure gradient. 

2. The typhoon translates with a forward speed, v 0 

3. The pressure field around a tropical storm at a radial distance, r , may 

be expressed as (Schloemer,1954), 

r
 
P = - exp( - Z" ) (4),


C r
 

tu l maxi mumin which r raii io winds, 

P = Central pres ure,

C
 

1) = )re S ii (Iiierent ial. 
4. There is a lower bound, 1) 9 in the central pressure. 

5. The atmosIpIeric pre sisurt at the peripliery of typhoons is 1.015 millibars. 

6. The radiu: of maximum winds, r , is constant and is taken as 50 km. 

7. Tracks 0f tvlh.ns .re issumed as straight I inc paths in the vicinity of 

a site of intere.,:st. 

8. The conver!ion factLor, , which is a ralio of surface speed to gradient 

speed, is unpI1Ioytl'd is a constant Irrespective of tilt distance. 

ATTENIAT ION RELATI 1ON 

Al aLtttcI I iat ioil re lIt ion i 1 ,11) IoVl Lo t II)tIi il t, In IIxinUI wind speed ex
pected in a it t ri a t(hrplooni t s id,;.ig tIlroigli at a span, s , which is the 

dkistinct, from tilt ;itt, tO tlW trilck of it, typhoon. It may be difficult to 

expres;; tie re liat ion in i closcd-t orl I rom tIitorcti cal cons iderat ions. Al ap
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proximate relation is alternatively introduced. Combining the forward veloci

ty, v0 , and the gradient wind velocity, V synthesized wind speed on the
 
r '
 

perpendicular axis to the forward direction may be expressed as (Yoshizumi, 

1968),
 

V V + K 
gr I + K Vo (5) 

where K =V gr / fr , 

f Coriolis paraineter. 

Whn thl 'Olt' ,;l'teLthan the rldillS of InaXiIlulml wind, the attenuation 
relation na'' I)( , pre;ed hv the preyvi ''ti t0.'I ion k.x'e'pt foi- a small part of 
the nV i 1 LtC i ( k, I I , nt orti. Wh ln it' pa iil e- s than the radius of 
maX i mum wiiid, ,mti pp rex i iiti r. lat i n will he rTlTl IoVt'd to ,-;iimt,1ate an envelope 

of til [a iMintI ',i id I;We'it. 

Si nc' 1K(+IK) in the' pre i,:- rquIltia Ion i, aqpp ro.:, imitelv expressed in 

a ]int-ar r'tI a[ iol, tle ALt t-en ;lt ioll i t lcLitol Il IA ' d asxprt'as, 

V = 1 - -p( + (1 -0 .075 -) v0 , for 8 > -> 1
SIll 

In 

___L e ,) - Il , vffor 02 >m
 

= Ap Oxi)(-l)+ + + I0.(1+-0. 075 ~ vo 


J !f '.; fs s s
V =e p(-1) +(.). .. + 1 2(14-0.075 -- v 90 for -0.825 > - > -8V vp I s I 
0 

s -[ exp(- Sr+ (-',-) + - + 0.(1+0.075 - for 0 -> 5 > 
i .8 

A i, S7n IF 
-

V+ (-= -' + + 0. (1+ .075 7- )7 Vo forxp(-) 0 > s >(16) 

Th teuthnrltinw i / s illsrae iimig 

nin 

m 
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80 ISTATISTICAL DATA 

6_Source
 

- Statistical data used in 

C40- the analysis were collected 
EPH5me from Geophysical Review edited


I f= 0.6-t 
20r P = 1.225 kg/ l by JMA. From 1949, almost all 

r-= 50 kin typhoons are summarized with 

respect to their position, cen
-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 tral pressure, forward speed 

.Nor::wlJi: d Di tinc e ( si r in and direction in 6 hour inter-

Fig. I 1\1n attLnua tion relat ion vals. The tracks of typhoons
 

near the Ryukyu Islands of
 
Japan during thc 30 years from 1949 were traced on naps with time and central 

pressure marks. The minimum central pressure, averaged forward speed and 

directi on in 10 di)lrctions in 2 degree square grids were accumulated. 
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sqI iL tit tI Ihit lg r i lthnic trans- ,/
 

loIifl i o o cttill Iit i%t rtI i n C
 

in edi ll stil-d iV idd i;qlhIr,. Iig. 2 /u 

.how ; a If -k t \,t1mn . tlottLtd , 

dild b tk ]i it; ill t ,lit ig ll'' WillI 

J 
, 

iW 'l it'll ti'till 11t i i L.-it I iie.
 
lit- tli icrint ae / 
 I
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.;i1il;I l.;t )t :1-it( d il lt.rcij t i;il ot 

ilI.PFm; Itm I|I engiuseeri g po11int Fig. 2 Cumulative frequency of 

of vi.w, 
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and S obtained in the 3rids near the Ryukyu Islands are shown in Fig. 3.
 

Forward Speed and Direction
 

The typhoons occurring near the Ryukyu Islands usually exhibit 
two peaks
 
in the frequency distribution of the forward direction as 
shown in Fig. 4. The
 
means and the standard deviations of forward speed and direction 
are obtained
 
respectively in each quadrant of the west 
to the north and the north-by-north
east to the east. In general, the forward speed for the north-easterly direc
tion is larger than that for the WL-s torly direction. The mean forward speed
 
for the north-u;tinerlv direction is about 
 30 kn/hl and the coefficient of vari

ation is about 0.5. 

The Lowest Central Pressure 

The lowest central pressure observed near the Ryukyu islands was 880 mil
libars, which is also shown in Fig. 3. 
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ESTIMATION OF EXTREME VALUE DISTRIBUTION
 

Tie probability distribution of maximum wind speeds caused by typhoons
 
may be estimated as a function of three major random variables, the pressure
 

differential, Ap, the span, s, and the forward speed, v0 .
 Assuming that the
 
other parameters are constant, the gradient wind speed can be expressed as,
 

Fv(v) = Prob[ V < v J 

= ff Prob[ V < vjs,v 0 ] f(s) f(v0 ) ds dv0 (7) 

where f(s) and f(v0 ) are probability density functions of span and forward
 

speed respectively.
 

Considering a Poisson process with a occurrence rate, X, the annual maxi

mum wind speed distribution may be written as,
 

GV) = exp[- X{ 1- Fv(v) 1 ] (8) 

NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
 

The probability expressed in Eq. 7 can be numerically integrated for a 
wind speed of interest with respect to s under a given forward speed v 0 . The 

bounds of the integral with respect to s may be determined as the range of the 

contribution to the probability from the attenuation relation taking the 

largest pressure differentiliaI.. The forward speCd was considered at 10 gauss

ian points within the range of four ,itaiidard deviations on both sides. 'Fhe 

contribution of the forward speed to the total probabi]ity was evluated with 

a gaussian quadraIture. 1q. 8 was then s sequently evluated. As the width 

of a 2 degree square is rough.ly 200 km in the moderate latitudes, the occur

rence rate, X, is employed as the rate in the range of 200 km. 

COMPARISON OF ESTIMATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS 

Five weather stations having long observation years are used for compar-

C. 

http:rough.ly
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ing with the calculated esti-
 0.M _ 

mates. Basic data to estimate 09I0.99

the distribution for correspond

ing sites are summarized in 0.98
 

Table 1. A, and the forward >0955
 

speed of the typhoon in this
 
Tao0.9
Table were averaged in adjacent .
 

areas. The results are shown P o8
 

iii Fig. 5. The basic data for
 

these areas were so alike that 0.5 
 M "'. " \ ISHIGAKI.]IMA .
 
the distributions are also sim-
 \ ,,_lMIyAKI.MA 

NHAilar. 0._\NAZE0.1 _ _--

0.01 

Observed annual maximum 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
wind speed distributions, nor- Wind Speed (mis) 

malized at 10 m above the ground, Fig. 5 Estimated results on 

are shown in I'ig. 6. The regres- double exponential 

sion linc in the figures is deter- probability paper 

mined from the method of moment. 

Tihe curved .line showed the estimated distribution converted from the gradient 
winds. In these cases a conversion factor of 0.74 was employed for all esti

mates since local topography around the sites not definedare well. 

Table 1 BASIC DATA FOR ESTIMATION 

Site Ishigakij ima, Naha Naze Minami 

Miyakoj ima Daitoj ima 

-
Two Degree 240 260 N 26o- - -
280 N 28o 300 N 24o 260 N
 

Square I24o-126 ° E 126o-128o E 128o-1300 E 130o-132o E 

1.16 1.05 1.02 1.27 

(1 0.035 0.038 0.041 0.038 
v0 (m/s) 8.06 8.61 8.74 9.77 

vo (mI/s) 4.08 4.14 4.69 5.73 
P1 (mb) 870 880 880 870 

http:lMIyAKI.MA
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Considering that the Naze Weather Station is located along an inlet sur

rounded by hills in the southerly direction ane the Minami Daitojima Weather
 

Station is in a basin of a circular coral island of about 5 km in a diameter,
 

the estimated results are seen to be well correlated.
 

995 99 

n 4 

a I1/ I
-+ 


I I 0 

- "- . .. . . .. . 2 L
 

I ) 0;90I I0 10 I 0 
2~ 9 

-+-


i95 375 

-iI ;l- if(' IP.l'-I 

1( O 0 O 0 £ 10 20 30 40 5 60 

Above t' e Giro und ,.... . . w- n;d 
[i goi +"
,n+ ,+ , ' , I A 97, +II ' 

i i , 
. ... ... . ...
2! LJ.2 .~ 1. I . . . 

' 9'3 

+. 

l +: + _ , + ,:IP
I 4 ~.i ' 

IA JIM, 

I'll 'tU. ZI G 

Wind.,d ( l + at n <p.d ( /; 1 0 I
 :,l loJmW 

tll ;run
Alhivv, thel G~i imI+ll 


. . . IJ M Fig. 6 Comparison of observed 

a i .- estimated distributioni-- I"and 

0 11) .10 5,0 602 
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DISCUSSION
 

Some parametric studies were carried out to investigate the influence of
 

the various parameters. For the station at Naha several parameters were exam

ined one by one to check the effect on the ctimated distribution.
 

When the level of the minimum central pressure differential, Apo I is 

increased, the occurrence rate, X, decreased accordingly, so that the level
 

change resulted in no visible difference in the distribution.
 

The influence of the upper boun,, of the central pressure differential, 

ApI , i. ,hown in Fig. 7. The influence is not so significant for the proba

bilities of :ot exceeding 0.95. 

If the coefficient ( is fitteu to the cumulative frequency of occurrence 

to simulate intense typhoons as shown in Fig. 2, the corresponding occurrence 

rate, X, is increased. Using this pair the result is obtained as shown in 

Fig. 8. The differ ences are negligi

ble for in tense tYplh~ons. It seems 

to be reasonabl.e to usn ;iln xponen- 0995 

A =1.05 
tial type distribut ion insttead of 099 =0.038 860 

v.z 61 (m/s) 880mb \' 
log-normal one wh lch is frequently (:F, 64.1260(/\(M l) 90 rb -. , 
employed for the frequency aistribu- 090 

820mb 

tion of the acurrence. 095 840mb 

-H '-I 
Increased si-iindard~( deviat~ion of 09-___ 

0 

the forward speed inilien ced tile 08 .. . . _ 

proab ili ty cal (II ] l OiIS als shown 

in Fig. 9. ThL, (t, rreI at i on between 05 . . . _... 

the inte nsity n;IdI he forwarard 5p)eed 

of the typhoon wil I1h invest igated 01 

in a futire. The radi; Of1omaximull 0 0 1 . . . . .. .. . . . .- _ _ 

wind ')seed depend; ()in the dt, lop- 2001 30 40 W 60 70 80 

ment of thie tIyphloon. It seelims dif- 14ud ;jot-d (l/.) 

f icult to employ the radiuls ;; a Fig. 7 Effect of upper bound 

variable in til probabil ity calcu- to irobah iI ty 
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lations. 

0.995 	 0.9%5-------

"2099a=0038 d.?6/-80=61"12m s
 
0 99 v. 8 6 1 (m/ 5 ) ....... v. M ) 4 12 m,5--, G
 

. 12 (m/s) 	 . .. RP.-880 .. t) 824 m--- 
098 ~-I-'08~
o- , o( b / I 1
 

'095 	 0~8lm)/09 __ 

08o. 	 ."...A . . 

05 	 ---- 0.5 

.. ...7. ..'. .	 0. . . . .. .. " ___. . _ _ _ _I "2 00610- 01 -------..... 
001 / / -/ - 0.1 . .. .ooi -.- o.0: "" __ ___I. 

. 

20 30 40 50 60 70 o 20 3o 40 50 60 70 80 

Winl S e-I (Mil:!) Wind Speed (/) 

Fig. 8 	 Ef fect of fitting line oil Fig. 9 Effect of standard deviation 

frequency distribution of forward speed 

SUMMARY 

The occurrence rate, X, and the forward speed, vo, of the typhoon are the 

most dominant factors which result in extreme wind in the Ryukyu region. The 

intensity coefficient, , contributes strongly the deviation of the distribu

tion. The distribution is not so sensitive to the other parameters. The es

timated distributions for typhoon effects are easily obtained with probability 

calculations using these parameters. 

The observed annual mrximum wind speed is likely to fluctuate consider

ably year by year because intense typhoons are rare events even in the ty

phoon-prone region. The probability procedure developed in this paper leads 

to more consistent probability distributions of extreme winds from data col

lected over a period of 30 years till the present. The probabilistic proce
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dure can be useful not only for sites which lack suitable wind observations
 

but also for sites which have long observation years.
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ABSTRACT It has been recognised that winds exhibit seasonal trends and are 

random in occurrence and intensity. However, on the assumption that long term 

climatic conditions remain statistically stationary over the years, it is 
possible to consider extremal values for a given calendar month over different 

years to 	 come from the same population. 

This paper considers all the monthly maxima of 3-sec gusts at two
 

stations 	 in Singapre & four different approaches in extreme value analysis are 

studied 	 and their results are compared. These are: (1) Case A where 

distributions of monthly maxima are assumed independent and identically 

distributed and the distribution of the maximum for any year is derived from 

Order Statistics, (2) Case B where distributions of monthly maxima are 

independent but not identically distributed and the distribution of the 

maximum for any year is derived, (3) Case C where the Fisher-Tippett Type 

distribution is used and (4) Case D where a chronological sequence of 

exceedences above a prescribed base level is used based on 
stochastic model by
 

Zelenhasic [1970].
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The determination of extreme wind is a basic problem in many studies of
 

wind effects on buildings. The wind speed averaging time is intimately
 

related to the natural frequency, and hence the physical dimensions, of a
 

structure or parts thereof. It has been reported that gusts of only a few 

I 
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seconds duration can produce significant wind loads on most structures with
 

natural periods of oscillations of a few seconds. Owing to instrumentation
 

limitations, gusts are averaged over 3s.
 

Probability Distribution of Maxima for given Calendar Month
 
3
The sample size of -sec gusts in an average month of 30 days is 

864000. The maximum 3-sec gusts speed for a particular month is the maximum 

value from the sample of the specified month. 

The monthly maxima for N years of record constitute the set {Xi" j ; 

i = I...... ,12; j = I....... N} where Xi 1 represents the maximum 3-sec gust 

for the ith calendar month (counting consecutively from I for January to 12 

for )ecember) in the jth year of record. 

The subset IXi' ; j = I ..... , N} represents the chronological series of 

maxima for the ith calendar month over N years of record. By assumption that 

seasonal. climatic conditions are statistically stationary over the years, the 

subset may be considered to be derived from a parent population with F (x.x. 
as its ciumlative distribution function. In other words, the maxima for the 
month of, say June, over any number of years may be considered to be derived 

from a population with the distribution function FX (x6 ). Preliminary 

analyses of gust records at 2 locations in Singapore indicated that Fx. (x ) 

follows a Fisher-Tipoett Type I (FTI) distribution with parameters anAa I i . 

These results are depicted in Fig. la to Fig. le for records at Fullerton, 

Singapore. This distribution function is given by
 

F x (xi ) = [-exp I-' (x - 6 I (1)I I 

and it expresses the probability of a given windspeed of magnitude xi being 

equalled or not exceeded during any ith calendar month. 

Distribution of Annual Maxima by Order Statistics: (Case A K, a.= 

The annual series used in the Gumbel method of extreme value analysis [1] 

consists of the set formed by the maxima derived from each year of record. 

This method presupposes that for any year in consideration, the maximum value 

can occur at any time during the year Implying that seasonal variations are 

not accounted for. 
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In the present context, not accounting for seasonal effects is tantamount 
to assuming that a, = a and Bi = B for i = 1 to 12. In this case, the maximum
 

iI

value for the jth year is given by max 1Xi'j;1......i 121. 

One may now rank the subset of values IXij; i 
= I..... , 12} in ascending 
order to give the set of order statistics {Yij ;i = I,..., 121 for the jth 
year. Here Yij; and Y12,j are the smallest and largest values respectively 

from the set {Xi i = 1 121. Consequently, 

Max {Xij; i = I ..... , 12} = Y12j 	 (2) 

The probability that tile maximum of 12 random variables (one maximum from each
 

calendar month) {Xi'j; i = I...... 12} 
 is 	less than or equal to y is
 

FY1 2 (y) = P [all 12 of the XI j 4 y] (3) 

= 	 12(y) (4)
X
i
 

whore the monthly maxima have been assumed to be independent and identically 

distributed.
 

Substituting Eq. 1 into Eq. 4 and simplifying with a, 
 a and =i
 

FY1 (y) = exp [-12exp {-a (y .)11 	 (5)
12,j
 

for which the density function is
 

fYI2 (y) = 12a.exp [--a (y -3) - 12exp f-a (y -B)1] (6)
12,J
 

The characteristic function 4v (u) of Y12,j is given by the 
'12,j 

mathematical expectation of exp iUY12 ,j). 

,12le 
u) 	 = E 

f 'e I u y f Y= (y) dy

"W 
 12,j 
iu8 ' iu)e (1 -0 -- (7)


al 
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where 8' =8 + -Ln 
12 and r (.) is the Gamma function. The rth moment of 

12,J, denoted by or', is given by 

i r ' (r) (0) (8) 

where the superscript 
(r) denotes the rth derivative of the characteristic
 

function with respect to u. 
It can be shown that 

(y + n 12)+1 
 (9) 

2 1 I2

2 ) - (10)2 1 6 a 

where y is the Eular numbet. Equation 7 represents the characteristic
 
function of a random 
 variable with the Fisher-Tippett Type I (FTI)
 
distribution. 
 If the maxima for each calendar month in any year are
 
independent and identically distributed according to 
the FTI distribution with
 
parameters a and 6 , the distribution 
of the largest in any calendar year is
 

also an FTI with parameters a and (8 + I in 12). For N years of record, a 
and a may be estimated using the sample mean and sample variance based on the 
12N monthly maxima on record. One may note that the annual series used in the
 
Gumbel method consists of 
N value for the N year of record.
 

Distribution of Annual Maxima Considering Seasonal Effects:
 

(Case B a i * a, 0 1 t) 

To account for seasonal effects, one may consider the subset {Xi,j; 
i = I..... , 121 for which 

max {Xi' j i = I .... , 121 = Yl2,J 

and 

FY1 (y) = P fall. 12 of the Xi j 4 y] 

12 VFi(Y) 

( l
 

=l
 
12
 

exp [- ) exp I--ai(y -8i)} 1 (12)
i=1 
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Eq. 12 gives the distribution of the largest 3-sec gust in any year. The 
parameters aI and b I are estimated from the sample mean and sample variance 

for the ith calendar month over N years of record. 

Return Period of Extreme Value 

T he return period, T, measured in years, represents the average 

recurrence of tIle extreme event Y12 of specif ied magnitude. The second 

subscript for the extreme event has been dropped without loss of generality 

where it is assumed that climatic conditions remain statistically similar over 

the years. FY (y) represents the probability that the extreme event Y1 2 willY12
 
equal or not exceed the value of y in any year. Then,
 

T = - FI (Y) (13) 

Y12 

Extreme Exceedence Method [31 Case D
 

This stochastic model was presented by Zelenhasic 119701 from the theory 

of the suprelnln of a random number of random variables primarily for extremal 

analysis of floods. An exceedunce Is recorded when the event exceeds a 

certain def ined base level and the magnitude of the exceedences and their 

intervals of occurrence are random variables themselves. 

In this analysis, the base level is taken to be the mean value plus one 

standard deviation. Fig. 2a to 2d show that the e xceedences and Inter

exceedence intervals are exponentially distributed with parameters A and a 

respectively for the gust readings at the 2 recording stations mentioned. 

Thils suggests that mont-hly maxima of gust realdings have a Polssonlan character 

and, from the general extremal distribution given by ZelenhasIc [1970], it can 

le shown that the probability of an exceedence being less than or equal to s 

Is 

Ns
 

F(s) = e ' (14) 

wherein ( Is the reciprocal of the mean of the Interval between successive 

exceedences and l( is the reciprocal of the mean of exceedences. The sample of 

a chronological series of exceedences, from which i and F in Eq. 14 are 

derived, yield more than N values for the N years of record. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 

Distribution of Monthly Maxima
 

Through I Monte Carlo simulation program, Lettenmaler & Burges [19821
 

demonst rat:,! that when tile method of moments is used to estimate the 

parameter, of the FTI di-trihiutinn, greatly improved event estimates result if 

the limiting; firm i- used rather than the form modified by the actual sample 

length of N years as, ori,,inal Iy suggested by Gumbel [1958]. This is 

tantaminit to usi n,, popilIat ion re at ionships linking the mean and standard 

devi ation wiLh the two distribution parameters and replacing the population 

moments by thir ;a nple estimates. Although a small incremental improvement 

over the ..tiod . aomt' nts is anticipated by the use of the more cumbersome 

fethod of max i num Iike I ihood, the ensuing analyses will be based on the 

limiting form of tI, TI distribution with the method of moments. 

The analyse-, ire based on reduced data on maximum wind gusts for each 

month over varying; periods of years measured at anemometer level over several 

locations in Singapore & Malaysia. For a number of stations, the data series 

i s eithtr too short (covering not more than 10 years) for a meaningful 

analysis; or there ik non-homogeneity due to relocation of the anemometers to 

higher ground. Data f "i the meteorological stations at Tengah Airbase & 

Fullerton Bhildilng in Si.. ore are reduced and analysed. 

For the data series at Full.!rton, the 31 maxima gust values for the 

nontis of .January over the 31 years of record are grouped as realizations for 

the month of January. This is repeated for each calendar month resulting in 

12 groups of real izat Ions. It should be pointed out that winds from all 

directions have been considered during the reduction of data, though this 

would not be desirable if there are large geographical features such as hills 

In the vicinity. 

The results of the extreme value analyses of monthly maxima of 3-sec 

gusts oitthe basis of the FTI distribution are presented in Table I wherein 

the di stri but ion parameters, ( and B, are observed to vary from month to 

month. The vartability of % valies appear to be more appreciable than the a 

values on tile percentage variation basis. 

Table I also provides estimates of the pertinent parameters of the
 

distribution functions for the various cases studied.
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The plotting positions of each group of data for the months of January to
 

December are shown in Fig. la to Fig. 19. The equation proposed by Weibull 
was used to estimate the plotting positions. In each of these figures, the 
bold line represents the FTI distribution based on a and a values given Table 
I. The FTI distribution appears to provide a good fit to the plotted points
 

and this is confirmed by the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness of Fit
 

test given in Table f1. The test is based on 5% level of significance. This 
suggests that the distribution parameters a and a vary from month to month and 
reflect the effects of tile wet and dry seasons. 

The Kruskal-Wallis test is used to test the null hypothesis that all of 

the 12 groups of random samples (one for each calendar month) come from the 

same population as aga inst the alternative hypothesis that some groups tend to 

furnish greater ohserved values than other groups. The Kruskal-Wallis test 

statistic is a function of the ranks of the observations in a combined sample 

and is given by the Chi-square distributiion with 11 degrees of freedom. The 

results of the Kruskal-Wallis test are given in Table IlI and clearly 

tlellionst riteo t hlt the monthly maxima for each calendar month do not come from 

identical ppulilat ions and clearly mani fest the effects of the monsoonal 

va r i at I io s, 

DistribuLion of Annual Maxima 

Insof ast the dis tfribution of maximum of 3-sec gusts in any one year at 

the 2 net-oro logiC ll stations are concerned, four cases are studied. 

The results of those ana ulyses are graphed in Figs. 3a and 3b for 3-sec 

rel)rsi at Fu rllerton Bu ildu i111d Tvngaih Air rise. Because of the elasticity 

(f the pilt , tlln,l ll''i "I nlixinmil depart re of tile observed values from the 

treoret i tllurviK are !omllmliriz ed tl' tle KolmiIogor)rv-Sli rnov Statistic given in 

Tahlo IV. I .l ] i 'ass; , t he t t1 re Isults show t Ilat tihe theoretical 

Ii I r ihllIt I )ll , I. .1, lat oIv r p rI' tt , l t level of It1 s IaIt signi fi cance. 

I ut "wor,'t';I! t ()I rit i ()n t hl Iht pol t 1tpro ces in Lthe exceoden e series do 

exhi hi t i nt a r-ox'cpmeel i l ,,rvil; ot mirt har , year as is apparent I n 

FHIgs . 'I alll 'I). thi; Wi I I give i '!or() oti rv Ill tit' lln l ITrIaximlIlIr exceedence 
trib; tIo)I-' I li t " lll l 'llelu l. However, t h ' . andil 1 pirilletirs aie est i mated 

tron ti, exceelrio s;eirieos whlch is a larger sample. Insofar as the goodness 

l 1 it is concerned, the Extreme lxcvedlnc,o analys is gives good agreement, 
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especially so when the data 
covers a longer period as in the case of those at
 
Ftllerton.
 

CONCLUSIONS
 

I. The distribution of the extreme values (a) based on 
order statistics as in
 
Case A, (b) considering seasonal effects 
as in Case B, (c) based on the
 
Gumbel and (d) based on 
the Extreme Exceedence adequately describe the
 
extremal series for 3-sec gusts at 
2 meteorological sites in Singapore.
 

function accounting for
 

2. Where the Weibull plotting position is used, the Gumbel distribution 
function provided che best fit to the annual series for long return 
periods whilst the Extreme Exceedence distribution 

seasonal effects provided a good fit 
to the annual exceedence series.
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TABLE t: Summe.ry of 5.: i,. Par.rl., r t.,t I- TABLE I I: Rcquls of 
3 -. e, C .r, 

Kolmogorov-Srnov Test on Goodnv.sq of Fit for 

B o-, Monthly Mnsi r- at Fullerton Bulldln . 

Car T1 r u l, Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov 

Cisci A!rf1~l Elhr:t -I ho1- ~: o r A 

A..0 5 0 .214 0.2131.0 ._I1 ) . .181 .17 6 .180.177 0 .210 0 .117 0 .072 

A.21 F.131806 

Jan. 13.5 3 .57 Is.42 Cr!:"cal Test Stla1s-lc a. 5t LevOl of Significance - 0.214. 

Feb .4 14.02 .41 15 .t 7 

Ma- .42 15.33 0.5 7 15.39 

Apr 0.4. 15.5) 0.43 1s.35 
TABLE III: Results of Kruskal-walls Test for 3-sec Gusts 

Ha 2 15.7t 0.50 17.28 

Jun I 0.55'I 15.97 0.47 lS.08 Station Test Statistic Critical Values at 5% 
Level of Significance 

Jul 0.55 15.02 0.48 17.60 

Aug 
Sep i___ 

0.41 
0.29 

15.98 
1_._-

0.67 

0.52 

18.11 

17.Tengah 

1 
Fullerton Buil dng 

Airfleld 

50.67 

51.65 

19.68 

19.68 

Sep 0.29 1.4 .2 1 11t 

Oct I 0.60 15.35 0.49 17.00 

NOV I 0.51 14.b2 0.40 16.35 

Dec 0.79 14.21 0.77 16.08 TABLE IV: Results of Kolmogorov-Smlrnov Test on Goodness 

B. Based on all of Fit for 3-sec Gusts for Annual Series 

monthly maxsMa 0.43 14.93 0.48 16.77 

a - . B," BTest Statistic 

Critical Value 
C. Based on Annual 

SerBas onAel Series Gumbel1 0.35 
19.Sain1,
19.84 0.42 21.18 at - a Gumbel I Exceedence at 5% Level of 

B I - B B, * a ethod 2 Significance 
0. Based on 

Annual Exceedence 
SeriesSeries 

1.65 0.42 1.79 0.46 Fullerton Building 

Tengah Airfield 

0.132 

0.207 

0.128 

0.190 

0.121 

0.109 

0.098 

0.132 

0.214 

0.259 

I N - 21 years of record 

2 4 - 31 years of record I Based On Annual Maxima Series 

2 Based On Annual Maximum Exceedence Series 
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ABSTRACT Developments in real-time flood forecasting activities are reviewed
 
and model, data needs, and computationai requirements for improving flood
 
forecasting to reduce flood hazard consequences are explored. Hurricane,
 

hurricane surge, frontal rain, convective rain, and snowmelt generated floods
 

are discussed and the different modeling and data networks needed for
 
predicting the magnitudes and consequences of these phenomena are described.
 

Formal schemes for incorporating meteorological and catchment antecedent
 

uncertainties into forecasted flood responses are reviewed. All schemes are
 
evaluated considering catchment size, forecast quality and forecast lead time
 

to show what methods are most useful. Needed research and implementation of
 
known technologies relevant to flood hazard mitigation through flood
 

forecasting are addressed
 

INTRODUCTION
 

We are reminded constantly of some of the many forces of nature, how
 
they can disrupt society, terminate lives,and wreak havoc upon the constructed
 

fabric of civilization. From mid July to mid August, 1987, newspaper reports
 
in the United States included: "The third violent storm in fewer than two
 
weeks lashed South Korea today, flooding the capital and killing 59 people to
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bring the death toll to more than 300..." (The Seattle Times 7/27/1987);
 

"Relief Officials in Dhaka said that the death toll from two weeks of flooding
 

rose to 238, and that nearly a million people were left homeless in Bangladesh
 

and neighboring India. The floods were triggered by heavy Monsoon Rains,
 

which have also destroyed at least 625,000 acres of rice fields" (The Wall
 

Street Journal, 8/15/1987); "India's yearly monsoon, which brings rain vital
 

to the subcontinent, has failed to appear... The country's chief grain
 

producing states, Punjab and Haryana have had almost no rain this year (The
 

Wall Street Journal, 8/19/1987); "Four die as record rains leave Chicagoans in
 

6 feet of water... Th flood virtually stopped transportation in the nation's
 

third largest city... More than 9 inches of rain was measured at Chicago's
 

O'Hare International airport ....a record for the most rain in 24 hours" (The
 

Seattle Times 8/15/1987). Similar reports for other locations have occurred
 

in the past and will be made in the future. What are the prospects for
 

forecasting such phenomenon and mitigating their effects?
 

Floods (and droughts) are devastating natural hazards that have tested
 

the adaptability of species and threatened human and animal survival since the
 

earliest times. Threats associated with flooding include lightning, earth
 

movement, and hazards created by extreme winds. I will concentrate here on
 

water related flood hazards.
 

Dominant flood hazards are created by water inundation and associated
 

erosion and deposition of soil and debris. Many life threatening situations
 

occur during flood genesis and range from increased accident hazard whilst
 

traveling during flood producing rain in as yet unflooded regions, to loss of
 

life from destruction of vegetation and structures during flood producing
 

storms. When determining flood hazard for a particular location, principal
 

emphasis is placed on determining the depth and extent of inundation. This
 

necessitates identifying all flood causing mechanisms, estimating their hazard
 

potential, and delineating inundation boundaries for particular risk levels.
 

The inundation region for a risk level of 0.01 per year usually is of larger
 

areal extent than that of 0.1 per year.
 

In low lying coastal regions that experience typhoons, (or hurricanes,
 

monsoons, or cyclones), the dominant flood producing mechanisms are associated
 

with tidal surge and wind generated waves. Where rivers discharge to the
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oceans in these regions, riverine flooding is exacerbated by storm induced and
 

tidal oceanic channel floodinq near the outlet.
 

Severe flooding can occur along the shores of lakes (natural and man
 

made) and non-tidal seas due to seiching, wind setup, and wind generated
 

waves. Over large time scales, on the order of years to decades, inundation
 

of low lying near shore areas occurs as lake levels fluctuate. Forecasting
 

can do little to mitigate such damage; wise planning and development of near
 

shore areas is the only way to minimize damage from lake level fluctuations.
 

Riverine flooding can be generated by one or more mechanism. Depending
 
on time of year and geographic location, riverine flooding may be caused by
 

rainfall; snowmelt; rainfall and snowmelt combined; catchment thawing; and ice
 

breakup, movement, damming, and ice dam breaching. Riverine flooding can also
 

he caused by movement of hyperconcentrated sediment laden flood waters. When
 

engineered facilities are involved the impact of naturally generated
 

streamflow may be mitigated by storage in dams, containment by levees,
 

diversion through floodways, or by inundating locations that have been
 

engineered to withstand flooding (flood proofed). The impact may be
 

exacerbated if some or all the engineered facilities do not perform as
 

designed (dam failure, levee breaching, etc.).
 

The papers on floods presented at this conference address three topics:
 

estimation of probabilities of damaging floods and associated inundation
 

regions; structural and non-structural methods for mitigating flood damage;
 

and methods for forecasting (short-term) flood hazard. The first topic has
 

received extensive attention in the last thirty years; some measure of that
 

activity in the last decade alone can be found in Greis, 1983, Potter, 1987,
 

and Stedinger and Baker, 1987. The broad approach is to obtain all relevant
 

hydrologic data and make estimates of flood frequency and to map inundation
 

regions. While schemes for including uncertainty into mapped regions are not
 

used routinely, one simple scheme for doing this was suggested by Burges,
 

1979. For catchments undergoing changes in agriculture, silverculture, or
 

urban occupancy, it is essential that hydrologic data used to delineate hazard
 

areas reflect the anticipated future conditions.
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Structural measures are familiar to civil engineers and it is innovative
 
use of structures that is important to hazard mitigation. There are many
 
examples of exceptional engineering practice combining structural and non
structural measures. 
One such example can be found in the flood protection
 
facilities in the Miami River Valley in Ohio, USA which have been in place
 
since 1922 (Morgan, 1951). Several papers in the present conference describe
 
low cost, robust, structural means for withstanding damage in inundated areas.
 

The last group of papers involve forecasting floods for real-time hazard
 
mitigation. Flood forecasting has been practiced throughout the world for
 
much of the latter half of the century to provide forecasts of hazard
 
(inundation) situations with sufficient advance notice to permit timely
 
evacuation to minimize loss of life. Despite these efforts many lives are
 
still lost each year. Where 
flood warning systems have been well established
 

loss of life is primarily during flash floods.
 

In the remainder of this paper I discuss forecast methods for each of
 
the identified flood causing situations described above. 
 For each situation I
 
examine the problem in terms of geographic scale, speed with which a flood
 
generating mechanism produces flood inundation, and emergency preparedness
 
response time. 
 Timely forecasting of storm movement and precipitation depth,
 
direct measurement of precipitation and streamflow, and associated computing
 
needs are discussed. Needed refinements in data inputs to and in models, and
 
likely gains in precision through newer instrumentation, are examined.
 

FLOOD HAZARD SITUATIONS -- FORECASTING ISSUES 

Forecasts can be made with greatest precision when the forecast lead
 
time is short or the flood threat is riverine and an upstream stream gauge
 
measures 
the hydrograph that, after propagation downstream, creates the flood
 
hazard. We are best able to es'imate the changes in a hydrograph as it
 
propagates downstream with little local 
inflow between an upstream location
 
and the downstream location of concern. 
 We have much poorer s!,ills in
 
attempting to estimate what will be the hydrograph at upstream location
an 


given we have only an 
estimate of rain to bu expected at some future time.
 
Even when we have measured rain our best predictions are associated with main
 
channel flood flow routing. In short, most skill is associated with "how to
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route" and least skill isassociated with "what to route". It is of little
 
surprise that much more is written and studied about the former than the
 

latter.
 

Skills in forecasting coastal inundation parallel those of riverine
 

flood inundation. We have very limited skills at forecasting the paths of
 
typhoons for times greater than about twelve to twenty-four hours. Even when
 

a typhoon path is fairly well established, good estimates of the precipitation
 

intensity and amount are elusive; waiting for the rain to be recorded when the
 

typhoon reaches the land is of little benefit to hazard mitigation managers.
 

What technological or data retwork schemes for environmental data sensing are
 

likely to improve the situation?
 

Coastal Flooding
 

Different observing schemes for forecasting need to be established for
 

different forecasting problems. Consider first the problem of forecasting
 

inundation of low lying coastal regions as typhoons move on shore and
 

inundation is caused by tidal surge, wind generated waves, and heavy rain.
 

(Estimates of the heaviest point rainfall depths that coild be produced in the
 
gulf states of the United States are for 33 inches in six hours and about 42
 

inches in 24 hours, Bureau uf Reclamation, 1973.) Critical information
 

includes a spatial indication of the antecedent wetness of the land area, as
 
well as inundation from antecedent weather and information concerning the path
 

of an incoming typhoon as well as data that permit estimating storm rainfall
 

distribution in time and space. Antecedent inundation information can be
 

obtained readily from aerial photographs (taken from aircraft) or infrared
 

satellite images, cloud cover permitting (Yates and others, 1986).
 

Alternatively, the ground inundation state can be mapping using index water
 

depth gauges with measurements reported manually or by auLjmatic telemetry.
 

While nontrivial, this remains the easiest part of the problem. It is an
 

enormously difficult problem to predict typhoon path, associated tidal
 

inundation, ard precipitation depths.
 

The best current procedures for tracking typhoons and obtaining
 

estimates of their severity use satellite measurements, weather aircraft, and
 

reports from ships at sea. Smith and others, 1986, describe progress in use
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of meteorological satellites since 1960 and show how satellite measurements
 
were useful for helping to predict movement of hurricane Alicia in the Gulf of
 
Mexico in August 1983 for forecast periods of 12 hours. 
 Despite sophi.;ticated
 
measurements, when a hurricane is 72 hours offshore the U.S. Weather Service
 
has only a 10% 
chance of predicting where it will 
come ashore. When 
a storm
 
is 24 hours off the coast, predictions of storm movement are wrong 50% of the
 
time. 
 Given typical evacuation times of the order of 36 hours, decision
 
makers are 
forced into min-max situations. For example, it cost 
at least $US
 

million to evacuate 950,000 people from Galveston, Texas in 1980 when
 
Hurricane Allen approached; Hurricane Allen bypassed Galveston (Calonius,
 

1983).
 

Storm surge depth, which can be 
as large as 15 to 20 feet, can be
 
estimated hydrodynamically for any given bathymetry as 
long as the offshore
 
sea level rise is known. Sea levels rise about one foot for a drop of
 
atmospheric pressure of 
one inch of mercury. Consequently, the single most 
useful 
device for predicting water rise, when atmospheric pressure cannot 
be
 
measured directly at is ofsea, use sea level measuring stations. Such
 
stations 
give several hours of warning of impending sea level rise (U.S.

National Science foundation, 
 1980). The ahility to predict precipitation 

storms land
depth and area] ext.ent is poor rnti1 reach and measurements of 
rain depth are first made. Short-ter forecasting called "nowcastinq" for
 
rainfall distributions and amounts to
up six hours ahead is a srhjfc t Of 
current research (Farnsworth and others, 1984). the most ompplete scheme for 
longer term estimates of rainfall depth present toat appear-s !)e based on 
modifications of work by Scofield and 0liver. 177 d scrihI iy Farnsworth 
and others, 1984.
 

Smith and others, 1986. paint a relati y lev opt imistir picture of gains 
to be made in improved weather analysis and for-castin- Such gains depend on 
improved geostat inarv sat ,llitos (G)I. I XI) and polai- orhliting satellites 
that ar-e plannd for IdMl hino in thr 1990'n. Ir rriirwntat ior in to provide 
finer resolution of qloIa l wind i fro drs it is antitamid ip,lthrd that synthetic 
apert.mire ralar ;miaqe . will provide imprrrved m, anns for analyiint tropi(al 
st orms. 
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Riverine Flooding
 

Satellites (GOES) for North and South America provide excellent means
 
for determining snow cover areal extent as well as flood inundation areas;
 
night time thermal infrared imaging isparticularly suited to flood inundation
 
mapbing (Yates and Others, 1986). For large rivers having widths greater than
 
about 2 km, daily monitoring of changes in river ice indicates movement and
 
probable formation of ice dams. Aerial photography or direct aerial
 
observation can be used inother situations to detect river ice flood
 
producing threats.
 

On large rivers, it issustained snowmelt, long duration rain, or
 
combinations of both that give rise to overbank hydrological flooding.
 
Consequently there isa long lead time to make flood forecasts. Insmaller
 
catchments, it is unusual for snowmelt (which can be forecast quite accurately
 
when areal coverage isknown) to cause major floods. Major rainfall of
 
relatively short duration isthe dominant cause of flooding on these
 
catchments. Floods produced by rain of moderate intensity and long duration
 
can be significant. On smaller catchments, on the order of one hundred square
 
miles or less, intense, short duration rainfall (as well as sustained
 
rainfall) produces major floods. Short duration, high intensity rains give
 
rise frequently to what are known as "flash floods". Clearly, different
 
forecasting and warning systems are needed inflash flood prone areas than are
 
needed in regions where flooding is produced by large scale rain systems.
 

Consider first intense rainfall on smaller catchments. Meteorological
 
conditions that favor such rainfall production can be forecast quite
 
accurately as the broad frontal systems that support convective activity can
 
be mapped by Satellite and ground based radar. Real-time flood forecasting
 
can be done using rain gauges as well as radar information to estimate the
 
temporal and areal distribution of rainfall. Flood warnings for these
 
locations must be given inanticipation of rainfall as the catchment response
 
ison the order of minutes to a few fours. The warnings must reflect
 
antecedent moisture conditions and the anticipated severity of rainfall. In
 
such situations a two level warning system would be appropriate. Occupants of
 
hazard prone areas would be alerted to the possibility of flooding on a given
 
day based on synoptic scale forecasts and antecedent catchment conditions.
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The second level evacuation warning (which would have to be acted on 
in
 
minutes) could be given soon after rain above a particular threshold is
 
measured at ground level. 
 This type of system is appropriate in any flash
 
flood situation where catchment response time is
on the order of 30 minutes
 
for land response and 30 minutes for channel response and where 15 to 30
 
minutes is sufficient time for evacuation to safety.
 

For larger river basins where flood forecasting is needed to mitigate
 
flood hazards in the lower reaches, accurate real-time forecasts of rainfall
 
are much less important than for small catchments. Rainfall data important
 
for estimating flood development downstream are measured in real-time at
 
ground based rain gauges, flood flows are predicted at stream gauges, and the
 
predictions are updated when flows are measured at relevant gauges.
 

Forecasting rainfall becomes more important when there are dams and
 
reservoirs in the river basin that 
are used for flood damage mitigation.
 
Long-term forecasts would he highly desirable to operate such facilities,
 
which typically are multiple purpose, as efficiently as possible. Here the
 
value of a forecast depends on the size of the facility relative to the mean
 
flow of the river. If a facility can fill or empty on the order of one month
 
or less, accurate forecasts can have great value. 
 If it takes many months or
 
on the order of one year to fill or empty, rain (or snowmelt) producing flood
 
forecasts on 
the order of months ahead have greatest value when the reservoir
 
level is at the upper level 
of its flood pool target operating range. Such
 
forecasts would have been valuable for the situation that led 
to the 1983
 
flooding on the Colorado River, U.S.A. (Paltrow, 1983). Except for certain
 
conditions where weather patterns are relatively stable and extended weather
 
forecasts can be provided on a probabilistic scenario basis (typically for
 
drought forecasting), the prospects are not encouraging for accurate 10-90 day
 
forecasts of precipitation (Reinhold, 1987). Consequently, dynamic reservoir
 
storage areas must be maintained to accommodate floods of designated risk
 
level at various times of the year.
 

Hydraulic and hydrologic Flooding
 

I differentiate between hydraulic flooding and hydrological flooding and
 
will emphasize the latter. I use the term hydraulic flooding to represent
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floods caused by failure of engineered or natural structures or for flow stage 

changes caused by sediment movement. If, for instance, one is concerned with 

flooding from a dam failure or a levee failure, the resulting hydrograph at 

the site results from the actual failure form and the sequence of failure. 

From a hazard mitigation perspective, the structural failure has to be 

identified in sufficient time to release water in a controlled fashion to 

empty the reservoir or to evacuate those at risk downstream if the structure 

cannot be saved. Other hydraulic floods are caused by ice dam formation and 

failure and can be anticipated with sufficient lcad time to minimize threat to 

life. Natural dams formed by landslides blocking a major river channel can 

give rise to predicable hydraulic failures and timely mitigative measures can 

be taken. Debris dams that form in small catchments (typically steep 

catchments having contributing areas less then 10 square miles) can give rise 

to catastrophic flooding when they are breached by flood flows following heavy 

rain. Such dams should be destroyed soon after they form to minimize future 

flood hazard. 

Hydrologic flooding is the process where rainfall, snowmelt, catchment
 

thawing, or a combination ot them give rise to lateral inflow to channels and
 

subsequently generate hazard level flooding (near to or e,,,ceeding bankfull
 

flow) downstream. The first step in forecasting such floods, particularly for
 

smaller catchments, is transforming estimated (or measured) precipitation to
 

channel lateral inflow and subsequently channel flow. This necessitates some 

form of precipitation-runoff model.
 

PRECIPITATION - RUNOFF MODELING FOR FLOOD FORECASTING
 

There is no single model for converting precipitation to runoff that is
 

applicable universally. The ideal model would be one that captured all
 

relevant physics of the catchment at the scale of interest, have few
 

parameters to be Lstimated from measured data or be provided by field
 

observations of catchment features, could be implemented on readily available, 

easy to use and understand computers, and provide accurate forecasts of 

streamflow at key hazard decision points throughout the river basin with 

sufficient lead time for hazard mitigation steps to be implemented. The ideal
 

system would provide information to hazard managers to evacuate areas only
 

when essential; there would be no false alarms. These are the requirements
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for improving precipitation - runoff flood forecasting schemes. Some
 

guidelines for such model development, within an appropriate systems
 

framework, are provided by James and Burges, 1982a, and Szollosi-Nagy and
 

others, 1983.
 

While no current precipitation - runoff model meets fully the needs of
 

flood forecasting, general guidelines for selection, calibration, and testing
 
of hydrologic models have been given by James and Burges, 1982b. Careful
 

attention to the details articulated by James and Burges, and others who have
 

focused on particular aspects of the modeling process, should result in
 

implementing effective forecasting and warning schemes. What types of
 
precipitation - runoff schemes are appropriate? 

Consider first snowmelt runoff. For relatively short-term (on the order
 

of days to weeks) forecasting, on a day by day basis, the most influential
 

factors are the areal coverage of snow and daily melting rate. Snow
 

morphology is enormously complicated and while heat budgets can be calculated,
 

given extensive instrumentation, for an area on the order of a few tens of
 

square meters, sophisticated energy balance models have little to offer.
 

Snowmelt runoff generation that becomes input to channel systems is a
 
relatively low frequency phenomenon. Effective schemes for forecasting melt
 

use some form of a predictor - corrector approach. Typically a degree day 
factor (this changes with time of year to reflect radiation inputs and snow
 

morphology), air temperature, and snow covered area are used to estimate
 

snowmelt runoff. The predicted quantity is compared with measured flow and
 

the degree-day factor modified to force the predicted quantity to coincide
 
with the measured flow rate cr volume. The updated degree-day factor, new
 

snow cover area, and forecasted air temperature for the next time period are
 

used to advance the forecast. The many hydrologic nonlinearities that
 

influence how meltwater reaches the channel system are all captured in one
 

singe parameter, the degree-day factor. Formalization of this broad process
 

can be made via a Kalman Filter representatinn )f the system. A more complete
 

deterministic approach that includes rainfall as well as snowmelt has been
 

implemented by the U.S. National Weather Service, (Anderson, 1973).
 

The situation for non-snowmelt flood forecasting differs. When snowmelt
 
flooding is of concern, much is already known about the potential flood threat
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because measurements of the snow available to melt can be or have been made.
 
For rain generated floods, estimates of rain reaching the ground must be made.
 

The response of a catchment to rainfall ("what to route") depends on
 
topography, stratigraphy, and the spatial and temporal distribution of: rain;
 
initial soil moisture; vegetal coverage; land surface state; soil types, and
 
depths; and the arrangement of the active and passive first order drainage
 
network. Wit, all these variables in a catchment, the response to rainfall is
 
highly nonlineir. Almost all decision making models used to transform
 
rainfall to channel lateral inflow approximate this complex process by simple
 

linear schemes. The exceptions are empirically structured nonlinear
 
representations contained inthe stanford watershed model (Crawford and
 
Linsley, 1966) and its many derivatives, or the U.S. Weather Service model
 
(Burnash and others, 1973). These latter classes of models are thought of as
 
conceptual inthat they conceptualize catchment features rather then attempt
 

to represent spatial catchment physics directly.
 

All rainfall - runoff models used for flood hazard decision making 
require some calibration, a process where predicted streamflow iscompared 

with recorded streamflows and model calibration parameters are adjusted to 
achieve the best possible agreement. Since the model used may not capture all 
relevant catchment physics, itisonly useful for future interpolation within 
its calibration experience. A well calibrated model may give completely 

erroneous results when used outside its calibration range (Gan and Burges, 
1986, Klemes, 1982, 1986). A more complete discussion of this broad topic is 

given inSorooshian, 1983. 

It is clear that whatever model isused for predicting flood response to
 
rainfall some form of predictor - corrector scheme isneeded. Insights into
 
the nature of the magnitudes of corrections can be gained from models that
 
represent much of the catchment physics. For example, Garen and Burges, 1981,
 
calculated, via simple first order methods, sensitively of streamflow
 

production from the Stanford Watershed Model to parameter uncertainty, 
moisture storage uncertainty, and precipitation input uncertainty. Their 
surIcia made use oF relevant partial derivatives whose importance changed as a 

fui:c;.ion of catchment conditions. Use of this general approach avoids over 
correcting for something that will be unimportant at a more critical time 
later inthe storm. Ad hoc correction schemes, for example, using a previous 
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storm pattern that has similar early storm properties to the present storm,
 
may be more valuable than a formal statistical scheme which forces the model
 
to respond in a 
way that does not represent catchment behavior. Users of
 
formal predictor - corrector schemes should heed the warnings of Dunne, 1982,
 
concerning relevant catchment physics.
 

Formal predictor - corrector schemes have been in
use since the
 
hydrologic community explored Kalman Filters. 
 This interest arose mainly in
 
the earlY to mid 1970's and was 
influenced by growing computing capability.
 
Two schools of development occurred. 
 One school worked with variations of
 
time series models of the form of Box and Jenkins, 1970, and adapted them to
 
Kalman Filter form. 
 One such model used in short-term flood forecasting was
 
constrained linear systems (CLS) (Todini and Wallis, 1977). 
 Extensions uf
 
that approach to include an approximate conceptual model prep-ocessor to 
provide "net precipitation" as an input 
to CLS were made by Datta and
 
Lettenmaier, 1985. 
 This latter approach permitted successful incorporation of
 
some nonlinear features 
into a linearly structured model.
 

While numerous models have been cast 
in state-space form, few address
 
the issue of forecasting in large catchments with numerous forecast locations. 
Wood, 1981, suggested a scheme 
for doing this where he reduced the dimension
 
of the 
state vector by partitioning the catchmcnt into subcatchments and
 
allowed for subcatchment interaction by supplementing the process noise terms. 
Subsequent schemes implemented in various places throughout the world take
 
advantage of similar approaches; a detailed survey of real-time flood
 
forecasting models of this other
and forms is given by Bacchi and others, 
1986.
 

The second school 
looked to complex conceptual rainfall-runoff models
 
that were used deterministically for forecasting. 
 For example, in the United
 
States, the National Weather Service's, Soil Moisture Accounting (NWS-SMA)
 
model, (Burnash and others, 1973) is used extensively for flood forecasting. 
Given its ut,,e it. wa; lo.icjl to explore the possibility of rewriting it into a 
state-space .,,i to provide a means for using real-time information for 
continuous correct ion and upda tin the forecast.s as well as proving confidence 
statements for the forecasts. The principal work along these lines has been 
done by Kitanidis and Bras, 1980a,b,c, who structured the NWS-SMA model 
as a
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Kalman Filter for on-line updating of model states (flow rates at particular
 
locations). 
 Kitanidis and Bras, 1980c, showed that the state-space conceptual
 
model w~s superior, particularly on the rising limb of the hydrogrzph, to
 
simpler linear ARMAX schemes. While promising, the state-space version of
 

this model is not in wide use.
 

Fluvial Hydraul ics
 

There is a tendency for hydrologists to ignore critical aspects of
 
suspended sediment and channel scour and deposition when estimating flood
 
response. In all the modeling wor t, cited here, no 
one hds taken into account
 
changing channel sections during flood nor have they considered the fluid as
 
other than a Newtonian continuum. Changing channel sections are most
 
pronounced in large rivers that have been engineered to contain most floods
 
within fixed boundaries the importance of considering channel section 
changes during the rise a.id fall 
of the flood hydrograph has been discussed
 
fcr the Mississippi River by Belt, 
 i975. River water stage changes during
 
flood hydrograph Propagation must be incorporated into the warning system.
 

Gong and Wu, 1987 provide valuable data for the magnitudes of stage
 
changes on the Yellow River, China 
 (about 2 meters) over the period 1950-1978. 
These changes in sJage for a given flow rate are critical to the integrity of 
levees. Another observation made by Gong and Wo concerned the rapid 
fluctuation in stage of 3.5 meters for no change in flow rate for 
hyperconcentrated sediment flow during the August 1977 flood on the Yellow 
River. Further details are given by [ngelund and Wan, 1984, who commented 
that the maximum suisuended sodi mont concentration associated with this 
phenomenot was about 34%. hey offered on( possi)le explanation of the 
physics of this hypercorcentrated flow situation and stress its hazardous 
nature. Another situation of dramatic stage change for no change in flow rate 
for a coarse gravel tbed river is described by Henderson, 1966, p. 435. These 
examples emphasize the importance of fuvial hydraulics in estimating stage for 
a forecasted flow rat.e and assessing flooding hazard. 

Data Networks 

Data networks for forecastinc flood hazard differ depending upon the
 
cause of flooding. For small catchments, where response times are on the
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order of one hour, the most useful information will be predicted and measured
 
rainfall. This holds for convective rain, frontal rain; and typhoons. In
 
each catchment, there must be at least one stream gauge for developing and
 
cal'ibrating a valid rainfall runoff model. 
 At least one rain gauge isneeded
 
per catchment. Numerous investigations into data networks indicate that
 
improvements into characterizing the rainfall spatial and temporal pattern
 
result as 
more rain gauges are added, although the improvement issmall after
 
about five gauges have been installed. Rain gauges must be located to provide
 
the most useful and timely hydrologic information; there isno universal
 
criterion for rain gauge neLwork design. 
 Ground based precipitation
 
measurements of convective rainfall 
are much more informative than estimates
 
inferred from radar images. The typical radar image isfor a five minute
 
period and does not reflect the depth of rainfall that reaches the ground over
 
that five minute period. While radar are useful
scans inshowing convective
 
storm extent, there is no substitute for ground level measurements of rainfall 
depth.
 

Measured rainfall and measured streamflow must be sent to hazard 
mitigation centers in real tire. This necessitates use of robust and 
intelligent recording and sending devices to ensure spurious readings are not 
made and reported. The data network must have redundancy to avoid using a
 
gauge that is giving erroneous data and to ensure that reliable data can be 
provided even if one or more gauges functions improperly. This requirement 
suggests a minimum of two rain gauges per hazard catchment area. 

When developing a model (or suite of models) for flood hazard 
forecasting all rain gauges should be use(d . beuh,' id i ary model s must 
established which use only some of the gaoiqes so that there will always be at 
least one cal i brated model available (al be it not necessarily the best one for 
the catchment.) when some of the rain gauges malfunction. Since measured 
rainfall is critical for hazard decision making at this scale catchment, there 
must be a model available to make use of any single rain gauge that functions 

during the storm. 

For non-convective storms, flood development takes longer and stream
 

gauge data as well as rainqjauge data can be used effectively in a predictor
corrector model to update model parameters and provide confidence limits for
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the forecasted hydrograph stage. For both flash floods and longer duration
 

floods, more than sufficient computing capability exists in personal computers
 

of the advanced technology variety to handle the data and modeling needs of
 

small catchment flood hazard forecasting situations. Hazard management
 

centers should be localized to maximize their effectiveness.
 

For intermediate sized catchments (on the order of 500 square miles) 

where the catchment response time to rainfall is on the order of several 

hours, similar networks to those for small catchments are appropriate. The 

major difference is that rain reaching the channel system via the land is on 

the order of 39 minutes to one hour and channel flow times are on the order of 

several hours. In these catchments, greater advantage can be taken of real

time streamflow measurements to update and correct the forecasted downstream 

bydrograph. The forecast, at. time t. + At is based on rainfall measured up to 
time t, possibly an estimate of rainfall at time t + At, and measured upstream 

flow at Lime t. The forecast time increment, At, could be as small as 30 

minutes and as large as 2 to 6 hours depending on channel travel times. 

For larger catchoents where channel flow times are on the order of one 

half (lay or larger (typically larger than 1000 square miles). Knowledge of in 

channel flows at upstream locations is critical to downstream flood
 

forecasting. If any of the subcatchments have flood hazard situations, 

forecast systems as described previously are needed. For the total system,
 

rain gauges suitable for forecasting upstream flow must be installed and 

predictor-corrector models used to forecast and update streamflow at upstream
 

stream gauges. 

Downstream forecasts for all hazard locations are provided at time t + 

At by using measured upstream flow at time t, forecasted upstream flow at time 

t + At. and forecasted lateral inflow to the main channel system between time 

t and , + At. The forecasting model is predominantly a channel routing model 

with predictor-corrector components on forecasted upstream flow and channel 

inflows. Again, advanced technology personal computers have sufficient 

capability to make tlhe!,(e real time forecasts. Forecast time steps AL of 12 to 

24 hours are appropriate. For large rivers, At. on the order of days to weeks 

may be needed for some situations. In rivers that receive heavy tributary 

suspended sediment inputs (greater than about 4% by volume) stage for a given
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flow rate is influenced by the sediment load. Consequently, for rivers such
 

as the Yellow River, it would be beneficial to gauge (at least approximately)
 

critical sediment characteristics in real-time. It is important to have a
 

sediment hydrograph as well as a flow hydrograph to estimate flood hazard
 

stage adequately.
 

No matter how good the technical component of the data-modeling network
 

is, it is worthless without a complete hazard communication and civil
 

preparedness component. Timely and reliable hazard warning and evacuation
 

information must be communicated, received, acknowledged, and acted upon by
 

those subject to the forecasted hazard. This includes those responsible for
 

operating, maintaining, and protecting structures, and for managing evacuation
 

and emergency housing for evacuees.
 

All measurement networks used for hazard forecasting should be augmented
 

where needed with additional instruments that can indicate unforeseen hazards.
 

For example, simple water stage gauges at locations other than stream gauges
 

can be installed to warn of sudden water level changes that might be generated
 

by mud slides or other failures during flood. No instrument is an adequate
 

substitute for visual observation of hazard generation or development, and any
 

hazard response system must include visual verification of the hazard or
 

potential hazard.
 

FLOOD HAZARD FORECASTING SYSTEMS
 

Flood forecasting systems are in use throughout the world. The more
 

effective systems have well integrated hazard mitigation programs to effect
 

evacuation of movable property, humans, and animals from hazard prone areas.
 

In the United States the National Weather Service forecasts huricanes, flash
 

floods, and major river floods. At county and local government (city) levels
 

additional highly specific systems have been installed. The quality of each
 

system depends on the timeliness and accdracy of the hazard forecast and the
 

effectiveness with which the hazard is communicated, perceived, and acted
 

upon. The weakest links in such systems are hazard perception and individual
 

action, when a flood hazard warning has been issued. Greatest loss of life
 

occurs for those who do not receive a warning or perceive incorrectly the
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nature of the hazard. The next weakest link isan inaccurate hazard forecast
 

and the short time between forecasting a hazard and needed action. The bulk
 

of this paper has addressed the forecast component of the hazard situation.
 

Given that numerous flood forecasting systems exist, it is important to
 

learn about the best features of each.. Some of the papers at this conference
 

describe experiences with implemented systems. Conference participants will
 

have experiences to share concerning strengths and weaknesses of systems with
 

which they are familiar. Most systems can benefit from some reevaluation, and
 

many would benefit from decentralization using small personal computer systems
 

at local decision-making levels. A fairly complete description of the
 

totality of forecast systems and classification of appropriate hydrologic
 

models for different syste-ms isgiven by Nemec, 1986. Bacchi and others,
 

1986, provide a thorough basis for determining the suitability of various
 

hydrologic models for real-time river flood forecasting. Despite the
 

some of the other issues
completeness of their work, they did not address 


related to flood hazard stage that I have identified here.
 

One real-time forecasting method which deserves mention here because of
 

the catchment scales for which the model has been used is known as the Nanjing
 

model (Gabos, 1985). This model isused for real-time operation inthe Han-


Jang, fuang-ho, and Yantze Rivers inChina. This model uses a watershed
 

storage capacity curve as a preprocessing scheme to obtain effective
 

precipitation for input into the CLS model. The Nanjing CLS model has the
 

acronym CLSN. I am unaware of successful use of this model in smaller
 

catchments.
 

CONCLUDING REMARKS
 

I have attempted to describe generally the various causes of hazardous
 

floods inhuman occupied flood prone areas with emphasis placed on riverine
 

and coastal flooding. While I have discussed broad aspects of inundation
 

caused by flooding, I am sure that others can recall situations that differ to
 

some degree from the broad classifications I have used.
 

I have emphasized technological aspects of envirenmental monitoring
 

because itappers that our greatest hopes for improved meteorological
 

forecasts reside inimprovements inmeasuring and characterizing atmospheric
 

( 
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physics in time and space. 
 This suggests that satellite based instrumentation
 
may be an 
effective way for more complete and comprehensive measurements of
 
the relevant phenomena. Formidable tasks in imagery and data management will
 
accompany new instrumentation 
(Goetz and others, 1985, Smith and others, 1986)
 
but there continues 
to be dramatic changes in computing capability. Perhaps
 
the greatest gains from environmental 
sensors aboard future satellites will be
 
in more accurate prediction of typhoon movement.
 

Satisfactory forecast schemes for riverine flooding require measurement
 
networks for precipitation and streamflow, and appropriate models for making
 
maximum use of the real-time data recorded at the measurement stations. For
 
each hazard situation it is essential to establish an effective, reliable, and
 
affordable hiazard forecasting and measuring system. The hydrologic
 
forecasting component can be served best using an appropriate predictor
corrector model. The data-model components should be tested using perfect
 
forecasLs of rainfall (historical measurments) to determine the adequacy of
 
the, measurement network and the hydroiogic model used. the
When most 
effective system has been determined (there are many performance measures that 
could be used) the system should be evaluated using current techniques for
 
forecasting rainfall to ascertain 
 the value of improved rainfall forecasts.
 
Georgakakos 
 and Kavvas,, 1987, provide an extensive review of all aspects of
 
precipitation modeling, analysis, and prediction, and provide several
 

suggestions for research that should lead to improved prediction. There is
 
little evidence to snugest marked improvements in precipitation forecasting
 
are likely the near In
in future. many catchments, improvements in rainfall
 
forecasting will glenerate lar( e i npruvements in forecast quality while in
 

larger river hasiris the (jain fromo improved forecasts may have lesser value. 
Whatever sy stem is iil 1emented it must, be designed to incorporate future 
possible improvemenlts. Sy')tem ml)rOvements would yield fewer, false hazard 
alerts and permit. a beler assessment, of ha/ard risk. 

Perhaps, the greatest ,iikassociated with establishing a flood hazard 
forecast. syst m is that its, users may become complacement. We must recognize 
that. systemso in plat(e and thus, that ieing designedare or modified reflect 
current. financial cuns,traints and (urrent relatively low cost technology. 
have suggested that many sys tems need at most an advanced technology personal 
computer. Future computers will have a different architecture and will be 

I 
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able to process much more information than present computers. We must not let
 

present technological limitations restrict ou- thinking about hazard
 

mitigation; we must design on the basis that improved computers and
 

environmental sensors will be available (Burges, 1986).
 

When hydrologic modeling needs are dictated by operational
 

considerations, there is a great temptation to concentrate solely on the total
 

system and pay less attention to developing critical elements. While I have
 

suggested using predictor-corrector hydrologic models, it is essential that
 

newer and more complete models of the relevant hydrologic processes be
 

developed. The science of hydrology (Dunne, 1982, Eagleson, 1986, Klemes,
 

1986) must be advanced at the same time as its more visible operational
 

aspects. Otherwise we will not have the tools to predict respones to
 

meteorological phenomena that differ from our current experience.
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ABSTRACT Flood damages and its prevention measures as well as the achieve
ments in tile lower Yellow River after founding of New China are described
 

Chiefly. The way and prospects for future harnessing of the Yellow River are
 

discussed too.
 

F1001) I)ANACE rN HT STORY 

Yellow River is the second largest river in China, which is world-wide 
well known for its frequent flooding and diffictilt harnessing. In past long 

historic periods, te Yellow River Shifted ;ts course unceasingly and over
flooded vast land area c reati ng the great Hluang-lluai-lal plain with it enormous 
amount of sediment deposits, which also brought deep disasters to the local 

People. 

Flood of Yellow River are characterized by its 1arge extent of underarea 
flood threat, its. hi gh frequency of disasters, and profound and lasting in

fluence on environment. 

According to historical records, in about 2000 years before the founding 

of New China in 1949, there were more than 1590 dyke breachings and 26 avulsions 
taken place along lower Yellow River. In average, there were two dyke breaches 
in every three years. 'hue flood inundation extended over an area of 250,000 km2 

(see Fig. 1). Here the cases of continuously free overflows; of the Yellow River 
in ,;everal decades of or even hundreds of, years are not vet included in statis

tics In the long periods from 1128 to 1589, for examiple, the Yell ow River 
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was splited in many places on 
the north Huaibei plain from Zhengzhou to Dong
pinghu, resulting in unstable channel changes and frequent flood inundations
 

lasting for almost 460 years.
 

Because of aggradation, the river bed of lower Yellow River (Fig. 2) has 
risen up over the ground level around for about 3-5 meters, becoming a "sus
pended river", which i,;restrained 
on1v by dyke along tie river. 1f it would 
be breached, wi th its heavy flood and sediment- it wonuld not onlv result in
 
large area il disast'- hiL
tila1o Cause a dev;stitinS; calam i tv, not onl]y result 

illthe glrt';IL Io), (f finance and extrlole , people' but alsocasilA tics of worsen 
env roninen t , such as deser'll ofifi(%ation Cul t i vlted I aiitl, deposition of river 
a1nd Ikas-, desLtrue tion of. d i i ng svst, ter-loging and alkii disaster, 
etc. , wiich wolild eliotlslv impede tLe' dC'v'lopment of SOC ial ee'nOiii01V in the
 
a 1e01A. By a rue caeul-fll
; illtd managemnt in 2() yeis siCe 1949, tLe situa

tion his been iilproved boticr forward. 

CONTROl MEASLITRES AND ACHIII.VEMINTS CAINE) AFTER TEIl FOIINI O1 NEW CHINA 

Since the found ing of" People's; Republic of China, 
the people's government
 
has tlldc,rtaLkcn the hiarnessling of Ye 1low Riter 
 ;1; an important project in tlhe
 
socialist construiiction alnd put especialllv the f od 
r t-)tctll inl lower reaches 
as a prioritv taisk. Durii i, the :,ear 31 (Vig. l\ <eslast 3), along, river has 

been coll.soli tdt d llil il ttlt'd " t iinit.S;
with Ia total Itug It of 1!()0 kill,along
 
which, Il1)1
vi irl , ;potl halVC tt n re, I),i--(id l st r gth d which accounted 

for liver '_)300 ortinl- !;pi~r dvlk,,;. B:in ide!s, riviti training,, .orks were newly 
I 'A( p)1) icholl t ;II ove r 1 '1c ii d() i tIlni ti gvIIreo s ind h; ik pri t roc ion works. 

1e tOil ti ttli (4iil , tiI Cit'll11ltI'Tl-: i aI Q',S 'VryeiI an1d Oiln r'hilt arv Y iIlieRi ve , tier 


luiltun R~ei-rvoir liavi, hteent hi ilt rt-spec tljiyeIv. ilood dive rsion and detention 
aretil.; of Be ijind filalli uu'p i Vi' 1 ihl'a d'v lope'd. Alt ojgethter an earthwork

1 
of 96() il ll i i ld kcslw-k of I I i ou Il'I i 10 ill loi il t0i AC ll Ii splhed . A flood 

protle t ion 5, sti-ttt its (t'iU pr' I i;tintiuri lv i t-tll'(ll]Osi-u-in Ieactuihes. IlYdro
log? ical iti.; ll~t ;111'',(;1it' hiavc' lw ' l l 'l;li-l< lllll u 'l flood 

seaon ;andlP-liil for I loti f-ilith iln,. I'ytliine woLk; and uur,;an i xatituio s,
 

It-,est, e0 no d 'ki- bc -li(ri $ugdim- to fl1o(d in 30 
yea u-; after the foundling of 
New Cli na. P'opIC's life nllld pr'op'rty Ire llstll'ed aid socialist c onollic 

1 
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Fig. 1 Flooded area of the lower Yellow River 
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construction has been developing smoothly.
 

During the 39 years our country has invested totally about 5 billion Yuan
 
(RMB) and got great benefit and effect. 
 According to historical record, burst
 
of dykes would be unavoidable in lower Yellow River if flood discharge were
 
over 10,000 cms for almost half of floods with 
a peak discharge of only 6,000
 
to 10,000 ciiis. From 1949 to 1987, however, floods with 
a peak discharge over
 
10,000 cms have occurred 12 times and 6,000 to 10,000 cms 18 times, no dyke
 
breachings have happened. Judging from the 
 analysis on probable disaster,
 
once a breaching takes place, 40 billion Yuan (RIMB) has been saved from the
 
direct economic loss, (not including, in calculation, the direct loss result
ing from worsened environment and others). Compared with the investment, the 
benefit and effect are much great. 

COUNTE'RMEASURE OF PRECAUTION AND PROSPECTS IN FUTURE 

Flood hazard in lower reaches of Yellow River is not only on account of 
the amount of flood but also the continuous aggradation leading to the raise
 
of river bed and wandering of the main channel. (Fig. 
 4). Therefore, for
 
preventing flood disaster 
in lower Yellow River, flood has to be controlled
 
and the problem of sediment deposition has also to be solved 
 at the same time. 

Problem of Flood Control 

It has been proved in great number of historical documents and observed 
data, there are llaintwo oll rces of flood i n lower Yellow River: one is part 
of main cou rse an(d some tribt taries upst ream from Sanmelxia with a drainagearea 273,000 km, the other" is the main ('o11., and Lrihitaries downstream 

from Sanmenx i:i w i t h a draInage area 41 , 600 kil -. Floods orni:inatel from these 
two alreas are, ft))ruied by hea.qvy rai ll which har1dIv met in general. Charac
teristics of tile flood i; of high peak, small volume of runoff and short
duration. \ flood ii;ial Iv lasts 12 days, or concentrated in 5 (lays mainlv. 
For a et raordi arv flood with al frequency of on'e in every thousand years, 
the peak di!;c hir(, ;itlhiiaYtu;im<oii wouid he 42,')30H) cm!;, Dlit ti' total flood 
vollime for dis char)t. eIIceedinge r I(,000 cos was only h.2 billion i (the 
1liit ing d ischarge 1ush er which the flood collld he saely conveyed ti rough the 
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lower reaches in Shandong is 10,000 cms). As mentioned above, because the
 

lower course of Yellow River is a "suspended river" which is higher than
 

surrounding andsurface, so there 
are not many tributaries converging into
 

the main flow. In addition, the upper part of lower reaches is broadened
 

in width, and the lower part is narrow, in which natural detention effect is
 
rather pronounced. In one word, the difference oetween Yellow River and
 
other large rivers is that the discharge of floodpeak in lower reaches would
 

decrease successively, as it propagates downstream as is shown in Table I and
 

Table 2. 

Table I Characteristics value of floods of the lower Yellow River 

(Iluayuankou Station)
 

F r~c\rt~~iIYfak ,.l ,;r crqe I l and v. L()tlflnill F100d Va] rMIlC l i 100d v0 lu(m1e Of 

i Qi, ' 12 y 12) 5 d ( w ) 71 0(ihc-nsrill!" i y 

99 93_____]_____ 1( ii (11{}ir ) (1(l 9 3mr? 
{) .~ 7 $1}"] .14 ) . 8 4 0. 17 

I1%' 29 1}() 12.,) 7. 13 5. 25 

Table 2 
Observed peak discharge at each station in the downstream in 1958
 

Sla ''Ilu"I!um ik-{)m I ill\',l< (jl 1:loml}', .ta I tj()I<(Jtl Ii Jill 

tP{'l< di;- 1 , 0 2 6 H 11,W o 1 , 0 

(ct"iil, f 

A conclusion may be drawn from the aforementioned characteristics of 

flood in lower reaches that reservoirs bui]- on main stem a:id tributaries of 

middle Yellow \iver hi!; an outstanding finct ion of ri(I(li l discharge of flood 

peak. This point of view lias been prove in a study of the functioll of flood 

prevent ion of the proposed Xiaolangd i1Rservoir whiich :s planning to be built 

in recent years (Table 3). 
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Table 3 Function of flood prevention of the proposed Xiaolangdi Reservoir
 

ConditioI- Iond SturlIi(I Ii'Jj i.f;r uIiij.i('m,.;) 

fI','qIuer v (P) (alt 'i i III'Iii atir'a I Afltel IIxxzKIjri 

Wi thou L .\ i a - .1% 7') 42, iIJ 54,42 () 

iangdi Pescivi)iri 

Xiaula figdi Re,;er- ).71 42. 100 22,600 

Vc) ir comp leted 

It is clearly illustrated in Table 3 that after construction of Xiaolangdi 
Reservoir, with only 1.96 hillion m capacity increment of storing flood water, 
the floodpeak discharge at litnyuanko iy redcice from 14 ,42) cms to 22,600 cms 
in case of flood with a recurrence period of one thousand years. The reduced 
floodpeak discharge is equivlent to that: of designing standard of flood pre

vention in lower Yellow River at present:, the frequency of which once inis 
every 60 years. In other word, the sLandard of flood prevention could be 
raised from once every 60 years to once every thousand Years after construction 

of Xiaolangdi Reservoir that mani fests the function of reservoir in flood 

control in the lower Yellow River. 

Solving the Problem of Sediment Deposition in River Course 

On average, annual sediment load entered into lower Yellow River is 1.6 
billion tons, among which, as much as 300-400 million tons are deposited in 
river course that would result in an annual raise 5-7 cm of river channel. 

Meanwhile, flow path becomes more capricious vWhich r'akes difficulti-es in 
flood prevention. On the other hand, the present lower course formulated by 
aggradation of sediment has much larger capacity of sediment transport than 

other rivers. In recent five years the total annual loadsediment and runoff 
carried into lower Yellow River amount to 800-1000 million tons and 40-503 
bill ion m respectively, there is no deposition in river course, on the con
trary, somewhat scouring can be observed. So, two approaches should be 
considered to solve the problem of sediment deposition in the lower course. 
One is the reduction of sediment load entering, the lower river, another is to 
maintain and enlarge the capacity of sediment transport in lower course. 

"/
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According to systematic research in recent years, fundamental approaches and
 
methods are discussed as follows. 
 If these methods could be realized, the
 
lower river course could be gradually stabilized, with little deposition as
 
a whole. in addition, flood could be completely put under control, therefore
 

flood damage in the lower Yellow River could be eliminated basically.
 

Strengthening the harnessing works in loess plateau 
 Source of sediment in
 
Yellow River is the loess plateau in upper and middle drainage basin. Although
 
it i.; impossible to curb soil erosion completely due to the limitation of cli

mate, topography and gc;oloi v, yet what we can do is to reduce soil erosion as
 
much is possible so that the sediment entered 
 into Yellow River could be
 
decreased. 
 laVinug ha runes sed the loess plateaui in the past 30 years, according 

to recent arillvsis; of till served data, in] cud inu wateri and soil conservation 

works -- plLti t rites and grasses, huilding terraced fields and constructing 
desilting dams -- and harness of tributaries (building reservoirs and develop
ing 17I ga tion), in t ot al ,lliount of sedimient ent ered into downstream every
 
year in av,ragc -rin IIl7n) to 1085 Il.<; dlrised hv 200 x 106
 tons as murh as
 
that froi I10() to I9)(l. lence S;(l ililt ente 
ed in o lower reaches miight be
 
further rt.(ill'i(id if leir'S g ,'iiris woro to put forward in the
re he loess
 
plateatli. The s t udV 1111 ()a)e i-vaion for many vears have also proved 
 that the
 

sediflent deposit iu ' in dhowiitream river course of Yellow River 
 is predominantly 
the portion of ;diPWlt vitli dianemter of particles larger than 0.05 nun, most of 

which conw from an;larc of 1001,C) kil of the gull]y-hilly loess area in north
east o)f lo, pl teal. St rengthenin tie Iarnessinf, works in this area would 
havt gi-,t' tr effect on r-educin,, deposition in lower reaches of Yellow River 

(5) (6). 

Con rtrct ion of reservoir on main stem of Yellow River Valuable experiences 
in controll in, flood and reducing deposition in lover river by means of reser
voir Aile , (flt, (Ill 'Lllii,,li d tO (te i ont;1(noperition of Sanmenxia Reservoir. 
In t he w:ayi ouiiof- r,'g tillet di.s<chrg,, capac itv at low water stages and 
adojpL j t p ] ,i -l01 lih in), uit s idilmlut by m1ea1ns Of lowe ri ne, operation 

water levil iii I li, 1 ; ;u;ll to li iliY to i)ctohier and !;torin!" w;aer aInd detain

' 1 n u I ia;l;(-iin 't 

of rui1rvoil :ilat cd ill ori,,; l 

il se ll t l od froml >ovciher to l0i Mil e Vr, t hie c;ipaci t 

t deereased but oven increased a little, 
mai ut;ailing tie filiction of storai of wnter and flood cont-rol for multipurpose 
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use. 
 According to observed data, because sediment detention in the reservoir
 

amounted to 4.5 billion tons, 
the channel in lower reaches was not deposited 
and raised as a whole in nearly a decade. Meanwhile, the period of discharge 

of medium flow has been prolonged due to the effect of regulation of reservoir. 
An annual reduction of 30-50 x 106 tons of sediment deposition in average could 

2' noticed (7) (8). 

According to the experiences mentioned above, a plan to constructing Xiao
langdi Reservoir has been worked out recently that the total capacity of the03
 

reservoir is 12.0 x 10 
 : also in the way of sediment detention in flood
 
season an1d Waltkr sto ra 
u in noe-flood season, water and sediment released from 

re oC1iV(ir C I C lllel_0 1 1attd properl V in conformi Ly witII the convVanc e canacitV 
in lower Anals\'. is has proved that 5 hill ion m of effective capacitv 

of teIL'reCSe'trvoir can heW nai nt atiled ill a1 lolng r-l for flood control and water
 
supply. In add ition a dead st orage 
 could he proV ided to wi thIol d 10 x lW9
 

tons Of s;tdiment and 
 inalkii, cliannel Iln downstream not he raised because Of
 
deposit ion 
for 20-h vtars. Th,Teffect of reduction of sediment entering into 
lower riVter dil to hite: ;I i works ill loess platealtl IIS not taken into consi

deration in tliaho aIaI \ , .is
 

At tlie same time, the plan to build Long-men and Oikol reservoir in
 
Succession has beeni al.so invcstigated. Thle total capacitv of these two reser

voirs is near Iv 25 hillion n111. ,\pa;rt from benecessary effective capacity to 

reserved for operation, the rest capacity available for sediment detention
 
amounts to 18 billiin tons. Tiis tihe period that lower river channel would 

not be ralised woulId ht t n [nie,,,rIv 


Because the disctalreof flood peak will
Of be cut off to some extent by 

Xiaolangdi and ltligIin Reservoir, lifgIl floodplain in the river downstresm of 

.tle two rertrv)irs williiot bt overflooded a1nd part of sed iment released from 
restrvoi- c;In h ddIp)( itd in tI is ACrea Oinplaned has,is. trel iminary esti-

IiLioll s.t-tw; I;t[ ;asintcil As 'M hi ll ion tons Of Sedimtt crin he stored, to be 

equivaltnt to tin, 'll (tt of !Weditnm 

Viir proller so t ., iltintiler of viari-s (li" 

'gei Of' ca'pa('i Lv nt dtettlltion in the reser

i Ite river channel 


downst ream would not be 


ng wi I ill 

rai;d titie rt,0 posit io1 wi ill he firt her prolonged. 

° 4)0 
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Strengthening dykes, training of river course and regulation at estuary 
 Result
 

of scientific research in years indicates that basic law of sediment transport
 

capacity 	in lower Yellow River may be expressed as follows.
 

C "1 0 ,
s3 

--- Q=5000-6000 cms (bankfull discharge), S< 150 kg/m , capacity 

of conveyin' sediment in lower course will be maximum. 
3 

, 1501 kg /A nQ- 2000 e mos S : 

deposition in lower course will be serious. 

,Q 200(0 ems, S -i_5 kgt/m 

scouring in broad river reaches upstream from Aishan, deposition 

i IIarrow toll ei, he ow Aishan. 

--- 14(( clis , S !25 kg/n ,
 

scouring,, in the wholc lower course.
 

where, 	 Gs sedimen t dis chinre of bed material load tons/sec; 

Q disctlargt' of wIttr flow cims; 

So --- sodim1ett ,ontcn t ration of bed material load at upstream 

sI It i oi :./ri ; 

S --- sedimelit ,'tetttiat ion kg/m 

If Xiaolangdi bservoir projecct were to be constructed, it would be 

possible it appropriatelv readjust water and sediment process released from 

reservoir accordin to the law mentioned above, and fully utilize capacity 

of c onve vinp ;cdimenl t inl lower course to reduce deposition. 

.eail w ilh,, 1ye . s nould he furthUr Stren ,tIhenied, existed river training 

works should he- perf cted anid expanded :so that capacity of flood and sediment 

'onveanctll I intlill;t'Tl Could he reinforced inld nlakrged. Estuary also needs 

g"et tLiu eult Ir i!mprovd whiclh wotl d make most part of sediment to be moved 

Into 1ii1 b(It o)I deep ;e. aimd reduce dposit ion as well as retard the rate of 

extension ,tf ctinie in ir.,. In retrogressiveriver l ist conslieqtlence, effect of 

depo sitiO ill I iVtl" Cr :We cnoi Ild be minimized. 

Carryi ot waV -timz,lbv withdrawing flood or muddv water in the whole basin 

an:d t i lije inne into boon (F ig. 5) Sediment of Yellow River is a kind of 

fert ilIe source for crops. It has a long, history in Yellow River basin to 

'(
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ra,ge IfHi ii
 

Fig. 4 Wandering the wide reaches of the lower Yellow River
 

t I 1 i ;v!,nt, I (1 d ifnI rt Ctffrdarn
 

I.,_ , ... . COf erdar
- f 

arinq [I% gravit 

Fig. 5 Sketch map of warping by using a brief suction dredger
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utilize sediment in reforming soil and increasing crop production. After
 

founding of 
new China, this kind of method has been much developed. At present,
 

irrigation area hy taking water from the Yellow River at the both sides of
 

lower reaches amounts to nearly 20 million mu, and the sediment annually
 

diverted from Yellow River amounts 
to 150-200 million tons. Sediment diverted
 

annually from three irrigation districts in Shaanxi province of Wei River, Luo
 

River and Jing River amounted to about 30-40 million tons, not only reducing 

sediment entering into the lower course but also reforming saline-alkali waste
 

land and increasing crop products. This method should be further 
 spreaded and 

en] arged. It would be not only benefit for local economic development but 

also favourable to gradually reduce sediment entering the lower course. 

In summar\v, it th ese w;ays and methiods men tioned above were to be realized 

gradually, it would he ahle to solve problem of seriou s aggradation in the 

lower Yellow River. In addition to the implementation of flood control projects, 

flood ,,aZards ill tle lower Yellow River cou]d be prevented andIl ower course 

could also he stabilized at present position which needs not to be changed. 

CONCLUSION 

1.In history, flood hazard in the lower Yellow River has brought about great 

sufferings to the Chinese people that social economic development was affected 

seriously. Since the foundin, of new Cli[na, many effect ive measures have been 

adapted to protect Yellow River from being breached, whicli are successful and 

prof i table. .. reason to hrin, about 1l1o011 damage Of Ye] low River is notI lie 

only depeniden t on how ,ri flood is;, biult a so ()Icialse of (ep()sit io of 

sed linen t . S) when we plan to con t II f Ioo (, prob (l1 of depos i t ion of sediment 

inns t s)(:olved. 1. AccordWli n it) hc ter is tics o- floodo in the lower Yellow 

River, flow of flod l peak can he e ffectiyelv reduedb bnuildiug reservoir so 

that tl degree of ;a-feyVan he raised. 4. Problem of depo;ition of sediment 

in the lower Ye I low River cour;1, Caln )e gradual 1Iv solvedIv ls iunul tiimea of 

approaches 1and mia.,; ; whii'hi include ha rue 5; igI, 0o ; p tean, buildin, 

reservoir;, c ir lcapacity of !;lliell lmelnlport in tie IriVer course, 

and carry in, oult Warpinlug b. drawl Il, flood wahtor. S. The lower Yellow River 

course could be kept stable on prt;ent position, it is riot necessary to change 

4 
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course. Someone recently believe in that the lower Yellow River is in immi
nent danger so 
that it must be removed to another course. 
This kind of
 
opinion is not 
tally with the actual facts. Because change of course is
 
unable to solve problem of flood control 
and deposition of sediment. 
 As
 
a matter of fact, changing new course only has a limitative capacity which
 
can bear deposition of sediment in a duration of 60-100 years. 
 At end of
 
this period, another change of course has to be carried out again. Change
 
of course every time has to disrupt total existed systems of transportation, 
irrigation, water supply and drainage, in addition, so many people need to 
be moved, so much money has to be spended, social economic development will
 
be seriously interfered. Therefore, it 
is very obvious that approach is
 

unrealistic and unacceptable.
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ABSTRACT. The main purpose of this paper is to review and describe the
 

current knowledge on prediction of flood events. Developments on flood
 

prediction models including mixture and multivariate models are reviewed in
 

relation to their properties and their applicability for at site single and
 

regional flood frequency studies. Likewise, methods for estimation of
 

parameters and flood quantiles are presented including approaches for
 

transfer of information. In addition, criteria for model selection and
 

procedures for treating special flood prediction problems are outlined.
 

Suggestions for needed research in some areas are given.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Flood hazards arise from a number of man-related and natural causal
 

factors. Man-related factors involve such instances as inadequate capacity 

of spillways and flood control reservoir space, inadequate operational rules 

of hydraulic structures, and deficient or deliberate modes of operation 

which may lead to flood hazards and damages. On the other hand, despite of 

adequate designs and operations, floods do and will occur simply because it 

in not possible nor economical to provide total reliability for a given site 

or area one is interested to protect. At any case, flood prediction and
 

flood forecasting are two important aspects intimately related to both man

related and natural flood hazards. The main thrust of this paper centers 

around the first topic, i.e. flood prediction. 
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Prediction of extreme hydrologic events such as 
floods, is limited by
 

the data available at a given site and by the unknown underlying mechanism
 

originating flood events. When data is not available at a given site or
 

when data is short, flood prediction is approached by the so-called regional 

flood frequency analysis. A problem in any flood frequency analysis is 

identifying the model underlying the occurrence of flood events. This 

problem becomes more complex in such whereareas di fferent 

hydrometeorological ,nechanisms (for instance, snowlelt and rainfall) may be 

responsible for such extremnc- ,vents. Deterlining an appropriate modeling 

and estimation method is another relevant issue in flood predic tion. ThIis 

state of the art: review will include the following items: al ternat ive 
"parent" probability models including ii :tures, at site and rep, ional foI nod 
estimation techniques, trails fer of i ifforinat. iorl for i mprov i g flnood 

prediction, model choice criteria and special )robi (in; aI is ing in fl ,od 

frequency analysis. Parent dist.riblt:ions will he reviewed colmni derinp, tlei r 
underlying properties and mechanisms originat inp flood C tevot.-s. Estinliiat1oll 

methods will he presented as they re 1at:e to at s ite and regional fl ood 

prediction. Recent advances on the se topic s wi I I i iic 1lided on ;uchbe issues; 

as the underlying regional model, the underlying parent model , comparlsons 

among procedures and the issue of regi ona] vs . at - si t:e flood quant ii e 

estimation. Likewise, procedures for transt',r ing informnation across sites 

in a region will be reviewed including the ,use of non -niormal dist: ributions 

as opposed to the traditional normal based approach. In addition, the topic 
of model choice using subjective and objective criteria will he included. 

Finally, special problems in flood frequency analysis when outl iers and 

censored data are present in flood records will be outlined. 

Evidently, the re many relevant issues related toare inore prediction 

of flood hazards. For instance , flood prediction can be approached by using 

rainfall-rumo ff modelq (Thomas , 1986) or by t.he so-called physically ha.sed 

flood frequency analysis (Eagleson, 1972; Bras and ot-hers , 1985; Cadavi d, 

1987). Likewise, prediction of extreme flood events can be made by the so

called PMP (probable maximum precipitation) and PMF (probable maximim lood) 

analysis. In addition, an important issue inl flood hazalrd predict ion is itS 

final use in design. Unfortunately, due to space limitations these issues 

are not included in this paper. 

-f, 
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MODELS FOR FLOOD PREDICTION
 

Simple Distribution Models
 

One of the major problems in flood prediction is the selection of a
 
distribution function to 
represent the underlying flood events. 
 After all,
 
there are many non-negative functions that 
integrate to one, which is one of
 
the necessary conditions of being a probab'lity density function. 
 It is
 
often assumed that 
the correct distribution is 
one member of a parametric
 
family of distribution functions. Several 
parametric families have been
 
traditionally considered for 
flood hydrology modeling (Gumbel, 
 1962; Chow, 
1964) . Probability distribution functions can be categorized into: (1)
 
distributions which belong to the Gumbel tail-type domain of attraction and 
(2) distributi onq; belonging to a heavier tail 
type domain of attraction
 
(tail heavier than Gumhel). So an immediate problem arising in flood 
frequency im1 v.;i is: should one use a distribution (say the Gumbel) 
belonlging to the Gumbel tiail type or should one use a distribution (say the 
log- Pears;oll II I) be] ong i ng to a heavier tail type? 
 This is indeed an 
important problem ard becomehas controversial in flood frequency analysis. 

Prese nt ly tlhero is no general agreement among hydrologists as to which 
of the various; models; is mos t appropriate. Benson, 1962 attempted to 
evaluate var iou:; mode I s based on the longest flood peak records in the 
United States. The 1op -no rimial1anrid GCumbel modesIs were among those used and 
no distribution gave con:;istent ly better results. Gruff and Rantz, 1965
 
compared the log- normal, Gumbel, gamma-2 and 3gamma - models for coastal 
basins in Ca Ii fori a. They concludetd that the gamma-3 model. gave the best
 
fit. The U. S. Water Re';oUrces Council , 1967 publ ished 
 the so-called 
IulIlet in N. I ' recommend i nig t lie log- Pears;on Type III distribution for
 
adoption as; a ha.;e method 
 for flow freqemcies;. lowever they suggested that
 
some other type 
 of model or technique iay be employed, provided appropriate 
jus;tificatio i is; g iven. S iimi la r recommendat ion was given in subsequent 
buIlI et ins; (U..S. Water Re!;ources; Couric ii , 1976; 1982) . As a result, it has 
become quite po1l)01 r iilrip pI ticirig crgireer!; of t:he United States of 

Amer ica. 

II s;ttdyim ig f lood prendict ion for l'ennsylvania watershIteds Reich and 
Jackso , 19/1 and Re i c , 1972 om1pa r-(d the Gumnbel , log-Gumbel and log
'earson III models;. They favored the 
Gumbel model because apparently it 
gave more cons isten t results. ;umbe I and log- Gumbe 1 models were also 
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compared by Shen and others, 1980 for fitting the annual floods of more than
 

200 sites in Texas, New Mexico and Colorado concluding that about 2/3 of
 

them followed the log-Gumbel distribution. Perhaps the biggest impact 
 as
 
far as using the Gumbel and General Extreme Value (GEV) models for fl.ood
 

frequency analysis was made by the Flood Studies Report (Natural Environment 

Research Council, 1975). Various reasons were given for recommending th 

GEV model for fitting the distribution of anAual floods in Great Britain. 

Although most of the work done in flood frequency analysis assumes 
such traditional class of models as log-normal, gamma, log-gamma (log-
Pearson III) and GEV, some alternatives such as the Wakeby and mixed 

distributions have been, proposed. The Wakeby (.stribution (Hlouglton, 1978) 

qas more parameters than any other Licaditional model used fo r fitting flood 
records. In fact, the question of pars.imony has been a major fac to for 

re Se rva t ions of its acceptance as a parent distribution. The Wakeby model 

can be thought to be made of a right;-hand tail, and a left-hand tail. 'hus, 
it can model fl oods whe re left-hand and right-hand tails show marked 

differences in their behavior wh i ch are not reproduc ed by tradi t i ona I 
mode 1s. In fact , the Wakeby model was ori gi nalily proposeed to account for 
part icular pherometia known as "separation effect" reported by Matalas and 
others, 1)17'. THey found that the Standard deviation of- the skews of flood 
data in many regior of th- U.S. are higher than for samples derived from 

many con'entional di:tribut:ions, a find ing which could not be explained by 

small sample properties or by autocorrelation. Of course, in the Wakeby, 

the separation effect is incorporated at the expense of increased number of 

parlamet-ers . 

Mixture Models 

The interest in using 'fixture models arises from tie fact that certain 
flood records result from the combined or mixed effect, of two or more of the 

f-o I I owi nig fac t-ors: snowmelt, thunderstorns, tropical s torms (bturricanes) 

and frontal :;torms. Potter, 1958 fii-,4t suggested the need of mixture models 

to fit thfe so-cal.ed - tlod fre.mency curves observed in certain'dog flog" 

; t ream:s; , l awk i ns , 19/4 f itted the miture of two normal models to maximum 

annual flood; and ';i ngh, 1968, 1 9/Ai fitted a aSimilar mixtiure to the 

I ogar it Ih:; of aimicial fl oods and moithli Iy runo ff . Later, Waylen and Woo, 

1982, atid Waylen, 1985 analyzed foI ods in Canada ari sing from snowmelt 

(5;pring.) and rainfall (fall and winter) Likewise, Waylen and Caviedes, 

http:so-cal.ed
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1986 analyzed floods in Peru arising from three meteorological factors. In
 

these studies they used the mix of two exponential models (Gumbel) for both
 

maximum annual floods as well as partial flood series. 
 The use of such mix
 

models appear to fit well the frequency distribution of the data analyzed.
 

Rossi and others, 1984 proposed the two-component extreme value distribution
 

(TCEV) for Italian flood data. The TCEV model corresponds to the maximum of
 

the mixture of two independent compound Poisson processes, with 
 two
 

exponential marginal distributions termed as "basic" and "outlying". 

Recently, Beran and others, 1986 showed how TCEV performs well in modeling 

the separation phenomenon. However, Beran and others also showed that the 
"outlier di.stributioin" out of the mixture of two needs to be located 

considerably to the I e ft of the other "basic distribution" for data of 

United Kingdomn and Italy. This p1lus the lact that a compound Poisson has 

positive probabilities at the origin make a theoretical justification of the 

TCEV model ciuestionable. 

El 1 iot and others , 1982, and Jarret and Costa, 1982 analyzed flood 

data arising from rainfall and snowmelt in Colorado. The main objective in 

these studies were to separate the floods according to tie undterlying 

ineteorological Imchanism and display the corresponding distributions in 

probab iI i ty p 1ot ;. Add i t i ona I studies based o1 such idata was reported by 

Jarret, 1981. lirschboeck, 198'), went a step further in order to categorize 

f lo(1s ald i dent i fIy the var ion; a tmospher ic mechanisms; that generate fl ood 

events iln Ari zona. She colc Iuded thIa t up to 9 di fferent goue rating 

mechanisms can he associateed with s;uch floods. iiirschboeck's approach is 

new and sheds; t;ome light int o selecting the flood frequency models based on 

hydrometeorologi c;l reasoning instead of sol.ely on statistical grounds. The 

use of mlixtd( mal(odels may he quest i ouedl due to the number of pa rame te rs 

invo I ve(t, howeve r thyey may he qu i t(I u ;efl speci ally when applied in a 

regional. cont(,.:t a; .:uggested by Rossi and others, 1,984. 

Reiolmlma ModeI; 

It hcs long ),,been recognized that tile. at-site characteristics of a 

f lood l i' t ri but i oi nodel are in some way dependent on its geomorphological 

and ci iima tic cha ract e i;t ics. Pe-maps, the most common at.-site 

characterist ic which has been u;ed ill developing a regional dependence nodel 
,is the nean anmmstal flood. Other at-site characteristic, may le u;ed a. the, 

dep)endent va-iable" (Benson, 1962; Saah , 1-975). The physiographic and 
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climatic characteristics 
 used as the "explanatory variables" are many
 
(Benson, 1962; Salas, 1980). 
 The model between the at-site characteristic
 
and the explanatory variables is usually assumed to be 
 non-linear (Benson,
 
1962, 1964; 
 McCuen and others, 1.977). Often the estimated flood quantiles
 
are directly regressed with the explanatory variables. A major criticism 
towards t.is approach has been the requirement to develop a different model 
for every quantile. An alternative approach may 
be to develop regional
 
models for each of the parameters of the parent distribution assumed for the 
region under consideration (Saah, 1975; Kuczera, 1 9 8 2a; Lettenmaier and 

Potter, 1985). 

An old nodel for regional flood frequency has been the so - cal led 
index-flood method which employs some form of a dimensionless average flood 
frequency curve ( DalIrymple , 1960). In )alrympI.e's met-hod the annuaI flood 
series at each site ie s; bystndardi. ed usi rag their corresponding mean atual
 
flood. Then, a probability 
 model , asSUied to be identical at- all sit . 7
 
the region, i f i t ted t:o tle 
 i;tanidard i :.ed f lood seri is;. Seve ral
 
deve lopment; Id 
 i lInoIa t ions; hal,ve taken place aroun(d the illdex flood methods
 
of regiolal i::a t ion. One 
 is; he, us;(, of a,te lilait i'e w;a),. to ;tanlardi ed tile
fIood ;e( r i es"; ro ( or(t.; inI tI le re, ion . 1 For il astillice, tile us;e of probal) 1 1 i ty 

wei gilt:ed iloelllnt!; "N11) hla; been !;igge,:;ted by Uali i.s;, 1980. Greis and Wood,
 
1.981; Lettea iiier Potter ,
aniid P)8'_ ;and L.ettetlamaier andl ot:hers, 1987 u.s;ed 
similar approaiches; basd on I'WM. Steii 1983nger, propos;ed standardizing tlle 
flood records; in tie re gion by !;ubt ract: i fg the me an of the logar i thns. 
Likewise, Ro;s i antd otie r'.;, 1P984 as ed ;, somewia t different index -food 
method bas;ed Or tile, pa rametle r; of [he T C'EV model . In add it- ion, some 
quest 10ons on t, I e imp Ii cat ian of s;ucl s ta IIda rd i Ia t- i oil tletli(lis whicli is; 
inherent ila tile i 1(hx-flood11( odel hle ; beea ,;ai ;il by Boe!; Ila(l otl1rs; (198/). 

Othier (ieve I oplmelt s; a rouii tillf' i ,oday I (ood ile tIlod coilce -,as; time, 
assumptiot of tlae pa rent: dii ;tribut. i (tiI ,( Hayi1 . lagfound tilat narmy hiai igl
qua Ii ty anlil;tI f100d -ecordf; calilaot be 111odeled iade 1 uitel by colivelit.ion al. 
distAributaio :; , li(Rlf'a 01e' 1 /8 as; well :1!; l.;iciWel l'- ,ld Ot (Ir Is 1979b, 1 9 79c 

d e .1)ro) osed aid l s th;('(I Wak'V modelebl I;; ;al aI teriat ive, ol glaton, 1977 used 
the Wakeby model xteis;ively foir regieon;l Iiz i lia, flood theclract erie;tiCs; itn 
Uri ted Stat es; . I It part icu Iair Ie !;lowed thIla t , four pa relat Wakeby mode h; call 
be cons;idered to he ,epr ;en1tat ive il U.S. I ood(;. A It Iiotih tiere a re 
compe 1 Iing reaS;ons; to accept tle f i ye pa rame t-ie Wa keby mode I as; a 
"grandpa rent", some reservatio ns iave been advanced. For ilst:a;ce, Kuczera, 
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1982b claimed that it 
is too general and not parsimonious. Likewise, Arnell
 
and Beran, 1985 compared the performance of 
 the TCEV model for regional
 

flood prediction. Although they pointed out some 
limitations, overall they
 
concluded that TCEV is 
a useful addition to alternative models and may be
 
"the basis of a flood frequency package suited 
to United Kingdom
 

conditions".
 

Multivariate Models
 

Univariate models have been widely used for flood frequency 
analysis.
 
However, very little work 
 has been done in using multivariate models.
 
Gumbel , 1962; Johnson and Kotz, 1972 and Tiago de Oliveira, 1982 gave some 
theoret ica re sol to which may he useful. For instance, Salas and others, 

an( Ravral and Salas, 1986a, 1987 showed the applicability of bivariate 
models; for f lood predict ion problems. 

ES(TIMATI ON 

S5i ngl e Si tAoMode ls: 

Severl 1 nothods are available for estimating the parameters of a 
distribut ioln fullct i oil. Mot;t common methods include the method of moments
 
(MOM) , the mit-h( 
 of l;en ;t ;qiua res; (1S) , the method of mlxi mum 1ike I i hood 
(Ml.) ald graph ic;al itet (od;. Each of these lethods has advantages; and 
1ilr tit iole.;. IIn eellal , tie Ml mletliud provides the most etffici ent 
OsI ItiIIate; a It l . ,"l .;t iiattes , Idr , . towever, 

correct iot.,; for 1i,-is; cain b(, i)1d(,. '1'h) ,;;inll pract ice suggestted by the US 
Wator Resourct:; Coiunc i 1, 198? in rejgiId to th( log- 'Pelr:sonIII model 
inc lude ; onlv ,M (,s;t imatis; . O1n, of t lit. io; t ; t di ed I)node Is; il1 I,ega ]d to 
0.!;(il itt ioll L'; t-I'i I t lit,0 I (,tS bt,] u. t hi- ; model, one of the s;i opIe,;t and 
popular ll i o ttof palll t O (St I t 00 i ; the , M llot ((Chow,nei 1o0 190i1; l.werV 

:111d N;i.;l I ')) . I ti,1. h ' iwidely, :;t lid itd (I,*lldwehr ald ot hel,; I,I 7 a 
Lott tunlnmis r 5,l(t 'iiye, , ll';d tavn8 ala d .P1as;, 1 86h) . 1.( t ma11t1;1 - eO ; 
of t en ll ;ed i fo; a"If i;s; f1 -o tolllpil ;;o l (Itteti I-,the (lf ic ionicyV of ot Ie 
eot illsit o !;;i 0 Ia I ' ;'orpl 5; the i Ml, ,!;t illhat or " i; a r'ood aIn ('st ilm t io)ll
aW ; tI le - i:; Moo Id I t I' I:;( /4). IMl. e ;t illhat ol ; ai e ltot a!; (,;:; i Iv 

obt:t i e('d ;1s; MIM. i,:;i maIto r' ; .!; in tit ",' often ,til 'e mieslie cai l ;o lu t ionsl;. 
The 1 it Fallit ol l, t (l;wit hi otth (, e.'st illait tol t echi(lque:; fso r the C;utbel 

l11( 1l. In .Johnson and Koti:: , 1970 ll(.i method o I IInear ft cll i otils of orl0 FI 
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statistics is discussed. Specific methods depend upon how the linear 

combination of order statistics is made. Two examples are the least squares 

(LS) method and the probability weighted moments (PWM) method (Greenwood and 

others, 1979; Landwehr and others 1979a). The LS method is not good 

compared to MOM, ML and PWM methods (Raynal and Salas, 1986). Lowery and 

Nash, 1970 compared the MOM, ML, the method of regression and Gumbel's 

fitting method. Bias and mean square errors were the criteria used for 

comparison. It was found that the ML method gave the smallest error. 

However, MOM estimators were essentially unbiased and easier to obtain. 

Likewise, Landwehr and others, 1979a compared the MOM, PWM and ML 

estimators. They concluded that the PWM method compared favorably with the 

other two methods. However, they also concluded that ML is the most 

efficient method. Related studies on this subject may be found in the works 

of Fiorent ino and Gabriele, 19b4, Hlosking, 1985 and Raynal and Salas, 1986b. 

Le s s plentiful is the literature compa ring estimation methods for the 

GEV model . Jenk inson, 1969 developed and applied the ML and sextiles (SEXT) 

methods for fitting the CEV distribution to annual floods, while the 

National Envi ronmnent Research Council, 1975 reviewed and applied Jenkinson's 

methods, in addition a t:he MOM method, for e sti.mati ng the GEV parameters. 

Recently, Hlosking and others, 1985, reported experimental studies comparing 

the PWM, St-,XE and mIL methods; for estimat iig the parameters and quantiles of 

the GEV model . They concluded that the PWM method has several advantages 

over the MI. and SEXT methods. The PWM estimators have low variance and no 

severe bias and for moderate samp Ie sizes (n=50) the variances are 

comparable with those of the MI. es;timators and for sinaller samples they are 

substantially less. The studies; by LettenmaIer and Potter, 1985 and 

Letteninaier and ehers , 1987 s;uggest tia PWM is becoming a popuilar 

estimation metlhod for (;1kV models;. In regard to t he Wakeby d is tr i but ion 
llougliton , 19/8 developed a new e!; t i mat i on p rocedure to p redict flood 

quaint I Ies;. 'l, procedure is; called time "incomplete neans est-imat ion" and lie 

showed that it is; !;uperi or to some alternatives:. A more complet-e theory of 

PWM whichl may he appl icable to a numbe r of models including GEV, gamma and 

Wakebv has; hein reported by Hlosking, 1986. 

Repg iomal Mode lI; 

In us I ng regression models for regional flood prediction, parameter 

e.t:imation has been usually carried out by ordinary least squares (Benson, 

,} V
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1962). However, Tasker, 1980 claimed that the assumption of "equally
 

reliable" values of the c;:-f'ar' ry variables is usually violated in flood 

records because of unequal record lengths and differences in measuring 

conditions. He proposed instead the use of the weighted least squares 

technique. The least: squares me thod is often criticized for it s as sumpt ion 

of independence amongo :xplanatory variables. When applied to situation,; of 

multicol ienoiyt: i t gives poor est imat es of regression paraiiet m'r.
 

Principal colmponent analysis is an al te rnative but i t:ha : ;.'. 1-,-1. popuilar 

in 	 this case because cf the dif icult its ini interpretat ion of principal 

components. Ridge regress ion whi rh account.,; for mu t i co linearity has also 

been suggest(ed and u,;ad (Ac reman, 198 ) . R(cenlt-ly, Moore, 1986 proposed an 

approach in whichi i . iegrs;s;ion lodel is i mb d(led in af max i umu I i-e 1lhood 

est iiat ion sxchlls. liove(e(. r, ol)(. probleim witi this apploach is tile 

asstumpt ion of i eieids 	 flood variablesI<.; in tih(nre'i on. 

Iloughto n , I')// l;lIW,'.'.ed thilt four tarent Walbv nlode Is; call b(' cons;( red 

to be rep.os;ent at iVt. of f Iood'; in tie U.S . A. I!; i ng t Ioul- moe ls ;s 
"parent s" Ki (:.(,raif ,, 19P (1olldci t t(I ; i inn Ilt ion c :pi' in(llt-ni 5; 1o ilivest i ga t t 

snomne v!;t im t ion lt-tltrt i1 ; (res; i ;t ai 'tc ;int f ti ci '11c) on a re i(oial 

Col 	teIii . Pt!iI, 1illctslI oe d u i, iits V .Ir(. (woI i t)l(v I -t iI ;t i (A td.!e, r;ti 1w t (, 

rob lis a t;,o i ;illt,!;t c t s l lt.-;ll illil, ll; 	 W l-.itli't0 

lo i~ t1 lt i!; i!(tt !; il 's; o ciih'l 1.1 ' 1-; i tfi 0,I; RIo ';, i t ( ill t ei ti5t irs 

,d,'M Io t I (o h ; rarewhi ( 'ip I i t I . ! ,l ,Il. Pp i nt coul. t atse as,;u 

CoIdi t i Iifn01o t .w ;I ; s ioilit ( tI li.V-1ttb t i ;t ril It i e a raiinh i triI of 

g nil pa l t 'AI i tI e it f 	 tc u t,(l t Il tii; I i i l 
;t i ;aii.( y ; (( ,'.; ; ina i,lI i iIv.I, if, t;olri I, t, ,Ilt . (Is ( ~ i iiv 

(V ic oitl-!; i-.g(iodg,illd1t..od l i -iv ,., V'>: . ,ens 	,itlld 1(4/"): Il:' it , I::i-I l( ),-1 

1 ' . htvI,,: t Ilat <.I;Sted ili,,ge 1 1 A, t1%i,,l~ l mo(di.1 I if I11111Il;I ioll l: d ril"..,1i 

1rec e(n t e l> I 1 ~ ()1g;11 Il,!I l ( tll'(t. :, i c lp irI"It it i()ItI t() 	 ,I ' 1 iI I t i I."! t1w' ic :iI 

v (e ; l'i l l¢)i~ " ! 11 ,( ( 1w ', i t Ilw( itilw (Ba . ( ) . iz , ('11tt h1'pt If( i ; tIIlt ),tp I,!'; o 

t o()I( d i I I!i r r tI (()ll ,.(I 11A I tl dAa 

COMO fIoil) I t I,Ipi~ ll ~ (I)>'..d 1i,11 i!;co,ildiI i,,ll,,d ()If ,I :.f.t (,f t i o.';i pllitd 

0 lie;t 'it . , I ilI tio i". -", ,' tit - ioI h t t tlloV 

ic
 

a n dl~c I ilp",t i ' I, lg~jI.,c t t.I i t ic f, 'I['w ' ltl lImi t ( j I f t lt! !;1l)('1--1o l,t ill;i [ lo il it11"(' 

e s:t i Il;i tI ftdI'(111 I, . ,,i, , , ( iI o)oI, 1l. ' o 1,l; .it %.'y i()if!; .; T;t[ilt,1'11, 

ap p r)l' .t,;1I,! , [,l (l [ i , '',ill(11x 4 iIII o, l11/it i,I)[II Io l ft if, rilc'h l"t 

!, iI ,"; il 11 Ij(tJ itl iwp Io,''. its t1( I '!tJill'i l i i! Ilt i ('If t *t,f.', ' I ;I 

I Ill- l tIw II;* ,I(I 1 lit, pr ,~ l i I itv rm lo.I ,' 'I (-(,,I , lI t i,It w ii i11, li ; 

conld it i oni d oI I t (' ; ~ cli,;11("[ c' illl,tI ('11iilc' t.rI- ic:!;'li t i 	 iI" i of
 

I 
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particular basin. 
The regional information embodied in the 
 superpopulation
 
is pooled 
with the at-site historic flood information to yield a posterior
 
distribution of the at-site flood characteristic (say 100-year flood) of
 

interest.
 

The application of the EB theory to regional analysis of flood data is 
relatively new and yet he
to explored fully. Ir.particular, the estimation 
problem in the EB approach requires a detailed investigation. Lettenmaier 
and Potter, 1985 invest i gated the EB est iima to rs proposed earl i er hy Kucze ra, 
1982a. It was shown in general, that the (:;t iregional jmat or; Were nearly 
always better, in terins of the( root !;quare t-rror thaln 


site estimators e'el when tl , sites 


n 5;i (MM'IS.) th( at

were lnii -'I, torat(tl hteroenej,ltouS. F uc-a'rI, 
1982b also invest iga ted sedveral 1B e,!;t illatrs us in aIl. l ilg experiment.;. 
Although it: was recognized that t e to'expel illitlit f; 'W-re too I iIli ted 

recommend any part i cu I ar es t i mIat or, the
lgit, t ed t lt t regional i::ed 
estimators are preferaible for short retcord I 'i: wli.t.,i;; -st illliators; liCiil 
combine both s i t-e and regi onal f ood i tif orilliat toil ale. pe ftrah Iv for long 
record lengths. Let teima i er and otlier,;, 198/ i ii, t aitedi tI( - e Ifect ot 
regional het erogeie it. v on fI ood ,plalnt i I .;t imlat ion. 'l'lev as;uli,'d t 1l1 P1
 
estimators , thelEVI 
 and GEV as t he uindc I , li"i (i:; t ri butioi1 I!(;' atid t itee 1, 

index-flood is t he regional I ode I . Amonr, otlier 
 tliig; t-hey concluded that 
the regional index-flood P'VM est imat ion letliod,; ha!;ed on the' tEV Iodel I re 
relatively i nsens it Ive in te rims If regionail av'eragt root- mean square error 
to modest regional IetLroIOt;eT itv in the cot! I icient of viriat ion. 

Regional flood frtiqittc, aiIa I'; i ! ;,,ulit; that thit' regi oil is 
homogeneous, meaning that th, "';taIdiltd:sed" I Iood rtcortl; at di fferent 
sites are idetit iial I , di tri ,t ed 'i i e r(, f , it i!; imp rIt alit to dt't emi Ie 
how hoinogeneous regions may be, id i fdieni' d. S tt di e'!; cl . r1 i Ip tIi.; i!; ;Ie 
has been re po rtevd b)v )eCoulr;,v , I /?; Wi It ;Iti 1', 19( alid 
and Sinclair, 1986. In addit ion, 

, 1) ait t'i ; t Acrt'lnall/t 

a -evi(w and S!f011 c('ltf )garisoils have )een 

made by Ilosking, 1981. 

Transfer of Informati on. 

A procedure ;atetded to decrease' the ullcerta inty in the parameters at 
a given site, is by transferring info lIat iott fromlli itIer ont or llote !;it (; 

to the sit t' of iltlr !.tt . !''tsh lt t i t ll fon t riillS; ft is! l;lIl Iy Ilsiflia Vfol 

simple or mul t iple I inear r'gr, ;.ioei ipetlo ;ititi 1ti t (ri I lite beeit de'o'I, 1)op(d 
(Flering, 1' 62 antid 196" ; Mat alas id ,liacobs , I904/) for as.;ess;ini; the 

LI.,~
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improvement that such parameter estimates have under the assumption that the 
underlying joint distribution at several sites is a multivariate normal.
 
Further studies were made by Gilroy, 1970, Moran, 1974 and Vogel and 
Stedinger, 198, 1.ik ewise IHi rs 1982 compared four methods of record 
extension and showed that the ue;, of the tradi t. ionl regression equations 
based on I t . ;Ul' re s pit riet I, r,; t inma t ion (wi th or without noise) do not 
provide ex,t 1 ii d o'ry'Ol',.gj iit !;il li i v.1 -iril)i lit Y aid serial correlation as 
those of bte t,i ht it-cil -it thti l, ionl of interes.t . ]il-,;l thlen proposed 
two tl Ie, le t ;ti it :;, j l i laon ' . t n ii aid viriaric , of the short 
record iil ( ii .i c. ; yi(, c dt- iI bit , IIp pet or; loin t iit;.! btl.;ased on the 

tradit io il ,,,1 t ;j. a , aillItioll. he -vt r, Voej,- and St dinger, 1935 

iotted ,ill 11T.1n.,lt .i i ; ,. ; t ' W;W , i ;ii,' i-Iw iiit i nli andiethods, 

propo.'(,d ,ipj l Opt i,tt l , ,': .~,l ;
 

,III, t 


uleh rl;il li d i -i 1 ili 


Mo';* (,I i t ! . . " )t iri f ()1ii t i roc edures assume that the 

it 1 tIt. .'%iii <'ib 1 .; of Int tr t a-e normally 

di5;t ribiit t- l i in; nr;pli (j 1)b,1r 1i.vrei l i ;tic for variables such as 

flood<, ilsd x('xtroi- Ij ii ill, T ,-rt-for n, erw iethodolosjie;s and criteria for 
t ra () d iiif ori.,tt i()n l<;; i rti,, approlpri t e ( non-normal )-IIsf(.r fIic flocd
 
distributioI; ;i l.i r *,.'. tl I]],., ' r i lt K, ii t !;tim ition aid transfer 

of (nioll-liorllit f iifti ) i'"d amt itll tl, bwitr dort .. CIlrk- 1980, reported 

s;tiLie.n of t ii ;II, I (i ItA e it iI,t tI 'iirtrIrl pier ipi tatt ic)it arid rtiloff series 
S S-itli iij' i it , ItI ''pIll ' t ] iirir iIwll iii (iii' vim- i ()lomin tOs the other.
 

Howe.e,' ' thia; ,i;t i i 
 ui, i,' ii w,,;; bo va lid . Ihe i,e of bivariate and 

ireII t I ',i r t e, (;E%' mit-, I !; Ii; hcPIi diiVOCittoid bY Sal a,; iliid otle rs , 1983 andIa 

a"'vral rild Saila;;, ] . Fui9"Iliti - t' i ,i, t-a (n it,(lh d to make such non-normal 

based piocedliro e it' It i lll. 

MODlI Cie CRITERIA 

As t''i(lilv iridicat,ed, a irnumler of probabilitv models has been 
sugge;ted tor 1 lo d tre (ple'ncyallaalv'>is;. Likewi<s, aI number of criteria has 

been I s; gg !; i(d illia II!(d f or ;e It-it i i i tin appropri ate model . One may 

cl Ias ; Ifv !;Ila ,r iti I-I il il ; : pi-r ; Illa il li n;i iI llti I l laireIIt itrelice, graiph ical 

goodile!s!; oi I t i torIt.;, cmi I te r i : I ii l ) ,p Itat o l ;11i( 1 ai;np Ic propert, i es 

ilia i-o ;tti I !t; Ad ie.;. 

if t-I'll p(,r!;oi;lI exper(ience aind pre f i, nice i; ain importiant crite ri a for 

1mn(e cthoice. 'li- !;lccn;es; in using thb' criteria depends to a large extent 

http:o'ry'Ol',.gj
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on how much experience one has on the subject. Here of course, (as in any
 

other discipline), personal biases may and do play some 
role. Arguments in
 

pros and cons are given to "defend" one's preferred models without realizing 

perhaps that "Mthe greatest- h'y'drologist- of the skies (up there) may be 

laughing at: us" (quoted reNmrk borrowed froin M. Beran) . Institutional 

preference and recommetdations play a major role in actual engineering 

practice. or i ns tailcec, as menlt ioned earl ier , the Natural Environment 

Research Council, 1975 r.commetidd the G;'V model for f it- ti ing the 

distr i but. ion of annua l f I od, in ;rei t Br it a in. Wh iI e t he U.S. I/at er 

Resources Coumi, [ Iq/6 recoHmeilded t he use of the log,- Pearson 1III nodel for 

flood frequ'L,-v studies in th( Unlite.d States of America. In these cases the 

model 	 choice has i,,cin alIt,-,adv 1,teet, for von. 

Graphicta I tppt;o'i lfe f or :;t- IecI i Ili alpl ptpr rialte dist r i hut iotl atnd 

judging how igod a ,lye n mloeI itia' le, ari t ypical I", based on t he plot of 

the frequ-ncy di stri bit ion on the- so- cal I Id robabi Ii tv p)pers. The lost 

commonly used pape'rs are the ;uin'lhl and tille log-normal papers. If the 

empirical dist riiit iol f-o I Io .ea '!t ra i glt Ii Ile" oil t lie (;Iliib I pap",r, it nmv 
suggest that tlie ,ulo i ii approp ri att Ior t bl p;art icl;ir case of 

study; depart ut, f r iom t he ; t ra i plit ,' , titt ;e orI iII I i tdi cat i ad t h GEIV-? 

GEV- 3 dependi it', on l(,w tlit,, flr, ei-",' ot i!; cuv'd(t. l.i '(-.i ; a1, ,tta iglit 
line plot oil tile logtnotiial pi ol 1,' ;;lFliet lt- seh-ct ionl of th lo',-tnmolal 

model wlile a departur( wou ld ,ulgiet; tltt, l,-a I,,t i III I I t llioughl t li;i 
does not have to be tihe e ;";;). II a;l',' c ;(. , f i alI j udi'i1;i -lt of t he mode(lI i s 

made once the tode I patleit trs areF i-, ima1,;lt e (i (7Oi palli1i:;iio is illilde 

between the imp iti cal aind mod (If i I t(,d) Ir 'cvdi;t I i bitt i on; .l fd il- The 

graphical approacht a liohgu,,li vi di v i(0pt i-lI ol il .tti to - pr(-t ice",:;i it 

has a tottil - of .;hortciinit iget il (i nl 7;! hi.tii. a1-iri- o f. t :if all , til, 

goodne ss o f it, of a ,;i vt-ti I iodt I i!; "suh 4ct iv'.',, i;,iid -ltit i l v oil (otirre otla'I 

judgement: ati pt-i-cpt iot. pseihlI tSi wIIt is thiit di f lt-(-tit pf'op] "ill 

j udge (Ii IfI rit I v so i t i s tpose, i Ii' t ll;t w',o di ff e r'It t olt I ;; la', 1)' 
selected. 'I'l'i" ma a 1);pI' -r to f i t we I I lo t th builk- of tli. dat;i bal t when 

used f ot (extrapio I at ion) del ettnvii iil , fI I ool; of artge t-it Itt'lli ie- i ods, t.he 

results may le si,g if i n;rt IV dif f iti-tt . Tlese p ohleil tem ci le ev-t t iore 

critical WitIt Ilo d r-cotif ati- short . 

In us it i' tlei gr ipl ic; l I; pt ,iptci t l ; d iiti p rob;iii I i t ,palor the ch ,ice 

of plot titng posit ion to) d'teti itletI he 'empii cal f reqt lc I'dis t ti hut i ott i s 

imporLtant, special 1y if t he Iil ot is; t o be used for tletio-tIlitIing f lood 
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quantiles. However, as Cunnane, 1978 pointed out this issue has been 

neglected which resulted in wrong recommendations in manuals and books. 

Some traditional plotting position formulas give frequency plots which are 

biased p roduc i Iig an ove rest- ma ti en of f I oods of high return periods. 

Cunlnane proposed the use of the expected value of the reduced variate order 

stat istics wh ich per fo rim; (it te we 11 and leads to unbiased probability 

plots. He ;ugg-;ts the formula: F(i) = (i -a) / (N f 1 2a) in which i.

order (ordered s:a1.)1 froin the smai ll1est to the largest), N = sample size and 

a i.sa coeffi cieit which depends oilthe parerit distribution. For instance, 

Q =t fr I ani IOalltparent , a 3/8 for tormal parent and a - 0.44 for the 

Gambel I node I. A Ii r ( ). is the he!; t comproiti se for all models. 

Recent Iv, Aria I I 1nd otI- rs; 1986 (':.:tllded (ItnanisC'; studies and proposed 

unbhia!;ed pl la .tp o, i to- d;EVi i tio folritala,-is the nodel. 

(;oodiltr ;s; of f it t eat;, ';lch a'; the (:Ihi - square test or the Smirnov-

Kolllto 1 ',o as;:ov pro)vidhi; o)ject iv- oe s; "foi-model select-ion. However, the 

prob l -it; w.ith *t).;(, t(.;ts; is; that il general they are riot sensitive to model 

tiil I hlha'.'ior w,,l;;vi or of I loods of large r-eturn periods), thus they are 

Itiot ;IIff i i ,-iIt l ,, t;i; it i re to he u sed in selecting a proper distribution 

( l;pc i al I fatt i( ;,tipl ;ies; s;utialI v avai labIe for flood frequency 

stud i(,!;. I f OiW (f t Ii,;o, t cs;t ; rejects a given model it may be an 

ildicat i il ;ia,, t li odlI, t le hand, the do not rejecti w.;t int, on other if test:s 

the it ode 1 it can i ot he intirpret.d its conf irmation of the model. The 

tifd i ed I ike I tlmod rtt io t es;t prpopsid by losking, 1984, is applicable for 

test i frg whttr fIood da t a is dis;ttributed according to the GEV-1 or GEV-2 or 

3 model iri'. thil ;ape eter is for the GEV(test; Whet hier s pa ramlt k zero 

di s;t -ibut i ). Ihoo;k i t1) con 1 ,11td 13 tests; and concluded that the modified 

i kel ihood Ii io t(.f;t givvs; the les;t perfoririaice . li addition, he 

F'(,cOiiilll ti(-(h te Va;llHont Iort aiid Ot t ti, I(/8 t es;t for sample sizes smal ler 

or eil"I I to IM) wlfr :i: i11::n 1 i k:,l ihood ,;t imnat ion procedures (required by 

Ili!; pit ,.;iitI itk-lillool t at o tc-l ) e( liot iavail able. However, in applying 

tishe te,;t !;a t- its;!;i-lor dee ides; ;i p iori that GEN is the model to be 

us;ed. htits;, ihe pli hIll riniai iti; !;itce ie ject i rig, the hypothesis that k - 0 

rC;5,; il iicat e cuv- is appropriatedoes; tlt iii',' t hotI t ;I- 2 or GEV-3 the 

mode I ;ilItIlm ly,li t Iti; i!;o f t ii :i,;5;Iull d. 

Model ;(lect itllm critrii hii;ed t itpopulation and sample characteristic 

protert ios; Itvi hi-e-t ;a1;t i-il or used by some hydrologists (Wu and 

G;odr i dg,- , ')/A1 Mat al a!; ;ind otlhers , 1975; McMahon and Srikanthan, 1981, 
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Rossi and others, 1984). 
 For instance, Wu and Goodridge, 1974 suggest a
 
criteria based on the unique relationship 
that exists between the skewness
 
coefficient 
 (7) and the excess coefficient K (kurtosis coefficient minus 3) 
for given models. The problem with this approach is the extreme variability 
observed in estimating those properties from flood samples. This probler 
has been recognized by Wu and Goodridge although the problem of downward 
biase.5; in estimating -y and r,was omitted or neglected as pointed out by 
Cunnriane, 1985. Likewise, sample skewness and kurtosis coefficients are 

limited by the sample size (Ki rby, 1974) which may have some effect: in some 
instances . A wax to c i rcumvent s amp] ing variabi lty of course is to use 
sample prope rt i es based on dato observed at- a numler of points in a region. 
This has been :;ugg(..;t ,I and used by Wu antd Goodr i dge ase(l on data of 
rainfall anl lod al< rutoff ill Cal ilornia. They t!;ed we ighted means of 'y and K 

to Compare with i tcI l at ion:;hip of f'5; K for vari ous; models; and decided on 
the appropr iitc ilnodo I to b( u;ed. L.i kewi ;(,, Ma talas; aoid others, 1975 
s;ugge,;ted tie, u:a I lt, !;o -ca Il ed "s;eparlt ion l If-ct ' Zis a mean; of 
identi l i', ia inlodl . Tradit ionlal models; tis;ed for tlood frequency analysis 
do iot repI'rl :;uct neie at ion (Matal'Is ; and o te r.;, 1 9/5 Landwelir and 
otihe r.s; I /8: (:u11111ti1, , 198/1)) . oweve, ttllie Walke v model as; well as the TCEV 
iiodel li.'e h (,bIl 1o d to s;at i sfy tlie s -paration property. Thus, they have 
been( ; t (.d 0 a!,lppropriattI 10ode s; spec ial Ily when deal i ri, wi O regional
 
flood freqtletic' st udie 
 (Wal li.;, 1982; Ro;s;i and ottiers, 1984; Arne l1 and 

BeralrI, I (80) . 

Fi allv, node I rimicf! cr iteria nay be drawn f roIn roburs tness studi s 
di re ted to te;t tlw wel I , a given nllode ] 1d ai ,iVel eStimation tecthni(lu, 
Call (,s;t ilniate tlood(11 lnt ilos rea; rdloss; wta t th t1110rue popurl Iat ion model was
 
(Hought oti, 
 1 0,?a, , 11l18 ( ? l t.ettt n i or aid Pot t er, 1985); L.etterr i er 
and ot heoi; , N81) Mos;t of tlie recent ;t udies; on dhis tsubject, has been tIade 
il re lt;i i oil to re ,iora Il ilodel; NAd Cs;t ilatli en procedures recognizing the 
lim itat ions; iri.olv'ed il :;i rigle ';it.o' :;tidiO,; 

StPEC IAl. I'ROIBIEMS 

Annual flood seri- .; rmy contain ex traordinarily high or low values. 
These val ties; are oft ern t erlied ;Is; oilit I i e r; , because they appear to e), 
Inconsistent with tihe relmitinler of the dat a. The extremely high values itiay 
be due to rare catast rophi c f 1ood( event ; whi le low out 1iers a r cau.;ed by 

I' 
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extremely dry years. Standard flood 
 frequency analysis 
gives relatively
 
little emphasis to 
the handling of outliers. 
 There are other situations in
 
which special statistical treatment 
is needed in order to get around 
or to
 
take into account "non-normal" flood cases 
such as 
zero floods and censored
 
floods. For example, there are some streams in arid regions 
 in which an
 
entire 
year may pass without runoff. 
 The annual flood series for these
 
streams will have one eore
or 
 zero flood values. When lognormal and log-

Pearson III 
 models, are used for fitting the corresponding empirical
 
distributions, 
 there is the difficulty of using flow logarithms. In this
 
case an adjustment is necessary to determine the 
 fitted p roability func tion
 
considering 
 the zero flood values Likewise, when gagitng s;tat ion; do no t 
re cort, some peak flows bec ause the i ns t ro mei t Iare not des igned or
 
calibrated for imasuring above or below 
 a certain flow 1eveI, flows are only 
recorded within a range above or below a giv(n threshold level. In these 
cases the sample is said to be censored and the threshold level is called
 
the censoring level.
 

Outliers 

The statistical literature contains an abundance of papers on various 
aspects of outliers;, but very few studies are reported in tew hydrologic 
literature. The reader is; referred to an excellent, historical perspectIive 
on the outlier problem provided by Barnett and loewi.s;, 1918. TII i s reference 
also provides an exhaustive bibliography on outliers. Many of the early 
studies in this area are focused on the problem of outlier detection (eg. 
Grubbs, 1950). Barnett and LeIwi: provide an e:cellent s;uimmary of tests for 
detection of outliers. Most: t.est,; however, at only appl icabl e to the case 
of normal popuilati on widch rarely i!; the cas;e for f lood data. IHVdrolo ic 
literature reports on]y a few .i-tildies; Ol the plohlelns (f ollt Iit'is;. Notgaile 
except ions a re those of Ki.s;hiliara alld (;-ee', 'y, 1)8? on rainufall and of 
Kottegoda, 1 9 8/4 on flood;. Kott goda almlialy::ed I1 s;eries; of ;liilnial floods; in 
North America, primarily for detecting out liers. "he U.S. Wattr Res;otirc(s 
Council., 1982 provides; s;inple t est:s for de t em t ion of higi Ald low out. l iers. 
However, these procedure!; are has;ed on the normal (list rihut ion (ill the log 
domain), therefore, its; validit.y for flood-I ike distrihut iens; su;ich lo,as 


Pearson Ill is; ques;t ionabe. 

The topic of out:liers is controvers;ial Often it is;argued that the 
only real out Iiers in data are the measuremnt and executioti erlmrors in 

q.L, 
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sampling. However, as Barnett and Lewis, 1978 pointed out: 
 "examination of
 
the outlier allows a more appropriate model to be formulated, or enables us
 

to access any dangers that arise from basing inferences on the normality
 
assumption. " For outl iers, a variety of definitions exist in both 
statistical and hydrologic Ii terature. Often the terms such as 
"discordant, " " inconsistent ," "unrepresentative," etc. are used to describe 
outliers. The (definition of Grubbs, 1969 is typical: an outlier "is one 
that appears to deviate m.rkedl y from other nemnber s of tt sampile in which 

it occurs. " In gelerl ], otitlers occur becau:;e of (Grubbs, 1969; Baret t, 
19/8): (a) (leascri'menterrors; (b) execut ion errors; (imperfect collect ion 

of dlt:a)" arid (c) iiliirent var i abili ty. Tihe i rs t tWo causes Imay he
 
characte i ars
I,( (lete li ni st ic it hol tIn- re'ult ilri, out I iers mall eyh 
rlaldoll. (1 taIr ',,, ti out Ii ( r;I -os;ult i ni', fr10m, Fo;s Io r ; ino ilel( rdSl,'lltt-,11 


ItUSt )( di !;caIId(.d or c orrI tc d (I tte IillIfood data, 
 large iea.;Iremllent 
errors1 ireO as; ;oci ated with Ii gl0,;t values; (d1u' to rr-or; in t a e-d i;irge 

relat ioIt; or ottlit-i ,t ia t ion procedutre;). 'liw i'orrction of such dat;a is 
diff icult Illthi; c ('.i,;,,dis;arldiif, ti( out I iers lllay ls:;o f:stlit iti a 

oe i nfoliiit lout.valIU l lo;; of I rilmt reit var i ah i I i t v is;tile nat nralI var i t ion 
oI t lit; rp oc(.,;,; s 1))1 chiir;o (,.t 

outl i er0r) t bf 


I oct idilnits io ilt cri;tics. Since the 
moI' causedP 1my man ,'pes; of i II-rent v';riat i ity, their 

detect ill and nlod(, il', : (Iitt ifc ult aid oftein requires ;assuoliptiors regardinrig 
the undemlI'ilg imith- for " gtller.it ioll. lThe out I i(,r problem in1 ot1 Ii general 

e -ralCall iivol ,;0.s ;a;piect ,: det (ect oil, clhar;act enrclation1, and ways of 
hanli i ig the out I i (rs. Thoe (lt iciI ion by stat ist lcal test re(uires the 

speci ficat ion of a llodel for out I ie r ' nerat: ion, or outlier 
chiaractcrai:,t iol. oitrt( il out I ie i- ; diete cteidi, at iirt-aii approach must be 

taken tiohandIll e the out I i .r (Tab; o aind ot hrrs, 198.5). The reader is 
referrtdrr (I o ,;Ii-t t:, 19 / 8 for add(I i t i otu; I d(e t ii s. 

Zero F,'lood 'el,. ; ;rs (ari S ijl1e;Cen;ored 


A u;ual procedure for dia; Iii,, with zero flood 
years has been to omit 
l(me ol
froi tl ri ;llc ,,Cil,!; With ;,iro value, comnpu t:e a tentative frequency 

curve ba;ed oltii(,i-reai ni ig yia)r; arid thean adjust the cULrVe by tie ratio of 
the iuilo-ir of ' o t ii(l 1(o toiii- uiimib-r of ye;ar,; with runoffI (Beard, 
1962) . lhe t h ur-t i ia ti dju:;tI was;I basi.s for tllt ; giveil by Jeililr,. and 
Benson, 1969. Ainot eor ;i tolnit iv(e (Subcoimli t tei oil Iydrology, 1966) i; to 
add a !;lla I I (I i gchg to a 1 I tood events he ore itiodel f I itt1 ilg. Iloweve r, 
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comparisons made by Jennings and Benson, 1969 showed that the method of 

adding small discharges in general, gave poorer fitting than the one of 

adjusting the frequency curve. The method of adjustment used by Beard, 1962 
and Jennings and Benson, 1969 is also applicable for censored samples below 

a threshold level. Ilowever, it is not applicable for censored samples above 

a threshold. When some high floods during, the period of systematic record 

have not- been recorded (cen.;ored above a cLhre slold), they may be estimated 

by indirect p rocedures (U.S. Water Re:aou rce a CourCil, 1916). l.eese, 1973 

reported a ma::imnum likeliihood (M1.) lietlolid to e,;t im;ite tie paralret:ers of- tie 

(;ifibe1 d i,;t ri h t iOl f 01 ('eli';orill'; above arid he low a tllesliold l.ik wIse, 

Prescottt a r! Waiden, 1983 reported I ML est iliatiol for cklrl;or(,d s"airple.; ased 

on the (;EV liodel, Ftohtl er ;tuodies e r thi; inrd related pea over tiresliold 

(POT) model: Ianov Ire forlli iid edo ro'.'ic arid Z(.lIrl);i ', 19/0; Todorovic and 

ROuiSe lie, 19/1 ; CuiniaMrr , 1 /3 19idI (1 ; ailld Sui th, 1984. 

FINAl. REMARIS 

The nrainl po rpoae, of th is paper ia: been to c-view and describe the topic of 

flood pr( dict io(n. Pred ic tio of (xt r.ere Iydroloic events such a.s floods 

ino Ive; -I ri irln -, of Itact era iircludil ,irig l i le t itiicattiol of iikiowi a);11"cnt 

(list ribut ion, dt -,rlmi ni rlig n a Iptrorriat( e t i on (et irni irii-at ril rretliod, ec a 

re Iial lt, rrj,,i o1a1 I flodel ,iil ld t I i fin d , r1ig li ee I i oit l t o0 l I-(. d(- f i Iroirogera- i ty 

of a 1)'.i ol , 111(1 (1(-t ( Iilli i hg ;Illll'Oilip r iit 0 1,, i (tliie(- foi- spec ina l looud 

f requeii ,v p1I( 1 '111 ;il. (iii'.idel,bl 1 :;(,-,rch 'iout thjo-a.- i;'su;es li;a (doveloped 

ill til t; 1) 'tic.s w0 Iit aigi;ii i(:,i t, gc tir. Cornse;ilrert I it i!; expo>(cted, 

that cu1i r eit 1i lnil I ;, I)iil II t i .'; aild riook.; wi I I he r IVi el ;rid u(pd;lt ('(1 ii1 tie 

n ll t i ctue. 

I dr; : t IIe 


iIId Iog- . arIi;o i-iIg t ; .-. ' I 


T!e o ;a, of I l f; t t c;ad i t i or;1 o to(f - Y illoulI a ; GIIile I 

11I are ,, q i o (I Tli( il"old" (IEV irif)(h1, ailid anus-l 

re Iat I'(,I (.e.e ririrlliod,- lit-y row gi rrg I ;e ; W;ike'V ;ar(id Ini .:iture iiio(l( I; of 
v a r i()tl ; fo llwl; I t wc'(t( lill ill ( ! 1 '' -i l I [~,l x l: 1( i'. !:11( 1 .i . t- ; li . ilto :.; l' ;S 
t, i e TC FV i , I i-r) t, - I-IIII , i iIt I I t cc t, wIIi II I ;,; tr 1a)1111 II I , ; 

1)(.fII Io"iI,'1 [ ()1¢1[)(' c I I I I'*iI 'ct0 1'.I J{ fllm hI('Ii I I) o( -(I ( ' )I (I!; Ill 'Id d(i f io)ll, tl w !(;(, 

hIa ,re tl ,w c ;t, ) i I i I : ,, )1 1 I i li y i , tF o o d :ir.l ; i Ill". t (l Ii I I 'I I 1 ,( ( . . l' 'i I ' 
l ll - li' ] -clr I!ej :ii i, Io;o rI: i-h "''% ,i i ItthY! ic; iKI l li i r;lll ri rt , r I 

ii1O(l(-In ik t c'rr i i,' i:tt 1)i- rc; , tvlo y i I v, v,. liii t rI111W 'itt('I" t1I 111 1Ihr 

t i il t jiio l InIriodh- ;. WiMIt- thiin; c ic ,rI-1r i:; ,',lid I lfo ;ii ;l(- .;i ;it ( .;t nimlt loil, 
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however Wakeby and TCEV models 
 are useful alternatives in a regional
 
context. Further studies need to be 
 made in det'ermining properties,
 
estimation 
 and fitting procedures for mixture models in general. 
 A serious
 
limitation is the current lack of appropriate data for using these models 
effectively. It has become clear that determining the flood frequency model 
based on at site records alone is less reliable than that based on regional 
records. 
 The usual regional non-linear regression model for estimating 
flood qlantiles !'as been threetened by the re-emerging of the so-called 
index-flood t echn i que although the tnderlying assulnpt:ion of this tecliIque 
has been questioned. Likewise, POT models arc gaining more attention and 
multivariate models are emerging as potential Iusefl tools for approach i ng 
flood prediction problems. 

Moment (MOM) and maximumn likeli hood (1I1) estimation melhods have been 
the tradi t:I ona lmet1ods in f Ioed fIrequenicy studies. However, the 
probabil it y we igh red moments (PWM) method i s; becoming popular for at siCe 
and regional estimation procedures. It has been shown that PIWM is unbiased 
and c ompe tes favorably relative to Lthe other methods foi- the GumbIel and GV 
distrib i t oll!;. II es timat i oi rel ated to rej oiolaI molde s, tie index - f Iood 
t:echiij que ba:;ed onl PWM gave more efficient estimators than those based on 
at-site sinile estt.imation procedures. This is so even in the case of 
mnodert I ILe rog,e neoLus re gi ons.I Ce le t e rl1i Ili ng hnomogeneous regi Ons i s an 
inportant ComponentC in any reg ional analysis. Some progress has been made 
on th is topic although f urther work is needed for more definite results.
 
Finally, the applicationi Of the empirical bayes (EB) 
 theory to regional 
flood frequency analysis is relat:ively new and yet tio be oxplored fully. 

State of the art reviews oi flood prediction has be(:n recently made by 
others. - For inst:ance, Pot:er, 1987 reviewed research progress during 1983
1986 and L.ettenmaier, 1985 reviewed the specific is';me of regional flood
 
predicti on. Likewise ;n overview on flood prediction was made by Kumar and 
Chander, 1986 and an excellent revi ew and anatiysis was presented by Cunnane, 
1986. An i niventory of current cri teria for safety of dams which includes 
flood an(d eartlhq(Jlalke I :";ards has been made (CommitC tee on Safety Criteria for 
Dams, 1985)). In addi t ion, a recent. .;tudy of techniques for estimating 
probabilities of ext:remne floods; including inethods and recommended research 
was undert aken (Na Li orial Resea rch Council, 1987). All these works are 
excellent sources on flood prediction. 

.!/
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ABSTRACT Taiwan is invaded by typhoon times a yearseveral accompanied by 

heavy rainfalls, frequently resulting ill severe flooding. Tanshui River in 

the northern part of the island runs through Taipei Metropolitan Area where 

floodings had often occurred in the In order topast. reduce the risk of 

flooding, several important measures for flood mitigation have been taken in 
the last decade, including implementation of a flood forecasting system, con
structi on of a floodway and upgrading of levees. The information gathered at 

gaging stations in tile forecasting system are transmitted on-line to tile 
Forecasting Center for processing and/or computation, using flood routing 

models. The forecasted flood stages at vzrious locations are then released 

to proper authorities for appropriate actiois. Initially a simplified routing 
nodel was adopted. How'ever, a reservoir and a floodway have since been added 

to the Basin. To take the effect:! of these changes into account, dynamica 

wave if1o11el has been de ve l0ped to replace the simplified routing model. Fur
thermore, a typhoon rainfall forecasting model has also been developed. It is 
expected that the system will be greatly improved in the near future. 

INTROI)UCT ION 

Taiwan is situated in the western Pacific where many typhoon tracks pass 

through during the sunnier months. Typhoons invade the island several times 

each year. They are usually accompanied by heavy rainfalls. For the whole 
island, the annual precilptation averages 2,56,(( nun of which about 80-851 occurs 
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in the period from July through September. The largest amount of rainfall for
 

a single typhoon storm ever recorded was 2,749 mm.
 

Topographically, the island has a north-south mountain range separating
 

its drainage into an eastern and a western zones. All the streams are running
 

either eastward or westward, with extremely steep slopes at upstream portions,
 

but their lower reaches are fairly mild and short in general. Consequently 

the runoff water rushes to the low-lying areas or into the sea. lhe heavy 

typhoon rainfall combined with this particular topographical feature often 

results in severe flooding in downstream areas of river hasins. 

Tanshui River Basin (TR) in the northern part of the island is a case in 

point . The Basiln, having a drainage area of 2,726 km 2, consists of three 

major tribularies; namely, the Tahan, the Ilsintien and the Keelung, as shown 

in Fig. 1. 'Ile former two join each o her in the west of Taipei to form 

I Taiwan Straits 

F Wt 

A ChgChg 
B 

) o,,i 8 Ran tsihcliBridge 

"" , fC Tach, Bridge 

" D Chichu 

E 5hihmen Spillway 

G Sh 'tzutou 

S e h0 Foecustig Cente0Stage Ona t 
PStage-ramn sta 

Peo rstn 

|:ig.lI Tanshui river hasin with flood forecasting network 
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Tanshui River which is then joined by Keelung River in the north. After this
 

confluence, it continues westward draining into Taiwan Straits at 
the town

ship of Tanshui. The main stream, with a total length of 159 kin, runs right 

through Taipei Metropolitan Area (TMA) which is densely populated with some 4 
million inhabitants. There are two reservoirs in the upstream portion of the 
Basin, Shilhmen Reservoir on the Tahan and Feitsui Reservoir ol one branch of 
the lisintien. The latter has just been completed this year, 'M is a low

lying area surrounded by hills and mountains. Its elevation ranges from 
nearly zero to a few meters alove sea i level, llence it was frequently inun

dated due to floods ill tile past when Without much pro tec tio. 

In order to reduce the risk of flood damage in the "'M, the government 

has taken several important measures for flood mitigation in the I:?st decade, 

including imp lementat ion o i" a flood forecastiing and wLrning system, construc

tioni of a 11looIdwav alld uIpg ralii of levees. The ' lodwa) was completed in 

19841 and the lCvCC projcc t is being calrried out ill stages, The addition of 

Feit-;ui kescrvoir will also he helpful in reducing flood risk although flood 

litigatioin is not one of it,; official purposes, 

FIOOl) FORECASTING SYSTEM 

nder the auspices of the Taiwan Provicial Water Conservancy Bureau 

(TPWCB), the flood forecasting and warning system for the Tanshui River Basin 

was es tah Ii shed iii 1N77 ;and has; sinice been iln operation. I ititilly the 

svs telll coll i.t; )f 11 r;lii'a /ll i iin ; tatioi;, X'aI ream", gt,,i , stat ions, 2 

re'lay .:lIiat Li,iii. Jl :a Fotuc as. iili, fiit(cr inl'fail ieCity (see Fig. I liach 

raili 1;gietS tIt i i Cal - a m' gagin i; Iha<; eqI IicI d Wi th : i I , i raldio transiltter 
aid [ioo,;'' . losc s;tat ioil' wi t1oulit ItocoiCvilt i oill I powler supply"il lecc, 


are qi wI i nc, I , ; ii :i tali 

Wler lc,V' ,io t' ;Iild ai I'aidiO li,tli!nit tI'iwit Ii iowlt's;iipi lacti relay stl

eq i,i[ d si"o l:1' i ic h I. ti i ig ioint i.; Cq [ipped with a 

" v 

Oil i ; t'([iii im'd l agthl' 'ccciv'r, alIso ai'rdilii t i'iiis;m'.ittler :aid powe'r i;upply 

The FOircL-'a;it illu )' ciici' is; cquip ,d with Ireccivili ,tlt Ofl, C'oimputer faci li

tiCs, di .[I1:1''hIMAi'd alid t';iiSi. i ii n ;icilitic; ('I'I(C1,I 1977). 

Inl1981, ole of' tile rela)' stati oll, aild t o Off the ra ilfall gaging sta

(i'
) 
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tions were transferred to the jurisdiction of Shilimen Reservoir Authority
 

(SRA). The SRA also added 6 more rainfall gaging stations and 4 stream gaging 

stations to form a separate system for the Shihmen Reservoir Watershed, The 

information collected by the SRA System is then transmitted to the Forecasting 

Center via another relay station at the SRA's Control Center. In response to 

the addition of the floodway and P'eitsui Reservoir to the Basin, 4 more stream 

gaging stations were added in 1986. As a result of a recent investigation 

(Wu, 1984), 7 more rainfall gaging stations are planned to be added in the 

near future, as shown in Fig. 1. 

The information gathcred by various gaging stations in the TRB System 

are transmitted on-line to the Forecasting Center by radio either directly or 

via a relay station, as ;hown schematically in Fig. 2. Tlhey are then input into 

the Center'.s compute r t o" processing and/oi computation, using flood routing 

models . The torcasted flood staes at various locations along the stream 

are then released, vi a radio, facsimile , " telephone, to proper authorities as 

shown in Fi,. 3. 

'Streaml. RainI a"Ri Rd 

rain sta of st i cter 

R~elay 
sta
 

t -- - - - . . . . . . J 

afIoa or Prsing t e 
Fig. Sc em 
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Caging 
Stations 

Remote IControl 

(Fax) Forecating (Fax) 

L(Phone) Center (Phone) 

TFP PFn FIR -dm
F P FRe P
 

Xu
U 
I--

Subordinates t
: eehnUR ai
 

SRA: Shihmen Reservoir Authority C 
CW8: Central Weatier Bureau o -

TPPA: Taiwan Provincial Police Admin. 
TPWCB: Taiwan Prov. Water Cons. Bureau 
P: telephone R: radio
 
F: facsimile T: computer terminal
 

Fing.3 Flow chart for release of flood information
 

SIMPLIFIED ROUTING MODEL
 

When the System was established in 1977, a Simplified Routing Model (SRM)
 

was adopted because the capacity and speed of the System's computer, HP9825A,
 

was quite limited. When the rainfall intensitie, and water stages at various
 

gaging stations are input into the Center's computer, runoff and routing com

putations are executed by the SRM for tributaries Tahan, 1lsintien and Keelung, 

respectively, down to H1sinhai Bridge, Chung Cheng Bridge and Tachi Bridge. 

Basically storage coefficient method was employed for watershed runoff and 

unit function method for tributary channel flow computations. The storage 

function i s expressed as 

Ql(t + r) i kp (Qlt t)+ - 1 Q ri(t)A (1) 

where k = watershed storage coefficient, i (t) = rainfall intensity at time t; 

p = exponent ranging from 0.3 to 0.68; Ql(t + r) = runoff discharge; T = lag
 
time: A = watershed area; and r = a fraction representing contributing area. 

1'II 
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The runoff discharges are computed for the Hsintien at Chichu, and for
 
the Keelung at Wutu. 
However, flood discharge released from Shihmen Reservoir
 
is taken as the upstream discharge at Shihmen Spillway for the Tahan. 
The
 
discharges at 
the upstream stations are 
then routed through their respective
 
tributary channels to the downstream stations indicated in Table 1. Addi
tional runoffs from the watershed areas in-between the upstream and downstream
 
stations for each tributary are computed ahu then added, respectively, to
 
routed discharges of their tributaries. Water 
 stages are then obtained using 
rating curves at various stations. 

Table I Upstream and downstream stations of tributary watersheds 

Sta - /S Tahan Ilsintien Keelung 

Name S1h i echu hi Wutu4- Spi I Iwa N 

U) Area 
(km 2 ) 7S8.9 645.7 208.3 

4- Name Ils i nhai Chung Cheng Tachi 
4-, 

Area(km2) 1,156.0 876.J 
 401.1
 

When computations are completed for the three tributaries, the amount and 
extent of inundation in the low-lying 'rNIA is determined by treating the TtA as
 
an impounding reservoir 
with its outlet at Shitzutou. For this computation 
the following relationship is employed: 

3 

Q2 = 0I + I) - 01 - 2 (S 2 - Sl)/At (2) 

where Q2 = outflow at time t + At; Q, = outflow at time t; 12 = inflow at time 
t + At; li = inflow at time t; m = index for trilutary; S2 = storage of water 
at time t + At; S, = storage of water at time t; and At = time iaicrement. The 
outflow Q( is dependent oil both water levels at Shitzutou Station and the 
estuary ('I'W(CB, 1977), Comlit ations are carried out to deterinine water level 
at Sliit Thtoli by succ ;ie ;pproximation tilI (j .(2) is satisfied. The water 
levels and discharges at various locations can thus be forecasted for up to 5 
hrs in advance. 
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The 	methods employed in this SRM basically have the following shortcomings:
 

(1) 	The assumption of the TMA as an impounding reservoir results in a single
 

water level at a time within the entire TMA. This does not reflect the
 

actual physical situation.
 

(2) 	The addition of the floodway and upgrading of the levees have modified
 

hydraulic characteristics of flood wave propagation in the stream
 

channels. The SRM does not have the capability to account for the effect
 

of this modification. 

(3) 	The unit function employed for routing in the tributary channels was
 

derived from medium and low flood flows, Its application to high flood
 

flow is likely to result in some errors.
 

(4) 	 With the addition of Feitsui Reservoir to the Peishih Branch of lsintien
 

tributary, alterations of hydrologic conditions of the stream channels
 

have taken place. Again the SRM can not reflect the effects caused by
 

these alterations.
 

(5) 	In the storage function method for runoff computation, tle lumped
 

parameters of k and p can not account for the effects of watershed
 

variability.
 

In view of these shortcomings, it was obviously necessary to search for
 

better models for channel routing as well as runoff computation. This has
 

been 	done now. 

DYNAMIC ROUTING MODEL 

In order to improve on the shortcomings of the SRN mentioned above, the
 

Dynamic Wave Model (DWM) is adopted by employing the complete equations of 

motion and continuity for one-dimensional gradually-varied flow as follows: 

I (IQ (3)
)t )X 

;Q 	 9( ) + gA i =gA (S- + V (4)3t x A x f) 
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where Q = discharge; A = cross-sectional area; q. = lateral inflow per unit
 
channel length; g = gravitational acceleration; So 
= bed slope; Sf = fric
tional slope; y = water depth; and V = x-component of velocity of lateral 
inflow,
 

To solve for Q and y at various locations x. and at different times t.+l,
 
several numerical models have been employed in search for tie best scheme.
 
The computational efficiency and accuracy of each model 
 have been carefully
 
investigated. It found the
was that f)ynamic W',ave Model with Preissmann's
 
fully impi icit scheme has a much better efficiency than others while the
 
accuracies are about the same in all the The
cases. scheme is expressed as
 
(Yen and others, 1985ah:
 

f 1 fi+l i+l
 
2 j j+l
 

= fj{a-x i+ fi+l)af A-x1 - iS 

D- -I (f i + (fi+l ( 

t t+I j+l j J 

In the expressions above, the indices i and j represent time and location, 
resprctively; and f = any variable. 

Substituting Eqs,(5) into Eqs.(3) and (4), one can obtain, for each 
subreach of the stream channels, two algebraic equations which can be written 
in functional form as (Yen and others, 1985a) 

1+1 i+1 Q +I i+l)

j+1 ' j+I ' , yj 

(6)
Qi+I i+ i+l i+l
 
j+l Yj+I , y. ) = 0 

For (N-i) subreaches with N stations, there are 2 (N-1) such equations. In 
addition, 2 more equations for the upstream and downstream boundary conditions 
can be added to form a set of 2N equations for 2N unknowns. They are solved 
by Newton-Raphson met hod. 
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In order to account for watershed variabilities in runoff computations,
 

each tributary watershed is subdivided into a number of smaller subwatersheds,
 

Each subwatershed is conceptually represented by a number of Nash's linear
 

reservoir. The instantaneous unit hydrograpin U(I,t) for runoff from subwater

shed is expressed as 

A s t N-1 -t/K 
U(0,t) = N(N)e (7) 

where K = storage coefficient for conceptual linear reservoir; N = number of 

conceptual reservoirs representing a subwatershed; t = time; P(N) = Gamma 

function; and A, = area of subwatershed. 

Based on tLe geomorphological information of TRB, the parameters K and N 

have been derived and expressed as follows (Yen and others, 1985b); 

K = 1.6 (L • c) 0.065 S - 0. 16 (8)
c 0 

- 0 2 6 5 8 - 0 1 3 2N = 1.0 +.81 (1, •lc)
C . 

0
. (9) 

where L = channel length of subwatershed; L = distance from the center ofc 
gravity of subwatershed to its outlet; and S 0 = channel slope, 

With lqs.(7), (8) and (9), one can obtain runoff discharge for each 

subwatershed which is then treated as lateral inflow q. into the channel 

subreach where the runoff enters. This is expressed as 

1 
qq = (},t) i (t) (10)9 


where Li = length of the channel subreach; and i(t) = rainfall intensity at 

time t. 

Tile development of Dynamic Wave Model for the TRB Forecasting System has 

now been completed. Testings have shown that in general the water stages 

forecasted by IWM are closer to the recorded ones than those by SRM. The DWN1 

has now been implemented in tile System, with a new computer, [IP1000 MICRO-27. 
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As mentioned earlier, the upper portion of the Basin is quite steep and
 
its downstream channels are rather short, The time it takes for rainfall to run 
off to the TMA is only about 4-5 hrs. After allowing times required for data 
transmission, data processing, computation, decision making and issue of 
warning, there are only about 2-3 irs left as lead time for taking appropri
ate actions against possible flooding. This lead time is too short. However, 
there is very little one can do to increase the lead time by improving the 
hardware or software of the System. In stead, forecasting of rainfall well in 
advance of typhoon's arrival is the only possibe way to improve this situation. 

ITPlOON RAINFALL FORECASTING 

Forecasting of typhoon rainfall include,; three aspects; namely, the
 
maximum rainfall intensity, its time o4 -,'curen:e and the pattern of hyeto
graph. Studies (Wang , 1983; Yen and 
 )the rs, '987) have been carried out for 
the TRB ha eid on pa:;t reco rib; of tymhoon allli rainfall (CMB, 1982). Relation
shi ps have been dree loped. F irst, 'he time of occurence of maximum rainfall 

intensity i s rldt'- to the location uf center of typhoon as follows: 

9=+ (11)
 

where V = advancing speed of typhoon; T = current time; 'r21 = time of occur
rence of maximum rainfall intensity at a given station; and 9, = distance of 
typhoon track from pires,,it position to its projected intersect with mountain 

ridge line (or its extention). 

Then, the maxi n.. intensity of typhoon rainfall was related to meteoro
logical and geo lorphological iparameters by regression analysis. Recorded 
meteorological data of past typhoons and topographical information of the TRB 
were employed in the anal:;is. This results in the following relation: 

a li(e---)1) 
(12) 

VPh
 

where R = maximum rai nfa I i ntensity; V = advancing speed of t)phoon; 
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u = wind velocity at gaging station; e = partial pressure of vapor at gaging
 

station; P, = atmospheric pressure at gaging station; a = coefficient dependent 
on watershed and type of typhoon; b = exponent dependent on watershed and type 
of typhoon. The coefficient "a" has been evaluated by using information of 

recorded typhoons. Its value was found to vary from 9.8 to 170. Similarly, 

the exponent "b" varies from 0.48 to 1.27. 

Furth-rmore, a relation for pa rameters describing basic rainfall pattern 

have also been developed, based on recorded rain falls (TIPW1C13. 1973). At first
 

normali zed hyetograph obtained with 3-hr moving a c-rage was employed in the 
der ivat ion of bas i c ra infall pattern. Then some modifications to the basic 

rainfall pattern were also pro)osed, 

The aboVe conistitute.s a ty)hoon rainfall model which can be used to 
forecast railfa illi inten .itv, its pattern as well as its time of maximum 

initens i ty. Veri ficationrs of tile model 1have een done by using data from 
several i ndcpclUdenlt e-Vents of' typhoon ra irifal I . Results (Yen and others, 

1987) indicitc, that error:; of the forecasted maxi mum rainfall intensity and 

basic rainfaTll pat tern are within 3)'. Tie difference between the forecasted 

time of fliaxilmllll intensity and the lrCo(rded ole is 'r less than S hI's in most 
cases. It,is expcCt cd t hat tile fl ood forecasting and warning system of the 
TIR will be greatly improved when this new model is implemented in the near 

future.
 

SUMMARY
 

Taipei Metropolitan Area was often flooded in the past due to heavy 
rainfall brought by typihoons . A flood forecasting and warning system has been 

implemented ilrthe 'i';liui River lRas inr as one of tire several important 

rreas;lres to llitiigat, l),;.;il) I flood damages. The system includes rainfall 

gagirig s;tations, Streami ga,;1ging .taltions;, tran.rmitting and relaying facilities, 

aid aI i:orC'lca;t ill'Celter. 

Irnitially a Simpli Vied Routing Model (SMIR) was adopted for runoff and 
routing computat ions, executed )y I1P9825A computer. To handle the new 

A5
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situation arising from a floodway and a reservoir added to the Basin after the 
completion of the forecasting system, a Dynamic Wave Model was constructed to 
replace the SMI'. Furthermore, i, order to allow for more lead time for taking 

appropriate actions against possible flooding, a Typhoon Raintfall Forecasting 
Model has also been devc loped. The systeim call he expected to improve greatly 

soon after implementat ion of these neW models in a newly instal Ld computer. 
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A!3STRACT Ma Iavs ia. s i tua tedt '.'erv near the Equator. comes tinder the 

inf luences of the 5ojth-L.st if'lav f-o ilJOust i and North-east (Nlovember 

to Febijarvf r(rY5OCIso. ViI c i are the maior r-tribu tors to th-_h .' .-w-,mm 

o'era I I arrnja I rairfal I . I fe o _xraphv is c-racteri sed tiv a c.feepl v 

sIupir~c r ore made tip of i ser P-( of r- ih h v )paralIe I rannes fry.vn ijhic h 

thh 	 r i ifr t - c' rifol).irit ivel,, rrid and irit €r'p-rsed bv less elevated 
'ndoJlatIm tvIrit rv. Itwe r iver iccirst-es are relatively shrr with steep 

il if (r cuYyr';e comnaratively 

stretr_ -w,: in t:t-h Icxr reFacteKs. -,c)that f l oid f lows are transient in 

the mper rc-?a*--e, buit increase ir duration tomards the coastal plains. 

The= L)"lI' of Malavsla s pfxyilat ion is concentrated in towns and 

v Ilaqe3 si tuated in the vallev tracts and coastal plains. Any 

f I ood ini In thIse areas, ther Ffore. affects larme numbers of People 

arid their 1 -IvI W xl. 1'iJI tI IronqEd and systematic approaches are 

ri it 3d1j"d t t I(, f I prrb I fis, both 	 and 

qradie t; t 1cri r £2F and 	 flat rrwanderinp 

cr) qina t lc)cJ namely structural non

as hvdroloical data collection.str,, 	tr,1 ir I-"-, a5a I asjLf 1mq-termx 

Strii:t,)r-al rma,,I, jrhs i nc lce tt)e Plala Lumpur Flood Mitigation Project, 

tte t')i t fr r i 4e .rdl w em,as i n-Ser -a k Inteqrated (wricul tural1 ,Iwi)r tte 

De i e' ICn IfS i [ Relief arid Preparedness Plan,F)ri vettI Isaster-

FI _XJ F I ai, Ld %vt(-t-,. HiiSf Mappingxr )l -i,inn Flood (-Anavlysis and 

ar r, F' "TW. 1ir - f r nti :Jrir- t.iira I measures. Establ ishinq a 

Fbdro lcijv Hrifri h iri the- l)ra inae arid It r iqat ion Department since 1972 

aim c, fr) ,-)lve. to a certain extent, problems of lack of hydroloqical 

data. 

http:5ojth-L.st
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INTR3JCTION
 

Malaysia is located 
 between latitude 
 10 and 70 north, and 
longitude 1070 and 1190 east. The country comprises two regions, 
Peninsular Malaysia and the States of Sabah and Sarawak, separated by 
640 km of the South China Sea. Toether the regions cover an area of 

.
330,400 km2 

The climatic conditions of Malaysia are determined by its
 
geoqraphical position, 
 topoqraphy and the maritime 
 monsoonal winds
 
that cross the country durinq the year. The two major surface wind
 
regimes affecting the country 
 are the northeast monsoon, 
with winds
 
from northerlv arid easterly directions, and the 
 southwest monsoon,
 
with winds frcxii southerly and westerly directions. 

The northeast mrtnsocn brings heavv rain the coastto east of 
Peninsular Malavsia, north 
 Sabah and south Sarawak between November 
and February. 1he somtnoest son prevails from May to Auqust, and 
except for the northern part of the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia. 
the rainfall dur no this period is less than that of the northeast 
mosoon localised thunderstorns occur all the year round and could
 

be very intense. 

FLOOD PROBLEMS 

Floodinq 
 is a major problem in Malaysia. In the past, maior
 
floods have caused ext"isive damage 
 to public facilities, agricultural 
crops. propert ,. loss of Iives, disr-tption of social and economic 
activities,
IV - 1(1 hr c-,iadri jr of essential services. Sinificant costs 
hal al so Lt.crr i jr,r(d in rescte and f lcxod relief operations, as well 
as rehabi lit ti )f f)Ji)li0- vwir [s arid (itilities that were damaged. 

Fix, h I(Ic- ,t flrxl in1 I vr)n mfr isorrv 
 the 1926 flood. Major 
f lrx-J:s were r r'r)r,'h'il Jdh),Jjf-Jt Iv in 19-, . 19,17. 1954 and 1957. More 
recert l. 'm,~i r I lihx (x(I irr(cl ini 1967 and 1//I. These tvw floods 
were f (I lx, d hy f Inx.ls ()I lesser Tiapn tude ocrCtrr ino in 197S. 1979 
arid 190E,. It *- p,,t ot (f damale and loss for selected floods which 

rccujrrel iiirefc-cn vtcars niven lable 1.are in 
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Table 1: Flood Damaqe for Selected Floods
 

Flood Event 
 Damaqe Cost Death Persons Evacuated 

(M$ mi]lion) 
Dec. 1967, Kelantan river basin 
 78.4 38 320.000 

Dec. 1967, Perak river basin 60.8 - 280.000 

Dec. 1967. Terenpqanu river basin 15.8 17 78,000 

Jan. 1971. Pahana river basin 37.7 24 151-3, 000 

Jan. 1971, Kuala Lumpur 34.3 24 
 not available 

Feb. 1984, Batu Pahat river basin 18.0 8.400 

Overall. the flood afl--cted areas mapped for major flood events 

recorded since 19b3 amount to about 279.C*-) m- or some 9,. of the total 

area in the countr,. Of this. abcut 15, 300 km2 is located in 
Peninsular Maiavsia. while 2.7!.C km is in km 2Sabah and 11 .00) in 

Sarawak. 12 breaIdcjn of the flocai prone areas in Peninsular Nalavsia 

into 12 land-use classifications is shc ,x7 in Table 2. 

Table 2: Land-,use Classifications of Flood-prone Areas 

Urban Area 11 . 300 ha.
 

Minina 8.bO) ha.
 

Mixed Horticulture 83.I(x- ha. 

Rubber 227.0(.X) ha. 

Oil Palm 38.800) ha.
 

Coconuts 
 57. 7 x.p ha. 

Other Tree Crops 1(,B.!i ha. 

Pad a 1ISo.. 4CMX*ha.
 

Grass Iand 
 26.7'X ha.
 

Forest Iand 29 7 .4'> via.
, 

Swamp and .Liused land 62). 5. x, ha. 

Total Flood-prune Area 1.531.g00 ha. 



----------------------------------------------
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The total number of neple in 19D livina in the flood-prone 

areas is about 2.7 mullion. Lh-der the National Water Resources Study,
 

an assessrmpnt of the annual averaoe flood damage of each state was 
carried ckit. VH-e total annLal averaQe flood damaoe for the country 
has been estmated at ," million rinoait a5 shcin in Table 3.
 

-
Tabl' I7: i:ruial Avuraoe Damaoe by State
 

State 
 Damage (M$ million)
 

PerlJs 
 0.9
 

Kedah 
 2.3
 

Penano 2.0
 

Per- i 
 10.4
 

-elanoor X. Federal Territory 4.3
 

4-7aer i Ftbj Ian 
 2.0
 

r-V i a 1 2.0
 

,I1-nhqr-8.8
 

F'aho¢wq 11.5
 

1erefncianl, 
 8.8
 

, eIantan 
 18.7
 

Sabah 
 8.6
 

Saraai, 23. 1 

Total: 103.4
 

LNDERSTPN1DING THE FLOOD PROBLEM
 

Foi lC,'JinQ tf ra f1(xdi t-jhl-h c-urred in 1971, a seriesM Fnr of 
studie: t.-re rtn d ijt to detpriiiine t-he causes of flooding in the 

vat c0,1" n ( ,r I:If ,dffi I ('cJ ,ri"CV- uiid t h-ehe measures that can be taken 
to (flit I I t -' w rtK1 ,,1njr-n f I(",rit foct:5 have been highlighted 
b" ltt--'(? o6 I t pf,J [-, ,rld o , th,]t :
 

1 I)-1 1 1u, ,.rin dit-F to vieir--sipread heavy r-ainfall in river 

catj lotirts, d ijr rir tt 4.-w tlhear3t l -fiSOon. resulting in rivers 

i 
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breaking their banks; flood discharges at such times exceed 

the caoacitis of river channels by many times. resulting in 

extensive areas being inundated; 

ii) Heavy flood damage and losses inevitably occur in a major
 

flood event as cities and population centres have since early 

days developed from settlements located in flood plains of 

rivers and coastal areas prone to flooding.
 

FLOOD MITIGATION MEASUFES 

Since the severe flood in Kuala Lumpur in 1971, flood mitigation
 

measures have been artivelv implemented in major flood prone areas 

throuqhcxjt the ccuntrv. It is recoonised that controllina major 

floods solely throtxQh larue scale enqineerinq vwrks is not feasible. 

Hence, a combinat ion of nra.t ical measures, both structural and non

structural, aimiiJ at miiim, lflnq flood loss is adopted. 

1he var i(ns rasr-ires :3dopt-d ran be catenorised as followi: 

(i) Collec ticx of ,'drololical and Floxd Data. 

(ii) River Basin Studies. 

(iii) Implemitaticx of Speific Flood Ilitiqatiotn Projects. 

(iv) Ncx- Strictural Masures. 

COLLECTION OF HYDROLOGICAL AND FLOOD DATA 

The planning, design and imleeXotation of flood mitigation works 

depend qreatlv o-n the aval ab1 1 i ty of -idequate data and information. 

Recoqn isinq this Halkay has ,- substanit ial nds,rnee--d, 1,ia r -2 f, since 

1972, to e.xpand tlo, drI010, tira I Or in's thx' t-iderar ' It in rcJIun trv. the 

eypans i on ar(.I{.r f-h ivrJr (dI i 1r-a 1 i w, t x)rt. s tt* L.ho Ie coontryaTiWK. in 

ere r ev i evie 111d r C()r( al I I w d4 1 w It t IK- tihi si en rof many new 

stat ic is atid the, Ii -i[-,d n- ic t u1 i Vtiiji onf-'-, 

In add I tI (s I i t - - (of tvdr I net wor ks.w ,e pans 1 f I o], ca I 

procedt ros cn da ta c r) I I c t i o-i ar id pr cres i r i C:r e I mpr oved. and a 

computer-based twdr-olciical data bank Was established. lih- data and 



information collected have been utilised for flood analysis, flood 

~: mapping, "flood estimation and flood forecasting purposes. 

FLOOD SLUIES
 

'for rivers where major floouj problems exist. 'These studies were, 

among othe-r objectives, aimed at preparing flood mitigation master 
plans for the river basins. To date. river basin studies have been
 

successfully completed for most of the major river basins, such as 

those at the Pahang, Kelantan. Terengganu, Limbang, Kinabatangan and
 

Golok rivers.
 

Under the National Water Resources Study, completed in 1982,
 

investigation into the floodinq problem in the country was extended to 

cover other river basins which are subject to floodinq. The Study 

recommended that flood mitigation works for 31 river basins, be 

implemented over the next twenty years. The recommended f lood 

mitigation proqramme includes improvement of 850 km of river channels, 

construction of 12 multipurpose dams, 82 km of flood bypass, 12 rinq 

bunds around urban centres, and the resettlement of about 10,000 

people in the flood-prone areas. 

In Malaysia. flooding effects both rural and urban areas, and 

many of the urban centres are subject to frequent floodino. The most 

commnon cause of urban floodina is the inability of existing drains and 

water courses to cope with the increased peak flows resultina from 

conversion of aqricultural and forest land to housinq and other 

purpose. The problem is further aggravated due to uncontrolled 

development and lack of forward planning in the urban drainaqe system. 

To overcome such urban flooding problem, drainage master-plan studies 

have been undertaken in most of the major urban centres. The 

preparation of these drainage master-plans entails intearated study 

of urbanisation and landuse projections. These master-plans would be 

useful to Government authorities responsible for plannina. control. 

and approvinq future developments in ensurino that adequate drainaqe 

facilities would be provided to cope with the increased storm
 

discharqes resultinq from expansion of the towns and urban centres.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF SPECIFIC FLOOD MITIGATION PROJECTS
 

Kuala 	Lumur_Flood Mitigation Project 

Following the 1971 flood in the Capital City of Kuala Lumpur, a 

study on measures to mitigate floods in the City was carried out. The 

proposals which were submitted by the Department and subsequently
 

accepted in principle by the Government in 1973 comprise the
 

following:
 

i) 	Construction of dam,, -- enlargement of the existing Klariq 

Gates Dam and construction of two new dams on the upper 

catctents of Sq. Batu and Sq. Gombak for flood control aiid 

water supply pjrposes; 

ii) 	River canalisation and revetment works -- enlaraement of the 

channel capacities of th- existinp Klanq. BatU and (3ombak 

river s. 

iii) 	 Urban dr airiaQe w-orks -- uporadinp of the existino urban 

drainaqe s'stens and construction of new trunk drains within 

the Ftjala I timnrr ccw-urbation to alleviate flash flood 

or ob I eros. 

The raisinq of to Flianul Gates Dam was completed in 1.980 and this 

has ef f- ti yI-] rvit-rol led f l oods frco-n the KlanQ river. The 

cori-trnut ir-) of thQ, Baf-u Dam is in or ooress and is 3chedulled for 

CILK11D let jci In 1437. 1he roopsa I for the Gonbal. Dam has since been 

drorp)el d. Ii3nn1 Im1 iprovement .jrl (X) t-he Batu. GrInbak' and ' 1ano 

rI!t 	 ,1 t iihleh1_tw--c iLv rcentre breoanri in 1978 and are beina implemented 

West 	 Johore Integrated Agricultural Project 

Ihe went coast of the -tiate of Johor stretchinq from Parnt Jawa 

to the Pula r iver i ai, : toand ror u area of 5 Im" is subiect 

f loodino. Li-der hase - of the Proiect. dr-ainaoe and flood mitioation 

woIs have been rcycn ,dped and this has pro. ided rel ief to some 15 

h Ct " .
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Phase II of the Project covers an area of approximately 200 km2
 

in the Batu Pahat river basin. A study on flooding in this area has
 

been carried out recently, and it has been established that the flood 
problem can be overcome by constructino two das.s, one on the Semberong 
river and the other on the Bekok river, as wel l as by carrving out 
channel improvement works theto main rivers in the basin. The 
construction of the Semberong Dam, wich also gives water supply 
benefits, h-as recently been completed, while the detailed desion for
 
Bekok Dam (which also has water supply benefits) and the channel 
improvement works for the Semberonp, Bekok. Simpano Kanan and Simpana 
lViri rc ,ers is in procress. It is proposed to implement the Bekok Dam 

and t' i,.er improvement works from 1988. 

Kota Brhru Tow _Drainage And F~cy, ' it.qation Project 

*;:x- floodinq problem in the proiect area of 1680 ha is due to the
 
followin0 two main causes:

(i) floodino iue to localised thunderstorm: 

(ii) floodin due to the Kelantan river in spate. 
To overcce flocdiw, due to localised thunderstorms, a trunk drainane
 
svsten has been implmenftUd. For mitiQatino the floods caused by 
 the
 
Kelantan river over-flc-Aino its banks, 
 it is proposed to construct a
 
dvle alocio its banfs. 
 The trunk drain system has been completed with
 
the constructic.--i of 
 over 53 km of trunk and infrastructural drains 

since 19&-) 

Kemasin-Semerak Integrated Agricultural Project 

The proje.t covers a uross area of 68.350 ha and a population of 
160(,XK). I r aversed by te- "'Unasn. Penokalan Datu and Semerak rivers,
 

tle arai was frequent lv 
 subiect to f loodinp and suffered from poor 

dra in,vie. 

The maiin reriineerrv.j -nor ks it) the flood mitigation component of 
the prot eI (-XnLr Isel f lod relipef channels, river diversion, tidal 
control structure-, and breakwaters at the river entrances. Drainage 
facilities are also oro. ided to over 7.0CO ha of peat areas for 

conversion7 to acricultitJraI usage. 

13I 
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NON-STRUCTURAL MEASURES 

Flood Forecasting And Flood Warning System 

The provision of flood forecasting and warning systems is an 

important, practical and low-cost measure to minimise flood losses. 

Flood forecasts, given early will enable people livinq in flood-prone 

areas to be warned so that they can evacuate themselves and their 

belongings before the arrival of the flood. Fo lowing the 1971 

floods, telemetric forecasting systems have been installed in the 

basins of the Kelantan, Terenqqanu, Pahang and Perak rivers, which are 

susceptible to major floods from time to time. Similar systems were 

recently installed in the Sadonq river basin in Sarawak and the 

Kinabatangan river basin in Sabah. VF flood forecasting systems have 

been established in smaller river basins of Batu Pahat. Muar, Johor 

and Klang. In river basins which are subjected to flash floods,
 

little lead time is available for effective warning. Therefore flood
 

warning sirens, which automatically trigger once the flood level
 

reaches a critical point, have been installed at strategic locations
 

along such rivers. These warning sirens are especially useful when
 

flash floods occur at night.
 

Since 1980, flood warning boards have been established in the
 

major flood prone river basins. Levels marked on these warninq boards 

are correlated to the water levels at an observation point upstream. 

The ,a;ning boards are located at flood prone villages downstream of 

the observation point and they enable the residents of the villages to 

assess for themselves what the flood situation would be like in their 

areas, on receiving information of the water level at the upstream
 

observation point.
 

Change_ In -Land, Use -_And Resettlement Of People._In Flood-prone Areas 

One positive measure to reduce the potential for damage to 

property as well as loss of life in flood-prone areas where floods 

cannot be reduced by structural measures is to resettle the affected 
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people and to convert agricultural land use to less damage susceptible 

crops. Since 1971, 1,672 families and 2.715 families have been
 

resettled in the states of Kelantan and Pahang respectively.
 

Control Of Development In Flood-pone A)reas 

In flood prone areas where structural measures cannot be 

economically justified. the potential for damage to property, works 

and public services as well as loss of life can be minimised or 

avoided by restricting development in such areas. In this connection. 

Malaysia has embarked on the preparation of a flood risk map fo- the 

upper Kilanac river basin as a pilot project for flood risk mapping in 

the Tvhxoon Cyomati fee reqmn. 

Flood Proofing 

This measure consists of the implementation of protective works 

to Dreven t the entry of flood water into individual houses and 

specific places e.g. by bindinq a Wuildino with a wall so that the 

floor is not submerged dur-ino a flood :herebv reducino flood damage. 

Disaster Relief And Preparedness Plan
 

The Malaysian National Disaster Plan was conceived to provide an 

effective and permanent disaster relief machinery so as to reduce 

Neman suffer inn. mor tal it v. and damage to propertv in the event of 

floods. Vu f(Jl fill this fJnrCt:on, co.ittees Were set up at national, 

state aid distr it levels. At natixrial level the cnymittee is served 

byv tLv' r)r irIrrI (rc i,. .e. aa vx:rk inn rurc on supply, and a workinq 

[orrjf)J(] I r ajr isrir f rd c)-i ra tin . function is tor-nrmrn i Its 

cr-oordir tip, pre)at ,i t I (ff Ilool relief fr*-asures at the national level. 

fit sta)te arl d1stri levels, committees have similarI[ the 

f ucr t ici is. Th|ese ccxiYruites: are equiiprd to deal with flood warning , 

flood iifornat ion d issemination. evacuatirn of f looxd victims, flood 

relief, arid relabilitation work. should floods occur in their areas. 
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CONCLUSION
 

The unprecedented scale of socio-economic development that has 

been taking place in Malaysia in the last twenty years has provided
 

continuous impetus to the rapid qrowth of urban and rural settlements, 

many of which, for historical reasons, are situated in flood-prone
 

areas. Along with social and economic development comes the nation

wide aspiration for a hiqher and better standard of living- thus, the 

acceptance of occasional flooding as a way of life is rapidly becoming 

a philosophy of the past as flood events prove more destructive with
 

the increasinq social and economic development.
 

Since 1971. Malaysia has moved from a previous low level and ad

hoc tvpe of activities to a positive approach in order to come to qrip
 

with the flood problems of the country. On the whole, a framework has 

now Leen established to study flood problems affectinq an entire river 

basin, 3 city or a town. and to implement flood mitigation works to 

deal with flood problems, or to reduce flood damaqes through effective 

and practical non-structural measures. 

Investments in enoineerina works for flood mitigation can be 

justified in terms of economic or social benefits or both. To the 

extent that there are no suitable alternatives, the imolementation of
 

flood mitiqatio.-i works should be undertaken as a basic requirement for 

economic development and social well-beino of the people. 

'2.41 
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ABSTRACT Heavy rainfall events over rapidly and extensively developing low
 

lying areas, having water courses which are influenced by tides, pose the
 

problem of flooding in some parts of Singapore. Strategies developed to
 

prevent and control floods in one such area, the Bukit Timah Catchment, are
 

presented. Use of urban drainage models KWRM, MITCAT and FLOW2D in assessing
 

the current flooding situation and in evaluating the available options for
 

flood mitigation works are illustrated. The models were calibrated and
 

verified using six major h!storic storm events and then used to evaluate the
 

performance of the proposed diversion scheme for different storms and land use
 

conditions.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The Bukit Timah drainage catchment is long and narrow, encompassing an 

area of 2620 hectares. The catchment is about 13.3 km long from the further 

most basin divide to its confluence with the sea (Fig. 1). The catchment is 

served by the Bukit Timah/Rochor canal which passes through some of the most 

heavily built-up parts of Singapore. The original Bukit Timah st !am which
 

ran from the highest point in Singapore, the Bukit Timah hill, has been
 

developed and channelized over the years so that it is now entirely of a lined
 

concrete section. The majority of the canal lining was constructed when most
 

of the drainage basin was still largely open space with some scattered
 

C 
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Fig. 1 Bukit Timah Catchment
 

residential development. 
 Later development and urbanization of the upstream
 
areas coupled with the 
long narrow orientation of 
the basin have resulted in
 
flooding of areas adjacent to 
the Bukit Timah Canal. These flooding problems
 
have become rather 
common and frequent 
and have caused serious traffic
 
disruption along the Bukit Timah Road and Dunearn Road, the 
two major arteries
 
connecting the northeast section 
of the island with 
the city. In addition,
 
flooding also occurs 
in the adjacent resiceitial areas. 
 A total of about 485
 
hectares in the 
Dikit Timah Valley has been subject to flooding.
 

Following severe flooding 
 in the late 
 1960's, a trans-catchment
 
diversions 
canal (Phase I) was constructed by 
the Drainage Departnent of the
 
Ministry of Environment in 1971 
to convey storm 
flow from the 1080 hectares of
 
the Bukit Timah Catchment into the neighbouring Pandan 
River Catchment.
 
However, it was recognized by the 
Drainage Department that additional flood
 
mitigation 
works had to be commissioned 
in order to protect the areas from
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further flooding. Drainage Department is responsible for the alleviation and 
prevention of flooding in Singapore. 

Solution Strategies
 

The proposed solution by the Drainage Department to the current flooding 
problem involves the construction of another diversion canal to convey
 
streamflows from the Mid-Bukit 
Timah Catchment into the neighbouring Kallang 

River. Also, several improvements like widening and deepening of the canal 
must be undertaken to increase the capacity at critically undersized
 

sections. Although the concept of 
the above diversion is accepted as the most
 

efficient flood mitigation works, 
there are few alternative flood alleviation
 

details, such as the sizes of the diversion canal, extent of improvements to
 

the existing canals, 
etc., which required further detailed evaluation. This
 

paper illustrates the use of urban drainage models KWRM, MITCAT and FLOW2D in 

assessing the current flooding situation and in evaluating the available
 

options for flood mitigation works.
 

The development of digital simulation models which 
can aid in the design,
 

evaluation, and management cr urban 
drainage systems has been researched
 

intensively in the recent past. One -f the 
earliest models available was the
 

Transport and Road Research r " 
Laborat -- (TRRL) Method (Watkins, 1962). Wide 

usage of this method by designers in United Kingdom encouraged the development
 

of several variants of the TRRL Method, the most important being ILLUDAS Model 

developed by Terstriep and 
Stall (1974). Demand for continuous simulation of
 
runoff as well as war-r quality elements led to the development of programs 

like STORM (U.S. Army Corps of engineers, 1977) and SWMM (Huber and others, 

1982). It is not proposed to list all the available urban runoff models 

here. The scope of the available urban runoff models is indicated by books 

edited by Ifelliwell (1978) and Yen (1981). 

SIMULATION - UPPER BUKIT TIMAH CATCHMENT
 

This cat. -ant has a drainage area of 6.11 km2 . The streamflow gauging 

station is located just upstream of the Phase I diversion canal mentioned 

earlier. The summit of the catchment is the Bukit Timah hill which is the
 

.& 
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highest point in Singapore with an elevation of 177 m above mean sea level. 
At the summit, about 0.2 km2 of land is protected as nature forest reserve. 

The area near the diversion is 9 m above mean sea level. The main drain,
 

which is trapezoidal 
and lined, has a slope of 0.8% upstream and 0.2%
 

downstream at the diversion. The other sections of the drain also are lined 
and have longitudinal slopes varying from 5% to 
1.1%.
 

Storm Data
 

Singapore is a tropical country where there are neither distinct wet nor 
dry seasons. Rain falls throughout of 
the year. The two main seasons are the
 

North-East (NE) monsoon season which lasts from about November to March, and 
the South-West (SW) Monsoon season fron May to September. The months of April 

and October are generally known as the transitional months which separate the
 

end of one monsoon from the beginning of the next. The NE monsoon winds are 
generally cooler and more constant in directionn and bring spells of yet 
weather which may persist for several days at a time. The chief feature of 
the SW monsoon season are the early morning squalls; these squalls consist of 

occasionally strong gusty winds. They often are accompanied by heavy rain and 

thunder. The mor-e intense features of the storm seldom last for more than an 

hour.
 

The data for the six storms used in the study consist of hourly rainfall 

quantities for each 
 rainfall station and corresponding average hourly
 

discharge at the catchment outlet. 
 'ne December 2 - 3, 1978 storm, which was 
the longest ever recorded storm duration, was used to calibrate the models; 

five other storms were used t verify the models. The study of hourly 

rainfall values indicated that the rainfall occurring over the basin was 
reasonably uniform and consistent with the storms of LDcember 2 - 3, 1978 and 
August 12, 1980. Rainfall distribution over the basin varied somewhat more 

for the storms of May 4 - 5, 1980, August 16 - 17, 1980 and July 18 - 19, 

1981. The storm of October 21, 1979 was mainly localized and the total storm 
depth varied considerably from gauge to gauge. On the basis of the foregoing 

information, one would expect the storms of December 2 - 3, 1978 and August 

12, 1980 to provide the most reliable simulation results. 
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KWRM Model
 

In urban catchment models, stream and overland flow routings involve the 

solution of the St. Venant equations which consist of the continuity and the 

momentum equations. The many numerical solution schemes (Stephens and others, 

1976) are quite complex and require considerable effort on stability and 

convergence criteria. Furthermore, lack of boundary conditions, particularly 

in the case of overland flow routing, is quite common. Hence, simple version 

of the St. Vernant equations coupled with less complex numerical solution 

scheme is sought. This results in, among others, the development of Kinematic
 

Wave approach.
 

Lighthill and Whitham (1955) were the first to present a general 

treatment of kinematic wave theory. Ever since, there has been a 

proliferation of urban rainfall-runoff models using kinematic were 

approximation (Wooding, 1965; MITCAT, 1980; HEC-1, 1981; Alley and others, 

1981 ; Brady, 1984). 

Colipled with the kinematic wave approach is the assignment of roughness 

coefficient to each individual sub-catchment of the catchment under study. 

Roughness coefficients of i-catchments vary with different ratios of 

pervious to impervious areas. .ais can be estimated using
 

1 F. 1 + (1 - F.e ) I 
nT impni imp nimp perv
 

in which 

Fim = fraction impervious 

nT - the representative Manning n of a sub-catchment; and 

nimp, nperv the representative Manning n values for the impervious and 

jxrvios asoctionm, respectively. 

The steps followed in the modelling art! to (i) obtain the various values 

of F. of all sub-ca tchmon ts from a land use map; (ii) assign a single 

appropriate n imP value which approximately represents all impervious sections 

Manning n; (iii) assign, similarly, an appropriate n perv value for the 
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pervious sections. The nT value of a sub-catchment is then computed and
 

supplied as input to the model. Division of the watershed into sub-catchments
 

and other input details are presented elsewhere [Liong and others, 1987].
 

Calibration runs The storm of Dec. 2 - 3, 1978 was used for calibration.
 

No initial rainfall abstraction was assigned to this storm. The computation
 

procedure of the excess rainfall followed that of RORB model (Laurenson and
 

others, 1983) and is explained in detail in the paper by Selvalingam and
 

others (1987).
 

Several sets of .imp and nperv values were tried, one set at a time, with 

which the runoff hydrograph was simulated and compared with the measured 

runoff hydrograph. The b#st set of nim p and nperv value was found to be 0.04 

and 0.35, respectively. Figure 2 shows the comparison between the measured 

and the simulated hydrographs. The values of nim p and nperv of 0.04 and 0.35, 

respectively, fit reasonably well with those typical n values listed in Table
 

3 of Viessinan and others, 1972.
 

E s - 0 -

Tr 200RanflRunoff 

300 - Actual 60.0 
--Calculated ! 

E20 0 -

LI 
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00 
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TIME hrs 
Fig. 2 KWRM Calibration, Dec., 1978
 

Verification runs No initial rainfall abstraction was assigned to both 

storms, May 5, 1980 and Aug. 17, 1980 storms, used in the verification runs. 

The same set of nimp and nperv values of 0.04 and 0.35, respectively, were 
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used. The simulated runoff hydrographs of May 5, 1980 and Aug. 17, 1980
 
storms compared quite well with the measured hydrographs as shown in Figs. 3 

and 4 respectively.
 

00 

E E 
20.0 E -20.0 E 

Rainfll _..., Rainfall 
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Runoff "Runoff 
30.0- Actual 600 3ao -Actual 60.0 
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11-
0.'
20% 00 0H 000 2~ 

o 0, 0 0 o o 70 8.0 90 1o0 00 0 20 10 1.0 50 60 70 &0 

TIME hrs TIME hrs 
Fig. 3 KWRM Verification, May, 1980 Fig. 4 KWRM Verification, Aug., 1980
 

SIMULATION - MID AND LOWER I3UKIT TIMAH CATCHMENT 

Mid Bikit Tlimah Catchment covers about one third (850 hectares) of the 

total catchment area (Fig. 1). Although there are some largely undeveloped
 

areas, this sub-catchment has a slightly higher level of development than is
 

fouad above the Phase I diversion. Development within the sub-catchment is 

generally more deunse in the vicinity of the main drainage canal (lBukit Timah 
100/canal) itself than a lonj the_ nhu-ca tehinent i[v ide . In con tras;t to the hilly 

lay of the land found] on e'ither r;ide of the canal, the bed: slope of the canal 

itself is barlIy percep}tible. l)urinj runoff p)rod:ucing storms, the runoff 

quickly travePs down the. relatively steep hi Ilside into the nearby flat 

drainage cancl 

Lower Buki t Timah su|)-catchinent makes up the remaining 40 percent (1050 

hectares) of the total basin area. It is by far the most heavily developed of 

the three sub-catchments, however, the predominant land use is the heavily 

conmerical development which covers the downstream area of the catchment. The 

A 
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topography of the upper portion of this sub-catchment is hilly, while the 

bottom portion is flat.
 

One flood prevention structure is currently functioning in this sub
catchment. The Victoria Tide Gates, located just downstream of the Victoria 
Bridge on the Rochor Canal, are designed to prevent tidal waters from backing 
up into the Rochor Canal so long as levels upstream of the gates caused by 

basin runoff remain less than 
the tidal level. Thus flood problems due solely
 

to tidal influences are prevented.
 

Flood Data
 

Mid and Lower Bukit Timah Catchment do not have data indicating actual 
time histories of discharges or stages 
similar to that available for Upper
 

Bukit Timah. What is available is a record since 
about 1968 of peak flooding
 

stages that occur at numerous 
locations along the canal. Examination of the
 

available data that
reveals records do not exist at all locations for storms
 

where flooding would be expected. This is mainly due to incomplete or missing 

data. Considering the same six major storms used for the Upper Bukit Timah 
Catchment, it is found that fairly complete data exists thefor December 1978 

storm; considerably less for the October 1979 storm; and very little for the 

other four storms. 

MITCAT and FLOW2D Models 

Application of the MITCAT Model 
[Drainage Dept., 1983] necessitates in 

dividing the watershed into sub-catchments. Each sub-catchment of homogeneous 

land use and topography represents the immediate area draining into a storm 
drain or tributary. These drains or streams and their associated sub
catchments aro called segments. The connectivity of the system specifies how 
the segm-ents ire connected to each other so as to replicate the actual 
drainage network found in tie study area. The entire Bukit Timah Catchment is 
divided into 62 sub-catchments, 16 are above the Phase I diversion in the 
Upper Bukit Timah Catchment while 46 are below in the Mid and Lower Bukit 

Timah.
 

MITCAT model is a surface runoff model which computes the runoff
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hydrograph from any applied rainfall event using d generalized representation
 

of the topographic, surface cover, and infiltration characteristics of the
 

basin involved. The routing of the resulting discharge hydrographs through
 

the channel system composed of channel reaches, constricted openings at
 

bridges, and related flood storage regions need then be simulated through the 

use of the Two-Dimensional Flow Model (FLOW2D). This model provides an
 

effective method of computing flood discharges and stages at various locations 

within a complex drainage network simulating the movement of flood flows 

through the system as influenced by external boundary conditions such as tidal 

variations. In the FLOW2D model [Drainage Dept., 1983], the physical 

characteristics of an estuary or channel systems are represented by a number 

of simple elements which are used by the model in defining the relevant 

hydraulic relationships involved. The basic elements are (1) Segments which 

are discrete areas of the study region for which a surface area Vs elevation 

relatioship is defined for use in the continuity equation, (2) Cross-sections 

form the boundaries between any two adjacent segments. The hydcaulic 

characteristics (flow area depth, flow length, and surface roughness) 

governing flow between the segments are specified for each cross-section, (3) 

Boundary conditions are time histories of inputs to the model that drive the 

flows through the system as defined by the segment and cross-section data, for 

example the discharge- hydrographs or water level hydrographs such as the tidal 

elevations.
 

The Mid and Lower Bukit Timah canals are divided into 24 segments, 

FLOW2D segment channel reaches ranged from about 350 mn in length to about 3600 

m. Figure 1 shows the proposed Phase 11 diversion canal, waich needs to be 

divided into additional e;gmen ts for design study simulations. Runoff 

hydrographs generated by the MITCAT moe,ls of the Upper Bukit Timah Catchment 

and 46 catchments of Mid and Lower [inkit timah form the discharge boundary 

conditions for the FI,[W21) routing ;Linulations . At the downstream boundary of 

the canal system, a water level hydrograph representing the downstream tidal 

conditions isi sipecified. For ca.libration and verification simulations, actual 

tide conditions were model led. For design simulations, an "axverage" daily 

tide cycle was used, timed so that the peak tide lev(l occurred about 2 hours 

after the start of the storm, and thus coincided with peaks channel
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discharges.
 

Calibration runs Data indicating actual time histories of discharges or 

stages similar to Upper 
Bukit Timah catchment were not available for the Mid
 

and Lower Bukit Timah Catchment. Therefore the available peak stage recording 

data was used for the FLOW2D verification studies. These verifications were
 

the indicators of the suitability of MITCAT and FLOW2D models to the Bukit 

Timah Catchment. 

The computed peak water surface elevations were plotted on a channel
 

profile plot and compared with a similar plot of the availab]e actual pee'k 

stage measurmeats. Adoustments were ti.en made as necesary to thu more 

subjective model para:neteLs such as channel roughness, overbank slopes, etc., 

to bring the computed results into agreement. with the actual records. Through 

a series of: these runs, excellent agreement between computed and recorded 

stages was achieved for the December, 1978 storm as shown in Fioures 5(a) and 

5(b). These figures show somewhat less, though still good, agreemenc between 

the computed and recorded stages for the only other storm for which a 

reasonable amomnt of data is available - the stcrm of October 21, 1979. The 

computed sta1es fom this event show a tendency to be somewhat lower than the 

recorded vWJlues in the Mid 3uIJ t Timah region. This is consistent with the 

nature of this storm as being a spatially small but intense event having a 

short duration for which the available rainfall data is unreliable. Because 

of the good match of computed results for the December, 1978 storm it is 

reasonable to believe that the model represents the actual system in a 

satisfactory wasmanner. Therefoc, , similar r,, asoning and data interpretation 

extended throughout the region modelled to obtain the best representation of 

the system that caii be deeloped from the available data base. 

Recommended Flood .4itigation Scheme 

Once the moclels have been calibrated an( accepted as true representation 

of the behaviour of the drainage systems, it cou1 be used to screen numerous 

potential flood alleviatio', aeasures and to study in further detail some of 

the alternatives. The s3heme (Fig. 1) that was finally considered by the 

Ministry of Environment has the following major features: (i) Widening the 

/ 
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Fig. 5 FLOW2D Model calibration, Dec. 1978 and Oct., 1979 

existing Bukit Timah Canal from Coronation Walk to Phase II diversion 

structure, a length of 2200 m. (ii) Widening and lining of the Kallang 

channel from Jalan Toa Payoh to Serangoon Road. (iii) Diversion canal (Phase 

II) from the Bukit Timah canal at Swiss Cottage School to the Kallang River. 

(iv) Pump station having axial flow pumps, spillway gates and a navigation 

lock. (v) A concrete faced beam barrier just downstream of the Balmoral Road 

Bridge to eliminate all but dry weather flows from the lower portion of the 

Bukit Timah Canal and to deflect flows into the diversion canal. 

Design runs MITCAT and FLOW2D Models simulations were performed to determine 

the hydraulic performance of the final detailed configuration of the 

recommended flood alleviation scheme. For this purpose, the Kallang River 

canal and the proposed diversion canal were also divided into segments. 

If the 2 - 3 December 1978 storm were to reoccur again within the basin 

after the implementation of the recommended scheme, the response of the model 

would be as shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). The other results presented in the 
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**me figure are for the cases of the "design storm" occurring over the basin 

,underdifferent "landuse assumptions".
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Fig. 6 	Model simulations of the proposed scheme for different
 

land use assumptions
 

Design stor, The 5-year recurrence interval has been adopted in Singapore as
 

a basis for design of all drainage systems. Therefore the design storm must
 

be such that the level of flooding in the affected areas should be reduced to
 

a frequency of less than once in five years on the average. The 5-year return
 

period design storm derived from the intensity - duration - frequency curves 

after applying an area reduction factor was used. 

Land use assumptions Model simulations were carried out for three types of
 

land use scenarios - First scenario with the present level of development were
 

used to verify the model of performance with respect to the historical floods
 

of December 1978 and October 1979 as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). The Mid
 

and Lower Bukit Timah basin is approximately 21 percent impervious.
 

Imperviousness ranges from a low of 2 percent in the larqely undeveloped
 

catchments to a high of 80 percent in the extremely highly dpveloped
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downstream catchments. The basin wide percent imperviousness for Kallang
 

basin was determined to be 24 percent.
 

Land use data for the planned future level of development was used as a 

basis to establish the correct design for the proposed diversion which calls 
for the "design" conditions of land use and the storm. This scenario is based 

on the planned ultimate development levels of the basin. It is estimated that 

Bukit Timah basin will ultimately be 31 percent impervious, with individual 
catchments ranging from a low of 5 percent to a high of 80 percent. The 

Kallang basin as planned will ultimately be 27 percent impervious. The range 

of imperviousness for its sub-basins will be from 3% to 55%. Third scenario 

of high density land use was tested to determine the sensitivity of the basin 
to land use parameters and to establish an upperbound on flood flows and 

stages. For this purpose, all catchineuts in Bukit Timah and Kallang basins 

which were expected to have an imperviousness of less than 55 percent were 

modified to have an imperviousness of 55 percent. Catchments which were over
 

55% imperviousness were left unchanged. Performance of the recommended scheme
 

under the third scenario was examined to study the ability of the scheme to 

operate outside its design storm condition.
 

CONCLUS IONS
 

Model simulations of six major historic storm events are 
illustrated for:
 

(I) Upper Bukit Timah Catchment and (II) Mid and Lower Bukit Timah
 

Catchment. For the first catchment which does 
not have the backwater tidal
 

effects and which lies above 
the Phase I diversion, the calibration and
 

verification runs of the KWRM model are presented. The routing concepts
 

utilized by this model is similar to these of the models used in the Mid and 

Lower Bukit Timah Catchments
 

Simulation of the catchment storm-flows in the Mid and Lower Bukit Timah 

watersheds using MITCAT and FLOW2D models are presented for two of the six 
historic storms. Calibration of the models adjustments to the model
 

parameters such as channel roughness, overbank slopes, etc., until the
 

computed peak water surface elevations are in reasonable agreement with the 
available actual peak stage measurements. Though the available flood stage 
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measurements are limited, the final calibration results are in good agreement 

with the measured data. 

Models once calibrated and 
 accepted as true representation of the
 
behaviour of the drainage systems, are used to evaluate the performance of 
proposed diversion scheme for different storms and land use conditions. The 
storms studied are the heaviest recorded storm of December 1978 and the 5-year 
return period "design storm" . Three types of land 
use scenarios were
 
examined; (i) present 
level of development (ii) planned future level 
of
 
development and (iii) a high density land use which is outside the "design" 
conditions of land use. 
 The peak water surface elevvations computed for 
these
 

cases are plotted on 
a channel profile and presented.
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ABSTRACT Indonesian archipelago consists of more than 13,000 islands.
It has 128 active volcanoes and more than 3,924 main rivers. With the MeanAnnual Rainfall about 2,810 mm. and specific characteristic of the country,flood occurs very frequently. Local inundation, river overtopping, flash
flood, lahar flood are some kinds of flood being recognized. 

Some natural phenomena especially rain, and human interference toenvironment are generally to be blamed as the main cause of flood. Rainfall
intensity, duration and its distribution can be manipulated to some extent,
for the beneficial of mankind. Even flood occurrence cannot be avoided,
flood forecasting & early warning technique, flood control, flood
mitigation and other technology haverelated been developed in manycountries to avoid and decrease losses. The development of living
environment has also been introduced. 

However, flood and its disaster can still happen due to some limits and
constraints occur in the implementation of countermeasure required. A
study of 

case
flood in the area of Mt. Galunggung Volcanic Debris ControlProject are being expected to identify such limits and constraints, and to 

conclude some recommendations. 

INDONESIA, A DISASTER PRONE AREA 

Indonesia is located between Indian and Pacific Ocean, between Asia andAustralian continent. geographic location annual fromThis gives rainfall
700 to 7,000 mm., and the Mean Annual Rainfall of 2,810 mm. per year. 
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The Circum Pacific and Circum Trans Asiatic earthquake belts run through 
this country, and they are believed to give a lot of earthquakes, 
landslide, Tsunami or seismic sea waves. This country has more than 128 
active volcanoes that since 1000 A.C. gave more than 1000 eruptions and 
killed morm than 175,000 persons. With the population of more than 171 
million and the Population Density of about 843 people per square kilometer 
(in Java island), this country has all condition to be disaster prone area. 

Flood occurs more frequently and causes more losses than other natural 
disaster. During the period from April 1985 to March 1986, flood occurred 
not less than 224 times and caused losses of more than US S 4,00,000.00. 

FLOOD AND DISASTER PHENOMENA 

Flood aki a natural phenomena may occur due to rainfall. A certain amount 
of rainfall water runs on the surface of the earth as Surface Run-off, then 
flows into the rivers. When the actual discharge of this flow (Qa) exceeds 
the existing discharge capacity of the river (Qc), flood occurs. A physical 
change of the earth's surface may change the Run-off Coefficient and the 
Discharge Capacity of the river. Such change which is caused by either 
nature or human activity, may increase or decrease flood occurrence. When 
flood occurs in the dense populated area, it may caused some damages or 
losses. The denser the population, the more human activity thr., may cause 
flood and the more damages or losses may occur. 

In order to avoid or to reduce damages and losses caused by flood 
occurrence, a Disaster Management was introduced. This management may 
consists of Flood Control, Flood Forecasting and Warning Systems, Flood 
Prevention, Flood Fighting, Flood Preparedness, Evacuation, Disaster 
Mitigation etc. In the surrounding area of Mount Galunggung volcano, a 
modern technique of Disaster Management was implemented soon after the 
eruption of this volcano in 1982-1983. One can say that the cause of the 
disaster in this area was purely nature and no human activity interfered 
the eruption. 

DISASTER MANAGEMENT AT MT. GALUNGGUNG'S AREA 

Before the eruption of Mt. (alunggung volcano in 1982-1983, there was no 
damage or losses due to flood occurrence had ever been recorded. Last 
eruption in 1918 only l)rodIuced Gunung Jadi lava dome, while the 
disastrous eruption of October 1822 and explosive eruption of October 1894 
had been forgotten by most Iople. 

http:4,00,000.00
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At dawn April 5, 1982, the first explosion accompanied by bright glows
and lighting awakened people living in the surrounding area. This explosion 
was followed by 35 other big eruptions and 300 small eruptions until early
January 1983. A.,h column Yisen up to 20 Km. high and fell down until 
Yogyakarta, approximately 500 Km. east of Galunggung. Nuee ardante was 
deposited along the Cibarjarap river, 6 Km. away from the crater. 
Approximately 77.3 million cu.m. of eruption material was deposited in 
the surrounding area, buried houses, cultivated some rivers andarea, their 
irrigation facilities. The unpredictable eruption and the material ejected
by the explosion were directly endanger the people and so called a primary
disaster. The deposited material which could be eroded then flown downhill 
by surface water and called lahar flow, was the secondary disaster. 

Approximately 80,000 persons evacuated from the disastrous area and a 
Special Task Force was established to fight the primary and secondary
disaster in the coming rainy seasons. The main purpose of the fighting was 
to eliminate the distribution of deposited material inside the disastrous 
area and to construct emergency countermeasures to prevent the area outside 
disastrous area from both primary and secondary disaster. 

This Special Task Force was then developed to be Mt. Galunggung Volcanic 
Debris Control Project. One of the difficulty of the disaster fighting was 
appropriate data that was not available. The boundary of lahar 
distribution in the alluvial fan could not be justified accurately based 
on the existing topographical map of I : 50.000 scale. Therefore, the 
required plan such as location of sand-pocket's dike was prepared based on 
the existing and probable extension of lahar distribution. This method is 
known by Planned based on Post Eruption Site Situation (PESS).
The existing Volcanic Hazards Zonation map prepared by Kusumadinata 
(1967) was very much in use to locate disastrous area. About 17,152 meters 
of dikes and six check darns were constructed to make three sand- pockets,
i.e. Negla, Ciniampang and Ciponyo. Negla and Cimampang sand-pockets
and other four check dams along the Ciloseh river were constructed to 
protect Tasikmalaya city. Four check dams constructed to protectwere 
irrigation s .tenm in the Cimanuk river basin and other two check dams were 
also constructed to protect irrigation system in the Cikunten and Cimerah 
rivers. 

The dikes were made of deposited material, i.e. sand and gravel, with 
gabion revetment on the river side. The check dams on the sand-pockets 
which had the function as overflow were constructed from sheet piles and 
gabion. During the first "wo rainy seasons on 1983/1984 and 1984/1985, some 
parts of dikes and overflow of those sand-pockets were destroyed by flood 
and lahar flow. Maintenance and rehabilitation work of those emergency
structures was conducted at one place other emergencywhile countermeasure 
were being constructed at the other places. 
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The existing dikes were strengthened and heightened and the sheet piles 
overflow were covered by concrete. 

To raise the disaster preparedness, severaJ Watchpost and Flood Patrol 
were established by the Project and coordinated by Regional Coordinating 
Unit for the Implementation of Mitigating Action against Natural Disaster 
(SATKORLAK P.B.A. Tk. II), chaired by Head of Tasikmalayz Regency. 
Rainfall Radar, Water level Telemetering, Mudflow Sensor and Monitoring 
were installed on December 1982 to strenghten disaster preparedness. 

Control structures were planed and implemented by the end of rainy season 
on 1985. The purpoees of control structures were: 

1. 	 to control flood and lahar flow entering from the upstream reach 
(torrent area) into middle reach of the river (alluvial fan) in the 
appropriate direction, especially inside the Cimampang, Negla and 
Ciponyo sand-pockets. This control structures consists of guide channel 
and groynes which acting as guide walls. 

2. 	 to protect existing structures from erosion and damage caused by 
flood and lahar flow. Groynes were constructed to protect dikes and, 
consolidation dams were constructed to protect overflow. 

It was realized that the existing storage capacity of sand-pockets is far 
less than the eruption material deposited in the upper basin. From the 
economical point of view and based on risk analysis, the idea to enlarge 
storage capacity of sand-pockets by means of heightening of dikes was not 
in favor. Therefore, it wae decided to excavate the material out of sand
pockets. The excavation and transportation was implemented by private 
companies and supported by the Project and the National Railways. This 
excavation is a part of disaster mitigation in the middle reach. A study 
now is being conducted to prepare disaster mitigation in the upper reach, 
including the probable excavation of tunnel to drain the water out of 
crater's lake at Mt. Galunggung's summit. 

Nowadays, five years after the eruption, the Cikunten irrigation area is 
being rehabilitated and extended. The evacuated people came back again to 
their land, the disastrous but fertile volcano highland. There are 1,402 
families or 5,959 persons, cultivating and living inside the Ciponyo sand
pocket. They said they do not worry about the potential danger because 
they had learned and get used to live in harmony with the nature. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

About 94,000 Ha. of cultivated land was severely affected and 
agricultural production dropped drastically; another 87,000 Ha. of amble 
land was threatened during the course of the eruption. The total value of 
physical damage as reported by the Governor of West Java, was 
conservatively estimated to exceed Rp. 80 billion or equivalent to US $ 100 
million. Nevertheless, since the 1982-1983 eruption, there was not even a 
single 	person killed by the disaster occurrence in Mount Galunggung area. 

However, such damage and lo ,3s could possibly be reduced to a minimum 
limit and the disaster management could be implemented in more efficient 
way. In the case of Mt. Galunggung area, those could be achieved by means 
of: 

1. 	 conducting law enforcement against the occupation of disastrous 
area, especially inside the sand-pockets. Sand-pockets might be 
cultivated, but not to be occupied for residential area. To prevent
them from the potential danger is a very expensive task, and it is not 
human-wise to let them live in danger. 

2. 	 conducting a Disaster Management Plan for every disastrous area. 
This plan, preferably included and become a part of Regional 
Development Plan or any plan. When a dam is planned to be 
constructed for instance, there never be a plan if the dam is 
collapsed, how would millions of water like to flow out of the 
reservoir, how much damage might occur, how prevent people fromto 
the disaster, etc. To get this Disaster Management Plan prepared
appropriately, a Natural Disaster Law might be of necessity. 

3. 	 establishment of Disaster Management Office in the Provincial 
Level, in order to conduct disaster management works continuously. 
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ABSTRACT Floods produced by dam and/or river-levee failures cause severe
 

7r damages on the property and loss of human life. This paper describes the
 

breaching and hydraulic characteristics of the dam and river-levee failures
 
on the basis of field and laboratory works to predict the water and sediment
 

outflow hydrographs. The most common cause of failure by heavy rainfalls in
 

the smaller earth dams for irrigation was overtopping, and their breaches
 

formed usually a "V" shape with a mean side slope angle of 360. An empirical
 

formula to estimate the peak outflow discharge from a breach was obtained by
 

an experiment, and agreed with the field data. The outflow hydrograph in
 

cases of partial dam-break and reservoir with sedimentation were examined
 

by experiments and mathematical models. Regardless of the causes for river

levee failures, the topographies of breaches and scour holes were similar in
 

shape, and the changes in the levee breaches and the outflow discharge with
 

Lime were discussed by two kinds of experiments. A simple model for the
 

prediction of breach enlargement and outflow rate were developed and verified
 

by the experimental results. Measures for mitigation of breach enlargement
 

and the effective closure methods are explained..
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Flood inandations i usually divided into
used by the heavy rainfall are 


two types: 1) dam and/or river-levee failures, and 2) inundation in lowland
 

areas due to rainfall. In Japan, we call the former type "the exterior water
 

5.<S --5., 



.an the l warl>ig."44 In2 hi: T the4t 

ihyd:raulicicharacterist'ics of 'dam and: river-levee ale redecr ibed'::in£!i!Ti!~ 

rea in to th....irwae flooding which induces sever.e disasters. i;r i I 
:,'i'~With respect to dam-break floods, Japanese large dams are so safelyi 

:designed that dam failure-associated flood hazards have not occurred since .! ! 

the...omoro dam failure (death toll; 7 person) in 1928. The smaller and
 
,
iiii. older earth dams used to store irrigation water, however, have of'ten 

Scollapsed during heavy rainfall seasons, and have increased the extent of 
!i ::flood disasters due to the reservoir outflow. 
 . 

:. ': Although much efforts have been devoted to improve river channels and" 


iil control flood flows, the risks of severe hazards due to the levee, failures 

f
are still high even with the Japanese A-class rivers. Rapid urbanization o
river basins and improvement works in the upper and middle reaches of a river 

increase the peak flood discharge, and eventually enhance Ghe risk of levee 

,failures In addition toth
 

S overtopping, the failures due to the other causes have also occurred in :::
 

• .. due to the overtopping in the downstream reach. 


recent years. For example, the levee failure of the Nagara River in 1976,i: 

and the Kokai River in 1981 and 1986 were caused by the seepage water through 

the river levees.•
 

Computer programs for the dam-break flood routing and for the inundation 

S computation in a floodplain due to river-levee failures have been recently ': 

developed to assess the potential hazards of flush floodings. However, the :,:":

• upstream boundary conditions to these dynamic routing models -i.e.. the 

water and sediment outflow hydrographs at the dam, and river-levees failed :/ 
... have yet to be elucidated. This paper describes the breaching and hydraulic. :i 

characteristics of dam and river-levee failures on the basis of field and 

:::iAccording. to the 1979 statistics of the Ministry of Agriculture ,: :"i:ii 

Forestry and Fisheries, there 'are 97,564 registered irrigation dams, ands" ::: 
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their total volume of 3
the effeGAve storage capacity is 3,402,436 x 10' m .
 
However, the large dams higher than 15 
m and with the storage capacity of
 

3
mort than 104 m account for only about 3 % . Ninety percent of the 
irrigation dams are the earthfill darn, and 75 % of them are more than 100 
years old. In addition to these registered dams, there are more than 100 

thousand smaller dam,- in Japan. 

About 30,000 dams were damaged by the heavy rainfall during 17 years 

between 195i and 1966, ar 13,151 irrigaion dams have suffered damages 

between 19"9 and 1983. The Iollowing reasons are responsible for recent 
tendency toward the increaing numibeir oA' daiiaged das: 1) de:reasing 

dependene on ,,d irrigation dams due to the decreased rumber of farms ard 
the moderni sot. ion or agriculturn] sructuz'es, 2) increases in water and 
sediment inoflow r to) the dams due to Lp: urhbaiiisation of cotchment areas, 

3) sedim n tat, i in ,rs'vIvoirs and L& dt" orat, on of a dam body, and 4) 

defectlv - noint airioe ait in1spect i on syatoIj of* dams.
 

Thf, nottns of earth darl 
 failures by heavy rainfalls' ard their causes 
are ri'ir ly ! l:,,osied as erosion duo, to vi,'rtoppings, sliding o1 dam slopes 

byr i aI' r o rid pporerepo: i''Ind, g tbhro ugha%!nF%1U errksr a dam body and/or 

foundatlion, 'c,!lapse of spi lIways, leroekinL , of inlake pipes, etc. However, 

est,imatj,ion or the cau1ss of dam rilues, pril.crt ilarly those of' simiall dams, 

cff1 Aec,is quiLe d i ul .. rdIirn to tb:, in ve:tgaL ens 01' the 1974 and 1976 

flood disa::Lois in l1yogo ind Okoyma prit',t : , apjiroximate]y 58 Z were due 
to overtopping, 21 Z sliding ,loslopes, 1 7 rc,] ocs of' spil ways, and 9 % 
others. The resulting breaphes f'oImrree, }owevr, wir im! fr in shape to 

those fimed by different nren;s's except. ir the ,ciJrues. of sj) i ]iways. 

Fig. 1 shows exaorples of bre-Ac diape; f the lfri id dms in the Awaji 

-20 -IO 
 IO (in) 20 

(D wi t .V W)e V (en') 
(DO~ wojr I. - ' - 222000 6) 3000 
0 @H107 '1" ) 1000 ®r 1500 

(D 6)(ko 500 ( ) ,10000® AkO 
 e0 'oo 

(Mn) ,000 C9 13500 

15L ( f)'000 Co 3000 

Fig. 1 Breach shapes.
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Islands, Himeji and Ako city in Hyogo pref
ecture (Muramoto and Kawata, 1977). Except 
 12
 

• Awoji ir. (1974) 

form 'IV"shapes H, o (1974)for one example, all breaches H, Hml (1976) 

regardless of the volume of stored water. Ako
 

The relationship between the top width (Wf)
 

and the maximum depth (Hf) of the breaches ZH,.ion36
 

are plotted in Fig. 2, which shows 4o
 
00 

Wf = (2 - 3)Hf, 

and the average relation of them is
 

Hf = (tan 36 0 )Wf/ 2 () 00- 0 20 w, 30 

In smaller earth dams, therefore, the breaches
 

form an adverse triangular shape with a mean Fig. 2 Relationship between 

side slope angle of 36. 
 Wf and Hf.
 

Peak Discharge and Hydrograph of Reservoir Outflow
 

In order to estimate the outflow discharge
 

from reservoir at the time of a dam-break, we / 

conducted a laboratory study on the water release / 
from a reservoir by an instantaneous opening of' /gBh/ 32 / 

the end gate. Three kinds of breach shapes 0
 

were used in the experiment: total breach in a Q. 

rectangular section (R), a triangular weir with (I//S 
a side slope angle of 360 (T), and a rectangular 

weir 5 cm higii (F). 
4/ =(5/A 2-

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the C/O2O5a/2g 
peak outflow discharge (QM) and the initial / l.25ho' in m 

water depth of the reservoir (ho). The experi
mental data are compared with Ritter's dam-break / 
solution (two solid lines). In cases of rectan- 0./ I I 

T 
I 

gular cross-section, the Ritter solution gives a 10 h.o(cm)
 
little overestimated values for tie peak discharge,
 

and, in cases of triangu.ar one, a little under

estimated values. Then, an empirical expression Fig. 3 Relationship between
 
for the latter case was obtained as follows: QM and ho.
 

* , \v 

http:triangu.ar
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QM 0.205 AO0 joi, or QM= 1.25 h "5 (m -sec) (2) 
in which = cot 36. Eq. 2 areA0 compared with the data of the estimated 
peak flow rate of dam failures (Kirkpatrick, 1977) in Fig. 4. H in Fig. 4 

--- the-hei-ght-of'a dam iT overtopped, or the depth of water at the-represents 

time of failure if not overtopped. Kirkpatrick's empirical expression (solid 
line in Fig. 4) and the plotted data agree with Eq. 2. This suggests that
 

most of breaches form a "V" shape. 

Changes in water depth in a reservoir and the outflow hydrograph at the
 
time of dam-break have been calculated from the following approximate
 

characteristic equation for 10,_
 

unsteady flow (Muramoto, 1977): - Q.- 2.297(HI"in ft. 
for the breach section, GIN orI.3 

O1,In 
c + 2 ci = 2 ci- (s) 

= B 6c /g, i = 2r- 1 (3) 190 "9i Q.NI.25Ht"In m 

for the upstream end of reservoir, 10' 17 /3 I.St. Francis 9.Little Deer cree 
ci= 2ci_l - ci 2 , 2.Swf IO.Ctle wood 

w/ h/ c t 4.Oros II.Saldwln Hills

in which W =,2a cot 36/Bg, 0 17 a plshora l2.Hotch town
 

02 6.Hell Hole 14.Lower Two
ci = hi~ h and Qi: water 7.Schoeffer Medicine
 

depth and outflow discharge at ; 8 Grnflec
 

time step i, a: discharge 10' "I-
0 10 H () 10 

coefficient (= 0.3), B: width 

of reservoir, g: acceleration of Fig. 4 Comparison between Eq. 2 with
 
gravity, and r: time step. the field data. 

Fig. 5 compares the calculated 16- observed coluloled
0 Ills) 

results with the experimental ones hknO -t hoa'5.35cm o h(x5cm) 

for the water depth at the upstream 0 t.2 .
 

end of a reservoir (x = 200 cm) and I -1
 
close to the breach(x = 5 cm), and
 

the outflow discharge. The calcu-
 =0 
lated results of the water dc, "h 0 0 
and the outflow discharge, which I I 0 I 

change stepwise in cases of the 00 5 10 15 20 1(s) 25 
partial dam-break, agree well 
 Fig. 5 Comparison between the theoretical 

with the observed ones. experimental values of h and Q. 
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Water and Sediment Discharge from Reservoir
 

Reservoirs usually contain a great amount of sediment as 
well as water.
 
The prediction of the sediment outflow rate and its effect on the water 
discharge is therefore an important issue. Here, We describe briefly the
 
results of a simple experiment (Fig. 6) on total, instantaneous dam-breaks 
and those of calculations by a mathematical model (Muramoto, 1986). 

Fig. 7 shows a comparison between the theoretical and experimental 
values for the wateur and sediment outflow rate per unit width (i.e., q and 
qs). A b rc ke main,for (I in Fig. 7 represents the calculated values of 
analytical ,lut.I fao q ,ases 


experiment-al vaues at 


(I in of no reservoir sedimentation. The 

q during the initial stage markedly exceed the 
calciii auL.d ourvv. Th, Iolefent at the outflow discharge in reservoirs with 
sedi ment-.t.Lln a ,ha,'ac ter ced by the following hydraulic behavior: the 

t w,cri'iti ll] r d,,p whicuh ji near the top of the hed degradation, moves
 
up trear w th thi, Ir3:ht'ea a ;li f't, t ; region.
af Lii 

A ma i ,i': modol wa," d Voloped using the characteristics equation 
f'or ansil, ,y ],V, aol a d;(i t'rino-port expression.Ime. Solid and dotted 
line)s in I 'if.7/:hw, the a' ia Ld results hy this model (Y: velocity 
coeft'ie.iL). Ie,,l h.,iet:J cal hydrographs agree well with the experimental
 
onec. Th aI' I II - I l 1i' -r the ini tial G eho 
stdafo elo ,ntra Led tAi t, tb!,, irl,.rement,of we 

ouo_..:....:_rIII(I,,:.flthe o)tfL.i d h ife aid th anentL tion1..tr:..o
 

of sediment, pr i mar i ly depend on D/ho, and that 

vaua atcdiment 

proportional t, I(yl) fan ho>l), and D2 for ho<<D. 

the total I,, fm discharge is Fig. 6 Schematic diagram 

of experiment.
 

kS 8cm L IM1 S- 8cm LIm 
t,' 0 f3cn ho4tm 

100_ 3crll L,, tcm) 0.3cm ho2cm 

0 

40o'0
 

0 - 4 6 8 20 4 6 8 
g Cc (se ) 

Fig. 7 Comparison between the; theoretical and experimental values for q and qs" 
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BREACH ENLARGEMENT AND OUTFLOW IN FLOOD-LEVEES
 

Failure Patterns of River Levees and the Topography around Breaches
 

The failure patterns of river-levees can be roughly classified into 
three types according to the causes as seepage-leakage, overtopping and
 

scour. The relations among the three specific lengths of the breach, the 
opening width, B, the length, L and maximum depth, D of the scour hole are
 

depicted in Fig. 8, by using our experimental data and data from literature
 

survey which include all the failure patterns. Though the experimental data
 

in early stage deviate toward the narrower and shallower region than the
 

river data in Fig. 8, two tentative equations are obtainable, regardless of
 

the failure pattern, as: ,o'
 

D = (0.05 to 0.1)B (5) DIm, D.00 
.005BD = (0.03 to O.06)L (6) o, 00 o0028 

10 
In particular, the fairly definitive rela

tion of the latter indicates similarity
 

for the longitudinal (outflow direction) / 

profile of the breach.
 

Ia,/ 
Because of few observations and basal
 

studies on the breach enlargement, funda

mental experiments were conducted both in 0' . . . 0 10' 

basic apparatus with no account made for 

river flow and in large scale one taking '0 
Cm) / OILit into account (Fig. 9), in which levee t 

.06L 
D-003Lmodels were molded with uniform, non- io e 0'OIL 

cohesive sands to grasp the fundamental 

nature of the process. A triangular 

groove cut into their top was filled by 
0 

burying an angle bar to circulate the
 

river water. After the saturation of lev- o/
 

ee, experiment was begun by removing the
 

angle bar. The outfiowing water which o.o , , 
 o , ,o 
1 Lm 1reached the inside slope began to erode 


and widen the groove, scoured sand being Fig. 8 Characteristic lengths
 

deposited at the levee toe in the shape of of river-levee breaches.
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an alluvial fan (Fig. 10). 
 The incision of the groove reached the outside
 
slope and widening began there to increase the outflow rate which flushed out
 
thefanlike deposit and-cscoured.the ground,enlarging the breach rapidly -and
 
giving the sand spread with a leaf-shaped edge on the interior ground. When 
the outflow rate stopped increasing, this intensive enlargement turned to
 
gradual erosion on both sides of the opening. These features were common to
 
all the experiments. .In cases with river flow (Fig. 10), the breach mainly 
enlarged downstream from middle stage and the effect of the river flow became 
clearer at the late phase, bending contour
 
lines 
 T-3-1of the scour hole with gradual erosion .160... 
of the upstream exterior plain, unlike the IU---) 0 

basic runs where the exterior ground was not T 2 

scoured. This final feature was very similar Y .. 
to actual one as shown in Fig. 11. 
 76 

2 o 

Hydraulic Characteristics of Levee Breaches o0 2 

Changes with time in B and in the outflow 
t e T-2-

- T-3-2 
I 

, 
k. 

-

rates, Q, (Fig. 12) show four phases of the 
enlargement: 1)a small discharge and nearly 

5 T 490,#.c
T4.. o " 

, 

' i 

the initial width were maintained; 2) B and Q , .." 
increased intensively; 3) the increases be- 0 . i 
came gradual; and 4) they changed little. As 2 -12 8 

the inflow rate per unit width, q, also in- ' 12. 
creased rapidly in the second phase, the I 

........................................... 
.. 

.. : 
first was considered to finish when the T33 0 

S T-845 e.. 

" 8"
"

0. 0 

6 (Unit mm) Fig. 10 Change of topography
 
Fig. 9 Sketch of the experiment 
 of the levee-breach
 

with river flow. 
 in an experiment.
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Nagar Riv. T hescndt ort hse ee __,__ !s 
0groove incision arrived at the outside slope. If 

S a levee has been thinned by a slope slide or the 

~collapse .of-a.- structureI.--enlargement -begins-.from. .~--....

the second. The widening of actual breaches is !6•
 

plotted in Fig. 13 for the Ueki levee on the Onga A
 

River (Fig. 11) and the Ampachi levee on the
 

Nagara River. The second to fourth phases were
 
found in both breaches. The widening rate was Emergency 

higher and the final opening wider in the latter
 

breach which had higher levee and stage similarly A
 

The Onga R1i~ 
to rapid enlargement in runs keeping high river
 

stages. If run Z-1O with reference dimensions of Fig. 11 Levee-breach at 

height Ho=10 cm, top width Bo=10 cm and side Ueki, the Onga R. 

slope 1:2 is considered as a Froudean model 80

of 1:100, then Q that changed f rom 6.3 to 
10.1 i/s corresponds to 630 to 1010 m3/s in 60
 

B 
the virtual prototype. These values are (cm) / -1[

40 /
comparable to the average outflow rate of ,-Y..-

X72 
more than 500 m

3/s estimated for the 20 


Ampachi levee breach that was approximately 4)
 
equal to the prototype. ,


0 " IZ "- " -'z.0 

.
Outflow characteristics were examined . .. 


in the relation of q to hu, water depths on
 

the exterior plain, being compared with Eq. 5 ,
 

3, the critical discharge per unit width 1/
 
neglecting the approaching velocity head. o 1 16T (min)I 2b
 

cr (2/3)3 /2g1/2h3/2 3) Fig. 12 Changes in B and Q.
 

If hu represents the inflow depths, the
 

Eq. 3 may be approximately satisfied, as  .9.....30
 

plotted in Fig. 14, their relation at the - 0/ Ongap 

time of the maximum discharge when hu was mr

regarded as the outflow depth. Thus, the eoo
 

relationship of the control section at
 

the levee center provides a measure for 0 1 200 TTWO : 400
 

an estimation of the outflow rate. Sedi- Fig. 13 Widening of actual cases.
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sent transport in the outflow direction, QB, was 1000 
calculated from sediment balance in the breach 600- .
 

variation. Shear stresses estimated from QB by 
 400
 

a bedload function suggested that the sediment 
 66 ,, 

transport on the interior ground near the levee 200.,,
 

can be treated as in ordinary open channels. , f ( 

80 - - --- -


The breach enlargement was modeled quite
 0 _ OZ series 
simply, based on 
the control section in the ql eY series
 

opening and the applicability of an ordinary (cm=
2/s) QX series
 
bedload function. Referring the Fig. 15, and ies
 
assuming the uniform erosion on the perimeter, to I I-802m1 2 46 8 10 2 
basic equations of the model are: Fig. 14 Outflow rates per unit width
 

HU - h + Q2/(2gAw 2) (8) and depths on exterior 

Q = (gAw3/Bw)1/2 (9) plain at maximum discharge. 

= n2Q2/(AwI 0/ 3 /Pw 4 / 3 ) (10) --- BW 
(1-p )ld At/d t = QB ( 01) . . T - N-h 

where AW is the flow cross-section- f.. T _ 

al area, ZI=max(ZU,ZD), ie is the _. . _. z A 
energy slope, n Manning's rough- V 80a 
ness, At the total cross-sectional Fig. 15 Definition sketch of the model. 
area, p the porosity, and QB is calculated by 10 
Ashida-Michiue's formula. The result applied to 
run 0 

Z-1O is shown in Fig. 16. The calculated values. for ( 

Q and Bw agree fairly well with the experimental /
 
ones. This simple model can be used to predict the 0 "
 

breach widening and changes in the outflow discharge.
 

The rathor long period of small values in the early go

(cm)stage is ascribed to small shear values due to the 40 
assumed critical slope (Fujita and Tamura, 1987). 

20 / - observed 

calculatedMeasures for Mitigation of Breach Enlargement and 0 
Closure Techniques 0 5 0T(mn)15 

Because enlargement of the breach proceeds rap- Fig. 16 Calculated 
idly to the second phase, some counter measures would results of 

not be effective even if flood-fighting techniques the model. 
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were prepared beforehand. In order to prevent and mitigate damage, it is 

essential to choose shapes and materials resistant to the enlargement of the 
--breach.i~-The -speed-of--enlargement -was :markedly high when =the slope was-----. 

greater than 1:2, and there was a large decrease when the slope reached 1:4. 

Slopes higher than 1:2 should be avoided. The highest shear velocity was
 

about U*=15 cm/s in our experiments, hence, that in the prototype with scale
 

of 100:1 became U*=1.5 m/s, which value corresponds to the critical value of
 

boulders more than 2 m in diameter, whereas similar diameters are about 50 cm
 

at maximum near the inner toe through which eroded materials are transported.
 

Therefore, the enlarging speed can be diminished if large cobbles 40 to 50 cm
 

in diameter are mixed in the lower part of the inner slope.
 

The closure works were grouped by there sites, the process of closure is
 

divided into five stages: stoppage of local widening, attenuation of outflow
 

currents, gradual narrowing of openings, attack for closure of openings and
 

reinforcements, and eight methods were mentioned: sandbag, pile-driving, 

riprap, framework, mattress, sunken barge, sand pump, and others (Study Group
 

for Closure Works, 1963). The sandbag method is common for small- to middle

size rivers; whereas, the second to sixth method have been replaced by use of
 

steel sheet piles and heteromorphic blocks, and works are limited from the
 

gradual narrowing to the reinforcements in large-size rivers. These recent
 

methods have not been used for breaches in any far-reaching flood disasters
 

as renewal of the river course takes place. In large disasters, the stoppage
 

of local widening and the attenuation of outflow currents are required
 

because of continuous erosion mainly on the downstream levee. In the experi

ments, the outflow current was gentle in the upstream part of the breach,
 

which allows the gradual narrowing of the openings. These works are expected
 

to act as a spur-dike that deflects the outflow toward the original river 

course. Closure at the existing levee line occupies almost all of the breach
 

in small- to middle-size rivers, but in large-size rivers, the majority of 

closures were made on exterior flood plains because of such reasons as, few
 

problems for the land of the closure, preservation of the breach opening for
 

research, closures for renewal and development of the construction machinery.
 

The study reported here also shows the other advantages: 1) slight scour on
 

the exterior ground, 2) very low flow velocity in the exterior zone and 3) 

breached levee's function as a secondary dike.
 

:91 
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CONCLUSIONS
 

Ii ie year-s,-we ha-ve beeen carring out s.tudies on the breaching an-d
 

hydraulic characteristics of dam and river-levee failures to predict the
 
*water and sediment outflow hydrograph. Results of a few field and labora

tory works of ours were summarized in this paper. Studies reported here are
 

very fundamental, for few previous investigation have been conducted on this
 

theme, because actual process of the dam and river-levee failures is hardly
 

seen and recorded in detail. We will continue further studies based on 
the
 

result presented here in order to predict these outflow hydrograph in actual
 

cases under more complicated situation, and to mitigate the damage for human
 

lives and properties.
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ABSTRACT Floodings in Bangkok and its suburban 
areas are caused by the 
crnmbinat , ns ,:-hrih r. sc-harge of Thao Phraya river from the north, high tides 
at the river mouth, heavy rainfal I in the city and land subsidence. Due to 
frequent flocdlings, the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration has requested the 
Asian Instituite of Technology to make a joint study with the Thai-Austrian 

lonsor't:.,m r( rec- imend the most feasible flood control scheme. The study was 
acccmp) ished in a one year period in 1986 and recommended an integrated flood 
contr-, scheme which combines f Icod protection, urban development, domestic 
water supply, salinity control, naviroDtion and socio-economic development in 
the most e!fecti.,e way. "'he scheme which can lower the river level 2.7 m 
below the present flood level is consisted of an upstream diversion dam at Pak 
Vret (IKm 70), a 60 km o(,ng diversion channel of 135 m basewidth, a sea
barrier structure near the river mouth (Km 2) and surrounding embankments on 
the east and west banks. The resLI]ts show that the scheme is economically 
feasible with the benefit-cost ratio of 6 and rate of return of 30%. The 
period of mplementation is expected to be 10 years. 

INTRODUC-TION
 

Bangkok, the capital of Thailand, is situated about 48 km from the Mrouth 
of the Char Phraya river. The entire city and the surrounding communities lie 
in a very flat area at an elevation which is only sl ightly above mean sea 
level and are frequently affected by flooding. These frequent floods are 
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usually caused by the combined effects or one of the following factors: high 
discharge of the Chao Phrayariver from the north,._high-tidesat -the..river..,,. 

mouth and heavy rainfall in the city itself. In the past decade, disastrous 

floods in Bangkok occurred every 2 or 3 years e.g. in 1975, 1978, 1980, 1983 

and 1986. Flood damages in these years have been estimated in the order of 
thousands of million Baht. Particularly in 1983, the flood caused a total 
damage of 6,600 million Baht. An additional problem is the land subsidence in 

the east of Bangkok caused by excessive pumping of groundwater. This area is
 

extraordinary endangered by flooding. As a consequence of the big flood 
in 1983, several measures have been taken in order to reduce the damages in 
the future. These Treasures are for example: a) the implementation of eastern 

boundary dike; b) the construction of pump stations and flood control gates;
 

c) improvement of the main drainage canals and the main storm sewers. 

The purpose of this paper is to recommend the most feasible integrated or 
multi-purpose flood control project for Bangkok and its suburban area of the
 

total extent of 1,400 km2. The paper presents the results of a one year joint
 

study by the Thai-Austrian Consortium (TAC) and the Asian Institute of
 

Technology (AIT) in 1986 for the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA). 

PREVIOUS STUDIES 

A number of flood control planning studies were made in the past. Some 
of these relevant ones are described herein. In 1960, Litchfield and others
 

proposed the construction of two diversion channels on the east and west banks
 

of the Chao Phraya river. In 1968, Camp, Dresser and Mc Kee suggested the
 

contruction of polders with internal drainage system on the east and west 
banks. In 1984, Nedeco suggested the construction of polders in the core area
 

of Bangkok in which the runoff due to rainfall will be pumped directly into 
the Chao Phraya river. Tn 1985, Jica presented the master plan for eastern 
suburban area of 501 km 2 of Bangkok for flood control and flood plain 

management. In the same year, AIT studied various flood control alternatives 

of the Chao Phraya river namely: cutoff channel, flood bypass channel along 
the eastern flood plain of the Chao Phraya river, diking on both sides of the
 

Chao Phraya river and river bed dredging. It was concluded that the 500 m3/S 
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bypass channel was the best alternative. However, it can reduce flood level 
only slightly due to strong tidal influence and the benefit-cost ratio isonly
 
1.23. In 1986, AIT studied the alleviation of flood condition in the west 
bank by dredging and connecting the two major north-south drainage canals 
namely: K long Tawee Wattana and KIong Khoon Rajpinidjai. However, it was
 
found that due to the flat terrain, the two channels cannot effectively drain
 

flood water.
 

SELECTION OF FLOOD CONTROL ALTERNATIVES
 

Extensive investigations of al possible solutions have been carried out. 
Four main alternatives are reached as shown in Fig. la to Id and can be 

explained as fel lows: 

Alternative I : As shown in Fig. a, this consists of a flood diversion 
channe! frem Pak 1Fret a lonq the flood plain on the west bank of the river to 
the sea, aku a41yg is'th shies of the river an] embankments suTrrounding the 

area o'! P!&i . here is no diversion dam and no sea barrier structure. 
This aernat'e is: c >aant to two huge polders one on the east bank and 
another orn the west ranf the "hao Phraya river. 

A! ternat i"u, 2 : As shown in Fig. !b, this is the further discretization 
of Alternative 1 by ,iding t:e huge rolders into several smaller polders 

each havinrn i':s own drainage systen. 

Al ternat ive ? : As shown in Fig. Ic, this includes the diversion
 

channel on the west lank, ti i, erson dam near Pak ret (Km 70), the sea
barrier st:r,',':rf near the river mouth (1Km 2), the sal inity qat:e near the 
seawardl ei- , f the diversion hanneI, an t he surrr undinq ebrankments. The 
main gate the sea-bari iert orutre wi 1 hhee ( ad di; rng high t ides tc 
prevent sea wit (n t o enter t ho J''or and oened (or ing low t ides. A big 

pump stat i on w i !1nWansta! 1 , t," :1um,1 t he i ivat oat er i nt the sea. The 
sa 1i ty rlate near lhe ond f tohe vr: ion hanrte! wi I ! prevent the0. n intrusion 
of sal ine water during 1,w flow perirds. 'Phis a! lows the asage of water 

stored in the diversion channel for water supply purpose or for flushing 
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103 

Alternative tAlternative 2 

0 , 

/, ~ ~ 11 -A ,-Eri'1em ~ ~ 

Alternative 3 Alternative 4 ( Choo Phrria 2 Project) 

Legend -.41 IJiversion )arn Sea- Barrier Structure 
Salinity Gate "'" Surrounding Embankment 

...... utJsidernce Area - Sub- Poldor Emba~nkment 

Fig. I Proposed flood control alternatives for Bangkok 
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drainage canals. In this alternative, the river water level within the city
 

will be Kwezed as much as 2.70 m below the present maximum flood 

condition and hence no overbank flow occurs.
 

Alternative 4 : As shown in Fig. Id, this is similar to the 

Alternative 3 but the diversion channel has the common outlet with the Chao 

Phraya river. This is to prevent coastal sedimentation to block at the mouth
 

of the diversion channel as it may happen in Alternative 3. The operation of 

the main gate and salinity gate, the ptrrn) station and the navigation locks can 

be centra! izoe. Moreover, the ncow, al ignment of the diversion channel wil l 

create the boiindary between freshwater ,.one for agricuIture and brackish water 

zone for i sh and rawn ponds. The orchards and paddy 'ields inside the 

protec-t area wi I he no longer endangered by .ai inity intrusion in the river 

Srem the se. 

oonsidering the above four alternatives, Alternatives 3 and A consisting 

of one large Folder, a diversion channel with two min hydraul ic structures 

are conshieicr te" bso re advant-ageous than Al ternatives I and 2 because the 

water Ie in tuw, city can be Iowe,-ed. consi, erably and the significant 

advantage is that no uiWkings acnrg the r'ver banks and within the protected 

area are rl-q.ire,. Between Alternatives 2 and 4, Alternative 4 is better 

beca'.so it al iows meare efficient construction and provides better salinity and 

coastal sedimentation control. 

IIYDRAJrIC COMPUTATI ONS 

The hydraulic computations were car:ried out (TAC-AIT, 1986) by using the 

one and two dimensional unsteady f I-w nmlel s which represent river and flood 

plains resp(:t ivoye, 'en1 0( '0ear return period flood discharge at Bang Sai 

(110 km u)st ream frnim r':cr mouthi) c,f rff0 and 20 returnm-,/s the year perir'd 

ice .. a upst ream of river mouth) are usedhigh tidc.: ! :11M;[,-at In':t , (I km 

as the blrtinr' ((,nc!iPt ion; in t:ho one diimonsirnal river model. The 00 year 
rainf t 1, th, 0 ye, r t idal cAlithI ,ns are t.ed as the boundary conditions for 

tho t nensirunal f Rcd plain model. It is required that the diversion 

cblnn_1 must be al,1e to carry the m-ximum discharge of 2,000 m3/s without 
causing back'atel effet Upst ream of Pak ret. 

1'
 

http:beca'.so
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The computation indicates that Alternative 2 is 
not feasible because the
 
lowering of river water level within the protected area is not sufficient even 
with the width of diversion channel of 190 m. Therefore, diking along both 
banks of the river is necessary to prevent overflowing. Por Alternatives 3 
and 4, the computation shows that there are only minor differences and the 
diversion channel of basewidth control135 m can the water level within the 
protected area not to exceed the mean sea leve]. This would considerably 
improve the drainage condition within the protected area. Due to the coastal 
sedimentation problem and construction problems in AIternative 3, 
Alternative 4 is considered 
to be the most feasible scheme.
 

OPERATION SCHME 

During the flood period, the computation shows that the diversion channel 
can carry the discharge of 1,500 m>/s without causing any adverse backwater 
effect upstream of Pak Kret. When the discharge exceeds this limit, both the 
diversion channel and the river have to share the discharge according to 
Fig. 2. When the 100 year river discharge of 3,600 m3/s occurs upstream of 
Pak Kret, the discharge in the diversion channel will reach its full capacity 
of 2,000 m3 /s. Any river discharge through the city wil l be pumped out when 
the main gate of the sea-barrier structure is closed to maintain the water 
level everywhere within the protected area not to exceed the mean sea 
level. Under the maxirmn pumping rate of 1,600 m3/s, the long'tudinal water 
surface within the protected area will be as shown in Fig. 3. The sal inity 

gate will be opened during flood period. 

During low flow periods, flushing of drainage canals can be done
 
by closing the salinity gate to build up head in the diversion channel to be 
higher than in the Chao Phraya river. By opening the control gates of the 
drainage canals, the freshwater flow will be from the diversion channel 
through the drainage canals to the river. The main gate of the sea-barrier 
structure can protect salinity intrusion during low flow periods in the river.
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9 Chao Ptw a, 
3 8,0,a of Dvrsion Dam (Pok Kret) 

1600 -	 2000 ml/, 

Regulated Discharge
 
in Chao Phrayn through
 
Bangkok
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Discharge in 
Diversion Channel 

200 ' 00 000 00
 
Regulated Q,Choo Phraya, m3/s Q, Diversion Channel, M3/S
 

Fig. 2 	 Regulated discharges through Chao Phraya river and 
diversion channel 

mMSLA 	 Bangkok 
•
I rv _-- i/-lPresent Maximum Flood Level I 

0.0 oL_ _InnControl Scheme (Alternative 4)1 

0+•0 	 -

t: 
C 

2.0 
M~ 

Kometers	 M 
-	 0
 

Fig. 3 Reduction in maximum flood levels along Chao Phrya 

river within the protected area due to Alternative 4 
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URBAN AND REGIONAL ASPELTS
 

The diversion channel offers the opportunity to develop the west bank of
 
the Chao Phraya river to obtain a better balance of population and urban land
 
uses compared to the existing urban growth of Bangkok on the east bank. 
The
 
alignment of the diversion channel is selected from various routes based on
 

hydrological and hydraulic conditions through certain fixed locations and also
 

on urban land use, land price, existing infrastructure, agricultural and 
aquacultural 
land use and land abi lity. Based on the urban and regional 
development, this flood control project serves as an excellent allocation of
 
urban function to decentralize the eastern headed agglomeration of
 
Bangkok. The diversion channel can be seen as a prerequisite for the follow
 
up of urbanization of the western Bangkok region. Outside the flood protected 
area, irbanizat ion is rather I irni ted. On the otherhand, the flood protection 

alone wi i not influence so much on the west bank development. But 
development co,,ld he influenced by better accessibi] ity of the areas to be 
urbanized stuch as, mass transport system, rail transit system, road system. 

Land use planning for orbanization and stages of urban development as well as 
some other complementary measures must be incorporated in the implematation of 

the flood control scheire. 

LAND SUBSIDENCE
 

indication of land subsidence which coincides clearly with the
 
urbanization of Bangkok have been observed since more than 20 years. 
The
 
intensive research program on land subsidence (AIT, 1981) for the National 
E'nvironment 
Board with the support of the Royal Thai Survey Department during 
1978 to 1981 was carried out to quantitatively identify the amount of land 
sulbsidenci-e rate. It was proven that the subsidence was created by excessive 

deep wel I pumIping. The critical area with the subsidence rate of more than 
10 cm/year is in the eastern suburban of Bangkok. The diversion channel is 

located outside -he area of land subsidence. However, the sea-barrier 

structure is locatxl near the river rruth in the area where land subsidence 
rate is about 5 cin/year. This problem has to be considered in the design and 
construction of the sea-barrier. At present, control of groundwater pumpage 
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has been taken as a measure to control this subsidence problen. It is evident
 

that the subsidence creates lot of problems for flood drainage and sewerage 

system. The area which is below the mean sea level can be drained by pumping. 

EX)NOM IC EVALUATION 

The total implementation costs for the diversion channel, the diversion 

dam, sea-barrier structure, sal inity aiate, bridges, rejulators and locks of 

canals have been estilratexi at Baht ],)00,.n mil I ion. The tc-,tal project running 

costs compr isi n ma intenance an. o[)et at ion costs are est imated to be 155 

na the the discoantmi! 1ion PBaht: ,er "oear. rn direct benefits an,, rate of 
f,; the benei i *-,os rat v, and the cconomic rate (J ret:rn arc G and 0' 

respect ':y.. ;n:; i '.'I aria ysi. is a: so ! oat, rhecarr :od -,,nsiderinq .0% 

.ncreas:e n _:c cSuC r ',st and 20, -eaact on in the benefit. ihe 

res:: It ~ entl:,i-<'(,st, rat ,., and the econ-mic rate o, rettrn are 4 an(] 23% 

respccr '.e '. " h roe. I :I c.unomi" era I at ion have pruven that A ternative 

4 is fliqhI,, 0.',a 'a an,! :ml ieiunt:at on s rvoiired. soonest. It is noted 

" that in ile ,.-i:L a. al t on, intanciihie a)ene its like increase cf land 

value %,.,hach,i:! nor )e a , ant ,io e ronetarily hav.e not been included. Such 

benefits as ar doe I opment of,anBanqkok shou ( be t-aken into account when 

deciding the project-. 

DISCUSSIONS
 

Many studies had been a-ide in the past since 1960 to solve flood problems 

in Bangkok. However, ,nly nal 1 scale inipl eInt:ations have been made such as 

the city core !,ra ieat ('amjp, Drresser and Mc Fee, 196R) and the eastern 

boundary 11;1k(. 'iihe o:iet: o, h<.es cannot fu! Py protect the whole Bangkok 

from ! rocdinq. anako ,un)c, : ly prot-ected from f looding in many ways 

saich :; ly ,;: !p gi ma !i . l r.i cr (likes (1!edeco, 1984) and by%,er:; 

A! ternat ve , . After (care!(II ,n;iderat ion, it is decided to select 

Al ternat i,:oe 4 or rho sr)-,,a] ]0] '(1haVa; lraya :' pro)jct: because i ts superiority 

above tie other meth-ds. The '('hao Phraya ?' project is a large scale 

intourated flood contro! pro'ect for the whole Baingkok and its surroundings. 
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It leads to further urbanization, socio-economic development. It does not
 

cause any adverse flooding effects to the surroundings. The water level in 

the city can be kept as low as 2.7 m below the present flood condition, It 

provides the possibility for flushing the drainage canais on the west bank 

during dry seasons. The historical and original features of Bangkok will not
 

be spoiled due to the imptementation of this project. It can control the 

balance of city growth on both sides of the Chao Phraya river.
 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following major conclusions can be drawn from this study: 

Alternative 4 or the 'Chao Phraya 2' project is an integrated flood 

control project which includes water supply, sal inity control, navigation, 

city devel pment, economic and indiistr al develofxTent for Bangkok and its 

surroundings in an optimumnf way. The proiect can decrease the river level 

2."'m h ti lere'ent I e vel and the io.imum water leve] everywhere 

does nc- t e:.(o! t ho mean sea Ie'e i.Tho sheme does not cause any backwater 

effe'ts u(t;t ram c: ho hi,..er. ion dam. !I provides better drainage capabi iLy 

of the st()rm sewer i ip-" rn :e c ity. 1).king is not required inside the 

protectol area, ...,i lesere tlhe historical and original appearances 

o0 nkok. Th s )rts t he urban development on the west bank area 

and woU 0'int Cha an 'c ho C::cesr ye urhan q iowth rn the east bank. The 

,1 tioe he (lrinq seasons. legald ra i nage cana! n west kank can !! u ,shed dry The 

ape)Intme1n'. 0! .a-v:' a c he 'o( channel foi urhani:.ation provides the 

poss i)i !no, ir arc ain li. iti ,n. '1Ihe e-onomic evaluation proves 

that the 1r)o ct :; h i(Ohy econom i ca] Ard should be implemented as soon as 

p055:;h e. I)tirinj, the pro ect construction, partial f Iood protection can be 

ach i eved. 
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ABSTRACT The main causes of floods in Bangladesh are spill from rivers,
 

drainage congestion of 
local runoff, storm surges, and human interferences.
 

The main approaches to structural method of flood protection in Bangladesh
 

arc embankments for preventing spill from rivers, submersible embankments for 

delaying, the flooding, channel improvement, and local drainage improvement. 

The monetary loss in terms of damage to crops, roads, embankments and proper

ties is estimated to be about 200 million US Dollars a year on an average. 

Scarcity of drinking water and outbreak of water borne diseases become seri

ous during and after flood. Another hazard associated with floods is river 

bank erosion which affects about I million people every year. A long term 

basin-wise flood control plan must be chalked out unitedly by the Governments 

of the co-basin countries in order to combat the floods in the Ganges, the 

Brahmaputra, and the Meghna. A flood plain land use regulation along with 

flood plain zoning is necessary in Bangladesh. A permanent flood preparedness 

programme along with formation of flood brigade is needed. Techniques should 

be developed so that accurate forecast of flood level as well as of area that 

could be flooded can be made well advance with atleast three days lead time. 

INT(01)UCTION 

Flood is an annual phenomenon in Bangladesh. People of this country suffer 

from untold miseries every year due to this natural hazard. This recurring 

calamity is one of the major problems causing serious setback in the overall 

development of the country. The objective of this paper is to give an idea
 

, V/
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about flood problems and various ways of mitigating flood hazard damages in
 

Bangladesh.
 

Bangladesh is situated in the deltas of three mighty rivers the Ganges, 

the Brahmaputra and the Meghna. It has an area of about 143,000 sq. km. with 

a total population of about 100 million. The climate of Bangladesh is typical 

of the monsoon climates of Asia. Mean annial temperature is 260 C to while the 

variation is from less than 5 C to more than 43 C over a year. 

RI VEIR SYSTEM 

The fluvial system of Bangladesh includes three major rivers: the 

Brahmaputra-Jamuna, the Ganges-)adma, and the Mcghna. The Brahmaputra has the 

largest flood flu,; and Lhe peak sometimes exceeds 84,950 i3 /s when it enters 

Blangladesh. Tlhe peak of Lhe Gangus is about 70,800 m3 Is. '[he Ganges and the 

Brah-naputra hasins include China, Nepal, India, Bhutan, and Bangladesh (Fig.l). 

N 

* BASIN LIMIT 

IS -

C j K / 'HUTT 

0 250 500 km 

BENGAL
 

FIG. I BASINS OF THE GANGES AND THE BRAHMAPUTRA 

The annual surface water inflow into Bangladesh is 999, 124 Nm3 and about 90% 

,7 
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of this flow comes during the monsoon.
 

The terrain in Bangladesh is criss-crossed by a network of 250 rivers
 

and estuaries having a total length of 24,000 km and they cover about 6% of
 

total land area. There are 53 rivers whose headwaters are located in
the 


India and anothers 3 rivers whose headwaters are in Burma.
 

CAUSES tF FLOOD 

Each year during monsoon about 18% of the country is normally flooded 

luring severe floods, the affectedwith a flooding depth of I to 3 meters. 

area may exceed 52,000 sq. kui, 36/" ol tie country and nearly 60% of the net 

cultivable area. The main causes oi flooding in Bangladesh are: spill from 

rivers, drainage congestion 0f local runoff, storm ,urges, and human inter

ferences.
 

Spill From Rivers 

Due to low gradient and relatively shallow depths, the major and medium 

rivers in Bangladesh can not carry the enormous inflow during monsoon from 

banks. About 66%upper catchments and as a result the rivers spill over their 

Lu spill from rivers. The importantof the country is subjecLed , I loo)lI duc 

elcmentq rgat dLht mi i s tL extcnL ()i Ilooding are the Lime of peaks in the 

major rivers and the, duratiol ()I the peaks. The Brahmaputra startsthree 


L,, sl (n leIt ii tihu Iiimalaya:; and usually roi rho
rising in March/April due 

a peak in June and t hli reaches anlothr peak in Au,ust from heavy monsoon 

rains. The Ganges starts rii;i,, in June /Juiy and re aces tile annual peak in 

late August o)r early September. Rue ii Lis peak cOiICneides with the second 

peak of tle Brahimaputij, severe I lmodin , ((ccurs at their con luence and 

downstream. The Meghna reacieus the peak in August/S;eptember and the time of 

peak is influenced by the upstreals storage in de:pressions and the backwater 

effect from the Padma. The smaller riyurs along the eastern border lying in 

the leghina hasin and soutli-eastern hill basin frequently carry flash floods 

in the molnsoon season. 

Drainage Congestion of Local Runofli 

The annual rainfall in Bangladesh is 2320 1m and more than 80% of it 
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occurs during June to September. During rainy periods, 
the low lying areas
 
are inundated. When high intensity and long duration rainfall occurs, the
 

flat terrain can not drain the wate- quickly and congestion of runoff takes
 

place. When this coincides with high water level in the major rivers, the
 
situation aggravtes.
 

Storm Surges 

About 6% (f the country experiences flooding due to storm surges in the 
,ay of Bengal. The flooding depth is glenerally varies from 3 to 6 metres. 

Larger dveptis of l lodin, somet imes occurs when severe cyclonic storms coin

cide with spr in' t ide. 

II Uman I IIItt II ('t S 

All iljpolLtIllt Ilor or, which is causing inicrease in flood depth and fre
quency, is nuisaji 
 iott ri rrejlcs through water development projects and flood 
plain dvc lopmits . W'at - wi tlhdrawals , river training works, river closures 
are Iril: I., ii. rh;in ' s i n hydraulic charact e r i at ics of the river system during 
flood 4JI'H-11 _ C Cot0i t' ions dling)ll ' iaijor, medium and small,n iydrlti rivers 
arc scinsit iVL 1id st.roop. NuIIIb r,; of dr ainai ge chaine ls and dying rivers ins
tead Ofci i ,, re-exeovat d a1h ring useCd for agricultural purposes and for 
human Iabit at ionls. 1holdi 1iv, beep cnmstructed with unplanned and inadequate 
provision ticr fl ,d passiae a ml cross, drainage (Ilida and others, 1984). 

I)"'loreot t Ii the mounttains of Nepal and river training works in 
India are brilliii c/liaie. in lol d flow chaacte,_ristics. Conversion of for
est land to agricultoure '!ltd extunsivu erenstruction of flood control embank
me nts in India htavc' tic rat ed a id acreituo ted flood peaks and have increa
sed river .WdimeoIt loads (pro-teasibility study for North-East Rivers Flood 

Protection, 1986). 

FLUO IIAZARIJS 

The iimmediate effect of iloods is devastation in terms of loss of human 
life and damage to crops, roads, embauk lntLa and preperty. Flood hazard dam
ages during two recent iloods in July and August 1987 are summarized in 
Table I. The iuoriiation is valid upth, August 25, 1987 and the damages will 
be greater s ince the s(cond flood started to recede on August 24, 1987.It is 
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Table I : Flood hazard damages during floods in July and August, 1987
 

( valid upto August 25, 1987).
 

Descroption Approximate Damages
 

A. No. of Upazilla affected ........ 319 out of total 460
 

B. Land affected .......... 43,400 sq. kin.
 

C. Cropland damaged 

completely ............ 5,600 sq. km.
 

partial ........... 19,200 sq. km.
 

D. House damaged
 

completely ........ 709,000
 

partial ........... 999,000
 
E. No. of educational institutions damaged ..... 2600
 

F. Embankment damaged ............... 1,760 kin.
 

G. Road damaged
 

paved .......... 1,000 kin.
 

unpaved ......... 27,900 kin.
 
11.Railway line damaged ........... 271 kin. out of 2,800 km.
 

1. No. of bridges and culverts damaged ........ 1,480
 

J. No. of people (due to flood water)
 

aftected ......... 20,000,000
 

died ....... 484
 

K. No. of people ( clue to water borne diseases)
 

affected ........ 50,000
 

died .......... 115
 
L. No. of poultry, birds and cattle head died .... 200,000 

quite impossible to assess the damages in monetary terms. Loss to properties 

can be estimated, but sufterings and loss oi human lives can not be equated 

in terms of money. Conservative ust imates put the damage due to floods in 

Bangladesh is about 200 million IS I)ollars a year on an average in terms of 

damages to croips ;nd propert ies (Khan, 1986) Real term losses are. far grea

ter. 

River Bank Eros ion
 

Another hazard associated with floods in Bangladesh is river bank erosion. 
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Due to strong water current during floods, severe erosion of river bank takes 

place. Sometimes, the river changcs its course suddenly. Every year a size

able human settlement, cultivated land, government and private properties and 

physical infrastructures are wiped away. In the year 1984, a total of 283 

places and 85 towns and villages were subjected to severe erosion. About an 

es! : ... ; : ,i-lon p-ople are directly affected each year froi the conse

quences ci river bank erosion in Bangladesh. The total monetary loss is esti

mated at the tun, oi Taka 200 crore ( about 66 nillion US Dollars ) a year 

( islain and Rl~ian, 1987 ). Mi),ration of affected peopli to towns and cities 

is cicat ing serious social problems. The demographi c and socio-economic con

sequences oi rivr blnk erosion are far reaching and often enormous. 

ci ,arerScarcit' oL ,rinkinl', aid Food 

tihe Iain sources a. drink i n/ water in rural areas are tanks and hand 

Lubewe lIs. Iuriin, J.loads, tanks are- drownied and become polluted by flood 

water. Ic u t, ubii;e rnee, t.he hand tubwells becoic i noperatVie. As a result 

priG driiikin;, ,aLerbecols scarce. Tlhis causes serious outbreajk of dis.ases 

like di irrheoujl diseises -ind l sastloelntcritit:. vcery year. Oin the other 

hand, due ,L; disrupt i(n o t coiuiicatioln aihd destructicon of private iood sto

rages, acute shortage 1ti Lood takes place resultin, talinii condition. 

STFRUCTU LAL MI'101I)DS Ot.' LOCAL FLOOI) PROTECTION 

Flood contr ol and drailna-e has been provided to allout 20Z of the total 

area oi the e,,it ry t lriu,. ruS oll kiia o of t ivat id 6134 of eiibanknients 

4521 lVdraulic riot ure. Inid 9'Jb -ivcr closur.::; ( ,at ioiial Vate.r Plan Project, 

1985). iiibaiikmeot S li ictr l v i ii 'tcl.dd 1I- 1rvi di lit; ull Ilod pro0tection 

by pr Velnt lo !;pill l,il r-vcl illd I10 d I oWS ilre iii eltdJ il the riV i-s. 

Subelnurs ibI.t t 11-L-t.'bin~L l!e d t l'[iy(' t 1boding ;iiid they ruc'1on4s are 

i , bii I; krdclI t, pr)t cct bero paddyted ii r1 d Iilns) (ii 1 , delre it 

cr1 lions0,U 00l1t il1_d ig' locS I isprVenot ot dI /tia l, iaru obtained 

Lhrou h Ctulost fLuA i,;i l ] r iii) dyk(i S l.)',W iih (.lt- nll) I ilFOVr IL')It , Iriver clo

sureS, ; ldulil,]alt!; aitld I'L'e Ulait)r;. 

hreaci in, ol emblx kiiients is ircqutt in BanIiladeshl. ioiiietiie's thiis 

causes dCvist at ion in terms (,t hIuaiiii lite and property. It is difficult to 

construct embinkiiients at hiiii standiii iii remote Lareas Using local soil and 
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unskilled local labours. A study may be undertaken to develop a cheap but
 
effective embankment constiuction procedure that is suitable to local resour

ces and technology. Use of geo-textiles made up of local raw materials may be
 

investigated.
 

FLOOD FORECASTING
 

Forecasting floods is an acute 
problem in case of Bangladesh as most
 

part of the catchments of major rivers and headwater catchments of most of the
 
flashy rivers lie outside the country. The data collection from upstream of
 

the major rivers is partly solved by an agreement with India by which real
 
time and forecasted river data 
from Farakka, Goalpara and Dhubri are received.
 

These data are transmitted only when the river attains warning stage i.e., 

within I mete r of their respective daniger levels. 

At present real time data are collected by telemetry, wireless and tele

phone from 40 water level stations and 38 rainfall stations covering large 

section ol the country. These data along with radar rainfall information are 

processed by computer to produce flood information bulletin, flood situation 

report and forecast.
 

In case of Bangl'adesh which is typified by deltaic formation with very 

flat topography, it is importanL to know the area of land likely to be flood

ed. The relat ionship between river flow, flood plain flow and flood piain 

topography is to be established. A one-dimensional hydrodynamic uodel of un

steady flow illri'er netwo rks inivolvi ng closed loops alorgwith quasi two

dimensional descript ion of1 1low over f Ilod plains may be useful for acurate 

forecast of I lood level and of area could be inundated as a Junct ion of time. 

I'F.'t CONTROl,AOVERSi. E F.OOD PRO)JECTS 

Flood control prijeCts are not without harmftul consequences. For example, 

flood contro St ruc tures stop or citelay the establishment of natural linkages 

between the open water body inside 1lo.ud prolcetted area and the rivers outside 

protectcd area, adversely at eeti , the breeding, habits of Iish and reducing 
lish production. In Ciandpur irzigatLion and Flood Control Project area overall 

Iish product ion trom open water dccliimed 357,over tire first 2 years of opera
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tion of project. About 3000 fishermen in the project area were out of work
 

(Ahmed, 1987).
 

Some of the rivers embanked for providing flood protection are silted
 

up, because prevention of overland spilling increases deposition in the bed
 

of the river. The River Gumti, the River Marichap, the River Nalidon are
 

examples. Siltation of river bed also impedes navigation. Reduction in tiood
 

storage due to flood control project is causing higher flood peak in the
 

river downstream. The flood plains are deprived from natural fertilization
 

through deposition o)f silts brought by flood waters.
 

It is now essenti' that steps are taken to minimize above harmful con

sequences uf flood co-; 1iprojects. Impacts of flood control projects should 

be assessed quantitatively before the project is accepted. Mathematical 

models are uselul tool for this purpose. Provision should be kept in flood 

control schemes for the mitigation of fisheries losses. This may be achieved 

through all cation of some open water areas as fish reserves by allowing 

partial flooding or by allowing controlled flooding to maintain link between 

breeding or spawning, grounds and river. 

SUGGESTED STEPS FOR TIE MITIGATION OF FLOOD HAZARDS 

Basin-Wise Flood Control Plan 

More than 80% of the flood flow in Bangladesh comes from outside the 

country of which about 90% is contributed by the three major rivers. Those 

rivers togethe r drain -an area of about 1,554,000 sq. kmn. of which about 7.5% 

lies in Bang ladesh. Bangladesh alone can not tackle the gigantic problem of 

flood. Every year tLL: floods are adversely afiecting the millions of people 

in Bangladesh, India and Nepal. Co-operation among co-basin countries is 

needed to combat the Iloods in the Ganges, the Brahnaputra and the Meghna. 

For this a long$-trm basin-wise flood control plan must be chalked out uni

tedly by the Governments of co-basin countries. Construction of storage 

reservoir and prot;raliuaC of forest conservation may be undertaken so that 

floods of lesser magnitude I low downstream. Rservoir regulation may be such 

that coinc idence of Iloods in the Brahmaput ra and the Ganges are avoided. 

Formation of a permanent body with representatives from each of the co-basin 

countries is needed to develop, co-ordinate and implement such basin-wise 
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flood control plan.
 

Flood Plain Land Use Regulation
 

Alluvial flood plains occupy about 80% of the total land area of Bang
ladesh. In order to mitigate the flood damages, 
a flood plain land use regu
lation is to be framed by prohibiting use of land which could result in
 
flood damage. According to vulnerability of different types of occupancy to
 
floods, zones 
of different flood risk can be distributed among them such that
 
the damage during the floods is kept at a minimum. A code of practice may be
 
developed by specifying minimum height of plinth level for different types of 
structure depending upon degree of risk and value. For this purpose, accurate
 
flood depth maps of various return periods for the whole Bangladesh are nece
ssary. Roads are to be constructed with adequate provision for drainage and
 
the alignment should be such that it gives minimum obstruction to the natu
ral direction of run off. Restrictions should be imposed upon filling up
 
ponds, ditches, and channels. Water development projects must conform to a
 

national water master plan.
 

Flood Preparedness Programme
 

Flood is a part of life in Bangladesh. In order to mitigate the hazards
 
of this recurring calamity, a permanent flood preparedness programme has to
 
be implemented in Bangladesh. For this an Upa-zilla may be selected as one
 
unit. Every year inspection of embankments and roads should be made before
 
the monsoon starts. There should be emergency stock of bank protection mat
erials, temporary shelter construction materials, vaccination, water purifi
cation tablets,and rice seeds in every upazilla. Flood Brigade may be 
formed
 
by recruiting volunteers from Ansars, Village Defence Party, Teachers, Imams 
of mosques, etc. They are to be trained 
on various aspects of the programme
 

like when and how to take protection, when to evacuate, primary medical ser
vice, rehabilitation, etc. Flood forecasting and warning must be made more 
meaningful and effectivu. Techniques should be developed so that flood level 
as well as area that could be flooded can be forecasted accurately well ad

vance Ltleast three days ahead. 

CONCLUSIONS
 

A long-term basin-wise flood control plan must be chalked out unitedly
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by the Governments of co-basin countries in order to combat the floods in
 

the Ganges, the Brahmaputra, and the Meghna. Formation of a permanent body
 

with representatives from each of the co-basin countries is needed to deve

lop, co-ordinate and implement such basin-wise flood control plan.
 

A flood plain land use regulatien along with flood plain zoning is
 

necessary in Bangladesh for mitigating flood hazard damages. A permanent
 

flood preparedness programme along with formation flood brigade also is
 

needed. Techniques should be developed so that flood level as well as area
 

that could be flooded can be forecasted accurately well advance atleast three
 

days ahead.
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ABSTRACT In recent years, the city of Tokyo and its 
surrounding districts 

have been subjected to a new type of flood damage caused by rapid 

urbanization. These damages are not easy to avoid efLectively by ordinary 

flc)d control systems and structural measures like river improvement works 

because it, is almost impossible to widen rivers and raise the height of 

levels in heavily urbanized areas. Comprehensive measures for flood control 

by means of various structural and non-structual measures were adopted and 

promoted. They take the form of new river improvement works, underground 

diversion channels end the control of rainfall runoff flowing into rivers. 

In this paper, the author aims to describe the above structural and non

structural measures against fLood damage, using the Kanda river in Tokyo as 

an example . In addition, the comprehensive water-control countermeasures in
 

other densely populated cities such as Osaka and Nagoya are 
also described.
 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE NEW TYPE OF
 

FLOOD DAMAGE IN THE NEWLY URBANIZED AREA OF TOKYO
 

In the 1960's to early seventies, Japan experienced a period of high 

economic growth. This was attained at a cost of the concentration of 

population into the three Metropolitan regions of Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya and 

their surrounding districts. One of the many undesirable consequencos arising 

from these excessive concentration of population is the occurrense of a new 

'p 
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.--. type-offlood- dam age in.the ne wty urbaniz ed-area. With the progre s s o f 

urbanization in the form of high density housing land development, increased 

amount of paved surface areas and the extention of the sewerage system in the 

urban to its surrounding areas, the water retention capability of the land 

occupied by the urban areas has declined and the volume of the rainfall 

runoff flowing into the rivers has increased. This decline in the water 

retention capacity of the urbanized land is made even more drastic by the 

fact that most of present urbanized areas used to be paddy fields, which were 

natural reservoirs. As a result of the above, these have been repeated 

occurrences of floods in the urban areas and it is a major problem from the 

disaster prevention perspective.
 

Also with the heavy concentration of industries in the urban areas,
 

these was excessive withdrawal of groundwater which results in land
 

subsidence. This did not only caused damage to buildings and underground
 

facilities but also caused suffering and injury to many people living in
 

eastern part of Tokyo by inundating the areas which are below sea-level
 

whenever a tidal wave occurs. To protect againp- such damages, the following
 

counter-measures have been adopted;
 

(a) the promotion of the use by industries of water from the surface water
 

supply system instead of the localized pumping of groundwater.
 
(b) the discontinuance of the practice of underground gas distribution
 

system, etc.
 

In 1958, the Tokyo-Yokohama district suffered severely from Typhoon
 

Kanogawa. This is especially so in the western part of Tokyo where
 

urbanization have been progressing rapidly in the lowland areas near to
 

rivers. The occurrence of the new type of flood damage can be said to start
 

in these areas.
 

After the Typhoon Kanogawa, the new type of flood damage arising from
 

severe storm-rainfalls begins to increase with the progress of urbanization.
 

Around 1960, there wa3 rapid increase in the population of Tokyo. Although
 

the population of Tokyo at the end of the Second World War in 1945 was less
 

than 3 million, it became 10 million by 1962. The tendency for increasing
 

flood damage of the new type due to urbanization has been identified also in
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the other big cities of Japan apart from the three Metropolitan areas, where
 

population has increased rapidly.
 

FLOOD CONTROL MEASURES
 

To solve the problem of increasing flood damage due to urbanization, the 

Tokyo Metropolitan Government carried out river improvement works on a total 

of 324 kilometres of the river course in the Metropolitan areas to cope with 

a precipitation intensity of 50 mm per hour. However, this structural 

measures and other ordinary flood control systems are not adequate since 

there is a limit, to the amount, of river widening and raising of the height of 

levees in densely populatud urban areas. Thus, the Tokyo Metropolitan 

Government is forced to carry out new structural and non-structural measures 

to solve the above problea. 

A typical example of' a dense urbanized river basin is the area drained
 

by the Kanda River, a tributary of the Sumida River, as shown in Figure 1. 

The Kanda River flows across the heart of Tokyo from west to east over a 

length of 25 kilometres and drains a basin area of 105 square kilometres. To 

cope with the increased flow in this river due to urbanization, the Tokyo 

Metropolitan Government has been constructing three huge underground by-pass 

channels, a; des,,cribed in Table 1. Two of them, at Takada-no-baba and 

Edogawa-bashi are completcd, wherois that at, Suid -.bashi is still under 

construction. 

Figure 2,3,4 show a cross-section of three underground channels 

respectively from upstream to downstream. 

Table 1. Underground by-pass channel in the Kanda River 

name of' channl enj, t0 (m) sect ion( m') design discharge(m3 /s 

Takada-ne-kai't 1460 (.hx6.6 ' 330 

Edo,awa-hasj i 16/4/, 7. 1)x. 15 230 

7. )0x7.2(0 115 

Su i.(io-ba IIi 16/40 9. x'/.1/4 270
 

10.ox6./ 125
40 


' dual channels 
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Fig. 1 Map of Kanda River
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subway
 

Fig. 4 Suid3-bashi by-pass channel
 

Figure 3 shows a cross-section of the Edogawa-bashi channel. As can be
 

seen from the figure, the area of the channel section is larger than that of 

the tunnel section of the subway. Also the channel is generally constructed 

below the roads. Due to the difficult underground works, construction cost of 

the channels are extremely high. For the case of the Edogawa-bashi channel, 

the total construction cost is about 10 billion yen or about 3.7 million yen 

per metre length. The Takada-no-baba dual channel has a total cost of' about 
8.5 billion yen or about. 5.8 million yen per metre length. Finally, the 

Suido-bashi channei s estimated to cost about 6.5 million yen per metre 

length.
 

In addition to the above three by-pass channels, overflow detention 

facilities have also been planned and constructed. Two of these facilities 

are now been constructed for the Myoshaji River and three have been completed 

for the Zenpukuj i River. Both of the rivers are tributaries of the Kanda 

River. Due to the extremely high value of' land in the heart of Tokyo, the 

land area occupied by the overflow detention facilit,i es caninot, be used only 

for flood control. The areas occup ied by the faciIi tices Cor the MyOsh5ji 

River do not only act, as detention re'ervoirs; at, hit,,h fNow but also act as 

parks at low flows. Furthermore, the area; are als;o used to) accommodate 

specially designed housing. IHence, generaiilly speaking, over fow detention 

facilities can be considered a type of "multipurpose reservoirs". 
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At a higher stage, the Tokyo Metropolitan Government is now planning to
 

construct several underground reservoirs for the temporary storage of flood
 

flow. The final stage of the plan involves the linking up of the reservoirs
 

by underground channel to create an artificial underground river. Table 2
 

gives the details of two recently constructed underground reservoirs in Osaka
 

and Nagoya.
 

Table 2. Examples of underground reservoirs
 

city capacity(m3) length(m) section(m2) 

Wakamiya-odori Nagoya 100,000 316 50x10 

Hiranogawa Osaka 1/4(),000 1900 d=10 

COMPREHENSIVE WATER-CONTROL COUNTER-MEASURES
 

Simultaneously wit h the above new struc tural measures, comprehensive 

water-contro urlto r'- esu'e were also s tarted in about ten heavily 

urbarizod river ins s,-' . ,Jrin incl]usiwye of' several basins withinJi2 the 

Tokyo Me tropo i tan Atoi;.cinl:e 1977, vrous ron-strutura] measures have 

be.erl udrtaken in : urban i, sd riveir basins. To) redur the peak "Ind time to 

pea'tk o!,' thA r 'iv fl..' ,ws: i'r t,h , has;i s, int'ilt,rt, iosri fnCr i i t, ie were 

,.,m:',nt:'iOt, (, t p'irt ,11' r frl' at,riciI'11,lo, i'r ot' h, i' r'urioff ng place, 

, nfl b,.Itr .ri 'irl tit;ji 'a Ivy ,r,i i the: j'iound where, the rainfall 

i"r this f, tr'r ,tile p:vi ent e~i'r~cr(, ;trueted ,nd existingp ,:,, i 

1,0 Wv i'Of.,' y:t, -i'S ifi .d t,, iir'Mt. 'low: into Iri , inf'iltration trenches . 

Al so, in t, i- vilori-rut ot lire tr:t, of land, flood-control lakes were 

coris ti'p t.,'d i'r t enlorrlolly witer' 5t~f ratT . 
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GENERAL ASPECTS ON THE NEW STRUCTURAL MEASURES
 

IN THE HEAVILY URBANIZED RIVER BASINS OF JAPAN
 

Table 3 gives the location and area of the overflow detention facilities
 

or "multi-purpcse reservoirs" constructed in some of the densely populated 

cities of Japan. Apart from flood-control, the areas are usually used as 

parks. However, in the case of Aomori in the Okidate River, pilotis-type or 

stilt-type school buildings were also built in the area designated for flood

control.
 

Table 3. Examples of multi-purpose reservoirs 

1nme of river area(ha) name fo city 

Ayasa, 99 Omiya 

Tatsui 12 Kawaguchi 

Yamato 7 Kashiwara 

Mysh5ji 1.2 Tokyo 

Neya 50 Osaka 

Okidate 38 Aomori 

Tomoe 200 Shizuoka 

Tsuboi 56 Kumamoto 

Tsurumi 84 Yokohama 

CONCLUSION
 

With the progress of developement, comes change in the use of land which 

requires new approaches in the mitigation of flood damage. Rapid 

urbanizaLi on ha made it. necessary that comprehensive water-control counter

meaure:a, i ni uaive of both new sLrucLural and non-structural measures be 

adopted. This is parLicuilarly so in Japan, where rapid changes have taken 

place in the measures uaed to reduce flood damage due to the surprisingly 

fataLra ,t urhanizaLion of Japanese cities. 

With the urbanization of land by man, the natural hydrological cycle 
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that has existed for thousand of years has been disturbed. The use of non

structural measures such as permeable pavements, infiltration trenches and
 

overflow detention facilities can be considered partial recovery of the
 

natural hydrological cycle. Even structural measures such as underground by

pass channels and reservoirs can be recognized as an artificial attempt to 

recover the essence, if not the form, of the lost natural hydrological cycle. 

The concept of multiple use of the oreas occupied by the overflow 

detention facilities is similar in nature to the traditional approach towards 

floods in monsoon regions. The es;ence of the approach is on the peaceful co

existence of man and hi' river environment. 

The author would like to conclude by urging engineers and planners of 

flood control, to consider the importance of preserving the essence of the 

natural hydrological cycle in their flood control plans and the need for 

harmony betwotn man's urbanizaLion and environ ment. 
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ABSTRACT The present study consists of three parts, of which the first is
 
concerned with the classical one-dimensional flood flow in channels, the
 
second with the two-dimensional flood encroachment in flood plains and 
 the
 
third with the three-dimensional expansion of flood in the estuarine area.
 

All the 
 parts of study are made by the simulation techniques with a
 
super-computer. The results 
are also useful for the flood control project
 

in a watershed.
 

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT
 

The paper 
 is concerned with a comparative representation of some
 
methods of analysis in hydraulics of flood-runoff associated with the flood
 
disaster engineering. 'Tile one-dimensional (or uni-directional) method of 

hydraulic analysis for the flood-runoff is still popular to compute the 
flood hydrograph in a channel. in reality, however, it is not satisfactory 

to estimate the flood behaviors in view of the disaster research, and flood 
management projects, because the real flood can expand into any and every 
flood 1)lain, If no protective hydraulic works exist. The hydraulic 

analysis of flood-runoff requires, then, a development of more realistic 

method of analysis responsible for the real flood behaviors. The two
dimensional (or uni.-directional. one-layered) method of hydraulic analysis 

is a solution to this requirement in a flood plain and the three
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dimensional (or plane multi-layered) method is a further 
development of
 
study to compute the flood behaviors in estuarine areas.
 

In this paper, the one-dimensional method of analysis for the channel
 
floods commonly studied, the two-dimensional method for the overland flows
 
and the three-dimensional method for the flood expansion in estuarine areas 

will be described in 
the light of simulation techniques.
 

ONE-DIMENSIONAL METHOD OF HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS
 

"OR FLOOD-RUNOFF AND ITS APPLICATION 

Mathematical Models
 

ihe mathematical imodels in the one-dimensional method are a system of 
the continuity and the Saint-Venant equations (Iwasa, 1972), which are 

A f dr (1)
()t Ox 

fJdO v ,, ' r h ,
 
/1) ,0 ill 11 f A(0' 
 l-(g a t x . ax (2) 

A combinat ion ()t Eqs. (1) and (2) makes the following equation 

expressed in the conservation type: 
011 f .1 q (3)
 

in which 

U yi~/f !S,/lq 
q f I(4) 

and tLis the total ellergy head definei by Il = a v 2 /2g + Ali cos 0 +t z (z: 
•-height of channe I bed from a rel erence datum) . Eq. (3) is a partial 

different [aI equa tiol of hyperhol ic type and therefore a system of four 

equat ions e:xprc,sed by the mnethod Of char;ter ist iCs will be derived. 
dr a ) 
 (5) 

cS t) d i % i v5 c) i t 
Cdl d. 2/ " . , (6) 

where
 
# ky1leo sOll (7 )
 

(21/Y)1 
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Comparative Study of Computation Procedures
 

Various procedures of computation by the one-dimensional method of
 

analysis have been studied, and in this paper the procedures of computation
 

by means of the method of characteristics will be described, adding a
 

comparative study with Lax-Wendroff scheme.
 

Method of Characteristics
 

The method of characteristics is a typical method responsible for the
 

propagation of surface disturbances along the characteristic curves. Under
 

the assumption of sub-critical flows, the difference equation becomes
 

(lwasa and others, 1976)

1-" t3 : v '),4 A.lE') F" F7F - t ,1. ( ,"., 

I (q"., 2q ' q', 12'"] - - (8 ) 
, , q'; 2' 

in which A = (U i/aFj), a matrix, and E is also the unit matrix.
 

Relation between the method of characteristics and Lax-Wendroff scheme 

The equation in the method of charactelistics used the 2nd-order 

interpolation is equivalent to that in the Lax-Wendroff method(Leith 1965). 

The lax-Wendroff method is characterized by the 2nd-order accuracy, and 

therefore Eq. (8) is of the st-order accuracy, after making a comparison 

with Lax-Wendro f f scheme. It is a I so obvious that a difference in 

comput at ion rsul I ts from a di fference between two procedures of 

interpolat ion of 2nd-order (Lax-Wendrof f method) and st-order 

(character ist ics method) and the di f ference between two methods is 

furthermore small if theL curvature of F is small in the x-direction. 

Kinematic Wave Method 

One of s imp I i Ied ,,2 thods to compute the one-dimensional flood

behaviors in a channel is called the kinematic wave method, in which the 

Iocal and convectlive terms are ignored compared with two terms of gravity 

and fricltion. The first-order approximation of kinematic wave theory and 

the kinematic shock have already been studied (Lighthill and others, 1955). 

Further extension of the kinematic wave theory m akes several 2nd-order 

approximat .ons, which are the successive approximation method (Hlayashi, 

1954), the perturbation me thod (Takahashi, 1969) and the diffusion theory 

(Hayamnl, 1951). The first two methods are only applied to the problem 
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until the kinematic shock occurs. 
 The second diffusion theory will be more
 

available in the hydraulic analysis of 
flood behaviors, because of no
 
occurrence of kinematic shocks. Analytical solutions are obtained only 
in
 
the case of linearized models of unsteady flows, 
 whereas the numerical
 

procedure is the practical way 
to solve the real problems, because the
 

flood-runoff behaviors are 
typified by non-linear characteristics.
 

Exairples 

Unsteady' flows in broad rectangular channel A model flood 
 described in 
Fig. I will be considered in a broad rectangular channel of S = 1/500 in 

0
 
slope and n = 0.025 in Manning roughness.
 

Fig. I i di. ites the depth(m) X=40km8" h (m)
 
f lood t drgraih co,,i te d usr m"dynamic wave method
flooco hvi~ 1)hCOJ)1 t 2(1 upstream 

boundary kinemacic wave method
by vhr ionS metiuds condition 0 1st order approx/ o 2nd order approx(perturbation)
described ;iready aIt ; d r "a (successive approx)6 ; a diffusion theory(linear)

• ,q (non-linear)

40 kin. in tie figure, 

the soI id isline time 

Sol lit ionl obtainled by thme/ 

method of ci,1;ra,:teristic.,' 

which is quite tosimilar 

that of the Lx-l- nldroff 2 (hr) 
0 20 time
method. A flood ciarac-

10 
Fig. I Flood Hydrographs at Upstream End and
 

terized by large stage 
 x=4Okm Computed by Various Methods
 
changes gives 
sma 11l decay of flood crest. In the case of a dimensionless 

pa rame t e r 

5 . (9 )
where h,: reference depth and x,: reference distance, is very small 
compared with I , the kinematic wave method is applied to the flood-runoff 

3
analysis (Hlayashi, 1954). The present case study gives 0 = 5.23 x 10becaluse h,* 8 mm , /(T.~*'x '
 

because,T 
 Imhrs which indicates that the 
kinemat ic wave method will be applicable. Numerical. resul1t s obtaiined by 
various methods show ailso a fair aigreement with that of the characteristics 

method. Of special interest is th;t tie diffusion theory gives a strong 
effect of diffusion, as will be seen in a rapid rise in tihe ascending limb 

and fal I in time desceuiding limb. 

t)
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Flood routing in middle and downstream reaches of Yodo River Real
 

application of the kinematic wave method to the floods in river channels is 

rather difficult, resulting from less informations of propagation 

velocities and diffusibility. 1h, method of Lax-Wendroff is also in the 

same position to make the flood routing in a river channel , because 

additional informat ions of channel geometry at intermediate sections 

locatLd between up-and downstream sections of Nos0 

computation 

procedure 

are 

by 

scarce. 

means 

The flood routing 
of the method of Yodo Yamashina 

characteristics 

real problem in 

will then 

middle and 
be applied to 
lower reaches 

a 
of N 

Makio-sanMa io's\ 

Yodo River, mapped in Fig. 2. The results 

obtained by the computat ion procedure Hirakata1 

for the flood occurred by the Typhoon 24 in 

1965 are shown in Fig. 3 at two gauging 10 km Kamo 

stations. The practical routing of real Fig. 2 Middle and Lower 

floods in river channels can be completed by Reaches of Yodo 

the method of characteristics. River 

D c a g(o P m). 740m 'l s 
Hi raka ta m/s)18 (OP+ )W


Stage OP+14.035m Dsgarq, Discharge
 
m m/,'- SStage " lod ,Stage Com p u ted ) 

( .P.+ n) , T,- s) 

13 - / "6000 17 I ,' har , 600 

06s"6 Discharqe

---- (Compute-d)
-ischarqe 4-00 , 0P416.90 

1 . .. . . (Cm uted) (ua200015 
i 400
 

10 Stage(Boundary condition) 0 14 '_se) beiscrharqe(obserd)', 1? .000 ,I 83 12time 16 20 
16 zo 0 4 

Sept. 17 Sept. 18 Sept. 17 Sept. 18 ti 

Fig. 3 Computed Flood llydrographs with Observed Data 

TWO-DIMENSIONAL, BEHAVIORS OF FLOOD IN FLOOD PLAINS
 

Hydraulic Analysis of Overland Flows 

The overiand flow in a flood plain will be classified into two types. 

The first type is the intruding flood through levee breakages, which occurs 

frequently in a flood plain with regulated channels. The second one is the 

1.7 

http:0P416.90
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inundation of 
 flood in a flood plain, 
 which occurs in a natural flood
 
plain. The methodological procedure of hydraulic analysis for two 
 types 
has already been published (iwasa, 1985), and in this paper, a further 

engineering case study will be described. 

Flood Inunda t ion in Osaka zMetropolitan Area N Breaking Point: H 
Yodo River runs through (saka Levee"
 

metropolitan area , which i, one of 
 Elevation (o.p.m) River
 

thle biggest centers of mun ic ipa1 :90 
 17 230 
. 23o 5km,6.0 10,~;,U. . .,li i
activities. Yodo River is fan-ous in a aLi0H .
 

the flood disaster in the past, >5.0
0 _J0.0.0 


though recent developments in ranzaki River
 

hydraulic 
 works have succeeded in
 

less floodings. The area is, however, 
 -

concentrated by population and 

private and publ ic properties and Osa a OaaCt 

therefore the tangible and intangible Bay 

losses caused by ai flood will be
 

innumerable. The area consists, 
 Yamato River
 

furthermore, of a channel network 
 Fig. 4 Objective Area of Osaka
 

cnd is surrounded by a series of in Simulation Study 
strong levees, 
 as seen in Fig. 4. The flood encroachment will be a step

wise process from a block to another block. 

The case study is concerned with the flood encroachment on the 
objective area shown in Fig. 4. Tie breakage of levee will occur at H 
(ttirakata) lThe breakage is assumed ty occur at the discharge of 

8000 i 3/,;ec of tile design hydrograph. The temporal conditions of flood
 
encroachment are shown in Fig. 5. It is also observed that at 3 hours
 
after the initial breakage, the flood can encroach on the next block.
 
Similarly, the general view of flood encroachment will be obtained. The 
simulation study cain indicate the past experiences in the flat land, which 
is a direct response for the real world. The areal distribution of maximum 
flood depth is mapped in Fig. 6, and in almost all the concerned areas thie 
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3 hours N
after breaking { 17 hours N 
aafter 


breakingi
S5km 5km 

I'DAi wo0 P-oM-3 

Fig. 5 Flood Encroachment 
depth is larger than 50 cm, which 

means th~e property losses would be
serious. Furthermore, the areas have a' 

frequently suffered from the storm Eo
 

surge floods and the meteorological N.p.(i)
high tides. The extensive mitigation 
I, 

study for the simultaneous invasion 1. 0 
of river flood and storm surges in 

the estuarine area is now progress. LV 

FLOOD EXPANSION IN ESTUARINE AREAS 

Fig. 6 Distribution of Maximum 

In the past and still at present, Flood Depth 

the flood encroachment behaviors are exclusively studied by the one

dimensional method of hydraulic analysis, because the theoretical analysis 

can only prove the one-dimensional behaviors and the simulation study of 

behaviors in view of the two-and/or three dimensional spaces is not 

popular, though the two-dimensional flood encroachment has already been 

described.
 

In actual practices, the estuarine channels and reclamations in
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hydraulic projects are planned and designed, assuming an imaginary channel
 

network, which will produce additional problem.
 

In this paper, the present problem will be solved in a more scientific 

way, which introduces the two- and/or three dimensional methods of 

hydraulic analysis. In the case of homogeneous flows, the two-dimensional 

(or plane single-layered) model will be applied, whereas in the case of 

non-homogeneous flows, the three-dimensional (or plane multi-layered) model 

must be appllied, because Lhe density variation in the estuarine water
 

should also be included. 

Three-I)iensional Method of Analysis 

Basic mathemaiti_cal models The real behaviors in the estuarine water is of 

scale of stream and tidal flows, and therefore the z-wise component of 

momentum conservation principle is replaced by the hydrostatic law of 

pressure, after ignoring tile local and convective terms. The mathematical 

models are then, 

Momentum con se rvatio pr inciple: 
au au a U a1 1 _p ,u a'u auS - ) A.aX 1-.. 3 -,/v.)z '" , (10)
 

av av av at _a a'' a'V a' V 

Hydrostatic law:
 
,,d (12)
 

Equation of continuity: 
I axal 3 (13)
 

Conservation of density: 

&1 _us aa -t- oal = 1+ K(Pa'4P +IL, (14)a C ax all/ az ax, y' t': az 

in which x, y, z: east-, north-ward and vertical upward distances, f:
 
Corlol Is factor, 10 : reference deiisity (= 1000 kg/m 3) , Ap = density deficit 

(= p 
0 

- p), A : eddy viscosity, and K: eddy diffusibility. In addition, 

the vertical eddy viscosity A anml the vertical eddy diffusibil ity K are 
v v

only defined in a statically stable condition ( MAf/Jz A0). If UAp/az<0, an 
instantaneous mixinig wi I I be occurred in the depth of z : 

m 
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Eq. (12) gives 

p = Agc-fLcdp-gdz (16) 

The first term is barotropic and the second baroclinic. The boundary
 

conditions and the procedures of numerical analysis will be seen in the
 

reference (Iwasa and others, 1984).
 

Flood Invasion Analysis In Osaka Bay 

Computation conditions The depth-wise topography in Osaka Bay subjected to 

the r.,mputation study is il lustrated in Fig. 7. The horizontal mesh is I 

km x I kin. The computation analysis is made, based on the technical 

informations of I - 2 Aug. 1982, when the meteorological satellite NOAA 

pictured the flood flow behaviors. 

Results of computitioll Fi g. 8 is an isopleth map shown by the brightness 

taken by NOAA at 14 h 24 min, Aug. 2. The flood of Yodo River 

characterized by low temperature water moves westward and reaches to the 

Awaji-sh ima island. The two-dimensional computation made at the same time 

indicates the flow fluxes ill Osaka Bay Is seell ill Fig. The two

dimensional computaition is mde bV USe Of the plane one-layered flow model. 

Fig. 10(a) is another illustration of the similar flow patterns in tile 

surface layer compu ted by use of time three-dimensional. (or plane multi

fit 11,Yodo 
I f u River 

[JHarror/ 
i Iti, Awai 0 i . .. ;it"bka ato 

AwlI1 1,,%J MIla, / , f " River 

1~~~> P StI,1 

II J OlFII IM, I PI.t .. 

10.00 11,60.00 

%30.00 80.00Q 

(-e I ..... :rO. 0 i0i Fig. 8 lsopleth Map of 

Fig. 7 lepth-wise Topography Osaka Bay 

of Osaka iay (14 h 24 nin, 2 Aug.) 

http:11,60.00
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layered) model at the same time. A comparative study indicates that the
 

eastward flow becomes stronger in the two-dimensional model than in the
 

three-dimensional model. The fluxes in the 3rd layer (5.7 - 8.2 m in 

depth) shown in Fig. 10(b) can indicate the eastward flow off Kobe harbor 

as simulated in the two-dimensional model. Fig. 11 also indicates the 

density distributions iu the Ist and 3rd layers and it is recognized that 

the density of 3rd layer is equivalent to the sea water density, which 

proves no mixing in the lower layers. 

A comparative display i)I water 	 i/.. -. :.[i]o O ri/s 

stages between observed ,inl simulated j. . ....- ----._--

data at two locatit no tlong Osaki Bay n 
is Fig. 12 . lilt thrti -d ill 1011s i ona I: 

simTuIlationl is a bet Itr reL' I i i IIOf 

ObSeryed(l,'dali thanll tIl tWnr-disIon- .- ii)ll 

al one. (i qui ,Lsign i i ciulc( is that 

the p)i:r i o I anId t Ie phaset2 1 

sillm1ati on alvlv si. is alimost sanle as 

observed datatIl 

Fig. 9 	 Simulated Results Obtained 

by Two-d imensional Model 

Ii _ -tt 10 0in/ 

I00 
1 

(a) Surface Layer (t) Third Layer
 

Fig. 10 Simulated Results Obtained by Three-dimensional Model
 

1) II 
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(a) Surface Layer (b) Third lay 

Fig. 11 Density Distributions in 1st and 3rd Layers 

Sta e(cm) Staae(crK
 

200 k200 

150
150 


-oberved 
 -observed
 

- two-dimensional - two- d incsi onal 
.... tiree-dimensionial - ____ three-dimens tonal 

18 C (I hr) U cC 12 (hr) 

Aug. 1 Aug. Auq. I Auc. Z 
(a) Osaka harbor (b, Sakai narbor 

Fig. 12 Comparative Display of Water stages Between Two Locations
 

CONCLUSIONS
 

Various types of flood runoffs in the real hydraulic field have been 

studied by means of the simulation analysis. Especially in this paper, the 

three-dimensional simulations are presented to make flow behaviors in a 

from the flood intrusion as inputs andlarge-scaled water body, resutlting 

the variation of water stages as boun(hary conditions. The technical 

background of study ar ises from new but urgent req(lui remlent to know more 

realistic solutions in scieitif ic waiys. Ole o)f the po;'ible ways is the 
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simulation study made by use of the computer. In this paper, the
 

simulation study has been concerned with the one-, two- and three

dimensional flood invasion problems occurred in the real world.
 

The simulation analysis of flood runoffs is now in a stage of
 

practical application, and various engineering projects in river 

improvement and flood control works can use many technical informations 

derived from the simulation study, with beneficial results. There remain, 

however, many proble-s to be further solved in computation techniques. 
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ABSTRACT From experimental watersheds of 7.17 hectares and 15.75 hectares at 
Da-ken,Taichung, Taiwan, we quantitatively find out that the slopeland develop

ment will increase the gross runoff coefficient, peak runoff coefficient and
 

sediment yield. Where 
 the sediment yield has the highest increasf rate. All
 

of them decrease significantly after one year natural vegetation. 
 For reducing
 

the flood in small watershed,the flood detention dam with compound spillway,
 

introduced in this paper, can automatically reduce the peak flow, elongate the 

duration, and control 
the outflow from the dam within the allowable flow capa

city of the downstream channel. Model experiment is used here 
to find out the
 

outflow from the opening width and effective water depth at the opening. The
 

dimensionless unit hydrograph and 
triangular unit hydrograph are used to de

rive the hydrograph for hydrological routing analysis. The detention effects
 

for Watershed A of 7.17 hectares are 32.27% 
for return period of 10 years and
 

25.29% for return period of 25 years.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Taiwan is a small mountainous island of 36,000km 2 with flat area 
less
 

than 1/3. There are 19.3 million people who live in this small island. 
 So
 

this island has the second highest population density (533 persons/km 2 ) in the
 

world. In recent years, economic growth brings people to the urban area. In
 

suburban, many large-scale slopeland development projects follow this urbani

zation.
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Slopeland development, usually, will cause the 
increase in gross runoff,
 

peak runoff and sediment yield. 
 These phenomena not only influence the deve
lopment project itself but also will cause serious 
flood and sediment hazard to
 
the downstream area. Therefore, how 
to avoid the flood and 
sediment hazards
 
from the slopeland development is urgently important in Taiwan.
 

FIELD EXPERIMENT
 

Experimental Watershed
 

Under the three-year research grant from the National Science Council,
 

two small experimental watersheds 
 have been set up at Da-ken, Taichung,
 
Taiwan, to quantitatively find out the impact 
 on flood from the slopeland 

development.
 

Originally, the experimental Watershed A with catchment area of 7.17 hec
tares has 7% (0.5 hectares) in housing, farm 
 road, access road, and footpath,
 

35.4%!o (2.54 hectares) in orchard with good 
 grass cover, and 57.6% (4.13 hec
tares) in hamboo and brush. 
 Thul highest altitude in Watershed A is 376 meters
 
above mean sea level. 
 In June1 1984, the area of earthwork for new farm road,
 
access road, and terrace was 
 0.47 hectares in Watershed A. It is 6.5% of total
 
catchment area. The average 
 slope is 45% and the direction of 3lope is south
 

for Watershed A.
 

The exper imen ta l Waterthed B with ca tchnment area of 15.75 hectares has 7% 
(1.11 hectares) ill ionsinf,, tarm road, access, and footpath, 32.8%!. (5.16 hec
tares) in orchard with g ood ,.ra,5 cover, and 60.2% (9.48 hectares) iii bamboo 

and brush. The hiet altitunde in Watershed B is 401 meters above mean sea 
level. Th ave rage slope is 517. and forthe direction of slope is south-cast 
Watershed B. The geIog ical coi]ition for both watersheds is mud stone, sand 
stone, and shale covering with clay sand. 

Experimental instrmenit 

The raina 'e , water level recorder, rectangular weir, and diversion basins 
were installed to measure tLhe rainfall, rainfall intensity, water level, and 
soil loss for each watershed. 
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DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS FOR WATERSHED EXPERIMENT
 

Hydrology
 

The rain gages installed in the experimental watersheds being just a few
 

years. It is not enough for frequency analysis. Also the 
experimental water

sheds are very small comparing with the distribution of the original long-term
 

rain gage stations. Hence the data from neighboring rain gage stations have
 

been collected to be analyzed with weighted average method for frequency
 

analysis. Using the average results from methods of Log-pearson Type III Dis

tribution, Gumbel's Extreme-Value Type I Distribution and Normal Distribution
 

we get the regression equation as follow:
 

P = 139.99 + 82.20 InT (r = 0.9996) .......... (1)
 

where P: maximum rainfall in 24 hours (mm/24hrs.)
 

T: recurrence year
 

Runoff and Runoff Coefficient
 

Runoff The peak runoff is calculated by the data from water level recorder and 

discharge formula for rectangular weir. And the diversion basins offer the 

data to calculated the gross runoff. 

Runoff coefficient The runoff coefficient C has a very wide variation in 

application. It is influenced by many factors, such as geography, catchment 

area, watershed figure, geology, soil , surface covering, land use, soil mois

ture, gross precipitation, rainfall intensity, rainfall duration, groundwater 

table, and etc. The surface covering and land use are the two factors which 

can be artificially controlled. In this paper, we define 

Degree of kO . road, slideslope, and no vegetation covered area 
Development catchment area 

We study degree of dwevulopment instead of surface covering and land use. And 

also we study peak runoff coeficient Cp and gross runoff coefficient Cg in a 

storm. We define 

C ) Peak flow 

(average rainfall intensity in the time of concentration) x (catcliment area) 

Total runoff in a stormCg =Total rainfall in a storm 
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The results are 
shown in table 1 and table 2.
 

Table 1 
Peak runoff coefficient (Cp), gross runoff coefficient (Cg), and
 
sediment yield (Y; ton/ha.) 
at Watershed A of 7.17 hectares
 

Date 
 P Yr 
 T I Cg Cp 
 Y X%
 

1983
 
Mar. 12 
 41.0 0.30 
 3.25 9.0 
 0.2535 0.2895 1.144 
 7%
 
Mar. 15 
 22.0 0.24 
 6.50 3.0 
 0.1384 0.1989 0.432 
 7%
 
Mar. 20 
 33.0 0.27 
 10.50 4.0 
 0.1572 0.1904 0.879 
 7%
 
Mar. 25 
 68.0 0.38 
 26.75 9.5 
 0.1186 0.1660 
 1.437 7%
 
Mar. 28 23.5 0.24 2.00 6.5 
 0.1499 0.1637 
 0.711 7%
 
Apr. 4 26.5 0.25 
 1.25 10.5 
 0.1608 0.2145 
 1.046 7%
 
Apr. 7 33.5 0.27 
 3.50 7.0 
 0.3406 0.3645 
 1.283 7%
 
May 10 31.0 0.27 3.75 7.5 
 0.3174 0.3702 
 l."41 7%
 
May 15 20.5 0.23 0.10 
 20.5 0.3687 0.3812 1.325 
 7%
 
May 20-21 56.0 
 0.36 12.00 
 13.5 0.2360 0.2854 1.757 
 7%
 
May 31 112.5 0.72 12.10 
 20.0 0.3130 0.4270 7.057 
 7%
 
Jun. 2-4 183.0 0.94 42.00 9.0 0.6110 0.7740 5.230 
 7%
 
Jul. 17 
 47.0 0.32 
 2.50 16.0 0.3248 0.3412 1.771 
 7%
 
Aug. 7 23.5 0.24 1.65 
 6.5 0.1217 0.2429 0.809 
 7%
 
Aug. 20 
 36.5 0.28 6.25 7.5 
 0.1706 0.2607 
 1.018 7%
 
Aug. 24 102.5 0.63 13.25 13.0 
 0.3156 0.4686 
 4.826 7%
 
Aug. 29 
 28.0 0.26 1.35 7.5 
 0.1486 0.2013 
 0.962 7%
 

1984
 
Apr. 18 
 36.0 0.28 3.50 9.0 
 0.2680 0.2872 
 1.172 7%
 
Apr. 19 77.0 
 0.46 13.50 
 13.5 0.2703 0.2973 2.580 
 7%
 
Apr. 21 39.0 
 0.29 3.40 
 12.0 0.2192 0.2508 1.353 
 7%
 
Apr. 27-28 76.0 
 0.42 28.50 
 15.0 0.2412 0.3014 1.743 
 7%
 
May 5 42.5 0.31 3.50 
 14.0 0.2646 0.2954 1.269 7%
 
May 18 59.0 0.37 14.75 18.5 0.2472 0.2552 2.859 
 7%
 
May 19 52.0 0.34 9.00 8.5 
 0.2226 0.2534 1.520 
 7%
 
May 28 34.5 0.28 4.10 7.0 0.3335 0.3981 1.227 7% 
May 29 72.0 0.44 14.30 12.5 0.2652 0.2408 2.706 7% 
Jun. 10 35.0 0.28 0.50 20.5 0.3276 0.4216 2.050 7%
 

to be continued 
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Table 1 (continued)
 

Date P Yr T I Cg Cp Y X%
 

1984
 

Jun. 17 29.5 0.26 7.60 9.0 0.3417 0.3731 2.859 13.5%
 

Jun. 24 54.0 0.35 9.50 9.0 0.4715 0.4923 5.119 13.5%
 

25 44.0 0.31 7.10 23.0 0.4014 0.5383 6.834 13.5%
Jun. 


Jun. 27 34.5 0.28 4.80 7.0 0.3752 0.4125 3.794 13.5
 

Jun. 28 34.5 0.28 5.75 14.5 0.4378 0.4887 4.421 13.5
 

101.0 0.62 10.50 11.0 0.5273 0.5799 11.939 13.5%
Jul. 3-4 


Jul. 17 39.0 0.29 2.40 9.5 0.3248 0.4189 4.114 13.5%
 

Jul. 18 29.5 0.26 0.50 19.0 0.4528 0.4993 5.119 13.5%
 

40.5 0.30 3.00 16.0 0.4016 0.6349 6.457 13.5%
Aug. 1 


Aug. 2 75.0 0.45 4.50 19.0 0.5415 0.8857 17.364 13.5%
 

Aug. 7 125.5 0.84 19.00 7.0 0.4957 0.7899 12.664 13.5%
 

0.23 0.50 11.0 0.4477 0.5800 4.254 13.5%
Aug. 10 19.0 


Aug. 26 19.5 0.23 0.50 13.5 0.5053 0.6014 4.840 13.5%
 

1985 After natural vegetation
 

May 28 167.5 1.40 16.83 16.0 0.6825 0.7214 7.576 13.5%
 

6 33.0 0.27 2.33 13.5 0.3645 0.3925 2.384 13.5%
Jun. 


Jun. 8 239.0 3.34 19.50 20.6 0.7542 0.8012 20.258 13.5%
 

Jun. 10 28.0 0.26 3.67 9.5 0.3254 0.3812 1.645 13.5%
 

54.5 0.35 3.00 20.5 0.4012 0.4351 3.925 13.5%
Jun. 12 


Jun. 13 46.5 0.32 9.25 15.5 0.3524 0.3853 2.405 13.5%
 

Jun. 26 58.0 0.37 14.75 7.5 0.2854 0.3021 1.817 13.5%
 

0.31 4.25 20.5 0.3802 0.4015 2.853 13.5%
Jul. 9 44.0 


P: rainfall (mm); Yr: recurrence year (year); T: rainfall duration (hour);
 

I: maximum rainfall intensity in 15 minutes (mm/15 min.);
 

X%: degree of development.
 

Sediment Yield
 

After storm, we disturb the water thoroughly in every pool of the diver

sion basin and take water sample. And then we check the soil content in
 

laboratory. After careful calculation, we get the data for sediment yield
 

per unit area, which are also shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
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Table 2 	 Peak runoff coefficient (Cp), gross runoff coefficient (Cg), and
 

oediment yield (Y; ton/ha.) at Watershed B of 15.75 hectares
 

Date 	 P 
 Yr T I Cg Cp Y X%
 

1985
 

May 28 
 167.5 1.40 16.83 16.0 0.6825 0.7214 7.56" 7%
 

Jun. 6 33.0 0.27 2.33 13.5 0.3645 0.3925 2.384 7%
 

Jun. 8 239.0 3.34 
 19.50 20.0 0.7542 0.8012 20.258 7%
 

Jun. 10 28.0 0.26 3.67 9.5 0.3254 0.3812 1.645 7%
 

Jun. 12 54.5 0.35 
 3.00 20.5 0.4012 0.4351 3.925 7%
 

Jun. 13 46.5 0.32 9.25 15.5 0.3524 0.3853 2.405 7%
 

Jun. 26 58.0 0.37 
 14.75 7.5 0.2854 0.3021 1.817 7%
 

Jul. 9 
 44.0 0.31 4.25 20.5 0.3802 0.4015 2.853 7%
 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RUNOFF CHARACTERISTICS,
 

DEGREE OF DEVELOPMENT AND OTHER INFLUENCED FACTORS
 

For four small experimental watersheds of 0.4371, 0.4812, 0.4370, and
 

0.6382 hectares at Tainan, Taiwan, R.O.C. 
 Tuan (1985) has the following con

clusions and Table 3:
 

1. 	The gross runoff coefficient (Cg) and peak runoff coefficient (Cp)
 

increase with the increasing of rainfall (P; mm) and degree of
 

development (X%).
 

2. 	The sediment yield per unit 
area increased with the increasing of
 

direct runoff and degree of development.
 

Table 3 
 Indexes for Cg, Cp and Y in different degree of development at
 

Tainan, Taiwan, R.O.C. 

Degree of 	development (X%) 0 8.15 15.1 
 29.4
 

Index for average gross runoff coefficient (Cg) 1 1.5 2 3
 

Index for average peak runoff coefficient (Cp) 1 1.08 1.13 1.28
 

Index for sediment yield per unit area (Y) 1 - 4.2 9
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Gross Runoff Coefficient Cg in Watershed A
 

Fot the relationship between gross runoff coefficient (Cg) and rainfall
 

(P; mm), we have
 

Pre-earthwork (X% = 7%) Cg 
= 0.159 + 1.85 x 1O'3P, (r = 0.636) ........ (2)
 
Post-earthwork (X% = 13.5%) Cg = 0.385 + 1.11 
x O-3P, (r = 0.519) ..... (3)
 
After one year natural vegetation (X% = 13.5%)
 

Cg = 0.260 + 2.18 x 10-P, (r = 0.954) ........ (4)
 
Obviously, the gross runoff coefficient increases with the increasing of
 

rainfall in all three cases. For rainfall duration (T; hrs.) 
and maximum
 

rainfall intensity in 15 minutes (I ; mm/15min.), their coefficient of 
cor
relation with gross runoff coefficient are too low and also most of them are
 

not significant.
 

Peak Runoff Coefficient Cp in Watershed A
 

For the relationship between peak runoff coefficient (Cp) and rainfall
 

(P; mm), we have
 

Pre-earthwork 
(X% = 7%) Cp = 0.182 + 2.50 x 10-'P, (r = 0.702) ........ (5)
 

Post-earthwork (X% = 13.5%) 
 Cp = 0.426 + 2.73 x 10-3P, (r = 0.598) ..... (6)
 

After one year natural vegetation (X% = 13.5%)
 

Cp = 0.290 + 2.24 x 10-3 P, (r = 0.947) ........ (7)
 

From the above regression equations, we find that the peak runoff coeffi
cient increases with the increasing of rainfall. Again, the rainfall duration
 
and maximum rainfall intensity in 15 minutes have very low coefficient of
 
correlation with peak runoff coefficient and also most of 
them are not
 

significant.
 

Gross and Peak Runoff Coefficient (Cg & Cp) in Watershed B
 

The experimental Watershed B was 
installed later than Watershed A, there

fore, there are only one-year data for analysis. The case is in original
 
degree of development (X%) of 7% and natural vegetation. After analysis, we
 

have
 

Cg = 0.231 + 2.21 x 10-3P, (r = 0.986) ................... (8)
 

Cp = 0.255 + 2.28 x 10-3P, (r = 0.977) ................... (9)
 
Both of them show that they increase with the increasing of rainfall.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEDIMENT YIELD,
 

DEGREE OF DEVELOPMENT AND OTHER INFLUENCED FACTORS
 

Sediment Yield in Watershed A
 

For the relationship between sediment yield per unit area (Y; ton/ha.)
 

and rainfall (P; mm), we have
 

Pre-earthwork (X% = 7%) Y = -0.01 + 0.036P, (r = 0.853) ............. (10)
 

Post-earthwork (X% = 13.5%) 
 Y = 1.57 +0.107P, (r = 0.796) ............ (11) 

After one year natural vegetation (X% = 13.5%) 

Y = -1.14 + 7.75 x 10-2P, (r = 0.933) ....... (12)
 

Obviously, rainfall is a positive influenced factor to the sediment yield
 

per unit area. And one year natural vegetation can significantly reduce the
 

sediment yield. 
 For rainfall duration and maximum rainfall intensity in 15
 

minutes, their coefficient of correlation with sediment yield per unit area
 

are very low and also most for them are not significant.
 

Sediment Yield in Watershed B
 

Y = -0.879 + 7.02 x 10-'P, (r = 0.883) ............ (13)
 

is the regression equation for the relationship between sediment yield per
 

unit area and rainfall in Wateished B. The influence from rainfall duration
 

and m-ximum rainfall intensity in 15 minutes to sediment yield per unit area
 

is also small in Watershed B.
 

DISCUSSlON ON WATERSHED EXPERIMENT
 

From the above study, we also find that th, gross runoff coefficient,
 

peak runoff coefficient, and sediment yield per unit area increase with the
 

increasing of degree of development. And all of them decrease significantly
 

after the conservation by one-year natural vegetation. The results for Water

shed A of 7.17 hectares show in the Table 4.
 

For Watershed B, the average gross runoff coefficient Cg equals 0.4072,
 

the averagc peak runoff coefficient Cp equals 0.4362, and the average sediment
 

yield per unit area y equals 4.5257 ton/ha.
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Table 4 	Average gross runoff coefficient, average peak runoff coefficient,
 

and average sediment yield per unit area in different degree of
 

development and natural vegetation for Watershed A.
 

7% 13.5% 13.5% Natural Vegetation

Degree of 	development (1983) (1984) (1985)
 

Average gross runoff coefficient Cg 0.2607 0.4363 0.3899 

Index 1 1.7 1.5 

Average peak runoff coefficient Tp 0.3136 0.5950 0.4238
 

Index 1 1.9 1.4
 

Average sediment yield 3.1808 

per unit area Y (ton/ha.) 2.1783 7.5577 

Index 1 3.3 1.5 

FLOOD DETENTION DAM WITH SMALL COMPOUND SPILLWAY 

For reducing the flood in small watershed, the detention dam shown in 

Figure 1 is designed by the 

auho to automatically reduce
durtoadcnrlteotlw
 

the peak flow, elongate the 

duration, and control the outflow. 

Beside of the flood 

detention ability, this dam can 

also trap some sediment. 

Figure 1 	 Front view of the flood
 

detention dlam
 

Flood Detention
 

The increase of flood peak and decrease of tine of concentration are the 

phenomena due to slopeland development. Therefore, the hydrograph shown in 

Figure 2 are different in pre-and post-development conditions for the same 

storm. For convenience of calculation, Figure 2 can be simplified as Figure 3. 
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b QpI: Pre-development peak discharge 

QP2: Post-development peak discharge 

ti : time to peak Inpre-development 

. t2 : time to peak inpost-development 

,2 (post-development)
 
VQP2 -


Li (Pre-development)
 

t (tim
 

Figure 2 The hydrographs for the same
 

t2tI t3 t time)

storm in the condition of 


pre-and post-development Figure 3 Simplified hydrographs
 

Our purpose is to let the outflow peak from the detention dam not be
 

higher than QpI. That means OC should be the outflow hydrograph. Total volume
 

of inflow QTi up to time is the area of OBCt3 and the total volume rf outt3 


flow QT2 up to time t is 	the area of OCt 3 We have
 
1 1
 

QTI = 7 (Qp1 + QP2 )t3 - -i 	 Qpl t 2 (14) 

3 


... .. .. .. .. ........... .. 


1
 = 
QT2 f QpJ t3 ......................................... (15)
 

h I=tanO2 

W 
i.___ W --. 

(a) profile (b) cross section
 

Figure 4 Flood storage capacity of thf detention dam
 

From Figure 4, the flood storage capacity of the detention dam is
 

wh2 
 h 3cot-"
 
QT3 - 2SI + 3S .. 	 .............................(16)
 

The governing formula for the detention dam design should be 

QT3 = QT' - QT (17)2 . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . ... . .. . .... ........... 


Wh2 h3
+ cot ~" Qp~t3 - QP t2 (8 
2S + 3S1 L 2,- . .................... (18) 
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Model Experiment
 

For detention dam design, we usually let Qpi equal to the maximum allow

able outflow discharge, which is a function of opening width, opening height,
 

and some other variables. Model experiment was carried out by my graduate
 

studeit Mr. Chang (1987) at our hydraulic lab to find out the relationship
 

between outflow discharge and water depth in different opening width. ThE
 

result for model dam is
 

' 729 7  Q = 2.0942bH1 (r = 0.9972) ................ (19) 

where 

Q: Outflow discharge (CMS)
 

i: Water depth in the opening (M)
 

b: Openir'g width (M)
 

FLOOD DETENTION CASE ANALYSIS
 

Watershed A of 7.17 hectares is used as the case here. After study on
 

rainfall frequency, hydrograph, and infiltration, we use the dimensionless 

unit hydrograph of Wu Creek (Chapg, 1976) and the concept of triangular unit 

hydrograph to derive the inflow hydrographs for return period of 10 years and 

25 years. Modified l'nus Method for reservoir hydrologic routing analysis is 

used to derived the outflow hydrographs for detention (lam. 

For the dam effective height being 5 meters, opening width being 0.06 

meters, opening height heing 4 meters, and the width of the river being 10 

meters, the flood peak with return period of 10 years will decrease from 0.992 

CMS to 0.709 CJMS. That means the detention effect is 32.37%/. For the same 

detention dall with oprning width of 0.08 meters, the flood peak with return 

period ot 25 years will decrease from 1.216 CMS to 0.908CMS. The detention 

effect is 25.29%/. 

CONCLUSIONS
 

1. The gross runoff coefficient (Cg), the peak runoff coefficient (Cp), and
 

the sediment yield per unit area (Y) are increased with the increasing of
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degree of development. All of them decrease significantly after the con

servation by one year natural vegetation. The results for Watershed A of
 

7.17 hectares show in Table 4.
 

2. 	The flood detention dam with compound spillway is good for 
flood detention
 

in small wateshed. The detention effect is dependent on opening width,
 

width of river bed, dam effective height, and runoff.
 

3. 	For Watershed A, the flood detention effects are 32.27/o for return period
 

of 10 years, and 25.29% for return period of 25 years.
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, ! ' ! i !:i! ii !.' i:!. Bangkok , Thailand L , . - !: i !" i i;::- i : . 

i i ! : i ; : .  -;DURABLE MUD HOUSES IN FLOOD AFFECTED AREAS ; i' 

.:i: /:;'.. " . National Buildings Organisation -;
 
. °Ministry of •Urban Development & U.N. Regional Housing Center ;i
 

i / ESCAP, New Delhi, India
 

iF.ABSTRACT This paper outlines the gravity of the problem of largscldetu
 
!ction to low cost houses during floods and heavv rain fall in different parts
 

:of India. Available data for a period of 25 years reveals that .the average
 

;Lannual direct damage caused by floods is of the order of Rs.2,4 
 millions : -17i 
tincluding the number of houses damaged which is about 925,000. 

appicaio ofcepwtrpofmdpate 
 n olsaiiain 
 h
 

prn aeas is not in a Position to shift to other safer areas, this paper sets
 
out-various measures planningr and construction of low ' !i
::c~' oss ifloponaes, involved in the design 

:i, :. i/ - ' This.. paper.:,,nfomentions theuldnguiding principles adopted by National Builings iiii ~ 
O!iti.,rganisatiol0 bidn more durable'mud houses in flood affected areas iln 
 "; 

difrn hecutysuch as Assam, West Bengal, Orissa, Uttar.. ' !i;"-liiegoso 


?iiii;~Pradesh and Rajasthan. These concern relocation ' 'of houses where 'possible,: -:':;iii 
!!providing drainage for flood waters, raising of plinth height of houses and.-i i'!J:i 

prvding plinth area protection, cosruton of durable foundations and 

prtction of, walls .from heavy rains. ' " 

t e c h n i c a lnubrs th :the guidance and advice of NBO and their performancei 

Brief.det-ails ofiproved! t echniques for, construction ,of: more durablemu
 
houes n ;flood afetdareas have been igiven which ;Include preparation an
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significance of durable mud houses in flood prone areas 
can be judged by the
 

fact-that, morethahalfofallhusds in area n 

areas are made from mud. 

The need for augmenting research and developiient work in making mud houses 

*more durable~ in areas prone to floods has been brought out. It is proposed to 
illustrate the subject with photographs, slides and video films. 

INTRODUCTION
 

Soil has been used as a construction material since olden times. It is 
still the most extensively used material for construction of houses in many 

countries. It is estimated that two-thirds of housing stock in 1981, i.e., 
66 million houses, particularly in rural areas in India have used mud for 

construction in one form or the other.
 

Mud houses are generally constructed at a very low cost or even at no cost
 

largely through self-help. Such houses are suited to the tropical and sub

tropical climatic conditions. These are aesthetically pleasing being in
 

harmony with the surroundings. A vast majority of population have found mud
 

as a useful material for construction that Provides them shelter at the lowest
 

possible cost. 

MUD TECHNOLOGY 

N~variety of skills and techniques have been developed locally for
 
constructing mud houses with architectural characteristics of their own, which
 

have lasted for generations with proper maintenance and repair.
 

Basically, the use of soil is made for construction of walls which are
 

either non-load bearing or load bearing. Often, the foundations, plinth and
 

super-structures are made of the local soil. 
The roofing consists of mud
 

construction or other types of traditional roofing materials such 
as grass,
 

thatch, palmyrah leaves, clay roofing tiles, etc.
 

"FLOOD CHARACTERISTICS
 

Occurance of floods has been considered a natural phenomenon mainly 

* arising out of geo-climatic conditions and topography of lands. However,
 

its onslaughter has considerably increased due to man-made factors. These
 

' 
I~ 2 /; i 6 i : / £ ' P ;; . ; i .. . : £ '; 2 ; .P I . £ :" i; : £ ;: , £" , . - T ; 2 £ / . . .. . 

2 
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include large-scale denudation of forests for agriculture and economic explo

7=-it-ifon 'and" construction wo rks includ-ing th-e-siting' of humanhhabittioni~nithe 

lood prone areas without adequate attention to flood protection measures and
 

causing obstruction to natural drainage of rain water.
 

Broadly, in the context of improving the durability of mud houses, the
 

flood characterists can be categorised as follows:-


Floods Due to Heavy Rains
 

In areas prone to heavy rain fall, such as coastal areas
 

and other regions depending on geographical characteristics,
 

large areas of land are inundated particularly when natural
 

drainage is obstructed. In heavy rainfall areas, houses should
 

be constructed on a higher ground with arrangements for
 

suitable quick drainage of rain water.
 

Flash Floods
 

Sudden and heavy down pour in catchment area, in hilly
 

terrains and undulating lands may cause flash floods. In
 

such places, houses should be constructed beyond the areas
 

prone to flash floods, to avoid damage and destruction to
 

them due to gushing flood waters.
 

Temporary Floods
 

In some areas, where rainfall is scanty, floods may occur
 

for short duration, at times, due to heavy rainfall,or
 

cloud burst. In such unexpected events, damage and
 

destruction to houses would be less if these had been
 

constructed at elevated ground and quick drainage of rain
 

water is made.
 

Perennial Wloods
 

In many areas which lie in the plains and are adjoining to
 

water ways like rivers, channels and streams are perennially
 

flooded during the rainy season. Houses are commonly
 

constructed in such flood prone areas where local soils
 

are available for construction. Here the problem of over
 

flowing water which inundates large tracks of land is
 

confronted and mud houses need to be adequately rotected.
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SCyclonic 
 Floods
 

The occurance of cyclones in coastal regions cause high
 
tidal waves, on account of which large land areas 
are
 

flooded. As far as possible, houses in such regions,
 

should not be constructed. And if constructed, they
 
* 	 should be adequately protected from damage and destru

ction caused by flood water.
 

FLOOD DAMAGE TO HOUSES 

Flood is
a widely occuring natural disaster in India and other countries.
 
Recurring floods year after year have caused extensive damage and destruction
 
of houses and other properties not to mention large toll of human and animal
 
lives and disruption of economic activities. 
 -


As water is essential for life, often cities, towns and villages have been 
 2 
built on the river banks and water courses or in their vicinity thereof but due
 
to heavy rain fall, people have to brave the ravages of floods in these areas
 
from olden times. With the advancement in the science of hydrology, weather
 
forecasting and technological developments in the field of civil engineering
 

construction, it is now possible to a great extent to combat the damage and
 
destruction caused by floods and heavy rainfall. 

Many a human settlements in India have been greatly subjected to vagaries
 
of floods. This is so particularly in the case of large number of villages in
 
India where 

44' 
a vast majority of population resides. According to 1981 "msus,
 

u 	 ,4:: .,/ ' A 

the total rural population was of the order of 525 million, living in over

5.5 million villages. A number of states ini India have been facing flood
 
devastations perennially and the damage and destruction to houses and other
 
.types of buildings has been of a large magnitude.
 

The seriousness of the flood problem can be judged from the extent of
 
damage it causes. Available data for a period of 25 
 years from 195h-78 reveal 
that the average annual direct damage is of the order of Rs.2,4174 millions,,
 
the break-up of which is given below.
 

- Total area affected 8.2 million hectares 
- Cropped area affected 3.5 million hectares 

- Number of houses damaged 925,000 " 
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- Population affected 24.6 million 

- Number of human lives lost 1,2ho 

- Number of cattle lives lost 77,000 

Indirect losses result from disruption of rails, road traffic and distort

ion of normal life.
 

FLOOD 	DISASTER MITIGATION
 

The solution to the housinfg problem in flood prone areas could be viewed
 

from two angles:
 

a) 	 Total evacuation of population from flood prone areas and 

resettlement at another site which is safer. 

b) 	 Mitijation of' the efflects of' floods thereby giving, reasonable 

degree of protection to the 1roople and their houses. 

The firislt .;o iition is not only expensiv e but al so produces unfavourable 

s 0 consequences. therefore,economic and C'i.1 The obvious apr'oaC'h, is flood 

disaster rnitijt, . i on th roui'h ,ali cation of modern scientific and technical 

knowledt, in t he planninrig, desil and construction of houses and other types 

of, con's.truc t ion. 

FLOOD PROTI'CTION OF .UD HOUSES 

Tn the above events of flooding, the mud houses need to be adequately 

protected. It is possible to do so at economical cost, if' appropriate techno

logy of construct ion of improvud mud ho uses is widely disseminated and common 

people are male(I wrd ,hue.se anoI'ne'e'sary s!;kill!; and t chn ical know-how is 

ani o i mparted to, ther. 

On t'he icis2I' improved mu1d houses put up by Nationl Puiildings Organi

sation (rii,)), in .1ii'!',,rnt, part; of India, which are prone to t'l , to 

irrlprove tlhef (iui'Oh I i ty ('I' vid hoses , the Collowing i muortant iiudelines are 

being prop7(ga t d:

0 	 Mud lollse: :1hiol ld he Istrcted on elevated groulld 

0 	 Drainag' 0? raiwatr through naul ]rvi tatlonal !low shoo-ld be kept 

uninterrupted to avoid irnund tion of' ril id hiou':;e:1; 

o 	 Th1e rootf should be siopiri providi ng, adequate ovetlvhrhn's to protect the 

mud wal ] ; 
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0 	 The plinth of mud walls should be high, i.e., 
more than 0.75 metre. 

-Ifinreas prone
a o flo-o-ds ,' the :.plinth should be constructed with durable 

materials like burnt clay bricks, stones, timber, etc.; 
The foundations of the walls should be at4':0 	 a level which is non-erodible 

- : 	 and should be constructed with more durable materials like mud concrete,
 

lime concrete, masonry, etc.;
 

0 	 An apron should be constructed all around the walls to facilitate 

drainage of rain watei' away from them; 

0 	 Additional protection to mud walls should be given by application of
 

water-proof mud plaster;
 

0 	 The mud walls should be constructed using sundried bricks, or adobe,
 

stabilised soil or blocks made of it;
 

o 	 Adequate protection over door and window openings should be provided
 

±4 to avoid ingress of rain into the houses;
 
o The roof should be made leak-proof by properly over lapping the roof
 

covering materials;
 

O The houses should have a clear headway of at least 1.5 metres at the
 

eaves and at the verandahs; 
4 

0 A flat roof should be provided so that the inmates could take sheltero 


on the roof when flood water enters the house;
 

o Ventilation near the ceiling of houses in the case of flat roofs should
 

4 be provided.
 

DURABLE MUD HOUSES
 

The inherent drawbacks in mud houses include poor natural stability
 

resulting in reduced durability, frequent repair or complete re-erection of 

walls, roofs etc., 
after each spell of rain. Such houses are very much
 

vulnerable to natural disasters such as cyclone, flood and earthquake. It
 

is not uncommon to find large numbers of mud houses being heavily damages or
 

destroyed year after year on account of heavy rains or 
floods. Yet, for many
 

years to come the majority of the population will continue to live in mud
 

houses, and It has become imperative for us to devise ways and means to do
 

away 	 with the shortcomings and make mud houses more durable. 

NBO is seized of the problem of providing suitable low cost shelters
 
and houses to people living in flood prone areas. 
 The NBO and its 15 Regional
 

'Housing Development 
Centres have been actively involved In roviding technical
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guidance and assistance in the work of reconstruction of houses by the St 
te
 

Governments and other agency for the flood affected people. 
 Some of the sali

ent 
 features of improved mud housing technology promoted by NBO for building
 
flood resistant low cost houses are briefly indicated in the following paras:

i) Water-proof Mud Plaster
 

As a result of research work done in this country for protection of mud
 
walls from erosion, NBO and the Central Building Research Institute (CBRI),
 
Roorkee, have evolved waterproof mud plaster. The waterproofing treatment
 
consists of mixing cut-back bitumen with ordinary mud plaster preoared with
 
bhusa and cowdung as per details. in Annexure-I. 

.i) Soil Stabilisation
 

To make mud wall construction more strong and durable, extensive research 
 9 
has also been undertaken in soil stabilisation. Many premier research organi
sations such as CBRI, Roorkee, and. the Central Road Research Institute (CRRI),
 
New Delhi have evolved techniques of soil stabilisation using materials such as
 
lime, cement or bitumen, depending on the characteristics of different soils.
 

Not all types of soil are equally suitable for stabilisation. Before
 
* 
 deciding the correct type of stabiliser to be added, thorough testing of the
 

soil is done to determine the various physical properties. The best type of
 
soil for stabilisation with cement is the one which has a proper grading of
 
particles of different sizes from the sand range to fine clay.
 

Stabilisation with lime is suitable for highly clayey soil, particularly
 
black cotton soils. The bituminous stabilisation is more suitable for sandy
 
soils. 
 Clayey soil, after suitable treatment with lime can also be stabilised
 
with bitumen. Sometimes soils has a little too much clay in it for cement to
 

do a good job, in which case a combination of lime and cement are used. Highly

7 plastic soils and soils containing organic matter are not suitable for soil
 

stabilisation.
 

iii) Brick/Block Stabilisation
 

The following percentages of additives are found most suited for the manu
facture of stabilised bricks/blocks. 

Cement up to 5 per cent (by weight of soil) 
Lime up to 3 per cent (by weight of soil) 

~,' ~6 
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Cement 1.5 per cent + lime 1.5 per cent (by weight of soil) 

Emulsified bitumen 1 per cent (by weight of soil). 

Stabilised bricks, which are made manually as well as mechanically,- are,., 
used in the same way as conventional bricks. Hand operated and mechanically
 
operated brick presses can produce 100-250 stabilised bricks per hour respecti
vely. Usually, these are sun-dried and laid in ordinary mud mortar, and are 
 . , 

protected with a covering of non-erodible mud plaster externally, and with
 
ordinary mud plaster on the inside. 
 However, when the walls are built with
 
coal-tar/bitumen mortar they can disper~se with plaster and have a thin render
ing of lime-mud or lime-cement wash. The lime in combinatio, with fly ash makes 
a cement almost as good as port'?sard cement. This 'is used for stabilising both
 
sand and clayey soils. Of allthe I 1,abilisers mentioned ab!ve, widest use has
 
been made of cement. Soils which are treated with lime s2.-Ke 
are slower in
 

strength development. 

iv) Laterite Blocks
 

Building bricks of good quality and strength are not available in many 
parts of our country. Laterite, which is a sub-tropical soil or rock formed in 
the weathering of igneous rocks can be used,for producing building bricks of 
good quality by a cheap and low energy consuming process. According to the
 

process developed by the Structural Engineering Research Centre (SERC), Madras,

laterite soil is combined with other locally available materials such as lime
 
and then processed to obtain good quality building bricl-s. 
 The process is slow
 
energy-intensive and does not require high temperature burning, as do clay
 

bricks. 
The building blocks made from laterite soil which have been developed A 

by SERC are termed 'Lato blocks'. Similar research on laterite blocks has been 
done by the Central Building Research Institute (CBRI), Roorkee. The laterite-

Vlime bricks, 
as developed by CBRI, are suil-dried and give a wet compressive
 
2strength of about 50-6 Kg/cm
 

*."MUD HOUSING PROJECTS 

A) Demonstration Low Cost Houses.
 

With the technical guidance and assistance of National Buildings Organi
sation, clusters each of 20 low cost demonstration houses in different geo

i.'climatic regions in India that are 
 prone to floods have been put up by 15 ,
 

Regional Housing Development Centres of NBO. 
 Improved mud technology has been
 

4. 44 44 44 -' 

44 



,:adopted for building more. durable,mud houses,at. a cost less than-Rs. 4,000 ::. !S
-.. :ii:! 


B)Lage-scal Hosn Prjet
 

)::'Photographs of Durable Demonstration Mud Houses put up by .NBO 


An : .:
 

i !i are given in .
 

:nexure-lII iWith bhe technical guidance and assistance of NBO and its 15 


Regional Housing Development Centres, large scale housing projects •have been .
 

"taken up in different areas prone to heavy rain fall such as in Uttar Pradesh, ,,
 

j::Orissa,.. Rajasthan, West Bengal and Assam. Improved mud houses have withstood . 
i/ to a great extent the damage and destruction caused by heavy.satisfactorily 


i,:: However, more research and development work are required ?'
rainfalls and floods. 


ii!i;"to
be undertaken for building durable mud houses at low cost'.ii
 

/I-  
iii SUGGESTED MEASURES 

.
,? .: It is important that to avoid occurance of large scale loss and damage to ' :
 
the Inernatinal on Mitiainognsdb
Cnferene NturalHazard


.houses., measures to control the occurance of floods should be taken by appli- !
 
CIB' B e elii Otbr
 

::cation of modern advances in science and technology. 

VV~ ii.i) .Land use planning and zoning of flood prone areas on country-wide basis . 

:"i 
an a 

These include:,- 

: - to restrict construction of houses in high risk areas. :
 
ii~ilii): Formulation Of building codes and regulations to improve the planning,and . .
 

::V I" ... :.'!ii
' " design of houses in areas prone to floods. 


ii)?.
llPromotion of appropriate low cost technologies for cosrcto f ual
 

:'- J . . ...
:,.......mud houses in flood affected areas.. .... 


S iv)- Undertaking research in i:mproved technology to construct disaster resist

-ant mud houses.
 

v) Imparting know-how and skill to local population in building more durable....
 

mud houses . .. ... ". 


vi) Fostering international and regional co-operation in flood 'disaster :j!i~
 

!mitigationand prevention of loss and damage to mud houses. : ."
 

i Yi:' i" ::i-SELECTED REFERENCES . . 

Mthur-'G.C.,:1986 ,istate-of-Art .Report oniTeholg.. . . .ii.." 

.
Mathur IG.C., :,May-June, 1985, Improving Earth iHouses, Journal ::of, CIB•, Rotterdam ?:!i


MathuGC, 18,DrbeMdHue i lo fetdAes Proceedings'o f "i

i 

http:cost'.ii
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ANNEXURE-I 

WATER PROOFING TREATMENT FOR MUD WALLS 

Water proof treatment for mud walls has been evolved by application of
 
which mud walls are protected against erosion caused by rains.
 

Materials Required
 

i) Local soil
 

ii) Phusa ( chopped wheat straw
 

iii) Cowduil- (Gobar)
 

iv) Bitumen ( 80/100 grade
 

v) Kerosene oil
 

vi) Paraffin wax (in case 
 of method 2 only)
 

Water proofing of mud walls can be done 
 in either of the two methods:
i) Applying water proof mud plaster using bitumen cut back; or
 

ii) SPraying or brushing 
 bituminous solution over mud plaster.
 
The 
 details; of the treatments are as follows:-

Method of' Preparation and Application of Waterproof Mud Plaster Using Bitumen 

Cut Back 

i) 6hj Kr of' bhusn is mixed with one cu.m. of soil which should be neither 
too clayey nor too sandy (i.e., 1.8 Kg of bhusa to 1 cu.ft. of soil)

ii) Sufficient water is added to the mixture of soil and bhusa which is kept 
wet for about a week and kneaded daily in order to 
ensure proper rotting
 

of bhusa, thereby increasing- its workability. 
iii) To prepare bitumen cut back, molten bitumen (80/100 grade) is mixed 

with ker'o:.;ene oil and paraffin wax in the proportion of 100:20:1. The 
mixture is ,s-tirred r-onstantly till all ingredients are mixed thoroughly. 

iv) 5 per cent bitumen cut back is added to the mixture of soil and bhusa 
prepared as described above, which is mixed thoroughly by turning over 
with spaoe and kneadini .. 

v) This mudl paste is ready f'or plasterinfg and is applied in 12 mm thickness 

on the mud wall. 
vi) After the painster has dried, a gobri leaping (mixture of cowdung and soil 

in proportion of 1:1 with sufficient water 
) is done in the usual 

manner. 
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Annexure-II
 

Demonstration houses in high rainfall and
 
flood affected areas in Assam, using split
 
bamboo framed mud walls on a raised sloping
 
plinth and asbestos cement sheet roof.
 

Simple demonstration low-cost houses in the flood
affected areas of' Orissa. Mud walls are built on 
a raised slopinrf plinth and the steep-pitch roof 
is tiled.
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Low cost houses, with mud walls and asphaltic
 
sheet roofing in flood prone hilly regions.
 

Durable mud house with 
sun dried brick walls
 
covered with water proof mud plaster and fire
retardant thatch roof in the plains subjected
 
to flooding.
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ABSTRACT Landslides cause $1-2 billion in economic losses and 25-50 deaths
 

yearly in the United States. They occur in every state, and 
are a significant
 

natural hazard in more than half the states. Reduction of landslide losses is
 

achieved in one or more of three ways. 
 First is the reduction of slope

failure occurrences and loEses by avoidance, i.e., 
by restricting development
 

in landslide-prone terrains, 
a function aided by mapping of landslide 

susceptibility. Second is the requirement that excavation, grading, 

landscaping, and construction on potentially unstable slopes be conducted in 

ways that do not activate landslides. These two approaches of' :,i are 

controlled by public legislation; such legislation is imposed and enforced by 

local and state governments. The third means of mitigation consists of 

physical control measures, such as drainage, modification of slope geometry, 

and structural methods of slope stabilization or landslide diversion. 

INTRODUCTION
 

Economic losses and numbers of human casualties in the U.S. due to 
landslides are greater than is generally recognized. (In this paper, I will 

use tile broad definition of "landslide" to include all categories of gravity

related slope fallures In earth materials.) In addition to killing people, 

landslides destroy or damage residentia id commercial properties and 

developments, is well as agricultural and forest lands, and impair water 

quality of rivers and streams. They occur in every state of tile U.S. and are 
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a significant hazard in 
more 
than half of the states (Fig. 1).
 

This report will 
briefly review the socioeconomic effects of landslides
 
in the U.S. and will discuss long-term reduction of these losses by means of
 
three mitigative approaches: 
(1) restriction of development in landslide-prone
 

areas; (2) use of excavation, grading, and construction codes; and (3) use of 
physical measures to prevent or control landslides. Using these approaches to 
mitigation, technology is aviilable to greatly reduce losses due to 

landslides. 
Leighton (1976) has estimated that by using these methods a 
reduction of 95 to 99 percent in damaging slope failures is attainable. 

SOCIOECONOM[C LOSSES DUE TO 
LANDSLIDES IN THE UNITED STATES
 

Reliable estimates for the overall costs of 
land:;lides are difficult to
 
obtain for an aret as large as the 
U.S. However, Smith (1958) noted that 
"the average yearly cost of landslides in the United States runs to hundreds 

;K No larndshding 

4' I Low samlutfy. 

_ A W m Modelle eny IIt 

Fig. 1. Qualitative Indication of the 
severity of Landsliding in the United
 

States by state (ConimitLee on Ground Failure Hazards, 1985).
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of millions of dollars," an estimate that was probably realistic at that
 

time. 
 In the 30 years since Smith assembled his cost figures, a combination
 

of inflation, residential and commercial development that continues to expand
 

into landslide-susceptible areas, and use of larger cuts and fills in
 

construction has resulted in increased annual 
costs of landslides. Thus,
 

despite a growing understanding of landslide processes and a rapidly
 

developing technical capability for landslide control, 
losses from landslides
 

continue to increase. The losses include not only the direct costs of
 

replacing and repairing damaged facilities but also the indirect costs
 

associated with lost agricultural, forest, and industrial productivity and the
 

disruption of transportation and utility systems. The U.S. National Research
 

Council (Committee on Ground Failure Hazards, 1985) has estimated that
 

landsliding in the U.S. costs at least $1 to 2 billion per year.
 

Among the most widespread and financially devastating slope failures in
 

the U.S. have been those triggered by the 1964 Alaska earthquake, the 1980
 

landslides in southern California, the 1982 landslides in tile San Francisco
 

Bay area of northern California, and the 1983-84 landslides in the State of 

Utah. Youd (1978) estimated that landslides (including lateral spreads)
 

caused nearly 60 percent of the $300 mil lion dainag , rom the 1964 Alaska 

earthquake. In 1980, estimated total losses in thi K southern counties of 

California due to landslides caused by high-intensity rainfall approximated 

$500 miii on (Slosson and Krohn, 1982). In the San Francisco Bay area, 

intense storms in early January 1982 caused catastrophic floods and triggered 

a few massive landslides and thousands of debris flows. About 30 people were 

killed and hundreds left home 1*s.;; some 6,500 homes and I ,000 businesses were 

destr. .ed or damaged. Estimates of property losses due to the mass movements 

and fl. is exceeded $280 million (Smiith and Hart, 1982). Anderson and otiers 

(1984; estimated that tie total di, t costs of landslides in Utah caused by 

melting of deep snow packs in the spring of 1983 exceeded $250 million. 

Direct costs of a single 1983 Iltah slope failure, the 21-million-m3 Thistle 

debris slide (Fig. 2), totaled $200 mil1ion. 

Annual loss of life in the U.S. due to landslides has been estimated at 

25-50 people (Committee on Ground Failure Hazards, 1985). Interestingly, the 

world's largest historic landslide, the 2.8-km3 debris avalanche (Fig. 3) 
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Fig. 2. 	Oblique aerial view of the 21-million-m3 Thistle debris slide, 

Utah. Thistle Lake, which resulted trom damming of tile Spanish Fork 

River, was drained to prevenL overtopping ot the landslide dam. 

F ig. 1. 	 H1ouiL St Ifeloiw delbrIs 

Ov;ill;nche fn the upper 

valley Of the North Fork 

ToUtlI, RIw, r, southwestern 

Washi ngton. (Photogra ph 

by 1 . M. 	 KrhmmOl, l.. 

I(to ltogi ca I Survey.) 
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associated with the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens in the State of
 

Washington, killed only 5-10 people in spite of moving 22 km down the North
 

Fork Toutle River at high velocity, and burying and destroying nine highway
 

bridges, many kilometers of highways and roads, and many public and private 

buildings. This low casualty rate was a direct result of the evacuation of
 

residents and visitors in anticipation of a possible eruption, although the
 

severity of the landslide disaster was not foreseen.
 

APPROACHES TO LANDSI IDE-HAZARD MITLGATION 

Reduction of landslide hazards in the U.S. is achieved by: (1) reduction 

of damages by avoidance, i.e., by restricting deve.lopment in landsLide-prone 

areas, a function Alided by iiiippi ng ot landslide susceptibility; (2) 

requirement rhat excavation, grading, landscaping, and construction be 

condu&ted so I!;not to contribute to the instability of slopes; and (3) 

physi cal control neasures, such as dra inage, slope-geometry modification, and 

protection ! t1-tici i-,s Irom ilndslides by erecling, protect.ive barriers. The 

firsL two) letl ot i'.nhe p rom tmLd by public legislation; in the U.S. such 

legi slaItio clml y is tilder the jorisdiction o local governments. 

Avo~i-tdance-

Olne oI th li m,)st e teCLive wAys to reduce landslide damage is to locate 

deve I )plltlit.,; al stll e gi tilt Ild to dedic.te Iaindslide-prone iareas to open 

space i)r tL l,)w-i at'nt, ,. ( t(,Ol disct! newitv t '.Thisi lllh i' Ipli ied by raging 

,
deve lnl nlt ill ni;, 0; aiinovig t)I ng t xisti tgap 1i, it. ()Ibv , com ierti development 

(Kockt-lmiit, IO)to). Ilitoo i l i i,i i v a; it iIe ni' bY governmtal' I 

decisJ)ni m.iki;r; 4'itht iniput ttin I, }ist , gllJiiers', ;111(1 p lanleris. 

Ill the 1I.S., i' ,rit c i mi ; )n I .ittt tl; (lii to nti itt l hlia tlz ;Ire 

general ly imp pe,d nd i'litt) tie b Iby i gvzi-nmontIr; bV measts (d land-use 

zoniul Iat r t d iiii'iiit ) !;. St' l iill- s hIVe- a lMpted',rVlt t.nit 

ora nIn 'i, t iy t t t ,)Itt In hi llaide areas. Forhl i t Io oimiai 
ex/un1p li,,ill19 / 1+,SIll t ., C; li'l. , tt tC mu lltv , il,, , ,,1n.1,'t,,d ,, l it i 

olilit in It l()11, init 40 

acres (appr inattly I1 lita) (San l teo CmiInty, 1973). lio assist counties and 

restrict dtt,-h . I .ntslI d'-prnit, amr a tne dw' Ili tig per 
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municipalities in designing land-use regulations 
for such areas in the State
 

of Colorado, the Colorado Geological Survey has prepared Model Geologic Hazard
 

Area Control Regulations (Rogers and others, 1974). 
 These regulations permit
 

the following uses in designated landslide-prone areas:
 

(I) Recreational uses not requiring permanent structures for human
 

habitation, including parks, wildlife and 
nature preserves, picnic grounds,
 

golf courses, and 
fishing, hunting, hiking, and skiing areas which do not
 

result in high concentrations of people. 

(2) Low-density agricultural uses, such as grazing, truck-crop farming,
 

and forestry.
 

(3) Low-density and temporary industrial and commercial uses, such as
 

parking areas and storage yards for equipment that can be moved easily.
 

Governmnent agencies also can promote avoidance by acquiring landslide

prone properties by purchase, condemnation, tax-foreclosure, dedication, 

devise (will), or donation (Kockelman, 198(). The agencies are then able to 

directly control development on these properties for the public interest. 

Public- disclosure of landslide hazards is an important element in 

avoidance. Prelparation of informnation on landslide hazards for non-geologists 

and enactment of laws that requir( disclosure of landslide hazards can alert 

potential property purchasers to possible d,nger and loss (Kockeliman, 1986). 

In some parts of tie U.S., such disclosure is requiried by law. For example, 
the Santa Clara County (Cal itorn ia) Board of Supervisors (1978) requ ires that 

every seller of property lying within the the county's landslide, flood, and 

fault-rupture zones i)otenttpro vide Lii hyers withi a written statement of the 

genlogic hiaz.ird. 

In the 1.5., implementItion of avoidance p-ocedures has met with mixed 

success. I1n500ll areas, and particularly in California, land-Use programs 

instituted by locall g)OVerIAMmneor hIve' bei exttens ie dilhave been generally 

successful IInreducing Iindslide losses. ilowever, fiiinany other parts of the 

nation having li de-smscept Ihlvi taid:a; ;, tier ;1re no widely accept ed 

procedures or regiulat ions for cons iderirng lalndslides .,;spart of tilt land-nse 

planning process (Cornmnittee on (;rotnd Fal lre laza rds, 1985). 
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Excavation, Grading, and Construction Codes
 

Excavation, grading, and construction ordinances have been developed to 

ensure that construction in landslide-prone areas is designed and carried out 

so that hillside stability is not impaired. These ordinances (Kockelman, 

1986) commonly (1) regulate, minimize, or prohibit excavation and fill 

activities; (2) control disruption of drainage and vegetation; (3) provide for 

proper engineering design, construction, inspection, and maintenance of cuts
 

and fills; 
and (4) provide for proper engineering design, construction,
 

inspection, and maintenance of drains at and beneath the ground surface. 

There is no "uniform" code that is applied nationwide to ensure 

standardization of the above criteria. instead, in dealing with stability of
 

hillside slopes on private lands, agencies at state and local levels of 

government apply design and construction criteria that fit their specific 

needs. The federal government usually has not participated in the formulation 

and enforcement of such codes; however, has exerted influence theit on 

engineering profession by means of the codes used by -(,vernment ageircies in 

their own construction programs on federal projects. Federal standards for 

excavation and gradi ng--such as those developed the U.S. Armyby Corps of 

Engineers, the Bureau of Reclamation, and the Soil Conservation Service, each 

of which is in charge of major construction activities--are often used by 

other organizations In both the public and private sectors (Committee on
 

Ground Failure Hazards, 1985).
 

The development of excavation and grading 
codes as related to geologic
 

hazards originated in southern Californla shortly after World War I. At that 

time the spiral lng demand for building sites due to a rapidly expanding 

population intensified development of foothill and mountain slopes for 

residences (Sculli n, 1983, p. 14). In addition, Improved earth-moving 

technology made the development of hi I Iside slopes economically feasible. The 

result ing poorly organiz ,d (eveloprment , combl ned wi tLi ursuial 1y heavy rainfall 

in the early 195Os, led to significIcant landsl ide activity and major economic 

losses (Jahns, 1969). As a result, tih( City of Los Angeles In 1952 adopted 

the first grading ordinance in tie u ifted States. This code was Jar from 

perfect and, during the period 1956-61, goveirmmerk.aI ageicies and hillside

development industries of southern California suffered through multitudinous 

http:goveirmmerk.aI
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problems in applying the or-!ginal code and its early modifications (Scullin,
 

1983, p. 16). However, thia original code formed the basis for all subsequent
 

grading codes adopted by local governments throughout the United States.
 

The early work in southern California also became the basis for the
 

Grading and Excavation Code, Chapter 70 of the Uniform Building Code
 

established by the International Conference of Building Officials (1985); this
 

code has been adupL-.d direcLly ,t used as a model by many Local governments. 

One of the basic tenets of (lapter 70 is that professional judgments are 

required iln dealinog with exa;!va tion and grading: 

"When required by -he building official, each application 

for a biilding pi,,rmi shall be accompanied by two sets of 

plans and speci f i;nt ions, and supporting (lata consisting of 

a soils engineering r.,-ort and engineering geology report. 

The plans and so1cifi cations shall be prepared and signed 

by a civil, engineer when required by The building official." 

The City of Los Aingeles provides an impressive eyample of the effective 

use of excavation and g1rading codes as deterrents to landslide activity and 

damage in the developmert of hillsides. As noted above, controls on hillside 

grading and development in Los Angeles were very limited prior to 1952. In 

1952, following sevrely damaging winter storms, a grading code was adorted 

that instituted pocedures for safe development of hillsides; these grading 

regulations were significantly improved in 1963. The benefits resulting from 

these regulations were 'Llustrated by the extent of landslide damages incurred 

in Los Angeles during severe storms in 196b-69 and 1978. During the storms of 

1968-69, for a comparablc number of building sites, the damages to sites 

develop d before institution of grading codes in 1952 were nearly 10 times as 

great as damaes to those developed afte" 1963 (Slosson, 1969). As shown in 

Table I, simniar results occurred for tne 1978 storms. 

Physical Measures for Control of Unstable Slopes 

The most coomonly used physical measures for control of unstable slopes 

are: (1) drainage, (2) slope modification, (3) restraining stru'ctures, and
 

(4) hardening of the unstable mas:r. All of these methods have been discussed 
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Table 1. 	Relationship between modern grading codes and slope failures for
 
building sites in the City of Los Angeles from the February 1978
 
catastrophic southern California storm (Slosson and Krohn, 1979).
 

Number of 
Building code sites Number of Percent Damage 

in effect constructed failures failure costs 

Pre-1963 	 37,000 2,790 7.5 $40-49 million
 
(pre-modern code)
 

Post-1963 30,000 	 0.7 million
210 	 $ 1-2 

(modern code)
 

extensively in the landslide literature (for example, see Baker and Marshall,
 

1958, and 	Veder, 1981, p. 73-173). The principal diffi ilty with these
 

landslide 	control. methods is their high cost; thus, they are used only if
 

avoidance 	is not feasible.
 

Because of its high stabilization efficiency in relation to cost, 

drainage of ground and surface water is the most widely used physical 

stabilization method (Committee on Ground Failure Hazards, 1985). Drainage is 

used for slope stabilization by government agencies and by private landowners 

and developers. Underground drainage systems and pumping wells collect and 

remove ground water; surface water is diverted from unstable areas by ditches. 

Slope modification by removal of all or part of the earth driving the 

landslide i-s commonly used to increase stability. Stability also is obtained 

by placing earth buttresse,; at the toes of potential slope failures; in 

California, this is the most common mechanical (as contrasted with hydrologic) 

method of 	 landslide cont rol (Committee on Ground lallure lazards, 1985). 

Where the above methods will not ensure slope stability by themselves, 

structural controls, such as retaining walIs, piles, caissons, or rock 

anchors, often are used to prevent or control slumps and slips. In most 

cases, these restraining struct mres are applied in conjunction with drainage 

and/or slope modification. Property engineered restraining structures are 

useful in 	 preventing or controlling slumps and slips, particularly where lack 
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of space restricts effective use of slope modification. However, use of
 

restraining structures should be limited to control of small-scale landslides
 

because they seldom are effective on large ones (Baker and Marshall, 1958).
 

Structural debris barriers, such as deflection walls, are used to divert
 
debris flows and mud flows from critical areas and buildings; debris storage
 

basins behind check dams collect these flows before they reach critical
 

areas. These structures, which are major and expensive engineering works,
 

have been constructed in the U.S. by governmental agencies at all levels, as
 

well as by private landowners and developers. They are used mostly in parts
 

of the western U.S. where debris flows and mud flows 
are 	common and costly.
 

PROPOSED LANDSLIDE-1AZARD REDUCTION PROGRAM 

All of the above methods are used in Ehe U.S. to reduce losses due to
 

landslides. However, the United States does not 
have a comprehensive and
 

well-coordinated national program of landslide-hazard reduction. In an
 

attempt to remedy the situation, the Committee on Ground Failure lHazards
 

(1985) of the U.S. National Research Council has 
proposed a national 

landslide-hazard reduction program with the following key elements: 

(1) 	Basi c research on landslide initiation and on the mechanics of landslide
 

transport and deposition.
 

(2) 	Development of lands[ide-mapping methodologies.
 

(3) 	Appli.,d resea rch aimed 
at (a) utilizing recently developed techniques in 

physic-;, hyd rology, remote g, annsiand geotechnics for the 

Identificatiol of areas of landslide hazard, (b) assessing the 

effectiv eness of groud-improvenent piractices, stch as drainage, for 

landslide control , (c) monitoring recurrent landslides, and (d)
 

inst rument ing Iands Iide-prone areas.
 

(4) Adopt ion of land-.se cont - I regu Iiiions by Iocal governments in order to 
make the mlost effective i,;e of landsticle-prone properties. 

(5) Researci to provide a ;omI technlical base for tIm development of design 

and building codes applicable to unstahle hillside slopes. 

(6) Testing and eva luat ion of innovative engineering techniques for landslide 

prevention and control. 

http:land-.se
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(7) Research to develop an understanding of landslide processes and risks
 

that can form a basis for private-sector insurance programs and fnr
 

actuarial determination of insurance premiums.
 

SUMMARY
 

In the U.S., extensive use is made of a broad range of landslide-hazard
 

mitigation measures. However, this effort is somewhat uncoordinated because
 

of the lack of a comprehensive national program of landslide-hazard
 

reduction. The National Research Council has proposed that a national program
 

be adopted (Committee on Ground Failure Hazards, 1985).
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ABSTRACT Ground failures occur in many different modes. Landslide is 
the most common type of ground failure which may occur due to natural 
processes or man-made activities or their combinations. With the 
exception of some large deltaic plains, a large proportion of land area in 
Southeast Asia is hilly and mountainous. Warm, wet climatic conditions, 
and sometimes augmented by seismic activities are often responsible for 
landslide occurrence in the region. Due to the large variation in the 
properties of residual deposits and the complex geological conditions, 
many highways in mountainous terrain in Southeast Asian countries were 
constructed without applying geotechnically satisfactory design procedures 
but by judgement and precedents. Many slopes have failed and many others 
are unstable. These resulted in large maintenance commitment, 
inconvenience, traffic disruption and even safety. This paper describes a 
qualitative assessment approach for categorizing slopes for hazard 
mitigation adopted for two highways crossing mountainous terrains in 
Malaysia. The approach is extended and a quantitative rating system is 
established for the Central Cross-Island highway in Taiwan. 

INTRODUCTION
 

Ground failures occur in many different modes and result in damage to 
constructed facilities such as structures and transportation routes, and 
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safety hazard to mankind. The most commonly occurring ground failures are 

slope failures (or landslies), ground subsidence, and excessive settlement 

or lose of ground. The occurrence of a ground failure and the extent of 

failure are controlled by the inherent characteristics of the ground 

and the external factor which motivates or triggers the failure. The 

geology, nature of soil and rock formation, geomorphology (landform and 

topography) and slope condition (height, gradient, vegetation, etc) are 

the basic inherent characteristics. Ground movements or failures are 

usually brought up by certain external factors. The most notably ones are 

change in the stress condition acting on the ground, and change in the 

hydrometeorological environment. The former includes loading due to 

filling, unloading due to cutting or excavation, and dynamic loading due 

to seismic activity. The latter involves change in the porewater pressure 

in the soilrock-forination, movement of surficial and underground water. 

These external causes can be the result of either natural processes or 

very frequently due to man-made activities. This paper deals with only 

the first type of ground failure, i.e. slope failure or landslide. 

LANDSLIDE PROBLEMS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 

The Southeast Asian archipelago has been described as being 

physiographically and geologically the most complex area in the world. It 

covers a total land area of about 3.2 million sq km and a population of 

over 300 million. With the exceptions of some large deltaic plains, the 

majority of the terrain of the land areas of Southeast Asian countries is 

hilly or mourtainous. The mainly warm, wet climatic conditions have 

resulted in varying depths of weathering of a wide variety of igneous, 

metamorphic and sedimentary rocks. The region experiences high seasonal 

rainfalls, sometimes in excess of 4,500 mm annually with intensities that 

can exceed 150 mm per lour. In addition, a large part of the Southeast 

Asian region is in the Pacific earthquake belt which runs through 

Indonesia, Philippines and Taiwan. Several countries including Indonesia, 

Philippines, Taiwan and Hong Kong are also under the influence of 

typhoons. Landslides in these countries are often associated with these 

two natural hazards. 
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BRAND (1984, 1985) made a comprehensive review of the State-of-the-Art 

of landslide situation and their control in the Southeast Asian region. 

During the past one and one-half years, since the publication of Brand's 
paper, there are not much newly published literature on the subject 

relating to this region. Majority of the unpublished reports deal with 
remedial measures or lmprovemett of specific slide failure. These work 

are usually well designed based on geotechnical principles and employing 

advanced techniques such as the use of horizontal drain systems, rock 

anchors, bolts, etc. In so far as the State-of-the-art of landslides is 
concerned, the overall assessment made by BRAND in 1985 as shown in Table 

I is still more or less valid. 

Table I Significance of Landslides inSoutheast Asian Countries
 

Country Area - Population Significance of Volume of Assessed State-of-the-art of 
(sq. ka) (itlliors) Lands] ides Relevant Literature Landslide Prevention & Control 

Singapore 580 3 Low Moderate Moderate 

Tha.il.and513 517 .Moderate Low Low 

Sri Lanka 65 O Moderate Low Low 
. . .. .. . . . . . . -t . . . . .. .. . ... . . . . ..... 

Maysia J30 tO I Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Philippines 299 765 52 Hiah Very Low Very Low 

Taiwan 35 960 1B High Moderate Moderate 

Indonesia 1919 263 157 Very High Low Low 

Hong Kong 1050__J 6 -- Very High - - Very High Very Highj 


In this paper, three case records of landslide mitigation for 

mountainous highways are described. 
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LANDSLIDE MITIGATION STUDY FOR MALAYSIAN HIGHWAYS
 

Malaysia is a country which is physically divided into two distinct 

parts. West Malaysia, commonly referred to as the Peninsula Malaysia, has 

a land area of about 130,000 sq km and a population of about three-fourth 

of the entire country. The low lying coastal areas on the eact and west 

of the peninsula are separated by a central spine of hills generally less 

than 500 m high but rising in thin ribbons as high as 2,000 m. The 

geology is complex (Fig. 1). Two granitic instrusions into the 

sedimentary rocks essentially form the high relief. The rocks are 

generally very deeply weathered with considerable thicknesses of residual 

soils covering the terrain. The climate in the country is hot and wet 

with an average annual precipitation of about 3,100 mm on the east coast 

and 2,500 mm on the west coast. Rainfall intensities can reach more than 

100 mm per hour. 

In the mountainous regions of West Malaysia, landslides in natural 

slopes are fairly common. A large number of slides take the form of 

shallow slides. Surface erosion has been one of the major causes of 

slides of steep slopes. Due to the large variations in the residual 

materials from the geological and weathering points of view, it is 

generally difficult to apply satisfactory slope design procedures, 

engineering judgement and precedent experience have been heavily relied 

upon for the determination of cut slope angles for road construction. Two 

of the major highways in West Malaysia, the East-West Highway and the 

Kuala Lumpur - Karak Toll Highway have suffered numerous slide failures. 

They represent a continuing heavy commitment for maintenance and 

substantial economic losses and inconveniences due to disruption of 

traffic. Although no major casualties be recorded, threat to the safety 

of road users has always been a major concern to the authorities. Since 

1983, the authors' firm has been responsible for the study and design of 

slope improvement works to mitigate landslide hazards on these two 

highways (MOH AND ASSOCIATES, 1983A, 1983A - 1984, 1985, 1987) in 

:-onjunction with the Malaysian Thai Development Sdn Bhd. 
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East-West Highway 

The 116 km long East-West Highway linking Kampong Jell in the east 

(Kelantan state) and Grik town in the West (Perak state) is the only road 

connection in northern Peninsula Malaysia (Fig. 1). The highway has 

greatly facilitated the previously long journey between the Kota Bharu on 

the east and Penang on the west coasts by shortening distance considerably 

from 1,037 km to 363 km. The highway passes through territories near the 

Malaysia border to Thailand and was a remote jungle classified as security 

area by the Government. Construction commenced in 1969 even before 

designs were made. Detailed survey and geological/geotechnical 

investigations were severely limited by security problems. 

The alignment of the Highway rises from approximately El 100 m to El 

1,050 m at the highest point on the main mountain range at about mid-way 

N 
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of the route. About 25% of the whole length of highway traverses through 
mountainous terrain amidst dense forests. Because of security reason, the 
option of constructing long viaducts over deep valleys or tunnels through 
mountains were categorically ruled out. Construction of this Highway were 
essentially limited earthworks. total 27.5to A of million cu m of earth 
were moved. At the high points, earthwork averaged 1.5 - 2.5 million cu m 
per mile, resembling a series of high embankments connecting the mountain 
saddles. (HENGCHAOVANICH, 1984). In the course constructionof which 
took a period of about 12 years, a number of slope failures have 
occurred. After opening the Highway in 1982, severe erosions were 
observed to take place at a number of high-fill embankment slopes. In the 
monsoon season of 1983/84, a large number of failures took place on both 
embankments and cut slopes. These failures have caused severe disruptions 
to traffic and endanger the safety of highway users. Besides those slopes 
which were redesigned and reconstructed, over 500 fill and cut slopes were 

required to be examined. 

Kuala Lumpur - Karak Highway 

The Kuala Lumpur - Karak Toll Highway is a part of the overall Federal 
Route II which is the major east-west link in the Central part of 
Peninsula Malaysia passing through the capital of the country (Fig. 1). 
The Highway traverses through varied terrains ranging from flat land to 
rolling, rugged and mountainous. construction the km ofThe of 49 stretch 
the Highway in mountainous and hilly region was characterized by deep cuts 

exceeding in reachingwith height 60 and fills 24 m high. Construction of 
the Highway was started in 1975 and the final stretch was opened to 
traffic in the latter part of 1979. 

About seven years after the opening of the Highway many of the high 
cut slopes started to have erosional and stability problems which became 
progressively more serious. Frequent slides of slopes along this busy 
highway during rainy days imposed serious inconveniences as well as safety 
problems. A total of 166 slopes including both cut slopes and fills were 
identified as problem slopes which could be potentially unstable. 
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Slope Categorization 

To cope with the vast number of slopes, some of which may be 
potentially unstable and some have already failed, a qualitative 

categorization system was adopted (MOH and WOO, 1986). Categorization of 
the slopes is based on the potential of failure of the slope (or 
instability) and the risk to road usage if failure occurs. The degrees of 
potential of slope failure are categorized as follows : 

A) Failure is imminent or has already occurred 

B) Failure is most likely to occur 

C) Failure is likely to occur 

D) Failure may occur 

E) Failure is not likely to occur 

The degrees of risk to the usage of the highway are classified as 

follows : 

a) Highest - complete or substantial loss/blockage of access 

b) High - partial loss/blockage of access 

c) Medium - minor blockage of access or damage to appurtenant road 

structure up to the limit ef the carriageway 

d) Low - effect, if any, would be inconsequential 

Based on these two factors, the slopes can be classified into the 

following five categories as shown in Fig. 2. 

Category Ia - Instability of slope is highest and risk to road 

usage is imminent. Slope requires immediate 

rectification. 

Category Ib - Blockage or loss of the road access is 

impinging. Slopes require immediate attention. 

Category II - Danger to road is adherent. Slope requires 

moderate improvement work. 
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Category III - Danger to road is implicit. Slope requires 

monitoring. 

Category IV - No danger or road blockage. Slope improvement 

work, if any, would be minimal. 

Assessments of degree of potential of failure of the slopes are made 
on the basis of information collected from desk study, field 

reconnaisance, geomorphology and geological appraisal, and hydrological 
appraisal. All available information including topographic map, aerial 
photographs, geological maps, rainfall records, design and construction 

plans of the slopes, past records of failure and rectification work form 
essential parts of desk study. Field reconnaisance examines and records 
physical features of the slopes, (including height, gradient, surface 
conditions and signs of failure), surface geology (including rock 
outcrops, discontinuities, beddings, weathering state, grain size, 
lithological characteristics, signs and extent of seepage), conditions of 
water courses, and other physical conditions which may affect the 

stability of slopes. 

After carrying out geological, topographical and hydrological 
appraisals, qualitative assessment and rating of the degrees of failure 
potential of the slopes are then made. Degree of risk of a slope failure 

to the road usage depends primarily on the location and geometry of the 

slope in relation to the roadway, and traffic volume. 

On the basis of this categorization system, a total of 590 slopes 
including 300 fill slopes and 290 cut slopes, along the East-West Highway 
were examined and classified. Nineteen slopes were found to belong to 
Category la, 70 in Ib, 140 in II, 102 in III, and 259 in IV. For the KL 
larak Highway, among the 166 slopes examined, twenty slopes are in 
Category I, 46 are in Category II and the remaining 100 in Category III. 

DetaiL " geotechnical investigations were carried out for all Category 
I slopes. Improvement or rectification works were then performed in 

accordance with geotechnical design principles. 
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SLOPE MAINTENANCE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR TAIWAN HIGHWAY 

The Central Cross-Island Highway (Highway No. Tai-8) is the main road 

system connecting the less developed eastern part with the more populated 

western part of Taiwan. The highway also serves as the main traffic 

artery to two important multi-purpose water reservoirs. In addition, 

there are many scenic locations along the highway which attracts a great 

number of tourists from both local and abroad. The highway plays a very 
important role in the economic development of the eastern region of the 

island. 

Ever since its completion and open to traffic in 1960, the 189 km long 

Central East-West Cross Island highway has suffered numerous disruptions 

to traffic and enormous economic losses due to slope failures and 

landslides. Road safety to human life is another important effect of 

great concern. In 1986, Moh and Associates was commissioned by the Taiwan 

Highway Bureau to establish a Slope Maintenance System for this important 

highway. 

The study covers three sections with a total length of about 59 km 
which is about one-third of the total length of the Central Cross-Island 

Highway. The terrains in all three sections are of typical Taiwan 

mountainous terrain with very steep sideslopes, complicated geological 

structure, meandering river course, deep valleys and steep river beds. 

However, the geomorphoiogy and geological conditions in the three sections 

are quite different. Figure 3 shows the general geology of Taiwan and the 

location of the Highway. 

Site and Geological Conditions 

The Kukan-Techi Section covers the area from Station 41k + 250 to 62k 
+ 140 of Highway Tai 8 and Ok + 000 to 16k + 640 of Highway Tai 8A. It is 

situated on the western flank of the Central Mountain Range with elevation 

ranging from 1,000 m to 1,500 m above the mean sea level. The terrain has 

an average gradient of about 30 to 40 degrees. Due to construction and 
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widening of the highways, most of the side cut slopes are very steep, in 
the order of about 70 degree or more. The outcrops along the section are 
mainly Tertiary sub-metamorphic rocks with metamorphism increasing in an 
eastward direction. The geological structure in the area is very complex 
with many colluvial deposits. Rock type varies from hard shale, 
interbedded shale-sandstone, and sandstone. Small fracture and fault 
zones are often visible on the cutslope faces. Figure 4 shows the complex 
geology along a short section of the Highway, 

The Yunhai Slide Zone is located near the ridge of the Central 
Mountain Range. The top of the old slide Zone is at El 2,300 m with the 
toe at about El 2,100 m, with a general gradient of about 40 degrees. The 
area has been developed as fruit orcharde but with relatively poor soil 
conservation. The highway section in thi Zone is mainly constructed on 
colluvial deposit of slate origin. The slate has well developed joints 
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and are easily softened by rain water. Continuous movement of the cut 

slopes has been observed during every rainy season which has caused 

serious settlement of the road foundation. 

The third section covers the area from Tayuling to Tzuen (Highway Tai 

8 Sta. 112k + 400 to 133k + 000), and situates on the eastern flank of 

the Central Mountain Range. The highway runs from El 2,600 m to 2,000 m 

with side slopes between 30 and 40 degrees. The majur rock formations 

along the route are Tertiary sub-metamorphic and Pre-Tertiary metamorphic 

rocks with increasing metamorphiom in a west to east direction. Colluvial 

deposits, phyllites, meta-sandstones, interbedded sandstones and 

phyllites, chloritic schists, and meta-calcites are found at different 

locations. 

Type__of Hlazad-d and Past Records 

Due to restriction of the topography, complex geological condition, 
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and more importantly, economic constraint, the Central East-West 

Cross-Island Highway was constructed without proper engineering design. A 

major part of the roadway was constructed by direct excavation or cut into 

the steep natural slopes. 

Landslide or slope failure may be classified or categorized in 

accordance with the pattern of movement, speed of movement, morphology of 

the sliding area materials involved in the slides or causes responsible 

for the slides. The Taiwan Highway Bureau adopts the system proposed by 

the U.S. Highway Research Board (1958) classifying land movements into 5 

,Loos* Rock 

(a) Rockfalls 	 b) Slide 
Valley 

-/--	 Roodway
 

(c) Debris Flow 

Fig. 	 5 Schematic Illustration of three most Commonly Occurred Types 

of landslide Along the Central Cross -Island Highway in Taiwan 
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main categories on the basis of slide movement pattern. They are falls, 

topplings, slides, flows and complex. These failures can occur in either 

rock, or soil deposit or its combinations. In the three sections of the 

Cross-Island Highway being studied, rock falls, movement of old slide 

zones and debris flow are the most commonly occurred ground movement. 

Figure 5 shows schematic illustrations of these three modes of ground 

failure. Rockfall involves the movement or falling of individual pieces 

of rock, boulder or block of soils. Usually these pieces exist in a 

metastable condition, they may fall without any pre-warning. Rockfalls 

are usually triggered by heavy rain storm or seismic activity. In many 

areas of the highway, the road was constructed on old slides which had 

attained temporary stability. Construction of the roadway has disturbed 

the ground formation and increased water infiltration which could lead to 

a reduction of stability. In area where good soil conservation has been 

carried out, the old slides formation are relatively stable. However, any 

further construction activity such as widening of the roadway, and 

destruction of the vegetation could lead to new failure. 

Debris flow refers to movement of unconsolidated materials including 

rock fragments, cohesionless sand, cohesive soils and their combinations. 

As illustrated in Fig. 5 (c), debris flow usually does not have distinct 

sliding surfaces and are more surficial. The speed of movement is fairly 

Table 2 Statistics of Potentially Unstable Slopes, 
Cross Island Highway, Taiwan 

Xe Kukan - Techi Section Yunhai Old Tayuling -
Slide zuen Section 

Hwy Tai -8 Hwy Tlai8A lai 8 - Hwy - Hwy Tai 8 
41 k f 250 8 k f 000 95 k 4500 112 k + 400 Total 
62 k f240 1b k + 640 96 k + 000 133 k + 000 

Rockfalls 137 133 0 55 325 

Old slides 0 0 1 17 18 

Debris flow 22 17 0 6 45
 

Total 159 150 1 78 388
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rapid. They are commonly found in steep valleys after heavy rains. A 
thorough investigation was carried out in the three study areas to 
identify potential instability of the side slopes along the highway. 

Included in the investigation were landform, topography, geological 

condition, vegetation, existing slope protection measures, past hazard 

records, and etc. A total of 388 locations were studied. Among them, 

rockfall (including some soil falls) has been identified as the most 

common type of potential hazard (Table 2). 

Assessment and Rating of Potentially Unstable Slopes 

Figure 6 (a) shows the flow diagram of processes involved in the slope 

assessment work. The assessment and rating of the 388 potentially 

unstable slopes were carried out following the flow diagram shown in Fig. 

6 (b). Besides Identifying the type of potential slope failure, two major 

factors are considered. They are potential of failure and hazard to road 

usage. Semi-quantitative ratings are introduced into the assessment in 

order to arrive at a final rating. The following sections describe 

briefly the methodology adopted for the recommended rating system. 

Assessment of Landslide Failure Potential 

As pointed out in previous sections, occurrence of landslides depends 

upon both the inherent charatteristics of the terrain and the external 

factors which often are the triggers for failure. The most important 

inherent characteristics of a terrain are topography and geology. In 

evaluating protective measures against rockfalls for their national 

highways, the Japanese Road Federation (1983) classified the two most 

important physical attributes of terrain topography, e.g. slope height and 

average slope gradient, into 4 classes each. When the average gradient is 

larger than 90 degrees, it is considered as overhang. The latter is also 
divided into 4 classes. When the vertical shadow of an overhang covers 

more than one-fifth the road, it is classed as "large". When the shadow 

does not cover the roadway, it is a "small" overhang. 

Rock strength, weathering intensity, conditions of joints, and degree 
of fracturing are the main elements of the geology characteristics which 
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are considered in assessing potential of rockfall. Based on the 
interrelationship between rock strength and weathering intensity, the rock 
formation can be divided into 4 classes as shown in Fig. 7. Table 3 shows 
the classification of joint system and degree of fracturing in rocks. 
Besides the above inherent characteristics, the degree of stability of 
overhanging rocks on slope surface and the condition of vegetation are 
other factors included into consideration. 

The most common external factors which will trigger rockfalls are 
seismic activity and water pressure. According to the seismicity zoning 
of Taiwan (HSU, 1975), all the three study belong to lowareas 
seismicity. Therefore, seismicity is not considered as a separate factor 

for assessment. 

Water pressure can be caused by surface flow due to rainfall and/or 
underground seepage. According to the rainfall records in the Central 
MounLain Range, the rainfall factor is divided into 3 classes. When the 
annual precipitation exceeds 3,000 mm it is classified as "Heavy". For 
average annual precipitation less than 2,500 mm it is classified as 
"Light" and those in between as "Medium". Seepage of underground water is 
qualitatively classified as none, small, medium and large on the basis of 
observed quantity of seepage water on the slope surface. 

Highly ,:en. Slightly Fresh %% A B C 

oea Rock Strength and degree of 

Weathrng Cia osfications' 

alfter ISRMH(1981) __ I WI TI m::::IT i:V 
Fil7 Rock Strength and WeathernWeath~liirifngCla ssfonin Intenuity Fig 8 ,lope Maintenance ContofAsiesment 

Classif icat ion 
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Table 3 Classification of Joint System and
 
Degree of Fracturing inRocks
 

Class 
Joints Degree 

Opening Set & Distaice, d Continuity Fracturing 

See or <5m > 2 sets Cover sore 
with in-fill d ( 2a than 50% of High 

slope surface 

(5 me )2 sets Cover more 
d (20 cm than 50% of 

slope surface 

< 5mm )2 sets Cover more 
d 20-60 cm than 50% of Medium 

ii 
slope surface 

Closed > 2sets Cover more 
d (20 c than 50% of 

slope surface 

5mm ) 2sets Cover more 
d 20-60 cm than 50% of Low 

eli 
slope surface 

Closed ) 2 sets Cover more 
d :20-60 cm than 50t of 

slope surface 

iv Others Others Intact 

By combining all the above attributes, a chart as shown in Table 4 in 
developed for assessing the potential of rockfalls. Similarly, charts for 
assessment of potential of failures due to old slides and debris flow are 
prepared. For old slides, slope gradient, slope length, vegetation, 
activity of the old slide, amount of rainfall and seepage water, and 
degree of land utilization are the main attributes to be considered. In 
addition to the above factors, length of water course is another attribute 
to be included in assessing debris flow type of failure. 
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Assessment of Hazard to Road Usage 

the roadwayHazards to road usage due to failure of side slopes along 

are mainly referring to the degree of blockage of the 	roadway for traffic 

three major factorsmovement and safety to road users. There are at least 

Table 4 Assessment of Failure Potential inthe Form of Rockfall
 

Slope Height lOm 10. - 30m 301 - 50m )50 
- - -	 4 

1 2 3 4
 

°
 Ave Gradient (45 45*- 600 60- 80* ) 80 
40 1 2 3 

Overhang None Little Medium Large
 

0 1 2 3
 

tRock Strength (iv) (111) (i1) () 
3 

and weathering 0 1 2 3 
o -

Joints and iv ill Ii 

Fracture " 0 1 2 3 

Stability of Dangerous rock Loose rock
 
None
 

Loose rock on Lit Med Many Lit Med Many 10 .
 

Slope Surface 0 1 2 3 3 4 5
 

Vegetation Dense Medium Scarce
 
2
 

1 2
 

Annual Light Medium Heavy
 

Precipitation 1 2 3
 

Groundwater None Small Mdium Large 
2 

Seepage 0 1 2 3 

I Refer to Fig. 7 
st Refer to Table 3 
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to be evaluated for assessment of potential hazard to road usage due to 

failure of unstable slopes. They are extent of effect of slope failure on 

the road, frequency of failure and traffic volume. The principle of 

assessment is summarized in Table 5. 

Table 	5 Assessment of Hazard to Road Usage due to Landslide
 

Size Small Medium Large 
of 3 hectares 3-8 hectares ) 8 hectares 
Slide 
Failure 1 2 3 

Effectiveness V.Good Good Fair Poor V.Poor
 
of 6 

Protective 0 1 2 3 5

J-
Measure 

Frequency Low Medium High
 
3
 

of Failure 1 2 3
 

Traffic Light Medium Heavy
 

Volume 1 2 3
 

Notes : (1) Frequency of failure based on failure records from 1977 to 1986
 
High - more than 12 times
 
medium - between 4 to 10 times
 
Low - infrequent
 

(2) 	Traffic volume rating
 
Light -800 passenger car unit per day
 
Medium - BOO to 1000 pcu per day
 
Heavy -more than 1000 pcu per day
 

Quantitative Assessment of Potentially Unstable Slopes 

Quantitative assessment of the potentially unstable slopes is carried 

out 	by using the following equation 

R = 	aW + bX + cY + dZ + ... (1) 
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where R is the assessed value of a particular slope, W, X, Y, Z ... arje 
the assessment attributes and a, b, c, d ... are respective weight 
indices. In the process of quantitative assessment, a simple numbering 
system, from 1 to 2 and upwards (or starting from 0), is used to deacribe 

each assessment attribute. 

For example, for rockfall type of failure, considering the assessment 
attribute of slope height, the lower the height the less is the effect on 
the potential of failure. Therefore, the numbering system for slope 
height is 1 for slope height lower than 10 m and 4 is assigned to slope 
height more than 50 m. The next important item beini, -onsidered is the 
weight index. Since each assessment attribute has different degree of 
influence on the potential of failure or hazard on road usage, different 
,,reight indices varying from 1 to a maximum of 10, are first assigned 
according to judgement. By using Eq (1), the total assessed value of a 
slope can be obtained. By referring to Table 6, the assessed class or 
rating of the particular slope is determined. Table 7 presents the 
recommended weight indices for the two major factors in assessment. 

Table 6 	Slope Maintenance Control Assessment Classification
 

-Class A 8 C D 

Rockfall.. . 80 80) R').6060 > R'>,40 R'(40 

Old Slide ' 70 I70 > >50 50> R'!30 R'(30 

Debris Flow R' 70 70 ' ,so 50 R' 30 R' 30 

~ 	 a- Class 	 b c d 

. . .>.),.45.5 .45 >' .35.3 R 5 

Class 1 11 111 IV 

P 8 8>BR 17 7 >R5 8 5 

Notes 	 R' - Assessment value for failure potential 
R - Assessment value for road hazard 
R - Overall Assessment. See Table 7 
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Table 7 Determination of Slope Maintenance
 
Control Assesseent Value
 

Failure A B C D 

Potential(F) 4 3 2 1 
1.5 

,= 

Road a b 	 c d
 

2 T
Hazard (H) 4 3 


Notes : R (F)+ (H) 

The physical meanings of each of the class are described in Table 8. 

Since this process of classification depends greatly upon the value of the 

weight index assigned to each attribute, and for preliminary assessment, 

the assignment is rather subjective. The preliminary rating or 

classification is then compared with and evaluated against the actual 

field condition. The values of the various weight indices are adjusted. 

By using a computer program, the process of comparison with actual field 

condition and adjustment of the weight indices is iterated until 

reasonable agreements between the field conditions and the classes 

determined from the proposed system of assessment are reached. The final 

values of the weight indices are as shown in Table 4. The classification 

system based on attribute assessments in Table 6 can also be represented 

by Fig. 7. By using the assessment system, the 388 slopes along the three 

sections of the Cross-Island Highway under study are classified. Twenty 

eight slopes are classified as Class I slopes which require immediate 

attention for more detailed investigation and design of preventive 

measures. Instrumentation monitoring and pre-warning system are 

recommended for some of the 47 Class II slopes. It is believed that this 

assessment system for potential landslide hazard can be extended to the 

entire mountainous highway system in Taiwan in order o ensure a good 

road transportation network and to reduce risks to safety. 
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Table 8 Physical Interpretation of Slope Assessment Rating
 

Potential of Failure Road Hazard Due to Slope Failure Overall Assessment
 

A. Failure imminent a. Will cause major disruption Slope unstable, immediate
 
attention required
 

B. Failure likely b. Will cause disruption Slope unstable, improvement
 
needed
 

C. Failure possible c. May cause disruption Slope appears stable, 
monitoring suggested 

D. Failure not likely d. Insignificant effect Stable slope, occasional
 
rockfall may occur
 

CONCLUSIONS 

A high proportion of the land area of Southeast Asia is hilly or 

mountainous and because of its position in the tropics, it suffers large 

precipitation with high intensity. Some of the countries in the region 

lies in the Pacific active earthquake zone. Heavy rain and seismic 

activity are the two major triggering factors caused by nature for 

landslide occurrence. Landslide occur in both natural slopes and man-made 

slopes. Cut slopes are notably the most hazardous. The large majority of 

them were never engineering designed but were simply formed on the basis 

of experience or r-mpirical rules; this is especially true for road 

cuttings. 

In Southeast Asia, due to rapid economic development, more and more 

highways are being constructed through mountainous and hilly terrain. 

Landslides or slope failures along these highways have significant 

consequence on the economy as well as safety. Proper engineering design 

of slopes become more and more important. However, for a highway extends 

many kilometers in mountainous terrain, it may be economically unfeasible 

to design all slopes with proper engineering methods. It will be of great 

practical value if the slopes can be categorized into different classes by 

taking into consideration the importance of risk to road usage and the 

degree of failure potential. 
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A qualitative slope categorization system has been adopted for the 

slope improvement work of two major highways in Malaysia. The system was 

further developed by incorporating quantitative ratings. This system is 

developed for maintenance control of a mot ,itainous highway in Taiwan. To 

ensure economic and safe design, similar approach can be adopted for new 

highways. 
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ABSTRACT A debris flow source area in the hills east of the San Francisco Bay
 

was instrumented with continuously recording tensiometers as a part of an
 

investigation of the mechanisms of debris flow initiation. The observations
 

collected during two winter seasons show that the storm-induced pore pressures
 

are highly transient and that the prediction of storms likely to produce
 

debris flows might be feasible, if field measurements of antecedent moisture
 

conditions and pore pressures are available.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The purpose of this paper is to describe briefly the observed storm

induced temporal variations in pore pressures in a debris flow source area,
 

which were obtained as a part of a larger study aimed at the identification of
 

possible mechanisms of initiation of debris flows (Johnson, 1987). The main
 

impetus for the study were thousands of shallow landslides, mostly debris
 

flows, generated by an intense storm on January 3-5, 1982, in the
 

San Francisco Bay Area in California. The failures were generally small,
 

involving few tens of cubic meters of soil, although several large flows with
 

volumes of several hundred cubic meters also occurred (Smith and Hart, 1982).
 

Most of the debris flows originated at the heads of, or adjacent to first
 

order drainages, although some flows occurred on open slopes containing no
 

significant drainage channels. The source areas were typically located high
 

up on the slopes, often just below the convex/concave transition below ridge
 

crests (Figure 1). The scars left on the slopes tended to be ellipsoidal or
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Figure 1. Typical debris flow, Berkeley Hills, CA
 

!,1
 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram showing possible seepage
 
path in a debris flow source area
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spoon shaped, Indicating that the conditions leading to the initiation of
 

failure occurred in highly localized areas.
 

In most cases the source areas were located in colluvium filled depres

sions in the bedrock which are typical of Coastal California Mountains
 

(Dietrich and Dorn, 1984; Reneau and others, 1984). The failures themselves
 

were apparently initiated by high pore water pressures and seepage forces pro

duced by infiltration during the storm. A schematic diagram of the possible
 

flow paths bringing the water into a colluvium filled bedrock depression are
 

shown in Figure 2. As can be seen from the diagram, the distribution and mag

nitude of the seepage forces and pore pressures are controlled by a number of
 

factors including the geometry of the slope, the geometry of the collvium
 

bedrock contact, and the variat on of permeability in the colluvium and the
 

bedrock. Many of these factors and processes have been previously recognized
 

a1 (Pierson, 1977, 1980; Zaslavsky and
ad identified by various researchers 


Sinai, 1981, for example), however actual piezometric data on the temporal
 

variations in pore pressures in response to a storm event are relatively rare
 

(Sidle, 1984; Sidle and Swanston, 1982; Cowland and Richards, 1985). Thus,
 

one of the objectives of the study described herein has been to evaluate the
 

temporal response of pore pressures in soil and bedrock in a colluvium filled
 

depression in order to develop a data base for use in future ettorts aimed at
 

prediction and mitigation of debris flows in similar geologic environments.
 

SITE DESCRIPTION AND INSTRUMENTATION
 

The site selected for the study is located in the hills about 16 km east
 

of the San Francisco Bay. This area is typical of many parts of the Central
 

California Coast ranges with rounded ridgetops reaching elevations of about
 

400 meters and slopes ranging from 15 to 45 degrees. The slope at the site
 

itself varies between 24 and 35 degrees (Figure 3) and is moderately incised
 

by ephemeral first-order drainage channels showing abundant evidence of previ

ous shallow soil slips and debris flows. The vegetation at the site is domi

nated by annual grasses and no large trees or shrubs are present.
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The bedrock at the site consists of essentially horizontally bedded
 
marine clayey siltstones and sandstones of Tertiary age. 
 In all exposures the
 
bedrock units are highly fractured and jointed. The overlying colluvium and
 
residual soil is a clayey silt containing as much as 40 percent of clay size
 
particles by weight and has no 
discernible stratification. The dominant clay
 
mineral is montmcrillonite which gives the soil a pronounced tendency to
 
shrink and swell in response to drying and wetting. A profile showing the
 
thickness of the soil as 
determined by hand auger holes and geophysical tech
niques (Johnson, 1987) is shown in Figure 4. 
In the upper, convex part of the
 
slope the average soil thickness is about 0.6 m. 
At the top of the transition 
zone from convex to concave slope profile the thickness of the soil increases 
to about 1.5 m before thinning to about 1.2 m at the midpoint of the concav
ity. Further downslope the soil gradually increases to more than 1.5 m. 
Thus, while a slight bedrock depression can be identified by detailed analy

sis, on a 
large scale iL appears almost imperceptible.
 

In order to obtain continuous pore pressure measurements under unsatu
rated and 
 saturated conditions, sealed tensiometers with integral pore pres
sure transducers 
 were used. The tensiometers were installed in six nests
 
along the 
 axis of the bedrock depression (Figure 4). The individua i
 
tens iometer nests consisted 
 of three tens iometers uniformly distributed
 
throughout the soil profile, with 
 the shallowest 0. 3 in he low the ground sur
face and the deepest in the bedrock just A
below the soil-bedrock interface. 

tipping bucket rain 
gauge was used to monitor the precipitation in increments
 
of 1 mm. Al I tensiometer transducers 
 and the rain gauge were connected to an
 
automatic 
 dat-a acqu isit ion un it progralmmed to record all pressure readings at 
each rain gauge bucket. t ip or every 60 minutes. 

HYDROLOGIC RESPONSE TO RAINFALL 

Background 

The mean annual precipitat ion at the site is about 600 mm with most of 
the )rec ipi tat. ion fall iIg dur ing the "winter" period from about. mid-October to 
mid-Apri I. The sit- was monitored over the period of two wint.er seasons 
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between February and May of 1985, and between November, 1985, and April, 1986.
 

During these two seasons the estimated total seasonal precipitation was 590 nmm
 

in 1985, and 690 mm in 1985-86. The precipitation record collected during the
 

monitoring program consists of storms of varying magnitude and duration.
 

Because we were interested only in storms with a potential to cause debris
 

flows a significant storm magnitude was established for the purposes of
 

analysis. A storm was considered significant if the total precipitation
 

exceeded Y45 mm; individual storms were considered distinct if they were pre

ceded and followed by at least 24 hours without appreciable precipitation.
 

Observed Storm Response
 

A total of eight storms with magnitude greater than 45 mm were recorded 

during the two monitoring intervals (Table 1). These storms occurred at dif

ferent times (luring the rainy season and show a wide spectrum of intensities. 

However, only tire two st orms in February, 198(.,, produced debris flows in the 

immfediate vicinity of, t li(inst. rumented site. Tliis, of course, should be 

exp(cted sinrce factors sch as antecedent moisture conditions and duration of 

the intense rainfa ll, ill addition to the storm magnitude and intensity, are 

recognized as variables controlling t.h de)ris flow initiation. 

One approaich adopted by some investigators to account for some of the 

variables has been t. he use of ra in fallI in t.(ns i ty-durat ion relationships to 

identify threshold valtIes for doris flow init iat ion. Figure 5 shows the 

relat ionsiips d(veloped h Carnon and Ellen (1985) and Caine (1980) together 

with t be dat t t toln our ite,. Tire r,',,latioiships are given in torms of mean 

annuia I pric i p itat i off, i'li lr t i d is aipi icable* Iigih eslJio to sites with Pma 

greateor tihan (t(t0mm antd the low tIihr'shold is ior sites with ['M less than 660 

mm (Cannon and El len, 1)85). S inice the P141 at tii sit e is about 0)0 mm the 

lower thrsiold should ho ,ptriopriatto. As can he seon , lour of the storms had 

intens ity-iurat itr above or near t le t lirsh()l Id. Iftt est irig lV, tire storms of 

February, 1986, whichi itorrducd (hhris flows , piot ci(imarkatlv close tio the sug

gust.ol tiiresiolIds. 'r'he problerm is that tire st trm of Iohruary, 1985, t)lctts 

wel Iathove tire t iir-estolIts suggest ed by trot h Cair( ( 1980 ) and Cannon andlEKlen 

(1985), al tholgi no dOtris tlows (ccu,rred. Tiis discrepancy illustrates the 
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TABLE 1. 	Characteristics of storms monitored during the winters
 
of 1984-85 and 1985-8g.
 

maximum average

precipitation intensity 
 intensity


Date total (cm) (cm/hr) (cm/hr)
 

2/7-2/8/1985 
 7.8 1.75 0.53
 
3/26/1985 4.7 
 l.90 9.60j


11/24/1985 4.5 
 0.53 0.23
 
1/29-1/31/1986* 10.6 

2/16-2/17/1986 10.6 
 2.25 0.34
 

2/18/1986 
 4.9 3.00 0.68
 
3/07/1986 
 4.5 0.77 0.17
 
3/10/1986 
 4.5 1.75 0.25
 

*storm total 
from Berkeley station, field instruments
 
disrupted by cattle.
 

V 16-17 FEBRUARY, 1986 
0 18 FEBRUARY, 1986 

3.0 6 7-8 FEBRUARY. 1985
 

E 0 26 MARCH 1985

U 0 27 NOVEMBER, 1965

2.5 a 10 MARCH, 1986 

4 7 MARCH, 1986 

2.0 	 Threshold for high P,. (Cannon 8EEllen, 1985)z2.LLJ
 
I
z 1.5 
 Caine, (1980) 

- 1.0 Threshold for low P. (Cannon a Ellen, 1985) 
z o. 
- 0.5 

cr
 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

DURATION (hr) 

Figure 5. 	Rainfall intensity-duration diagram for
 
significant storms
 

45 
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main drawback of most of the available rainfall intensity - duration relation

ships which is the difficulty of accounting for antecedent moisture condi

tions. In our case, the February, 1986, storms occurred when the soil was
 
quite wet and near saturation, while the February, 1985, storm occurred at a
 

time when the soil was quite dry.
 

The difference in the pore pressure response due to dry and wet
 

antecedent moisture conditions is illustrated in Figures 6 and 7, which show
 

the recorded pore pressures at nest. 3 during the storms of February, 1985 and
 
1986, respectively. At the beginning of the storm in February, 1985, the soil 

was quit.e dry as reflected by the high initial suction values in excess of 100 

cm. The pore pressure response during the stormi clearly shows the advance of 

the infiltration front witi the shallowest tensioneter responding first and 

the deepest t.ensiomet.er responding last. At tihe end of tie storm t-he soil 

apparently reached satouration, but the magnitude of the positive pore pres

sures was yery sinall and the pore pressures dissipa eod very slowly after the 

rain 1alt ceasedi 

In contrast, the initial suctions preceding the storms of February, 1986, 

were generally less than 50 cm. The pore pressure response shows two distinct 

puls s of pore pressure associated with periods of more intense pt-ecipitation; 
one beginnirg on the afternoon of February 1 and the other on the afternoon 

of Februaiy 18. Bot.h pulses prodiuced positivye pore pr-essures in the soil 

profile with t Ile deepest tens iomtter sliowing tHie earliest and largest 

response. 'lie overall hydrat ilic gradient thiroughoit. the storm remained verti

cally downwardl, indicat ing tfhat thre rise ill pore presrsure wars (aused by the 

builId ol) of water at s-;oil-twedrock int ertace. It is iuiterest.ing to note that 

the observed pore pr_.-;sure pul sos were hi gily transienit, with the complete 

rise and declilno spailulillg a period of about 2/4hours. Field observations 

indicate that. theldebr;is flowvs occurred dii-ring tie periods when t.Ihe maximum 

positive pore piur&sslures were recorde(d. 

The significance of tire initial suct ion rneasurrrnerrts is best demonstrated 

by relat ing them to tHie degree of sat uratiionr and tie amount of water needed to 

saturate thie soil. Using moisture content versus stction curves for the soil 

http:t.ensiomet.er
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Figure 6. 	Pore pressure response at nest 3 for the storm of
 
February 1985
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Figure 7. 	Pore pressure response at nest 3 for the storm of
 
February 1986
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at the site, the estimated amount of precipitation needed to saturate the soil
 

is 6.15 cm in February, 1985, and only 0.35 cm in February. 1986 (Johnson,
 

1987). More importantly, this approach could be used in a predictive mode to
 

anticipate damaging storms, if field instrumentation is available.
 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
 

The results of the continuous pore pressure monitoring raise several very
 

interesting point-s which deserve careful attention in future studies. Proba

bly the most significant is the highly transient nature of the pore pressure
 

pulses produced during intense storms. In addition, the distribution of pore 

pressures is nonuniform in space and time, with different parts of the slope 

showing varying magnitude and rate of response (Cowland and Richards, 1985; 

Johnson, 1987). These factors have to be appropriately accounted for in the 

design of monitoring networks, if a predictive capability is being sought. 

The antece~dent moisture conditions are clearly very important in deter

mining whether a particular storm may produce sufficient rise in pore pres

sures and seepage forces t-o induce debris flows. A direct measurement of the 

antecedent- mois tu re conteent, can be used to est-imate the amount of rainfall 

needed to bri ng the soil to saturation and, consequently, predict the critical 

storm mag itude (Johnson, 1987). Wit.h the advent of portable computerized 

data acquisition systems such approach is now feasible. 
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ABSTRACT Hong Kong has a long history of slope failures, many of which have
 

had a direct consequence on the population. Experience has shown that these
 

failures occur on a regular basis, are related to heavy rainfall and range in
 

size and character from minor earth or boulder falls 
to major, disastrous
 

landslides. The effucts of these frequent events, be they large 
or small, on
 

the population in the densely urbanised Hong Kong situation receives an imme

diate response by the authorities. 

Following a brief description of the main causes, types and number of 

failures, the varied and numerous pre-emptive planning, and engineering and 

statutory procedures currently used in Hong Kong to prevent, counter, remedy 

and generally mitigate the impact of these events is discussed in detail. 

INTRODUCTION
 

Geographical Setting
 

The Territory of Hong Kong is located on the southern coast of China
 

at longitude 114'E and latitude 22°N. It has a land area of only 1 050 km2 

and consists of the Island cf Hong Kong, the Kowloon Peninsula, and the 'New 

Territories'. The New Territories comprise a small portion of the Chinese
 

mainland north of Kowloon and more than 200 small islands, the largest of 

which is Lantau (Fig. 1). 
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-220 
LANTAU AV r' 

HONG KONG 

. ISLAND 

I
1P km0 

[J Alluvium U Reclamation 

[ Sedimentary Rock [] Volcanic Rock (Rhyolitic) 

Low grade Intrusive Rock 
Metamorphic Rock [] (Mainly Granite) 

Fig. 1 Location and Geology of the Territory of Hong Kong 

Physiographically the Territory may be described as having a hilly relief.
 

On Hong Kong Island and Kowloon very little naturally occurring flat land 

exists; on liong Kong the hills rise steeply to over 550 m elevation only 1 km 

from the sea. Time flat terrain that does exist has either been reclaimed from 

the sea or formed by levelling during land formation works. Even in the less 

heavily developed New Territories, flat land is relatively sparse and peaks of 

more than 440 m are Common. 

With about two-thirds of the small land area considered undevelopable 

it is thus clear tIha L usabl.e land is at a premium and the creation of land by 

cut and fill techniques and the trend to encroach on the steep mid and upper 

slopes of hillsides has continued unabated for many years. 
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The geology of the Territory, which is illustrated in Figure I has been
 

documented by Ruxton (1960), Allen & Stephens (1971) and most recently by
 

mapping carried out by the Geotechnical Control Office (Addison, 1986; Strange
 

and Shaw, 1986). Essentially the main rock types are Jurassic granite and
 

acid volcanic extrusives; minor outcrops of sedimentary and metamorphic rocks
 

do, however, occur but these are of subsidiary importance from a landslide
 

viewpoint.
 

When fresh most of the rocks are strong to very strong and although quite
 
heavily jointed *isitu make sound engineering materials. However', in Hong
 

Kong all the docks are deeply weathered, primarily as a result of chemical
 

decomposition. This process greatly weakens the rocks and often turn them
 

into engineering soils. It is thus essential to accurately classify and
 

describe the nature and strength of these weathered rocks. The local system
 

used to do this is described in the Geotechnical Manual for Slopes (1984).
 

Overlying these weathered bedrocks occurs a blanket of colluvium. This
 

superficial material, which is an accumulation of debris from ancient slips
 

and mass movements, can reach thicknesses of 20 - 30 m and commonly occurs 

in footslope locations. It varies in composition but most often consist of
 

boulders, cobbles and gravel in a matrix of sand, silt and clay.
 

Another geological factor influencing landslides is the presence of one
 

or more high, often inclined, watertables. The wetting and pore pressure
 

effects of these watertables, particularly in the wet summer season, has been
 

shown to have adverse effects from a slope stability viewpoint. (Premchitt
 

et al, 1985).
 

Climate
 

The climate of Hong Kong is governed by its latitude within the tropics
 
and its proximity to 
the warm South China Sea. While four distinct seasons
 

are discernible it is noticeable that temperatures, humidity and rainfall 
are
 

all very high on a world ranking. From a landslip viewpoint the summer months
 

of May to September are particularly troublesome as the Territory then comes
 

under the influence of the 
summer monsoon winds with their accompanying
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extreme rainfalls caused by tropical cyclones or 
troughs of low pressure.
 

The summer month temperature and humidity average 32 0C and 90% respecti
vely. 
 The average annual rainfall is 2 225 mm with a minimum recorded figure
 
since 1834 of 901 mm 
(in 1963) and a maximum of 3284 mm (in 1982). Storm
 
rainfall intensities are particularly impressive and important, with 24-hour
 
rainfalls of 
over 250 mm and i-hour intensities of over 50 
mm occuring rela

tively frequently.
 

Population Densities 

As mentioned previously Hong Kong has a total land area of 1 050 km2 . 
The population well exceeds 5.4 million and hence a theoretical average 

population density of 4 760 persons per km2 may be calculated. The true situa
tion is more complex, however, because 70X of the population live and work in 

the approximately km 260 urban areas of north Hong Kong Island and Kowloon, 
i.e. along the harbour shoreline. This means that some of the more densely
 
urbanised districts haVe population densities exceeding 165 
 000 persons per 
km2 . The balaricc of Lhe population is distributed between, but nevertheless
 
tightly packed ir'Lo the 
 seven "new towns" of the New Territories where similar 
densities are not uncommon. In complete contrast to these densely urbanised
 
areas, the Territory's 
 ]anduse planners have designated relatively uninhabited 
zones of "Green Belt" or "Country Park". Between these two popula'ion density 
extremes lie the sparcely inhabited, low density areas comprising low rise (I
 
or 
 2 storey) zones; or illegal squatter villages. Despite Government's consi
derable of forts the latter group stif I some
number several hundred thousand 
and tbey tend to occupy localised concentrations on the relatively steep hill 

midstopes. 

LANI)SLIDE OCCURRENCES 

Number and Types of Landslides 

E-xperience has shown that Hong Kong consistently and regularly suffers
 
slcpe failures the vast majority 
 of which are a direct result of rainfall.
 
On average 
 several hundred failures or "incidents" occur every year but most 
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of these are minor and take place in remote areas. An illustration of the 
number of events that may be anticipated is provided in the landslide intensity 

classification proposed by Lumb (1975, 1979) : 

Disastrous event Territory wide damage, more 
than 50
 

individual failures in one day
 

Severe event Widespread damage, between 10 and 50
 

failures in one day
 

Minor event Localised damage, less than 10 failures
 

in one day
 

Isolated event Single individual failure
 

This classification has some merit as shown by the statistics quoted
 
in Table I 
 which providesan indication of the frequency, disruption and
 
relationship to rainfall of 13 major 
 rainstorm events experienced by Hong 

Kong between 1903-1983. 

TABLE I THE THIRTEEN MAJOR RAINSTORM EVENTS IN HONG KONG IN THE PERIOD 

1963-1983 (after Brand et al, 1984)
 

DaxImurm RaInfall, m
Date rype Landslide Consequences 
of of Observatory Other location No. failures No. peopleNo. Fire No. people
Rainstorm Storm 
 reported in Services 
 killed or permanently

24-hour I-hour 24-hour 1-hour newspapers. reports injured evacuated 
24-25 August 197, SiS Ellen 416 52 82500 314 23 57 2400 

12 June 1'966 t rough 401 525I08 157 100 30 35 8500 
29 May 1982 trough 394 44 430 1I1 498 is 48 8000 

16-17 October 1978 STS Nina 380 , 380 38 is I I no record 
16 August 1982 STS Dot 362 68 370 95 62 6 9 1500 
17 June 19.13 t rough 347 46069 101 114 5 2 600
 

27 Sept ember 191()-1P; Agns 333 17 
 333 47 9 4 4 200 
17 August 197 pt,,,n Rose 128 ,3 328 63 10 5 7 no record 

12-13 0c tober P), 1 Tph -n D)t 3011 60 375 94 8 10 39 8000 
12-13 June 19f,- t rouq:h 287 343100 143 10 7 27 200 
16-17 June 1972 trough 280 36 560 "I > IS 15 21 7800
 
17-18 June 1972 trough 275 99 300 98 "dozens" 14 229
 

17 Ma) 1972 t rough 271 
 79 377 92 "dozens" 2 0 6000
 

rs rropical 
Storm ' It should he noted that these figures are for comparison only - they represent
5 SI -evere Tr-pical Storm the lower limits of the numbers of landslides that actually occurred. 
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A wide range of 'features' are prone to failure in Hong Kong. These
 

include hillside perched boulders, natural slopes, soil cut slopes, rock cut
 

slopes, earth fill slopes and retaining walls. 

Failures nearly always take place suddenly during intense rain, without 

prior warning. 'IheV are ol ten shaIl low and of small size and influence but 

nevertheless ill result in loss of life or property in the densely populous 

liong Kong situation. A far felver number of large ,deep seated, slower moving 

failures occur and while these are of wider influence and difficult to remedy 

they seldom result in the loss of life. 

As far as the classification (Varnes, 1978) of slope movements is concernc 

Hong Kong primarily experiences rock falls, debris slides and flows, and earth 

slumps. Figure 2 illustrates examples of slope failures and the hazard situa

tion related to each. 

Rainfall/l.ands I idu Re 1ationship 

The prime cause of landslides in Hong Kong is rainfall. Thle first rela

tionships between rainfall and landslides were proposed by Lumb in 1975 and 

1979. Extensive more detail.ed work on this subject, as described by Brand et 

al (1984), has resulted in the following more recent conclusions :

- the large majority of landslides are incurred by localised 

short duration rainfall of high intens 3 ty - these occur 

usually ;,t pealk hourl.y rainfall. 

- antecedent rainfall is not a major factor in landslide 

occurrence
 

- a 70 nu/hour rainfall intensity appears to be an initiation 

threshold for landslides above which severity and conse

quences increase dramatically. 

- the 24 hour rainfall in reflecting short duration/high 

intensity events; may be used as an indicator of the 

likelihood of landslides. 

http:detail.ed
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These results may be summarised in the form shown in Table 2. The fact 

that Hong 	Kong possesses and is forced to utilise so 
much sloping natural
 

terrain is also a major factor in the occurrence of landslides. This situation 

is aggravated by the extensive cut and fill operations which in the past have 

often involved poorly compacted fills and oversteep slopes. 

TABLE 2 : 	 APPROXIATE RELATIONSIPII BETWEEN RAINFALL 

INTENSITY AND LANDSL IDE EVENTS IN HIONG KONG 

LANI)SL IDE 	 EVE'NT FREQUENCY 

I)ISASTROUS I IN 5 YEARS
 

-a 100 
 300 

SEVER I IN 2 YEARS 

70 
 200
 
MINOR 3 IN I YEAR 

40 100 o 

0 
 0 ci 
(after Brand, 1985)
 

MITIGATION OF I.ANDSL IDES 

A very wide range of mitigation measunes are taken in Hong Kong against 

the effects of ground failtres (MI alone, 1984). Indeed, the main responsibility 

of the ;eotechnical Control Office of the Covernment lies in this direction and 

tlIs a Vt -y 1141.()I- Co0 Iirui Ltflt 11)(I about 120 ful I tie oI 1 antI professional staff 
are involved. A; will be brieI-lv donor ibed in the uilJowing!, sectolns Ilitiga-

Lion ma!;ures inclde proventive and relil iaI aspects aimed at eliminatin,, 

failures at tle land pronin, pro:ect dosin, construcLion and maintenance 

phases of t: IiiinonL 

Th* Mit ig,tion mcil-oir,' employed by Lie ;eotechnical Control Office may be 

categorised as follows: 

(a) l'anning measures 
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<, ''Fig. 2 Examples of the Size and Types of 

I!Associated Ground F-ailures and theWith tile Three Categories 
" " of Haizard Potential Situation
 

. , ! (a) Urninhalbited, Naturlal Terrain, 

" it ,-'b) Lightly Inhabited, Slightly 

- . , . Mo d i f ie d Ter ra in ,,. 


," l (c) Densely Inhabited, Manmade
t• Terra in. 

(1}) (COllLrtol lmeoIsulre.

(c) I.Lalldillip prc velit ivu lieasLres
 
Cd, I:Iler?,ency [s>
utlv 


t Iestarch aind sklndlard:i
 

!'LA:NN IN(; .H:\SURIIs 

Cool!echi:col Area S;t Iro},raruntwtldyV 


1311 u LI technique oI terrain :1 a's;i f icat fnt we noen , It Ia I1 .i 0c Ie 
deve Ioped into a very soph i ,L Isca ted . ol terri in Oval u; ti ,1 for Ianld 
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TABLE 3 THE FOUR-CLASS CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM USED FOR THE GEOTECHNICAL
 

LAND USE NAP (GLUM) IN HONG KONG 

Characteriatics of 
CGUM Clases. Clasp I Class II Clss IIl 

Geotechnical Limitations Low Moderate High Ex t ro.e
 

Suitability for
 
Development High Mderate Low Probably unsuitable
 

Engineering Coat for 
Development Low No rmaI High ccv 

Intensity of Site 

investigation Required Norrmal Normal lntensivr cm.* ltt. 

Typical Terrain Insitu terrain with Insito terrain with Irsiti terrai l tIitlI t 
Characteristics gentle slopes (0- glopes between 5 glopes between 1V1 s. ,q s l mn. 

(Some, but not necassarily 
W) without 
severe erosion or 

& 30' without 
stability. 

In- & 60 lwlthout 
severe erosl, o r 

:tff, 

all, of the stated 
characteristics will 

Instability. Insit terrain of 
not t 

instability. St p to very step 
t . and Co11u

occur in the respective
CoUM clcsu) 

Cut platforms in 
Insitu terrain, 

gentle elopes
associated with 

Insitu terrsin l-h 
than 15' with hi-

vial 
hltorv 

slope. with 
"( Insta

drainage but no tory fi lndslis , hilLItV. 
instability. lolluval terrain vllvial terriln 

Colluvisl terrain less than I", with wI th gent I. lope.. 
with gentle slopes evIdence of tnn- Iqt ass I.at 
(0-15') without stability. Iltl. intab liitt 
severe erosion or High to moderate and dr.tnage. 
Instability. fill slobis. 

planning pLirpi) cs in Hong Kong in a p roti t klnOwn as the (42oteclin ical Area 

Studies Programme (WASP). Tleis has been described in deta il in ;everal papers 

(Brand et al, 19(.1.a, 1ii82h; Burnett , Stvles, 1982; Burnett et al, 1985). To 

date tile entire 'erritory hi been mapped at 1 20 000 scale and many 

important develo)ment areas, at I : 2 500 scale. Eaci Aru; SLldv results not 

onily in a comlpre hen SiVe report) but aI series of complementary overlay miaps as 

fol ows : 

I }eg i onal ; District: 20 000 S tttii.d 1 2 500 Studies 

- Terra in Cla,;sifticitt(io ap - Terrain Classification Map 

- lantl()rI; ,hp - Surface lydrology 'ap 

- Irloiiol " - Vege tat ion Ma1p 

- hy ; iral ( mm;t ra iilt~ Map - Fnginc r-ing, IbatLa Map 

- I'ingimlt r/im ;ctv,,y ,Malp - En( ineer in;,, l;eclojg al) 

- (;uotctiiiul lanld Use Map - Geotechnic l Land Use Map (GLUM) 

((;
I UN) 
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For purposes of landslide potential mitigation tile Geotechnical Land Use
 

Map (GLUM) is extremely useful as 
it combines the terrain classification units
 

in such a way as to subdivide the terrain into four classes of "geotechnical 

limitation", i.e. potential for slope failures or construction problemS. The 

legend to these GLUM maps is presented as Table 3 and it can be seen that land 

and town plannurs and engineers are clearlv warned of the whereabouts of 

potentially hazardous terrai.n by this means and should thus each be able to
 

take the appropriate mitigation measures.
 

Land Use Planninv, 

A further powerful mechanism used l)v the (Geotechnical Control Office to 

identify, asse.;s and prevent development of unfavourable sites or parcels of 

land is by mcan; ,of i. s dilil,en t, mijr efforts in the Tom Planning proce

dures of the *l'errIit01V . In img Lon, all strateic, regional, district and 

major S i t dcV12If) IpIlt' It p ln; Il t:-: tllS iVe Iv ci rci aLed w.ithin Governmuiiienlt for 

conlinnt And r pi -Jon "or to iloption iI plemuentat !il. At this stage of,i u alld 

towl pI Ill i Ilok OII',t 10ire 1 tcllt ia]Iv or cl arl\, hazardous I;nd 
devel opi;Lt pr poa I ;ontli t il di.SCOIsuiLde or lej2cted but possibly unsuit
ableI a l p ,rveI Il: tl u I-(-'i F LCo ttL'e11fhu I/ I I'," lIltnCol/ 1it 0 t Illuwise proposals 

adveIrse, IV co Ini~ltl ',. l l ' l 11 /l-t llrt V pa-; ' 
ivt. methods of grtililll fai tire 

Ill it ia LI in ' VI l,' X,'11 i dlaw,(: c ]il lonll alid-pI ann ingIers; b- of I In arei, 

highly' bt t' icil I an,! >t l'li;'I I a lV ' t dt by Lt I e(2teCH ni i ('tro] .lf f ice. 

It is til- p iC tojI:; obl:,it 1ln L Iv 'p illn-ouLt ' a potent ial lv hazardous 
Slopt) then L-L L it t.tr and ; Jlni 0, fi- it m is Constrticted 

LDeve 1 , IpeIi . I\i, I I ItIn iLII 

As a rml It olI the Iack of flatL natural terrain ill Ilon, Kong much of the 

denSQ I'' inlhibI ted l'ban clloirbations are developed Ol terr, in entirely malde or 

reimiiu ldd .I, ra . ttenc, lie ll llllr S n oI) fa i lures ill these enVironments
 

inevitalyi-relte to, or result 
 frol civil enl.ileverill', or land fzrination works. 

lllu: wi tli t iil; in vini and il addition 1,, thl, .c ral I ;Iand u1; planning
 

dV SC I i) d , maI j0( 'for L
a I)0V, 1 1t i u t int t ii routllI \Y lllllt, ltIll i) Oln and vett ing 

the mn I I t Iet CV lnI Iw I,IMtI i e I t1 ad ;01i) t1 p] ant , IVoI I Lts1 lug u(cIlIllet which
 

are circu lted wi thin (;ovulll'lnt p ior toL im1pIem nt/ia t iO .
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The aim of this work is to encourage detailed layout planning documents
 

which will result in future developments being both compatibles with the site 

and geology and contain the lowest practicable level of inherent geotechnical 

hazards, thus leading to optimal use of the scarce and pricey available land 

resources. A fuller description of this procedure is given by Koirala et al 

(1986).
 

CONTROL MEASURES
 

GEOTECS 

In terrain where light population densities in the form of squatter or 

legal villages or low rise houses form an upslope fringe to the many housing 

estate or dense urban conurbat ions, one of the main difficulties in mitigating 

problems is to estabI ish where the squatter huts are, their density, the 

amount of il leal modifica ti on of the steep hillsides that has occurred and 

the selection o1 the most potentially i hazardous areas within these fringes. 

Constani teirritorial I round-based surveil lance is impossible and so reliance 

is again placed on the terrain evalluation using the massive computerised data 

base provided by the terrain classification system described above. By employ

ing bi.s computer bsed :;ystem 1iwl cs (;oTCS (Styles et al , 1986), it is 

readily possi<'." to produce rep1 i!l plots showing locations of squatter/low 

density populations on slcpes of different gradients. Armed with this key 

data on thle location, density and potential slope failure danger involved for 

different areaS it is posn'ibl -, to implIemen t the measures described below. 

Sat to I Al'ea Studi.cs 

nOlit the worst of the s,:uitLter occupied terrain has been located then 

mor01'e deL liltd 1 mic be and not iaphazardly These;a1ea ;tu1diU; ay soundly initiated. 

stud Ie. :mt tempt to del incate , quaik i fy lid make rehotisig/renedial decisions 

on tie miont potCnt ll lv unthabli, ,;irti.ions. Ilih s is a difficult and delicate 

tal;k ecuI ',e It il Iste';it j i vt,, t no ; are ;il I v not poss ible or warranted 

add it p,tult (il Ill (ill weather)amd ill {iou t', tir - en L I", tab Ic l l ial Isides wet 

is wo!,;e legal slopetile in!;tbil itv k.eatly d hv il indiscrii,n ate local cut

tint, terr.miui iiod iI icat io lln klhlt u a(d drmina ,e. In addition,(depate many 

http:Studi.cs
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of the numerous casualties that occur in squatter areas relate to 
the flimsi
ness of 
the dwellings and their foundations. A main objective of these parti
cular studies is for the Geotechnical Control Office to recommend clearance
 

of the worst 8lopes in a soundly based priority order.
 

Non-Development Clearance Programme
 

As a result of the high priority given to squatter rehousing in Hong Kong
 
and using in part the squatter area study results, the Non Development Clearan
ce Programme was initiated in 1985 under which some 50 000 squatters livinon 
steep hillsides in the urban area will be cleared and rehoused by the early
 
1990's. This programme is then to be extended 
 with the intention of clearing
 
all squatters in the urban area within a further period of five years. 
 At
 
the same time squatters continue to be 
 cleared from land required for develop
ment (the Development Clearance Programme) and also
this includes some areas
 

of steep slopes.
 

Squatter Area Improvement Scheme 

In some selected, more well established squatter settlements not immedi
ately affected by development or non-development clearance, the Government's 
Squatter Area Improvement Scheme continues. Limited measures to reduce the 
likelihood of localised landslips are being taken as part of this scheme. In 
addition stabilisation measures on adjacent manmade cut and fill slopes which
 
threaten squatter areas are 
 being carried out as an ancillary measure. 

Site Lease Conditions
 

A] disposal of ]and, whether to public or private parties, is subject to
 
lease documents 
 within which clamies stipulating the use, limitations and any 
special measures or procedures regulating slope stability (among others) are 
contained. These clauses, which the Geotechnical Control Office recommend on 
a site hy site basis, constitute legal instruments; of geotechnical control of 
development of' land. They usually put the responsibility for the design, 
construction and safety of slope works and follow-up maintenance on the lessee 
and in addition require him to make a full geotechnical submission of his 
design to the Office for checking. The provision of geotechnical input to 
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town planning in Hong Kong is discussed in more detail by Burnett et al (1986)
 

Geotechnical Control
 

The Geotechnical Control Office of the Hong Kong Government was primarily
 
set up, and still devotes a major part of its efforts to, exercising control
 
over private and public developments on a site by site basis. 
 This is carried
 
out by about 50 professional staff who check the significant geotechnical
 
aspects of all designs of work as well as 
the standards of site supervision.
 
The intentions are 
to give approval only to intrinsically safe designs and to
 
make it difficult for irresponsible construction practices to occur. 
 Through
 
an elaborate apparatus of control developers are thus encouraged to provide
 
adequate geotechnical input from the earliest, conceptual project stage,
 

through to safe completion of the work.
 

LANDSLIP PREVENTIVE MEASURES
 

Stage I Studies
 

As part of 
the first stage of tile major Landslip Preventive Measures
 
Programme (to be more fully described in a following Section) a few dozen of
 
the Territory's particularly hazardous-looking, uninhabited natural slopes
 
have been studied in the past in a more numerical or analytically oriented
 
way. These steep natural hillsides were studied to a Stage 1 level, i.e.
 
preliminary stability assessment, using assumed or generalised sections,
 
assumed soil strength parameters and indicative sensitivity stability analyses. 
The major limitation to this approach in this category of terrain, is that 
hong Kong has so many such natural slopes it would be an endless process to 
select and study them individually in this numerical fashion 
- hence the 
terrain classification approach is preferred, except where specific natural 
hillsides clearly endanger downslope developments.
 

Bc ilder Fal Measures 

The existence of occasional rock cliffs, talus slopes, 
scree filled steep
 
natural drainage lines, or precariously perched corestone boulders has also
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given rise to some site by site appraisals and remedial measures being under

taken. Notable Government boulder fence 
or boulder deflection schemes have
 

also been constructed in particularly threatening situations (Chan et al, 1986;
 

Threadgold & McNicholl, 1984).
 

Slope Stabilization
 

Following Lhe occurrence of a number of past failures resulting in high
 

casualties, and the 
subsequent creation of the Geotechnical Control Office
 

in 1977, one of the first tasks undertaken was the location, inspection,
 

catalogueing and ranking in severity, i.e. hazard, order of almost 10 000 

existing slope3 and retaining structures. This ranked list is now used as the
 

basis for the Office's ongoing programme of geotechnical studies and landslide 

preventive work. The Landslip Preventive Measures Programme thus clearly gives 

priority to slopes which pose a hazard to life and property and initially 

efforts were concentrated on the 2 000 registered fill slopes needing atten

tion. Current work centres on existing cut slopes and retaining walls that 

are considered dangerous or have inadequate margins of safety; and this applies 

to public and private slopes alike.
 

EMERGENCY DUTIES 

Landslip Warning System
 

Primarily because of the hazard to squatters the Government devised the
 

Landslip Warning System. The system 
 relates to the anticipation of heavy
 

rainfall and landslides and is based on a sophisticated, extensive network of
 

automatic raingauges and predicted rainfall criteria. 
 Public announcements
 

are made on the radio to alert people living on steep hillsides of the likeli

hood of landslips and they are urged to take refuge in the temporary shelters 

provided and manned specifically for this purpose. 

Typhoon or Landslip Emergency System 

On making any typhoon or landsl.ip emergency signal public announcements, 

http:landsl.ip
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a prompt, well organised Go-ernment emergency service automatically comes into
 
action. 
The role of the Geotechnical Control Office in this system is prima
xily one of technical advice to the operative works or 
public order organisa
tions. The actual responsibilities of the Office and the geotechnical engineers
 

representing the Office are :

- to agree with the Royal Observatory the issue and cancellation
 

to Landslip Warnings. 

- to advise the Highways Department and Building Ordinance Office 

on measures to deal with landslide incidents 

- to advise the lious in, I)ep'llitment and the Building Ordinance 

Office on potential In crs to hli.ldings, dwellings, or 

population t hre;tenLI, bv N 1:11hLs ip 

- to make avai]Mla e uartlhm)vinc, p] lnt for ciearance work 

- to e c n-s: '.'u1" inv i l'oc,I-':,at , dai'l'rous boulders 

aInld t WI;-'heiCt 'Wtrnc tWhc tLe Of C>::])0.i veS is required 

in addition to the pL,'; Leal i antI tecln icalI services provided at tie scene 
of typhoon or lanl ip cner'encv inc ident.; importat viCt ia/.quatter backup 
facilities arc al.!,o prI0VidCu :bv the (;overul'llut aIs llows 

-c t~ ticevie he~b It's:y ld!;lips ire given emergency ac
'otltttitt[t ivf ll ia transit centre ill tht first instance 

- resources permitthii,, Iandsl ip victils are u i lly rehoused 

in permanent pub1 it, .io ',  (;1er tleir ((( htmte 
ocCtsI)alt of Iwe i ,,:i deeted tOo e l anid;I ip endangered 

or recomlmeided !(I tenltAmI lt le;lrance enjoy the same 

- operatu(r:; ()I cmtc'rci.l i lnd rt--akii,-s, e.p,. ,;hops or workshops, 

wil 'Ii II-r aI cI 'e,d I I(.(.cii ilb I.For tule Sa m-c exgratL i.;a 

allowalce ,s :0:; ;i: 2 ti lttlerttakiint,; tff iiytedb iydevelopment 

c I(!a rant: t' s 

famiti :; aflt td IlmdIc y1)% i ps nav apply for a grant from 

th (;ovlrniltent itlllellU cY Re ietf FLmIld 
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RESEARCH AND STANDARDS
 

For the reasons and complexities described above relating to slopes in
 

Hong Kong the investigation, testing, analysis and assessment of their
 

stability is far from easy while the risks and costs involved are indeed high.
 

This has resulted over the years, in a steady flow of research into a wide
 

range of stability related topics including rock weathering and description,
 

shear strength of soil and rock, laboratory test techniques, groundwater,
 

soil suction , site instrumentation, rainfall., etc.. Useful descriptions
 

and reviews of these topics have been undertaken by Brand (1984, 1985 a
 

and b).
 

This research has been largely incorporated into a single document which 

essentially governs the engineering methods applied to slopes in lHong Kong. 

This Geotechnical Manual for Slopes (Geotechnical Control Office, 1984) 

although lint.eledaCO S a guidance document is very influential because it forms 

the basis on which slope designs are checked for adequacy by the Ceotechnical 

Control Office. Ciile covering a wide range of topics the Manual is notable 

because it specifies the appropriate factors of safety in relation to likely 

loss of life or economic loss for both new cut slopes and existing cut slopes. 

Fable 4 reproduces these recommended factors of safety. 

TABLE 4 	 RECOMNENDEI) FACTORS OF SAFETY FORl NEW AND 

EXtSTING CUT SLOPES IN HONG KONG 

r iI to Life
 

Htigh Low Negl i , ibl e
 

High 1.4 1 .4 1.4
 
Economic New
 

Low 1.4 1.2 1.2 Cut 
Risk Negligible 1.4 1.2 1.0 Slopes 

1.0 Existing1.11.2 
 Slopes
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CONCLUSION
 

While Hong Kong has to accept 'hat with every summer wet season the
 
inevitability of and potential for, slope failures exists, it has over the
 
last ten years set up a wide ranging, effective screen of defence measures
 
which every year are 
proven to be dependable and highly efficient in miti
gating against the loss of life and property. These measures were severely
 
tested in 1982 when the highest rainfall (3 Z48 mm) since records began in
 
1884 occurred. 
Although 1 500 failures and 57 casualties were incurred,
 
few major slides and 
no disasters were experienced. The range, sophistication
 
and effectiveness of the slope failure mitigation measures developed and prac
tised in Hong Kong may prove useful 
to others posed with similar problems.
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Bandtig, Indonesia
 

ABSTRACT Indonesia consisted of more than 13,200 islands, spreading from
 

longitude 95°-142 East and latitude 60 North 
- 100 South. It is tropical 

country and characterized by high precipitation and tropical rainforest. 

There are five big islands namely Sumatra, Java, Kalimantan, Sulawesi and 

Irian Jaya among the above mentioned islands which are relatively dense 

polulated. 

Geologically the territory of Indonesia is very unique, therefore has
 

drawn the attention of many geosciences to conduct investigation in the area.
 

It is situated in between three major plates, the Australian, the Asian
 

and the Pacific plate that are proved have moved toward the archipelagoes up
 

to present time.
 

As a consequences mountain building are in progress during the past and
 

present geologic time.
 

This phenomena had also brought up the formation of volcanic chains along 

the Sumatra, Java and Lesser Sunda Island as well as the northern Sulawesi 

island. Meanwhile a system of major faults zones inland or off the coast are 

also present due to the effect of colisions and dragging of the plates. The 

occasional movement of the faults cause an earthquake evidences to the nearby 

areas. 
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This paper present landslide phenomena in Indonesia as one of 
the natural
 
disaster resulted by the above mentioned geological processes combined with
 

other natural phenomena.
 

There are five parameters to be considered related to landslides pheno

mena namely:
 

- Geological condition
 

(Structural, morphology, lithology and stratigraphy)
 

- Rainfall
 

(duration anti its intensity)
 

- Vegetation
 

(forest condition, farming practice)
 

- Earthquake
 

(its distribution, and magnitude) 

- Human exploitation. 

Generally speaking landslides occur along the high land or mountain ranges 
of Sumatra, Java, lesser Sunda island, North Sulawesi and Irian Jaya which are
 
suited to the condit ion 
 of the above mentioned narameters to induce landslides. 
To overcome the problems, systematic landslides mapping on critical and potential 
landslides areas Is launched durin, the five years development programme. The 
maps produced are meant for g'uidance to the authority in the development plan 

of the country. 

An engineering geological investigation is conducted on an area struck 
by landslides to support engineering data on the reclamation of the areas. 

All the above aspects will be described in this paper. 

INTROI)UCTION 

On the occasion of US-ASIA Conference on Engineering for Miltlgatlng, Natural 
Hazards Damage, the problem of landslides as natural disaster in Indonesia will 
be presented. General discussion will he given on the occurrences of landslide 
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and the effort that has been made to overcome the problems. It is expected
 

that the material will be responded by participants of the conference as an
 

input for Indonesia in strengthening the engineering capability to manage the
 

disaster through exchange of experiences.
 

Besides engineering rehabilitation tile most important technique should 

be developed is prevention and mitigation of the hazard. Internationally 

Indonesia as Nation or as geographic name are well known to all Asian Nations 

as well as world wide. But not so many people recognize that Indonesia or the 

Republic of Indonesia consist of more than 13,200 islands, big and small ones, 

inhabited or not with over 500 young stratovolcanoes, 128 of which are consi

dered to be active. 

Geographically the archipelago lies between lat. 60N and 11°S and long 

95 0 E and 141 0 E over a distance of ahout 5,000 km that is the same distance as 

east west United State of America. It is tropical country with high humidity 

and abundant rainfall. Total land area is about 2,000,000 sq km, 90% in the 

form of 5 big islands namely Sumatra, Java, Irian Taya, Sulawesi and Kalimantan. 

The rest are thousands of smaller islands ranging in size from several thousand 

square km to insignificant inlets.
 

In 1980 population was + 145 million and according to the latest census 

in 1986 it reach + 170 million. Therefore population growth is still high 

about 2.2% yearly so that in the year 2,000 population of Indonesia may reach 

4- 230 million. 

At present about 60 - 70% or 90 million live on the island of Java the 

smallest among five big islands mentioned above. 70% or more are in agriculture 

and fishery, causing intensive land exploitation in Java. 

In general natural disaster in Indonesia consist of:
 

- Volcanic eruption - Floods 

- Earthquake - Fires 

- Tidal waves - Landslides 

- Lava flow - Drought 

- Hurricanes - Agriculture pests 

- Environmental pollution
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where landslides, floods and fires are disasters happen almost every year in
 
some part of the country while the rest are happening with long return period
 
from few years to tens of years such as earthquake and Volcanic Eruptions etc.
 

This paper will describe only landslides disaster with all its aspects.
 

WHY LANDSLIDE IS ONE OF PROMINENT NATURAL DISASTER IN IND)ONESIA
 

Lately problem of landslide in Indonesia was brought up again due to
 
landslide disaster happen on May 4th
 , 1987 in the vicinity of Padang Panjang
 

area, West Sumatra Province.
 

The disaster had deeply touched our humanity because of high rate of
 
death, amounts to not less than 130 victims including childrens and 68 dwell
ing were destroyed by landslide debris in one 
spot.
 

It happen several davs after the Tarutung earthquake in North Sumatra 
Province destroying part of the city. It seem likely that there is no connec
tion between those two disasters which is separated about 300 km air distance 

to each other. 

Spontaneous comments came from all directions including geologists from 
universities and research institute followed by suggestion. 
Question arises
 

why such disaster may happen. Aren't there any way of nrevention and mitiga

tion system; so that there will be no more surprise to face natural disaster 
in particular landslide disaster in Indonesia. 

Following aie background informations on why landslide is one of prominent 

natural disaster in Indonesia. 

Geologic Aspects 

lanidsl ide process i.; mostly governed by local geologic aspects. Whether 

It Is connected with the type of rock or lithology, land form or morphology, 

Its position or stratigraphy and Its structure. If we study the geology of 
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Indonesia it turn out that for greater part of the archipelago are built up by
 

Tertiary and Quarternary rocks which cover about three forth of the total land
 

area.
 

Crystalline and metamorphic of older rocks crop out at relatively minor
 
places and mostly forming the basement of the larger islands. As mentioned
 

before that Indonesia is the most volcanic country in the world, more than
 
500 young strato volcanoes exist, 128 of which are considered to be active.
 

For this reason most part of this country is covered by Quaternary vol

canic product, especially along the backbone or middle part of Sumatra, Java,
 

Bali, Lombok, Sumbawa, Flores and Maluku to northern Sulawesi.
 

These volcan'c products are mostly of andesitic to basaltic composition
 

in the form of loose rock as boulders of andesite or basalt, sand of tuff, 

semi to consolidated tuff and breccia as well as lava flow. It form rough 

terrain such as mountain region with steep slope or volcanic cone reaching
 

height to more than 3,000 
m above see level. Because of its fertility this 

region are mostlv covered by dense forest consist of tens metre tall of trees. 

This region are easily subjected by slope slide during heavy storm because of 
the loose bedrock and heavy top burden by big trees and followed by debris 
flow along the existing valley, striking everything including bridges, farmland 

and villages. 

Basement of the Quaternary Rock is the Tertiary Rock consists of marine 

sediments. Mostly very fine to fine grains such as mudstone, shale, often 

mixed with or intercalated by rock of volcanic origin such as submarine tuffs, 
breccia and lava flows which indicate enormous volcanic activity during period 

of sedimentation or associated with limestone and intrusive rock. 

Most of tile time the Ollaternary cap rocks are relatively thin reaching to 

about tens of meters. Witlh this stratigraphic natural condition especially in 

the ll! ly reg ions, lands1 ides ;ire frequentily occ r. Thisii,; because groundwater 
that penetrate In the permeable volcanic material stopiped by marine sediments 
underueath It because the rock are mostly impe rmeable. Sliding plane then was 

AS(I 
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developed along boundary of both type of rocks. If position of sliding plane
 

is incline, gravity force of the upper layer will drive down the layer to start
 

landslide process.
 

Fault and joint structures in rock developed by past tectonic activity
 

as well as mountain building cause decrease of strength of rock. This tendency
 

will also invite problem of landslide. The tectonic activity has also produce
 

folded Pre Tertiary and Tertiary mountain ranges and through weak zone of the
 

earth crust molten magma flow to the surface to form volcanoes with heights
 

ranging from some tens of meters to more than 3,600 meters above sea level.
 

With the mountain ranges and volcanoes formation, steep slope were also
 

develop in the surrounding area. In general those steep slope are covered by
 

relatively thin soil layer. Logically this area will be subjected by land

slide wherever and whenever triggering agent present such as heavy storm,
 

earthquakf etc.
 

Seismicity
 

Seismicity greatly influence slope stability of an area especially when
 

the area are mountaineous. To a certain magnitude of earth shaking, soil
 

covering slope of mountain will co.ie down in the form of landslide. The pro

bability of landslide will be greater if soil has high water contents and in
 

the dipslope position of bed rock. It is noted that earthquake with magnitude
 

over 6 on Richter scale will be followed by landslides. Indonesia is a well
 

known earthquake region. It stretches from the northern tip of Sumatra to as
 

far as Irian Jaya, central and north Sulawesi including Moluccas island. This
 

seismic condition is the reflection of natural condition of Indonesia. Geolo
gically Indonesia Archipelago is very interesting and dynamic. Based on plate 

tectonic theory, the region is surrounded by 3 plates namely the Pacific, the 

Australian and the Asian plate. Those plates are subducted underneath the 

archipelago on relatively slow speed. This cause friction between the existing 

crust layers that occasionally produce earthquake by the rupture of earth crust. 

On the other hand along the crust boundaries, mountain building are in progress 

followed by volcanic activities because of crvmpling process as the result of 

crust movement. That is why Indonesia has high seismicity that might be followed 
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by landslide disaster.
 

Rainfall Pattern
 

Being situated between two continents and two oceans, Indonesia is cha

racterized by high temperature, high humidity and abundant rainfall. Because
 

of different in local geographic condition, the intensity of rainfall is
 

decreasing toward the eastern region.
 

Tie highest average rainfall is found in central Java nearly 10,000 mm
 

per annum and the lowest in central Sulawesi reaching only about 600 mm per
 

annum. Rainny days are well distributed for half year during rainny season
 

with peak on certain month. In the western part regular rainny season started
 

from September to February with peak in December brought by western wind and
 

reversely for the eastern part those months are dry season.
 

Abundant rainfall will increase water contents of soil, consequently 
decrease its strength and disturb slope stability of mcintain region. There

fore those rainny months always being followed by landslides disaster especial

ly on areas where environmental equilibrium have been disturb by man. 

Vegetation Cover
 

Vegetation cover is a positive aspect for landslide protection. To a
 

certain extent good condition of vegetation cover may protect slope from sliding.
 

Therefore management of forest area are urgently needed so that partly can be 

exploited for domestic consumption as well as export comodity and partly for 

environmental protection. 

The function of vegetation cover is to protect the ground surface hammer

ing by rain drops and excessive surface runoff. Evapotranspiration through leaf 

will help soil from oversaturation with water. Meanwhile root of trees will 

bind soil from disintegration. 

For slope with thin weathered soil dense, vegetation cover might invite 

landslide evidence due to heavy top condition. The root were not penetrate 

deep into the ground so that it will not hold the tree blown by heavy storm 
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and wind. The tumbling trees especially upstream a valley is the start for
 

landslide process.
 

That is the reason why proper vegetation cover should exist suited the
to 


type of slope to be protected.
 

Recently cultivation and transmigration programmes had reduced consider
ably the extent of primary forest. It was recorded that Java, Sumatra, Kali

mantan and the more easterly parts of Indonesia had estimated forest cover of 

25, 66, 80 and 70 percent respectively before the war. 

At present the percentage are less as for Java decreases to around 10 
percent. It appear that areas never before experience landslides are at the 
moment suffer from landslide such as happening in South Sumatra and Central 
Java due to conversion of forest area for transmigration and clove trees 
plantation projects. The same situation found in West Java where landslide 

prone 
 areas become wider and more intensive.
 

Human Activity 

Conversion of natural environment by human activity with the aim to
 
achieve better living condition or to accommodate population growth that need
 
wider areas for crops as well as areas for new settlements is happening at 
present in Indonesia. Forest cover has been removed, toe of slope to be cut 
to construct road and mining of construction materials intensify landslide 
disa1ter if all tiose activities were improper to be executed. This fact 

become obvious especially in lava the smallest island among the five big 

islands in Indonesi a bu the densest in population. 

Thifs trend are c()ming up also outside Jlava for the same reason that is 

to develop he country and due to popuilation growth. Unfavorable land start 

to be t oulh bIeeaiSe ,ood l and are becoming limit ed. As an example, areas where 
Sumatra Iigiwav i,; located tiat not tiuntil the ighway was constructed, never 

having experienre wit- Lii; ;lde. But at present landslide occur in several 
spots becatu;e the ~ii',lway cut through fractured or jo:ined bedrock of ':ills. 

In moun tainou,; terrains and area of steep slopes landslides happen more 
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frequently, especially where dry land to be converted into wet rice field
 

because of availability of irrigation facility with the hope to have two or
 

three times harvesting in a year.
 

To fullfill urgent human need every effort were carried out to exploit
 

the nature where landslide become one of prominent natural disaster in
 

Indonesia.
 

LANDSLIDE OCCURRENCE AND DISTRIBUTION
 

Landslide occur mostly in mountainous region. The probability of land

slide occurrence becomes high whenever or wherever two or more of aspects men

tioned in previous chapter are involved. Excent for human activity the rest 

of the aspects are naturally g iven namely geological conditions, seismicity, 

rainfall pattern and to some extend vegetation cover. 

Therefore after understanding the natural aspects of Indonesia, general 

view of landslide occurrence and distribution in the country can be prepared 

as shown on the following figure. 

The mountain ranges of Sumatra is considered to be potential areas for 

landslide because of the existing active fault running from northern tip to 

the south as sources of earthquakes along tliis region. Besides it is densely 

covered by forest wit l higli rainfall where in some places reach ing over 5,000 

11lnannullt I v. 1)ue to II nvv top wwi L L ress , I iids Ii de iiv occur durin, heavy 

rainfall that accompanied bv strong wind. .,ithin th:is potential areas there 

are 3 places of caution areas located in Bengkulu, West Sumatra and Aceh 

provi nce. 

As far Java island there are two critical areas located in West Java and 

Central Java. The rest are potential areas. Beside natural processes it is 

also due to wrong direct ion of huiman act ivi ty. 

In the Lesser Sunda Inlands there are three caution areas in Central Timor 

and eastern tHp of Flores. The rest are potential area located around volcanics 
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or mountain range.
 

The highest mountain range of Irian Jaya is considered as caution and
 

poteatial areas. Earthquake of magnitude 7 had caused landslide along slope
 

of the mountain range where some small villages were burred by debris slide.
 

For Sulawesi island there are mostly potential areas along the mountain 

range of south, central and northern part because of the existing active Palu 
fault and active volcanoes in the region. As far Kalimantan island landslide 

disaster is negligible. Geologically this island is stable and mostly 3f old 

bedrock while young volcanic material as cap rock were practically not exist.
 

The criteria for critical areas is that almost every year especially during 

rainny season landslide disaster were recorded. While caution areas being to 

areas experience with landslide in the past or at least once every 3 to 5 years 

landslide may happen. 

Potential area consist of areas where natural features of landslide 

agents exist such as steep slope of mountain range, active fault or volcanoes, 

high rainfall and densely forest cover. Landslide may happen if natural equi

librium of one or combination of those natural i'eatures are disturbed. Road 

construction in mountaineous region by cutting toe of slope rock for mining 

purpose will disturb stability of soil cover above the slope. Anytime after 

heavy rainfall landslide may happen. Heavy storm may trigger landslide in 
mountain region with dense forest cover. All of this regions belong to poten

tial areas of landslide. 

From the occurrence and distribution of landslide in Indonesia it is 

known that Java island is the most severe one where critical areas are found, 

secondly Sumatra island and followed by the rest of the island. The effect of 

development lately demonstrate that Sumatra island becomes more frequently 

subjected by landslide. Lately there was landslide disaster in west Sumatra 

killing 130 peoples and destroying 67 houses happen last May 1987. It:struck 

limestone mining area near the city of Padanp Panjang. 

1 
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EFFORT TO OVERCOME LANDSLIDE
 

With the understanding of landslide occurrence and distribution in Indo
nesia the effort to overcome the problem can be more organized and directed.
 

Directorate of Environmental Geology is one of Government authority with its
 
tasks among other in the field of landslide investigation. Prior to the
 

beginning of five years development plan that was before 1970, investigation
 

was mainly on the event of landslide disaster. 
Technical advice will be given
 

in the reDort on how to reconstruct the devastate area.
 

The Public Work or local technical authority will carry out the recon

struction based on those advice. Afterwards programme of landslide mapping
 
and monitoring were included in tile 
activity of each five years development
 

programme in order to develop prevention and mitigation of landslide disaster.
 

Critical, caution and potential areas 
shown on map of landslide occurrence and
 
distribution in Indonesia were investigated in 
more detail. Landslide mapping
 

were carried out 
on those areas to produce map of susccDtibility to landslide. 

In this map areas cf high, middle and low susceptible were drawn as shown on 
example map enclosed. The map is constructed from the evaluation of terrain, 

geology, rainfall record, landuse and landslide evidences on the area. Prio
rity of mapping are given to the critical and caution areas. Some areas had
 

been covered by this map and at present the achievement are as follows. 

Java island 75% Lombok island 
 100%
 

Sumatra island 10% 
 Lesser Sunda island 10%
 

Bali island 100% Sulawesi 30%
 

Kalimantan 10% 

loping that by the end of the 5th 
five year development plan in 1995 the 

necessary areas to be covered by susceptible landslide map will be completed. 

The maps were distributed to local authorities concerned with the hope to be 
incorporated in the development plan of the 
area. Information on the map will
 

help the authorities 
to avoid or to overcome with special technical design if 
they plan to use areas of high tr middle susceptible to landslide for develop

ment. 

Other programme are set out for critical areas 
the so called monitoring
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of landslides. The method applied here is a regular measurements or regular
 

visit to the areas. Critical areas are areas where landslide process such as
 

creep or slow slumping can be observed. Usually the areas will start to move
 

during rainny season and it repeated every year. In monitoring programme mo

numents are installed in a row on the disturb areas while fixed post are
 

located on undisturb areas nearby about 2-4 km away. Measurements of displace

ment were carried out using electronic distance metre (EDM) and inclinometer
 

while groundwater observation are carried out from piezometer. The purpose of
 

monitoring is to warn local authority on the change of stability condition of
 

the area each year. At the present two areas in South Cianjur, West Java are 

being monitored and occasional inspection were carried out in Banjarnegara 

area Central Java, Marapi West Sumatra and Larantuka East Flores where severe 

landslides had happened in the past. 

Some landslides happening have been able to be predicted ahead as shown 

in the susceptible landslide man of the area. As an example the Padang Panjang 

landslides that kill 130 peoples and destroyed 60 dwelling in May 1987 was 

already being identified in 1981. The same happen with some areas in West 

Java where landslide hazard had been pointed out in the map. The problem is 

that some local authorities have not been able to make use the map or follow 

the instruction given in the legend. For this reason campaign on landslide
 

hazard need to be strengthen especially on area belong to critical, caution 

as well as potential to landslide hazard.
 

Every year before rainny season start, the Directorate of Environmental
 

Geology regularly send letters to all Governors in particular provinces where
 

landslide hazard are prominent to be aware about the matter and look upon the 

existing report concerning landslide on the area.
 

Besides a booklet on guide line of landslide in Indonesia was published
 

in 1981 by the Directorate of Environmental Geology. It contain general
 

information on formation and type of landslide, its distribution and simple
 

procedure of prevention and reclamation. This booklet had been distributed
 

to all local governments in Indonesia.
 

Engineering effort to overcome landslide problem in Indonesia is not that
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simple. Beside large areas to be covered there are other constraints such as
 

limited budget and personnel, lack of topographic map on proper scale as base
 

map and understanding of all parties who are responsible to in the execution
 

of physical development in Indonesia.
 

With the implementation of government law this year related to environ

mental impact study, it is hoped that landslide aspect, as one of natural
 

constraints that might be faced in development programme especially in civil
 

work, will be taken into consideration in order to protect the environment
 

as well as unnecessary loss of life and capital that has been invested in
 

the 	area.
 

CONCLUS ION
 

1. 	Natural aspects such as unfavourable geological condition, high seismicity,
 

abundant rainfall, disorder in vegetation cover confirm that many parts of 

Indonesian region are subjected to landslide hazard. To a certain extend 

it is worsen by human activity because of lack of environmental conscious

ness. 

2. 	Rainfall of high intensity is the prominent aspect that might trigger land

slide happening in Indonesia followed by earthquake of magnitude over 6 on
 

Richter Scale.
 

3. 	By studying the above mentioned natural aspects, the degree of landslide 

happening 	 in indonesia can be recognized in three zones namely,
 

- Critical zone
 

- Caution zone
 

- Potential zone
 

Due to human influences, the egree of landslide from place to place may 

change qualitatively as well as quantitatively. 

4. 	Base on those zonations, strategy to overcome landslide disaster in Indo

nesia were programmed related to rehabilitation, prevention and mitigation 

of landslide disaster. 'fli Directorate of Environmental Geology is one of 

the government agency responsible in this matter. For this purpose in 

critical zone investi.gation were carried out for rehabilitation as well as 

monitoring and susceptibility to landslide mapping for prevention and 
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mitigation. While in caution zone programme of susceptibility to land

slide mapping were set up. Occasionally investigation of landslide disas

ter were carried out for rehabilitation work.
 

In potential zone, selected are!as were programmed for susceptibility to
 

landslide mapping for the purpose of prevention programme.
 

5. The success of the above mentioned engineering effort can only be achieved
 

if reports and maps concerned will be applied as basic data for development
 

programme carried out and controlled by local governnent.
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ABSTRACT The March 5, 1987 earthquake which battered the northeast province
 

of Ecuador provoked a great number of landslides in the widespread ravine areas
 

over thc eastern slopes of the Andes mountains, and dectroyed ,,ipelines through
 

a stretch of distance as long as 30 km. A visit was paid -o a landslide site
 

to investigate the feature of failure and subsurface soil conditions. Based on
 

brief in-situ observations of soil conditions, a simple analysis of stability is
 

made to offer an interpretation for clarifying the caoe of the landslides.
 

EARTHQUAKE AND ITS EFFECTS
 

The two earthquakes measuring 6.1 and 6.9 on the Richter scale magnitude
 

took place on March 5, 1987 at 8:55 an,: 11:11 p.m., respectively, in the Napo
 

Province of Ecuador east of Quito (Fig. 1). Epicenters of the quakes are
 

located near an active volcano, El Reventador, in the eastern slope of the Andes
 

mountain range. Intensity of shaking in terms of Modified Mercalli scale is
 

shown in Fig. 2. The earthquakes battered the area after a month of unusually
 

heavy rains in February amounting to a total of 600 mm in precipitation.
 

Strong ground shaking triggered landslides and rock avalanches in the wide

spread area near the epicenter of the quake. The landslide material was washed
 

down steep gorges and merged into surrounding rivers, causing them to swell
 

with mud and debris. The swollen rivers flooded mountain roads and dwellings
 

claiming a casualty which is estimated between 1000 and 2000 (ASCE, 1987).
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The overall geological 

regime of the battered area is
 

illustrated in Fig. 3 in which 0 Colombia 0' 

an east-west cross section of Ecuador Quito 
Ecuador is indicated. The BrasiI 

earthquake took place in the 

area of Cordillera Real on the 

eastern flank of the Andes
 

mountain where sandstone, 200 


siltstone and shales of
 

Paleozoic era exist. Through
 

the Paleozoic sedimentary rock
 

formation, igneous rocks 40-0 Q,
 0 
protrude and there exist tuff
 

deposits in the vicinity of
 

the active volcano. Both
 

Paleozoic rocks and tuffs are 
 Fig. 1 Location of Ecuador
 

highly weathered near the 

surface and disintegrated into 

gravel, sand and silt. The  -


decomposed sedimentary rocks C
 

exist in the form of red-
 Ibara
colored lateritic soil , -Lgro---- - LAgro
 

deposits 2 to 5 m thick/I 
 ' I- 9OI 

covering steep ravines of the ito 

mountains in the headwaters 

area of the Amazon river. 
 ,
 

, -


Three major areas were , , .. 

devastated by the widespread 7 /
 

occurrence of landslides. The
 

mountain area north of Mt.
 

Reventador indicated in Fig. 4
 

where surface soils are Fig. 2 
Intensity distribution of the
 
laterite suffered devastating 
 Ecuador earthquake of March
 
landsliding and the material 5 1987
 

200 
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was washed into the Due river. The influx of muds and debris flooded into the 

main river Aquario. The second area of major disaster is the southeastern 

slope of Mount Reventador where the tuff-derived weathered surface soil slid 

down tile gorges and swelled the Coco river by tile influx of debris. In tile 

worst hit area along the Malo river, 80 to 907 of tile total surface area of the 

valleys was stripped of the surface sol I . The third area of major landslides 

is in the ravine:; of the Salado river where the soil is predominantly of 

laterite.
 

One of the major damage due to tihe landslide is the collapse of tie Trans-

Ecuadorian Pipelines that transfer oil 260 miles from tile oil lieids in Oriente 

to the port of Esmeradas on tile pacific coast. Tlie 26 inch diameter pipeline 

commissioned ill1972 was torn and destroyed along tile north bank of the Coco 

river over a distance of about 20 ki, as Indicated in Fig. 5. (ASCE, 1987) 

INVESTIATION OF TIHE LANI)SLII)E AT THE PUM)ING STATION 

In-sito Cone Penetration 'lest
 

The Salado puimpiug station , ait tile confluence of the Salado and Coco
 

rivers, was severe lv dlmge,d. The main storage tank was toppled by tile debris 

of the Landslide whiclh occurred uphill of tile pumpilg, station. The location of 

this Slide is iodicated ill[i1g. ) and ;ipproximate cross ;U ct ion is shown in 

Fig. 6. The sl ide ,apt)ers to have taken place through the b)oundarv between 

highly weathered lateritic uitriace s,oil and the underl v ing less weathered 

portion containiin I ragvmented rock,.;. Tlis; coditioln, which seems' to be the 

case prevailing,ly witlh many ther lnds-Iides; in the event ofI 1987, is 

schemlticalIlv i1lustrated in Fig. /. Iln tie lan -ds uphill I pulipinglide tile 

station, tile ;oio I maitiilv al!;()sCilted with tie ;lide ik coljosl ed oI ;about 507 of 

silt and '))67 ot coarsier aiterials. With this lact illmind, ;everal locations 

were sought over- the expo;ed Sort a'C o f li I ide area wIi cI ;i[)1;ired to have 

similar sol colid i t ioll!;, Ilid ('1ile pellet c it lIon te;ts we re coinducted v means of a 

portable hand c(one, ;a shown in 11,. 8. li l l' Partsi, I -;lgiitedl rocks and 

cobbles exi;t, making it dii licult to rlu thW poenetratioll test. Therelore, the 

tests were carried out ol tile selected spot: where !ilI-rich tllteri;lsl exist. 

The results of the tests showed a coiisstelt pattern of curie reikt alIce 
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Weathered sand stone 

--- '-:.'.	 surface'. 51iding 

da .	 CLay...:. 

Fig. 7 	Schematic illustration of the subsurface stratigraphy
 
of the landslide site at the pumping station
 

increasing with depth as shown in Fig. 8. In interpreting the test results,
 

there appears no generally accepted method for determining the strength 

parameters particularly for the sandy silt material as encountered at this 

site. flowever, it may well be assum2d that the cohesion component of the 

material can be estimated by the cone resistance near the surface of the slope. 

Then, the cone resistance value of 200/3.23= 600 kN/m 2 around the depth of 10 

cm divided by a c-one factor of 20 .wns taken as a representative cohesion value 

at this site. The cone factor has been known generally to vary between 10 and 

20, but for the particular apparatus used in this study, a value of 20 is 

suggested. Thus, a cohesion value In static condition, C = 30 kN/m 2 will be 

used in the following analysis. On the basis of considerations to other 

similar soils, the angte of internal friction may well be assumed to be of the 

order of' = 30". 

http:200/3.23
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Simplified Stability Analysis
 

Assuming that a large part of the slLding surface is approximated by a
 

straight line which may be roughly parallel to the initial surface of the 

slope,, tile static factor of safety, Fs, can be calculated by the following 

formula, 

- . ................. (1)
s tan + C-
tan t II co, t sin ,.t 

where ' the un i.t weight of the soil, 1i depth of the slip plane, and U is the 

angle of the sliding plane. Introducing the values of (I = 450, = 300, C = 

= 30 kN/m -, 11 am and f 18 kN/m into Eq. (1), the static factor of safety is 

computed as 

=Fs L.25 

On the other iand, in view of the proximity of this location to the 

epicenter of the ciir tlquake and also in the light of damage extent in this 

area, tile ma::i1a; hnol ,:ta Iground acreleratioll, amax, during the main shaking 

ot tile lmotioll; tr.I (, the Otde_r ()1 250 ga1l to 300 gal. Then, it may 

wel I Ibe mint int21t t , th, ;IituraIl ,l;Icp 1)eliind the pumping station which had 

been stlble w iht IIt It" tt = 1.25 slid down during the Ecuador 

earthlimjikt wi on it W.t , .m, : s.,dto ;i g,,round sdhakin, with-an acceleration of 

the ol-der 1 .()0 t O(l ,;I :... I 1e;e . a llle; are plotted ill Fig. 9, together 

<with ,tl er :;i!:1ilar Viliu, .. a illed ly. Tevioii.Through these data points, a 

straight line ,ooditionsi!; dr,iss timi, c.w.i of occurrence and non-occurrence 

oh land si iding. ,)it ,tce, :;lope- during earthquakes. 

(CENERAI, ()N TIIERATITONS 

As is general ly the c;e, [he extent of damage during any earthquake tends 

to dwindle with inctrea;ing di;;tance t rom the epicenter. In the case of the 

Ecuador earthquake, 8) to 9(;5 of tie ;urface area In the gorges of the Malo 

river wa;s sti ippd ()1 ti. :urtlace ;oi l'; b)v the occurrence of extensive 

landsl ide;. (Oil;ider ill , i prm):-imiL y toi tie epicenter a;s close as 5 to 10 kim, 

the m1axilum ilouml ,icceleration is reported to have been of the order of 350 to 
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400 gals, as accordingly indicated in Table 1. 
In the ravines along the Salado
 

river, about 40 to 50% of the mountain surface was p.eled off as a result of
 
numerous landslides caused by the ground shaking on the order of 
250 to 300
 
gals as represented by the site of the 
Salado pumping station. in a more
 

remote area such as in Diaz de Pinza, the extent of landsliding was much less
 

covering 5 t- 10% of the area in 
 the gorges. Considering the epicentral 

distance of 20 to 30 km, the ground acceleration in Diaz de Pinza may be 

estimated to have been of the order of 150 to 2W) gals, as indicated in Table 1. 

Tabie I Damage feature and estir:ted ground accelerations 

at three representative locations 

Landslide Epicentral Estimated Percentage of
dst max. acc. slide suface areaaistance(kM) (gat) to total area 

Maloriver
river 5 - 10 350-400 80-90 

Salado 10-15 250-300 40-'~50 
river 

Diaz de 20-30 150-200 5--10
 
Pinza 

It would be of interest to seek for the relati onship between the pre

earthquake static factor of safety, Fs, and the magnitude of ground 

acceleration needed to provoke landsliding during earthquakes. In the case of 

the landsilide it the pumpi ng station, the of groundmagnitude acreleration 

required to cau,;e lands lid ing on the slopve with a static [actor of safety of Fs 
= I.25 wI; s'J1w1 to be of the order o)f 2'50 to [[0 gal;. It may, therefore, be 

assumed that any slopes witi a tatic factor of ;afety less than 1.25 must have 

undergone landliliding over the ,a lado area where the conditions of subsurface 

geolo, y, t;Indgrahy and seimic 11otion!, are cns;idvred generally identical. 

'lhi,s obervat ion i diklayed by the hatched area i r Fig. 9, where the slide

provoking gr(und acce leration is plotted versus the static lactor of :;afety. 
Al so cited In this f igure are the data of two other cases of landsIlding on 
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steep slopes that occurred at the time of Izu-Ohshima earthquake of 1978 in 

Japan for which detailed soil tests were carried out to Jetermine the static 

factor of safety. The range of accelerations in this case was estimated, as 

indicated in Fig. 9, from other information (Ishihara-lsu, 1986). Looking at 

the three data points in Fig. 9, two from the lzu landslides in Japan and one 

from the Salado landslide at Ecuador, it would be possible Lo draw a straight 

line as indicated in Fig. 9 demarcating conditions between occurrence and non

occurrence of landstiding on steep slopes during earthquakes. 

With respect to the landsliding in tie area of the Malo river and Diaz de 

Pinza arema, soi- inve.stigation has not be performed and the static factor of 

safety i:; not kniown. (However, tile Hag;n itude ot the gromld ;ccelerato is 

estimated to haVe heten probabl y on the order ot 3rP to 4(0 gal il the Malo 

river arua ;ind 15() to 200 ,,illin the Diazc'. hali:area I de . Ihie.e oh.;Sevations 

are ,!eiuotrate, in Fig. 9, by the dotted zoliw, wilcih are est,'Ibil;hied so that 

tile Mlh':llll11l V(iUL1t'; o! t ;L.tic factor of .;-oty are s; aller thlall those 

interpoiated 0ro11the :;traight-line relationship cas esttabli.!;Ihed above. 

he type of the rl :t ionship as findicat,,d in Fi ,. 9 will be useful to 

infer whether or not i !,iven Stoop s;iope Witll kPown '.1fetv factor will stiffer 

lands hi liin; iill eveti ol ci ftt lre eartllquale, o l iven Pelant"il(le. I t is to 

be noted, however, :1la1 t 11e re ltiI oaslhi p es tLab hi;hed in Vi ,. ) lto Ids valid 

ony ,..hien tle s;lope; are s;teep witil a slope cane Ii of 40 to 60 degre,, . For 

more eTit le :;lopes, other rel:ajtionslips sliuld lie used (ishiihara and hlsu, 1986). 

CONCLUS I ONS 

One of the landslides due to tile Marci 5, 1987 Ecuador earthquake was 

investigated tn-situ, and tile resa,;lts of slmpie stability anallyses were 

interpreted illterins; of tao sagested Ilethodol ogy for tae arrangements of 

similar dat oil landslide.S. It was suggested that, in tle most severely 

affected area ia the Viciity of the epicenter where thae maximiiam ground 

acceleration is estimated to Ih,ie been about 350 to 400 gal, the steep slopes 

in the ravine area with a pre-earthquake static factor of safety less than 
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about 1.45 had all undergone landsliding. In the area where the estimated
 

ground acceleration was of the order to 250 to 300 gals, the static factor of
 

safety prior to the earthquake was 
found to have been less than about 1.25 over 

the steep slopes which did undergo the landsliding during the earLhquake. In 

somewhat remote area where the estimated ground acceleration ranged between 150 

and 200 gal, the steep portion in the ravines having a static factor of safety 

less than I.1 appears to have met with the landsliding. These observations 

were found to be coincident with other cases of earthquake-provoked landslides 

investigated previously. 
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ABSTRACT Nanhua Mudstone is exposed in the hilly land east of Tainan,
 

Taiwan and covers an area of 280 square Km. This mudstone has a very serious
 

erosion problem. An understanding of the erosion characteristics of this
 

geological formation should help the mitigation work for erosion control.
 

The author did some measurement and analysis work on this subject, this
 

paper presents the result of the study. The result of topography study shows
 

that the great majority of the naked slopes dip to south and the thick and
 

pure mudstone lithology has made this geological formation worst one in
 

erosion problem. The 
analysis of the field erosion rate measurement data
 

indicates that the slopes, which are 
longer, flatter and dip closer to south,
 

will have a higher erosion rate. The measurement also shows that tile slopes
 

generally havr 
higher erosion rate in the first half of the raining sbason 

and the erosion rates tend to be decreased every year. From the result of 

depth moisture measurement on the naked slopes, it is known that only less 

than 40cm thickness of the top layer of these slopes will change their mois

ture content during raining and dry seasons. Based on the discoveries of 

this resLirch, an erosion control method is suggested for the engineering
 

project in Nanhua Mudstone area.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

A land in southwestern Taiwan consisted mainly of mudstone and shale
 

has an area larger than 1O00Km2 . This land 
has a serious erosion problem.
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The high erosion rate causes serious sedimentation problems for the reser

viors, and also induces instability for slopes, highways and bridges. This
 

land surface is covered by many geological formations; among them, Nanhua
 

Mudstone is the worst one for erosion problem. 

Nanhua Mudstone is exposed in the hilly land east of Tainan. In this 

region, many spots with total area of more than 25 Km' are nude and have 

the landscape of badlands. The erosion rate of the nude slopes may reach 

more than 10 cm per year. Many efforts of governmental agencies were fail 

to stabilize the slopes. In 1983, a vr)np of research programs were organized 

and supported by National Science (hmic il at Taipei to try to understand 

the characteristics of this geological formation and find a way to mitigate 

the erosion problem. These research programs cover the subjects of physical, 

chem i ca I and mineralogical characteristics of the mud-lone formations and 

the various treatment method. The author was in charge of the investigation 

of the erosion characteristics of the iiudstone format ion. This paper describes 

the result of the sidy. 

GENERAL DEtSCRtIPION ABOUT NANIIUA MUDSTONE 

Geography and CeolIogy 

The so ci! ]I d mud sLone area in southwestern Taiwan" covers an area 

of more thaii 10() KiY. It distributes from north of Chiayi to Kaohsiung. 

These nnds ies or skh',s are l assified into inn geological formations 

and leir agos ramige from lltvislocemie 1) Miocene. Among these geological 

formm it ioiis, Nailhui ,ndstone of l'l i (cene age is the worst. one in consi deration 

o1 e.ros i ll pl)blem. 

Nnnhuna >hdslo .ineis exposed to su-fae iln the rolling hi ll area east 

of Tailnan. TO ioxoiis(,I thickness of this geological formation is more than 

2300 ilmeirs (Kemig, 1981). IL is composed maiiiily of bluish to dark gray muds-

Lone witI very thin iiiterbed sandstone or silt Ione. The minudslone has been 

subjected to strong earth deformnation, evidences of Folding and faulting 

are very common in this format ion. Due to the high erodibility of the mud
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stone, the elevation of the hills are all lower than 200 meters. Mineralogi

cally, the mudstone is composed mainly of illite, chlorite and quartz. The
 

minor mineral components are feldspar, calcite and kaolinite. Expandable
 

clay mineral is only present in trace amount, this may explain the low swel

ling properties of the mudstonr (Tsai, C.L., 1984).
 

Physical and Chemical Properties.
 

Many investigators has done the physical and chemical properties tests 

on the samples of Nanhua Mudstone, a summary of the recent test result is 

1isted in Table I (Chen and others, 1985; Yen and Tsai., 1985). The charac-

Table 1. A summary of the physical and chemical properties of Nanhua Mudstone 

Particle Size DisLribution (Wt. %) Sand:<5 Silt:6-58 CIay:37-71 

Atterherg Limits (Wt. Z) LL:22-39 P]:5-15 

Slaking I)urabiIi ty All the samples were disintegrated 

i.nwater easily 

Sol1ble lotis (m11eq/l) Na+ : 3-134, K+: 4.5-13.25, Ca+ : 1.5
+
 

31.5, Mg : 2.5-3.5
 

Cation Exchange Capacity (meq/lOOg) 2-19 

PI Value 8.4-9.0 

terist ic of these physical properties of the mudstones is considered as 

a major factor for inducing the intensive erosion phenomenon. The high clay 

and silt- content of the mnudst-ones would increase their slaking ability and 

decrease the permebi lit v of the sulrface i material. The low permeability 

of the srtlface mt i.if woUld iHnCrejse surface runoff, and decrease the mois-

Lure content in tin deeper part of the top soil. The high salinity and low 

moisture of the near surface material would make the vegetation difficult 

to survive. The combined effect of these characteristics would denude the 

http:4.5-13.25
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the slope easily and induce high erosion rate.
 

Climate
 

Intense rainfall in raining season and long dry season are the other 
reasons for high erosion rate of Nanhua Mudstone slopes. The average rainfall
 
is around 1600 mm per year, but 95% of it is concentrated in the months 
of April to October (Tsai, C.Y., 1985). The average pan evaporation value 
ranges from 1200 to 
1400 mm, of which one third is concentrated in the months
 
October to March (Wu, 1967). The raining season can be further divided into 
two different seasons, Mei-Yu and typhoon seasons. Mei-Yu usually start 
from middle of May and last for three or four weeks. Typhoon season start 
from the end o' .ei-Yu season and usually was terminated in late September 

or October. 

Previous Work of MiLgation Study 

Since 1961, slmie government agencies tried many engineering methods 
to mitigate the erosion problems in the mudstone area. The most popular 
method was to buill_ the silt-trnp dams along the small streams in the area. 
These dams can eflfutively reduce the amount of sediments being brought into 
the reservoirs, and the land obtainWd from filling up these dams were also 
very productive in ;agriculture (Wu, 1967). Several agricuture experts have 
been working on the vegetation methods for the naked slops, until now no
 
any method 
 is proved to be a successful one for long term stability purpose. 
Several investigaLors have been studying the engineering metlhods for protec
ting the surface of the inudstone slopes however these methods have been
 
testled only in the lihoratories, 
 a full scale field test is needed to prove 
the effectiveness of these methods. 

TOPOGRAPHY STIUI)Y 

Field trip, air photos and photomaps were used to study the topography 
of this area. The details of this study is described in the author's first 
report (Chen and others, 1984). Three interesting phenomena were found in 
this study. 
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Figure 1 shows that the nude slopes of the mudstone in Kuanmiao Formation
 

usually are steeper than 
the nude slopes in Nanhua Mudstone. Since Kuanmiao
 

Formation is than Mudstone itsyounger Nanhua and mudstone samples have 

a lower slaking durabilitv (Chen and others, 1985), some other reasons must 

be used to explain this phenomenon. Ktuanmiao Formation consists of thick 
beds of sandstone and njudstore, and its nude mudstone slopes are always 
capped with thick beds of sandstone. The protecLion of the cap rock may 
be the reason for the steeper gradient of the nude mudstone slopes of Kuanmi

ao Formation.
 

30

o
25 -,o 0 

- Nanhua.4 
20 Mudstone 4.3 53 

- Kuanmio 

Formation 

U- 1 

10 

2! 30 35 4045 56 S5 60 65 7 75 W5 

Sope Angle (Degr...) 208 Samples 

Figure I . A (,mliir.,!io io t the Figure 2. Th,, i-esti lt of airpho

slope angles (d the illde III(IsLtoiie to study lor the dip directions 

slopes hi(t ween N; il i i Nhilstone of t he ritile s!o)pes of Nirnhua 

and u iinmii( ]'(,rimi io . Mli]sL(uon . 

The secotl Iit(,rst iig phenlomenon is that the iiide slopeS dii iliost frenl

ently to south direction. Figure 2 shows the sLatislits of air photo study'. 
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The result of photomap study also indicate a similiar tendency. The author 

suggested that this phenomenon is caused by tire sunshine direction during 

the persistent long dry season. A miuroclimate study found that the tempera

ture of the earth surface of a south dipping slope was 10°(' higher than 

the north dipping slope during day tie of dry season (lsu, 1986). This 

finding may support the above exl1anLtion. 

Survey of 9 pairs of slopei..s shows that the slopes with sparse vegetation 

are always steeper than the slopes with dlense vegetation. Eich pair of slopes 

means the slopes on tht two sides of a rid, or two iidja(ent portions of 

a slope. lhu difference iii slope angle reah 1) lor four cases. This phenom

enon may he inrpret, K two ways. Twh, first is that the steeper slopes 

are more difficult to ,gliow vegetat i ll lhte secoild is that Ihe nude slopes 

would be eroded to a stee.per gradient. 

FIE'I1) EROSION MI'A8U NIFNT 

Since field mieasurement is a direct way to collect the information of 

erosion chara-terist its, a numithr of field station were set up and the amount 

of erosion were measured for a l gt h of two and haIf years. For the purp.se 

of narrowing lie Wof esea" Ii, i lv naked slopes were slectedOln pwt 

for this study. Tlr rinfAl! Iinai nf o otil, huil raing;geormat we-retn AW t.w 

stations ii the ,aila, (tlt (d Ih i iosll. w s,set u1l tlll prillV by tie auithor 

and allithel" i I l uI il l t I it, [,1w illto ml l;ll itin id s lopei , p i'.1lh1 If it I i. 

height, sIop ivI , dipp ing him i tn, t , ,ih'gtl "I It i ill ,,r gully, 

and phiys ital plope it ius w tl, Hm, tr;le, ill Ill,, I I l I , t led i t l t , Ia or;a
tories. I tledetil Is of ttln.. itt, o ;i; ll (;Ill ho l llid ill I e ilutlih l'.s repolrts 

(Chien and ,lher.s, It(8,4; (hln ,inI ttthels, I)Ht; Clieni ,il Yuiid, P)8 ). 

The illloltlll!. (d utlo:;i ti of rt Ii s opt w 'r( mea{iltr l I, tIhe foollowling 

procelures. F irst , a of sltu I na Is wtt' drivn into the ,itarth along 

the foot. of a s, Ie t( nudlridh sltij . The spIl( It,1i..' , , oi a c ent na i Is 

was two meLtrs. A prtofi I ti r was thien[ net lut II t it.t'wi iutd.jairrlt iti Is 

to measure the vert, .i lepth of flit (rthi si rfa r Iiti a referenlce Iline 
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between these two nails. The space between two adjacent measuring poInts 

was 10 cm. I repeating the measuring procedures for several earth sur

face profiles, the a , suring eiroi fur each points along the profile was 

found to We aroundi I mm oi less. 

[tIli ortIuiit-t l , the steel nails went ruqt uuit.ly Pulled LitU L unknown 

peo)le, arid oill. a .lM I l ort on of the measuring stations cin irti"dtce the 

mtltipl Cars lit, wlicl iir shown1 ii Mil, 2. 1hi lVing tierse data, 

tswo st-rup ll teijili ,ilr f( )unt]. Tie irlst one is that tie erosion rates 

of the I irs i W. I I raiinirg .-,,> l ., . i er I iS t secodil-r half 

rain ing -i s , . Iii I I liii l .; hr ,I iii )! f th Ii it Itha11 t it tire 

slope sli , , IP\ljil ir ,ie 1 r', dur -iring lo gt d ste -ll antI the 

sunlr ea, mitu i, i ,ll br therl lrought dowi l, )v IIre ils.ra -i Lv r The 

second I i, that t lon lite- ir sI \lrr ,ire, i e(lueritIlv higherrlhr!,itv i lit. i 

t hanl the vs-dar or- t1 rd 'lii.i s Ie lls.l v lihsecrl y s t Ire ii \ eia lliV ( reason 

tlat tL(, sI ojies t cnnl to he. ; r bi I i zed %,'I ti t hey biecom Inold r w i th¢ ut new 

(Ii strll .ic'uce, 

or searrclhiring the dlminant. factors ot toiltroll irig the erosion rates 

of the rinil , riildsto , s l rpes, tire mult iple regressi on il,tllr were used to 

a il -ze, tLY, limir;lri dita (Dl)rvis,1T)7?,), Tn dat a Irln 12 Ill-asui- i rg stat ions, 

which hiave lIea:t oir rl tuVl) olli ;Pa-; i rlr- d, w t US(ul I F tir rrI 'at III tMh ri 

sis work. IlL- (-ua iaon i n irrniigull in -ia fom siiniiI r-OI tire ruiversnl 

Soi I Loss tliJU ion (' r i ii] idt heli, P)8(t). After reject iigi Lhe less imlortrt

a tli fa( t -or, tlre ItSril ll iii t i ii wars obtailledri 

A 120.7 (,,"-.l'"I I, "2.3'7S- (1) 

Wiere; A: tie ave,rc i- ', ii d.ptih iil ;a dire( t ion verticle to the slope 

s rrall i 1 IHiur t i f a riurh irmuristoiie slope for typourn season, 

ill 1iiif) pen If)ll till)a 1iof i l i lal I, 

the anlg Itr let ,e, i til diplpinp r ine( ti tin of Lhe slorpe an NIO°W, 

rlcgrt,n':, 

L: tihe prtjul d lIot i-ontail lerrgt h it tirh sloipe, in rlieters, 

S: the grrd i(.lit of tIll, . (,pe, ill ' rof vertical rise per trniLt of 

hori z nit;a l i trri:(. 

i 
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Table 2. The erosion rate data for the stations with multiple years record.
 

Date Rainfall (mm) Erosion rate (mm/1000 mm rainfall) 

14* 3* 7* 9-1* 9-3* 

2.14.-9.14.('85) 1886 54 - 65 54 71 

3.8.-8.28.('86) 1372 50 55 - 47 

'84 7.5.-'85 2.14. 950 67 46 56 - 

7.24.-9. 14.( '85) 916 55 - 57 33.5 48 

6.30.-8.27.('86) 514 49 36 - 41 

2.14.-,.29. ('85) 807 50 67 75 66 81 

3.8.-6.30.('86) 912 47.5 62.8 60.4 47.6 62.4 

- Measuring Station Number 

Table 3. The daLa used for multiple regression analysis 

Erosi n RaLe " Projected Horizontal Gradient
Stat[ion No. mtO mm degre'- Length, meters 

ra i il l 1I 

1 57 165 30 81
 

3 41 122 11.3 90
 

4 58.8 100 18 51
 

5 580 3 00 8.7 70 

7 56.6 70 40 90 

8 95.5 120 72 75
 

9 60.3 10 61 67
 

9-1 '7.1 90 6.6 93
 

9-2 13. I 65 10.2 93
 

9-3 47.7 37 13.2 87
 

9-8 55 80 42 90 

11 61.9 176 18.3 90
 

* 5 is the angle between the dip direction of the slope and NIOW. 

http:2.14.-,.29
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This equation is derived from the data shown in Table 3, and the F value
 
is 8.3, which is beyond the roquirement of 1% level of significance (7.59).
 

However the characteristics of erosion may he different for the conditions 
outside the ranges of the analyzed data, the equation Should be used careful

ly. By examining Equation (I), three interesting things are noticed. The 
first one is that the dipping direction of the slope has a significant effect 
on the erosion rate. This is coincided with the discovery of topography 
study. The reference direct ion, NIO0°, was chosen after many tests with 
di fferent reference direct i 01s. Ihe second iMterest ing thing is that the 
exponent of S is negative which is ron'rast to the Lest result of agriculture 
research (Troeh anjd others, 1980). The author suggests that the high gradient 

of the slopes mhy have an ef[fec t on the resullt of analysis. The amount of 
rainfall per unit surface area would he smaller for a steeper slope, then 
the impact energy of rai n-faI and amount of surface runoff per unit area 
would be smaller a Iso. This effect would be more significant for the steep 

slopes than ti, fI at slopes. 

By usinrig equation (1) and the data of the independent variables in Table 
3, the erosion rateus were back calculated and compared with the measured 
data, the errors are less than 20%. For the Mei-Yu season, the calculated 

vwrues must he multiplied by 1.35. 

)EI'TIH MO IS'tJRE MEASUREMENT 

In 1986, for urnerstuanding thp ini trat ion of the surface water, a 
number of holes were drilled into the slopes to measure the moisture content 
of the midston allorig the hr-ehioles. Fourteen holes were drilled on four 
slopes fnr nuh miiig dft. "hr teasnrr ing dates were selected, they 
are the ndil od the drv seas her1, il of Mei-Yu rain irg season and the 

(ids oh t iw t vlhim. [li ol srture orit pits oh tihe mudstone were measured 

by a CN (1, DR{D)i h (,istlne (;age( on the principle of' neutron moderation. 
The detiai Iof ( he operation is desuriild in the author's report (Chen, 

1986).
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The result of measurement shows that a nude mudstone slope have a very
 

thin moisture-change zone. The thickness of the moisture-change zones at
 

the top layer of the slopes ranges from 15 to 40 cm in the direction of
 

vertical to the slope surface. Below these zones, the moisture contents
 

of the mudstones were kept in constants which were from 20% to 24%. This
 

result indicates that the low permeability of the mudstone would prevent
 

the deep infiltration of the surface water, only the material very close
 

to slope surface may be saturated with water and slide down. However due:,
 

<to the very high erosion rate, the engineering structures on the mudstone
 

slope may still become unstable in a very short time.
 

PROPOSED MITIGATION METHOD
 

By summarizing the data presented in the above sections, it is suggested
 

that, three major factors may be responsible for the high erosion rate of 

the 	slopes in Nanhua Mudstone. The first factor is the physical and chemical
 

properties of the mudstone. The second one is the absence of thick interbeded
 

sandstone, and the long dry season is the third factor. The second and third
 

factors are very dificult to be overcomed. Changing the physical and chemical
 

properties of the surface matierial might be a solution to this problem,
 

but it is easier to cover the surface with a material which can seal the
 

mudstone from water. The points should be considered are economics and long
 

term stability.
 

Prom Equation (1), it may postulate that a benched slope should be
 

much better than an uniform gradient slope. A benched slope would have many 

short and very steep bench slopes and flat bench surfaces. This would reduce
 

* 	 the 'values of S and L factors. The depth moisture measurement indicates
 

that subsurface drainage is completely useless and only surface drainage
 

should be employed to reduce tile effect of surface runoff. By combining 

these principles, an engineering method for mitigation of erosion problem
 

is suggested and shown in Figure 3. The heigh of the benches may be larger
 

than two meters, but In this case the stability of the benches should be 

checked for shear failure. However this method is still waited, to be tested 

~ in thle field. 
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.".":: -Asphalt or Cement 

ffi Dith 
Vegtation 

Figure 3. 	The suggested engineering method for erosion control
 

in Nanhua Mudstone.
 

CONCLUSIONS
 

The 	following conclusions are derived from this study:
 

(1) 	Three major factors are responsible for the high erosion rates of Nanhua 

Mudstone. They are the characteristic of physical and chemical properties 

, the thick and pure mudstone lithology and long dry season. 

(2) 	The erosion ratp of the nude slopes of Nanhua Mudstone are strongly 

influenced by their dipping directions, lengths and gradients. Generally 

the slopes, which are longer and flaLter, and dip closer to south, have 

the higher erosion rates. 

(3) 	The erosion raLes in the first half raining season are higher than the 

second raining season's. The erosion rate of a mudstone slope may become 

smaller each year under the condition of no new disturbance. 

(4) 	Only a very tLhin top layer of the nude mudstone slopes would change 

its moisture content during dry and wet seasons. 
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ABSTRACT This study presents tlhe consolidation of saturated soils due to water 

loss from aquifers by punping; from deep wells. The soils are treated a; porous 

isotropic elastic 1 saturaten with water. The Blot's consolsol ids compl(tely 

idation theory is assumed to govern the Ibehavior of tne soils. The soil domains 

are infinitely extended iad'i!1lly. llankel transforms with respect to the radial 

coordinate, and hnplace transform- with respect to the time variable are ap

plied. Scilapery's npproxiaate for]u'la is used for inverse .Lap ace transforms, 

and inverse HlankeI translorms are obtained by direct numerical intog ration. Some 

part icular cases have been eva l uate(' and comparisons have been nide with other 

existing studies. It i.; founid that the soli.ion pros ented can be applied to 

practical problems such as the estimation of the land subsidence du to well 

pumping ill iagkok 

INTRODUC'TI ON 

A broad class of physical phenomena can be described by the diffusion 

process ini i linear elastic porous media. Obvious examples are the problems of 

consolidation and seepage. !'aiiV ,.Sea rche rs have studied Lhe tehiavior of the 

semi-infinite media subjectcd to various loading coiifiguration and predicted 
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consolidation displacement and pore water pressure. There exists another case,
 

i.e., the settlement of a saturated soil when water is withdrawn by pumping. 

This leads to a reduction of pore water pressure, an increase in the effective 

stress of the saturated soil, the process of consolidation, and possibly some 

subsidence. When pumping occurs in deep consolidable soil layers the subsidence 

may be significant and cause serious damage on structures founded on or near 

the surface.. The best known examples of this phenomenon occur in Bangkok, Venice 

nnd Mexico city. Recorded settlements have been as large as eight meters in 

Mexico city, and 5 to 6 centimeters per year in Venice. 

Barends, 1981 studied the prohlem of land subsidence due to a well in an 

elastic saturated soil by introducing the mirror well for satisfying the 

boundary conditions at the surface. Booker and Carte., 1985 studied the problem 

of consolidation of saturated elastic half-space due to fluid exttiiction from 

a point sink. They found a solut ion for the equations of consolidation in terms 

of Laplace transforms of the triple Fourier traisforms of the field quantities. 

The difficulty in obtaining analytical solutions for equations of consolidation 

is the evaluation of the inverse Laplace transforms of time functions involved. 

This difficulty is overcome in the present study by adopting the approximate 

technique due to Schapery, 1962. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the quasi-statics of saturated 

elastic soils due to water loss from aquifers. Figure 1 depicts an example 

analytical model with significant dimensions, parameters and a reference coor

dinate system. The medium consists of two domains, i.e., the upper domain re

presenting a consolidable soil layer, and the lower domain an aquifer, which 

is extended infinitely. Thu pumping takes place at the boundary between the 

top soil layer and the aquifer. Both the soil layer and the aquifer are assumed 

to be isotropic and completely saturated, and extended infinitely in the radial 

(r) direction.
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h r 
kl ' l Wel / -- Soil layer 

k2 , v2 
 I 2 

Aquifer
 

z
 

Fig. 1 	Geometry and material coefficients
 

of example problem.
 

FIELD EQUATIONS
 

The quasi-statics of this problem is governed by the consolidation theory
 
proposed by Biot, 1941. 
In terms of cylindrical coordinates (r,G,z), governing
 

equations take the form
 

+u,* r-nj
(21- u (1) 

2 J O- (2)
 

'7',+(2D-] 3edp (3)
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at =(4) 

where u u0 and u are displacements in r, 0 and z directions,respectively,
 

and
 

+ Tr 2 6 + (5) 

e = j( +rauz-,-ru) + (6) 
-r ar 80o z 

I - v (7) 
I - 2v 

c:2k (8) 

Pf= excess pore pressure (positive in tensiQn), v= Poisson's ratio,
 
=
=
k permeability coefficient, G= shear modulus, t time, c= coefficient of con

= 
solidation, and e dilatation.
 

SOLUTION SCHEME
 

Since the problem under consideration is symmetric with the z-axis, dis

placements and the pore pressure are independent of the angular coordinate 8,
 

and u0 vanishes. The governing equations can be uncoupled by introducing po

tentials S and E as follows
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3 + a (9)

Ur r ~r-

UZ aE +Za' - (10)
dz aJz
 

P ; -2G(sqv2'r (11) 

Hence
 

(12)
e -V2t, 


Substituting Eqs. 9 to 12 into Eqs. I to 4 yields uncoupled differential
 

equations governing S and E as
 

7 2da-'" (13)
 

S =(14)
 

Applying zero order Hankel transform with respect to the radial coordinates
 

r, i.e.,
 

S'(rz,t) = r z td, (15) 

(16)
lrEJLE .z.
E'r.z,tl = J'gEJ IdE 

and the Laplace transform with respect to the time variable t, i.e.,
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ESZ'0 1fjCDkAIz. p~dp
=2VI a -;j "D (1 7 ) 

Sh( , z, t] = J- E(.Z p)dp (18) 

Eqs. 13 and 14 are reduced into two ordinary differential equations of the form
 

z"0 =z-Y (19) 

o2 IJ O (20) 

In the equations above, J0 ) is a Bessel function of zero order, a is a real0 

number greater than the real part of any singularities of the integrand in

volved, and
 

= " + P!I 1' (21) 

The general solution of Eqs. 19 and 20 can be shown to be
 

= Aez " zk., Be +ce; +De" (22) 

" Ev=7 +Fen (23) 
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where A to F are unknown functions of & and p to be determined from appropriate 

boundary and continuity conditions. For the example problem depicted in Fig. 1,
 

the boundary conditions at z=0 are
 

1"JO]= 0 (24) 

azri[C,0,P) Z 0 (25) 

0 p) (26) 

and at z=h, the continuity conditions are
 

u.,h~p1 = ~lA.hp1 (27) 

r p)(28),~p] rILh 

o.:.iEh.o) - az.z1.h.p) (29) 

zI[,,h,P] 6 zr[ .r~p) (30) 

f24{,,h,)p(31) 

kf )-- (32)
 
! = zfI4 
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In Eqs. 24 to 32, a super tilde (-) denotes Hankel-Laplace transforms, subscript
 

1 the soil top layer, subscript.2 the aquifer underlying half space, a a stress 

component, and Qf[,p] the Hankel-Laplace transforms of the rate of the outflow 

Q(r,t). Naturally, the outflow occurs only at the well, i.e., 

(r,t)= Oft), 0< r <a (33a) 

= 0. ra (33b) 

where a is the well radius. Accordingly,
 

L)IE'Pj fz*,JeOt) rrE~drdp
0 V 

(34)
 

For boundedness of the solution as z tends to infinity in the underlying half
 

space, C2, D2 and F2 have to be set to zero. Thus there remain nine unknowns;
 

A1, BI, C], Di, Ell F1, A, B2 and E2 to be determined from nine conditions,
 

Eqs. 24 to 32.
 

The next step is the inversion of the integral transforms. For the Laplace
 

transforms, Schapery, 1962 proposed an approximate formula as 

fit) = Ln . ... (35) 

which has been found to be quite accurate. On the other hand, the inverse Ilankel 

transform can be obtained by direct numerical integration employing the auto

matic Simpson's rule. 
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COMPARISON OF RESULTS
 

Figure 2 shows the surface settlement at various times for a homogeneous
 

case, in which the Poisson's ratio v is 0.25, h/a=1 and the outflow rate Q(t)
 

is a constant function of time. A close agreement i- seen in Fig. 3 when com

paring resalts witii those by Booker and Carter, 1985.
 

Predictions of the surface settlement in central Bangkok for the years 1985
 

to 1995 are compared in Fig. 4. In his prediction, Premchit, 1978 used a
 

geological model consisting of four clay layers alternate with four aquifers.
 

In the present prediction, all wells in the Bangkok area are modelled into
 

twenty representative wells, each of which has a one kilometer radius. The ratps
 

of pumping from the four aquifers are:
 

Bangkok 120,000 (m3/day) 

Phra Padaeng 227,500 

Nakhon Luang 310,000 

Nonthaburi 142,500 

Total 800,000 m3/day
 

The soil domain is assumed to be a homogeneous half space with the properties:
22
 

G=20,000 kN/m2 , v=0.25, kG=204 m2/day. More background and detail of the mo

delling can be seen in the thesis by the second author, Prechaverakul, 1987.
 

It is found that a predicted rate of settlement of 4.7 cm/year is close to that
 

by Premchit which is 4.5 cm/year.
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0.0 
Present 	prediction
 

0.1. 	 Premchit's prediction
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0.3
 

' 0.4 
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YEAR
 

Fig. 4 	Predictions of surface settlement
 

at central Bangkok.
 

CONCLUSIONS
 

In spite of a rather crude analytical model, the present study gives quite
 

good results as shown when comparing them with other existing ones. An analy

tical analysis such as this for multilayered soil media would be impractical
 

that for load
if not impossible. An infinite element algorithm, similar to 


transfer problems by Karasudhi and others, 1987, is being developed at the Asian
 

Institute of Technology to tackle such a case more rigorously but in a pragmatic
 

way.
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ABSTRACT Iandslides or slope movements occur on specific zones or some
 

types of landslides are found exclusively on special zones of geology.
 

As an example. Appropriate geological zonation will provide proper spatial
 

prediction on landslides. ,Japanese Islands can be divided into fifteen zones
 

for slope movements. This zonation is based on geologic age, tectonic belts.
 

character or slope material and landslides. Brief discussions are given for
 

each zone on its engineering geologic character, predictability and
 

mitigation of disaster caused by landslides.
 

INTRODUCT ION
 

Landslides occur on specific areas or zones and some types of landslides
 

are found exclusively on special zones of geology in a region of almost
 

similar climatic condition. Why can such specific landslide distribution be
 

seen? We consider that slope condition for landslides is similarly high at
 

many places in a certain zone and the condition should be related to geologic
 

bodies in the zone. If it is reasonable, we can expect that appropriate
 

geological zonation for a region will provide a regional tendency for site
 

prediction of landslide occurrence. Two measures can be considered to produce
 

geological zonation For slope movements. fhe first and ideal measure is based
 

on characteristics of distribution and properties of slope movements. If we
 

have a map 1 ';cribing those characteristics, our works for landslide zoning
 

will be r.,ir easy. It probably reflects geology in the area concerned. 

However. mapping For slope movements have been limited to small areas. It is 
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difficult to cover or 
taking a long period 'inthis measure for mapping of
 
a nation wide region, for example Japanese Islands.
 

For the purpose of zonation in a wide region, the second measure can be
 
applicable. 
 It is introduced from geologic zonation involving stratigraph
ical, geotectonic and lithologic zones. Zoning is mainly based on 
geological
 
maps and descriptions on subsurface geology (Kuroda, 1966; Kuroda et al.,
 
1982; Japan Landslide Society. 1980). Classifircation of zones is essentially
 
originated from geological or geotectonic zones established for other pur
poses. Therelore, 
the works for slope movements will be combination or
 
rearrangement from those precedent maps and zonations to understanding and
 
prediction of slope movements. 
 In other words, those works mean the finding 
of new meaning for slope movements from the precedent zonation. If the zona
tion reflects variety of lithology, it will be successful for our purposes. 

GEOLOGICAL ZONING FOR SLOPE MOVEiMI-NTS 

Fortunately, geotectonic zones combined with geologic age fairly re
present such properties of grade of' consolidation. fracturing and de
composition which are highly relaLed to the prime type of slope movements in 
a zone. Firstly. consolidaLion of sedimentary rocks is well defined by 
geologic age (Kuroda. 1986); those are hard in Paleozoic to Mesozoic sedi
ments (400-1000kg/cm2 for C. 40 to 60' for 0), medium to semi consolidated 
in Miocene to Pliocene sediments (40-1I00 kg/cm2 for C. 40'-60o for . "ferakawa 
et al., 1987). and very weakly consolidated in liarly to Middle Pleistocene 
deposits. This pr(,perty of' sedimentary rocks are considered to be formed by 
diagenesis and meLamorphism. 

Intrusive rocks and lavas Lake reverse course of change in engineering 
property. Those lose their strength with geologic age due to 
tectonics, 
alteration and weathering. As an example for those workr, a case of' Japanese 
Islands is explained in next section.
 

GiOLOGICAI. ZONING IN JAPAN-SIi 
ISL.ANIDS 

Japanese Islands can be divided into fifteen zones l'or landslide zonation
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arranged in the order of age shown in Fig. I (.Japan landslide Soc.. 1980:
 

Kuroda ct ai.. 1982; Kuroda. 1986). 

1) Acidic intrusive (granitic) rocks and gneiss (low pressure-high temper.). 
2) Ultramafic and mafic rocks (serpentinized peridotite and associated rocks). 
3) Paleozoic-Middle Mesozoic "eugeosynclinal" deposits of cystalline schist 

facies (high pressure-lIow temperature), and fractured zones,
 
4) Paleozoic-Middle Mesozoic "ugeosytic I inal deposi ts of low grade or non

metamorphosed facies,
 

5) Cretaccous marine deposits of' turbidite facies,
 
6) late.(
mesozoic-lPalcogene "eugeosyncl inal "and flysch type deposits. 

7) Late Meso.oie-al egene terrest.rial volcanic rocks.
 
8) Paleo)gre- arly Neogene non-marine to nerit ic deposits,
 

9) Mi ocene stubmarinc VOlcarici: rocks,
 

10) Miocenel li( (.rie mari ne clast ic 'eposits,
 

I) Plin:cnt- Farly PIe istocenc terrestrial volcanic rocks.
 
12) uiaternary errestrial or del taic sediments,
 

3) Quatterniary pyroc last it:rocks and sediments,
 
14) Una.utrrary volcani' rocks and voltcanic hodi es and
 

15i) Late, PI I- ocri ! lb I ocen!1e dep!)osi ts.t.1 c I:I as t. i r 

As some i.ones have hi gh I:inored re lat. ion with other zones in geological 
Sequence, Hlos Y.(1 cai he grouped into seven super zo:ies.fifteen .o-es 

(hiralctir is I iu oF each zone i; exp Ia i tied in the following mai nly in the order 
of gt- logic age! and in labl! I which is reproduced from Oyagi (1984). 

lard and Cons(, I i d;ate(!d Rocks 
Acidic! itr.'Ims iye; and gne i 's zone consists of' granitic rocks andThe I 

gn1 e 's.;osc and about, I11% of the Japanese Islands. Iowever,rocks cov(rs 

granodiorilt,, adame ilite and quartz diorite are main rock types rather than 
gran iit in Ilapanl. low re liel' land form preserving reddish colored re+'sidual 
soil and highly wealhered crusts are widely observed ((yagi. 110+4). Those 
have hi.glh vaily density arA slope movemenl.s il Ilis ,.ollc show 'our types; 
Mia :;llI siurfirial idcs of 411 8,1cm deep on slopes covered by loose sandy 
rnattri al (on we-ak y weath r-w bedrocks., i i) debris of I--in deep in debris 
or c.)IIl vial datepos i ls llemlait, ed on[ant.li tt valley :o)ncave s lopes. 
(ii) weathe.red natria l sl ides o: ' . 5-m deep ilr residual wathcred zone 

(or crmrs.), and (iv) "bedrock" s lides i,,faui ;hcared zone of 5-2lm deep. 
This zone is character i zed by sma I 1 ,t extremely rap i d sI i des of type
 

i) which ol'ten transformf.d irto debris flows an(d caused scrious disasters
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involving large number of casualties, e.g., 110 were killed in the eastern
 

part of Shimane Prefecture in 1964. Those slides are caused by heavy
 

rainfalls and very high in landslide occurrence density which exceeded 450
 

slides/km2 in the eastern part of Aichi Prefecture in 1972.
 

Surficial slope materials which are slid by heavy rainfalls have small
 

cohesion C. 0-0. 5kg/cm", but. large internal shear angle, 3}0-45'. Surficial 

slides usually caused when peak shear strength is exceeded by shear stress 

which seems to correspond Lo peak slide cal led by Sassa (1985). 

Consolidated rocks of Paleozoic-Mlesozoic dejposits and related rocks Zones 2 

to 6 constitute the main part of the Outer Belt of the Southwest Japan, run

i ng parallelIto each other and t.he trend of' the Belt. Character of slope 

movements shows similarity and differene for those in each zone. 

The zone 2 is generally found as a narrow zones along sheared zones. 

Bedrocks are peridoti te, serpent.iriite and gabbroic rocks. Sedimentary rocks 

surrounding those ultramafic rocks are also severely sheared. Slope mate

rials consist of clIayey debris or colluvium of' composite material derived 

from serpent.initte and host. sedimentary rocks, shale and sandstone. Lands I ides 

are characterized by slow to ex!treme Iy slow creeps and sI ides o tenr followed 

by mud flows. Those are medi um scale, 5(1--20(0m wide. 21)1-1 000m long and 5-20m 

deep. Slides will often occur by shear strength larger than residual shear 

strength. Those characteristics are fairly similar to those of landslides in 

the zone 10.
 

The zone 3 is composed of crystal line schists of low temperature-high 

pressure metamorphism of which most prominent one is the Sambagawa 

Crystalline Schist Zone in central to southwestern part o1' Hlonshu. Slope 

movements in this zone are mainly ex treely-slow creeps to slow-moderate 

slides and somet.imes followed by rapid to ext.remely rapid debris flows. 

Immediate inducing factor for slides and (ebris flows is heavy rainfall. 

Slope materials related t.o those movements arre debris or col luvium deposited 

on gentle to moderate part. of slones which distri but.e some levels from river 

beds (Furuya, 1980). Slopes behind those gcnt. lI parts show st..ep and often 

concave in plan view which suggests ant. icri. main scarps of large bed rock 

slides (1'erado, 1986). listribution of landslides is related to bedrock 

types, highest in pelitic schist: 68 % and 1.8 slides/km. moderate in 

psamitic schist: 28 % and 1.25 slides/km and lowest in green (mafic) schist: 
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15 Late Pleistocene- Holocene clastic sediments
 

14 Quaternary volcanic rocks
 

r 13 Quaternary pyroclastic rocks and sediments 

12 Quaternary terrestrial and neritic clastic sediments 

Now 11 Pliocene- Pleistocene terrestrial volcanic rocks 

10 Middle Miocene- Pliocene marine c'astic sediments
 

9 Miocene submarine volcanic rocks
 

8 Tertiary non-marine to neritic deposits 

7 Late Mesozoic- Paleogene terrestrial volcanic rocke
 

6 Late Mesozoic gensynclinal and flvsch type deDosits
 

S 5 Cretaceous marine deposits of turbidite facies 

Paleozoic- Middle Mesozoic eugeosyncltnal-facies
 
accumulations: non-metamorphosed facies 

3 Paleozoic- Middle Mesozoic eugeosynclilnal-facies 

accumulations: crystalline schist facies
 
2 Pre-Tertiary ultramafic and mafic intrusive rocks 

1 Pre-Tertiary acidic intrusive rocks and gneisses
 

4 

-@ ..
 

Fig. 1. Geological zoning map for slope movements (Kuroda, 1986)
 

0 
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'Table 1 Characteristics of terrains and slope movements in the fifteen
 

GgOLOGIC ZONES.FOR SLOPE.DISAS. - _ LITHOLOGY .. TOPOGRAPHICAL-
1
.JOR SLOPE 

Geol. zones G. provin. I bedrocks Decomposition Slope deposits SITUATION Typ and scal 

15 Late Pleisto-
cene-Holocene, , . 

.: . 

-

la 
y 

s 
iltsand 

gravel, 
Is generally 
rare. 

alluvial cones, alluvial areas, 
debris;artifi- dunes,fans,cones. 

stare epredingby 
liquifactionalides in 

clastica : cial fill.'. debris & fill.. 
14 Quaternary -Japan vol-lava &pyro- is often severe is often thick volcanoes, very large-scale rock 

volcanic rocks =anic belt clastic depo- due to hydro- nd composed of slides triggered by 
W-Japan vol-sits(basalt- thermal alter- clayto rubbly eruption. 
canic belt rhyolite) ation & local materials. sitarock-&debris 

sufl~dL nslid.da
 

. nas flows 
13 	Quaternary pyro- ditto anconsol,.pyro- Weathering is is usually thin dissected plat- surficial,unconsoli

clastic rocks & lastic flow less in "shire- form, hills & dated material slides 
sediments ieposits shire- su" and more in mountains, falls &flows. Smell 

sutloam. loam. 	 in:scale.
 
12 	Quaternary ter- Boso Penin. nconsolidated Materials near is thick & hills,terraces & surficial & debris 

restrial or Kanto Plane ravel, send & surface easily developed, sand dunes. slides. 
deltaic Bsed- nud. lose its cobe
ments .ian. 

1lPliocene-Early Hohi vol- lava & pyro- severely alter- is composed of mesa,hills,low surficialdebris & roc
 
Pleistocene ter canic zone clastic rocks. ed in some ar- thick debris, relief mountains, slides; debris flow .
 
reatnial volca- S-Kyushu, ess.
 
nic rocks 
 semi _____

10 Miocene-Plio- ;reen-tuff emi-consolid, easily softened is composed of hilly areas,cuesta smell to arge mud
cene marine region clastic rocks; by weathering thick landelide slopeslandslide debris creeps &slides 
clastic depo- Al.NE-Japan rich in mont- in mudstone. deposits. topography. . ;mud flows. Secondary 
sits A2.SW-Japan morillonite. slides in 1sdeposits 

Non-Green- conel, or semi- easily weakened ditto hilly srea,low re- debris,&.rock creeps 
cuff region on'l.clastic by weathering .lief mountain area slides. Smell in scale 
Bl.Setouchi rocks(+ vol.rk), but raraly lare. 

2. Vt, 	 -ditto Jrtto dWe~ris .oc creepseml.isaTMi-ERCly in sheaee & 
Bo5 & Oi rocks.serpenti- zone along serp slidesesall in scale, 

__________________ite blocks. blocks. 
9 Miocene subma- Green-tuff laves & pyro- acidic tuff,mud Thick debris I. mountain ranges of arge rocka as h 

rine volcanic region elastic rocks monte & sheared landslide depo- low to high relief medium debrisslides i 
rocks . ltered to zones are weath sits are ob- ;cuesta. the Upper horizon:our

greenish,with ered into weak served, ficial slides & debris 
thin clst.rocks zones, flows. 

8 Paleogene-Early Central Hok clastic rocks less weathered, is sometimes low to inter- rock creeps and slides 
Neogene non- kaido,Kuji', coal seams;cov- thick. mediate relief large and middle. Sur
marine to neri- Joban. NW& ered by basalts mountain areas. ficial "slljes and 
tic deposits W-Kyushu in NW-Kyushu. debris flows. 

7Late Mesozoic- SW-Japen andesite-dscite residual weath- consists of mountns n ow surficial slides dab 
Peleogene ter- lavas & pyrclst ered crusts in thick debris & to high relief; ris flaws. Rarely rock 
restrial vol- . . rocks;shale b low relief ar- soils. usually stable, slides &earth flows. 
csnic rocks Sandstone easiless in steea 	 / -es.
 

6 	 Late Mesozolc- Shimanto z, cons.1. alter- fractured but iscomposed medium to high rapid & large rock 
Paleogene eu- Mineoka z. nated beds of less weathered of thick debris relief mountain slides, debris flows & 
geosyncline 6 . sandstone & than lO;altered areas, creeps. 
fl shale. along serpent. 

5 Cretaceous ma- Ku its. consl.clantic less weathered similar to 3. ditto debris craeps & slides 
rine deposits Sanuki its.rocks;folded, but brecciated. . on gentle slopes; rock 
of turbidite f. slides. 

4 Paleozoic-Early Tan-ba zone conel.clastic less weathered similar to 3, ditto . rock 6 surf~alides & 
esozoic eugeo- Chichibu z. rocks;floded. but severqly debris flows on steeps 
syn. deposits Ashio z. fractured along debris creeps & slides 

nnon-matagfcea z c ta tectonic lines. on anleslo a ...
3 Paleozoic-Early Sanbagawa z.schists, is intensive in is composed of high to medium re debris creepsand 
Mesozoic eugeo. Sangun z, . pelitic schist; thick debris & lief mountain wit slides on piedbont 
deposits of Kamuikotan chlorite schist Is deposits, specific type of slopes;rare in rock, 
metamorphic f. ' turns into clay Piedmont slopas. slides. 

2Ultramafic & Mikabu z, (meta)gabbro, Rocks are high- develops as ditto debris crssp or slides
 
Smafic intrusive Hineoks a. peridotite, ly fractured A thick debris on & earth flows.(Some-&r 

rocks ' Kamuikotan serpentinte clayeyalong gentle slopes. " deep sheeted).
Z," "' etc., sheared zones. 	 '
 

1 Acidic intru- NE-Japan granite,adame- is severe by is mainly com- low relief hilly Surficial slides in
 
2


sive rocks,6 Hidska z. liteigranodio- eathering:red posed of sandy areas with high high density( 450/ku )
 
gneiss KLakMI z rite,diorite,' paleoso1 an material; valley density; weathered rock slides 

Abukuma z gneisses. gentle slopes; generally thin high relief horst & debris flows are 
SW-Janan young weather-on.soma mountains, caused by" heavy rain. ..... inz ( 1 m) but in fal... ..... ne ar 
Chugoku • steeprrslopes., thick. 	 al" !
 

batholith
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~geological zones in Japanese Islands (Oyagi 1984) 

MOVEM4NTS AND DISASTERS. PREDICTION - *-
Exaple in to . f" r-te- Dam Re in siteb scale i:+ time ' WORKS ",+\' :,n COTO ...- :i: 

++++=dation from peakoottriggers Human Econ. L - J + ''+ k: : +; 

Ie:Niigata(Niigata Eq.1964) S L is probable from struc- is probable from Drainage,slope protection,
11+!:I'isa:Hsue(Kawasaki,1965) i ,H• S ture,lithology & property strain mnitoring • piling~anchoring +ar ieffecie 


IeM-'Ii okaSendai(1978) N H +, xcept earthuskes, tive for fills.
dor of deposits. 

- v 4c.Bsndai(l888) L L is probable from geologic ependa on prediction are generally imposible.


'<:+:M'lwt.Mayuyam(I792) " _LL • _L_ structure & ground deform.of Ivolcanic aotivtty. --. i +,
 

!947).Ir:Mt.Yakedake(often). N S is probabl fro gelgciaon bbfroro Chc as danage works
 
Ir:MtSakurajima(very often) N M & geomorphic survey, toring of rainfall & are effective.
 
Ilr:Nt.Noko(1978) h L _ _ _ strain.
 
Srl1Kagshim P(969) is probable:slides occur ditto. Slope protection & erosion
 
Ir:Yokohama(1966) L M on steep slopes but on protection works are effec
1e:Hachnohe-GonoheAomori(1968 M M gentle slopeo(lO0-28*) by tive. Selection of sites is
 
Ie:tzu Peninsula(1978) H N earthquakes. '_ _ _ important.
Ir:oso Peninsula(1966) L H ditto. ditto. ditto,
 

Ie:Dune sand slide at Punasaka S S
 
(Fukui Eq.1948)
 

II:Lss. in the Uonuma Formtion H M
 
Ir.Isehaya(1957),Nagasaki P. L L For surf.slides bysimilar ditto & occasionally ditto. For large landslides,
 
Ir:or I1Nasaki ls.(1972) N N method to 1. For.y, rock by smell as in Nasaki structure is very important,
 

Ir:Nagasaki(1982) L L slides by structure & to- landslide.
 
lllKo I!o N N nography. _, ..
ls.(1982-Nagano P) ____•_____.. 

•ll:Yachi Is.(Akita P) N M is usually probable from is probable from ma- Surface and subsurtace drin-


ll:Iliramaru,Matsunoyama,Nu- landslide topography. nitoring of movement nage, piling, soil removal &
 
shigame las.(Niigata P) N && strain of land- counter weight,etc..
 

lll:Chausuyama ls.(Nagano P) N N slides.
 
IlI:Narao ls.(1976-.Nagano P) N H
 

IIl:L~a in Sanda Basin(Hyogo N S ditto, ditto. Full scale control works
 

Prefecture) have been done in Kamenose
 

" _It:Kamenose Is.(Osaka P) N L landslid. . . . 
11t:Shorinsan lsThunm F)l N N, ditditto0. -Surface & subsurf ace drain-_
 
[III:Abekurs Is.(Kanagaua P) N N _ age and piling works.
 
Itl:KurumL ls.(Toyama P) N L ditto, ditto, ditto.
 

Ir:Nen-ba & Saiko(1966,Yama- L L is similar to 11. is probable from ma- Slope protection & erosion
 

nashi P) nitoring of rainfall protection works & check
 

".. ..... ' ditto.nd strain, dams.
•i r-L 


1II:Washio,Hlraynma,Nagatashi- N-H -L ditto. ditto., ditto.
 
to & other lss.(Nagasaki)
 

Ir:Amakusa Kamijima (1972,Ku- L L is similar to 11, is probable from ma- Slope protection works &
 

mamoto P) N iitoring. check dams.
 
IrlAioi(1976,1yogo P) is similar to 11. Isi probable from m- ditto & soil removal.
 
IrzHidagawa debris flow(1968, L m nitoring rainfall &
 

Gifu P) c
cracks on slopes.
 
Ir'Nukeyama Is.(1976.Hyoo P) L" __ 


Ifr,LI:Tozuqawa(1853,Nara P) L L is probable from rock ditto but no success- are difficult in rapid &
 
IrIl.Aritagawa(1953,Wakayams) L L creep topography. full experience,. large slides but drainage is
 
IrlUmegashima(1966,Shizuoka p) N . N effective in debris creeps.
 
111.Soro ls.(Chlbe P) N N _ _ _ _ _ ____.. ______ ..
 
- I:Sanuki His. (Tokushima 6 N N is similar to 3 but some- is similar to 3. Is similar to 3.
 
IrtAmakusa Kamijima(1972,Ku- L L times difficult in rcck
 

mamoto ) slides. __|_ -__
 
IlliChoja 2s. (Kochi p) N N Is similar to 3. is similar to 3. is similat to 3.
 
ItrirShigeto ls:(1972,Kochi P) L N
 
IrINtyodogawa area(1975,Kochi) L L
 
.IrtFukut& Gifu P(1965) H L . . _ _|_ __.. 

IlllZentoku,NoritoKito )so,( N S-H is probable from topogra- is possible from Surface'& subsurface drainage
 

Tokushima P) phy of landslides, strain monitoring. works are effective.
 
Ir:Nagsaaki P(1982).Wetpart L L is similar to 11. is probable from mo- Slope protection works &
 

of Shimsne P(1983) ntoring, check dams.
 

Ill:Nshikawa,Ninamidaio Iss. N N Is similar to 3 but larg- is possible from Drainage works are effective
 
(Kochi P) er in scale in Nikaba z. strain monitoring. ;piling is sometimes less ef

ll;Sawatari ls.(Ehime P) N S fective because of deep
 
Ill.Soro 1.,Chiba PN H sheeted shear zones.
 
IrIRokico Nts,(1938,1961,1967) L L is progressed for surfi- is somewhat possible Limited number of slopes are
 
IriKure(1945,1967,Hiroshlma P) L L cial slides. Essential in a wide region from protected by retaining walls,
 
-r:inadant(1961,Nagano P) L 6 factors are slope angle, accumulated amount & slope cribworks,anchoring &
 

Irr,Ea 8stpart of Shimane(1964) L L profile pstterndepth of Intensity of rainfall drainage etc.
 
Ir:Ietsu(1967,Nilgata P) .L L slope layer,catchment and is possible on
 
IrtAich 6 Gifu P(1972) L L area etc, selected slopes by
 
Ir:Shodoshima(1974,1976,Kaga- L L strain monitoring,
 

Ve Prefecture)
 

4. ' 1b + :;¢ > : , " ' ' " ' " ". . + - ' ' ' - " • : " ' t: 1 " .' i: , ' + .,:+]:S:: 

http:ditto.nd
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6 % and 1.2 slides/km2 (Fujita, 1976; 1978). Clays of slip surfaces in slope
 
° 
materials have large internal friction angle of 30o-3'j but almost zero
 

cohesion C' (Enoki, eL al., 1987). Therefore, slope stability will largely
 

affected by increase of pore water pressure which is usually caused by heavy
 

rainfall in this zone 1987). The movement in debris seems to be related to
 

residual shear strength: residual slide of Sassa (1985). 

The zone 4 is running outward and parallel to the zone 3 in the 

Southwest Japan. Slope movements Pore similar to the zone 3. for example, 

a large-scale debris creep-slide can be found at a sheared zone in Shikoku, 

South-,:est Japan. The soil mechanical property of the slope material is 

similar to that. of .he zone 3: 3 0" to 35" in 0 and 0 in C' (F-nok i . eL al. 

1987). lowever, large debris and bedrock s Ii des are often caused by heavy 

rainfalls and t,:.'ned into debris f'lows, which produce large disaster 

The zone 5 crops out. inside (north side) of the zone 3. Rocks are 

composed of alternation of sandst.one and shale with smal ler, amount of 

conglomerate. not, metamorphosed but. consol idat-ed. Those are wel I jointed. 

Landforms and landsl ides are also simi lar to the zone 3. However. large 

bedrock slides are caused by heavy rainfalls (Terado. 1986). 

The zone 6 (:onsists of' thin alI.e'rnat.ion of sandstone and shale of flysch 

type deposits of' L.ate Mesozoic t.o Paleogene in age. Those rocks include 

chert-laminite rocks (Yoshida. 19t81) and are highly fractured or shcared. 

Slope movements are charactlrized by large-scale landslides of extremely rapid 

ones and debris lows some of' wh ich are. originateed from large volume of 

deposits along valley I'loor's. IBedrock creeps in large scale are also reported 

by lwamat.su and Shimokawa (IM). They considered those creeps will develop 

to mediurm to larg,-scale bedrock slides. 

The zone 7 is chiaracterized by sur'ficial sl ides cause(d by heavy rain

falls, as in the grai iti c rock reg ion ()f' the zone 1. T'here are small number 

of large landsl ides at. sheared zones of' ret.ardative occurrence of six hours 

to half' day.; from the rainfall peak. 

Semi -consol idat.ed Neogene deposits Zones 8 t.o 10 coristitutt a very important 

group for landslides in ,Japanese Islands. Rocks in those zones are 

moderately to weakly conselidated and easily weakened by weathering for short 

6 0
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duration into slope materials of small shear strength ready to slide.
 

The most prominent of those zones is the zone 10. It consists of
 

Miocene to Early leistocene mudstone and sandstone with subordinate amount 

of pyroclastic rocks. L.andforms show low relief' terrains high in valley
 

density and are characLeri'zed by somewhat irregular concave slopes formed by
 

landslides in mudstone rich areas. Typical slope movements are medium to 

large--scale landslides of 501-50m wide. 2(0-10l0m long and 5-40m deep, and 

of extremely slow t.orapid in velocity (I cm/y-3:cm/min). Type of movement 

belongs to creep or sliide of visco--plastic character in clayey debris or col

luvial deposits. Those include high per(entage (50-90) of smect. ite (montmo

rill.,nit) ,especially in those derived from tufFaceous mudstone or siltstone. 

Those clays have srallI valtie of (:ohsiort ({I.()1-lI. 9kg//cm2 ) and small residual

internal frict.ion angle (()P -20") ( wanaga. 198i). Many landslides move 

repeat.(dly or intermit.t,onrtly ill S:owmIt seasons: March ttoApril. 

h Z()rne X consist's (I 'al.eogern to Neogene deposits of cvciothem type of 

whic'h ono tilit, girs From santdstone( at. tII(,lower part t.tmudstone at. the 

tipper part. Illrotlih thit alltrtatiot ()f ;indsttotl and mudst.one. Coal seams 

;ire Ustially o'()tildthe' part. of the tin it )f'cyt:lothem. landslides inat ti 

th, /.on 8 ao cftaraclteriod by large sealI bedrock slides of translational 

or rotatittnal (:;lump) lypo:. Slid :i jrfaces of former type of slides are 

of'ten developedf i n thin iuff layers it coal seams. 

/.ote 9 is (:ompo(sed tf' lava fl(ows attd pyroc'lasti(: rocks which are more 

or less alt ered to gren iish (:olor ri ch itt chlotiteV and zeolites. Medium to 

large-scal(, aridsl ides of slotw ratl. (f movement are found in areas of highly 

alterevd ro ls. Ittavv rainst orms ()ottn cause sot Iicial or shallow debris 

I i de('.s a f'I - di sas It,,'ttd Ifofri; (lowswli ifIgI ri: I- ;rg rs. 

the I I tt 

thant Ihe I t-trr, except ;iria:; of ;everr- oc;t vol eati:r hydrothermal all.eration. 

Ihtwever. pyrt ii t t-k!; are i:ti I I y iglh I y itt art as of IIow 

Il)teks itt /one are simi lar I()I hose illIhe zonei but less altered 

:ls;:;t wea t htered 

ro I if I hi I Is. ;IoIw- mu)v 'mriIt:; ;iri' var t()u,; i T1y -!';,xt Im(,I y rapi d weathered 

roc k sI Iit. t tt irai I ti m,litm ,ca II, atdui v ry ;lo(w heifc.ek I!)reeps i rt large 

!;(.;I Fli. e i [IV I()lm:; g 1 g -I . I )rm ,l ; ideI ; isi vil i lt; fI i tI [iittli tI isast.ers. 

Vitakly (tttitI, lat ii :it. imt : Th, /.on' I? istrititi o ar-t)illd lt)-e plains 

or has itt t, latnds it ol ldated or weakly coisoli atedsai; ohi composedtl nf(tot iuo 

http:heifc.ek
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clastic layers, sand, silt, clay and gravel. Typical slope movements are
 

surficial or shallow unconsolidated material slides on steep slopes facing 

to valleys and rivers. Those slides are caused by heavy rain falls and earth

quakes when .le peak shear strength is exceeded by shear stress: a type of 

peak slide of' Sassa (1985). 

Strength of those layers is decrease in short. term (several years) by 

weathering or loosening if bedrock surfaces crop out; from 1.5 to 0.2 t/m' in 

cohesion C and from 30 t.ol6°-21 in internal friction (Akutagawa and Kazama, 

197'). 

Quaternary volcanic rocks Quaternary volcanoes provide highly hazardous 

zones 13 and 14. Areas of the zone 13 are produced by pyroc(lastic flow 

deposits origi nat.ed hiii eruptions related t.omaking giganLic calderas. 

Those a1re';ls ;11re, now Charact eri ei by i.ab leands of' low relil (20- (1im). 

SIope movment in I /one are I ides shou lder ofnhe 13 sur 'ficia I on part.s 

sI opes and Iopt I1s (of icionso I i dati'd pim i ceous depo its "S i rasu" in Japanese. 

bI)OSe! MveMrn1, s ar' usual ly caused by ra info is- anid earthquake s. 

.M' ' 1 insi- ; of'" Ouaterriary volicanic bodies arid is one of' t.he 

most. hazylardous /.110'es it) Japan. A gi ganit ii: larnds) ide ofI ani upper port ion of 

a VoI canoi wi I I [)( (.;ius 'd llid chaig into ,hbris va l:anches of' ext.remely rapid 

vyeI oc ity. i :auses at I as;I ropihi ( disas 1tir as in Ithe case of t he 1980 

rt'llp I i() Yt t. I...He Ills. ) iimi Iar cases occurred at Mt. . landai in 1888 and 

MI. Mayuyama i ri 1792. Irmmed iate( ilduc ing factors for those gigani, ii; land

slides are vola i c ac ivit i's includirg vol canic gas (mainly st.eam) pressure. 

out.w ri'f by at risi rig lava plug. iri of pore pressure thermal"'(:r'ei' rease of' 

water, aind 'arti iqriak,s. 

tlrge sal landslides occur also at. the valley heads or ridges cut. at 

their bas;il lprl iris. Those ol'tln charige iito debris ' lows. Some landslides 

are ref a (1id) ll-ri tformral llir'ation if lavas and liyro:last i: rocks, f'or 

example kii;a;i ' ide ;t Mit. lakoie. I of iritllards (it , .ypes imjiort slope 

movemenl.;s ;m ti(, r dium surtfiei a i slides wti;ci usually turn,re I m'll l nd ( hris 


rito if i' i'sI1,ris. ;i:aiii ;liakukira .iji irrin ¢ I), at est
ma decade 

and Mi. My ki,in I'i. 'if rtn l I-' ;ui'!"!is ;iriir iundvileiaoe.s are- re rent, ly 

develw pi rig for r'' )i -I ri'f'r'hm'rit, Ior(r';isilri hia/.ardfiirrs i:iindil ion. 

Nol -con.s!( I ia t -deiosi_ 'its /.iri( lb5 covers planes where cilasticdcl fh( al luvial 
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materials fill the valleys dissected during the final glacial stage of Wurm
 

or Wisconsin, sand dunes and artificial fills. Main problems in the zone 15
 

are earthquake-induced ground movements, dune sand slides, and lateral 

movements due to liquefaction at. subsurface silt-sand layers. Slides in
 

artificial fills are becoming another serious problem.
 

PHIjI) ICTAIII1.ITY 

Predictability for slope movements are different in their type. As the
 

most zones are characterized by the slope movement types, the predictability 

will b,! dependent, on the zones. 

Sit.e and scale Sit e and sea le predict, ion are rather easy in slower slope 

movements. creeps and creep-sl ides, because those move continuously or 

nto1it tent v and show clear manifestation of movement, so called landslide 

landforms or movemen t,and deforration can be detected by ronitoring or naked 

eye. This pred iI ion is hi ghly probable in the zones 2, 3. 4. 8 and 10, and 

fairly probabl, in the zones 4. 5, 6. 9 and hydrothermal alteration areas in 

the zone 11). 

F'or such rapid slope movements as surficial slides, rapid debris and 

bedrock slides prediction will be less probable. Therefore, predictability 

is more di[ficult in the zones 1. 5 to 7, and 11 to 15 than in the other 

zones. R{ecent ly, geomorphological condition for surficial slides has became 

clear on (:ombinat ioiln of slope angle and cathment area by ltatano (1979). 

Ior large- seal ( bhedrock s I i des of' rapid type, recent studies have 

d(ete te d small dformation st.ructure related to precedent bedrock creep and 

other specilic ;it, condit.ion locat.ed at. knick point.s. and at a concave side 

of' valley walls. In thei /,one 15, site and scale of a gigantic slides 

depends on v(lcallic t. ivity antd I.ype of' eruption. Monitoring of deformation 

of, a whole vo lcanic body will be necessary for t.he gigantic slides if deep 

s eeted d fl'ormal ioniwill Iw doleticted durinig volcanic act.ivity. 

Time predict.i on Time Prediction seems more than thet scope of' the present 

),pper. Accurate L.ime predition methods were developed for t.he tertiary creep 

stage of strain by Saito (1965) and for rec iprocal of displacement velocity by 

http:locat.ed
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Fukuzono (1985). Those are applicable for any type of slope movements.
 

However. difficulty will be site selection for fixation of monitoring instru

ments on the slope concerned. Studies have been done to establish warning
 

criteria on rainfall intensity and accumulated precipitation for slope move

ments caused by a heavy rainfall. Somewhat successful case seems to be
 

limited in the zones I and 11.
 

MITIGATION
 

For rapid and large-scale slope deformations, we only have evacuation
 

combined with good prediction, espec ially for landslides in high relief areas 

in the zones 5, 6. and 14. [or rapid but small-scale slides or debris flows. 

slope proecl, ion work,, and che ck dams will be effecl. ive. ['or slow (extremely 

slow) and moderate., scale creep,; or crreep sli(is, many kinds of' control works 

are carri(d oul. ard successl'ull ill i e zones 3 to 5 and 8 I.o I0. Those works 

are surl'ace a;id sub- surface drairage by drainage we1] Is and tunnels wit.h 

drainage for ho1 s. pi I ii, and:'ring, count.er weighl. and excavation at the 

head of" a lands] ide. 

CONCI.US ION 

,Japanese Islands can be di v i ded i n to f'if teen zones f'or overview on 

landslides or :; lope movementl.s. 'hi /.onat. iOtt is based onl geologic age and 

tecton ic beIt. and also considered on (:onsol i dt. ion. decomposition of rocks 

and prol)ert.y riIld t !,o slow- movements. 'lherl'ore. each '.one can reflect. 

characterist.ic of' s;lope movem, ts. [From lthis /.ornin.g, we shall bc able t.o 

f'orcast. some chiarat',r of' slope movement- precedent ly and i t. will be helpful 

for survey, iriwst i gat.ion and mit igal.i o plIanninrig. Similar /.onati ion will be 

available in other' is land ar(: b llts. llowever. it. will greal. ly diff'erent in 

colit. irlierll..- ':spe ci;l y ill relal. i of b l w ''li consolidat. i on and age ill sedimen-

Iary rocks. It it is care l' Iy .realed, .onat. ion works becomes usel'ul even 

ill coolt illell s. 

http:characterist.ic
http:CONCI.US
http:count.er
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ABSTRACT Ground failures result in dariage to structures and transportation routes 

during earthquakes and extreme hydronieteorological conditions. Ground improvement 

technliques and retaining and restraining netho(Is are adopted to prevent ground 

ruoverilents at rniajor engineering project sites. Inappropriat( siting ol buildings, roads 

and other struc tures result in catastrophic darF, ge tronli groun( [ailures during earth

quakes. Ground lailtire investigations shoul(d e (Iire('t(d to consider the overall stabi

lity of hill slope ke(efpitg in view the iniechlanisir of separation antid movetent of 

rock units (t ilit i nating in lan(slides un(er the ouerative static (and dy namic) loads. 

Liquefact ion ot loose cohesionless iiaterial result in settlement, tilt, ejection of 

sand and lurching of ground. Collapse debris in river valleys build up water reservoirs 

and failure of such te,,iporary dalns (ause floods and heavy siltation. Microzonation 

of ground failures portraying regions vulnerable to (ariage during normal conditions 

and also when subjected to earthqUake and other natural hazards is an essential 

excercise. 

INTiOI)IUCTION 

Ground failures result in damiage to structures and transportation routes. In 

open land such failures alect agriculture activity and forest irowth and promotes 

erosion and (egradlation. During earthqralkes and extreme hydrorneteorological condi

tions the problei is are act( en tuated. !n(ler nornial conditions land forms develop 

based on tle notijr( ol ro(k aind -oil conditions, rduration of operating surface geolo

gical proUesses, Clin ate, andI hanrigs in) environ in t. The properties and structure 

ol rocks and soils govern the in(linat ion ani height of the slopes and their stability. 

Operating i)ro(esses of erosion arid d(euti(ation, excavations for mining and construc

tion activity, changes in geohydrological conditions and strong ground motion due 
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to blasting, earthquakes and other causes disturb the stability of slopes resulting 
in landslides and other ground failures. 

Engineering for construction of buildings, roads, bridges otherand structures 
on stable ground condition can now be carried out. Majority of the problems results 
from landslides along slopes in undulating and mountainous region or settlement 
and liquefaction in alluvial terrain. Measures adopted to prevent damage to enginee
ring works to deal with ground failures could be grouped into following broad catego
ries: 

Avoidance: The site is left undistl-bed and utilised as open land and structures are located on alternative sites. In case of roads alternative alignment
on stable grouud, bridging the unstable area if of lilmited extent, tunnelling thr
ough below the tiustable mass, and c:onstruction of deflection walls and protecting devices to prevetit timrficia I iaterial failing ott the pa vertents is adopted.
Inportant stricture,, to avoid near sirface instabilitv are located in underground 
cavities. 

Ground lrripro'ertiwent: lhe cormmttton rethod of ground iimproverment consistof grouti g, reinlorteei(,nt ind drainage. Grouting is elective iu co:tipetent
rock i ,assshattered along joint, and otler (IrscOnrmt] us. A grid of RCC coltI
i us, arid bensllI e. ;ia (('d throtigl ,lhafts mId dlrift,) if, ti n or solidated and or shattered rock Oforlsl. Svttt i of piles (drieti or bored) Lind sttel reinforcemtients
in soils1 assist in htold ri, thlitgrotind tit pl c. 'atiirw tiou wh ich in rmajority of 
cases is the ilwill tase )f itlltatilitN. can b, r(dti(d by proper drainage ofthe tiatrit (i.-,al v o t titie a ,,vst,,tri of ittlti-lrwtiot gallarics, gravel piles, gravel
packed indlergrot dldriiwi anl diersion of stirfte ruinolt through lined channels.
In case of loose oleiotnlessl soil depoits (ottlixtioi is carried out to iriprovethe delisit\ to frev(erir i tlefat, rltIrini, (ewrtliquale. In view of the high cost,
su-lt grolld itl-pro\('tti Itt('lt ti( itf'(' ido )ted at irtiportanft project sites or
it strategi loclatio ls ti! are riot ('tonoriit:llv f(easible for aLpjlictation overlarge areas. ,AIforestlitiori md ot1l siti iial \vegetal cover to check infiltration
inside tIte grs vid res"tn wit1 andi 1iliiilprov(n.cnt stabilisation of loose 
and t lionsoli dLied ,tirli itl dleposits,. 

lestralitli, \lVetliOi: \hrtods to tedtie. tw (l.stbilisittg forces or increase
tihe sleariin s , s tllI'for( t, sit pl1(rd t. restrain soil and ro k nmass rnovemnerts. littciirig o)l slOpe-. prote-,"tio to prevernt toe ersiciri, aid (rainage resultin stabilizing soil atld \,t rock for-riitiOls. In 'ott pietent rotcks moverments
ahtrig folllts,, r one, arid oilier we'a l),tirw(s (ait he prev led by paenrlient
of steel dowcls, (orunrctt block, arid rrilts otherplugs along arnd openings, and
rock bolts ittitig ros, pat i,,lslidii, t ,t l Iti 

notitic l itt cottrollirlt , lld( slide ,One, t'xtel(tit over Ltre aIreas.
 

,t',i(,-,. riJeasul'es also are uneco-

Retaining Mliliols: writ .1s1irv (on(or'r te 'Itt all,, aid steel, ,cteand timber
support,,, irid l Ito irae u r(,tit'.te atl - si (il titli ,. to oil aind rock rimasses
along roads, ardt, srat , aind ittdtgtro ixavaiorts. Ill hilly terrains retaining
walls aie c'xt(tse\,ly s'd to hold ille siri ihtl rotk debris aiid loose depositsencounteredl at ctIttings arid trenhtes along roiil,, bridge abitrients, portalsfor tunnels, excavations and fillinrgs for siting btiildinrigs arnd other situations. 
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The above mitigation measures for protection against landslides provide ade

quate safety. However 'in many cases these serve as temporary safeguards to arrest 

local movements necessitating regular monitoring of the problem. In the absence 

of funds tc implement measures for long term stability deployment of maintenance 

personnel is made to keep the roads, water conducting systems, and othqr lifeline 

structures operational, wherever and whenever the same are affected in the unstable 

region by landslides. Such an approach, adopted in most of the developing and under
developed countries, often result in difficulties and bottlenecks and people have to 

live with them in the absence of any alternatives. 

INVESTIGATIONS FOR GROUND FAILURES 

Geological and hydrological conditions control the mechanism of ground failu

res. It is difficult to account for all the possible factors due to scanty geological 

and geotechnical investigations. In many cases it is not possible to decipher all the 

paiameters and to reach a definite conclusion as the results of geognostic investiga

tions are often open to various interpretations. Knowledge about strength and defor

mation cannot be built in absolute quantitative terms due to the heterogenous and 

anisotropic properties of rock mass. Thus relative influence of various parameters 

can be considered in ground failure investigations. A geologists intuitation and an 

engineering judgement is required in assessment of the likely kinematics of ground 

failures in prevalent geological situations. 

Investigations for ground failures are directed to work out the general geological 

rock conditions with reference to spacial distribution of various rock formations, 
assessment of their strength and deformation characteristics, monitoring of contem

porary movements in the prevailing geomorphological., geological and hydrological 

conditions, probable changes in strength and deformation characteristics as well as 

induced stress conditions (during earthquakes, floods, variations in ground water table, 

etc.) in the rock mass. in future and workout ground failure mechanism. In the wide 

perspective of the problem in general the geological situations leading to landslides 

under normal conditions can be divided into the following two categories and their 

combinations. 

(I) The moving mass separates from the relatively stable ground and moves as a 
block with little or insignificant deformation and rupture. Such a block ciuld i, 
undergo 
or fall, 

slow cree) 
collapse or 

movements or rapid sliding along its surface of separaion, 
tumble due to loss of equillibrium or removal (erosion or 

excavation) of support . 

(2) The formation undergoes significant deformation, rupture, fragmentation, dilation 
or liquefaction under the prevailing static loads (and dynamic loads) and hydrologi
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cal (and saturation) conditions resulting in slumping, lateral spreading, flow or 
run towards cavities and depressions and down slope along hillsides due to increase 
in shear stresses and or loss of shear strength. 

(3) Combination of (1) and (2). 

Identification of the separation or slip (failure) surface and dernarcation of zones 

along which loss of strength or increase in shear stress has created instability, consti

tutes the main aim of investigations for ground failure problems. Ground surveys 

provide information on nature of soil and rock forination and there structural features, 

geornorphology, slope condition (gradient, thickness of soil cover, area under vegetal 

and forest cover, degree of satura-tion, occurance of springs and cultural disturban

ces), hydrological conditions, and different types of ground failures in the past. Hard 

miassive igneou', and rnetan orphic rocks and well cremented thick sedimentary strata 

possess good strength.l and can form steep rock slopes. Various types of rock defects 

anrd liSCC0II nu itv 'air laces in rmassive rocks consist o intercalations of weak rock 

substan-es, faults. triC tUres and shear zones, ledding. cleavage, schistocity, cracks, 

partings ad jiJints, openings along relief joints, partings and sotlution cavities and 

zones of alteroition within the rock miass. The individuhal hard and intact rock Units 

separated Iroi! e'otIi other by the rock delects forimis a (Iiscon ti nuous syster Ii. The 

investigaltiolt h\(i to be dirc(ted towards detcrl-iniation of the orientation and spa

cing of the rock dlec( ts ail( their thickness and extent, which governs the overall 

behaviotir of the rut 1r11ass. An inftact rock with few or no rock defects at one end 

arid an aggregate of roctk fragitents separated by closely spaced rock delects or 

openings whicl Lare filled with tine grained tincemi ented material reduces a :ornpetent 

rock ass to an un:onsulidLited rock aggregate. Such aggregates formning scree or 

talus along, vallecy 1lope are result of transformiation by the density and nature of 

rock delecrs in the ro(k miass. Varoils attei pts have been rniade to give an engineering 

classilica tion of rockn ,'isseS incorporating tie strength and natlire of rock defects 

in the rockliiass to evalu1at r'levin functional properties for assessment of stability. 

In case of conllyetent rolks, evaltiat ion ot releant strength and deformation properties 

along discon tintuity r e, ' r-iired to be assessed, and nature of such surfaces,sir-la(si is 

the wall rock cornitio, along tlerm, the type of fillings, if any, has to be investigated. 

Soft strata of sediririt,ar\ , et-irtaorphi aid volcanic or-igin, unconIsolidated 

and Untireliierte sedilrierits resi Iting Irot I tivial, gla(ial and eolian processes and 

in site weatflering prodii Is form the other groupI of mialor rockiiiiss. Investigations 

for sL1h lorm-itioi are to be directed lainly towards evaluation of strength anid 

deformation characteristics as well as effects of Iiydroieteorological conditions 
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which in majority of cases control the landslide phenomena. In such formations the 

material characteristics in soft strata and unconsolidated material itself constitute 

the rock defects. 

Laboratory tests on rock samples help in evaluation of strength of rock material, 

However evaluation of properties of rockmass which have inherent rock defects, 

from such laboratory tests have limited applications. Insitu tests on the other hand 

can be performed in restricted excavations and openings (including boreholes) which 

in many situations cannot incorporate all the inhoniogeneities and defects in the rock

nass. Seismic refraction and crosshole seisinic methods provide high estimation of 

deformation characteristics as the rocks in such field test set-ups are subjected to 

very low levels of strain as comipared to the deformations along failure surfaces 

in prototype SitUations. Keeping these aspects in view as well as limited availability 

of resources in most of the investigations for landslide problems insitu large scale 

tests are not carried out. Test in boreholes, small test pits and drifts and visual 

observation of rock conditions on surflace excava tion and boicholes by TV camera 

and laboratory test are the m~ain source of data on strength and deformation charac

teristic of ro Ii ass. (Com parison of such data should be rmade from those evaluated 

[rorn study of slope rorplhology and their failure along probable slip surfaces. 

STABILITY OF HILLS SLOPES 

T-,e height and gradient of hill slopes depend on strength and deformation charac

teristics of rock mass, distribution of rock defects and exogenous processes affecting 

the slope. Stee) rock slopes and escarpments are sculptured in hard and massive 

rocks with favourable orientation of rock defects. In such hill ranges with steep slopes 

if the rc.< load exceed the strengtlh characteristics of the rock mass, transverse 

strains and lateral creep rmovenrents of th-, slope result in development of relief 

joints, bulges, ul)warps, crur plings and fractures on the valley slopes and the valley 

bases depending on the nautre of rocks. Existence of insitu tectonic stress or dynamic 

strains due to earthquakes, explosion and vibratory motions accentuate such movements 

resulting in catastrophic lailures. 

The stability analysis of the various segments of hill slopes should therefore 

consider the overall stability of the entire hill slope, as the operative static (and 

dynamic) forces lifer at various levels of the slope. In the upper reaciles there is 

a general loosening along pre-existing discontinuirty surfaces without undergoing any 

significant deformation or rupture of individual wedges. In the lower parts of the 

slopes the rock remain tightly wedged along the discontinuity surfaces and the lateral 
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strain under the load of the overlying rocks results in outward movement of the rock 
mass. The near surface rock on being pushed out undergoes dilation forming a loose 
stack of rock wedges. Thus even if such rock wedges may be in stable equillibrium, 
in course of timv these move out to slide or tumble down. Two aspects of the prob
lems need attention - the separation of the rock wedges loosened from the rock mass 
in the upper reaches and the failure of the rock mass in lower portions. The composite 
surface comprising of the separation and failure zones constituting the sliding surface 
progressively Moves inside the hill till stable conditions are established. However 
with continued disturbances resulting from denudation of surfacial materials a state 
of perpetual inequi Illibr iunt 'outirutes in ,iIuntainoUs terrains. In softrock formations, 
the material may be sequeez.ed out. Lenses or bands of permeable cohesionless mate
rial could undergo liquefaction facilitating sliding of rock. 

In fissured, seamy or sofl tocks, ocCurring as rock defect in competent rocks,
 
or constituting the whole rock riass, tie rock substance itself undergoes deforma
tions. In shattered or crushed rocks and unconsolidated sediments conventional soil 
mechanics principles are applicable for evaluation of stability ol slopes. The failure 
stirf li'es along the discontinuity surlaces as well as through the rock material have 
to be estaWisited by analysis. However, simplified assunptions have to be riade regar
ding l'ad-delor t tion characteris tics of the material along the discontinuity surfaces 
as well as the rock substance (cle to lack of data fron experimental tests and instru
mentally recorded observations of behaviour of rock masses. 

GROUND FAILURES DURING EARTHQUAKES 

Earthquake-landslides-floods is a comumon uhain of disasters in mountainous terr
ains due to earthquakes in seistically active belts, it is not yet possible to forecast 
or prevent earthquakew, rlowo .r it is possible to identify and demarcate where landsli
des and related groumd failtire cold occur during earthquakes and take appropriate 
Ii easures to INi'vent loss o life and property, though often at very high cost. Ideally 
every slope can ')c, trengthened to prevent daniage during earthquakes. But such 
solutions altholgh leasilbc are imeonomtii'al. Thus in majority of situations attempt 
is Iulade to dirt inisll the secondary consequences of landslides to prevent damage 

and destructions.
 

Ground failures during earthicuake (art be grouped in two broad categories. Failure
 
in the first 
 tategory l)ro(lue grotrid breaks troni rupture at the earthquake source
 

spreading upwards towards the 
surlace. Such danitage consisting of faulting at the 
ground surface result in develol)wnt of fault scarps and fissures, forming off sets 

4jJ
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along roads, streams, fances and other structures. Observations of these trace pheno
mena and associated ground tilt and regional uplifts and subsidence provide an insight 
of the mechanism of earthquakes. Ground breaks along water courses result in forma
tion of reservoirs, sag ponds, waterfalls, and diversion channels. Elevations and depre
ssions in coastal regions result in inundation by sea and changes in shoreline. It is 
not feasible to prevent ground breaks along faults and other active tectonic lineaments 
and thus in earthquake prone areas with capable faults extending to ground surface 
it is desirable to identify and avoid such active belts for location of structures. If 
this is not feasible, as in case of long tunnels, roads, and siting of other life line 
structures, measures for localizing and rwinimizing damage or adjustment of ground 
displacement by imparting appropriate flexibility and mobility without impairing the 
performance of the structures should be adopted and means to facilitate repairs 
should be provided. 

The second category of ground failures during major earthquakes are result of 
strong ground motion which cause large scale deformation and faillires and lique
faction of the ground. Failure of rockmnass occurs from the impact of seismic stress 
wave on steep rock slopes as well as inertia forces induced in the near surface rock
mass units dlring.' earthqluakes. eisrmiu stress (compression) waves incident on the 
rock surface in epicertral tract on reflection as tensile stress wave at the "rock-air" 

interface shrivel and blight the rockrrtass or torzen ground. The resulting scabbing 
and slabbing of the rockmass on near surface joints partings and other weak planes 
cause loosening, dilation and crumliing of the rock slope. In the process often detach
ment uprooting, uiplift, overturning and sliding of lrgc :Jiks of r,(k occurs. Frag

ients on fract t rom rellcted tensile, stress wave incident on hard intact rock, 
fly off and hit telephone, lelegrapih and (e(tric poles, trees, and roof tops in the 
valley. Sliding ar( overturring of hoildcrs and rock fragments al high elevations 

on steep slopes or liar hill tops irit ate it overwnts of stirlicial naterial, growing 

with downward des (it formirg large debris flow, stirlace run and cascading rock 
avalam h(s witli defaenirg sotids carrying witi thrn trees, roads, buildings and other 
structures onr thtir way down to tIhte valley base. Local slides and rocktalls and large 
dislodged hotiders itt itmarty situations block and (fartmage roads and railways. Roadside 

structures are (farilaged wheiii hit by s ch local groind ailures debris and boulders 
fallirtg Irot rolling i Iarliage highways andor d(ml t f1 steep slopes. to railroads disrupt 

rsitte ard rclie f operatiorts. 

With in(rents, of duration of ground rmotion large rock volnrtes in epicentral 

region, on exiitjtiorn through iit eraltion of predort inent periods of ground vibrations 
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give rise to development of fissures and dislocation on their bounding faults and other 

weak zones. Such loosening of the rockmass and readjustments result in changing 

the seepage outlets (springs) from higher levels to lower levels and vice versa affecting 

the ground water conditions in the rock slopes. Unconsolidated strata in river valleys 

and basins on similar excitation produce fissures along their margins. Excitation of 

soil strata in wde valleys and alluvial plains overlying firm ground or base rock result 

in dynamic amplification of strong ground motion on the surface and with significant 

duration of motion, near surface soil layers suLfer large displacements forming fissures 

and openings. Wide openings often results due to sliding of strata towards river fronts 

and dceprcssions at lo.ver elevations. Sliding and overturning of soil blocks convert 

an alluvial plain into stepped or hanrrirocky ground, described as lurching of the ground. 

Saturated loose cohesionless soil and or similar n aterial interbedded with other 

strata he to developrm ent of dynarnic pore water pressures and consequent reduction 

in effective stress result in loss oI strength and settlenment. With significant duration 

of strong grotlnd riot ion stCh soils undergo liique faction and the liquilied soil flow 

in undergroiud openins Lind dug wells. Liquitied soil ejects on the surface, rupturing 

through soil (over at)ov, ground water table, Iorr iing sand fourntains and sand flows 

resultirng in soil pollution. trtu tures and ob e(ts loi ated on liquified soil undergo 

sinking and tilt, arn (indergrotind pipeline,,.storage tanks and other structure suffer 

distortion and uplift. Setterr ent of the ground takes place, whicti coastal regions 

result in inindation fromt the sea similar to that observed due to regional subsidence. 

Liquetaction of sandy layers in cohesive soil and other strata leads block gliding and 

sluruping of the overlying tort nations and accentuate lurchin, in alluvial planes. Lique

faction also occurs in) the sand matrix aro id bouIlers or interbedded sandy horizons 

in glacial imorains and boulder strata resulting in settlerents and related failures.i 

Major ground ailitres in river volleys resuilt in formration ol debris darns creating 

reservoirs behind thermr. Inirontrolled overto)ping and or collapse of suc(h accmrrula

tions cause debris flow, floods and la vy siltation in the downstream regions. Exten

sive surveys are therelore essential to detrrctite potential areas in mountainous 

terrains where nrmajor landslides ould orur (luring, the nnraxinuumr credible earthquake 

and prepare plans for aIdoptirig r orretive reastires to drain on t such reservoirs to 

prevent destrution indown-stream i regions. 

Engineering for safety against ground lailures during earthquakes require a prior 
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evaluation of maximum credible earthquake. Basic information on earthquakes and 

its effects, and the supporting geophysical and geotechnical information and influence 

of local geological and topographical conditions is required to determine time history 

of ground motion which governs the effect of earthquakes resulting in ground failures. 

During strong ground motion the gruund particle acceleration level of sufficiently 

high order acting for a significant length of time can only lead to large deformation 

resulting in failure of the ground. The critical (yield) acceleration level at which 

the ground is in !irniting equillibriuni (factor of safety equal to unity) if exceeded 

during the earthquake initiates displacements and estimation of ground deformation 

during the expected ground notion in the area is an important excercise for evaluation 

of stability of hill slopes and determine which areas would undergo excessive displac

ements culrinating in grotInd failures. 

MICROZONATION OF GROUND FAILURES 

Regional geol or phologia I surveys and study of operative soil erosion and denuda

tion processs pro ide ha , iiforr iition for iiicrozonation of ground failures. Surface 

liapping, and study of aerial i)lotogralls help in id(lntiliicatiol and deilarcation of 

ce (0 Oil litiois., terrain/Orie1 ,iiu,o tfh ur I)dt, ro( i )(o to[)ograpvly, characteris

tics, is ioiilil l l ron ,il I ili etigation1s.. ,,\eriaI photographs assist in rapid coverage 

of large regiown, i d(Iitili( ation of areas under i(tive erosion and deposition of 

surficial nilteri,l .11d areas of surfilidl cr'ep, rolling down of boulders, as well as 

old Lind slidc ,(ir,. Lirlier aerial photograiphs in amchives and old records of topogra

,phi( s)ire\ , i)ro Idc ilforiraltiorl on change, in lIndscape arnd areas of instability 

with potenitial fo'r re(ilrlrA-il( C Of lld"s uIOV('I'iilIt iI ftuture. (om[pilation of maps 

oi ticta)he scales is, re'ured to ,i roc.: oiitI rops, and their structural features 

soil. et adl ,iri orst ,,e,, grxtg groulld 'illd aleas, tiln 'i (ultivation, water 

bodie a, (faldiigiirel pal t'rll',. - . so'\.', all e alill)l(, of i map rock5 showing 

foru ,ition and t~lliir .,tri tural featres° ligure-2, sho'vs i georuorphological map 

o 11% L((Of Ill ae l isti\'' Of "i\nl t'[*[' a ", illuiVial flIs ('iOn1eS, terrace scarps 

alnd Ilocal ) ,,1wii ecsttirt,,. otiir miap an,te , iwi ligir(-3, shlowvs of area 

shjowigrl fores,,t ,l il (o\,i, aiud roc1, otll ros)', cO l ,iledflrom aerial p)hotographs. 

l"igurls-(, ,,01w ,sope last,,l itll 11,,1) of anl ara'd indhcating slope gradienits at 

variouus slu , al ugles. sh.u guolog'i al titonisijire--' i h)ri',lit alive Le1cr05 along 

the hill ilua \ s,,lit ",su, illforh'it rio or tyed murch l arid 

rel(1'Jd it1or raltill. is rec(iirid ( th it Ia irlre liuturd zo w-s be recognized 

slope \,aIe\ of l r:llmaps 


gr minui( call 

amid dlii aa l ((I. The co ipilat ion of su h grotllud lailure lhiada(i /.ones iscalled Iiicro

zonation of ground failures. Ii a earthquake prone region, response of the ground 
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during the maximum credible earthquake in area is required to be determined, in 

terms of permanent displacements of ground along various segments of hill slopes, 

areas succeptible to surfacial slides and avalanches locations where land slide debris 

could block the river channels and streams, zones with liquefaction potential in the 

river valleys and alluvial fills, and related hazards and incorporated in ground failure 

microzonation maps. 

CONCLUSIONS
 

of landclides and other ground failures.The insitu conditions govern the mechanisms 
improvement

During earthquakes such failures cover extensive areas dmd ground 

techniques and retaining and restraining methods to prevent damage, cannot be under
measures adopted in treatment

taken due to non-availability of funds. Soil conservation 
erosion impart stability of the ground. Developmentof catchment areas to prevent soil 

means to control infiltration
of soil profiles through afforestation provide an effective 

Well drained hill slopes in general attain stability
of water and instability in hill slopes. 

earthquakes and extreme hydrometeorologicalin the prevailing environment. During 
with critical stability undergo failure. Such areas can be identi

conditions, only slopes 
failures portraying regions vulnerable

fied and demarcated. Microzonation of ground 
natural hazards is an essential exercise. 

to damage during earthquake and other 
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ABSTRACT 
 A 700-meter long retaining wall was constructed across the toes
 
of several relatively steep slopes. 
 Six months after the completion of the
 
wall there was 
a period of unusual heavy rainfall which continued for 70 hours
 
and deposited a total of 576 mm. 
 This was about one-third of the normal
 
average annual precipitation for that region. 
 Immediately afterwards part of
 
the wall was 
found to be completely collapsed and the remaining part was
 
tilted and showing longitudinal cracks in construction joints. 
 Wide tension
 
cracks were visable on 
the slope behind the wall. 
 It was a gravity-type
 
retaining wall, 3 to 4 
 meters in height, and the foundation was placed on the
 
boundary between the residual soil and the weathered rock underneath. The
 
soil itself 
was highly weathered and was classified as CL or ML in the Unified
 
Classification System. 
 The mechanism of the failure was examined based on
 
the intensity of the rain. 
 In the case of the prolonged heavy rainfall the
 
wetting front advances deeply into the soil 
and finally reaches the existing
 
water table. 
 This gives the worst possible condition for the stability of
 
the wall, however, it was known that the original wall design was not particu
larly critical for this condition. 
 After a careful examination for the 
weathered ;oil profile it was found that joints and faults were well developed
 
in the weathered rock. It was, therefore, concluded that the generation of 
an artesian water pressure through these caused the wall to 
fail.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The eastern half of the Korean Peninsula is occupied by steep mountains.
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This drastically limits the amounts of land available for construction sites
 

and forces consideration of any 'possible area which can be adapted for build

ing. This was a site in Gujae county, on the southern coast. It was surro

unded by mountains on three sides with the southern side open to the sea.
 

A cut was made across the toesi of several steep slopes and a 700-meter long
 

gravity-type retaining wall, 3 to 4 meters high, was erected with its founda

tion on the boundary between the residual soil and the weathered rock under

neath. Six months later the wall still appeared to be in good condition but 

then, in May 1986, there was a sudden heavy and continuous downpour lasting 70 

hours arid depositing 576 mm of rain. This was about one-third of the t'ount 

expected in an average year. The immediate result was that a 60-meter portion 

of the wal1 col lapsed complotely, wit h ),rt of it s;lidinq downhill or overturn

ing, and roma inlnq port ion tilted and showed longitudinal cracks in the con

struction joilts. lorturiately there was no loss of life. 

An immedl atec investigation was made to determine the cause of failure. 

The findings and the conclusions are described in the following sections. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY AND SOIL PROPERTIES
 

The rock in the region is identified as andesite which has been subjected 

to a lonc period of weathering. The profile is typical of that encountered 

with igneous or mat amorphic rocks . Based on the des criptions by Deer and 

Pattern (1970) it leoparates, into ries idual soi , wcathered rock, and unweathered 

rock. The ros.ikual !ol, wt11(h Im ks up t*he top layer, is gui te shallow. 

The "C' horizot and Ild t o. t rock involv' wel dovf'lopod joints and faults. 

A s-ri. 01 t ,t t' t.t ,(,r. c, tri td otit with .ampli,; obtained from 

the ""B' hon 'O'I to t :' t re tle' fit p, tott;. iho meIgt(ttnltp in values were: 

Gq= 0.23 kg/;q ( i to; ou 15 tl,qrec,. f(r an1 Uoi;aturated condit ion. The soil 

was c(lasil fi d a:! ,1,or NIL according to the rUnified C lassificat ion System. 

INVESTIGATION OF FAILBI'E MECHANISMS 

The wall was built in October, 1984, and showed no visual defects until
 

after the rainfall in May 1986. As shown in Fig. 1, a 60-meter portion
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collapsed with part of it overturned and the rest moved downhill. The remain

ing portion was tilted and showed longitudinal cracks in construction joints.
 

There were also wide tension cracks which could be seen on the slope, 8 to 10
 

meters away from the wall on the inside, even where the wall was merely tilted.
 

F.hf e ing Vz 
ThVtst n u. 

Fies I The soil(.(undrtainn wrvt all ptni lga iet b (95thg. 

expres;h;ed the rate of infiltration of rain into a homogeneous soil with a sim

ple_ equ ation as follows:: 

v -k / (l- Ls) 1 (i ) 

whore k is the permeability, s tile initial degree of' saturation, and n tihe 

poro:-;i.t y. With thi!-; equation the rate of irf-lti-<tion could be estimated. 

l~l;,ll-il f]Ilow ii~to I: o v,, ;rtr o b l;i1 complicated exoo to 

I)K ! . t: .; I It( T ::<tI , : r: , uLI? t ho p.,rmeabi Ii ty (hydraulicr ,t TlI) I It': I" I 

ronduct.1,10 ') Irld tl, w (t,*()!t in , I I l ily' no0n]ltrioiii ttlinct JOri'; of moisture 

! Ilrt Ioni. l'()r ,, l' l i: 111,l~, :! l . : (11j(,4) !J},owedl ith , rt a i ~ h ls for 

:,('hl)o J{)l . ,l l (1111i l l t)) ; l '' t / I ( 1 , ( l t ) , !; :; o V111 ill F igJ. 2 . 1t: is 

}h ('l~ ,' i ;t1,, t_1,1t: t. JJO ( JK l I i,: IK !' t y !' ,f w(-, I ! ; t:hf wat er content in 
t 

,111 I It r'lt od +0i I e non1.i n(,ar y it nl~Fr(i mo isture suction.s( o l(+a. Wurot!i d5 
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Fig. 2 Rainfall infiltration characteristics for Rehovot sand
 

(Rubin and others, 1964).
 

Wallace (1975) introduced another approach based on the Green and Ampt
 
model for an infiltration analysis. 
 For the application of this model 
it is
 
necessary to know three paranet:ers; the effective permeability, tho quivalent 
wetting front presre; , and the wetting front geometry. If those parameters 
are accurately deterinined the rate of infiltration and infiltration depth can 
be e t irilnatd withireator procision. Even though his approach is much more
 
advanced than 
 t hat of Ilomb (1975 ) there are diffi rultios in practice, mainly in 

dotermin,ation of tho param, tors. 

Fi(j. 3 show.; ain ido,lized infiltration profile. In the upper saturated 
zone the pores of th( so ,are ii1rd with wter and theotore iio capillary
 
telsiCei ts In
. it :; In O{oz oiii:;mjthe water content rema ins approxi
matoly cori;trit aniid i ;r I,I va)tn of cpi I lary torts ion app ars. In the wet
ting zone th.ti, s ,h p t t n i on ii h li watkr (oint ent arid capillary tension. 
If the int 1'usitV an)t dur,lt trl of tih r,in ll (-,in iH c-] ose ', reiated to the 
wet ting fronit , ti, ir)tabi ]ity of aa lope ind a rnt,ai inq waII can he prodicted 

without difficulty. 

Brand (lqBO) has shown tho a tress path of e0p0t> failures induced by heavy 
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rainfall. Most slope failures take place under conditions of almost constant
 

total stress and increased pore water pressure. According to his thought the
 

rain-induced pore water pressure is the only governing factor in stability of
 

a slope.
 

Water Content Capillary Tension 

Saturated one 

T -nsmis ion 
-c 

- Zone "" 

We Zone
 

Fig. 3 An idealized infiltration profile.
 

In our problem the pore pressure development is considered to be based on
 

the intensity of rai:ifall; light, moderate, and heavy. With light rainfall
 

the wettir' front moves downwards but ends at a shallow depth. The total unit 

weight will then be in cresed only within the wetting zone. As rain water 

readily flows into tension crack.';, the soil around the cracks is ubjected to 

static water pressure, as shown in Fig. 4 (a). In the ca.se of moderate rain

fall the advancing wetting front can reach in part the existing water table, 

then t1i1e ,p[1roxifmat.e distri hution of pore pressure along a possible slip plane 

can be assumed as shown in Fig. 4 (b). In the case of prolonged heavy rain

fall uhe wetting front completely reache; the existing water table in every 

place and thius the water table rises temporalily to the ground surface. This 

circumstance can give a critical situation for stability. The pore pressure 

distribution on a slip plane for this case is shown in Fig. 4 (c). 
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Fig. 4 Pore pressure distribution along an assummed slip plane
 
based on the 
intensity of rainfall. 
 (a) Light rainfall.
 

(b) Moderate rainfall. 
 (c) Heavy rainfall.
 

ANALYSIS
 

The trial wedge method was used to evaluate the lateral earth pressure
 
acting against a retaining wall. 
 The depth of tcnsion crack was determined
 
based on Rankine's theory. 
 Since water readily seeps into the crack, static
 
water peressure acts to its full depth. 
 The distribution of pore pressure
 
along a possible slip plane was 
assurimed respectively for three cases, based on
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the intensity of rainfall, as shown in Fig. 4.
 

In all cases the maximum calculated value of the lateral earth pressure
 

was obtained when the tension crack was located between 4 and 5 meters behind
 

the wall. However, the observed cracks were actually about 10 meters away.
 

With the calculated lateral pressure the safety factors for sliding,
 

overturning, and bearinr, capacity were obtained for a typical retaining wall.
 

The results are shown in Table 1. Since the safety factors were over unity in
 

all cases, this means that the original design was appropriate even for the
 

prolonged heavy rainfall which occured.
 

Table 1 Calculated safety factors for a typical retaining wall.
 

Rainfall Lateral Safety factors
 
intensity pressure
 

(t/m) Hori. sliding Overturning Bearing capacity
 

Light 5.0 3.08 o.k. 4.10
 

Moderate 6.7 2.41 
 o.k. 3.21
 

Heavy 8.6 
 1.98 1.35 2.17
 

It was, therefore, obvious 
that there must be another situation which
 

caused the wall to fail. After a careful examination of the soil profile it
 

was found that joints and faults had been well developed in the "C" horizon and
 

the weathered rock, through which high pore water pressure could be generated
 

in the circumstances of prolonged heavy rainfall. If the drainage system of
 

the retaining wall had not been suitable in draining the excess pore water it
 

would be subjected to high water pressure and thus bring about the failure.
 

CONCLUSIONS
 

A retaining wall failure, indliced 
by heavy rainfall, was des.ribed and
 

the mechanism of the failure examined, based on the intensity of rainfall.
 

In the case of prolonged heavy rainfall the wetting fronts reach the existing
 

water table, 
which then rises suddenly to the ground surface. This circum

stance generally give the worst condition for the stability of the retaining
 

wall.
 

Although theoretical predictions for the rate of rain infiltration into
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a soil has been made by several authors, reasonable estimation is very difficult
 

in practice because in-situ unsaturated residual soil is usually nonhomogeneous
 

and the permeability as well as the water content is varied with depth.
 

According to the results of stability analyses for the condition of pro

longed heavy rainfall, the original design of the retaining wall was not cri

tical for the prolonged heavy rainfall even when drainage systems were not well
 

prepared. I1 therefore means that a new and previously unexpected reason for
 

the failure must be found. As a result of a careful examination of the
 

weathered rock it was found that it contained well developed joints and faults
 

running well up the sides of the mountains. Through those defects an artesian
 

water pressure was generated by the continuous rain. The wall was subjected
 

to a large lateral pressure and finally the wall essentially failed. It
 

should be emphasized that a wall supporting an area of inclined ground may be
 

subjected to high pore water pressure through joints and faults. This is
 

another and possibly new criterion which should be considered in design of
 

retaining walls.
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ABSTRACT In recent years a number of methods and/or devices have been
 

proposed for controlling the amount of energy that is transferred from
 

ground motion into the superstructure during earthquake excitation. These
 

range from passive systems such as through the use of graded sands, the
 

insertions of "soft materials", externally controlled friction devices,
 

hydraulic dampers, etc., to active control 
systems which use external
 

energy sources and "intelligent" devices. Combined systems also are
 

possible.
 

Based upon analytical and other work recently carried out, a series of
 

examples are introduced to illustrate the general concepts of seismic
 

isolation and the potential to be 
realized by its adoption as a desirable
 

design strategy. Further wc.'k is indicated, but the potential for
 

significant improvements in design and construction practice in the years
 

immediately ahead are clearly evident.
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INTRODUCTION
 

Protection of civil engineering type structures against earthquake
 

excitation can be achieved in a number of different ways. All of these,
 

however, can be grouped under two distinct and separate headings;
 

stiffening and strengthening of the structure and its support system; and,
 

isolating the structure from the excitation (or providing counteracting
 

forces) to reduce the levels of earthquake induced loads. It is the second
 

of these with which this paper is concerned.
 

Both structural and non-structural (such as, contents and
 

architectural facades) damage can occur during an earthquake. Protective
 

systems should provide for the handling of both.
 

The desire to uncouple the effects of earthquake excitation, and to
 

the eby facilitate the provision of protection against this phenomena has
 

challenged scientists and engineers for years. Many concepts and devices 

have been proposed. Some "de-couple" the structure from its foundation at 

the ground (or some other) level, and these are referred to as 

"base-isolation" schemes. Others are concerned with the introduction at 

different locations within the structure of energy absorption devices. 

Still other schemes introduce, via some externally provided energy source, 

for-es to counteract the induced excitation. The first two of these are 

"passive" systems; the third, since an externally imposed, and carefully 

controlled system of superimposed forces is introduced, is an "active" 

system. 

It is understood Lhat earthquakes produce motion in both the 

horizontal and vertical directions. However, since most civil engineering 

type st.ructure!; are des igned to withstand large gravity forces, and 

therefore are by tno r very nat ure more resnistant to vertical than they are 

to horizontal force s, it is common pract ice in seismic analysis and design 

to consider only the i ni Ince of hori zontal inertia l forces. (There are, 

of course, structures for which this statement is riot true. 
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Kelly (1987) and Buckle (1986) have given extremely good historical
 

accounts of the development of seismic isolation devices, starting with the
 

applications for patents of
 

Bechtold (1906)
 

"An earthquake proof building consisting of a rigid
 

base-plate to carry the building and a mass of
 

spherical bodies of hard material to carry the said
 

base-plate freely," and
 

Calantarients (1909)
 

"... a method of building to resist the action of
 

earthquakes ... which uses layers of talc or sand to
 

isolate the walls and floor from ground disturbances."
 

(It was noted that Calantarients acknowledged the existence of a Japanese
 

system that had been developed 25 years earlier.)
 

Frank Lloyd Wright was possibly the first person to consciously use 

seismic isolation in the design of the Imperial Hotel in Tokyo in 1921. 

The structure rested on an eight-foot layer of good soil below which was a 

60-70 foot layer of soft mud - "a good cushion to relieve the terrible 

shocks". The building behaved extremely well in the 1923 Tokyo earthquake. 

While many types of mechanical isolation devices have been proposed 

over the years, it:has only been within the last quarter-century that major 

advances have been made. To be noted: within that same period there has 

been marked improvement in our ability to predict. and characterize ground 

motion; me!thds of na!yiysis have significantly improved; more efficient 

computational proceses have been developed; and supercomputing has become 

a real ity. Not to be mri inmized, dynamic testing of reasonably sized 

structure!s and assemblie. has become possible. 

Finally, new t rctures 1re start ing to be built and older ones 

retro-fit.ted u'sing sei:;mic i solation devices and techniques (Buckle, 1986). 

Notable examples now exist in the following countries: 
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China
 

France
 

Japan
 

New Zealand
 

United States of America
 

Moreover, the Ministry of Construction in Japan has identified seismic
 

isolation as one of the most promising developments of 1986.
 

SEISMIC ISOLATION
 

Three basic elements must be present in any practical passive seismic
 

isolation system (Buckle, 1987):
 

1) 	A flexible support so that the period of vibration is increased
 

(the natural period well above that of the predominant earthquake)
 

thereby reducing the force response;
 

2) A damper or energy dissipating device so that relative
 

displacements are controlled, and
 

3) Rigidity at low (service) loads so that wind F.nd minor earthquakes
 

can be resisted with negligible displacement.
 

For the base-isolation scheme, flexibility can be realized through the use
 

of a number of different mechanical and other devices:
 

Roller, Ball, Double Spherical Ovoid and Pot Bearings
 

Flexible Piles
 

Sleeved-Piles
 

Columns
 

Cable Suspension
 

Air (and other fluid) Cushion Devices
 

Damping (i.e., energy dissipation) and rigidity at low loads can be ensured
 

through the use of
 

Sliding Friction
 

Hysteretic Dampers
 

Viscoelastic Dampers
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Samples of particular entities that have incorporated, to varying degrees,
 

all of the above referred to "necessary elements" are:
 

Natural Rubber Blocks
 

Lead-Rubber Bearings
 

Laminated Rubber Bearings Reinforced with Steel Plates
 

Thixotropic Materials between Flat Plates
 

Resilient-Friction Bearings
 

Similar devices or schemes are available (or can be conceived of) which 

will provide the necessary flexibility, damping and rigidity at low loads 

for distributed systems of seismic isolation. [For example, the
 

friction-damped braced frames of 
Pall (1985), the energy absorbing cladding
 

system of Hanson ( 1986) , etc. 

The basic concepts of Passive Base Isolation - where the structure is 

essentially uncoupled from the damaging components of earthquake motion 

can best be understood by considering the behavior of the following 

single-degree of freedom structural systems subjected to the N-S components 

of the E. Curmitro earthquake. 

The structure in question (shown in Figure 1) is a single-story portal
 

frame attached to a foundation raft. The raft, in turn, rests on the 

ground. Two cases will be considered; the first presumes that the raft is 

rigidly fixed to the ground - i.e., the structure is "fixed base"; the 

second hos in;ert d between the raft and the foundation a "base isolation 

device. " (For hi:: i I Iu.; t.rat ivye xamp Ie, "s I i di nq fIriction" will be 

presumed t.ocons t itlute t o is;o Ia,.ion :;cheme . It. s;hould be understood that 

t:hat. frictional f( ro could be due to t-he weight of the st ructure, or due 

to some extornal.ly at-tached, pres t rs,,ed friction device.) 

For bot.h cases it must be assumed that the ground is subjected to a 

horizontal acce l ertt ion .A) iq . )u to inertia, both roofs move g 
horizonita il y wi th ic;;,: tr) t l i rft.s, and thero w i I I be observed 

"inter-story lriI t;". For the Baise olat.ed Structure, however, presuming 

that du, t o t lie irnet ia [ effecti; the result ing base shear exceeds the 

Frictional resistlance of the isolat.ion system, t.he raft moves with respect 

http:extornal.ly
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to the ground, and acceleration of the roof aria inter-story drift will be
 

different from those associated with the Fixed Base case. (It should be
 

noted that this single story example also may be interpreted as the model 

of a multi-story structure which responds in the first mode.)
 

To develop the equations of motion of the systems, mass of the
 

superstructure will be defined as "Ms " . The mass of the foundation raft 

will be "Mf" The stiffness will be "K" , and the damping coefficient of 

the structures will be "C" The coefficient of friction between the raft 

and the ground will be "P" "X" is the horizontal displacement of the 

roof measured with respect to the raft, and "Y" is the relative
 

displacement of the raft with respect to the ground (Figure 2). 

During the non-sliding phase, the horizontal displacement of the roof
 

is governed by the equation
 

MfX + CX 4 KX = -MU ... (1)s g
 

When sliding occurs, the two equilibrilim equations are
 

Ms =-sg 
and ... (2) 

Ms(U + X + Y) + M (0 + Y) = ± g(Ms + Mf)
 

M R + CX + KX =-M (U + Y)
 

For illustration, a numerical example will be considered, and the
 

following will be presumed:
 
2
 

g = 1000 cm/sec
Accel. of gravity 


Roof Mass M = 200 N sec 2/cm
 

Foundation Mass Mf = 100 N sec 2/cm
 

Damping Coefficient C = 0.05
 

Stiffness K = 40,000 N/cm
 

Coefficient of Friction p = 0.1 and 0.05
 

Calculations to determine the a) absolute acceleration of the roof, b) base 

shear, c) inter-story drift, and d) rigid-body sliding displacement of the 

raft were carried out using a developed computer program (Choudhury, 

0 
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1987). The presumed El Centro N-S acceleration record is shown in Figure
 

3. The results are shown in Figures 4 (Fixed Base Structure), 5(p = 0.1)
 

and 6(p = 0.05)
 

It is to be noted that the more flexible the base (i.e., the less the 

value of p), the smaller will be the values of acceleration, base-shear, 

and inter-story drift. The relative position of the raft with respect to 

the ground, however, increases. 

To partially overcome this undesirable, permanent deformation feature,
 

a hysteretic damper will be introduced into the system, between the raft
 

and the grourd as shown in Figure 7(a). The deformation properties of the
 

damper will be ideally elastic/fully plastic as shown in Figure 7(b), with
 

the fcllowing properties:
 

Elastic Stiffness of Damper = Kd = 20,000 N/cm 

Yield Load Q /W = 0.05
 

For this system the second of the sliding-phase equilibrium equations
 

becomes
 

Ms(U + X + + Mf(U0" +Y) + KdY =±g(M + Mf) ... (3)s 


The resulting graphs (for p = 0.05 and Q/W = 0.05) are shown in Figure 8. 

Accelerations, base-shears (which is the shear that is realized in the 

columns), and inter-story drifts are essentially the same, while the 

permanent rigid-body displacements are significantly reduced. 

For completeness, Figure 9 corresponds to the case of no friction
 

(i.e., roller bearing supports) and hysteretic damping (Qy/W = 0.10).
 

The following is a listing of energy dissipating devices that have
 

been developed for base-isolation schemes:
 

Lead-extrusion devices
 

Torsion bar devices
 

Double cantilever beam devices
 

Flexural beam devices
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Figure 1. Seismic Response of Isolated and Non-Isolated Structures 
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Flexural plate devices
 

Coil devices
 

Lead-rubber devices
 

Resilient-friction devices
 

Displacement proportional friction devices
 

All of the mechanical ones achieve energy dissipation through controlled
 

plastic deformation.
 

From the above discussion and examples, it should be evident that
 

passive base-isolation (coupled with appropriate damping) is a suitable
 

method for providing seismic protection to "stiff" (low-rise and certain
 

medium-rise) structures. (These are the ones where the provision of a
 

flexible support system can materially affect the period of vibration.)
 

Moreover, given a particular, anticipated earthquake and a specified,
 

desired margin of safety, it is possible to develop acceptable design
 

solutions. For optimum solutions, however, inspiration and research work
 

remains.
 

Another area where a considerable amount of research activity is
 

currently underway is in the development of hybrid (combinations of passive
 

and active) systems. The relatively large permanent deformations 

calculated in the above examples can, through the introduction of 

relatively small, controlled forces, be significantly reduced. Other 

properties also can be influenced. And the developments needed are not
 

just devices. Basic questions exist concerning more desirable control
 

strategy, to name but one.
 

Protective building systems do exist at the present moment for
 

mitigation of earthquake hazards, and these systems are suitable for use in
 

retrofitting as well as in new construction. New and improved systems are
 

being developed. But probably, most importantly, full scale demonstration
 

projects are being undertaken in increasing number. As Buckle (1986) has
 

stated:
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"The next ten years will be seen as the decade base
 

isolation became of age."
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ABBTRACT The seismic zoning, the microzonation and seismic risk analysis in 
China are briefly reviewed. The use of Bayesian technique and Maximum Entropy 
Principle in the evaluation of the probability distribution of the occurrence
 

and magnitude distribution of earthquake is also included. 
The design code
 
for aseismic industrial and civil structures and the methods of appraising and
 
strengthening brick and block masonry structures are also presented. The main
 
features of the proposed revision of the 
current code are emphasized. The
 
determination of the design strong ground motion for important structures are
 
discussed with emphasis on the effect of local configuration and substrata
 
and soil-8tructure interaction. 
Various methods for solving these problems
 

are also reviewed.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

China is a seismically active country. 
According to the historical record
 
there have been 47 earthquakes with magnitude larger than 7 since 1550. 
The
 
three most disastrouE earthquakes and their death tolls are: January 23, 1556 
Hua County earthquake (M=8) 830),ooo (eatis; T)ecember 16, 1920 Haiyuan County 
earthquake (M=8.5) 200,000 deaths and July 28, 1976 Tangshan earthquake (M=7.8) 
241,000 deaths. It is obvious that mitigating the earthquake hazard is very 
important in China. Earthquake control or prevention is out 
of the question
 
at present and foreseeable future. The capability of predicting an earthquake
 
is doubtful. Actually we can not predict the time of occurrence, the location
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and the magnitude of an earthquake at one shot. Even it could be predicted
 

some day, the loss in property is still heavy if engineering measures are not
 

taken. The most effective and practical way to mitigate the earthquake hazard
 

is to consider aseismic needs in urban planning, to design and construct aseis

mic structures in seismic regions and to be prepared for post earthquake relief.
 

For the proper design of the aseismic structures the definition of the
 

strong motion on site is of primary importance. Seismic zoning defines the
 

ground motion parameter of a region. Risk analysis which estimates the ex

pected ioss during n poeEible eprthquake serves for the urban planning and
 

policy decision. The design codes for aseismic structures guarantee the safety
 

and economy of structures with a reasonable reliability for a certain lifespan
 

of the structures. Also of importance is the strengthening of the existing
 

structures in the region where the intensity was ignored or wrongly identified
 

in the past. The general features of these fields and the research activities
 

in China are presented in this paper. This presentation reflects some views of
 

the author only, by no means it is comprehensive.
 

SEISMIC ZONING, MICROZONATION AND RISK ANALYSIS
 

The assessment of the earthquake hazard is the most important step toward 

mitigating it. In China the intensity for the design of ordinary structures 

can be determined according to the seismic zoning map. The prevailing zoning 

map is the second one which is based on the prediction basis. The basic inten

sity is defined as the maximum intensity expected in a certain area within 100 

years in coming. This map w~.s compiled in Lthe saicnti-; and replaced the old one. 

It was based on the principle of representing the maximum earthquake inten

sity that could take place in a region and has subjected to Liie criLicism for 

conservatism. However conservatism can never he verified in a short period of 

time. On the contrary three major earthquakes have already taken place since 

1974 in the regions originally assigned as region of intensity VI. These three 

events were tI1C I)7 i+yanii, 1ii, Lli(juik, wi tii cpicciiral intelnsiLy VII., the 1975 

hIljh,,ng, , ilh uiiik, Wi Lii ticentical iLtt-lisity IX andLthe 1')/b inl; ia earthquake 

wiLh central intecin;i y XI . flit, Zulu lbll ily WIs m11 i iid til L er each major earthquake. 

The basic intensities for some cities and regions were upgraded. For example, 
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the intensity for Beijing and Tianjin was upgraded from VII to VIII after Tang
shan earthquake. In these regions appraising and strengthening the existing
 

structures became an urgent necessity. The prevailing seismic zoning map is
 

not based on probabilistic approach. The intensities expected within the same 
period of time in different regions may have different probabilities of exceed
ance. To put it in to the framuwork of probabilistic approach which is the 

reasonabI e one for this kin d of ext reme load wit t great uncertainties, tie
 

compi lation of monint,,isi way. view of tlW scarcity of
a third ap under In 

strongiground mLotion re1ordigs and tihe verylimited knowledge of Lhe earthl 

interior (bet, vL wijitlti can not be sig4ni ficalLky improved in a short time) 

treat ing Ll k ind of resiltLs Witi care is advisab le. 

Microzonation urually assesses the intensities or a certain parameter of
 
ground motion with a certain probability of exceedance for different areas of
 
a city or at a site of important structures taking the local configuration and
 

substrata into consideration. In China Ang's model (Der Kiureghain and Ang,
 
1977) is wideLy used. The four main links for the det.rmination of the ground 

motion at a site are presented below while the effect of local site condition 

will be discussed later. 

Perhaps reliably identifying the potential causative faults around a site
 

and determining the seismic activity in terms of the probability of the occur

rence of earthquake is the most difficult 
task. Tangshan earthquake took place 

along a falt which was missed originally. The cccurence of significant 

earthquakes is usually assumed to be a Poisscn process. The probability of n 

earthquakes over time t is 
P (n) - Vt) e (1) 

where V is the mean occurrence rate of significant earthquakes. Physically 

the Poisson process which assumes that tile occurrence is both spatially and 
temporally independent is inconsistent with tile theoretical understanding and 
the acturral occurrence of earthquakes. florae models other than the homogeneous 

Poison proces hnye bee n put. forward il, i int (Whnr, 1),01, zThou and others, 

,). Then,, model s neerl to be more reasnonahle and consistent with the geophy

sical findingrs and historical records. However the use of them is handicapped 
due to lack of sufficient data. Even the use of the Poisson process faces the 

1 
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problem of how to determine V o In most regions of China there are only a 

few instrumental data, if any. The simple use of these data may cause consi

derable bias because the past few decades may be in the relatively quiescent
 

or seismically active period. The use 
of these data alone to determine V will 

evidently underestimate or overestimate the actual seismicity. The Bayesian 

technique and Maximum Elntropy Principle which can incorporate the hisLorical 

records and geological data in estimating the probability of occurrence (Shah 

and others, 1982, lon', and others, 1983) have been used. These tLchniques can 

be used in practice bc:gins,1 ill Cli na -hueL are plenty of historical earthquake 

records. i''l rIs lt wi I bk-. improved if the indispensible engineering judge

ment is U,:Cire 'istddpj)I j)1 iAtL Jy. 

The distribution of earthquake magnitude is usually derived from the
 

Richter's ('1958) law
 
OL-Bm
 

N (m) = e (2)
 

where N(m) is the number of earthquake with magnitude larger than mi,c and B
 

are constants. The probability distribution of magnitude is then
 

FM(m)= N(mo) - N(m) 1 - exp [-fl (m-mo) J (3) 

N(mo) - N(m u) I - exp (-B (m-mu) ] 

where mu is the upper bound magnitudt for the region, mo is the lower
 

bound magnitude interested in engineering. The Bayesian technique and MEP can 

also be used for estimating the magnitude distrioution.
 

The length of 7n earthquake rupture is assumed to relevant to the magni

tude as
 

am-b (4) 
where a and b are 
constants. Other types of source not as well-defined as
 

a fauat line can be treated in different ways. Usually equation (4) is consi

dered as deterministic. Given the geometry of the fault known, the fault dis
tance 
of a site can be determined by geometry with some assumptions.
 

The attenuation law can be expressed as
 

y = f (m, r) (5) 

where y is the intensity or a certain parameter of the strong ground motion,
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m is the magnitude, r is the distance. The relationship in equation (5) can 

be considered either as deterministic or probabilistic. Attenuation laws are
 

derived by means of regression of recorded data and can be used only to some
 

specific regions. The wider the regions the equation is applicable, the more
 

the scattering the data are and thus the larger the standard deviation of the
 

parameter. One of the example is the determination of the strong ground motion
 

for Capital hotel, Beijing. Other things being equal, making use of the atte

nuation law for northern China by the author (Xu and others, 1984), a peak 

ground velocity of 9.4 cm/sec with a standard deviation 2.3 cm/sec is obtained, 

while a general attenuation law for Japan yields a peak ground velocity of 

3.0 cm/sec with a standard deviation 3.7 cm/sec. The small standard deviation 

is attributed to that the recording data used are limited in a rather small 

region. Analysis of the existing data reveals that the strong ground motion in 

northern China attenuates rather slowly, but more data are needed to make con

clusion.
 

It is obvious that huge scattering exists in all the relationships in
 

earthquake hazard assessment. The prospect of improving the precision of that
 

assessment in the foreseeable future is dim because earthquake data can not be
 

accumulated enough in such a short period and the diversity of the source me

chanism as well as the geological condition along the path. Therefore it is 

advisable for engineer to know how the design strong ground motion is esti

mated and what degree of ac,-uracy can be expected that he can treat the result 

with reasonable conservatism. 

icrozonations have been eira conducted in many cities since the Tangshan 

earthquake. The government demanded every city in seismic regions to compile 

plans for preventing and relieving the earthquake damage. To this end, 

microzonation, seismic risk analysis and loss estimation must be fulfilled be

fore compiling the plan. This demand stimulates a large program in China. Some 

cities have finished the work. Usually the city is divided into some subre

gions. The strong ground motion at the base rock or at a certain depth below 

the surface level is lissessed. Meshes of several hundred meters are divided. 

At every mesh point soil samples are taken for laboratory test. Sometimes 

shear wave velocities are also measured at field. For cities with potential 

damage of liquefaction field tests are also conducted. The strong ground motion 
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at the base rock is converted to the surface. Microzoning map for the intensity 

or parameters of strong ground motion is compiled. Other microzoning maps such 

as those based ol potential damage of liquefaction and landslides are also provid 

for cities subjected to these kinds of potential damage. Seismic risk analysis 

and loss estimation are also conducted for cities in earthquake-prone areas. 

The hazard analysis combined with the vulnerability of structures results in 

the risk for different kinds of damage such as structure failure due to direct
 

shaking, liquefaction or landslidL. The probable loss of life and property 

enlightens the benefit of aseism;ic provisions and strengthe ning. All of this 

work are ncces sary Lo the mitigation of earthquake hazard. 

DESIGN CODE FOR ASEISMIC STRUCTURES ANT. SPECIFICATION FOR STRENGTHENING
 

The current seismic design code for civil and industrial buildings were 
,enforced in 197 to rLpiIc( the 1974 code. The latter had been proved inade

quate in many respects. For example, in the 1974 ')d the design intensity for 

important strucures <, Jcifit-d to, hli equal Lo LIIL'l1)sIc inLunsity, and for 
ordinar-y uii d , I : t thanI . .I MI

L: k ,t;aLI",S l i t L;itc intenSity except far 

basic intensity V11. This calssd many residential buildings designed and built 

with less earthquake resistance. 'The current code specifies that for ordinary 

structures the desigr. intensity should ie the same as the basic intensity. The 

code also provides the principle of sitnu, layout, design spectrum and con

struction rIqi(rei)ient, tiw iereral layout, buildings of simple form in 

plane with mass and ricidity eve_,nly distributed without abrupt change or irre

gular shape in recommended. The sites are classified as categories I, II and 

II. (Tnteworv i corresponds to stale rock. lategory III corresponds to soft
 
r
clay, loose sand c - artificially filled soil. Ca tegory II includes all the 

conditions other than catei-ories I and JIII. Three dcaign spectra are given for 

buildings on siter; of (iffererit citegories. The design spectra are formed by 

smooth i.nc the igeonetry avrt,-e of' the response spectrum from 68 recordings in 

China and 117 recordinrs LlL dAli withir, I Japan critical damping ratio 0.05. 

Both base shear and modal tlIperpoLItion methods are recommended for the deter

mination of' seisrmic load for different kinds of structures. These forces are 

based the elnsticon multip] iedresponse by the coefficient of structural in

fluence C. 'The idea of irntroducin, C is that during intensive en rthquake, yield 

in some parts of the structure is allowed, thus structures need not he designed 
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according to the full stress from elastic analysis. The code also demands that 

aseismic structure should be constructed with members and connections of suffi

cient ductility. Bracing system, tie beams to ensure the integrity of the struc

ture are also demanded. 

Obviously the 1978 code is superior to the 1974 one. However, improvement 

still can be made. A revision of the code started several years ago. Now the
 

new one is in the stage of getting final approval. Some of the main features
 

of the new code are:
 

1. Provisions for structures, mainly construction requirements in region
 

of intensity V! is included in the code. The reason of doing this is that
 

since 1966 there have '-een already 7 destructive earthquakes taking place in 
the regions originally classified as of intensity VI. These earthquakes 

causing 270,0DOdeatL;. The possibility of encounteriaig intensity higher than 

the basic intensity can not be ruled out. Some simple measures improving the 

earthquake resistance capacity of structures could increase the probability 

of survival during, an u.,expected strong earthquake. 

2. The desin philosophy is explicitly expressed as that the structure
 

should be o, no damage during a minor earthquake, of tolerable damage during
 

a moderate earthquake and should riot collapse during a large earthquake. The
 

tolerable damage means that the structure suffers some structural damage but
 

can be repaired easily without the evacuation of the occupants. The moderate
 

earthquake is that causing the design intensity of the site of the structure. 

The design intensity can he the same as the basic intensity of the region or 

is different from it according to the importance of the structure. The pro

bability of exceedance of' the basic intensity is approximately 10% within 50 

years. The minor eanrthquake is of probability of exceedance 63%" with the 

intensity at the site one scale lower than the basic intensity. The large 

earthquake is that wilh probability of exceedance 2-3, and with the intensity 

at the site one scale hjher than the basic intensity. 2tructure of design 

intensity higher or lower than the basic intensity means that the structure 

is of acceptable risk lower or higcher than the ordinary one. The structure 

designs are checked for the minor and lnrge earthquakes. The structure should 

remain in elastic range during a minor earthquake. The safety of the most 

structures during rge earthquake can be checked with simple considerations. 

Only very few of them needs calculation. This situation Vaci11tates the design 
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and renders the coefficient of structural influence C unnecessary. The short

coming seems to be that the response of the structures durind the design in

tensity remains unchecked.
 

3. The sites are classified into 4 categories instead of 3. The reason 
is that category II in the 1978 code covers too wide a range of different
 

soils.
 

4. The response spectra are different for thz -ame intensity at sites
 

due to remote large earthquake and nearby small earthquake.
 

To the author's believing the enforcement of the new code would improve
 

the earthquake resistance of structures and mitigate the earthquake damage
 

more effectively.
 

For 	the region where the intensity was underestimated strengthening the
 

existing structures becomes an urgent need for mitigating earthquake hazard.
 

Strengthening is also needed for the structures which was not properly de
signed or constructed. Some of these structures even 
have 	already been damaged
 
by an earthquake. Large scale of strengthening started in 1977. The experience 
accumulated is summarized in a book "Technical Measure for Strengthening In

dustrial and Civil Buildings". The principles for strengthening are: 

1. Structures should be strengthened in accordance with the risk they 
will 	encounter during the lifespan of the structure. Micrjzonation and risk
 

analysis for the region is necessary before the strengthening plan for that 

region can be compiled. 

2. The structure should be strengthened as a whole. Merely strengthening
 
the damaged portion without the consideration of the whole situation of the
 

structure is often of littla use, sometimes even makes the structure worse.
 

3. Integrity, ductility and redundancy, besides strength, should be put
 

in 	the important position in strengthening a structure. 
tf. The even distribution of mass and rigidity should be kept in streng

then ing. 

5. Connections, bracing systems should be of sufficient strength and
 

ductility. 

Numerous examples show that adequate strengthening does reduce earthquake
 

damage at a very low cost.
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DEFINITION OF STRONG GROUND MOTION FOR THE DESIGN OF IMPORTANT STRUCTURES 

The design response spectra specified in the code appears to be inappro

priate to the design of some kinds of important structures. The reasons are
 

that the probability of exceedance for the ordinary buildings is too high for
 

the important structures, and that some special situations which some important 

structures encountered frequently have to be taken into consideration. For
 

example, dams are usually built in canyon with complicated topography where
 

the local effect of site on the strong ground motion could not be ignored.
 

Offshore structures built in the ocean where the seismicity has scarcely been
 

investigated earlier. The interaction of the water with these structures dur

ing earthquake needs consideration. The spatial correlation of the strong
 

ground motion needs to be considered for long span bridges. The rocking effect
 

should be considered for tall buildings sensitive to the P- S effect. Nuclear
 

power plants, dams and other critical structures highly disastrous if damaged
 

should be designed according to the strong ground motion with a much lower
 

probability of exceedance. The design strong ground motion for these struc

tures needs special study. 

A certain parameter of the design strong ground motion for these struc

tures is determined from the hazard analysis for the site. Time history of 

the strong ground motion or a stochastic modelling is determined as input for 

the structure through matching a certain parameter to that determined from 

the hazard analysis. However, the strong ground motion thus determined is re

ferred as ground motion or base rock motion without taking care of the effect 

of local configuration and substrata at the site or the spatial correlation 

of the ground motion. There are various methods for analysing the local effect 

of site. For valleys, trenches or trenches filled with soft material which is
 

a simple model for a fault the effect of configuration on the strong ground
 

motion due to incident SH wave can be solved by means of transition matrix
 

(Li and Xu, 1986). The spatial correlation has been treated by Feng and Hu 

(1982) using a semi-empirical method. It also comes out directly from the re

sult of the local effect analysis. For the general case, the local effect can 

be solved by means of finite difference method, finite element method or
 

boundary element method. The key issue for the finite difference method and
 

the finite element method is the treatment of artificial boundary. Viscous
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damping boundary has been used for years. Recently transmitting boundary (Liao 

and Hong, 1984) has been used in treating local effect problem. The prominent
 

advantage of this method is that it can treat nonlinear property of the sub

strata. Artificial boundaries can improve the result in some cases because of
 

eliminating the reflection at the boundary. However none of these methods is
 

effective for all cases. Putting the boundary sufficiently far away from the 

site is still a way to reduce the influence of reflection at the boundary. 

The boundary element method is the discretization of the boundary inte

gral equation which can be formulated readily from the theory of reciprocal
 

and making use of the Green's function. The key is,3ue of using this method is
 

the evaluation of the singular integral. This problem has been solved by eva

luating the principal value of the integral directly (Liao and others 1987).
 

The precision of the result depends on the element discritized and the dis

tance where the boundaries are truncated. Usually results with sufficient
 

accuracy for engineering purpose can be achieved at a reasonable cost (Xu and
 

Jiang, 1987). The shortcoming of this method is that it is valid only for
 

treating linear problem, should a nonlinear problem be calculated the calcula

tion cost would be intolerable because the problem has to be solved in time 

domain and the large system of simultaneous algebraic equations needs to be
 

solved for almost every step of time.
 

Soil-structure interaction is usually important for structures of large 

mass on soft site. The usual approach takes care only the effect on the natu

ral frequency of the structure, for example method of substructures. Soil

structure interaction can be solved simultaneously with the effect of site by 

adding the structure on the soil in the above mentioned finite element method 

or finite difference method. If the ground motion at a certain level, usually 

at the lower boundary of the element, is assumed as input and the problem is 

treated as a vibration problem, the effect of the free surface and structure 

on the ground motion at the input level is ignored. In boundary element method 

and other approaches in which the incident wave, instead of the total motion 

at a certain level, is taken no input, the effect of structures and the local 

configuration on the ground motion is cased for by the reflected wave and the
 

scattering wave. In this regard the author prefers the wave approach. If the 

foundation of the structure is relatively rigid and small in size a simplified 
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method to determine the effective input can be applied (Jiang and Xu, 1984).
 

THE APPRAISING AND STRENGTHENING OF MASONRY MULTI-STOREYED BUILDINGS
 

Brick masonry and block masonry multi-story buildings are the most
 

widely used for the residential buildings in China. The blocks are made of ce

ment or cinder ash with silicates. These buildings are all of plain masonry
 

without vertical reinforcement. The recently built buildings are of 5-6 storeys
 

with thickness of 37 cm for outer walls and 24 cm for interior walls. This
 

types of buildings have been proved to be the most vulnerable in the Tangshan
 

earthquake. Of 1187 brick masonry buildings in Tangshan 771 buildings totally
 

collapsed and 162 buildings partially collapsed. The percentage of collapse is
 

as high as 78.6%. The number of buildings suffer slfght damage or no damage is
 

less than 3% of the total. In Tianjin 40% of the multi-storyed nmasonry build

ings suffered moderate or severe damage. Even in Beijing 14% of the total multi

storyed masonry buildings suffers moderate or severe damage. It is obvious from
 

the above statistics that multi-storyed masonry buildings are highly vulnerable
 

in earthquake. The collapse of this type of buildings causes predominant past of
 

the death toll during the Tangshan earthquake. Upgrading the earthquake resis

tance of existing masonry buildings is very important in reducing the death
 

and injury of people during an earthquake. Because the earthquake resistant
 

capability of masonry structure depends on the construction arrangement and
 

quality of construction as well as the strength of the masonry, the evaluation
 

of the earthquake resistant capability must take account of both the criteria
 

by means of analysis and by judgement based on the experience.
 

After the pilot execution for several years, a standard for appraising
 

the earthquake resistant capability for industrial and civil buildings was put
 

in force in 1977. Last year 'Technical Measurements for Aseismic Strengthening
 

the industrial and Civil Buildings" was published. In the following some im

portant features of appraising and strengthening multi-storyed masonry build

ings are presented. The essential features taken into consideration in the
 

appraising are:
 

1. The strength of the masonry is specified in the standard that for
 

buildings of six or less storeys with rather uniformly distributed mass and
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rigidity, the rate of the cross area of the aseismic wall (the total cross area 

of the longitudinal and transverse aseismic walls to the overall area of that 
be less than [ Anot The coefficient N, and C A A]minstorey) should min
 

for general cases are given in the standard.
 

2. The total height of the building, the arrangement of closed tie beam,
 

the maximum spacing of transverse aseismic walls, the minimum thickness of the
 

wall, the connections between roof, floor and the wall, the connection between
 

the transverse and longitudinal walls, the height of the outstanding parapet
 

and chimney are also specified. If these requirements are not met, the rele

vant parts should be strengthened.
 

3. The minimum strength of the brick or block and mortar is also specified. 

If the actual strength is less than the minimum value, strengthening is needed.
 

The essential measures for retrofitting and strengthening masonry struc

tures are as follows. The strength of masonry can Le improved by grouting,
 

cladding with cement mortar at both sides of Lite wall with or without rein

forcement mesh. When the overall integrity reeds to be strengthened, closed tie
 

beams outside the building at several levels can be installed. Tie rods con

necting two opposite longitudinal walls together with the tie beam are also ef

fective. The most effective method is the installation of column beam system
 

enclosing the building. These columns act as vertical beam reinforced
 

according to the specification.
 

The effectiveness of these methods have been verified during some earth

quakes. To develop the theoretical base for the designing, appraising and
 

strengthening, some of work on the reliability study for brick and block
 

masonry structures are under way.
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ABSTRACT A damage index for masonry is defined as a function of the maximum de

formation and the absorbed hysteretic energy. A simple method to estimate the damage 

index of a structure isproposed, inwhich damage is evaluated as the ratio of the seismic 

loal to the structural resistance. The seismic load is described by the root, inean-square 

(rms) accelhration, the stro)ng motion duration, aini( of the groundthe predom inant period 

motion, whereas the structural resistance is described by the structure's strength and 

stiffness. 

('alibration of the dam age index to observed dlamages of unrcinforced masonry 

buildings indicate that sevye r(( irre parabh,) damage corres)onds to a dam age index greater 

than 0.25. A design method blaie(d onlthe equivalent lateral load J)rocedure is developed 

inwhich tIh( shear (oeftici(it an (X)licit function of the limitiig dambase isobtaied ;is 

age l('eel. Tle design i'tliod is ihlstra4ed with al, (x;,,lw.ii ; it is shown tihat buildings 

(esigned a,'cr(ding t,)ti(, proposed ii tliod have a. prolbabinity of failure of less than 0.01 

when subjc(t(d to) lil( :design earthquake. 

INTI 01) UCTION 

M sonry structures are common ill rany seismically activ( are as. Thus it is impor

tant to Ibe able to :Lssess the )ot4-liid d:mage to in;Lsonry buildings in the event. of an 

earthiquake. [For this 1 rl)os(, a qli iititativ( inleasl(re of daniiiage to in sonry is required. 

Inaddition, to I)rven(l t collapse irrel)arable daitage to a structure during an(atsLro)phi i or 

http:x;,,lw.ii
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earthquake, it is desirable to be able to explicitly consider limiting the damage to a toler

able level during design. 

DAMAGE FUNCTION OF MASONRY 

Seismic damage to a masonry structural component, such as a shear wall, may be 
expressed as a linear combination of the damage caused by excessive deformation and 

that due to repeated loadings, i.e., 

u,, f dI E 
) (--l- (1)

qullUrt 

where u1m - the in axinuin deformation, ur the deformation at failure, f dE =- the 

cumulative hysteretic energy, (h the ultiniate shear capacity, aid ( - at constant. The 
model parameters ur, (I, and ( can be detrmined from Cyclic load test.s of i0asonry wall 

specimens. II particular, for unrinforced brick in:isonry, tllhC following were obtained 

(Ang and Kwok, 1987): 

(1,, .. A,(a , 0 .5 (7,) (2 ) 

or :.. 0.0,56l(f,, )0 .8 (3) 

U I1.I7 iu (-0) 

and c = 0.075, where A, :- the shear area, a, - tIhe vertical compre.,sive stress, fmo= 

the mortar strength, and u,, the (Iisl)lmeeilent corresponding to (h,. 

To incorporate the uncertainty in the structural capacity to resist darnage, the damage 

index of a 'omponent i iayi) be written ,.s 
I I)(5 

i), 

where D is given by Eq. 1 and ), is a limiting value of' D, representing the ultimate dam

age capacity of the ('omonenlR(iit. 

In a structure, am overall indicator of (lalitage, 1),, representing the total (laimage of a 

structure can be defined as a weighted average of tIhme ('OutlfOitC t (laginige idies(',, I.e., 

I)- wIl) (6i) 
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in which wl1 epi/ epj, where epi is the mean maximum potential energy of the i-th 

component. 

To evaluate the statistics of D i requires the statistics of the response quantities um 

and f dE. These can be obtained through a random vibration analysis using a nonlinear 

restoring force model to describe the cyclic load-deformation behavior of masonry (Kwok, 

1987). 

SIMPLIFIED METlO) FOR DAMAGE ANALYSIS 

Evaluating the dam age index using the randoin vibration method requires substantial 

cornpu tations. loi prut ical pirposes, a simpler inethod is proposed. Seismic damage to a 

structure depends on the seisinic load and the resistance of' the structtre. Hence the (fain

age index illay )beeXpressed :s a ratio of' the seisici load to the structlural resistance. The 

rins acceleration, o71,,the (iration of the strong notion ph LSc, td , and the predominant 

period of the grlii,(d Im(,tiOI, 'T , are iised to re prese nt the se isin ic load. The stritctu ral 

resistanie is represviintd by the strength and stiff ness of the striuctu re. The strength may 

b described by the struciture's utiimate streiigtfh, (1,,or its ultimat displacement, u, 

wfiCrv: s the stiffness may be described by its ftindaimental period, T. Ilence the damage 

index may be written is 

I) L T/T) (7) 

It(T,u,,)
 

where 1, and I? are load and resistance functions. [For unreinforced masonry, Fig. 1 

*iow the variation of I) wit h a 1.,1T, and i,,for sitgle-de,gree-of-freedom systems. 

For itiullistory litil(litgs, the sitii of the story daitage indices, Sj), varies in the same 

manier with the al)ove traie trs, i.e., 

N , 

SN ) N (8) 

i wihict ('N is a constatt and thte seistiic loal, L,, and structural resistance, It, , are 

giveti by 

("a))"i ( td )"'L,, f~r, (Oa) 

wher, f'r,is a fit nctiotn of Tg , 1, is :ite(liivalent ultimate displacement, and hi, nt, 
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nT, and nu are exponents to be determined. Since the damage index is dimensionless, 

the exponents should be related by 

2n - nt-nT (10a) 

fl (10b)nI 

From the observed variation of SD with uu , the equivalent ultimate displacement may be 

obtained as 

N 
Uue Z uui Di (11) 

N 

in which OD is the damage distribution vector, i.e., ODi = Di/E Dj. From the damage
).-I 

index distribution of multistory buildings, it is observed that the story damage index is 

approximately proportional to the ratio of ( 1 I) l 
n to u , where 0' is the interstory first 

mode vector; therefore, 

( i')n*/u (12) 
ODi = N (12)-0 

Ij-

with no = 2.1, 2.0, and 1.9 for the top, intermediate, and bottom stories respectively. 

From a study of the variation of SD of unreinforced brick masonry multistory build

ings, the appropriate values for the exponents in Eq. 9, assuming fTg = 1.0, are 

-= 0.35 (13a)n t 

(13b)= -3.40-+ 0. 10NnT 
an d 

- ° '2cN -- 0.06 N (13c) 

The variation of SD with T/F8 is shown in Fig. 2. This indicates that fTg may be given 

by 

J 1.0 T/Tg_0.70 

(i ./(0.80(TTg) + 0.4) ; T/Tg > 0.7 0 (14) 

Equations 13 and ,I]are valid for the following values of the load and resistance parame

e rs: 

0.035 g < a , < O. l g 

T1', _<'< < L 
3

5.0 sec < td < 20.Osec 

0.35cm < uu < L.4cm 
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in which TL = 0.04 ( 4 + N) sec. In addition, Eq. 8 is accurate only when the indivi

dual story damage indices are less than 0.7. 

ST. 17(1. 5.12 

1.00 

0.50 

0.00 
0.0 

l 
0.5 

I 
1.0 

I 
1.5 2.0 

Tfr, 

Fig. 2 Variation of SD with T/T 

Once SD and OD are determined, the story damage indices are obtained as 

1) (15) 

To estimate the overall damage index, it is necessary to determine the maximum potentlal 

energy, wliich is a function of the maximum displacement, which can be given approxi

rn ate ly by 

u m = Duu (16) 

and the maximum potential energy is computed as 

0.5 ki 1 2 , til < q./ki ep :- q~ ,, O.)h ki) ; qu/k i < till, < HU (17) 

where ki is the initialstitriess. Figure 3 plous values of 1), o)tained with Eqs. 8 through 

17 against those o)tain(ed using the ralhnom vibration inethod for buildings dam aged dur

ing ive earthiquakes in Ciina. The simplified inethod is seen to give accurate estimates of 

the overall danage index for 1), - 0.5. 
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Fig. 3 D. Obtained using the random vibration method 
and the simplified method 

DAMAGE-LIMIING DESIGN 

Calibration of I)amage Index 

It is desirable to be able to design for a tolerable level of seismic damage so that 

damage would not be excessive in the event of an earthquake. This tolerable level of 

damage can only be established by calibrating the damage index to observed damages of 

masonry buildings damaged] during past earthquakes., l orty five buildings danaged during 

five earthquakes in Chiia were used to calibrate the daimiage indlex for unreinforced brick 

masonry. The inamlateral load resisting component.s of the buildings are unreinforced 

masonry shear walls. (,round motion was estimated from observed intensity in the vicin

ity of a building sit*. The buildings were analysed in both principlal building directions, 

except for those with dainages primarily in one direction only. Figure 4 shows the statis

tics of the mean damage index for different degrees of damage indicating that severe 

(irreparable) danage can be d ined as corresponding to I), - 0.25. 
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Fig. 4 Mean and standard deviation of calculated damage indices 

Bases for Design 

For the story damage indices of a multistory building to be less than a limiting value 

DL, the sum of the damage indices should be less than NDL and Eq. 8 can be rewritten 

as 

n
Uuen > -N fT, (Oa ,(td) n, 18) 
NDL (T)nT 

According to Eq. 12, a building with constant O' and Uui should have a uniform distri

bution of damage. For a building with coihstant story mass, height, and Oi it can be 

shown that its first natural frequency is given by (Kwok, 1987) 

W2 k, 2 (9 
m N(N+I) 

The required strength in the first story is 

qu= klul 1/X 

= (}(N+)---!-Wr (20) 
g a w 

where X = 5.1 for unreinforced masonry (Ang and Kwok, 1987) and W is the weight of 
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the structure. The design base shear can thus be written as 

V = CaW (21) 

in which the base shear coefficient 

C. =---(N+) (22) 

where ue, is given by Ec.. 18. Observe that the base shear coefficient explicitly is a func

tion of the prescribed limiting damage index DL. The story lateral forces can then be 

obtained from the base shear i.ccording to 

wihi1 

F - V (23) 

. wjhj 
j- I 

where Fi, wi, and ho are, respectively, the lateral I ., story weight, and height above 

the ground of the i-th story. 

Design Example 

To illustrate the design procedure, consider the design of a transverse wall for a 4

story unreinforced masonry building with a floor plan as shown in Fig. 5 with a constant 

story height of 3 m. The live load is 1 kN/m 2 for the roof and 2 kN/m 2 for the other 
2floors. Masonry unit strength is 10.0 MN/r . The predominant period of the ground 

motion is assumed to be 0.4 sec, which corresponds to firm ground conditions, with 

= 0.60. 

Assume that the rms acceleration, oa = 0.05g, corresponding approximately to a 

peak ground acceleration of 0.15 g, with td = 10 see. Let the wall thickness be 

180 mm for the transverse walls and 360 and 240 mm, respectively, for the lower and 

upper two stories of the longitudinal walls. Assuming a structural period of 0.16 sec, 

C, = 0.363 is obtained from Eq. 22 for a tolerable damage level of DL = 0.25. The 

story masses, story shears, V, flexural stresses, fb, caused by overturning moments, and 

the mortar strengths, f,,o , required for shear are as follows: 
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Transverse Wal 

I Interior 

Longitudinal Wall 

I 9x4m 

Fig. 5 Building floor plan 

Story M-s V fb fmo 

(t) (kN) (MN/m 2 ) (MN/m 2 ) 

4 18.0 112 0.031 1.8 
3 25.8 233 -0.030 3.6 
2 27.6 320 -0.082 5.4 
1 29.4 366 -0.186 4.4 

The required mortar strength is obtained by substituting the story shear for qu in Eq. 2 
and solving for fmo. The permissible flexural tensile stress is 0.19 MN/m for Type N2 

mortar (UBO, 1985). Therefore, assuming the mortar strength to be 5.0 MN/M 2 for the 
first three stories and 2.5 MN/M 2 for the top story, the story ultimate shear capacities, 
story stiffnesses, k, and ultimate displacements are as follows: 

Story qu ki U 

(kN) (kN/mm) (mm) 

4 133 133 5.11 
3 266 241 5.62 

2 311 278 b.70
 

1 379 331 5.85
 

The story stiffnew is evaluated using ki = Xki,/XA (Kwok, 1987), with X = 5.1;
 

S -1./(O.052 + 0.82ur/fm) , where or, = the vertical compressive stress, and fm = the 

masonry compressive strength, assumed to be 3.5 and 5.5 MN/m 2 for fo = 2.5 and 
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35.0 MN/m 2 , respectively; and ki, = E/( h where E121 0.4Ah 

story height, I = the wall moment of inertia, and A. = the shear area. The wall ultimate 

displacement, Uu Xqu/ki. 

The structural period is 0.1637 sec with an interstory first mode vector 'T 

{0.278 0.287 0.236 0.199 }. TI.e damage distribution vector is computed using Eq. 12 

giving J _ {0.315 0.311 0.216 0.159 } and Uue 5.64 mm . Hence the sum of the 

story damage indices, according to Eq. 8, is 

SD = 0.04155 (419.1) 1675( 10)035 0.793
(0.1(37) 3.0(0.5641.675 

and the story damage indices are 

Story 1 2 3 4 

D 0.250 0.2,17 0.171 0.126 

giving an overall damage index of 0.232. The damage indices are also obtained using the 

random vibration method and these are shown in Fig. 6a, along with the damage indices 
estimated with the simplified method above shown in parenthesis. The simplified method 

is seen to give good estimates of both the story and overall damage indices. 

)4 = 	 0.121 0.0,15 
(o.126) 	 (0.037) 

D, = 	 0.1-12 0.109 
( / (0.:16) 

/ 	 I 
D2 = 	 0.238 0.152 

(0.217) 	 (0.175) 

D, = 0.262 0.169 

(0.250)1 (0. 183) 

D, = 	 0.233 0.151 
(0.232) 	 (0.171) 

(a) Pro poned Method (b) U 13C 

Fig. 6 l)amage in(ices of nte rior transverse wall 

The same wall is also designed according to the UBC. The base shear coefficient is 

C, = ZIKCS = 0.14 (with Z --- 3/I for Seismic Zone No. 3, 1 = 1.0, K = 1.33, and CS 
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- 0.14), giving a base shear of 141 kN. Because the flexural stresses induced by the 

overturning moments are not critical, the longitudinal walls may be 240 mm thick for all 

the stories. For Seismic Zone No. 3, shear walls have to be designed to resist 1.5 times 

the calculated shear forces, and Type N mortar would not be permitted. The design 

shears (I.5V), flexural stresses, fb, vertical compressive stresses, a., and allowable shear 

stresses, V. 1 , are as follows: 

1.5V fb or Val
(kN) (MN/n 2 ) (MN/n 2 ) (kN) 

4 62 0.088 0.090 130 
3 132 0.1415 0.219 168 
2 179 0.178 0.3,18 206 
1 201 0.198 0.477 245 

n2where V I= 1.33A(F + 0.2a ), A, = 1.12n and F, = 69kN/m' for f. 

= 7.5 MN/M 2 (using Type S mortar). The damage indices for this wall is shown in Fig. 

6b. The overall damage index is lower than the building designed according to the pro

posed method because of the use of a higher strength mortar. 

Reliability of Proposed l)esign Method 

The proposed design method ensures that the damage to a building subjected to the 
design earthquake is less than a tolerable level DL. However, because the ground 

motions and structural capacity are highly variable, there is always a probability that the 

building may fail (D > 1.0), even when subjected to the design earthquake. In addition, 

there are also uncertain ties in the model parameters such as the story mass, ultimate 

strength, and stiffness. 

The damage index can be expected to have an extreme value Type II distribution 

because its r.ncertainties are (lie primnarily to the uncertainti es in the structural capacity, 

which has P Weibull distribution (Ang and Kwok, 1987). Assuming that the mean dam

age index, 1), is lognorm ally distributed, with parareters X1) and l), it can be shown 

that the q-percentile probability of failure, (1p),, is 

-exp '(c}(Pr)q e {l,(-_l/d) I' (2,4) 

where ()-'(.) is the inverse normal distribution functioi and 1'(.) is the gamma func

tion. 
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Using appropriate statistics for the uncertainties in the itiodel parameters to evaluate 

the variance of the.mean damage index D, the failure probability can then be evaluated 
according to Eq. 24. The results are plotted in Fig. 7 against D and the ratio of the se

ismic load, L8, to the design seismic load, L,,de s. There is thus a 90 percent probability 

that a building designed for a tolerable damage level of 0.25 will have a failure probability 

of less than 0.01 when subjected to the design earthquake. 

100 

00 

-
to0-" .'Al 

"** 10o- __ _ _ _____ 

rk. to-I- __ ______ 
q = 0 10 

0 0.. 0.50 0.75 
I L I L IdS 

0.0 1.00 2.00 3.00 

Fig. 7 Probability of failure 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A seismic damage index for masonry is defined in terms of the maximum deforma

tion and the hysteretic energy. For dam age analysis, a simplified method is developed in 

which the (lam age index is evaltiated as a ratio of the seismic load to the structural resis

tance . A design inethod1(o mi It seisin ic damage to a tolerable level is proposed. 

The propose)d design incthod ( is bLsed on the equivalent lateral load procedure; how

ever, the base shear coti cient is explicitly a function of the prescril)ed tolerable damage. 

An example illustrates the design procedure indicating that designs with explicit allowable 

potential damage are practically feasible. Moreover, unreinforced masonry structures 
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designed with an allowable damage index of DL == 0.25 will have an associated probabili
ty of failure of 0.01 
 with a 90 percent confidence. 
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ABSTRACT Masonry buildings, though very popular in most parts of the developing 

world, pose_ serious threat to life and property in seismic areas. Such buildings are 

usually quite rigid and hence have short periods of vibration attracting large seismic 

acceleration3 during earthquakes. Further, because of poor tensile strength and 

brittle behaviour, they cra-k up due to earthquake loading leading to their collapse. 

It is, therefore, necessary to ensure that such buildings be so strengthened that 

the chances of total damage are eliminated. The present paper highlight and brings 

out the dangers associated with masonry buildings and indicates the possibilities 

of improvement in their seismic behaviour. It is concluded that this most popular 

form of construction can be adequately strengthenrd without any major modifications 

in the basic features of construction and at a ver, little extra cost. 

INTRODUCTION 

Collapse of dwellings due to earthquake shaking has been recognized as tile 

largest single factor responsible for the huge loss of lives, injuries to people and 

loss of belonging to the survivers. It is also well known that people in different 

parts of the globe build their houses in masonry because, of socio-econornic considera

tions, weather conditions and easy availability of materials. A veriety of structural 

forms are used in 6ifferent regions enploying different construction techniques even

though masonry is the lajor building material. Load bearing system varies from 

random rubble to cemen" concrete; the cladding system from bamboo matting to 

reinforced brick work; the roofing from rafter - with slates to trusses with CGI 

sheeting and the found, ons range from isolated unreinforced footings to reinforced 

concrete elements. Such ouildings are usually constructed by people through masons, 

carpenters and petty contractors with practically no inputs from professional engineers/ 
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designers and are termed 'non-engineered' for this reason. The modern looking load 

bearing brick buildings with reinforced concrete/brick slab roofs also fall in this 

category since the basic structure of the building, that is, walls and piers remain 

essentially undesignd. Unfortunately due to poor tensile resistance and brittle beha

viour of such systems cracking occurs due to seismic actions which may lead to 

collapse of buildings resulting in disaster. It is, therefore, imeritive that buildings 

should be designed and constructed in a manner that introduces appropriate features 

to improve and strengthen the structure without changing its basic character and 

without adding much to the cost. This paper highlights the features which aim to 

achieve the above objectives. 

EARTHQIJAi(I RESPONSE 

Structural response to earthquake ground miotion is best seen from .a typical 

acceleration response spectra as show n in Fig. 1. 
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FIG.1_ ABSOLUTE 	 ACCELERATION RESPONSE SPECTRA 

For most iajsonry buildindgs it is ,een that dlarm)ing rawy be of tle order of 5-10% 

of critical, the lower value relevant to nmasonry in (,ent mi )rtar h.Alore any cracking 

occurs and the higher va',ue applicable alter ( onSidleralhIe tra( king ocdurs as also 

to masonry in weak Ime rnrtars and mud rrmortar, etu. The load bearing masonry 
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walls result in a stiff structure, the fundamental periods are found to be in the range 

of 0.02 sec (for a single storeyed) building to about 0.25 sec for a 4-storeyed building 

(Qamaruddin, 1978). For this set of parameters the elastic acceleration spectral 

values may be in the range of 3 to 4 times the peak ground acceleration value 

(ao ). In epicentral regions the value of a for a moderate earthquake of magnitude 

6.0 to 6.5 could be of the order of 0.3 to 0.5g. Thus the effective acceleration 

on the building could even reach 0.75g to 2g. With these accelerations acting on 

heavy masses in brick masonry buildings and even two timtes heavier in stone masonry 

construction, large seismic forces develop in the structure. Analysis of 4-5 storeyed 

buildings indi(ates that ',or such forces the tensile stresses coili go well beyond 

the ultilate strength of imasonry (Arya and others, 19S5). The stidy shows the actual 

stresses conputed for a typical building corres)onding to ground mtotion expected 

in epicentral regions of a magnittde 6.5 shock can go beyond 40 kg/cn 2 in tension 

(Qamarudcfin, 197S) whio It is mnch higher than the tensile strength of muasonry used 

in buildings shown in Table I (Agnihotri, 1962). Thte (onseCfltenCes will obviously include 

cracking and shattering of the masonry. These results point towards the possible 

damage and destruction of Unreinforced masonry buildings built in various nLiortrs. 

Table I - Brick Masonry Properties 

SI.No. Mortar ComDressive Tens;l- Shearing 
Used in str , Strenith Strength 
lBrickwork (cru. ,) (Mending) (Max.Stress) 

Kg/cn 2Kg/crn 2 Kg/cin 2 

1I, Ceuent-,lind 94.4 7.07 10.70 

2 1"6 Cenmnt- Sand 61.3 2.50 3.87 

3 1:12 Cemient-sand 53.9 0.36 1.05 

4 1:2 Li ' irkihi 58.7 0.95 2.28 

5 1:2 Lime (inder 53.0 0.60 1.45 

6 (lay N",M. 47.(, 0.32 1.13 

A sturdy of the e'artlhquake regdation, of the seisn iic (ounlries of the world 

shows that the seimir I (oetin lent, specified for design of buildings in different 

seisni zonies ire mim li smaller titn wiiaa ii,,v eticct ivel'v be (aused in the buildings 

by the pro)bable taxmrimum (artiquakws expe( teI in those zones, their ratio may be 

as small as 1:6. This gap bet ween tie actual naxi rnu acceleration value and the 
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one used in design is explained on the basis of several factors viz. occasional nature 
of seismic loads, energy dissipation through plastic deformations, damage of non
structural elements absorbing ,nergy, economic viability etc. It is found that ductility 
or plastic deformation capacity is a vital requirement to a\"oid collapse of the struct
ural systems. Unfortunately masonry suffers fron this handicap also; it is not only 
weak in tension and shearing but also has a brittle behaviour in tension as well as 
in compression. To impart the ductile characteristic to it in any measure, incorporation 
of some strong and ductile mraterial, like steel and wood, needs to be done with 
appropriate bonding with the masonry. Since these materials are much costlier, their 
use will have to be kept to the absolute 11initnTUn for the sake of economy and affor
dability to the vast populations living ii mrasonrv dwellings in most countries. Analyti
cal and experimrental investigations carried out at the Department of Earthquake 
Engineering, University of Poorkee have clearly brought out those critical sections 
of the masonry buildings where such reinforcing elements should be used for maximum 
effectiveness and also suggested the mininmum quantities required for various probable 
seismic intensities (Agnihotri 1962, Arya 19A7, Krishna and others 1966, Chandra 
and Arya 1984). 

The reinforcing stated above along with other details related with planning and 
design of buildings for improved behaviour will surely mitigate an earthquake disaster 
to such construction. In the following sections, information is very briefly presented 
regarding the weaknesses of masonry construction and sirnpliliod practical measures 
are suggested to improve the behaviour of buildings in earthquakes. 

Burnt Brick Buildings 

Weaknesse.4 The following are the weaknesses identified in brick buildings from 

the seismic behaviour viewpoint: 

- Poor strength of naterial in tension and shear, particularly where mud mortar 
or lime-sand mortar weaker than 1:3 or cement mortar weaker than 1:6 is used. 

- Toothed joint causing a vertical plane of weakness between perpendicular walls. 

- Large openings and their )la1cem ent too close to the corners. 

- Eroded mud mortar due to lack of protections or rmraintenance. 

- Very long rooms having long walls unsupported by cross-walls. 

- Unsymmetrical plan of building, or with too many projections. 
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Use of heavy roofs having flexibility in plan. 

Use of light roofs with little binding effects on heavy masonry walls. 

Poor quality of construction. 

Earthquake Protection Measures For earthquake resistance the following measures 

have been found effective not only in preventing collapse but cor.trolling the propaga

tion and widening of cracks: 

- Symmetry and rectangularity of building in plan. 

- Syrrmretry in the location of openings in the walls. 

- Simplicity in elevation, that is, avoidance or ornamentations, large cornices, 

etc. 

- Presence of intersecting internal walls in good nurriber so as to divide the total 

plan in squarish enclosures, the length of a wall between cross walls being not 

more than about 6 n in any case. 

- Total width of openings in a wall not more than 50% of wall length in one store

eyed, 42% in two storeyed and riot more than 33% in three storeyed buildings. 

- Width of pirs between openings or front opening to wall corner not less than 

half the height of opening nor 6l0 cm. 

- Use of steel or wooden dowels going into walls meeting at corners or T-junctions 

to provide ,ffective bonding between them , say, every fourth course. 

- I Ise of bond bear or band or reinforced corrcrete at lintel levels of openings 

and serving as lintel too. This is one single teattire which is mniost effective 

in enstiring the integrit \ of em* lo,,iires like a rigid box. 

Section of the )i Iidiig, \iz. (orners and Junctions of walls and jarnbs of openings, 

to be reinlorced by vertical steel bars going frorr foundation into the floor 

and roof "lab, so av to provide strength and( d(i tility to the shear walls. 

Seisrrie ar raIysi, of 3 to 5 storeyed residential flat type buildings constructed 

in brick work in (eenrt or lirrie nor tar 5lte(l in a zone of seisrrric intensity Vill 

on Modified Mera lli -(alh, inl(li( at-, tlit tensile and shear stresses increase rapidly 

in the shear wall piers as tre buidding height increases (Arya and others 1985). It 

will therefore be advisable to restri t the building Ireight to three storeys in MM 

IX zone an( to four storeys in MM VIII zone unless masonry is fully reinforced horizon
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tally and vertically duly supported by appropriate engineering analysis. 

Stone Masonry Building 

Weaknesses The following are the weaknesses identified stonein masonry buildings
of random rubble or half-dressed types which are usually present in constructions 
and are detrimental to it during an earthquake: 

- Weak in tension and shear and unstable configuration of stones when shaken 
from initially constructed position making the wall collapse due to heavy vertical 
loads. 

- Very weak bond between walls at right angles to each other leads to very easy 
separation. 

- Delamination of wall into separate outer ofand inner wythes due to absence 
through or 'boicl' stones. 

- Easy shattering and collapse of stone gables. 

- Poor stut( of 1muirteDan7-e. 

- Very heavy nass. 

- Flexible floors and roof, little binding effect on walls, no diaphragm action. 

- Poor quality of onstrucjtion. 

IEarthquale Pro-tctiol lasures: For stone masonry buildings, all the protective 
measurs as for bri k buildings are fou(nd useful. I-or random rubble arid half dressed 
stone r insonr%. the to lowi alditionul easures are absolutely necessary: 

- Provisioi A 'though' ,toes or 'hon(ing' elenriets along the wall thickness 
at retgular iitur, lI,ofI about one ('felment per ,q. im Of Wall. 

- Restriction of the tlickness to not more than 45 cir since larger thickness 
encourage, uindclsi,ihh filling iiiiterial inside, adding to mass but reducing 

strength. 

'FIFEICTIVI-NI'SS 01: SE-ISMIC STREINGTHIENING F:EATUJRES 

Most of the fed ttires suggested ini this paper have been ineluded in soie of 
the building codes and ii anuimls (IS: 14326-1977, Arya ind others 19S0). However, 
very few experimental studies have tben reported in literature to verily the effective
ness of these. Dlynamic tests or half scale brick building models have been 

1!
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carried out towards this objective (Qamaruddin 1978). The results show that provision 

of lintel band and vertical steel reinforcement is quite effective in imparting the 

necessary strength and energy absorbing capacity to the building and the quantity 

of steel reinforcement as provided in the Indian code will be found to be generally 

adequate. Test data in respect of stone masonry is not available, but results similar 

to brick buildings can be expected here also. 

ECONOMICS OF EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT MEASURES 

It is sornetInies a,,de out that incorporation of seismic safety in buildings and 

structures would increase the cost considerably. The fact is that whereas absolute 

safety to tl( extent of 'not even a crack' rniav, indeed, require not only heavy cost 

but also ( la1nge of tie ro:strttion riater ia lroil brick or stone to reinforced concrete 

walls. the 1r1ai( I(lc(il , of so fet tiofCollalpse and litiriting damage to repair

able stage in bne -i.ti.v(l '.en it) mriaorlry buildiigs at rather low additional cost. 

The tirasures oltl-i red tirebove (atl be di'ided if) two grottif). TIie plannirg suggestions 

for irryros ing seislic-eir'iour of buildings arc imi fact 'No Cost' rreasures. The 

seisli( strcl)tllw mlrl, rteastres illthe form of 'lintci level bands' Lid vertical reinfor

cing (.fefl It ( 0111l" , 0 tillt l d at the janmbs of openings arelt, i ii(f w oloris l 

the onews t i t w iI it,,ol \ ext\r6 ( ,,t.I, i trl[ brl( I1 )tii drrig (onstrIj t i ons carried 

at the Poorl<ee I'lllser,,t Iat; ic Iir ii \1\ VIII /o11 'hic( 1 only introduf) involved 

cing rei riel ,owr-i.f bind,, l all waills rod in all thtree storeys, tie extra cost 

calie to less than11 ifl: i(,(itf', l tl ( ivil i rstrc tioli costs. Tl, percentage will 

of (.orlrs, sdr\ 'irdr)(,it ! ol ti eW Trall ul ding ii(i tiofo s Lt the lo(ation but 

is expc(tei to rI itri twiriii 2 t -a t. Ill \1%1 IX /oiis % wre vertica-l steel will 

also be iri,.ol sl. iiHw (,,r ,i t o-t (1(1(,t o i l -r-,i,,td1a ( I ltl:\ go iplo 4-6% . 

Considleriig ht'it tt ; oidri ,i 't o,t01 1 (ft , ge fd h l (hiurg ( ould be 

25 to ) ofI, th ( t', tl I(,'o itrti tion i],J11i(l1t keX, (,\)pri ii(,d ill (d1rthl(lral ill 

t!SSlP al Irriulr eittll( t ,ak'i Ital',, tlh initial tr itit itg1A i, riot onlY (iorloriically 

sound but also ighl\ 'li1ritblil. holoig to Itit sl, e of a,, prosidtld to the 

islo' to (r i111111m oil d as\ idin aintes alldf tle< ti,-m Ill 0 it ss ilter ain edrthquake. 

(ONCLI JSIONS 

Dwellings contrun t(il a( ordirng, to Ir'drt ion glnrIlly require only iinor and 

low cost riodilirations and strengthening rimeiires fIr raising tleir seisrric resistance 

levels sutficiently to prevent their ((illapse. (juidulinw m this regar Liare already 
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available. Implementation efforts are to be made in various places to derive the 
benefits of the scientific work in order to contri'aute to d.sastcr mitigation. Experimen
tal test data is still required in regard .:o stone masonry construction to prove the 

strengthening measures. 
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ABSTRACT At distances greater than 200 km from earthquake sources,
 

amplitudes of incoming seismic shear waves are 
generally small, unless
 
amplified by an overlying soft 
soil layer. For structures which have
 

fundamental periods close to 
that of the soil, the seismic risk needs to
 
be reassessed. This was tragically demonstrated in the September 1985
 
Mexican earthquake. In this paper, a hybrid model that uses an accepted
 

geophysical model incorporated with an amplification model is proposed to
 
predict the response spectrum 
for such cases. This semi-analytical model
 

is preferred since statistical models are accurate in areas where there is
 
an abundance of seismic data or when specific influence 
of local ground
 

condition is not important. For areas like Singapore where there is.
 
little or no relevant seismic data, the hybrid model is especially useful
 

as the parameters can be estimated a priori.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Generally, earthquakes can cause significant damages within
 

100-200 km radius from the fault, and as such often 
the effects of high
 
frequency components of an earthquake in the near field has been the
 

subject in earthquake engineering. However, recent experience in the 1985
 

Mexico earthquake has shown that an earthquake 
can have a considerable
 

effect even 
at far-field due to long period components of shear waves
 

which travel long distances. In the case of 
the 1985 Mexican earthquake,
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the Lake Zone of the Mexico City where the greatest concentration of
 

damages occurred is 400 km from the epicentre, but the long period waves
 

that arrived at the rock level of the site were amplified as they
 

propagated through soft superficial clay of depth 4 0m or so (Booth and
 

others, 1986). Thus earthquake prone sites with similar deposits need to
 

be examined carefully for site effects. In the case of Singapore, the
 

nearest faults are in Sumatra, Indonesia, which are about 400 km away. As
 

such, the amplitudes of seismic shear waves reaching Singapore through
 

base rock is very small. However, in recent years, with the development
 

of Singapore, many tall structures have been constructed, some on fairly
 

soft ground or reclaimed land. Hence, the seismic risk of these
 

structures needs to be re-evaluated considering the possibility of
 

amplification of low amplitude shear waves by the soft soil.
 

Most methods of seismic analyses are based on statistical models to
 

obtain the ground motion, usually in terms of the amplitude spectra. The
 
variables normally used are the magnitude to describe the strength of the
 

source, the epicentral distance to describe the attenuation through the
 

earth, and site condition to describe the local geology (Trifunac, 1976 
and Katayama and others, 1977). Clearly models are morethese accurate 

where data is in abundance and less accurate where there is a dearth of 

data. Since there is a total lack of data on 
earthquake accelerations in
 

Singapore, the statistical models may not be accurate to evaluate the
 

seismic risk of structures in Singapore. Furthermore, in statistical
 

models, the important characteristics of the original spectra are lost 
as
 

a result of normalisation and averaging. Many of these models sought only
 

to keep the effects of magnitude and distance on the spectra (Katayama and
 

others, 1977), but where local amplification is important, it is also
 

necessary to assess accurately the effects of local geology. Thus an
 

alternative method is needed to assess 
the seismic risk in Singapore.
 

In this paper, a hybrid semi-analytical model is developed to obtain
 

the response spectrum that can be used for assessing the seismic risk of a
 

structure. Such a model not only estimates the far-field shear waves but
 

also accounts for local amplification due to soft soil. First, a
 

geophysical model put forth by Brune (1970, 1971) is used to estimate the
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Fourier spectrum of the incoming far field shear wave at base rock. This
 

generally follows the approach by McGuire and Hanks (1980). Then, an
 

empirical amplification model by Kanai (Okamoto, 1973) is incorporated
 

into the Brune's model to estimate the amplified Fourier spectrum due to
 

site effects. The corresponding response spectrum is obtained using
 

random vibration theory. The far field response spectrum thus obtained is
 

used to assess the seismic risk of structures and the adequacy of current
 

codes of practices is examined.
 

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
 

A Hybrid Geophysical Model
 

An alternative to statistical models is to use a geophysical model.
 

Many such models are available, for examples, Brune (1970, 1971) and
 

Papageorgiou and Aki (1983). The more elegant and sophisticated models
 

generally require detailed specification of the source properties which
 

are difficult to obtain in priori. Following McGuire and Hanks approach
 

(1980), the Brune's model is chosen in this study. The main attraction of
 

the Brune's model is its simplicity and that the important parameters, the
 

seismic moment and the static stress drop can be estimated prior to an
 

earthquake. Further, this model has been shown by various researchers
 

(Hanks and McGuire, 1980; Boore, 1983; and Luco, 1985) to give accurate
 

estimate of the ground motion.
 

Brune's Model
 

There are three key aspects to the Brune's model, namely:
 

i. 	 A simple displacement function is obtained by assuming a simple
 

faulting mechanism. For far-field displacement, the function is then
 

modified by two factors to account for the spherical spreading and
 

diffraction of the shear wave.
 

ii. 	 For long period, it is assumed that the spectrum from the above
 

function agrees with the double-couple dislocation theory.
 

iii. 	Also, in the high frequency limit, the energy density flux is
 

conserved at far-field.
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To obtain the displacement function, it is assumed that there is an
 

instantaneous stress drop a across the fault. The displacement is then
 

given simply by:
 

u = a8(t - () 

where u is the displacement, V the shear modulus, 0 the shear wave
 

velocity, t the time and R the enicentral distance.
 

At far field, to account for anelastic attenuation and spherical
 

spreading, equation (1) is modified as follows:
 

u (F.) . (- t exp (-at") (2)RR
 

where r is the radius of an equivalent circular fault and t" = (t-

In the above equation, F.r/R accounts for the spherical spreading and the
 

exponential decay term accounts for the diffraction.
 

If the displacement at far-field is assumed to have the same
 

radiation spectrum as a double-couple, then the Fourier spectrum at far

field is:
 

= r aa
Qs ( = F( ) . (--) . 2 2 • (3) 

Rm + 

where = cos2O.sin 4 is the radiation spectrum (Brune, 1976). Thus 

forw >> a, using Parseval's theorem (Brigham, 1974), the assumption of 

energy conservation will give: 

2 2
S.2Ir 2".(- = (0.4 Q2 ).40R (4) 
max 

where 0.4 is the mean square value of R and S is a factor to allow for 

some conversion of the shear waves to P-waves. The left hand term is
 

obtained by considering the energy at R = 0.
 

Equation (4) now gives:
 

F S /2 (5)
 

Using dislocation theory, for a double-couple source with a seismic
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moment Mo, the Fourier spectrum is given by (Brune, 1976):
 

M

1R 03 . Re (6)
 

where P is the density of earth. If this is equivalent to the proposed
 

displacement function forw << a, then, the following is valid:
 

M
 
=(F.0 . 4RO ')
 (7)
 

41rP R 0 a2 

From dislocation theory: 

Mo = 
o 7

6 or3 (8)
 

If S = 0.8, then F = 1.0 and
 

2.348 
 (9)
 
r
 

Thus, the far-field Fourier displacement spectrum is determined to be:
 

r
()=R " B- 2 1- 2 '8p (10)
I0
 
W +a
 

and a is given by equation (9)
 

Based on equation (10), McGuire and Hanks 
(1980) introduced the
 

following modified far-field acceleration spectrum:
 

1 I 

-~ 2 

fo 
tog frequency
 

Fig. 1 Proposed Ground Acceleration Spectrum
 

(McGuire and Hanks, 1980)
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a w _rfR._ f2 (1iM0f9a~f3 -2o--ep[2 R€(I 
PRB f+f 

f 2.348 (12)
0 27r 27y 

where Q is commonly referred to as the Quality factor and f = w/271 is the 

frequency. In equation (11), the acceleration spectrtm is obtained from 

the displacement term by multiplying it with (2if)
22 , that is, w 

2 
The 

exponential term is usually included to account for anelastic 

attenuation. To relate to normal measurement of earthquake magnitude, it 

is observed that the seismic moment is related to the local magnitude ML 

through the following relation (Hanks and Kanamori, 1979): 

lcg M
0 

= 1.5 ML + 16.0 (13) 

Equation (11) thus gives the far-field acceleration spectrum of a
 

shear wave propagating through base rock. At the site of interest, if
 

there is any local amplification due to the ground condition, then
 

equation (11) has to be modified accordingly to obtain the surface motion.
 

Most soil amplification studies use one-dimensional wave propagation
 

theory (Seed and Idriss, 1982). There are many programmes available to
 

estimate this one-dimensional effect, for example the SHAKE programme
 

(Schnabel and others, 1972). However, most of these require a time
 

history input. In this paper, a simple but empirical mathematical
 

function proposed by Kanai (Okamoto, 1973) is used to account for this
 

amplification since a time history is not available in the present
 

development to allow for a more accurate analysis. For a surface layer
 

with a density pI, a shear wave velocity 8 1 and a predominant period of TG
 

overlying a base layer with density P2 and sheat wave velocity 82, the
 

amplification model is given by:
 

1
 g (T ) = I + ..... .... .. .. . . .... .. . . .(14 )
 

K2[1 - ()22 + (0.3 -_)2 

and K is defined as:
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K 	 P22 + P11 (15)
P202 - I 

For soft soil condition, K is about 1.1 while for cohesionless
 

deposit, it is 1.2 and for stiff soil, it is about 1.3. These values will
 

be used in this study. Thus the amplified Fourier acceleration amplitude
 

spectrum is given by:
 

SM f0 7fR f2
 
a(f) = 0.85 0_ _f2(
 

pR e f2 + f 2 g(T)

0 

In equation (16), the factor 0.85 is to account for the free-surface
 

effect (a factor of 2.0), vectorial partitioning of energy into two equal
 

components (1/12) and the rms value of the radiation spectrum (0.6).
 

Following Vanmarcke (1976) and, Vanmarcke and Lai (1980), the stationary
 

response of a linear oscillator with natural frequency 271w and damping
 

ratio is:
 

a 2 	= G(Wn) W - 1) + f n G( ) d (17) 
a n n .- ) 1nfd(7
 

and 	G(w ) is given by: 

G(W) - a2(W 	 (18)
11 

Following McGuire and others (1984), the duration of the shear wave motion
 

s is taken to be the inverse of the corner frequency fo.
 

To estimate the peak acceleration values from the rms values of a
 

stationary process, the following formula (Vanmarcke, 1976) is used:
 

a(f,E) = [2 En (2.88fs)/2o a 	 (19) 

Thus using eouattons (17) to (19), the acceleration response spectrum for
 

surface motion at far-field can be estimated.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 

In this study, the geophysical data eaployed is similar to those used 

by McGuire and Hanks (1980). The crustal parameters are p - 2.8 

tonnes/m3 , = 3.2 km/sec and Q = 300 while for the fault, r = 11.9 km 
a = 100 bars and fo = 0.1. In view of equations (8) and (13), the chosen 

values correspond to a simulated earthquake of magnitude approximately
 

6.4. To consider different ground conditions, soil layers with 3
 

different fundamental periods are analysed, namely 0.75 s for stiff ground
 

condition, 1.25 s for a deep cohesionless deposit and 2 s for soft ground
 

condition (Balendra and Heidebrecht, 1986).
 

The response spectra of both rock and surface accelerations at 

distances 200 kIn and 400 kin away from the fault are shown in Figures 2 and 

3 respectively for 5% damping. It is observed from the plots that as the
 
distance gets longer, the shear waves with longer per i dominate the 

spectrum. For example, the spectral acceleration of the rock notion at 

200 km, the maximum occurs at about Is whereas for 400km, the maximum is
 

at 2s. This has Important implications since for soft ground condition,
 
the fundamental period is also longer and thus is more likely to be close
 

to the period where peak acceleration occurs for the incoming shear
 

wave. This means that soil amplification is more important for far-field
 

response. This is indeed shown in the figures where for soft ground
 

condition, at 200 kin, the amplification is about 4 whereas at 400 km, it
 

is about 6. This has been observed by others (Seed and others, 1976). 
 In
 
fact, they concluded that amplification due to ground condition 
was
 

unimportant in most near-field analyses (less than 60 km).
 

In Figures 2 and 3, it can also be seen that different ground
 

conditions will mean that the peak acceleration will occur at different
 

periods. Most statistical model cannot account 
for this. This is shown
 

in Figure 4 where the results from a statistical model (Katayama and
 

others, 1977) is compared to the results predicted by the hybrid model.
 

The statistical result is obtained for earthquakes 
 with magnitude
 

6.1 - 6.7 and epicentral distance 200 - 405 km. It is seen that the 

predicted peak amplitudes bound the statistical peak. Also, for the 
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statistical model, the periods at which maximum response occur for the
 

three different soil conditions are approximately the same whereas in the
 

hybrid model, they are distinct and clearly show the effect of the ground
 

conditions. Thus, it can be seen that the hybrid model though based on
 

simple ideas can give comparable results to the statistical model, yet
 

still clearly reflects the influence of the ground ,onditions. It is also
 

seen from Figures 2 and 3 that when the fundamental period of the building
 

is based in the neighbourhood of the period of the soil layer, there is a
 

peak in the response spectra. The peak spectral accelerations for 

buildings on stiff soil (T - 0.75s), deep cohesionless soil (T = 1.25s) 

and soft clay (T = 2.0s) are respectively 0.1, 0.175 and .225 m/s2 for 

sites 400 km away from the epicentre. 

In Singapore, all earthquakes originate from Sumatra and from past
 

records, the stronger earthquakes are of magnitude about 6. From equation
 

(13), for a magnitude 6 earthquake, the seismic moment is about 4 times
M0 


smaller than a magnitude 6.4 earthquake. For such an earthquake, the
 

maximum acceleration expected for the stiff soil, deep cohesionless
 

deposit and soft soil are about 0.025, 0.045 and 0.06 m/s2 respectively.
 

This corresponds to a base shear of 0.25%, 0.45% and 0.6% of the weight.
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It should be noted that in Singapore, most horizontal deposits are not
 

large or uniform and thus there will be further attenuation. In BS8110
 

(1985), the minimum lateral load specified is 1.5% of the characteristic
 

dead weight of the structure.
 

CONCLUSIONS
 

In this paper, a simple semi-analytical hybrid model is proposed to 

predict the earthquake response spentrum at far-field in situations where 

amplification due to ground condition is important. The hybrid model is 

obtained by incorporating an empirical amplification model into an 

accepted geophysical model. Despite the simplicity of the model, it is 

shown that the model can give reasonable predictions. More importantly, 

unlike statistical models, the hybrid model can account for the ground 

condition. This is an important consideration as demonstrated in the 

destructive Mexican earthquake of 1985. 

Based on this model, it is concluded that in situations where the 

fundamental period of a building is close to that of the deep cohesionless
 

deposit of soft clay supporting the building, the amplification due to the 

ground condition needs to be more accurately assessed.
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ABSTRACT This paper summarizes the development of the Insurance and Investment 
k.sk: Analysis Systems (IRAS) that provides consultation for the earthquake insurance 
and investment banking industries. The features of this system will be briefly described 
in this paper, including: interactive input/output facilities, graphic data retrieval, 
hierarchical knowledge-based management, an integrated system of independent 
program modules, combinations of backward-chaining and forward-chaining inference 
mechanisms, and approximate reasoning schemes based on fuzzy set theory to deal with 
linguistic and/or incomplete information. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent advances in earthquake engineering have permitted experts to rationally 
estimate earthquake hazard, vulnerability, and risk, but this expertise is not readily 
available to managers in insurance and banking industries because there are problems in 
defining the relevant data for seismic risk evaluation, obtaining these data, and applying 
these data for decision making. 

Thus, the purpose of the present project is to develop a knowledge-based expert 
system called IRAS (Insurance and Investment Risk Analysis Systems) on seismic 
vulnerability of existing buildings for use by real-estate investment analysis, insurance 
underwriters and reinsurers, decision makers and portfolio managers, and structural 
engineers and appraisers in evaluating and re\ ising investment strategies and insurance 
policies or premiums. 

There are three specific expert systems in IRAS. The first system evaluates seismic 
hazard for a given site. It integrates an existing data base of past geological and 

seismological information, which includes location of seismic sources, recurrence 
relationships for all these sources, and any seconday hazard information that is available 
in the literature. The second system evaiuates the seismic vulnerability of a group or a 
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class of buildings in a given region whose seismic hazard has been evaluated by the first 
expert system. This system can also be used for rapid identification of high risk
buildings in a region. It relies only on readily available information about the buildings
under investigation; no detailed engineering drawings or other input is needed. The third 
system evaluates detailed vulnerability and risk for a specific building which either has
been identified as a high risk building by the previous expert sytem or is of particular
interest to the analyst. 

IRAS has several features. First, it adopts the commercial software I/O PRO as the
main Input/Output facilitator. The screen development system facilitates creation of text 
and graphic screens used as the input and output media for interactive programs. The
slides displayed on screen are used to communicate with the user for input and output
and explanations. Input data formats can be numerical, linguistic, or graphical based 
upon the context. Second, the control strategy for the inference mechanism in IRAS is a
combination of backward chaining (goal-driven) and forward chaining (data-driven).
The system uses backward chaining to satisfy diverse goals (inquires). However, if the
goal is specified, the system uses forward chaining to collect the relevant data. Since
goal specification significantly reduces the search space, only minimum search effort is
required. Third, unlike the conventional nile-based systems, IRAS recognizes the fact
that seismic risk evaluation needs both judgemental expertise and well established 
mathematical procedures. Hence, IRAS incorporates both rule-based systems and
algorithmi programs which saves a great deal of computation. Fourth, to increase the 
ease of upgrading of IRAS and to ease the restriction of internal memory, the
submodules of IRAS are written as independent programs. The programs are compiled
independently and are then called into memory when needed by the driver. Fifth, IRAS 
adopts the current probabilistic approach for hazard analysis to handle uncertainties in the
prediction of ground shaking for the site. However, in evaluating the vulnerability of a 
building, design detail and construction quality will affect the performance of the
building. All these factors will significantly influence the building performance during
earthquakes and must be identified in order to get a reasonable evaluation. To reflect the
judgemental knowledge of the effect of different factors on building damage, IRAS uses 
an uncertainty model based on fuzzy set theory. 

IRAS is designed in such a way that the knowledge bases can be updated as new
information is made available. Furthernore, the systems are user friendly, and hence
their repeated usage can make them a standard for evaluating seismic hazard and risk for 
the banking and insurance industries. 

DOMAIN KNOWLI)GE 

Seismic risk is defined as the likelihood of loss due to earthquakes and involves four 
basic components: hazards, exposure, vulnerability, and location. These factors are 
further defined below (Miyasato et al, 1986): 

- The hazards or dangerous situations may he classified as follows: 
- Primary hazards (fault break, ground vibration); 
- Secondary hazards which are potentially dangerous situations triggered by the 

primary hazards. For example, a fatult break can cauLsc a tsunami or ground
shaking can re;ult in oumdation settlement, f0undation failure, liquefaction,
landslides, etc.; 
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Tertiary hazards produced by flooding by dam break, fire following an 
earthquake ard the like. 

All these hazards lead to damage and losses. They may be expressed in terms of 
severity, frequency, and location. 

- The exposure is defined as the value of the structures and contents, business 
interruption, lives, etc. 

- The vulnerability is defined as the sensitivity of the exposure to the hazard(s) and 
the location relative to the hazards(s). 

- The location is defined as the position of the exposure relative to the hazard. 

Losses resulting from seismic hazard are numerous and can be categorized as 
follows: 

- Life and injury.
 
- Property.
 
- Business interruption.
 

Lost opportunities. 
CDontents.
 

Tax base.
 
Other losses.
 

A seismic risk analysis requires the identification of the losses to be studied as well 
as the identification of the hazard exposures and their locations and vulnerability. 

For the purpose of insurance and the real estate industry, property losses are the 
major concern. Property loss is usually measured by the damage ratio which is defined 
as the repair cost of the damaged facility divided by the initial cost of the facility. Due to 
uncertainties in predicting structural behavior during future earthquakes, the current 
practice of the insurance industry in California is to use PML (probable maximum loss), 
(Steinbrugge, 1982) as the basis for premium calculation. PML is defined as the damage 
ratio so that during the "maximum probable" earthquake, 9 out of 10 buildings will 
experience damage less than the value given by PML. 

PML does not consider the randomness of earthquake occurrence with respect to 
time, location, or earthquake size. In order to reflect the uncertain nature of earthquake 
occurrence, a second index, called the damage threshold (DT) is used which combines 
the uncertain response of the building with the random occurrence of future earthquakes 
(Shah and Dong, 1984, Chiang et al, 1984, ATC, 1986). Both indices are used in 
IRAS. 

Corresponding to the major components of seismic risk, IRAS is divided into three 
subsystems: SHES,SRES I and SRES2. The seismic hazard evaluation system (SHES) 
combines hazard and location components to obtain the seismic hazard estimation. The 
n:i.'. SRES 1,the seismic risk evaluationflow chart for SHES is shown in Figure 1. 
system, is used to screen the property loss from exposure and vulnerability of the 
building. In this level, only building type (classification) is required. The flow chut for 
SRES1 is shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the flow chart of SRES2, which 
performs the second level of seismic risk evaluation taking into consideration specific 
information of the buildings. Data management and the inference mechimisin of these 
subsystems will be described in the sequential sections. 

U90
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INFERENCE MECHANISM (INFERENCE ENGINE)
 

An inference engine incorporates reasoning methods which act upon input data and 
knowledge from the knowledge base to solve the desired problem and produce an 
explanation when requested. Control strategy for the inference engine could be 
forward-chaining, back ward-chaining or a mixture of both. 

In the IRAS application, the system should be able to satisfy diverse goals
(inquiries) such as "what is the real estate investment portfolio risk for a given region
due to a catastrophic earthquake ?' or "what is the probable maximum loss of a particular
building due to all contributing fault seismicity?". The goal specifies the reasoning path
that should be pursued. -lence, it is natural that backward chaining (goal-driven) should 
be used. lowever, when the goal is specified and the reasoning path to achieve this 
goal is identified, the systems will use forward chaining (data-driven) to collect the 
relevant data either by querying the user or searching and retrieving it from the 
knowledge base. Thus, the control mechanism is a combination of backward chaining 
and forward-chaining. Since goal specification significantly reduces the search space, 
only a minimun search effort is required. 

KNOWLEIDGE (DATA) 13ASE 

The knowledge (data) base for the IRAS systems consists of raw data, production
riles, engineering and analysis programs and approximate reasoning schemes. Unlike 
conventional rule-based systems which use If-Then rules only, IRAS recognizes the fact 
that seismic risk evaluation needs both judgemental expertise and well-established 
mathematical proceditres. Ilence, IRAS incorporates both If-Then production rules and 
algorithimic programs. For instance, model selection depends heavily on the expert's
subjective judgen .ent, and lf-'Then rules are suitable to guide the user to select the 
appropriate model. After the model is selected, the relevant procedures are executed 
using algorithmic programs. 

The earthquake database is provided by the National Geophysical Data Center. The 
database contains about 27,)0( earthquakes above magnitude 3.0 recorded since 1900. 
A method to convert the different magnitude and intensity scales encountered in the 
database into a uniform scale, the local magnitude scale, is being developed. Significant
earthquakes that have occurred before 1900 wiil also be included in the database to 
improve the nk(Xteling (,foccurrence of larger ei' htquakcs. 

The database is complete only for earthultak,.s above magnitude 4.0 after 1933 and 
in several occasions the occurrence of earthquakes in swarms is difficult to differentiate 
from slightly differing recordings of the same earthquake. These factors will be 
considered in our modeling of carthluake recurrences. 

Each earthqluake is associatCd with the source having the closest segment to its 
epicenter. This information is sto)red ill the database and \will be used to determine all the 
earthquakes associated with a sourTe. 

The data base can be updated anytimC to account for new earthquakes. The system is 
designed such that two databases forilnts are easily read to include new earthquakes in 
the existing database. These are the U.S.G.S. and the National Geophysical Data Center 
formats. 
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The source database was constructed from the California Division of Mines and 
Geology fault map drawn at a scale of 1:750,000. Their map was digitized with a GTCO 
digitizing tablet with a resolution of 0.1 mam. Several intersections of degrees of 
longitude and latitude as well as points along the faults were input to a program that 
transformed the cartesian coordinates into degrees of latitude and longitude. 

The faults are composed of several segments whose end points are stored in the 
database. 
Once determined, the recurrence and attenuation mxels and their parameters will also be 
stored in the database. To determine the recurrence model on a source all the earthquakes 
that belong to 'hat source are used. The recurrence models to be considered are as 
follows: 

Poisson Model 
The Poisson recurrence model assumes a mcmoryless process and is characterized 

by the following equation: 

P(mc,T) = I - CxpI t T (;tl(nl c ) I 

where p(nmTl') is the pioh'ahility that a critical imagnitude level, mc , will be exceeded at 
least once in the next T years, 

7t is the expected number of events per year that have a magnitude greater than or 
equal to int, 

fl t is the threshold magnitude Of significant events which release substantial stress 
along the fth effect ivelyv restartin the strain acCumnu lation process, 

GM(in0) is the complementary cumulative distribution of all magnitudes greater than 
n t (GM(mo)= 1.0). 

The mnagnitiide di-tribution is very often assumed to be Gutenberg-Richter which is 
represented by the f llowing equation in the untruncated case: 

GM(m) -exp I -13( 1-mtl m>_m t 

lhowever, the Poisson m1odel allows any tnagnitudc distribution to be used instead 
of the (hIntenbcrg-lRichter relati ,n. ()n ,oi ne faults the distribution of magnitudes may be 
peaked near a largc c'h]uract 'Hriicinagituu' lc\el and the characteristic-size model 
should e used. 'HIis model is obtained by generalizing the Gutenberg-Richter 
relationship tsiiig the \\Vihtil ditrittitOn as follows: 

(G10 11) -: C_\j[ 1 (, fily I t i11t:,11 

where VN1 . {Var INi I 1/2/(I. Nil-nt ) atnd 13%1/(lIMI-nt). 

Chanacteristic 'lime Nlc t l 
The 1) i)]Ssii n ,icl ii1lic, an iter- ,eent ime given by the following equation: 

(wher( ) xi c4t tat 
where (YU iS,111C COMnq)ICHnCnt1;ry CUuatl,te distribution function of the inter-event 
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times and A.is the mean annual rate of events of magnitude larger than m. If the 
inter-event times on a fault show less variability than the memoryless model implies, the
characteristic-time model can be used instead to describe the distribution of theinter-event times. This model is obtained by generalizing the previous equation using the 
Weibull function as follows: 

GI(t) = extl I- ,t) I/VTI 

where Vt = {Var(17)) 1/2/F.(T) and X 1/E(t). 
With the Poisson inter-event tiies the hazard function, which is the probability that 

an event ill occur in the next infinitesinial time interval given that it has iiot happened in 
tile last to y.ears, is a constant, X. The Weibull distribution has an increasing hazard 
function with tO which is more realistic in somc cases. With the characteristic-time model 
the probability oF exceeding a matgnitude level increases with to, the elapsed time since 
the last significant event. 

Time-Predictable Nb ,ll
If there is a pwsilive corrclation between the inter-event time and the preceeding

magnitude leel, nu a tdie-predictable model can he assigned to tile source. To 
characterize thel time- predictable model, both the conditional distribution of the 
inter-event times i,,cn the ValICtie4 the prcceeding nagnitude (ttoM0 (t I MO) and the 
marginaol ,triibuio, o4 the indcpcinlent successive magnitudes G(,1 (rn) need to be 
specified. 1,l In L.th1, iclt-eve nt time, given fil can be asignled a W eibull 

distribution wi. ith lilr[ntee s i \ Ind \',a,.1 and the niapiitudes can be assigned a 
\W eibult isnittt ,r \ itlt J 1t intI, lcI(.t;t tl "V, 

If tItCrc i, at schistt, pritlence bc\(ccn the inter-event tile, T, and the 
scuuentt utaclt i nitc, fill, a lip prcdictable. mtodcl can be assigned to the source. The 
slip-predictabldc nhndl 14, hp-,i'ticd h' aq'mlii, Nth the conditiomal distribution of the 
subsetlUInt r ittidc t! \ ISI ' ier Ccci llic .1te n itt 1 in I I) am tle marginal 
distlutiot l ( idcnpeifLt IcIChr vnt' times (i (t). For most cases, the11 lthetIn 1 C.si\ 

Poissul Itdel \ d ( 1 ,Nin.cul epiac ich. il'

'lcsin;g il:K di'RuctIVt'c Mi 

Tl'o teh"the u,,,. ),ln t 5',
11t1el aic ltblc: lih 1h10 and the goodness of 

If ll e.fit nilitld. ie plotie of Hi > ,liltes \ crstl :heC sm-tCd inter-event times
resulls i ii i il thea itlice t . iiiip t 't i son to l l ,,vt,v lid. If the points do 
not lie' ott aI t itf(h lire theu it l i l pth,',i , iSrCjcCCd. Since it is (ifficult to
decilc %\hethc ,)I II! th, ph, Pht tit it shiold be ued cCefullv unless it is 
oibviously sI itilhrIll 

ToI \cil\ 1t;w ' i i',.11 ,I , it' hliltakC iICCtin ittics or tihe
(tllellb li-ld tc * il irlu 4 c1,, ei,, hit.i th l ti, ., ttt . III-iilie goxt(O less of 
huttest n N.inucd ;ts tl'lhs ,. ( u\cl i1,1 thc c p tct l lit ii a .crtain calet.'ory i 
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equals fi, the probability of the count being less than or equal to the observed count niis: 
ni
 

P[Ni < ni] = I /k! ai(fii)k exp (- fii) = 

k=O 
For the verification of the Poisson assumption of earthquake occurrences on a fault 

the expected and observed counts of earthquakes on this fault in different time periods 
are compared. The verification of the exponential distribution for magnitudes on a fault is 
done by comparing the expected and observed counts on this fault for different 

magnitude intervals. Very low and very high values of (xiindicate that the expected count 
is too high or too low respectively and the assumption tested is rejected. 

To determine which of the characteristic-size or Poisson represents the best model 
for a source, a test is perforned on the statistic VM = {var IMI 1/2/ (ELM] - mt). If it is 
significantly different from 1.0, the Gutenberg-Richter assumption is rejected and the 
characteristic-size model using a Weibull distribution is recommended. 

Similarly, to determine which of the characteristic-time or Poisson represents the 
best model for a source, a test is perfortned on the statistic V., = Ivar Ir]} 1/2 /E[r]. If it 
is significantly different from 1.0, the Poisson assumption is rejected and the 
cllaactenrstic-time model using a WCibull distribution is recommended. 

The slip or time predictable assumptions can b'e verified with tile following tests. If 
the correlation between the inter-event time and the preceeding magnitude level is greater 
than zero (p,,,,,) > 0), then the time-predictable model is recommended. If there is a 

positive correlation between the inter-event times t and subsequent magnitudes M1 

(pMl.t > 0), then the slip-predictable model is recommended. If both correlations are 
greater than zero then a combined slip and time predictable model is recommended. 

The recurrence mo×lel for a source can also be determined by mcant; of rules 
recreating experts' opinions. These rules facilitate the task of determinirg which 
recurrence model is most appropriate for a source because they bypass the need of 
having to go through all the statistical tests mentioned above. A few examples of such 
nles are given b'elow. 

RUIAF 1: 
IFmean inter-event time ketween signiflIcant events is greater than elapsed time since last 
such .Veent 
TIHFN Poisson mi(lel mightme adeqluate 

RULE 2: 
IF Poisson mniiel might be adcqutatc 
AND mean inter-evnt timc betwecn significant events > length of historical record 
TIHEN Poisson model adc(liiite 
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RULE 3: 
IF the hazard is controlled by a single fault 
AND the time since the last significant event is greater than the average time between 
such events on that fault 
AND a strong characteristic-time behavior applies to that fault 
THEN Poisson model not adequate 

INTEGRATING INDEPENDENT PROGRAMS 

A common practice in programming is to have a main driver and many subroutines. 
The driver and subroutines are compiled into a global executable program. However,
when the problem to be solved is complex, many subroutines and submodules are 
needed. The size of the program increases rapidly and soon the capacity of the internal 
memory of a microcomputer is exceeded. I! is then necessary to rely on fancy
input/output manipulation and peripheral storage to fit the program into the computer.
Furthermore, when any submodule of the program needs to be changed due to 
technological or engineering advances, the relevant routines must be changed and 
recompiled. The fitting must be reconstncted. 

To increase the ease of upgrading IRAS and to ease the restriction of internal 
memory on the IBM AT, tile submodules of the systems are written as independent 
programs. Most of these programs have already been developed during the past ten 
years; by staff and students at the Blume Earthquake Engineering Center, and they are 
simply ported to the microcomputer. The programs are compiled independently and 
individually, and are then called into memory when needed by the driver, much like a 
subroutine is used. The retrieval, execution and then return of the external programs is 
easily achieved on the IBM AT using the interrupt feature of DOS. Each external 
program can be as large as the total internal memory of the AT (currently at 640K). 

UNCERTAINTY TREATMENT 

As mentioned in the previous sections, there are uncertainties involved at each stage
of the evaluation process. Earthquake occurrence is random in nature; so is its size. For 
this type of uncertainty, the probabilistic approach has been well established and the data 
in California is reasonably good to support estimation using this approach. Hence, 
IRAS adopts the current probabilistic approach for hazard analysis to handle 
uncertainties in prediction of ground shaking for the site. The program STSHA,
developed at Stanford University for hazard analysis, was incorporated into IRAS usitg
the approach described in the previous section. 

There is yet another type of uncertainty in the evaluation which cannot be handled 
u.,ing probabilistic methods. In evaluating the vulnerability of a building, design detail 
and construction quality will affect tile performance of the building. The damage degree
will vary in a wide range from had engineering design to good engineering design. All 
these factors will significantly influence the building performance during earthquakes
and must be identified in order to get a reasonable evaluation. When the user fails to 
answer the inquiry on these factors from the systems, it is then expected that the system
will give an answer with a wider spread due to the larger uncertainty. Because- data 
regarding damage from diverse building types is scarce and is not sufficient to support a 
prohability distributio n, IWAS uses an ucertainty nedel based on fuzzy set theory to 
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reflect the judgmental knowledge of the effect of different factors on building damage. 

Fuzzy sets with different membership functions are used to represent the prior
information on these effects. Some examples are given in Figure 4. 

1.0 - - 1.0 

-5 0 5 mr(9) 0 50 m() 

Modification for roof system Modification for fault rupture 

Fig. 4 Fuzzy representations for modification factors 

Whenever the response to a query for data is unknown (the default), the system will 
use the fuzzy set instead of a crisp number to count its effect. The Vertex method (Dong
and Wong, 1987, Dong and Shah, in print) is used to combine all these effects and to 
calculate the total effect, resulting in a certainty factor which reflects the degree of 
uncertainty. When the system gives the evaluation result, it also indicates the reliability
of the result (certainty factor) and how the reliability can be improved. 

INPUT/OUTPUT FACILITIES 

IRAS adopts as the main I/O facility the commercial software I/O PRO, developed 
by MEF Enviromental (MEF, 1985). 1/0 PRO is a modular set of software development
tools and utilities which together create a high productivity environment for FORTRAN,
C and Pascal programmers. The screen development system facilitates creation of text 
and graphic screens used as the input and output inedia for interactive programs. The 
slides displayed on screen are used to communicate with the user for input and output
and explanations if requested. Input data formats can be numerical, linguistic or 
graphical, based upon the context. 

Besides the interactive mode, the user can also choose the batch mode in which all 
data are read in together using a format :ich as the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet or Dbase IHI. 
This mode facilitates the data transfer from insurance and investing banking company 
data bases. 

In order to display the regional risk, IRAS also incorporates another commercial 
software, ATLAS (Strategic Locations Planning, 1985), to show the thematic map of 
regional risk. All I/O options are built into the master program and can be exercised 
according to the user's goal and decision needs. 

CONCLUSION 

T,,is paper summarizes the development of the seismic risk analysis systems, IRAS,
for insurance and real estate investment industry. The main framework of the systems
has been completed and demonstrated to the clients and users. The response from 
potential users has been excellent. 
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Next, detailed data will be filled in and decision models will be incorporated into the 
systems. The systems will be operational by the end of 1987 after overall validation. 

IRAS is developed for buildings located in California, due to its sponsors' main 
interest. However, in view of the modularity and flexibility of its design, IRAS can be 
readily adapted to other regions of the world when the appropriate data/knowledge bases 
are available. 
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ABSTRACT 
 The seismic re]iabi lity of the proposed Bakun dam, a zoned
 
rockfi . dam in Sarawak, Malaysia, is evaluated. The dam has a maximum 

height of 210 m, a crest length of 900 m, a volume of 26.5 x 106m3 and a
reservoir capacity 	 3of 45.8 x 109 m . A reservoir-induced earthquake with a 
magnitude of M = 6.,1 is assumed. Only the up-/downstream earthquake 
component is considered. The dam is model led as a plane-strain system. 
Full reservoir condition is assumed. The pre-earthquake stresses are
 
calculated simulating twelve construction layers and the dynamic response 
analysis is 	 carried] out by the equivalent linear method in order to simulate 
material nonlinearity. The probabil ity of dam failure due to overtopping is 
investigated considering water 
level in the reservtir and dam crest
 
settlements due to ground shaking as independent random vjriab]es. Mon~e 
Carlo simulation is empJoyed to calculate the dynamic slope displacement 
according to Newmark's sliding block concept. The probability of 
overtopping is given for different values of the service life of the dam. 

INIT4ODL)CrION 

Bakun Dam 
Bakun dam is located on the Balui River about 37 km upstream of Belaga 

in Sarawak, East Malaysia. It has been desiqned as a zoned rockfi II dam 
with impervious withcore, maximuma height of 210 m, a crest length of 
900 m and a total dam volume of 26.5 x 106m3. The catchment area is 
14,750 km2 and the maximum rescrvoir level is at El. 237 above sea level. 
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The surface area at maximum operating water level at El. 228 (198 m of 
maximum dam height) is 695 km2 and the total reservoir volume is 

345.8 x 109m . The main purpose of this project is to generate hydro-power. 
The power house has eight units each with a capacity of 300 MW. It is
 
planned to transmit the power to West Malaysia by a submarine cable with a 
length of 675 km. The project is presently under tender design. The
 
proposed cross-section of Bakun dam is shown in Fig. I. The main dam has an 
inclined central core whereas the cofferdam has an impermeable zone at the 
upstream face. The upstream slope ratio for the main dam is 2:1 and 2.25:1 

for the cofferdam, while the downstream slope ratio is 1.7:1. 

M.S.L. 1 

-2....0 
 250
\ NTU~~RAL U37.0AXFOOD [\EXAVTD 

175.0 WATER- LEVE FOUNDATIONINFi.1 aletseto of prpoedBaunDa
 

Fig. I Tallest section of proposed BakUn Dam 

Objectives and Scope
 

The objective of this study is to evaluate the seismic performance and 
reliabi lity of Bakun dam under earthquake actions. The seismic reliabi l ity 
is expressed in terms of the probability of loss of freeboard, i.e. dam 
fai lure due to overtopping. The loss of freeboard is a consequence of 
earthquake-induced deformations of the dam resulting from settlement and 
permanent slope displacements along the critical fal lure surface. 

The scope of this study comprises three major parts. Firstly, the 
dynamic response ana lysis of Bakun dam. Second ly, the potential fai lure 
slope is determined and by employing Monte Carlo simulation the permanent 
slope displacements are calculated; these can be represented by a 
probability density function. Finally, a reliability model is formulated 
and the reliability of Bakun dam against overtopping is computed considering 

I> 
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and the reliability of Bakun dam against overtopping is computed considering 
reservoir water level and earthquake-induced deformations as random
 

variables. 

RSPCNSE ANALYSIS AND SEISMIC RELIABILITY 

Method of Analysis 

For the assessment of the reliability of Bakun dam the following 
analyses have to be carried out as reported by Goh (1987): 

(i) Design earthquake motion: The design earthquake ground motion at the 
site is estimated based on a catalog of historical earthquakes and seismo
tectonic data of 
the region; and smooth design response spectra are
 

constructed as proposed by Newmark and others (1978). 
(ii) Seepage analysis: A graphic method is used to construct the flow 

net for the stationary seepage condition in the dam. 
(iii) Static analysis: The static analysis of the dam is carried out 

taking into account material nonlinearity, incremental construction (12 
construction layers) and stepwise fil ling of the reservoir (3 water 
elevations). Program ISBILD (Ozawa and others, 1973) (hyperbolic material 
law) is employed to compute the static stresses, which are used to
 

determine the dynamic soi I properties. 

(iv) Dynamic ana lysis: The dynamic ana lysis of the dam is carried out by 
program PLUSH (Romo-Organista and others, 1980), which is based on the 
equivalent linear method and accounts for the ofprobabi listic nature the 

eartluake ground motion. 
(v) Slope stabi lity analysis: T'he yield acceleration of critical slopes 

is determined using the simplified Bishop method. 

(vi) Artificial earthquake generation: Accelerograms in the critical 
slope are generatcA, using program SIMQKE (Gasparini and others, 1976) and 
Monte Carl]( simulation is emp loyed to account for the random properties of 
peak acceleration and response sx ctra within the critical slope. Average 
response spectra and peak acceleration distribut ions can be determined from 

the dynamic ana lysis with P11-SI!. 
(vii) Deformation ana lysis: The disp lacement of the critical slope is 

calculated according to Newmark's sliding block concept (Newmark, 1965). 
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displacement. The permanent slope displacement is computed with program 

DISP (Chugh, 1980). 

(viii) Reliability analysis: The probability of overtopping under design 

earthquake action is determined assuming that water level in the reservoir 

and earthquake-induced dam deformations are independent random variables. 

Design Earthquake 

The site of Bakun dam is located on the quiet Sunda shield in an area 

of low population density with little earthquake data available. A 

comprehensive investigation of the dam site and neighbouring area is 

required in order to estimate the magnitude and location of the design 

earthquake. Earthquake data have been obtained from the National Oceanic 

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in Boulder, Colorado. From the 

statistical analysis of data within a radius of 500 km from the dam site, 

only 1 earthquakes have been recorded during 1163 to 1986. Accordingly the 

fo] lowing frequency magnitude relationship has been established: 

lcgl0N = 5.33 - 0.939M (1)
 

where N is the cumulative number of earthquakes and M the Richter magnitude. 

Assuming a constant rate of earthquake occurrence the magnitudc for an
 

event with an average return period of 100 years can be determined as M= 

6.4. Furthermore, observations have indicated that a relatively high risk 

of reservoir-induced earthquake exists in the vicinity of large dams with 

huge reservoirs, such as Bakun dam. Consequent ly, a reservoir-induced 

earthquake with an epicentraI distance of 40 km and focal depth of 3 km is 

assumed, resu Iting in a peak acceleration at the site of 0.32 g (Goh, 1987). 

Soil Properties 

In the dynamic analysis strain-dependent shear modu]i and damping 

ratios are used as shown in Fig. 2. The maximum shear mxulus for each soil 

element is determined based] on the fo] 'cw.,ing relations as discussed by Goh 

(1987):
 

(i) silty clay: m 3270 (2.97 e)2 (2)MIX1 + 
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(ii) silty sand: Gmax = 7000 (2.17 - e)2 -'
 ma I e m(3)
 

(iii) gravelly material: 
 G = 8400 (2.17  4)max 1 + m (4)
 

where e 	is the void ratio, Gma x is the maximum shear modulus in kN/m 2 at a 
-shear strain of 0 6, and CTm is the mean effective stress in kN/m 2 obtained 

from the static analysis with ISBILD. 
By using these relationships, the
 
maximum shear modulus can be estimated, and the shear modulus and damping
 
ratio at any shear strain can then be calculated by using the corresponding 

material curves.
 

1.0 28 

0.8 Gm 	 Gravelly soil Gravlly il 24 	 Gravelly sol 
r avelly"oll 

0.6 S16i Silly snd 
0.4Silty 

Clay yand/'jcorecor
 

Sillyl0.2

01 
00 1022 10"1 1 5 00 4 10 " 

0 I0 T 1 5 

Fig. 2 	Strain-dependent shear moduli and damping ratios of embankment
 
materials used in equivalent linear dynamic analysis
 

Dynamic 	Response Analysis
 

The tallest section of the dam 	(210 m high) is modelled as a plane
strain 	system resting on a rigid foundation. Only the up-/downstream
 
component of the design earthquake motion is considered which is described 
in terms of a smooth response spectrum. Full reservoir condition is assumed
 
and hydrodynamic interaction effects are modelled by an added mass according
 
to Zangar assuming incompressible behaviour of the water in the reservoir
 
(USBR, 1976). 
 The dynamic response of the dam is calculated by program 
PLUSH (Romo-Organista and others, 1980), which is based on the theory of
 
random 	 vibrations. qhe program allows for the 	simulation of material 
nonlinearties (strain dependence of shear modulus cnd damping ratio) by
 
adopting an iterative linear procedure which is referred to as equivalent 
linear method. 
As a result the absolute acceleration, response spectra and
 

the dynamic stresses, that means mean value and mean plus/minus one standard 
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deviation, etc. can be obtained.
 

Since, for the calculation of the loss of freeboard only the effect of 
earthquake-induced slope displacements is taken into account, it is
 
necessary, firstly, to determine potential failure surfaces and, secondly, 
to calculate the accelerations within this mass. Accordingly, 15 potential
 

failure surfaces have been analysed by the simplified Bishop method, nine in 
the downstream and six in the upstream shell of the dam. All failure 
surfaces are assumed to enclose the dam crest so that a permanent
 
displacement will cause a loss of freeboard. The lowest yield acceleration 

was found for a slope in the downstream shell havirng a value of 0.12g. 

Analysis of Permanent Deformations 

Newmark's sliding block method (Newmark, 1965), neglecting changes in 
pore water pressure during earthquake, was used to calculate the permanent 
displacement of the critical slope at the upstream face of the dam, Since 
the dynamic response analysis with PLUSH provides response spectra of all 
points of the finite element mesh within the critical slope, and since 
Newmark's method needs the acceleration time history of the sliding mass, 

the following procedure was adopted: 

(i) The peak acceleration for each nodal point of the sliding mass is 
determined from response spectra and the corresponding distribution of the 
peak acceleration within the sliding mass is calculated. 

(ii) A mean response spectrum of the critical slope is determined by 
taking the mean value of the response spectra obtained in 13 points of the 
sliding mass, and it is assumed that this mean spectrum acts in the centre 
of gravity of the rigid, sliding mass (Fig. 3).
 

(iii) Twenty spectrum-compatible accelerograms are generated using the 
computer program SIMQKE (Gasparini and others, 1976) to represent the random 
nature of the acceleration in the centre of gravity of the sliding mass. 

The peak value of each accelerogram is selicted randomly from the
 
acceleration distribution discussed in point (i), and the transient nature 
of the earthquake (M = 6.4) is modelled by a trapezoidal envelope function 
with a duration of 10.5 s. A typical artificial acceleration time history
 

for the critical sliding mass at the upstream face is shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3 	Mean and envelope response spectra for horizontal component of
 
earthquake response of the centre of gravity of critical
 
upstream slope of Bakun Dam
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Fig. 4 	Artificia] ]y generated] accelerogramn for up-/downstream
 
component of earthquake response of centre of gravity of
 
critical slope and corresponding time history of permanent

slope dssplacement
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Subsequently, in a Monte Carlo simulation the dynamic slope 

displacement analysis is performed 20 times using the different sets of
 
artificial ly generated accelerograms. A typical slope displacement time 
history is shown in Fig. 4. The resulting maximum and mean values of the 
vertical component of the slope displacement have been calculated as 

0.28 m and 0.23 m, respectively. 

Reliability Analysis
 

If a dam is subjected to earthquake action its freeboard H. can be 

expressed as follows (Fig. 5):
 

H lhd - h - Ah - d - ds 	 (5) 
where hd : elevation of dam crest: 

h water level in reservoir prior to earthquake; 

h :height of earthquake induced water wave in reservoir; 
d : vertical component of slope displacement; and 

ds : settlement of dam due to ground shaking. 

h a de dam settlement 
_ _--- dd 

a Indnd 

h - 0 d :vertical displacement 'r 

- ~ -of critical slope 
th (h)a : yield acceleration 

Fig. 5 	 Freetnard of dam and idealized probability density functios 
of reservoir water level and earthquake-induced slope
displacement (C: centre of gravity of critical slope) 

Since h, zAh, d and ds are random variables, the freeboard is a 
random variable as we] I. Neglecting impulsive water waves in the reservoir 

(6h 0)0 and assuming that 

(i) 	 the water level in the reservoir and the earthquake-induced dam 

deformations are uincorrelated, and 
(ii) the sett lement and slope displacement are fully correlated, i.e 

j + ds ad (a > I ) (6) 

then the probhi Iity of overtopping can be expressed as 

)f 	 J fh(h) fd(d) d h d d (7) 

_O 
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where fd(d) and fh(h) are 	the probability density functions of the vertical
 

slope displacement and water level in the reservoir, respectively. fd(d) can
 

be calculated based on the results of the Monte Carlo simulation discussed
 

earlier, and can be approximated by a log-normal distribution
 

(d )
f df = dFiJ7 ex - 

= ~0 ~ 1p~ (8) 

with 2 = -1.464 and r = 0.100. 

In the absence of any information about the water level in the
 
reservoir the fo]lowing density function is assumed:
 

(11 b1 h 
fh(h) = l,/h x hi [M(h - h)/(h d - (hmax (9) 

Ii(hx - 1 	 (1< + inaX) 
d hdmax) m h d 

1. 	 (elsewhere)
 

where b (h(] - hax),/(m + ]), 

hn.lx, hmin: mximum and minimum water level, respectively; and
 

m: tai Iparamoter. 

Let Ph be the distribut i on function of fh, i.e. fh(h) = dFh(h)/dh, then by 

applying integration by parts, and in view of the fact that fd(d) and fh(h) 

are zero for negat ive arguments of d and h, eq. 7 can be taken as 
hd/a 

Pf J fd(d) F I - F'h(h(i - ad) I dd 	 (10) 

0 

which can easi ly be inte1rated. Resi Its of eql. 10 shca that for increasing 

Table 1 Prokxibi lit-y of overtoppinq of Bakun dam due tn M = 6.4 earthquake 

TKiti r 	 Overtoppi ng l'rolxibi I i ty 

m a 	 2 a3 

- 3
0.0 	 1.39 x Y) X 10 1.3 X 102 
0.5 	 X 10- 1..09IG. 1 -2- ;) 	 1. 0 	 ,1.30 x 1() 1. -. , , 10 

-
-	 . x 10 ' ..,R3 X ]()( 2.7 Xx1 
- 1 -2.0 	 ,4.3) x 1 .53 X 10 1.53 X 10.5
 

- 7
3.0 	 4.39 x I()-') I.36' X 0.6 37 X 90 
- - -95.0 	 < .1 x 1O 1.69 x 10

(note: mnand a ire defiiwd it (gi;q. mnd(, res! ctively) 
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tail parameter m the probability of overtopping decreases (Table 1).
 

For large dams the a-value (eq. 6) is expected to be larger than for
 

smaIl 	dams, whereas the vertical slope deformation will be similar because
 

of moderate amplification of the ground acceleration with respect to the
 

centre 	of gravity of the sliding mass. By disregarding the dam settlement
 
=
due to ground shaking (ds 0, a = 1) the probability of overtopping due to 

an M = 6.4 earthquake for tai I parameters of m = 2 an(d 4 are 5.7 x ]0- 7 and 
-1.4 x 10 10 , respectively. In practice, m > I can be expected. 

The probabi lity of dam fai lure due to earthquake-induced overtopping 

during the service life of t years caused by an event with an average return 

period of T years can Ix eva huated jss fo I lows: 

Pf(t) I- FI - (Pf T) t (II) 

where 	 Pf(t): probabi Iity of overtopping in t years; and 

Pf : probabi ity of overtopping due to earthquake with ma-gnitude M. 

Figure 0 shcws the pro ihii Iity of overtopping of the dam as a function 

of the service !ifiind different a-va lues. For service lives of 100 and 

500 years the expected probabi I ity of overtopping is 1.5 x 10- 5 and 7.6 x 
-
lO respectively (m - 2, a . 

Toil parameter ot water level m 2 

16-


I0 
o 

a=a
 
0. 

2 -

U. 

10 

0 
 0 1000 10000 

Fig. 6 	 Overtopping proh-ibi Iity of akikun Dam due to M = 6.4 earthquakes with 
average return peri(x of 100 years for different service lives 

(o1
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DISOJSSI(N AND CONCUSIONS 

(i) For the dynamic analysis of Bakun dam, a reservoir-induced earthquake
 
of magnitude M 
= 6.4 has been assumed, resulting in a peak acceleration 

at the site of 0.32 g. 
(ii)The dynamic response of the dam due to earthquake loading has been
 

calculated by the equivalent linear analysis with PUSH. Five iterations 
were sufficient in order to ontain srraiio Acpljdent iinLLiai properties with 

an accuracy of less than 5%. 
(iii) A pseudo-static stabi lify analysis shows that potential fai lure
 
surfaces at the upstream and downstream portions of the dam had yield
 
accelerations of 0. 2 q and 0.1 g, respectively. 

(iv) Newmark's slidiig block method is used to compute the permanent 
displacement of a mss ,;<;-q the rxotential fai lure surface at the upstream 
face of the dam. A Monte Car lo simu lat ion method is adopted to predict the 
slope displacements in which 20 sets of spectrum-compatible accelerograms 
with prescribed random (Ii strib;tion of the peak acceleration are generated 
for the centre of gravity o)f ihe rigid, sliding mass. The average and 
maximum peak acw lera tion within the s iding mass are 0.54 g and 0.86 g, 
reslpect-i ve ly. The mean and wiximum slope displacements obtained from the 
si muiation analysis are 0.:, m and ().2H m, respectively. 

(v) Since the design freelb-ard of I m is quite large, the probabi ]ity of 
overtopping under the des i gn earthquake (M - 6.4) is extreme ly sma I I. 
(vi) -onsiderng Lhatht a 1,irge dam I ike B3akun dam may last centuries, the 

probabi I i ty of overtopp inq due to an M 6.4 earthquake wi th an average
 
return p r od of l00 years, and a service life of the dam of 500 years
 

-
varies between 0., x 10 to) less than 10-IM (extreme conditions assumed). 
(vii) 'he dam has adequate strength to successful ly survive the earthquake 

effects assumedl in this study. 

'Teana lyses have been base on the assumption that no deterioration in 
material properties, geometry and strength due to physica 1 or chemical 

processes occur. 'herefore the re Iiabi I ity ana lysis considering long 
service lives is subjected to considerabIe uncertainties. I t i s I Iso 
obvious from the ana lysis that the fai lire probabi I ities can vary between 
several orders of nagnittides depending on the assumptions nmade. 
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We must also be aware that no reliable catalcg of historical seismicity 
and no network of seismograph stations for the accurate location of small 
earthquakes exist in Sarawak. That means all 
information regarding
 

seismicity in such areas is highly unreliable and there is a tendency to
 
underestimate earthquake effects, therefore it is important that detaileda 

seismic risk analysis of the dam site is performed.
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ABSTRACT The paper presents the optimization algorithm and optimum 

parameters of a nondeterministic seismic structure for both normal and
 

lognormal distribution models. The optimization algorithm includes UBC
 

seismic load and its coefficients of variation, the first order
 

approximation of reliability analysis, objective f,nction of construction 

and expected failure costs, and various constraints of system displacements 

as well as member yielding and biickling. The optimum parameters consist of
 

the influence of cost function and the F:!nsitivity of variatinn of seismic
 

loads on the optimum solutions. The optimum design results indicate that,
 

for a given reliability criterion, the change of nonstrictural member cost
 

does not affect the structural sections; the influence of expected failure 

cost on the structural cross sections and on the total cost is significant 

at low reliability criteria bit very stmall at high reliability criteria; the 

optimum solutions are very sensitive to the high variation of UBC seismic 

load and high design rellability criteria; and lognormal di.tribition 

demands higher optimum solution than normal. Also included in the 

presentation are the comparisons of optimum solitions of deterministic and 

nondeterministic cases. 
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INTRODUCTION
 

Structural analysis and design are nondeterministic in nature for which
 

the probabilistic approach based on reliability concept has been recognized
 

to be rational. In the probabilistic approach, the resistances and
 

are considered to have random properties, and the probabilities ofresponses 

failure, opposite meaning of reliabilities, are computed as the occurrences
 

that the responses are larger than resistances. Because of the problem
 

complexity, very little is available in the optimum structural design with
 

consideration of reliability.
 

Recent 9tudies of optimum seismic structures are deterministic in
 

nature for the assessment of the ATC-3-06 including soil-structure 

interaction; the effectiveness of various bracing systems in resistance; the 

effect of the P-A forces and the vertical excitations on the design; the
 

stiffness distribution and the comparison of optimum solutions based on UBC 

and ATC-3-06; and the comparison of minimum weight and cost design for 

various constraints of allowable story drifts, displacements, stresses, and 

freqiencies-, (Chfng and Jiang, 1985; Cheng and Truman, 1985). In this paper 

a ten story steel buiilding structure is used to study reliability-based 

optimim design for UBC seis-imic load with various estimations of 

nonstructural cost and expected failure cost. Also included are the 

sensitivity udies of the variation of seismic loads on optimum solution. 

The optimization technique is based on the authors' previous publications 

(Cheng and Chang, 1984, 1985). 

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 

The relationship between the probabilities of failure, Pf, and the
 

safety factor, 8, may be expressed as 
P f 1-4 )p-( (1)
 
Sf 

In this study the safety factor was expressed in both normal and lognormal 

distributions which involve the means, variances or coefficients of 

" vaiance of 

(resistance) i, obtained as a first order approximation which has the 

derivative of response (resistance) with respect to random parameters of the 

variation of rusponse and rehei tance The r. response 
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correlation coefficients, coefriclents of variation, and mean 
values of
 

random parameters of response (resistance). 

UBC SEISMIC LOAD AND LOAD EFFECTS 

The UBC seismic ixpr,,S:(emean theload is in valie; coefficient of 
variation of the earthqlake load may be assumed to follow a Type 11 extreme 
value distrib.ition (Corell, 1i6,3) :ind his the following distribitLon form 

- -k. 

E'(e. ) =eE , 1(2 (2)
 

where E' earthqua ;:.u random variable; e1 = a random valie of E'; a , k = 

parameters determirld fro seismologica] data survey. For this type of 
distribition, tne coefficicrit of variation of earthqujake, VE, is 

,(,_k2) 

VE = 1- (3)
 
I

S2 

where r( ) is a Gamma fanction. Since the phenomena of earthquake is highly 
complicated and unpredictable, the exact valie of k I is impossible to 
determine. However, many values< of' k and coefficient of variation of' 
earthquake have been proposed in the past de<,dt. Th,, va I c of k, 2. 3, 

corresponding to of' it, ior , 1.co, fti ci *-t vir -8, wa- re por ted in the 
National Bureau of' St.,ndar ds :CFcjul P;it.lication No. 577 and was ,,sed for 
some bll.ding s trictiral ]e:: ign . 

The U13C seismic load cf tfcct:r may bu the displacements or the members' 

internal forces and can be obtained as 

displacements, j} = [k- IIFEx (4) 

internal forces, fFm = [SJm[A]Tm (5)
m m mn 
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-1
I
where Ju} - displacement matrix; [k] . inverse of global stiffness matrix; 

IFEx I - external load matrix; IFIm . internal forces of member, m; [SIM 

member stiffnesses; JAlIT transpose of equilibrium matrix; (Tuma and Cheng, 

1983); and IUlm = external displacements. 

The mean and variance of displacements and internal forces can be 

obtained as for displacements, 

mean, IUI = [ -]-ITE (6) 

variance, tou = {u 1((0.1)2+V2) (7)
u E 

and for internal forces,
 

mean, ITFm = [Si [A]Tju 1 (8) 

variance, 10 21 = (F2K (OAi)2+V2) (9) 

where the values of 0. 1 and VE are due to the variation of structural 

analysis (Ellingwood and ing, 1972) and the variation of UBC seismic load,
 

respectively.
 

OPTIMIZATION FORMULATIONS
 

Objective Function 

The objective function of a structural design problem may be expressed 

in terms of construction materials or cost function. The construction 

materialf repre.unt the material volume or struictural weight. The cost 

function consists of initial cost and expected failure cost; the intial cost 

involves strleCLr-al and r aind e xpected costnons tractiiral cost., the failxae 

consists of repair cost and business as well as h;iman losses. 

Construction Material - The construction material is composed of the total 

volume of the constituent members and can be expressed as 
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W= E rdil Ai 
 (10)

i 

where rdl, lip Ai = the mass density, length, and area of member i, 
respectively.
 

Total Estimated Structural Cost - The total cost function, CT, may include 
two parts of initial construction cost, CI, and expected future failure 

losses, LfPf, in the following form
 

CT = C +pLfT(11) 
CT CI 
 LfPfT
 

in which Lf = expected failure cost; and PfT ' system failure probability. 
Initial construction cost, CI, comprises of structural member 
cost and 

nonstructural member cost. Expected failure cost, Lf, is the total losses
 

incurred in a structaral failure state. This includes additional 
replacement cost, damage to property, liability due to death and injury, and 

bussiness interruption. 

Althoigh initial construiction cost and expected failure cost can be 
classified into many item,-. However these quantities are difficult to 
estimate. Therefor(! two coefficients in the cost function which are the 
ratio of initial cost to member cost, Ci n , and the ratio of future failure 
cost to initial cost, CvL' , are used to repre.;ent the various magnitudes of 
initial constriction cost and futuire failure cost. The initial cost and 
failure cost functions ba.ed on the above ratios may be expressed as 

CI =Cin CU EliAi l Lf = C CI (12a,b) 

where Cu the unit cost of steel members. Through these two ratios, the 

influences of nonstructural cost and expected failure cost on optimium 

solutions can be observed. 

Constraints
 

For displacements of a structural system: 

safety, o -B + )2) 0 (13)duoj ujdd 
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(14)

failure, Pf(Bujd)P fuojdS 0 


For moment resistance of beams:
 1 

+ 2) 0 (15)safety, bojbbjb((MyM)/(0 

(16)

failure, Pf(bjb )-Pf bojb 

in which uod, 8bojb = specified allowanle ,jafety factors; Pfuojd' Pfbojb 

specified allowable probabilities of failure; ujd- displacement, 

a member end; and My=moment 
Sojd=allowable displacement; M=applied moment at 


andcapacity of a member. For the resistances of columns, the safety factor 

probability of failure constraints are for the conditions of yielding, 

instability in the plane of bending, lateral torsional buckling, and
 

The application of the aforementioned statistics
buckling abouc weak axis. 


in structural optimization has been published previously.(Cheng and 
Chang,
 

1985).
 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND OBSERVATIONS
 

The ten story steel shear building shown in Fig. I is used to
 

illustrate the optimum design results. Using a computer program developed 

at UMR one can obtain mean and variance of displacements and internal 

optimum cost, optimum construction materials,forces, interaction equations, 

member sizes, and others. Presented herein are only the optimum 

and the moment of inertia of a typicalconstruction mater ials, optimum cost, 


member, which are shown in Figs. 2 through 12.
 

de freedom; N and LN of
The noLations, in the figures are: the rees of 


normal and lognormal distribution, respectively; and Pfo of allowable
 

are mean
failure probability. The parameters used in examples allowable 


displacement = 0.005 times corresponding the story height; allowable
 

= 0.0: mean yielding strength = 36 ksi (2118.041
variance of displacement 


kPa); mean elastic modulus = 30000 ksi (2.067x105 kPa); coefficient of
 

= 0.06; and the coefficient of variation for
variance of elastic modulus 


moment of inertia = 0.05. The uncertainties in other parameters are VMy =
 

1.0; and the parameters for UBC seismic lrad are0.12; VMcr 0.2;=m and Cm = 
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Z=1.0, 1=1.0, K=I.0, S=1.5 (Cheng and Chang, 1985). The coefficient of 

variation of UBC seismic load is;assumed to be 1.38. 

Studies o, te Ratio of Initial Cost to Structural Member Cost, Cin 

The initial cost has two components of structural member cost and
 

nonstructural member cost. Since the value involved in the nonstructural
 

member cost has to be estimated, it is reasonable to assume that the
 

strdctiral member cost may be a percentage of initial cost. Therefore the 

initial cost is i:n finction of Cin and the member cost as expressed in Eq. 
-12. Thrfe val iev of C in, 2.0, 5.0, and 10.0; and one value of CvL 1.0 are 

ised to investigate the inflience of nonstructuiral cost on the optimum 

solut ions. The resiilts- are shown in Figs. 2 through 5. 

From the fig rei-s, one may obse2,ve that, for both normal and lognormal
 

distribaitions, there is a difference between total cost and initial
 

constr iction cost For threk. Cin vies when allowable failure probability is 
- ,less than i0 when the faillire probability is greater than 10 3 , the total 

cost ind iitril (.ons-triction cost are almost the same, which means that the 

infleunce,, of' expect failire cost becomes small at high reliability levels. 

Althoigh the optimnin cost changes with various Cin values, the moments of 

inertia for col um members do not change for all allowable failure. 

probabilities with normal and lognormal distributions; this indicates that 

the; des ign s-ections are not affected by the change of nonstructural member 

cost. 

Stidies on the Ratio of Expected Fail;re Cost to Initial Cost, CvL 

The expected failure cost has two components which are structural 

losses (repa is costs-) and nons-.tr;ictiral losses (business and human losses, 

Since this- co.-st is. also not qulite ea.y to be defined; the expected failure 

cosits ar, ther' ore all asimed to have a relationship with initial cost. 

Three val ies of Cvl, 0.5, 1.0, 10.0, and one value of Cin 5.0, are used to 

observe the, infl ie2rice of' the mnagnitiide of expected failure cost on the 

optim in so Iition asi, slhown in Figs. 6 through 9. 

When allowable failure probability is less than 10" 3, there are some 

difference- in coF-s and member stiffnesses for all three CvL values. When 
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5
allowable failure probability is greater than 10 , the costs and the member
 

stiffnesses are very close among the three CvL values. 
 It may be concluded
 

that at high safety criteria the influence of expected failure cost is very
 

small.
 

Studies on the Sensitivity of Coefficients of Variation of UBC Seismic Load
 

In the previous discassion the exact valie of coeffi.-:it :, variation 

of UBC seismic load is based on 
1.38. It is now to st-idy the sensitivity of
 

this coefficient. 
 Foir valies of 0, 0., 1.0 and 1.38 are ised to observe 

the inflience of these coeffici ents on optimilm parameters for both normal 

and lognormal di:-tribt ions, and for low and high allowable reliability 

levels. Tn-:mr-.s lt., u, hown ini Figs. U,-)throi1gh I?. 

The optinion conotr ttion materials of reliability-bared designs are 

higher t rmnn t ii , r i i:t , digrs for Loth normal ind lognormal 

di str t,'ition . I " . n nt :rian.ra re '7.'i to 90.85' with normal 

distrib iio t ,,!Y.; ) , .t. w i ,griarfal di -tribiticrn from V U to 
V,. i. ;,:' it }'' - IJ 'i D: 'it i ,' tn 'n', i c,,!.'fr o.'.f'il to 393.3, 

V' U(il W" LP I j o 31 
with lc,"lii I . ittI. r '!. ,' I ',; to ,- wits oi ; IOr'il d i:-triLition 

for V-
 . 0 he tr ion 

minarr- nt I' ir' i I 1':JI,: toLf i t,l't. orl of ',ir-thq jK, at high 

t V_ 1, 'I' ,on ict teriaIs and 

rtli a)ility tr,. tr r',:'< faa. *,r trian thoose at low reliability with normal 

dit tri i , i.nt i r ' a' r th faF tur for, iognorma, I di st r ibit ion at 

high variation of earthqlyk:. 

C, U.(,
I(',NS
 

For low re liability cr it-r a , there are some di ffereroes be:tween total 

east ,rid it itil i f' n:igrI r i,1 t,iiity Ievel, tie discrepancy between 

T I. opt i mi oftotal coSt arid initial cost, how,.er, is:very l Tih1 morm!ntsr 

inrrr t t I to'L : r:t it m tmimi.: nr ' !t iI' :, y d fr'ni " val I r.

in
 

*it any r(e I iiiI Iiv-, tin' Ixi,, -t. fi, : it, :.:t,, how v,'r, iHut- t h 

total co. , i ,dth, r,n r ',s t1i C ' fr,'-t',. , it. I : , rr' 1 i: ity 2-, i n. 'l'ihr,, s 

not iny rioli m- r n o '~'c: 1"W-a 

var ia-io C. vi . , t.: hiar ri ,ili ty ,ri t,;i ,. '.D . r,i,mm ,mi It1ion: Ind 

d,-:!rnIi - sns it,- .Ir#' iv, t.,)tO C )eI' i - Il,.Int ) I¢ r i it ";m,t'') 15( l -i s7,inic 

load and reliability 1,:w s. Thu nl di:trib tions yieldnor ma Id1 1ognorail 

' 
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similar observations as mentioned above, the lognormal distribution,
 

however, demands mach heavier structural design than normal distribution,
 

particularly at high reliability and at high variation of UBC seismic load.
 

It appears that the coefficients of variation of UBC seismic load should be 

further studied and carefilly established for, civil strictures. 
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ABSTRACT An over-all framework of research needs, target and related areas for 

urban earthquake hazard reduction is developed as part of activities at the 

Urban Earthquake Hazard Research Center (UEHR), Kyoto University, which made its 

start in April 1986. Elmphasis is placed on the needs for multi-disciplinary 

approach and research coopration. First, a general view of the problem is 

presented with emphr;s on the imprtance of integration from various 

disciplines of e arthquake (disaster sciences. Then, a comprehensive list of 

items to he studied is presented in accordance with propagation of the 

earthquake effects on urban facilities and activities. Individual research 

fields that are needed for integration are identified and characterized from 

their roles. Some organizational efforts for this purpose are introduced. 

URBAN EARTH1QUAKE HAZARDS AS A MULTI-DISCIPLINARY PROBLEM 

Research for urban earthquake hazards reduction is a most essential task of 

earthqudke engineering. The importance of the subject will increase as the 

population of the word has been and will continue to be concentrated in urban 

regions (Table ] and Fig.I). Concentration of population, socio-economic 

activities, and social ind private capitals toward urban regions have had a 

great impact. in the devf:lop vnt of modern cities that are characterized by (1) 

growth in their size, (2) higfh de-nsity of activity space with high-rise and 

underground structures, aind (3) strong dependence on urban infrastructures 

(supply and disposal system, information and telecommunication systems, 
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Table 1 Estimated growth of world urban population
 

1950 1980 (est.) 2000 (est.) 
Urban population Urban population Urban population 

World region (Millions) (%) (Millions) (%) (Millions) (%) 

North America 105 64 196 79 256 86
 
Western Europe 177 60 260 74 321 83
 
Oceania 8 64 17 73 26 78
 
Latin America 67 41 237 64 464 75
 
Eastern Europe/Soviet Union 108 39 243 62 344 74
 
North Africa/Middle East 26 26 112 48 243 50
 
East Asia 112 17 358 33 591 43
 
Southeast Asia 23 13 90 24 207 34
 
South Asia 69 15 199 22 441 31
 
Subsaharan Africa 17 10 80 22 210 37
 

World 715 29 1792 41 3103 50
 

Data have been derived from Brunn and Williams (1983).
 

100
 

80 . . . . . /_
 
on /,,
C 

0 

460
 

1800 180 10 90 2000
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Fig. I Urban growth curves for some seismic countries
 

(data derived from Brunn and Williams, 1983)
 

transportation systemrs, etc.). Suchi trendIs of urbanizaltion are being 

experienced riot only in the authors' country, Japan, but also in many other 
seismic Countries. 
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Earthquake disasters in urban regions that occurred in the recent period
 

demonstrate more or less combined effects arising from the above mentioned
 

characteristics of modern cities; i.e., not only loss of 
life from structural
 

failures 	but also destruction of lifeline systems causing malfunctioning of
 

urban utility and consequently a delay in the recovery of urban operability.
 

They were observed in the effects of Japanese earthquakes including the Niigata
 

E.Q. (1964), Tokachi-Oki E.Q.(1968), Miyagiken-oki E.Q. (1978), and Nihonkai

chubu E.Q. (1983). Not only in Japan, San Fernando E.Q. (USA; 1971), Tang Shang 

E.Q. (China; 1976), Montenegro E.Q. (Yugoslavia; 1979), and Mexico Earthquake 

(Mexico; 1985) have strongly shown the characteristics of urban earthquake 

disaster. 

Urban earthquake hazard mitigation requires integration of output from 

various research areas including: 

(1) 	 Seismic hazard assessment: seismicity, ground motion, ground failure, 

tsunami, etc. 

(2) Structura] problem: structural response, failure and damage of 

builrdings and other civil engineering structures. 

(3) 	 Lifeline earthljake eiginering: system reliability and post-earthquake 

restoration of irbiin infrast ructures. 

(4) 	 Disaster propagqation prib Vilm: fire following earthquakes, combined 

disaster:; 0t ind,',;tri,i plnLs, (etc. 

(5) Informat-ion and lihv or iicice as)octs: evacuation, information 

manag(ejmt , htiiimii he(hav i or in ee( rgency, etc. 

(6) 	 Regional plonninq ud noc,,-iconouic ispect;: econometric effects, 

urban se iSIVC level )pmiunt and r,_-dlovelopmnont planning, etc. 

It is pa'rt iculirly impor tant for those resna rche rs involved in these 

individual fi, Id!; not- only to ho awar*,of the! ';igr ificanc,- of the research 

topics they ir dei lire; wit h wit hin Lhtlir own cbtegories, hut also to let their 

research o),btiv ; and tm-,thodolo~l;i he exp)osed to (con!strnctive mult:i

disciplir auy 1-11 iPcim. 'or ,x,impl,, sytem modl,; for lifeline network 

reliability inalysii sshouldI1 ,;tipportL by real i. physical basis of seismic 

hazard a11nd structural ev'l lation techr,ique. Structural dsign of buildings for 
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public use should be able to answer questions arising from evacuation and rescue
 

under earthquake emergency.
 

From the foregoing arguments, it is clear that research of urban earthquake
 

hazard reduction requires active interactions between the researchers in
 

different fields. Under such a notion, the Urban Earthquake Hazard Research
 

Center (UEHR) was approved in the Japanese government budget for 1986 and opened
 

as a research organization belonging to the Disaster Prevention Research
 

Institute, Kyoto University. The primary role of UEHR is to develop a forum for
 

cooperative research. Besides the research subjects dealt with by its 
own
 

academic staffs, attempts are being made to promote cooperation among
 

researchers from various fields and organizations. As a part of such efforts,
 

iclentification and system analysis of problem areas 
related to urban earthquake
 

hazard reduction are underway. It is aimed at clarifying a guideline for
 

research orientation at UEHR not only regarding its own specific research
 

subjects but also for facilitating discussion of strategic aspects among
 

researchers collaborating with the UEHR activities. 
The following part of this
 

paper will describe the output of discussion developed so far.
 

SCENARIO OF RESEARCH EFFORTS FOR URBAN EARTHQUAKE HAZARDS REDUCTION
 

Fig.2 shows a scenario of research efforts which illustrates a basis of the
 

proposal for foundation of UEHR. It describes steps of research toward the goal 

of earthquake-resistant cities. Herein the urban earthquake hazards reduction 

problems are divided into three major categories: those with "physical aspects," 

"functional aspects," and "social aspects." The accomplishments within these 

categories should interact with each other and be integrated into the final 

goal.
 

Specific items derived from Fig.2 as research subjects to be covered by UEHR
 

activities are as follows.
 

(1) ground motion characteristics in urban regions.
 

(2) Seismic safety of urban space.
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RRealization of earthquake-resistant cities a 

S Physical aspects Functional aspects 	 Social aspects
 

Structural improvement Improvement of urban utility Allocation of urban facilities,

of individual urban systems under seismic envir- opat f ion for human behavfacilities 	 onment: water, electric power., ior and socio-economic effects
 

gas, transportation, etc.


Ses Sei ip S i rve on
i s mc m 	 f
oee t 	 n itia 

micoznaton of lifeline 	systems oSi ransp. secondary disaster]
 

hazard database earthqake disaster 

Fig. 2 Scenario for 	urban earthquake disaster assessment and its mitigation.
 

(3) Seismic reliability of lifeline systems.
 

(4) Mitigation of secondary disaster propagation following earthquakes.
 

(5) Collaboration from social sciences and human studies regarding
 

earthquake disasters. 

(6) Development of urban earthquake hazard database.
 

COMPREHENSIVE PICTURE OF URBAN EARTHQUAKE HAZARD
 

Because of the complexity and multiplicity of urban earthquake disasters,
 

it is essential to have a comprehensive understanding of individual disastrous 

phenomena and the process of their interrelated occurrences. As a basic 

material for this purpose, Fig.3 shows a detailed listing of disasters in urban 

regions subjected to 	seismic hazard (strong ground motion, ground failure and 

tsunami). Herein the elements of urban regions are classified into three 

categories; i.e., human factor, urban space, and urban infrastructure. And then 

individual phenomena related to each category are identified. The "primary 

disasters" mainly consist of structural failures and direct effects thereof. 

The "secondary disasters" include fires following earthquakes, functional damage 

of individual urban 	 infrastructures, etc. Finally, "emergency operation," is 
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SEISMIC HAZARD 

earthquake 

magnitude, epicentral distance
 
propagation pass 
season s occurrence time
 

natural condition ground motion
 

weather 	 intensity
 
topography frequency content
 
ground condition duration
 

SPT blow-count 
underground water table ground failure 
steep slope ... - landslide 
topographic irregularity liefaction j 

sbaine to, rporapy1 ~ !iI~~i 
coastal topography 

ELEMlI11'. (W UIBA(I Rl(:; ION 

datme/nigh111ty, titmepoicl-nlttIo djiItIboicrb.
industrial population distributiou, 
age distribution of population,
.C distribution 	of the disa t.r-p>or, etc. 

"residence (detached, apartment), 
office.
 

use commercial (rentaurant, store, amunemo-nt facilities),
 
e factory (machine, chemical, fabric, food),


public (governmental, usaamedia),

[ medicHhoepitatl, handicapped),
 

education (school, day-care., university),
 
structural type (wooden. RC, S, SRCI foundation),
 

t, heig9ht ( 1ow/.id/h ,{h-rise),
 

lie-span (agel controlling design coale),

density (building coverage, floor aipce index), etc.
 

underground apace 

open space (park, 	 plaza, green dtrict) 

water supply 	 intake/fl itrat ion/dintr icition equipments, 

• - - pump pipelinea, manhole, valve, etc. 
-eer sewage treatment plmut, 

pump, eower Pipes, mdnhule' etc. 

a electric power transmltsion diatrib ti 'o.ipmetta(pipesansteel tower, poles, ,'bq) 

tratusformation ct-lprtnts (trn nirver, inolator, 
circult-br.,aker), thermal power plant, etc. 

ga, vlerg ound pilan (pipgh/tt/low-preunare lips's
0 mt/nb/aulply plo.,). ruehol,', etc. 

galt Age wate tranalirtation route, 
want,. incinerator plant, .tc. 

a aS telephone unler g r.....d p i.... cbl en, manhole,t 

c --vehe-1 coeotuvca too r piatt

a .... . (telephone poles, ovwrhead cable),


co.puter in-,m.a. int ..... t (.tmpter, tetrtttinal .. it,
 
S v• network telephone awltchn~ard, telphovtne), etc.
 

street 	 lovem-it, brhJgli. slopv., bank, 
trafflc control system, et,. 

.elvate( highway 	 viadiuct 

rilways 	 track, statirn, bridge, ttlclm, bank, power upply, etc. 

h.rbtr 	 apron., huth, .trat'... etc. 

energy storage oil 4torale tank, I,11; ator,p tank, 

high-prelur,, ga. oldr) etc. 

urban protection river ernluAtlkmet, f li u1ate
 
structut e coastal protection, ,,ifshiP urenkwater,
r etc. 

Fig.3 Sequence of earthquake effects on urban region
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identified as effects on activities caused by loss of inter-dependent tunctions
 

of infrastructures and organizational systems. The sequence of events shown
 

herein are then followd by "post-earthquake restoration" and further "long-term
 

recovery."
 

ROLES AND INTERRELATIONS OF RELEVANT FIELDS 

IN URBAN EARTHQUAKE HAZARD RESEARCH 

The foregoing discussion has described strategic objectives of research for
 

urban earthquake hazard reduction and individual phenomena to be studied. It
 

should be noted, however, that the keywords appearing in Fig.2 may not 

necessarily be dealt with exclicitly in basic stages of the study, and moreover
 

P} l AIM y I) I :AI LIM SECUNDARIY DISASTER 

t , , i.l It>I.) lci *it,, casualties (caa-d by fire, falling objects,' 

floeI, traffic accident,
 
unaderground panic, etc.) 

Callloe, t itirag fire (cauned by stove, kitchen, restaurant,
 
(corpl..t.-, art,ailet tact Inc), chemical atroage, etc.),
 
fIl lIn'j of Iaat,rhaI,'pxtfr ol I utah inundation by earthquake- induced flood,
 

aoPu rcidi~faa-/run,.rcis1 amn batrds, etc. toxic chemical releaae, etc. 

.t~aactuaI dalag difficulty of escape, panic disaster 

.supply failure,. 

leakage, turbidity 

~outfl ow L inflow of sewage
 
flooding
 

supply failure
 
inadequate quality
 

r-8 l ustructural damage 

lea.kage, firi|
 

turrover damaqe of inhouoq instrument no comunication 
overload
 

Fao on-line ernic. 
loa of data
 

ial-ckal,la by t,Iati aoar,.te alocks, traffic jam, traffic accident 
I iii iraicark, -,0-1a huildabaiir,. etc.) inundation by oarth luake-Induced flood 

cIerailment, disorder oaf schedule 

Ii llirai Ice of larl-r function 

il i ra fI arairtt t of tanka overflu w of contenta of tank. 
lores of erlnrgy 

in (codation 

Fig.3 (continued)
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that the research fields to be motivated for comprehensive urban earthquake
 

hazard study should be much wider than those Figs.2 and 3 directly imply. It
 

will, therefore, be useful to have a view over the entire framework of related
 

fields, with which one can recognize the significance of his research subject
 

relative to other fields as well as desirable directions of inter-disciplinary
 

collaboration. Fig.4 has been prepared as a guidepost for such discussion. It
 

indicates major research problem areas for urban earthquake hazard reduction and
 

related basic fields arranged along four axes characterizing their natures and
 

the roles in the whole framework.
 

The fields as classified along the four axes are characterized as follows.
 

FM1:RA:tJ(2YO 'RA'I I t)j
 

110>1 & tor,t'.itilq stjjl 

fitrI' ! i'jltt XllC 

,t--.rJeocy reftuge 

i~m+r.JiltCy wt I r nl;)t 

"l~tl/'l1 - ~-rt1i-1 

RESTOIATIOri
 

it!,+mi ,lt ttpLIyI,hj-ritt Ilim ,t*ltl ,te 

,rior nty-hasit tel, r,tjmtt~rit-it ilt t-,ttri]l 

LONrGt-TERJM RECOVERY
 

iti, lj}ll'y i[rhtt~ll.lilt itltl-j:olcotolliC recovery 

f-cility 'ehM, tn i 

,O l hltl, llt ii f,,rlP~, jogliy iaf( lhb ltt 

lli It left 0' 

f f "IM i 

l ig.t-3(t 

Fig.3 (continued)
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OBJECTS axis: Problem-oriented subjects to be aimed at contributing
 
directly to urban earthquake hazard reduction program. 
Herein specific objects
 
constituting urban regions are recognized as targets of research, like human
 
activity space, lifeline systems, industrial plants, their site characteristics,
 
atc. 
Important subjects in this category also include interaction between
 
design of urban facilities and human behavior, integration of physical losses
 
and socio-economic losses caused by earthquakes.
 

METHODS axis: Method-oriented subjects for the developments of
 
methodologies to be used in the above mentioned problem-oriented research. 
Not
 
only natural science and engineering, but social science and economics are also
 

included in this category.
 

PHYSICAL PROCESS axis: Study of the mechanism of real-world phenomena.
 
They include assessment of structural behavior as well as human behavior during
 
earthquakes, seismic damage assessment, and engineering development for
 

individual types of earthquake-induced damage.
 

PHYSICAL
 
(1) PROCESS (Ill) 

Earthquake resistant structures 
Soil and foundation engineering 
Seismology 
Earthquake ground motion 
Behavioral science 

Seismic microzoning 
Vulnerability of urban regions 
Seismic reliability of 

lifeline systems 
Fire following earthquakes 
Multiple disaster 
Human behavior 
Socio-econoilic effects 

METHODS 
 Final goal of urban earthquake OBJECTS
 
hazard reduction,
 

Urban earthquake hazard data
 
(II) 
 (IV)
 

Systems engineering 
 Earthquake preparedness of
Regional planning 
 urban space

Social psychology 
 Earthquake prcparedness of
Macroeconomics 
 lifeline systems
 

Mitigation of secondary disaster
 
Urban seismic disaster prevention
 

and re-development
 

INTEGRATED
 
SYSTEM
 

Fig. 4 Research area of urban earthquake hazard reduction
 
and related fields.
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INTEGRATED SYSTEM axis: Study of comprehensive urban earthquake hazard
 

reduction as 
an integrated system consisting of interacting individual elements.
 

It may be noted that the urban earthquake hazard studies should be within
 

the context of efforts directed from (I), (II), (III) to (IV) of the quadrants
 

in Fig.4; each research effort should have at least implicitly the domain (IV)
 

as its ultimate goal. With this understanding, individual research projects
 

performed in connection with the UEHR activities are to be planned in a way that
 

they can be appropriately mapped on Fig.4 and thereby explain their
 

significance.
 

NEEDS FOR INTER-DISCIPLINARY COOPERA2ION
 

Under the general framework of the urban earthquake hazard studies as 

discussed above, collaboration among researchers from various fields, among
 

academic researchers and public services engineers, as well as among engineers 

and social scientists proves very important. Intensive efforts in this
 

direction emerged relatively recently. Some of such examples are introduced 

below.
 

A pioneering attempt to build a forum for the subject was realized as U.S.-

Japan Workshop on Urban Earthquake Hazards Reduction, Stanford University, 1984 

(Scawthorn, Arnold and Scholl, 1985). Anotlier occasion, more engineering
 

oriented but including other kinds natural hazards, was the Trilateral
 

Symposium/Workshop on Engineering for Multiple Natural Hazard Mitigation, 

Beijin, 1985 (Ang, Liu, and Ito, .985), the event precedent to this Conference. 

International Conference on Regional Development Planning for isaster 

Prevention, Nagoya-Shizuoka-Tokyo, 1986 took place under the auspices of the
 

United Nations Center for Regional Developments. These efforts are believed to
 

motivate inter-disciplinary communication.
 

As an institutional development, the Urban Earthquake Hazard Research
 

Center, Kyoto University, of which the authors are in charge was proposed and
 

opened in April 1986 as part of efforts for cooperative works (UEHR, 1987). 
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A unique attempt is being made in Japan from a wider point cf view. The 

Institute of Social Security and Safety was chartered in December 1986. ISSS 

(President: Shigeru Ito, 1986-871 Tsuneo Katayama, 1987-88) is aimed at
 

providing those who are willing to contribute to realizing better social
 

security and safety through research on regional safety problems with
 

opportunities of information exchange, sponsoring symposia, and various other
 

forms of activity. Chartered members include experts in earthquake engineering,
 

river and hydraulic engineering, regional planning, environmental science, fire
 

safety management, human geography, jurisprudence, crime prevention, social
 

psychclogy and behavioral science, information management, macro-and micro

economics, etc. The members' professions include university academicians, 

researchers at governmental institutes, regional/urban planners for central and 

local governments, fire department officers, contractor engineers, consulting 

engineers, managers and engineers from utility companies, TV arid newspaper 

journalists, etc. With the common interest in "social security and safety" 

among the members from diverse fields and professions, ISSS is expected to 

piovide opportunities for broad inter-disciplinary info::mation exchange and
 

cooperation for urban earthquake hazard studies.
 

CONCLUDING REMARKS
 

There are huge amount of accomplishments related to urban earthquake hazard
 

reduction that have been contributed from the individual fields indicated in
 

Fig.4. However, these works have mostly been done independently, and there were 

not enough opportunities of research developments and information exchange to 

integrate them into comprehensive urban e rthquake hazards reduction program and 

tecl'nology. It is now widely recognized by researchers who are interested in 

this subject that organizational efforts in this direction are needed. 

This paper has been intended to appeal the importance of such inter

disciplinary activities through an analysis of related problem areas and 

introducing some pioneering activities. it is hoped through this that 

constructive discussion will be raised for the final goal of urban earthquake 

hazard reduction. 
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ABSTRACT From the seismicity study of the Korean peninsula, the
 

necessity of aseismic design of general structures in Korea is justified.
 

In order to establish concrete aseismic criteria and procedures, a compara

tive investigation is made using a proposed seismic 
zoning map of Korea, the
 

American National Standard, and the Japanese Building Code. Equivalent 

lateral forces are calculated for two structural models assuming the struc

tures are built in appropriate regions in Korea, Japan, and the U.S. From 

the study, the application of the U.S. design concept and design response
 

spectrum to aseismic designs in 
Korea is proved to be reasonable.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The necessity of aseismic design of structures in the Korean peninsula
 

is apparent considering the seismic activities which span from the year 2
 

A.D. However, aseismic design criteria and procedures have not been exactly
 

established in Korea yet. The input criteria for the aseismic design of nine 

nuclear power structures in Korea have been based on deterministic approaches
 

and the values were determined on a case by case basis. The aseismic design 

of tall buildings have been required from January, 1986, but the criteria 

and procedures have not been well defined yet. Furthermore, for other general 

structures like bridges and tunnels, there are no spccific requirements of 

aseismic design.
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Establishing concrete and comprehensive criteria and procedures of
 
earthquake resistant design, it 
is necessary to investigate seismicity and
 
earthquake frequency study of the Korean peninsula. It 
is also very important
 
to investigate the seismicity and aseismilc 
criteria of the countries which
 

have had long history of carthquake damage and aseismic design. For the 
comparison,the seismic force-, are calculated based on the American National 
Standard (1982) of the American StandardNational Institute and the Japanese 
Building Standard Lziw(1981). JapaneseThe Bu ildiing Standard Law will be 

called the Japanest- Bu id in; lodt. ior sinpl ic i Lv. 

SEISMICITY AND ASEISMIC DESIGN IN KOREA
 

The historical record of earthquake activities in the Korean peninsula
 
spans frem th year 2 ,\.;.,;and the in.strumental observations only began in 

1905. flistorical and instrunienta] datij iiadicatt, that at leas-;t seventy 
earthni nak,, who.s,, in t :ti t I t a h ihecca]di onsd<,11Ifi i's Scale (MM I) have 
beel ) or /rkltcor, lnd the tarthqpaii,-. lavte ca-istd cons.iderable losses to 
pleopi' ard proji rtio*s. \'cord i l ,, the ct'ess.itv of Lill. a.eismic design of 

t lit 1 l't', is lrti I tt ' lhC, . t. , ae cl mi 

dte igii r-iter ii ind , i'r,,edlh,sive iot been t:;octly e-.tabli.hed in Korea 

vct. 

Until present time, nine nuclear power plan ts have been designed and 
seven are operational. The criteriainput for the antiismic design of those 
nucleiar 51trn'ctirt. lavt tacit t on di-ttrtmii it i pra chath,,and input 
vallies have b Iil dkitt mi lut'doi ;la ,' hVcst!,'b c t.ba >. ThI (':I , procedUres 

wer los IW:-, d on il_ t t itLi Oi tiLt' N I e rl liCom I at a v liSsi Oll of 

the [1.. (Yll, 198/). 

When the bliildi ,tru-ctures wort de ifgned, oily wind loads were con
sidered for the, horizoital load,, lnt il December 1985. From January, 1986, 

it has, boele ,-pi iited to Ical ,11 t lt,nat thu c dt'l;i i ill ;truct riral de,ign when 
apartniciit lb ildiiiga ,,,atto- ri , or hii,o ;1i-,rI iii(l wh1,1 thel ist of bliidings 
are 21 ,;tories auid hi ht-r. The tlsi 1 ,n criterlia, hIowfiver, are rathe-r va),t e 
and provi ,ioni l iii inture,. It s;tat, that the hi i Idiiii,, a;hoitld be designed 

6 
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to resist safely against the earthquake 	loads whose MI is 
7. In addition,the
 
suggested design procedure 
is a very simple version of the Uniform Building
 

Code of the U.S. Furthermure, for other structures, there are no specific
 

requirements of aseismic design in Korea. It is imperative, 	therefore, to
 
investigate the seismnicitv, earthiituake-frequency relationship,and its enginee
ring application. in order to establiish concrete aseismic design criteria and 
design p-ocedure for Korea. It is also valuable to study and compare the
 
seismicity and ai.c, 
 ic cri teri of other countries like the 	U.S. and Japln. 

SeiSMicitVUOf the Korean peninsulli wa,, investigated by several authors
 
(Kim, lark,ad Riutanovich). In ordr 
 to determine the relative seismicity of
 
various regioll' n Kore,i,, (I >1 
 rili el ease study has been performed by Yu
 
(198b). Fur t he study, 
 a totail (,i 2729 historical and instrumental data,repre
sellti -ll, 1.v . iiJ:Llin i w p, it.vi t :r,! 2 A.D. to June, 1986 aret t 

used. To coiart, tin- i.'sul w ith thse o)f oth.r references, the strain release 
valltes att, ,,tt d i, iht, -, iv, inumberiti of magnitude 4 earthquakes.
 
."le.ilu2"Iinst-,:. 
 It ) : line a &uj're -nsiv~t , ;rain release study of the UI.S.
 
'or thc, c,,:I t, r ,iti, i,.t 
 ict. iv itit,, of thc Korean peninsula and the 
.,q. , 1. is t ,'-,t.. .l'a 1 .. I: t an r t r, abot the relative seismicity of the 
rean plo II , d,, 'cl-art ili',.t. i,,,tl- o ud. i s made (Yu,.98o). In the study, 

lie' rt- Vt V -,ti t , h ti.t. ol-,i itO.ri::r, i itelnitv and cumulative frequency of 
i t'lithLuW,., :'l~'',' , inlveti ,ated.utuirt matinJly, 

it --e i I fill- a ialt y rvt1 ,ease Table 1. Comparison of strainrelease between Korean
 
peninsula and the U.S.(No.
 

Intves i,t ls, ,ui] ,,.i-via- the. 
 of equivalent magnitude 4 
rtj.-tAIlltnifdt I > , ,thr invt.e;t i gators, earthquakes per 9600 Km2 

per 985 years)
 

raq t , r 	 . dt-,il, lp ,icat!on. Region Strain Release 

In tht i- ,li 'iii, I:i'.l ., 	 Zone 3, Korea 346 
Zone 2,Korea 74v-'pres,~t , tie -ti,,.ial ,. list actlive Zone 1, Forea 	 12 

;111,1 1i, i~w it-.1.t 1(1.t ye 	 Pacific west ,U.S. 1755 
Rocky Mountain,U.S. 292i,ill ls,, it l,, iil a. 	 ittor tih Eastern U.S. 108 
Central VaIn, U.S. 20
 

like hrid e, and iYi Idi go,, 'u (1986) proposed the following peak ground 
it-k'e]of innio;i vaI Iles of each zone; O).O jg for Zone 1, 0.1g for Zone 2, and 0.2g 

1for /t)ne 
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ASEISMIC DESIGN IN THE U.S. AND JAPAN
 

Since aseismic design fields in 
the U.S. and lapan are quite broad and
 
complicated,in this paper,the discussion will 
,e limited to designs of build
ings which are the most common structures. For aseismic design of buildings,in
 
the two countries,an equivalent static 
lateral force method is used. 

in the U.S., the American National Standard specifies that the structures 
shall be designed and con, truct,,d to res ist minimum total lateral forces in
 

accordance with tht. followin, ,r Ja. 

where v = ZIIKCSW (1) 

Z = seismic zone factor 
I. = Occupancy iIpor tance factor
 
K = hori zontal force factor
 
C = vibir;itioll charatcteristic factor
 
S = s oil factor
 
W = total dead load,,
 

In Japan,the Japanese Buildiuc Code specifies that seismic shear in the 
i-th story is to be calculated with the following equation. 

n 

= Ci 5- wjVi (2) 

J= 1
 

where 
 V 1 = seismic shear force at i-th story 
C1 ZRtA: = s=u'ry shear coefficient 
Wj w i hit of j-tl ;torv 

n - r)uo -torI sF1if I-of 
7 = , 1 ac'torIhilfl ut 
Rt = i iht oh lt factorcli' t:actt-ri.,tIc 

A I v ti-t] i divdriu tion factor of i-th story 
("o = ,t;md tld r ft- ici
 

It Is worthwhile to study th t 
 it teritic. of the important factors 
Involved in the Equations (1) and (2). 

Seismic Zo Lu i'
Fator
 

liite fII ground mot ion is represented by seismic zone factors. In the 
AmerIcan code,theleactors; have the values of 1/8, 3/16, 3/8, 3/4,an' 1.0 for 

zoton (, 1 2 3 a /4 ,r.,pect iVel y. Corre.und ig peak ground acceleration 
vluoe.
i ill e e! t mated to ft f)(J .O75gU. 5i',,jiod ').'g(Iuuuiovii,199 8). In the 
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Japanese Building Code,the seismic zone factor has a value of 0.7,0.8,0.9 or
 

1.0. Compared with the values of the American code, the small range of varia

tion in the Japanese code indicates more wide range of severity of earthquake
 
activities and more conservative design concept on Japanese part.
 

Soil Condition Factor Table 2. Comparistn of Soil Factors.
 

The soil conditions have Code ANS ANS JAPAN ANS JAPAN ANS JAPAN
 
ATC ATC ATC ATC
 

considerable influence on the Period 0.6 0.8 
 1.0 1.2
 

vibrational characteristics by Type
 

virtue of the interaction be- S1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 1.0 1.0 1.0
 

tween soil and superstructures. 1.2 1.05 1.2 1.23 1.2
S2 1.65 1.2 1.5
 

The American and Japanese codes S3 
 1.5 1.05 1.5 1.23 1.5 1.76 1.5 1.79
 
0f
recognize only three types 

soil conditions. Soil type SI is rock of any characteristic,soil type S9 is a 

profile with deep cohesionless deposits of soil depth exceeding 200 feet, and 

soil type Si i s a prof ile with, ciav anud sands characterized by 30 feet or more 

'-f soft-to 1tieditn~l-.tLI ci;lys. It is noted,however, that the soil factors of 

the Ame rican Nat I onal Standard do not vary with the natural periods of struc

L-jret, , while the valties of tile Ipanese building Code do. For tile comparison, 

Table 2 is presiented. In Table 2, for sioil types S2 and S3 , the Japanese cpde 

gives lower values when natural periods are less than 1.0,but it gives much 

higher values when natural period s are equal to and greater than unity. 

Vertical i)istribution Factor 

This factor specifies the di.stribution of lateral seismic forces along 

vertical heig;ht. Ii. the American code,the shear force is distributed assuming 

a straiht lint'. This assuiption i. based on the characteristic of tile funda

mentalIode of vibration only. Preently, however,It the U.S. it is recognized 

that t t, iii IIlwl'c o hi glier mod 1- vib rat ;i becomes sign i i cant. Accord

ingly,the oew di,tributionl tl tlli t apipro.imate]ly between a straight line 
and a parab;lo a %i it f li, v.,rt t at thle ba e. 'I'll-apane.se litilIding Code specif

iesi tlhat Iii, I.; Ifli1 t n ti(,io at era] Iloads is; ba;ed on lit chlllacteristics of 

tLe ftlllidLI'lltell d r of The t'ail 

factor 1,clost, to a ti iform value for short periods,b),t l arger portions of 

lateral force are asigned to the top levels of the buildinlgs in long periods. 

ial li h e1h o()de, vibrat io1. Vtrlt.i diatLribution 

http:apane.se
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As indicated, this type of vertical distribution is more realistic than the
 

type specified in current code of the U.S.
 

NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF SEISMIC FORCES
 

Seismicity of the Korean peninsula,and aseismic design criteria G. the U.S.
 

and Japan have been reviewed. In this section,actual numerical values of the
 

seismic forces are calculated. Two structural models used are shown in Figure
 

1. Model A is a 4-story reinforced concrete building of bearing wall type. The
 

total weight of model A is 1450 tons, and it is assumed to be built ol soil type
 

S2 foundation. Model B is a 20-story reinforced concrete building of rigid
 

frame type. Model B is assumed to !Wive soil type S1 foundation, and the total 

weight is 7326 tons. The seismic lateral forces of the two structural models 

are calculated for the following 4 cases.
 

Case 1. 	The structures are assumed to be built in zone 3 of the U.S. 
using the American Nalional Standard Code. 

Case 2. 	 The structures are assumed to be built in Okinawa province of 
Japan using the Japanese Building Code. 

Case 3. 	 The structures are assumed to be built in Zone 3 of the proposed 
Korean seismic map using design response spectrum developed in 
the U.S. 

Case 4. 	 The structures are assumed to be built in Zone 3 of the proposed 
Korean seismic map u'fing design response spectrum developed in 
Japan. 

In cases 3 and 4, seismic forces are calculated utilizing response spectra 

which have been developed in the U.S. and Japan respectively,since no such 

spectra are available in Korea. For tase 3,a response spectrum given by Donovan 

(1978) is used. This curve is presented in Figure 2. For case 4,a response 

spectrum given in the Japanese Building Code is applied. This response spectrum 

.is shown in Figure 3. For tile compu tations of cases 3 and 4, a PGA value can be 

used as a scale factor of the spectrum since a definite value,0.2g,lhas been 

proposed as the PGA value of Zone 3 in Korea. Hence an equivalent lateral force 

can be obtained simply by multiplying tle weight by the scale factor and the 

spectrum value,and dividing by a reduction factor due to ductility. 

For the numerical calculation of case 1, a fundamental period,T ,is caicu-

G(.' 
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Fig. 1 Structural models
 

lated using the following equation.
 

T 0.05h 	 (3) 
4JD 

where, 	 T = fundamental period in second 

h = building height in feet 
D = longest dimension of shear wall or braced frame 

in feet 

Therefore, for 	model A, T = 0.405 sec.

for model B, T = 1.576 sec. 

Now the vibration characteristic factor C may be calculated as 

C = 	 (4) 

154Y
 
Accordingly, for model A, C = 0.105
 

for model B, C = 0.053
 

Applying these factors and others given by applicable tables of the 

American code, 	 Equatfion (1) becomes 

for model A, V = ZIKCSW
 
= (0.75) (1.0) (1.33) (0.105) (1.2) (1450)
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= 182.2 tons 

for model B, V = (0.75) (1.0) (1.0) (0.053) (1.0) (7326) 

= 291.2 tons 

For case 2, the fundamental natural period T for concrete building is 

calculated by the following expression. 

T = 0.021h (5) 

where, h = height of building in meter 

Hence, for model A, T is 0.244 second and for model B, T becomes 1.481 second. 

Vibrational characteristic factor, Rt is a function of natural period 

which is obtained from the following equations. 

Rt = 1.0 when T 5 Tc 

T c 
Rt = 1.6 when T > 2 Tc (6) 

where T is the fundamental natural period in second and Tc is critical period 

of foundation. In the Japanese code, Tc is given to be 0.4 for soil type S 1 

and 0.6 for soil type S2 . l!"ece, t = 1.0 for model A and becomes 0.432 forRt 

model B. 

Now as,;uning C0 = 0.22 for model A and CO 0.2 for model B, and applying 

Equation (2), the lateral force of model. A becomes 

V = ZRtAiC0 W 

= (0.7) (1.0) (1.0) (0.22) (1450) 
= 233.3 tons 

for model B V 	= (0.7) (0.432) (1.0) (0.2) (7326) 
= 443.1 tons 

For case 3, an equivalent lateral force is calculated by the following 

express ion. 
ASW
 

V (7)
 

where A is PGA value, S is response spectrum reading of Figure 3, R is a reduc

tion factor, and W is total dead load. Based on the values given by Harris 

(1981) ,reduction factors of 4.5 and 5.5 are used for model A and B respectively. 
I 

Hence, for model A, V = (0.2) (2.5) ( --. ) (145(0) 
4.5
tons= 161.1 

for model B, V = (0.2) (0.886) (1 ) (7326) 
= 236.1 tons 5.5 
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For case 4, Equation (7) is used also. However, S is now the response
 

spectrum reading of Figure 6. The reduction factors of 4.5 and 5.0 are used for
 

model A and B respectively because in Japan a reduction factor of greater 5.0
 

is not allowed. 

Therefore, for model A, V = (0.2) (2.5) ( -- -L - ) (1450) 
= 161.1 tons 4.5 

for model B, V = 
= 

(0.2) (1.08) (-) 
316.5 tons 5 

(7326) 

These lateral seismic forces are distributed along the height of building. 

In cases I and 3, the forces are distributed in accordance with the American 

code, and in cases 2 and 4, in accordance with the Japanese code. The results 

are shown in Figure 4. 

COMPARISON or' SEISMIC FORCES 

The strain release values of different regions in Korea and the U.S. are
 

compared in Table 1. It is noted fro1 the table that Zone 3 of Korea have had 

nuclh less seisai activity t hat tlihe vsi'st coast of the U.S., but had more seismic 

activity tian th, atern ;nid central plain regions in the U.S. In addition, a 

PGA valuc of- 0. has bee' troio.;ed for Zone 3 of Korea, while PGA value of 

zone 3 of tile I.S. is t-t,,Linted to le (1.3 ,. It means that a little less seismic 

actilvi ty is ex.pe cted in Zone 3 of Korea than i n ;one 3 of the U.S. A direct 

colar'; * olaofsti 1micit is 0o' Lorea and Japan is not possible due to lack of 

app I icab Ik data. However, it las lei , reaionablv accepted that the seismic 

risk in Zon, i, the moist act ivy, re,,,on i n Korea may be ex.pected in the least 

active e(tit)II of ialln w1hi li i W: i naw;i province. This means that it is quite 

reasoallable to dt-,s',ll a stroctLur, ill Zon, t of Korea or in Okinawa province of 

,apan for a somewlat siaeIfr Ieve] of seismic force than the level, expected in 

',one 3 of the 1I.S. 

For the cases of model A and Ii, in Figure 4, the base shear forces of case 

2 are much greater th,ai those (Of ease I. For model A, the difference is 23%, 

'nd for mode Ii, tile diflerIc e i!s27.. TI 1s means that the Japanese Building 

Code gives very much conservat i ve sui soi c design values comparirng with the 

U.S . code. 
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In Figure 4 (a), 
for a structure of low fundamental period, the base
 
shear values of case 3 and 
case 4 are identical. This indicates that the
 
application of the U.S. design response spectra and 
that of Japanese do not
 
make any difference for 
the case of low period structures. On the other hand,
 
for a structure 
of high fundamental period, the application of Japanese design
 
spectra give rather conservative results. 
 This can be observed in Figure 4(b), 
where the base shear value of case 4 is abc ;4% greater than that of case 3. 

In Figure 4, for the cises of mode] A and B both, the base shear values 
for Zone 3 of Korea(Case 3) are somewhat smaller than the same values for zone 
3 of the U. S. in the case of model A, the difference is about 12%, and in 
the case of model B, it is 19)'. This numerical result agrees quite favorably
 
with the assump ti on that it is reasonable to design a structure in Zone 3 of
 
Korea for a smaller seismic force than 
 that of zone 3 in the U.S. From the
 
comparison of seismic forces, on(. 
 can conclude that the application of the U.S. 
design concept and design response sj'ectrum to aseismic designs in Korea is 
more reasonable than the app ieatiol of the Japanese. 

CONCLUS IONS 

The study of historical seTmmiCity and recent earthquake activites 
in the
 
Korean peninsula reveals the necessity of 
 aseismic design of general structures 
in Korea. A compilari soi of steimicities of Korea, the U.S. , and Japan indicates 
that it i.s reasonable to des i,,n a s rtiture in Zone 3 of a proposed seismic
 
zolling 1nap of Korea for a sma
,Ialer level of seismic force of zone 3 of the U.S.,
 
but for an almost .ille level of tie 
fo'Ce' expected in Okiinawa province of
 
,lap~all. 

U;S in, AmricAn S ic.i:sin reqUimirements and lapanese requirements,
 
equivalent lateral !-orces; are calcu]a ted 
 for two types of structural models;
 
one is a 4-storY reinforced concrete 
 bu ilding with medi.um soil ccrdition, and
 

the other is a 20-stol-y r'eillifolrCd coincrete buijding witih rock 
 foundation.
 
Coniparisois 
 of ti i t,,I ' , hidi it,, thlt th11 aji,, i,,tio, ()I lhe laplanese 
iui ildiug Colu i\'t , nu';, 'ouryat i l tswhi lt! thl' ill, e t io,1o fl"the U.S. 
cod ,mlimiIi dt' mll, 'e!Jiis' S 'ctrll' ti ;i,'', Iiic designi in Korea is quite 

reasonable. 
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ABSTRACT 
 Both the existing America Uniform Building Code and Taiwanese Build
ing Code (*1) specify that the minimum base shear applied to 
a building is cal
culated by the formula V=ZIKCSW, where K is called horizontal force factor. 
K
 
may vary from 0.67 to 
1.33 depending on the capability of stress redistribution
 
of the structure. 
 As these two Codes say, any building with ductile moment
resisting space frame only, that is without shear walls or bracings, K is 0.67
 
no matter how many bays or how many stories the building structure has. This
 
is a rough estimation. 
 Because the capability of stress redistribution of a
 
rigid frame related tremendously to 
the number of redundancy. So K must be a
 
function of number of bay and nunber of story of the frame rather than just a
 

constant 0.67.
 

This paper tried to investigate the rational K values for ductile moment
resisting R.C. Frames in terms of redundancy by static nonlinear method.
 
Sixteen examples of R.C. frames, divided into 5 groups, were employed in the
 
analysis. There were 
ne-story frames, three-story frames, five-story frames,
 
seven-story frames, and ten-story frames. 
 All these frames were designed
 
according to tile 
existing Taiwanese Building Code, somewhere identical to UBC,
 
by using K=0.67. Then 
the nonlinear load-deflection curve of each frame was
 
investigated by incremental stiffness matrix method until total collapse of
 
the structure. From each load-deflectlon curve, 
the upper bound and lower
 
values of K were attempted by using equivalent-energy process and equal-ultimate

capacity process.
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INTRODUCTION
 

Consider 5 groups of R.C. plane frames. There are one-story frames,
 

3-story frames, 5-story frames, 7-story frames and 10-story frames. The
 

plan and elevation of each frame are shown from Fig.1 to Fig.8. All these
 

plane frames are designed by current Taiwanese Building Code (*1). Live
 

load is 150 kg/m 2 on roof and 200 kg/m 
2 on floor. Dead load is 500 kg/m2
 

for roof and 360-460 kg/M2 for floor. The horizontal base shear is
 

calculated by
 

V=ZKICSW --------------------------------(1)
 

where Z=0.8, K=0.67, I-1.0, 14=total dead load,
 
14 - -- -- - -- -- - -- -- -- - -- - -- -- - -- -- 
and T=0.06h3' (2)
 

cs= i-<0.15 -------------------------- (3)81- -


The distribution of lateral force is calculated by
 

Ft=0.O7TV -------------------------------(4)
 

and Fx= (V-Ft)Wxhx-------------------------- (5)
 
ZI
 

Lateral forces are also shown from Fig.1 to Fig.8. After linear stress
 

analysis, reinforcements are designed according to the seismic regulations
 

of Taiwanese Building Code except that the reduction factor 4=1. For
 

instance,
 

U>l.4D+l.7L -----------------------------(6)
 

U>0.75(l.4D+1.7L±l.87E)
 

or U>I.05D+1.28L±l.403E -------------------- (7)
 

Once all the plane frames have been designed, non-linear analysis of
 

load-deflection curves for each frame are investigated by using incremental
 

stiffness matrix method. The gravity loads, 1.05D+l.28L, are applied first
 

on each beam in 3 loading steps. Then the lateral loads are applied
 

proportionally from zerD up to total collap se loads of the plane frame. The
 

stiffness of each beam, column and foundation is changed after every single
 

loading step as follows:
 

http:U>l.4D+l.7L
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1. 	Flexural stiffness of beam and column -- The flexural, shear and
 

axial deformation are considered for the 
 stiffness matrix. The
 

flexurel stiffness, El, changes according to ACI Code (*2), 
 where
 

Mcr and Icr are affected by the presence of axial force, the
 

secondary P-A effect flexural
to stiffness for each member is
 

considered also (*3). The semi-rigid joint effect due to 
anchorage
 

bond-slip of tensile rebar is considered at each end of beam (*4).
 

2. 	Shear rigidity of beam and column -- Once the shearing 
 force is
 

larger than the shear cracking strength, the incremental shear
 

rigidity, GA, reduces to one 
third of the uncracked value (*3).
 

3. 	Axial stiffness of beam and column 
-- The axial stiffness, EAg, does
 

not change for compression member. 
 For tension member, if the axial
 

tensile force is larger than O.lf'Ag, EAg becomes EeAs. Ee is the
 

effective modulus of elasticity of longitudinal rebars (*4).
 

4. 	Flexural stiffness of tie beam -- All the 
tie beams are considered
 

as beams on elastic soil. Once 
the vertical settlement of soil is
 

larger than 1.27 cm, the foundation modulus of soil is reduced 
by
 

the load-settlement test curve soil
of the (*3).
 

5. 	Stiffness of 
single footing -- Each single footing is replaced by a
 

rotational spring and an axial spring. 
 The spring constants change
 

according to the vertical settlement of the footing (*3).
 

6. 	Plastic hinge --
If the maximum bending moment is larger than the
 

ultimate bending capacity or if the maximum shearing force is larger
 

than the ultimate shearing strength, the plastic hinge is introduced
 

right at that critical section. 
 At that time, the stiffness matrix
 

of the corresponding member has to be modified (*3,*5). 

7. 	Collapse of the 
frame -- Once the number of plastic hinge is more 

enough to cause the unstable mechanism of the frame, the frame 

collapses. The calculation stops. 

Remember that all 
 the plane frames are designed to resist the
 

horizontal load up to 1.403 times base shear (Equ.7). But the design
 

process is 
base on linear stress analysis and nonlinear reinforcemenc
 

design with =1.0. The purpose of this paper tries to examine whether the
 

failure horizontal load for each plane frame equals to 1.403 times base
 

shear or not through nonlinear analysis of load-deflection curve.
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NONLINEAR LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVES
 

The straight lines in Fig.9 to Fig.13 show the relationships of the
 

total horizontal load and the lateral deflection at roof under linear
 

analysis. The units of vertical and horizontal axes are normalized already
 

to be base shear V and the roof deflection under 1.403V, that is AE • In
 

other words, all the straight lines in Fig.9 to Fig.13 end at a point
 

(1.403V, AE).
 

The nonlinear curves for the total horizontal load and the lateral
 

deflection at roof for each group of plane frame are also shown in Fig.9
 

to Fig.13 up to collapse of the frames, base on the rules of stiffness
 

changes described in last section. It is clear that the nonlinear ultimate
 

resisting capacities are larger than the design load, 1.403V, for 1-story,
 

3-story, 5-story and 7-story frames. But it is less than 1.403V for 10

story frame with 1-bay. In other words, the horizontal load factor K,
 

which takes care the nonlinear stress redistribution of R.C. frames, needs
 

some more modification to make sure that the nonlinear ultimate resisting
 

capacities are identical with the design load, 1.403V.
 

3.0
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2.0 - I 
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UPPER LIMIT OF K
 

The concept of equal-energy-absorption for brittle structure and
 

ductile structure is employed to get upper limit of K. Suppose the
 

ultimate lateral load of the brittle structure is scaled to be 1.33. Then
 

under equal-energy-absorption requirement, the ultimate lateral load of the
 

ductile structure is scaled to become the horizontal force factor, K.
 

Consider the frame as a single degree of freedom. The load-deflection
 

curves are shown in Fig.14, where vertical axis is the later!l load and
 

horizontal axis is the lateral deflection. Let curve OA be the actual
 

static response curve of a ductile frame neglecting the post-failure stage.
 

Pu is the ultimate load and U is the energy absorption under curve OA. U
 

may be calculated analytically. The straight line OBCD represents the
 

brittle elastic response of another frame, whore C is the point when
 

lateral load equals to 0.75 x 1.87V = 1.403V. The corresponding deflection
 

at C is AE which may be calculated analytically too. Now extend C to D
 

until the energy absorption under OBCD equals to energy absorption under
 

OA. The lateral load at D is hence obtained to be 1.675 I-UV/AE. Squeezing
 

1.675 -._'V/AE to be 1.33, the corresponding Pu is the K value of moment

resisting ductile frame. That is: 1.6 751 U-V/AE : 1.33 = Pu : K 

K = 0.794 Pu AE /(UV) ------------------- (8) 

Since the post-failure stage of curve OA is neglected, the energy
 

absorption U is less than the energy which a ductile frame can actually
 

absorb. So the K values calculated by Equ.(8) are the upper hounds.
 

LOWER LIMIT OF K
 

For lower limit of K, keep modifying the code constant 0.67 to a new
 

one. Re-design and re-analyze the frame until the actual ultimate lateral
 

load equals the expected design load, 1.403V. That is Pu=1.403V or the
 

vertical ordinates of A and C are equal in Fig.14. The final modified
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values of K are the lower limits. Fig.15 and Fig.16 show the equality of
 

elastic design load and inelastic resistc.t capacity after modification of
 

code K value.
 

CONCLUSION
 

From nonlinear analysis of the load-deflection curves shown in Fig.9
 

to Fig.13, it is obvious that the horizontal force factor, K, specified by
 

UBC or TBC (Taiwanese Building Code) does not ensure the ultimate lateral
 

resistant capaciLy equal to the design lateral load, 1.403V. By equal

energy concept, the upper limit of K values are listed in Table 1. By
 

equal-capacity process, the lower limit of K values are also listed in
 

Table 1. From Table 1, the rational K values for pure plane frame are
 

suggested and shown in ig.17. It is clear that K decreases with increase
 

of number of degree of redundancy.
 

Load
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Fig.14 	Load-Deflection
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Fig.17 Suggest Horizontal
 

Force Factors for
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R.C. Frames
 

Table 1 The Upper Limit and (Lower Limit) of K
 

1-bay 2-bay 3-bay 4-bay 5-bay
 

10-story 0.76(0.64) 0.74(0.62) 0.86(0.62)
 

7-story 0.73(0.67) 0.69(0.59) 0.65(0.53)
 

5-story 0.94(0.61) 0.63(0.56) 0,56(0.54)
 

3-story 0.45(0.40) 0.84(0.58) 0.71(0.51)1
 

1-story 0.44(0.36) 0.46(0.38) 0.43(0.35) 0.24(0.22)
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ABSTRACT There are 3 reservoirs along the citarum rivers, one of these has
 

been impounding. All of these reservoirs are adequately instrumented for seis

mic surveillance. There is incidence of reservoir-induced seismicity, reported
 

from the Saguling reservoir. Nevertheless, the geological environment in this
 

area is highly tectonics. Strike-slip and reverse faults zone encountered,
 

parallel to the general trend of the Jawa structure. It is believed that the
 

Rajamandala Tectonic Complex, is still creaping (Bemmelen, 1949). The geolo 

gical environment in this area may support to the reservoir induced seismicity.
 

All of these dams are situated in a-seismic areas and close to the Sukabumi
 

seismic source zone especially the Saguling dam site, where earthquakes of
 

magnitude exceeding 6 Richter Scale occurred in the past.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The Saguling reservoir is one of well-documented case of reservoir

induced seismicity. Analysis, such as this by Kertapati and others (1984),
 

Kertapati and others (1985); Hydraulic Master Projects, Bandung, West-Jawa,
 

and Poedosoewajo (1985), bring out the importance of height of the water
 

column in the reservoir on the increase in percentage of reservoir-induced
 

seismicity incidence. Recently, a number of dams have built, not only along
 

Citarum river in West Jawa, also in Erantas river East Jawa and in another
 

big islands in Indonesia. These reservoirs may be used for hydroelectric
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power generation, irrigating land, recreation and for supplying water to towns
 

or factories. A few of them are built in the headwaters of rivers serve to
 

control the flow of water to the lower valleys during flood seasons. Another
 

functions of reservoir in Jawa island is to support transmigration programs
 

from Jawa island to another islands. The reservoirs are located in a region
 

of low natural seismicity and high tectonically, as pointed-out by Bemmelen
 

(1949). The effect of these reservoir on high tectonically and local seis

micity is a matter of great concern. In this case, the impaCL of the Citarum
 

river reservoirs on local seismicity is discussed.
 

CITARUM DAMS AND SEISMICITY
 

Historical earthquakes in Sunda Land from the eighteenth until early this 

century indicate that most earthquakes felt on the isle of Jawa are weak 

(Visser, 1922). Kelleher and others (1976) note a prominent gap in activity 

for large shocks during the twentieth century between 105 degree E and 122 

degree E (Fig. 1). This lack of earthquakes may be related to the interac

° 
I0 I 30 140' 145E15' ItI 

SoIo 

o' o 0 

0 0 

0I.
 
0,oI 0 , , .. . ', -

I .,o,,.,. o _oo,. ~ .. ,, .. 
) 0 to 

gn d t 0'bI' 

Fig. I map showing shallow large earthquakes (m 7.5) of twentieth 

century along the Sunda arc (Kelleher and MlcCan, 1976). Note 

the gap in activity for large shocks from 106 to 122 E.. This 

region has no history of large destructive earthquakes. 
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Fig. 2 	An epicentral distribution of earthquake
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(Kertapati, 1987)
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showing earthquake of rnanitudc 5 to 6
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tion of the Chrismast Island ridge. The seisinotectonics of the Sunda arc
 
changes character throughout its length as the direction of relative plate
 
motion, from normal near Jawa to 
oblique near Sumatra island. The reservoirs
 
namely Jatiluhur (Juanda dam), Saguling dam and Cirata (has been impounding
 
since September 1, 1987). Figure 2 and 3 shows, that 
these dams are situated
 
in an area having a weak seismic history.
 

As pointed out by Meteorological and Geophysical Institute, in Jakarta,
 
Indonesia, during last decades around three reservoirs a few earthquake-with a 
magnitude less than 6 occurred. Besides that, it still shows, that the Sagu
ling dam is located to the north of Rajamandala Reverse Fault (Kertapat , 1985) 
and to the east of Active Lembang Fault. The Cirata itself is situated around 
Cirata Fractures. These reservoirs are concentrated less than 60 km away to 
the southwest of Active Cimandiri Fault. The good seismic instrument exist at 
Saguling and ('irata dams. Reservoir induced seismicity-related information 

available from Saguling and Cirata. 

L.OCALJrWL 1T fW ACD ""CM 

A- 0V SO-ltu cm,., 

W ,* mIs IMO AC-4f.v.a 


A cI..sT-ft mA01 

.M -i 47O 

, ....... / /
 

F Local seismicity of the Saguling Project area, August, 1984.
 

(Kertapati, 1984).
 



'
Saguling Situated on the longitudes 107 14' E and 107032 E and the
 

latitude 06°47'30" S and 07°00' S, the wide is 56 square km, the depth of the
 
6l3
water is 100 meter, with a volume 982x06 m . The type of dam is rockfill,
 

the length of the top of the dam is 301.5 meter. The project was complete
 

between 1981 and 1985. It has impounded for five months since February 15 
to 

May 13, 1985. Kertapti and others (1984) have detected with five seismographs 

MEQ-800 lor one month, since July 25, 1984. Figure 4 shows microearthquakes 

distribution around Saguling dam before impounding. Figure 5 shows the 

high rate of the water level decrease from October 25 to October 1985, was 

immediately by a decrease in the seismic activity. These data have taken by 

Geological Research and Development Centre, Bandung, Indonesia, after Saguling 

Earthquake 	 on October 9, 1985. 
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Fig. 5 	 Lake Safjllug elevt lon and earthquakes frequency in the region 

(Ker tapat i, 1985). 

Figure 6 shows the foreschock - aftershock pattern for the Saguling earthquake 

which occurred on October 9, 1985. This pattern is identical to type 2 of 

http:Cimin.ok
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Fig. 6 Forechock-aftershock pattern for Saguling earthquake of
 

October 9, 1985.
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Fig. 7 Lake Saguling elevation and earthquakes frequency in the region
 

(SoetardJo, 1984).
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Mogi's models. Figure 7 adopted from Soetardjo (1987), depicts reservoir
 

levels and the weekly number of events detected at more than one station (CiJam

bu and Cililin station) the period July 1.985 - May 1987 as shows in the figure 

8. Focal-mechanism solutions are very useful in determining the orienta

tions for microearthquake study before impounding, gives dip-slip in both 

planes associated with normal gravity faulting (Kertapati and other, 1985). 

Soetardjo (1987), have determined the composite focal mechanisms of Saguling 

microearthquake which is shown by NE-SW and NW-SE lines in figure 9. 

The structures which were cracked by the Saguling earthquake include schools 

and mosques as shown in figure 10. 

i' 

Fig. 10 Crack to the miosque due to Sagii Iing earthquake, 1985 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
 

We inferred that the Saguling Reservoir does induce earthquake. The moni

toring of seismicity in the vicinity of the Citarum reservoir is adequate and
 

necessary information on background seismicity is mostly available.
 

The Saguling, Cirata dam sites, in the past, have not experienced many large
 

earthquakes in their vicinity.
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ABSTRACT This paper presents the following items: 1) Introduction, 2) Inten

sity 
levels of input earthquake ground motions, 3) Derivation of the S1 and
 

the S2 intensity levels, 4) Characteristics of earthquake ground motion para

meters. For the assessment of earthquake damages and countermeasures to pro

tect 
these damages, assumption of intensity and characteristics of earthquake
 

ground motions are the es itial factors. However, it is not so easy task to
 

determine the above factors due to the limited instrumental data of strong
 

ground motions obtained in specific local area where the disaster couintermea

sures are concr-rned. Making use of the philosophy of deriving input earthqua

ke ground motions for nuclear power plants the following procedure has been
 

proposed by the author.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Intensity levels of input earthquake motion can be multiple,which may
 

lead to the economical earthquake resistrut designs or countermeasures. It is 

international trend to set these intensity levels to he two - dural in ensily 

levels of earthquake, ground motions, which may he term d hn.r. as ind .S1 S 2 

For earthquake re(si; tit de.sign of genera]1 tructures,, rdural mod, inte.nsity 

levels arte (lefirined It. (jenr,ll acc(tod( tha;,i follows; is iy 1 , earth trke desi

gn forces should he estimated in order (1) to prevent structural damage and 

minimize other damage in moderate earthquakes which (c.;c5 inac1ly occur (le

vel 1), and (2) to avoid collapse or serious damage in severe, uarthquakes 

which very seldom occur (level 2).
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DERIVATION OF THE S1 AND S 2 INTENSITY LEVELS OF INPUT GPOND MOTIONS 

Derivation of S1
 

The S1 is derived on the basis of historical earthquakes that have affe

cted the site area. It can be expressed as the ground motion having a defined
 

probability of not being exceeded and may be derived using a probabilistic ap

proach, or the approach may include seismotectonic considerations (combined
 

probabilistic and seismotectonic approach). As an alternative to a rigorous
 

application of probabilistic methods to the specification of the S1, it has
 

teen common practic in some, countries to specify the S 1 as a fraction (e.g. 

one-half) of the S 2 ,where S2 is deternined by rigorous application of a sei

smctectonic method. 

Derivation of S2
 

Trhe shall be derived on the basis of maximum earthquake potential asso-S 2 

ciated with tectonic structures and maximum earthquake potential associated
 

with sfismotectonic provinces in the region. If different postulated maximum
 

earthquakes produce maximum vibratory ground motion at the site at different 

frequencies, the F-2 caii be described in several ways. Each such earthquake 

should oe described in terms of maximum iirtensiLty scale value or magnitude 

and other significant parameters, incluoing distance from the source etc. 

An approach combining thue statistic and seismotectonic approach, may also be 

used in certain parts of the world according to the data available. This ap

proach to det(imine the S2 is not discussed in detail here because it is still 

under development. The S 2 sall be determined taking into account: (1) the 

maximum ,ea trlquake potential inside the seismotectonic province of the area 

associat(d wtn specific tectonic structures, (2) the maximum earthquake po

tential jn:de t!,e se(.smotctonic province of the area not associated with 

specific t:ctonic structures, (3) the maximum earthquake potential for the 

adjoining seismotectonic provinces associated with specific tectonic structu

res and (4) the maximum earthquake potential for the adjoining seismotectonic 

provinces not assocl,,ted with specific tectonic structures. 

The procedures to estimate the intensity levels are explained at flow 

charts I and 2. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF EARTHOUAKE GROUND MOTION PARAMETERS 

General aspects of the investigations on intensities of earthquake motions
 

Under the recognition that the characteristics of earthquake ground mo

tions are dependent on the source mechanisms of earthquakes and the structures
 

through which seismic waves pass, the peak values (general denotion by "P")
 

such as peak acceleration, velocity and displacement of ground motions have
 

been assumed to be function of earthquake magnitude (M) and hypocentral dista

nce (x) or epicentral distance. Those relations are summarized as;
 

= 
log P aM - b log x - c (1)
 

where the coefficients "a" and "b" are generally in the ranges [0.5, 1.0] and
 

[1.0, 2.0], respectively.
 

Relations among various physical Parameters representing intensities of earth

quake ground motions
 

At first, the cross correlations between the maximum vlues of accelera

tion, velocity, displacement and Housner's intensity with damping factor of 0 

and 20 % are investigated. From the results indicated in Table 1, these values 

presenting the intensity of ground motions, are strongly cross-correlated. 

This analysis also gives linear relationships among these parameters. From the 

results indicated in Table 2, there are reasonable ratios between two parame

ters of horizontal and vertical maximum accelerations, maximum velocity, maxi

mum displacement and spectral intensity. One example of the probability distri

bution of the variables of the difference between real observed data and values 

estimated by linear relaitions in logarithmic scale and their deviations are 

shown in Fig. I and Tabl-)e 3, re'spect iwtely. 

Miximum vilues of earthquake ground motions 

Maxima of earthquake ground motions on rock site By analysing the 75 sets 

of earthquake records obtained on rock site in Japan, magnitude (M) and hypo

central distanice (x in kin) of which are shown in Fig. 2, horizontal maximum 

acceleration (A ) and velocity (V ) wer, expressed in terms of eaithquake ma

gnitude and hypocentral distance. 

Ah = 1 0 (0.401 - 1.38 log x + 1.04 in gals (2) 

1=I () 6O 1.19 log x - 1.4 in kine (3) 

Where superscript "h" indicates a horizontal component. 

On the other hand the radius (D km) of aftershocks was expressed in terms
 

of the magnitude (M); 
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=
D 100.353 - 1.134 in km (4)
 

Assuming that a half of the above value D is the depth of the center of
 

energy release and using Eqs. (2) and (3), the relation between the maximum
 

value and the epicentral distance can be expressed as shown in Fig. 3 and 4
 

acceleration and velocity.
 

Effectivc Peak Acceleration
 

The accelerogram of EW component recorded at Pacoima dam during San Fer

nando earthquake (1971) shown in Fig. 5 is famous as the first record having
 

amplitude over the acceleration of gravity. The peak acceleration, however, is
 

a kind of "spike" and this value will greatly differ from the value calculated
 

by empirical equation as mentioned above. 

The calculated effective peak acceleration of Pacoima becomes 352 gal. 

Fig. (I and 7 show tht accelerogram having 90 percent spectral intensity and 

the comparison of the original response spectrum and that for the manipulated 

accelerogram, respectively. Table 4 iridicates the maximum acceleration of the 

original and the effective p(eak acceleration for 4 accel eregrams. These values 

can be acce pLed as roa sonable values froin the ernqineering point of view. 

Duration time and deterministic intensity function 

Duration time As the earthquake becomes larger, the length of the fault beco

mes longer,whereas the rupture velocity of fault does not change so greatly. 

Therefore, the duration time of earthquake ground motions is closely related 

with the size of carthquake or earthquake magnitude. 

As various d,I iritions of duration time from observed accelerograms have 

beer) proposed, the. proposal of each researcher is rather different. One of the 

relations he twee(in durat ion tiinrre (TI in sec) and the earthquake magnitude is; 

loq 'I'd 0.31 M - 0.*/'1 (5) 

The duration tirm, of this eglnation (Iisada and Ando) is the time after which 

peak valie does not exc(td 10 percent of the maximum peak acceleration. 

The relation of 1:. (5) is shown in F'ig. 8 

Deterinini stic inteisity function Fig. 9 are the results of efforts to find 

the det,,rminisLic intensity function fron the recorded accelerograns by apply

ing the smoothing techniques of the oscil latory random processes. Assuming 

a(t) to be an accelerogram, 1(t) deterministic intensity fr-,ction and b(t) 
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stationary random process, a(t) is expressed as;
 

a(t) = I(t)b(t) (6)
 

If I(t) is obtainable,b(t) must satisfy the condition of stationarity. Thus
 

I(t) can be estimated step by step with smoothing techniques through RUN CHI-


SQUARE of b(t). The derived relationships for horizontal and vertical compo

nents are;
 

log Ih( 1 ) = 1.08 + 2.13 x 0.056 x 1-0.84 - 1.25 x 1-0.84 - 1.84 bo 1 (7) 

log IV(1) = 0.81 + 2.22 x 0.140 x 1-0.64 - 0.85 x 1-0.64 - 1.64 log 1 (8) 

where 1 is a normalized time (in percent) ratio of the time t to the duration
 

time Td; ]=l00t/Td , and then I(1) is normalized by the total,that is 
1LO 
f i(l)dl. 

Figs. 10 are the results of the proposed equations with assumption of 
0 
duration 

time of 50 sec., and by smoothing technics of NS and UD components of El Centro
 

1940 earthquake record. 

Spectral characteristics of earthquake ground motions on rock
 

Velocity response spectrum of horizontal and vertical components The spectral 

shape of the motioii recorded on the rock surface may be influenced by the 

source mechanism of the e:carthquake and the structures through which seismic 

wave passes. !h,, velocity response spectrum S (M,X,T) of 5% damping ratio on 

the exposed rock surface is ass-imed to be the function of magnitude M and hy

pocentral distance X(km) in addition to period T (sec.). 

log S (M,X,T) = A(T)M - B(T) log X - C(T) in cm/secv (9)
 

Using '15 accelerograms in horizontal components obtained on exposed rock sur

face shown in Fig. 2, coefficients A,B and C for each period are computeo 

through regression analysis. The solid lines in Fig. 11 show the resulted co

efficients of A,l3 and C for velocity response spectra of 5% damping ratio. 

The solid lines in Fig. 12 are some examples of velocity response spectra 

for the hypocentral distance 50 km with the various values of earthquake ma

gnitude. The similar examples are also shown in Fig. 13 for the magnitude 8 

with the various values of hypocentral distance. It is distinctly seen that 

the predominat t periods of velocity response spectra become longer as magni

tude incre,.ses. 

As for vertical component, the ratios of the vertical spectra to the ho

riz,)ntal one!s are investigated, since the number of data for vertical compo

nent is limited. The results obtained by the use of 8 accelerograms are shown 

by the broken line in Fiq. 11. This shows that the predominant period of spec
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trum of vertical component is shorter than that of the horizontal component.
 

In Fig. 14, the velocity response spectra of both horizontal and vertical com

ponents for recorded motions at the Dl 
site of Jap6n during an earthquake of
 

1974, and those estimated by the above mentioned procedure are compared. In
 

this estimation of 
response spectra in vertical components, the resulted mean
 

ratios of spectra in Fig. 11 to convert horizontal component in vertical one
 

are applied.
 

The response spectra with damping ratio other than 5% in 
both horizontal
 

and vertical components based on the proposed response spectra with 5% damping
 

can be obtained by m.iLiplying the amplification coefficients which are shown
 

in Fig. 15.
 

ConcCpt of principal axes of ground motions In this paper, only the outline 

of the conc-ept of principa] axes of ground motions are introduced. Principal 

axes are the aixes a1ong which no cross-term of covariance exists and 3 varian

ces ot di agona l terms bconi the md ilUi,m iTnimum and intermdiate. This pro

perty sncgj:;t s thi it is IFossiLhe to simuldte the thre,(, orthogonal components 

by gfne'ra tinq uflcoulpid thres, component; of ground motions along the principal 

ax(s;. Thf. impoltlm it. l trs t th a, 1.ys.is ol priilci pa axes are the di

rctiom!, 
of prilv:in pal rlx:fs; aind the viriinc( of each component. Fig. 10 shows 

the rflation f.tfail tie ,<linn ioni of priicipal ixis from vertical axis and 

th.' fctr,,,1 distiji hi ci r,. oht) iiid from th(- acclero]rams recorded 

:durilg Sn1t1 , tri.idii(it.Ilkrn .d-rock Japan. cati I.r(,1111 ri th- in It seen in 

thi" f igur., thait thr . Sr . .oii aind thf minor ixis ire nea,,rly horizontal and 

vertic'a l,.;p ct iv.l ,. A f, r thi. dir ,(t ioii of In hi ,al axis, tihc horizontal 

dirf2ction of ,it-lir. mi 1, rr t itrm, dl,) I>:is ffir,.cts t.owards the fault slip 

zone. Also ;t.o('h, ;t if, piuport if,!; of thf, i t.t ; ltt ,i rat is of intormrdiate and 

minor prinlid l vai-ianci; t.o thi- ma )or F)I inci pal vari lrc are shown in Table 

5. 
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Table 1 	Coherence among Measures Table 2 Linear Relations Between
 
to Represent Intensity Intensities of Ground Motion
 
of Ground Motion
 

"'-<y I A D (.0 0.2 V A 	 sI 0 sD
0I.0 I S0.2 

A 0.905 0.8411 0.587 0.830 0.902 A 1.6691 0.09611 0.0389 0.579 0.2270. 2 8.701) .9) ( 1.429) (3.945)V 0.392 0:798 0. z76 0.957 0.986 (0.32) (8711(15.93) (.49 (.95 
O 0.879 0.896 0.706 0.97 0.96 9.921 1.753 5.9210.440 2.242 
D. 0.702 0.26 0.770 V (O.000)f (0.448) (2.000) (0.162) (0.431) 

S0.0 0.815 0.923 0.78( 0.924 0.970 	 17.67 1.a39 1.555 11.81 4.29o
 

510.*2 0.911 0.960 0.791 0.960 0.897 	 (0.0406) (0.476) (0.468J (0.0710) (0-811 

S. 1.511 0.157 0.0741 j 1.897 0.371 
A halt above Lh diagonal Iorizontal and horizontal 0.0 (0.511) (5.821) (10.63) (0.439) (2.610) 

A half below the diagonal Vertical and vertical I-I-_ 

Diagonal matrix liorizontal and verticai S I 4.919 0.469 0.216 2.855 2.038 

A Maximum acceleration V : Maximum velocity 0.2 '0,186) (2.035) (3.614) (0.334) (0.435)
 

D Maximum displacement SI Housner's intensity
 

l(: Damping ratio) I Horizontal Components
 

V Vertical Component 

A half above the diagonal Ilorizontal and horizontal 
A half below the diagonal Vertical and Vertical
 

Table 3 	 Deviations of Ratios of Diagonal eatrlx Horizontal and vertical 

Observed Data of Values X(ro) . coeo. Y(colu ,n) coef. xro.l 
by Linear Relations, In example A11 1.669 . ..8v701 V11 
Logarithnic Scale 	 AV • 0.532 . 11  9.921 VV 

Peak 	 Effective Peak 

AcceIerat ton
 

NS 341. 156.
 

El Centro F [W 210. Ill.
 

- UO 206. 9Z.
 

S 0 80.
 

ActeIerogra. Acceleration 

(3. 


.Aft 	 EW 176. 97. Table 4 Effective Peak Acceleration 
UD 79, 35. 

I 	 1 48. 3 2. A V D 0.0 0.2 

Paco ima IEli 1055. i 352. 
_ U0 696. 109. 0.168 0.255 0.369 0.282 0.202 

(IS 225. 163. A (1.472) (1.799. (2.339) (1.914) (1.592) 

Hachinohe EW 183. 148. 0.264 0.184 0.183 0.130 0.128 

U 	 77. 54. (1.137) (1.5283 (1.524) (1.349) 11.343) 

(gal) 
 0.366 0.116 0.237 0.245 0.278
 
(2.323) (1.5351 (1.726) (1.758) (1.097) 

0.271 0.167 0.954 0.135 0.1uo 
Table 5 	 Ratios of Intermediate 0.0 (1.66 1.49 (1.94) 1.365) (1.288)

and Minor Principal .158 0.20.299 1 0.100 0.156 
Variances to Major One s1 0.260 0 ,.432)

0.2 (.607)(1.439 11.991) (1.259) 142 

ISan FernandT Rock SiteRECORD arthquak In Japan A lf above the diagonal iontaland1 hal 	 V I A nd horizontallow the diJagonal Pr i a vertiCal
 

Inte I 0.6) .DiAjunnl 	 matrix Horizontal and vertical 

1-1- 1 Inside parenthesis 10 Deviationover 

.2 Inter 0.18 0.17 

i Minor 0.07 0.12
 

http:8711(15.93
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Flow Chart 1
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Flow Chart 2
 

(Seismotectonic Approach)
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ABSTRACT The brick wall partition filled in ductile RC frame are very popular in Taiwan. 

Because the location of this island is at The Circum Pacific Seismic Zone, the possible damage 

due to the falling of those walls are very concerned in our country. Three prototype specimens 

were built. Each of them had a 1/2 B thick brick wall filled in a ductile RC frame. The testing 

conditions of each specimen are different and briefly describe as follow: No. 1 Specimen was 

tested to determine the ultimate capacity ot a virgin wall under an uniformly distributed forces 

in direction of out-of-plane. The ultimate capacity is 6160 Pa. No. 2 Specimen was tested to 

understand the lateral stiffness degeneration corresponding to the increasing shear cracks in 

the wall. No. 3 Specimen was tested under the most severe conditions. A constant uniform 

load of order 0.4 times the weight of the wall was applied continuously on the wall in out-of

plane direction while tile RC frame was cyclic loaded and deformed in the in-plane direction. 

This wall was collapsed at cumulative ductility of 24.35. 

INTRODUCTION 

Almost all partitions of building in Taiwan are brick infilled walls. Those building include 

the two stories high RC houses constructed after World War II; tile four stories high RC 

apartments constructed after 1960's; the ten stories high RC or steel office buildings con

structed after I 70's; and the twenty stories high rise RC or steel buildings construsted after 

1980's. After a survey in fields we find the popular size of brick infilled wall is 2.8 meter high 

by 3.6 meter wide. Iecause tile location of this island is at The ('ircum Pacific Scismic Zone, tile 

possible damage due to tie falling of those wall are very concerned in our country, especially 

those brick partitions standing between classrooms in primary schools and middle schools. 

bo
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Since 1985, our National Building Code had followed the ACI Building Code 318-83 

and required that the RC building should be designed with ductile RC frame in order to avoid 

the brittle collapse of building structures for saving more lives during severe earthquake. But 

the possible hazard still exist if the collapse of partition could not avoid. 

The objective of this paper is to present the chance of wall falling during a moderate 

earthquake, to understand the mechanism of brick wall collapse, and to offer useful information 

for fallowing research work in wall strengthening. 

RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE 

The research attempts to prove that an order of 0.4g out-of-plane acceralation could 

collapse a RC infilled wall when it is subjected to tile reverse cyclic in-plane load simultaneously. 

TEST PROGRAM 

The test program was designed to investigate the following questions: 

I. 	 To investigate the strength and behavior of brick infilled wall subjected to a out-of-plane 

lateral pressure. 

2. 	 To quantify tihe stiffness and strength degradation of brick infilled wall subjected to high

intensity cyclic loading. 

3. 	 To investigate the falling chance of brick infilled wall in a severe earthquake condition. 

I)ESCRIPTION OF SPECIMEN 

Three identical prototype specimens were huill. IFahas infilled wall of 110 mll thick 

brick bonded with 1:3 cemen, t mortar. The specimen diimensions are shown in Fig. I. The 

ductile RC frame was desiined according to our NATIONAL BUILI)IN(; CODI), almost 

equivalant to A(I BfII.I)IN( (O)L 318-83. 

Tlie average strength of on cre te was 19.3 MPa. The yield strengtIi of the rebars was 392 

MPa. The , ., brick strength was 27 MPla. 
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The testing conditions of each specimen are different and are described ai follows: 

No. I Specimen was tested to determine the utimate capacity o1 a virgin wall under an 

uniform distributed force in the direction of out-of-plane. 

No. 2 Specimen was tested to understand the lateral stiffness degeneration corresponding 

to the increasing shear cracks in the wall. The test was done by applying one cyclic in-plane 

shear loading to the RC frame and created certain degree of cracks in the wall, and the lateral 

stiffness was measured with a certain level of out-of-plane force. The above procedure was 

repeated until the wall failed. 

No. 3 Specimen was tested under the most severe condition. A constant uniform load of 

the order of 0.4 times the weight of the wall was applied continuously to the wall in out-of

plane direction while the RC frame was cyclicly loaded and deformed in the in-plane direction. 

They might included both P-delta effect and kinetic friction effect on the brick wall. 

TEST SETUP AND INSTRUMENTATION 

Fig. 2 shows the setup for out-of-plane loading. Forces are generated with oil jacks and 

are uniformly distributed to 64 rubber pads with a whiffle-tree system. 

Instrumentation was designed to get the accurate recording of in-plane and out-of-plane 

loadings. deflections of wall surfaces, strains and deformations of RC frame. SR-4 strain gage 

type load cells Mnd displacement transducers were used. Automatic data recording and comi

putation were proceeded by a micro-computer. 

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

No . I Specimen 

The ultiniate capacity to resist a monotonic increasing uniform out-of-plane pressure was 

(1(0 Pa. Tliis valte is equal to 2.() tine the wall weight per area. In this test tile boundary 

fra ies were laterally supported. Fig. 3 shows ihe deforied protiles of vertical center line 

section at different load levels. 

No. 2 Specimen 

The load sequence and load-displacenient be havior are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8, respec

tively. [lie in-plaMe stiffness is defined as the load required to cause Unit deflect ion at the top 
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beam while tile out-of-plane stiffness is uufined here as the uniform pressure on the whole wall 

surface required to cause unit deflection at center point of the infill. The uniform pressure 

applied is 778 Pa. In each cycle the out-of-plane sti.fnesses were measured at the extreme load 

levels and zero level. Their values are shown inTable I (a). 

At the last cycle a constant uniform pressure of' 778 Pa were keeping applied while .n-plane 

cyclic loadings were going ol until the wall was collapsed. The deformed profiles of center 

vertical section at several subsequent cycles, when the cyclic loads reach zero, are shown in 

Fig. 4. 

No. 3 Specimen 

The load sequence and load-deflection behavior are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 9, respectively. 

The deformed profiles of' center vertical section at several subsequent cycles are shown in 

Fig. 5. 

InI this test we could catch the wall falling condition as the enough side deflection and 

strut compression happen coincindently and the P-delta effect do pronounce. The out-of

plane stiffness were MIeasured at the extreme load levels and zero level, which are shown in 

Table I (h). 

The side pressure of the order of 0.4 times the weight of wall per area was chosen baseing 

on the fact that the earthquake in Taipei on November 15, 1986 produced an acceleration 

equal to 0.4g in some upper stories of highrise buildings. 

Load Capacity 

The wall falling pressure of' No. I specimen is 6160 Pa whereas No. 2 and No. 3 specimen 

are 778 Pa. The later value is equ:l to 0.4g acceleration force. 

Ductility factor is the ratio of the deflection at any load level and the first yield deflection. 

Tlie yield deflection of No. 2 specimen is 14.2 nn in in-plane sidesway and that of No. 3 

specimen is 19.4 nmn. ('iiiiilativc ductility is defined as the sum of the ductilities attained in 

each cycles. Table I shows the test results. The cumulative ductility at failure for No. 2 and 

No. 3 specimen are 20.00 and 24.35, respectively. This sl'ows the wall falling is possible for 

a longer dutration of earthquake or in case of' the cuniul".tivu effect of several earthquakes. 
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Mode of Failure 

As the infilled wall was subjected to in-plane cyclic loading, both diagonal struts of wall 
caused compression force periodically. During the compression period, the cracks in that 

strut area were forced to close and the out-of-plane deflection at wall center decreased, and at 
this compacted state the out-of-plane stiffness isgreater than that of at loose state as strut force 
is zero. When the infilled wall suffered some high-intensity cyclic loading and was soften to a 
considerable value, then the side pressure might create certain large of out-of-plane deflection, 

and the coming compression cycle would produce a pronounced P-delta effect at the diagonal 
strut, and the collapse of wall would happen very soon Fig. 10. This is the common failure 

mechanism of No. 2 and No. 3 specimen. 

Defect 

As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5, the separations between the bottom of beam and the 
top of wall were occured in those specimens. This phenomena shows the defect of brick work. 

It will enhance the out-of-plane deflection and accelerate the collapse of the infill. Some 

improvement can be done from this point. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions can be nade based on the test results: 

I An 0.4g out-of-plane pressure coultC, collapse a cracked infilled wall subjected to high

intensity cyclic loading in in-plane direction at cumulative ductility of 26.06 and 24.35. 

2. 	 The out-of-plane capacity of a virgin iinfilled Mall without in-plane cyclic loading is 2.9g. 

3. 	 Separation between the bottom of beam and the top of the wall would accelerate the 

out-of-plane collapse of infill wall. 
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Fig 10. Wall collaipse 
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Table 1 (a) Test Results of No. 2 Specimen
 

Cyclic In-Plane Out-of-plane 

No. Load(KN) DisplacementDsame Ductility CumulativeDuctility Stiffness(KN/nm) Stiffness(Pa/mm) 

10-1E 0 0 0.00 0 - 1555 
98 1.48 0.10 0.10 66.22 839 

10-2W 0 - - - 523 
- 98 - 1.18 0.08 0.18 83.05 886 

10-3E 0 - - -668 
98 1.7 0.12 0.30 57.65 790 

10-4W 0 - - -- 515 
- 98 - 1.26 0.09 0.39 77.78 517 

10-5E 0 - - - 669 
98 1.82 0.13 0.52 53.85 570 

10-6W 0 - - 572 
- 98 - 1.32 0.09 0.61 74.24 911 

20-1E 0 - - - - 564 
196 9.94 0.70 1.31 19.72 387 

20-2W 0 - - - - 627 
-196 -12.1 0.85 2.16 16.20 4620 

20-3E 0 - - - - 511 
196 14.18 1.00 3.16 13.82 356 

204W 0 - - - - 350 
-196 -13.56 0.95 4.11 14.45 491 

20-5E 0 - - - - 424 
196 17.2 1.21 5.32 11.40 812 

20-6W 0 - - - 32 
-196 -13.34 0.94 6.26 14.69 1491 

30-1E 0 - - - - 177 
259 30.6 2.15 8.42 8.46 516 

30-2W 0 - - -
-210 -12 0.85 9.27 17.50 -

60-2W 0 - - - - 69 
-246 -58.38 4.11 13.38 4.21 432 

60-3E 0 .- - - 17 
278 60.08 4.23 17.61 4.63 314 

60-4W 0 .- . 
-215 -60.08 4.23 21.84 3.58 280 

60-SE 0 ..- - - 13 
243 60.02 4.23 26.06 4.05 286 
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Table 1 (b) Test Results of No. 3 Specimen 

Cyclic In-Plane Out-of-plane 

No. 
Load Displacement Cumulative Deflection Stiffness 
(KN) (mm) Ductility (mim1) (Pa/min) 

O-IE 0 0 0 0 0.50 1668 
98 0.93 0.05 0.05 1.12 745 

10-2W 0 - - - 1.64 509 

- 98 - 0.67 0.03 0.08 -
20-1E 0 - - - 1.81 461 

196 19.3 0.99 1.08 2.06 405 
20-2W 0 - - - 2.92 286 

-157 -14.4 0.74 1.82 1.92 434 
20-4W 0 - - - 3.67 227 

-196 -23.7 1.22 3.04 3.60 232 
20-5E 0 - - - 6.00 139 

196 22.8 1.18 4.22 5.09 164 
20-6W 0 - - - 8.32 100 

-196 -25.8 1.33 5.55 7.00 119 
20-7E 0 - - - 9.65 86 

196 26 1.34 6.89 7.04 118 
20-8W 0 - - - 11.40 73 

-196 -28.4 1.46 8.35 8.26 101 
20-9E 0 - - - 12.40 67 

196 27.7 1.43 9.78 9.33 89 
60-2W 0 - 27.16 31 

-219 -52.5 2.71 12.48 - -
60-3E 0 - - - 44.22 19 

245 68.7 3.54 16.03 - -

60-4W 0 - - -

--185 -51.4 2.65 18.68 - -

60-5 E 0 - - -

166 57.1 2.94 21.62 - -

60-6W 0 -.... 

-155 -53.1 2.74 24.36 
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ABSTRACT The history of earthquake occurrence 
in Bangladesh and the know
ledge of i:s geology suggest to treat the country as a high risk zone for
 

earthquake probability. Nevertheless, the proper consideration of this type
 
of loading in designing structures in Bangladesh is still not perfect. This
 
is due to lack of adequate earthquake records and insufficient study in
 
this field of engineering. In the present work, the tectonic set up and the
 
seismicity in the country have first been discussed. A statistical study of
 
the available earthquake records has then been carried out. The magnitude

frequency relationship for earthquake occurrence has been established. The
 

investigation gives the scope of defining peak ground motions xor 
given re
turn periods and 
is valuable in forming design loading judgements in Bangla

desh. The existing code provisions for earthquake resistant design in
 
Bangladesh have also been reviewed in the light of the present study.
 

INTRODUCTION 

Historical records (Oldham, 1883) and the 
instrumental data available 

for the last few decades indicate a continuous level of seismic activity in 
Bangladesh and its surrounding regions. In the seismic risk rating for dif
ferent parts of the world (Dowrick, 1977), Bangladesh has been assessed as 

a high risk zone. For the great majority of historical earthquakes, precise 
locations and magnitudes of their seismic sources known. Even forare not 
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the most recent ones, the precise determination of the focal depths is not
 

possible. This is due to absence of adequate number of standard seismograph

ic stations at suitable locations. Formal statistical estimation of proba

bilities of earthquake occurrence in this region is thus subjected to high
 

limitations. Nevertheless, probability studies used in relation to already
 

available seismicity information can be useful to justify the present load

ing judgements and also can Corm the basis for more rigorous future studies.
 

In this paper, the tectonic set up and the seismicity of Bangladesh
 

have been discussed. An attempt is then made to establish a magnitude

frequency relationship for this region from available records of a fifty year
 

period from 1920 to 1970. Strain release is also studied for the same period. 

The scope of determination of peak ground motions is discussed and the exis

ting provisions for earthquake resistant design in Bangladesh have been re

viewed in the light of the present study. 

TECTONIC SET UP
 

Bangladesh is largely an alluvial plane and its subsurface geology is
 

in the process of exploration only in recent years. The thickness of the
 

alluvial sediwents deposited by the Ganges and Brahmaputra river system
 

varies over a wide range. The sedimentary deposits range in age from Pr ,-


Cambrian to Holocene.
 

The two principal tectonic units comprising Bangladesh are the Pre-


Cambrian Platform covering the northwestern part and the Bengal Foredeep 

covering central, southern and the eastern parts. A north-east trending 

hinge line or hinge zone, shown in many tectonic maps of this region 

(Sengupta, 1966), is present at the junction of the two units. No definite 

evidence of seismicity, however, can be associated with this zone. The Bengal 

Foredeep is terminated in the northeast by the Dauki fault at the southern 

margin of the Shillong Plateau in India. The Shillong Plateau proper is 

characterized by the maximum concentration of earthquake events. The Dauki 

fault itself is relatively inactive during the recent times, though it was 
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active since the Jurassic and was the main architect for the evolution of the
 

Shillong Plateau proper. The seismicity of the area running from about Sylhet
 

in the north towards Chittagong in the south can be associated with the
 

faults in Tripura Hills of India. The region east of hinge zone and south of
 

Shillong Plateau has undergone subsidence along major fractures in the base

ment, which has resulted in the development of three big depressions named
 

as Sylhet trough, Faridpur trough, and Chittagon, trough and two uplifts
 

named as Barisal zone of uplift and the Tripura uplift. Recent search for
 

petroleum and gas resources has revealed evidence of basement faults, trending
 

northeast-southwest, located at the south of Bogra called the Bogra fault.
 

The north-northeast movement of the Indian continental plate beneath the
 

Tibetan plate at a rate of about 3-5 cm per year (Gupta and others, 1982) is
 

producing crustal stresses causing a downwarping of the crust. This feature
 

characterizes the tectonics of this region.
 

SEISMICITY 

Bangladesh has been affected by major earthquake occurrence in the'sur

rounding areas as well as moderate to severe earthquakes within its territory.
 

Report of shaking from Dhaka (Oldham, 1883) is available as early as 1664.
 

Among events that affected Bangladesh since the middle of the last century,
 

the Cachar Earthquake of 1869, the Bengal Earthquake of 1885, the Great Assam
 

Earthquake of 1897, the Srimangal Earthquake of 1918, the l)hubri Earthquake
 

of 1930, the Bihar-Nepal Earthquake of 1934, and the Assam Earthquake of 1950
 

are worth noting. Of these, the hypocentres of )nly the Bengal Earthquake of 

1885 and the Srimangal Earthquake of 1918 were located within Bangladesh.
 

11owever, these two earthquakes were of shallow focus nature and Ehe destruc

tions were confined to narrow zones. The Great Assam Earthquake of 1897 was 

res:onsible for the maximum damage over a considerable part of the country. 

The 1950 earthquake also affected the whole country though no damage was 

caused.
 

The famous Dhubri Earthquake of 1930 had a magnitude of 7.1. The Sri

mangal Earthquake of 1918 had magnitude of 7.6 with intensity reaching up 
to
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X near the epicentral area and with depth of hypocentre at 15 km (Stuart,
 

1920). Instrumental records are available for this earthquake. The events of
 

1869 and 1897 originated from the Shillong Plateau proper. The most destruc

1897 event had magnitude of 8.7 with intensity reaching up to XII. The
tive 


14th July, 1885 earthquake, with its probable epicentre northwest of Dhaka,
 

was estimated to be of Richter's magnitude greater than 7. The probable ori

gination of this earthquake from the recently identified Bogra fault can not
 

be ruled out.
 

MAGNITUDE-FREQUENCY RELATIONSIIIP AN) STRAIN RELEASE 

The discussion on seismicity and tectonics reveals that to establish a 

meaningful magni tude-frequency relationship for Bangladesh events originating 

from highly seismic neighbouring rugions should also be included. Hence, a 

statistical study of available uvunts with hypocuntres in a region bounded by 

of magn,itudes 5 or greater was under220.0 - 290.0 N and 86° .5 - 97U.0 E and 

taken. A total oi 220 events occurring,, between 1920 to 1970 (Tandon and 

SrivastaLa, 1974 and Committee ol ExperLs, 1979) were collected. 

The empirical relationship between magnitude and frequency (Gutenberg 

and Richter, 1954) may be expressed as 

lo,, N = A - bM (1) 

where N is the number ol shocks of magnitude 14 and greater than 14 per unit 

of time, and A and b are seismic constants for any given region. 

A linear relation of the form of Eq. I has been fitted to the 220 col

lected events by a linear regressicn analysis. The resulting magnitude

region is shown in Figure I and yields the followingfrequency curve for the 

relationship 

log N = 5.98 - 0./0 14 (2) 

ol 0.70 for b lies in the lower side of the range of 0.5-1.5The value 

as usually observed for various regions of the earth (Kaila and Narain, 

1971). A low value of b, however, indicates an increase in the proportion of 
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large shocks. The value obtained for A is very close to that for Western
 

Tnited States. The correlation coefficient in this regression analysis was
 

as high as 0.993 and the line fitted the data with a level of significance
 

better than I percent.
 

2.4 

2.0 

1.6 

Z 

1.2 

Osh 

0.4 

O 5.0 7.0 .0 
Magnitu de, M 

Fig. I Magnitude-frequency relationship 

To draw the strain release diagram, the energy magnitude relationship
 

(Gutenberg and Richter, 1956) is given by
 

log E = 11.4 + 1.5 1 (3) 

where E is the energy in ergs. The strain released during an earthquake is 

taken to be proportional to the square root of its energy released. The 

cumulative strain release diagram for the 50 year period is plotted in 

(\
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Figure 2. The strain release axis is shown in a nondimensional form and the
 

cumulative strain for any period is indicated as a fraction of the total
 

strain release for the whole period from 1920 to 1970.
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Fig. 2 Cumulative strain release for the petiod 1920-1970
 

From Figure 2 it appears that there are several distinct segments of
 

definite slopes. This indicates a uniform rate of strain release for the
 

periods concerned. Sudden increases in the level of strain release are
 

observed in the years 1934 and 1950. The strain release character investi

gated in this study carries a qualitative nature. This is because events
 

with magnitudes less than 5 were excluded from the study.
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PEAK GROUND MOTIONS
 

The value of M for - given return period can be found from the magni

tude-frequency relationship in Eq. 2. In determining the peak ground motions
 

at a given site for a given return period, the attenuation of ground motion
 

with distance from the origin of event is of great importance. It is thaught
 

that attenuation equations based on the abundant Californian data are widely
 

applicable. In absence of appropriate expressions based on the reliably
 

measured data for this region, available such relationships may be used. The
 

magnitude along with the exactly defined focal distance of a probable source
 

from a site is required to determine the peak ground motions.
 

EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT DESIGN IN BANGLADESH
 

The existing code for earthquake resistant design in Bangladesh
 

(Committee of Experts, 1979) recognizes three seismic zones in the country.
 

Seismically most active northeastern part is identified as zone I, the
 

northwestern, the central, and the southeastern part as zone II, and the
 

least active southwestern part as zone III. The suggested Basic Horizontal
 

Seismic Coefficients for the three zones are 0.08, 0.05, and 0.04 respec

tively. The code applies to buildings with heights not exceeding 200 feet.
 

For taller structures it suggests a dynamic analysis, with acceleration
 

inputs appropriate for probable maximum intensity for the particular zone.
 

The investigation conducted in this paper and a knowledge of fault location
 

may find its usefulness in such an analysis. Finally, considering the
 

presence of basement faults at the south of Bogra and its probable future
 

issociation with major earthquakes, the present zoning system needs a care

ful review.
 

CONCLUSIONS
 

The discussion on tectonic set up and seismicity indicates that mode

rate to severe earthquakes, originating from within or outside the country,
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are not unlikely events for Bangladesh. For a reliable prediction of earth

quake risk, precise determination of the magnitudes and locations of sources
 

for all events is necessary. By a linear regression analysis of available
 

data for a 50 year period from 1920-1970, a magnitude-frequency relationship
 

for this region is obtained. Strain release study for the same period re

vealed uniform rate of strain release during some definite time segments.
 

Sudden increases in strain release were observed in the years 1934 and 1950.
 

Considering the presence of basement faults at the south of Bogra, a
 

careful review of the present zoning system for earthquake resistant design
 

in Bangladesh is suggested. It can be concluded further, that the study
 

conducted in this paper may find its usefulness in justifying the design
 

loading judgements in Bangladesh.
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ABSTRACT In addition to being in the seismic zone of the western Pacific and
 

on the course of typhoons orginated in the Pacific, Taiwan has its special
 

geomorphology and geology, with steep mountains, short streams and weak geolo

gical formations. As a consequence, disasters resulting from typhoon, flood
 

and landslide take place several times each year. Occasionally, earthquake
 

also occurs. The work of disaster mitigation and prevention has long been one
 

of the major endeavors of governmental agencies and private organizations.
 

No major efforts, however, on disaster mitigation/prevention have been
 

made until 1982 when the National Science Council initiated an interdiscipli

nary Disaster Mitigation Research Program which includes five major areas:
 

meteorology, flood mitigation, seismology, earthquake engineering and land

slide prevention. The first 5-year plan of the program will be completed by
 

mid-1987, and the second 5-year plan is now at the planning stage.
 

This proposed paper will present the process of planning for the Program 

including the objectives and its goals in the Ist 5-year plan. The execution 

of research projects, evaluation of results and technology transfer are also 

to be discussed. It is hoped that the information presented will be of help 

to other countries where efforts of disaster mitigation/prevention research 

need to be coordinated and/or organized. 
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INTRODUCTION
 

Located in subtropical climate zone, and west pacific earthquake belt,
 

Taiwan is often troubled by frequent typhoon, earthquake, and heavy rainfall
 

which causes great losses of lives and properties. On the average between
 

1961 and 1982, natural disasters has wounded/killed 456 peoples and destroyed
 

11,900 houses each year. Meteorological hazards in the last five years caused
 

a loss of 48 billions NT dollars, which occupied 0.46% of annual GNP (Shieh
 

and Chen, 1985, 1986).
 

No major efforts, however, on disaster mitigation/prevention have been
 

made, until 1981 when the National Science Council initiated the interdiscipli

nary Multiple Hazards Mitigation Research Program (MI hRP) which includes five 

major areas: meteorology, flood mitigation, seismology, earthquake engineering 

and land slide prevention. After 6 months' planning stage (November 1981 -

April 1982), the first 5-year program has started in August 1982 and completed 

in July 1987. 

The budget for the first 5-year program was 158 million NT dollars for
 

294 one-year projects. On the average, more than 100 principal investigators
 

participated the program and produced more than 60 graduate students, each
 

year.
 

The second 5-year program has started in August 1987. The program expands
 

into seven major areas: meteorology, flood mitigation, seismology, earthquake
 

engineering, 'eotechnical engineering, industrial hazards mitigation, and 

social and economical studies for Hazards mitigation. The proposed budget for 

the second 5 year program is 283 million NT dollars for 480 estimated one-year 

projects. 

This paper will present major results of the first 5-year program and the
 

objectives of the second 5-year plan. 

4P*
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THE FIRST 5-YEAR PROGRAM (AUGUST 1982-JULY 1987)
 

The program emphasized on 3 categories including collection and analysis
 
fundamental data, special problems in Taiwan area, and strategy of disaster
 
prevention. There are five major areas: meteorology, flood mitigation, seis
mology, earthquake engineering and land-slide prevention.
 

In the category of 
the strategy of disaster prevention, public education
 
materials including typhoon disasters prevention, flood mitigation and earth
quake disasters prevention have been compiled and published.
 

The research results of the other two categories will be discussed in
 
following subsections. 

Meteorology
 

In meteorological subprogram, 
several studies in the category of fundamen
tal data collection and analysis has been completed. It includes analysis of
 
natural disasters in Taiwan area in Ching Dynasty (1644-1911), a survey of
 
meteorological 
 disasters over Taiwan area (1961-1982), a survey of meteorolo
gical data and compilation 
 of data catelogue, a survey and classification of 
meteorological reports and papers (more than 1000 publications in recent 15
 
years) according to their applicability in weather forecasting operation, 
 a
 
survey and rc-plannin- of meteorological and hydrological observation 
 networks
 
on 
 the west side of the Central Mountain Range in Taiwan. Both Central Weather 

Bureau and Htydrological Biureau are in the process of implementing the newly 
designed automatic icastircnent and transmiting networks. The networks will 

cost more than I billion NT dollars. 

In the category of special problems in Taiwan area, several useful studies 
are also completed. The topics includes characteristics and topographic effects 
of typhoon rainfall and wind distributions in Taiwan area, typhoon winds and 
structure response measurements, atmospheric boundary layer wind tunnel experi
ments, building codes related to wind strength, feasibility of cloud seeding in 
Taiwan, and Taiwan Area Mesoscale Experiment (TAMEX). TAMEX was carried out 
from May I to June 30, 1987. About 50 American 1000 local scientists and tech-


AVI
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nical staff are involved in the field phase of the experiments. The main
 

scientific objective is to understand heavy rainfall related to meso-scale
 

convective systems, Mei-Yu fronts, and topographic effects.
 

Flood Mitigation
 

The flood mitigation research group has worked closely with the meteoro

logical research group in several projects, which includes a survey and re

planning of meteorological and hydrological observation networks, planning of
 

rainfall forecasting and flood forecasting systems.
 

In addition, many studies focused Tan-Suei River in northern Taiwan and
 

Tsuo-Suei River in central Taiwan have been completed. The research topics 

include sediment transport characteristics in rivers, beach deformation around
 

river mouth, construction and verification of runoff models, construction of
 

channel flood routing models, and flooding induced by typhoon surges.
 

Seismology
 

In the seismology subprogram, the major works completed are in the cate

gory of collection and analysis of fundamental data. The research topics
 

completed include a study of seismology response spectra in Taiwan area, survey
 

and geological study on active faults in Taiwan, construction of a data base
 

for strong earthquakes in Taiwan, re-analysis of time and spatial distributions 

of earthquake activities in Taiwan.
 

Earthquake Engineering 

In the earthquake engineering subprogram, many practical studies have been 

completed. The research topics include: evaluation of current standards for
 

seismic resistance of bridges, mechanical behavior of red brick and brick wall,
 

the confinement strength of small section rectangular tie concrete column,
 

earthquake resistance design for high-rise building structure by using rein

forced concrete, dynamic analysis of thin-walled structures using interactive 

computer graphics, seismic hazards of lifeline systems, dynamic interaction of 

tall buildings with the soil, liquefaction of saturated sandy soil deposits in 

Taiwan area, seismic behavior of floating type oil storage tanks, occupancy 

importance factor for seismic and wind resistance design of buildings.
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_andide Prevention
 

In the landslide prevention subprogram, many useful studies have also
 

been completed. The research topics include: numerical study of earthquake
 

stability for cohesive slopes, analysis of basic data of critical potential
 

region of steep slopeland in central Taiwan, the mechanical properties and
 

stability of dip slopes in sandstone-shale formations, study on the slopeland
 

stability and soil properties of lateritic terrace, slope stability of sub

surface treatment, study on the method of protection surface of slope, engi

neeriug properties of cmipacted mudstone, the impact on flood from the slope

land development, the investigation of the vegetation condition along the 

freeway, improve error erect vegetation, the investigation of landslide reason,
 

a study of the geology of red soil, the distribution of plants group and the
 

analyze of territory.
 

THE SECOND 5-YEAR PROGRAM (AUGUST 1987-JULY 1992)
 

Since the first 5-year program is considered a very successful large-scale
 

interdisciplinary program, National Science Council decided to support the
 

second 5-year program. The program is expanded into seven fields: meteorology,
 

flood mitigation, seismology, earthqu'ike engineering, geotechnical engineering,
 

industrial hazards mitigation, and social and economical studies of hazards 

mitigation. The scientific objectives of the second 5-year program are as
 

follows (Tsay and others. 1987): 

Meteorology 

(1) Improvement of heavy rain forecasting technique 

(2) Improvement of typhoon forecasting technique 

(3) Reduce lose due to meteorological hazards 

Flood Mitigation 

(1) Provide flash flood forecasting technique 

(2) Provide flood engineering and river management technique 

(3) Reduce lose caused by flood in major rivers 
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Seismology
 

(1) 	Reduce time spend on earthquake data processing
 

(2) 	Providing earthquake information to some large-scale construction
 

(3) 	Reestimate the degree of risk of present large-scale constructions
 

(4) 	Establish earthquake observation stations and earthquake data base centre
 

Earthquake Engineering
 

(1) 	Revise building codes to provide a reasonable earthquake resistance design
 

and reinforce methods
 

(2) 	Study of earthquake resistance design for lifelines
 

(3) 	Revise the rules of earthquake resistance and reinforce design of bridge
 

Geotechnica I
 

(1) 	Provide laterite terrace land information
 

(2) 	Increase slopeland usable area
 

(3) 	Provide mudstone area information for developing, planning, designing
 

and 	 operation of this area 

(4) 	Provide landsiLde information of transversal highway in central Taiwan 

(5) 	Study of the dam and mining hazards litigations 

Industrial Hazards lKitigation 

(1) 	Establish rules for chemical factory safety design 

(2) 	Lstablisli rules for mining 

Social and Economical Stuoies 

(1) 	 Ls tab liih data base and hazards impacts system 

(2) 	Optimize hazard's financial, banking and taxation system 

(3) 	Study of liazards recovery 

(4) 	Study of efficient warning system and lifeline safety management and 

social hazards iiiiLigaLion facilities 

(5) 	Study of hazards reducing strategy 
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CONCLUS ION
 

The first 5-year phase of the multiple hazards mitigation research program 

(MHMRP) is considered a very successful large-scale interdisciplinary program 

in the National Science Council. We think that a 6 months planning before hand 

and evaluation and workshop for research results evety year are the keys for 

the success of the program. In both the planning and execution stages, the
 

participation of other government agencies and private sectors are also essen

tial.
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